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THE AWARD OF DESIGN CONTRACTS:

I.

AN OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

This section summarizes evidence presentee) to the Special Commission, or

obtained by the Special Commission through its investigations, with respect to
how the Commonwealth awarded state and county contracts from 1962 through 1974.
This period covers the administrations of Governors Peabody,

Volpe and Sargent.

Although the laws governing state design contract awards changed during this
time, and the people administering these laws changed, what did not change was

a

pattern of allowing political and other considerations separate from merit to

determine who was selected to receive state design contracts.

During the Feabody

years the power to award design contracts lay solely with the Commissioner of the

Executive Office for Administration and Finance (A&F).
case,

in this

The Commissioner,

William Waldron, consulted regularly with Sherwood Tarlow, Peabody's chief

fundraiser.

Tarlow estimated that as

a

result of these consultations 75 to 80

percent of the design contract awards made during the Peabody administration went
to supporters of the Governor.*

After John Volpe became Governor in 1964, there were revelations about the

circumstances surrounding the award of the design contract for the University of
Massachusetts Medical School, as well as the presentation of evidence to

a

legislative committee indicating that John Volpe's brother, contractor Peter
Volpe, was regularly consulted on design contracts awards.**

As

a

result, the

Massachusetts General Court enacted legislation in 1966 creating the Designer
Selection. Board (1966 Acts and Resolves, Chapter 676.)***

Because the DSB

screened applicants for design contracts and narrowed finalists to three or four
firms, it was believed that only qualified firms would be awarded

contracts.

But the Designer Selection Board system could be,

and was,

successfully manipulated by design firms knowledgeable about state bureaucracy.

The

practices, events ano contract awards of the Feabody administration are
describee in the section entitled Peabody Era infra
,

**See Volpe Era

:

***See Volpe Era

:

.

Before the Establishment of the Designer Selection Board

,

infra

After the Establishment of the Designer Selection Board

,

infra

.

-

2

-

The DSB membership consists of six constant voting positions,

Director of the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC)
rotating vote given to

a

e_x

officio

,

including the
and

a

seventh

representative from the user agency (such as the

Department of Mental Health or the Department of Corrections) of the project
being considered for award.*
This representative

typically was the chief engineer of the user agency.

Since the full quorum of seven members frequently was not present, and the other

possible first place votes often were spread over more than one firm,
possible for an architect to virtually assure his choice as

a

it

was

finalist if he

could successfully lobby for the first place votes and attendance at the meeting,
of the BBC director and user agency representative.

William Masiello, in his public testimony before the Commission on May 13,
1980, described how he successfully manipulated the DSB screening process:
Q.

Mr. Masiello, I wonder if at this point you might just
take a moment, without going into any detail of what you have
done, because you certainly described that, relate your
strategy of getting jobs and relate that, if you will, to your
opening statement where you described access in other matters,
where you were able to plan it out so you knew you could in
essence subvert the system as at least is described in the
rule books.

A.

Mr.

Q.

Well, you did go over the details.
But, I think at one point
you told me that you also knew before the formal meetings were
held whether or not you were going to get a job and if you
didn't have it by the time the meetings were held you knew if
you would.

A.

In those terms, yes.
Whenever I set forth to get a project I
would do all the leg work, in this particular case I pointed
out how I went to Vic Zuchero first, how I went to Jim Kerr
second, how I went to Walter Poitrast and when I found out he
wasn't going to be there, which he ultimately was there
because I think he cancelled a vacation for a meeting, and
then I went to George Rushton thinking he was going to be the
As a
vote from the BBC.
So, it was a well laid out plan.
matter of fact, I kind of patted myself on the back, taking
that kind of approach to win the project.
As a matter of
fact, I believe it was Mr. Edward M. Healy who was a former
associate with Masiello Associates, and he used the exact same
method of getting to Jim Kerr because I told him who to go
I
see.
said make sure you go see him, and he took the same
approach, went to see Mr. Kerr.
He got Mr. Kerr the vote for
him, and then when his name did appear on the DSB recommended
list of three I talked to Mr. Manzi, I told him that I believe
I
I could get him
it was a $10,000 study, I believe.
asked Mr. Healy for 10 percent of the contract, which in this
incident I Delieve the contract was $10,000, he was supposed
•to give me a thousand dollars.
I
Manzi
had everything set.
took care of it.
Mr. Healy did get the contract...

Now,

Littlefield,
went over

I

believe the strategy

—

I

think

I

carefully

—

***
Mr.

Mahoney:

Implementation of this strategy, this is testimony
that we have had about it before, when you went to
the using agency representative and to the EEC
representative, and as you say, lined up their vote,
it was important that that vote be Masiello number
one, is that not correct?

•The statute further provides for an Executive Secretary who lacks
vote

a

3

The Witness

Mr.

Mahoney

The Witness

Mr.

Mahoney

The Witness

Mr.

Mahoney:

The Witness:
Mr.

Mahoney:

The Witness:
Mr.

Mahoney:

The Witness:
Mr.

Mahoney:

The Witness:
Mr.

Mahoney

The Witness

Mr.

Well, if you knew how the Designer Selection Board
voted and you knew how they selected an architect,
it was very important to get a number one vote.

Right

.

Because number one, they use one, ten, two, nine,
three, eight.
The ranking of number one was vital to your strategy?
I
Well, it's vital but it doesn't always work out.
will give you another incident where I took the same
approach on the Fitchburg Courthouse in Worcester
County, and I received three number one votes, and I
I ended up with 34
received four number ten votes.
points.
So, sometimes it doesn't work, only because
it's my understanding through one of the members of
the Designer Selection Board after they had met he
came up to me and he said Mr. Littleton got up and
said that
he was going to be -- he was going to
testify against the Masiello firm for severely
injuring a person at the Worcester County Jail.
Three people, I believe it was Mr. Sullivan,
Mr. O'Toole who represented the County Commissioners
Each gave
of Worcester, and I believe Mr. Rushton.
me their number one vote. But, the other four
members gave me number ten.
So, I believe the
system does work.
Maybe
I
understand it doesn't always work, but the
strategy is to obtain as many first place votes,
that is number one votes, not just a vote you want
from the using agency, Masiello 4 Associates number
one, is that not correct?

Absolutely.
And you wanted from BBC Masiello
number one:

Associates,

And anybody else you can get?

Anybody that would listen.
And the results of that, where you've got a maximum
number of people on the Designer Selection Board of
seven, let me finish, with a vote of influence... if
you end up with three first place votes you're in
pretty good shape.

Absolutely.
Thank you.

Mahoney, I might add, the using agency in this
particular case that I stated, Mr. Kerr, he is a
very, very powerful voice on this Designer Selection
Board.

Mr.

Mahoney:

Mahoney

&

That is correct, yes.

A,

Mr.

-

I

know you are

-

And you could see what would happen, so your time
for a vote for another member goes by the Eoard.

The Witness:

Mr.

4 -

You're telling us the using agency voted a
substantially greater vote than any other vote?

Mahoney:

Absolutely .i*

The Witness:

There is substantial evidence that various individuals either actively

involved in fundraising or closely familiar with fundraising activities

interceded on behalf of certain firms once the firm made the DSE list of
finalists.

When Anthony DeFalco first became Commissioner of A&F in 1967, the

DSB ranked the three finalists in order of preference.

Despite this ranking

DeFalco freauently awarded design contracts to firms which were not at the top of
the DSB's list,

&

Frank Masiello has testified to receiving that contract award

Healy firm.**

after making

including the Gentile School contract awarded to the Masiello

a

commitment to Albert "Toots" Manzi,

a

Volpe fundraiser,

for

specfic political contributions.***
The DSB ranking of design firms was discontinued at DeFalco's reauest after

the appearance of

a

newspaper article commenting on the pattern of design

contract awards to other than the top ranked firms.

Subseauently

,

DeFalco

awarded the Holyoke Community College contract to the California design firm of
Daniel, Mann, Johnson

Mendenhall ("DMJM").

&

There is substantial evidence

before the Special Commission, summarized in other sections of this report, **
which indicates that this award was made as

a

result of commitments to Manzi to

make substantial cash contributions.

DeFalco denied that Manzi or any other person communicated with him with
respect to design contract awards.* 2

The A&F Commissioners who served under

Governor Sargent also were consistent in denying any improper political

Victor Zuchero was fundraiser

for the Sargent administration; James Kerr the
voting representative from the Department of Mental Health; Walter Poitrast the
Director of the BBC;
George Rushton the Deputy Director of the BBC;
Earle
Littleton the Chairman of the DSB; and James Sullivan architect and Vice Chairman
of the DSB.
Masiello in mentioning "this particular case" refers to his efforts
to obtain the contract to design Springfield Mental Health Center.

**See section of this report entitled Volpe Era:
Designer Selection Board infra

After the Establishment of the

.

,

***See section of this report entitled Volpe Era:
After the Establishment of the
Designer Selection Board infra and another section entitled
Gent Ile7Dan vers /Concord
infra
,

,

.

,

*lSee section entitled Volpe Era:
Select ion Eoard
infra
,

After the Establishment of Designer

.

*2

See section of this report entitled Volpe Era
the Designer Selection Board
infra.
,

:

After the Establishment of

influence in their design contract awards.*
is

Yet,

as

is true with DeFalco,

there

substantial evidence before the Commission from several sources of regular
Albert Zabriskie, Executive

political input into the designer selection process.

Secretary of the DSE and Deputy Commissioner for Central Services, testified that
he consulted regularly with Donald Dwight while Dwight

was Lieutenant Governer to

obtain Dwight's input on design contract awards, and that he communicated

Dwight's preferences to each of the A&F Commissioners under whom he served. **
Donald Dwight agreed that he made recommendations concerning contract awards

throughout the terms of the four A&F Commissioners who followed his own term, but

disagreed with Zabriskie's testimony concerning the freauency and mechanics of
his input.***

Harold Greene, Governor Sargent's State Service, or Patronage Secretary, and
Victor Zuchero, Executive Secretary of the Sargent Committee, both admitted to
"putting in

Governor.*

a

good word" for certain architects who were supporters of the
And fundraiser Albert Manzi's name still appears freguently as

-1

a

person successfully recommending architects for contract awards, particularly on
a

oocument

(a

working copy of the July 26, 1972 DSE minutes) reflecting

recommendations by Manzi, Zuchero and Dwight for specific design contract
awards

.* 2

Many architects testified before the Special Commission about contacts with,
and payments to, Dwight, Manzi or Zuchero, and of subsequent receipt of design

contract awards.*

What is clear from all this evidence is that

factors other

than merit determined which firms received many of the design contracts awarded

during the Sargent administration.

See Sargent Era The Commissioners infra
Donald Dwight's activities
as Commissioner of AAF in awarding design contracts are primarily
discussed in the MBM report, supra
,

,

.

.

**See section of the report entitled Sargent Era:
Zabriskie infra.

Donald Dwight /Albert

,

***See section of this report entitled Sargent Era:
Dwight/Albert Zabriskie infra.

Donald

,

*lSee section of this report entitled Sargent Era; Harold Greene and
Sargent Era; Victor Zuchero infra
,

.

* 2 See

sections of this report entitled Sargent Era; Harold Greene and
Architects infra
Sargent Era;
,

.

*^See section of this report entitled, Sarcent Era;
infra
.

Architects,

2

.

II.

A.

PEABODY ERA (JANUARY 1963

-

DECEMEER 1964)

Introduction

William
January

^

1,

A.

Waldron was Commissioner of Administration and Finance (AAF) from

1963 through the end of 1964, the years when Endicott Peabody was the

Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

In

January, 1963,

a

statutory

change became effective which gave the Commissioner of A&F the ultimate

responsibility, after consulting with the Director of the Bureau of Building

Constructon (BBC), for selecting design firms for the award of contracts (1962
Acts

4

Resolves, chapter 757).

Previously this power lay with

a

commission

composed of several executive officials.
Although Waldron, as Commissioner, did in fact make these selections, he

ordinarily did so after first consulting with Sherwood Tarlow, Peabody's campaign

treasurer and fundraiser, who also held the position of Coordinator of

Intergovernmental Relations within

A

4

F.*

Waldron made no decision without

first consulting either Tarlow or the Governor.*

consulted only on

a

few occasions.

Of the two, Peabody was

Tarlow's recommendations to Waldron were

based upon the contribution histories of certain designers and engineers.***
His recommendations were accepted as

a

regular practice so long as the BBC,

through its Director, Horace Chase, verified the competence of the recommended

design firms.*

Tarlow testified that 15% to 80* of the design contracts

awarded by the Peabody administration went to political contributors whom he
*****
recommended
Waldron, in public testimony before the Commission on April 9, 1980,

characterized this system as "simple favoritism":
If I can still use the term which was in one of your
presentations to the legislature which I thought fit our
situation precisely, you said simple favoritism, and I think
that is what we tried to do.
That is, assuming the person was
qualified, fitted the project as best we could from advice from
the BBC, and our own instincts, so to speak, then we favored the
person who had been one of the Governor's supporters and that
was my attitude as Commissioner, and as I said, I make no
apologies for it.

Tarlow's dual role in the Peabody administration is detailed below in the
next section headed Background:
Fundraisino and Desian
Contract Awards.
—
—
**The design contract award process is detailed below in the section headed
Simple Favoritism:
How Design Contracts Were Awarded
.

»»» Ibid

.

»«»« Ibid

.

««*«» Ibid

.

-6-

5

-7in his public

Tarlow,

testimony before the Commission on April

8,

I960,

agreed that the system during the Peabody years was one in which architects,

through campaign contributions, purchased insurance in the form of influence in
the designer selection process.'

Administration

4

Tarlow identified the Executive Office of

Finance and the Bureau of Building Construction within A&F as

among the biggest areas of patronage controlled by the Governor.

Governor

Peabody, during his public testimony before the Commission on June 19, 1980,

admitted that design contracts were an area of patronage during his

administration, and that this was

a

fact well known in the community of

architects and engineers:
First of all, architectural contracts were an area of
They were in the previous
'patronage in our administration.
administration, they were in subseguent administrations.
In
Patronage to me is
saying that I don't wish to condemn them.
not a bad word.
Patronage is what you give to people who
support your campaign, who believe in your candidacy and who put
you in office.
You give patronage to whom I consider are good
public citizens, who go out and work publicly to improve the
government....
It was well known to architects, and I may have
told them myself in Woody Tarlow's presence, that if they helped
us in a campaign, that we would consider them for an
architectural award when the opportunity came up, provided they
were competent and their competency filled the bill.
An understanding of the designer selection process during the Peabody years

requires knowledge of the campaign fundraising activities directed at architects
and engineers.

awards was

a

The importance to engineers and architects of design contract

factor aggressively pursued in Tarlow's fundraising activities.

Tarlow's representation to architects and engineers that he would see what he
could do to assist them was

contributions.

a

persuasive technique used to solicit

Tarlow implemented this representation at meetings which he

had with A&F Commissioner Waldron, and to which he brought

a

list of architects

and engineers to whom, because of their political and financial support of

Governor Peabody, he wanted to award design contracts.**

Frank Masiello, an

architect who benefited from this system of interrelating contract awards and

campaign contributions, provided in his testimony

a

graphic example of what one

architect did to seek state contracts under the Peabody administration.***

The

details of how campaign fundraising and design contract awards meshed, presented
in testimony

at Special

Commission hearings, is described below.

Tarlow's representations to contributors are detailed below in the section
headed The Boiler Room:
Squeezing Money Out of a Stone
.

Tarlow's input into the designer selection process is detailed below in the
section headed Simple Favoritism:
How Design Contracts Were Awarded

A

.

description of Masiello's actions follows in the next three sections.

B.

Background:

Tarlow,

a

8

-

Fundraising and Design Contract Awards

man who was so successful in raising money that he was said to

"squeeze money out of

a

stone," 6 was Peabody's treasurer and fundraiser for the

1962 and 1964 campaigns.

Tarlow engaged in active personal solicitation to

raise large amounts of money from potential contributors.

Tarlow testified before the Commission that he rented

a

suite at the Statler

Hilton Hotel from which he conducted fundraising activities.

8

His methods

included telephone solicitations, mailings, parties and dinners.

9

Between the

Democratic Convention at which Peabody was nominated and the 1962 general
election in which he was victorious by
$750,000 for the Peabody campaign. 10

organized

a

narrow margin, Tarlow raised over

Following the 1962 election, Tarlow

dinner in February 1963 to retire

a

campaign. 11

the deficit incurred during the

About $250,000 was raised from this event, which eliminated the

deficit and brought the total amount raised to over one million dollars.

1^

Tarlow continued to play an important role after Peabody's election.

In

addition to appointing Tarlow as Coordinator or Intergovernmental Relations
within A&F, Peabody designated Tarlow

a

member of his Patronage Committee. 13

Tarlow, during his testimony before the Commission, described his new

responsibilities as coordinating people helpful to Peabody during the campaign,
including architects and architectural engineers, and meeting with A&F

Commissioner William Waldron to make recommendations concerning the award of
design contracts.

1*

Tarlow and Waldron both testified that Tarlow was assigned

by the Governor to be his

contracts. 15

"right hand man" or "representative" in the award of

According to Tarlow, Peabody told him to work with Waldron to

choose qualified architects and instructed him that, "everything being equal, we
want to make sure that we consider those who helped us." 16

Among the contributors to the February 1963 deficit dinner was Frank

Masiello.

Masiello's description of how he came to be

a

contributor epitomizes

the relationship between campaign contributions and contract awards.

testified,

in a

Masiello

public hearing before the Commission on March 27, 1980, that

after Peabody took office, he made inquiries to various Peabody supporters

because of his concern that the two design contracts his firm, Masiello

Associates, had with the Commonwealth would be cancelled. 17 *

4

Tarlow, whom

Frank Masiello knew to be Peaoody's chief fundraiser, subsequently contacted

Masiello and invited him to come in to discuss his contracts. 18

At

this

meeting, Tarlow suggested that he might be able to

These

two contracts were at MCI-Concord and Danvers State Hospital.

-

straighten out matters. 19

9

-

Masiello testified that Tarlow then said Governor

Peabody needed help in paying his campaign deficit, and suggested that Masiello
and some of his acquaintances buy tickets, at $1,000 per couple,

dinner.

21^

to the deficit

According to Masiello, Tarlow indicated that Masiello's willingness

to contribute to the campaign deficit and participate in fundraising activities

would assure that Masiello kept his contracts, 21 although Masiello also

received the impression from Tarlow that regardless of what he did, existing

contracts would not be cancelled because they had been properly executed. 22
Frank Masiello of Masiello

4

Associates and Anthony Mansueto of MBM did

eventually both buy tickets to the February 1963 deficit dinner at the Statler
Hilton Hotel. 23

Squeezing Money Out of

The Boiler Room:

C.

a

Stone

Fundraising activities by Tarlow and Masiello's involvement in them continued
after the elimination of the 1962 deficit.
a

Masiello's involvement again provides

vivid example of Tarlow's effectiveness in using an architect's desire for

contract awards to raise money and recruit voluntary help.
during

a

Frank Masiello,

public hearing before the Commission, testified that shortly after the

1962 deficit dinner Tarlow asked him if he was interested in helping raise funds
for the Governor's

future campaign activities. 2A

Tarlow told him that the

fundraising activities would involve inviting people to meet the Governor in

a

suite at the Statler Hilton, at which time they would be asked to contribute to
the Governor's campaign.

2^

Tarlow confirmed in his public testimony before the

Commission, that Masiello was among individuals from campaign field organizations
who were asked to bring people to the hotel suite to make contributions.

°

Tarlow described these meetings at the Statler Hilton as an opportunity for
people to meet the Governor and receive personal recognition for their

contributions to the campaign.

2

During his public testimony before the Commission, Frank Masiello described
the way in which Governor Peabody and his staff conducted fundraising

specifically directed at architects and engineers.

After learning from

Tarlow the date and time the Governor would be in the suite to meet people,

Masiello would contact the architects and engineers whom he knew (mainly those
used as consultants by his firm 29

).

He invited them to meet

telling them the location, date and time.

exploreo the possibility of their making

the Governor,

During this initial contact he also
a

campaign contribution.

Tarlow

testified that people usually were told in advance the purpose of their meeting
with the Governor:

- 10 Q.

There was no doubt when you made an appointment for
somebody to come in and meet the Governor at the Statler,
when Mr. Masiello made an appointment for somebody to come
and and meet the Governor or Mr. Harkins made an
appointment for his people to meet the Governor, they knew
this was in connection with a request to make a
contribution?

A.

Most of the time that is correct, sir, yes. 30*

After talking to the potential contributor, Frank Masiello would then inform

Tarlow who was coming. 31

Following this, he would contact the architects and

engineers to confirm the visit.
Tarlow testified that when fundraising demands were particularly great, such
as around the time of the deficit dinner,

suite as many as four days

a

Peabody would be in the Statler Hilton

for one to two hours in the afternoon. 32

week,

Tarlow and Masiello, in their public testimony before the Commission,

described the hotel suite.

It

consisted of three rooms:

parlor-reception

a

room, where visitors first entered, and where Assistant Treasurer Harkins and his

staff also conducted telephone solicitation of potential contributors;
room where the Governor met visitors; and

a

a

middle

third room in which contributions

were given and from which the visitors departed. 33

Assistant Treasurer Frank

Harkins usually met visitors in the parlor-reception room when they arrived. 34
Someone in this first room would record the name, address and occupation of each
visitor. 35
Tarlow testified at

a

public hearing that he or Masiello often met potential

contributors in the first room. 36
of how much money he might give.

Tarlow tried to size up
He often "warmed up"

a

a

visitor in terms

visitor, encouraging him

to make a substantial contribution or increase his contribution. 37

If he were

making the introductions, Frank Masiello gave Tarlow information helpful in

evaluating

a

visitor's potential for contributing, including his profession and

willingness to make
he represented,

a

contribution.

3^

Tarlow then asked each visitor what firm

whether he was the firm's owner, and about his past and present

involvement with state work. 39
Tarlow testified that in response to his questions, the individual usually

described the type of work he was doing, indicated that he would like to be

considered for some continuing or new work and expressed the hope that the

administration would remember him.

4 '-

1

As recounted by Tarlow,

his encouraging

but equivocal response to this plea was:
am sure that you understand that I am only the Treasurer, that
am the fundraiser.
If I have anything to say about it, and
you do your part, when we need it at this particular time, I am
I

I

certain everything else being equal,
be considered. 41

I

would recommend that you

•Frank Harkins was Peabody's Assistant Treasurer
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Before taking

a

prospective contributor in to see the Governor, Tarlow

quickly told Peabody who was coming in, whether the individual had been doing
state work, what had been said concerning the person's willingness to contribute,
and what Tarlow had said to the potential contributor about giving him some

consideration in the award of contracts.* 2

Tarlow often indicated to the

Governor what he thought the amount of the contribution might be.* 3

If Tarlow

were already in the second room with Peabody, Harkins or Masiello brought the

person in. AA

Otherwise, Tarlow took the person into the Governor's room.

or Masiello told the Governor,

He

in the presence of the prospective contributor,

the information concerning the person's background and receipt of state

contracts.

5 * A6

The Governor then thanked the visitor,

would, at an appropriate time,

telling him that he

receive favorable consideration in contract awards

possible. A7

if at all

Masiello testified that he and Tarlow usually next led the architect or
engineer into the third room where he was asked if he was interested in

supporting the Governor's campaign financially 48
Masiello can recall, the answer was affirmative.
person how much he wanted to give. 50

In every

*9

instance that

Tarlow then asked the

After an amount was stated, Tarlow asked

the potential contributor if he was prepared to make the contribution on that
day.

The potential contributor usually answered that he was not ready to

give the contribution immediately, but would like to return with it at
date.

Masiello explained this procedure of making contributions over

period of time rather than giving one lump sum as

a

later

a

a

ploy by architects to meet

the Governor several times so that he would recognize them promptly. 53

during his testimony, used the term "knuckling somebody for

a

Tarlow,

contribution" to

describe the one-on-one solicitation process which occurred in the third room.
Tarlow testified at

a

public hearing before the Commission that Rubin

Epstein, the President of City Bank

4

Trust Company, was also present in the

third room to arrange loans for contributions. 55
the spot, discounted immediately,

campaign.

If the

5*

These loans were signed on

and the discount amount paid directly to the

contributor was not known to Epstein,

a

credit check would be

conducted after the fact to determine whether the executed note should be
cancelled.

Tarlow could only recall one or two instances in which such loans

were cancelled. 56
It

was also in this third room that architects again discussed being

considered for continuation of present contracts or for new awards. 57

Tarlow

Masiello testified that Tarlow also told the Governor in the presence of the
prospective contributor that the person would like to support the Governor's
campaign. 46

-
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publicly testified that he generally indicated to the contributor that the
Governor was appreciative of his financial support and would give him favorable

consideration when the capital outlay budget came out, but that he was careful
not to say that the political contribution guaranteed

contract award.

a

He would

tell the contributor that his firm appeared to be qualified and competent,

that he would remind the Governor and his administration

and

that the firm should be
58

considered for a contract ooDortunity "somewhere down the line."
Q.

Would you say that it was implicit and they recognized, the
architect, potential contributor, recognized that if they
made contributions they would get favorable consideration
in connection with the contract they were looking for?

A.

I would say
Yes.
It was
it was implicit in that respect.
not implicit that quote if I make a contribution, can I get
a contract or you will award me a contract or if I give you
a percentage of such a contract or such award, I will make
That was not implicit.
a contribution.
I would like to
distinguish those. 59

Peabody when publicly testifying concerning representations made by Tarlow or

himself was adamant that no promises were made about particular contracts based
on the

fact and amount of

a

person's contribution. 60

He testified that the

restriction of competency existed and that there was no quid pro quo 61
.

Frank Masiello testified that he was personally present at ten or more

sessions at the hotel suite over the period of one and

a

half years. 6 ^*

Meetings were more frequent than this, but he attended only some,
involved architects and designers. 64

those which

Masiello stated that he felt it was

necessary to participate in such fundraising activities in order to insure that
he would receive state contracts. 65

Masiello estimated that during the Peabody

administration he also contributed $4-5, 000. 66
he considered

this estimate to be "optimistic."

Tarlow, however, testified that

Tarlow's memory is that

Richard Thissen** 68 was Peabody's leading financial supporter, contributing
between $2,000 and $4,000. 69

).

Q.

You told me when we met last week no doubt Mr. Thissen
would be number one on you list, you knew you could always
get a grand from Dick Thissen.
He was that type of guy.

A.

Yes, I think that pretty much represented our thinking,
my thinking at the time. 70

and

How Design Contracts Were Awarded

Simple Favoritism;

The governmental process which culminates in the award of design contracts

begins with the capital outlay budget.

71

This budget contains the

appropriations for specific projects for which design and construction contracts

Tarlow in his testimony confirmed that Masiello attended ten or more of
these sessions. 63
**Masiello testified that Thissen was among the architects he saw at
fundraisino act ivities 68
.

.
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will be awarded.
BBC,

-

According to Waldron, the Bureau of Budget, together with the

performed the basic work on the .budget 72

worked on it.

7

-

Waldron and the Governor also

The capital outlay budget included both continuations of

5

previously awarded contracts and new contracts.

Waldron testified at

a

*

public hearing that once the capital outlay budget was

signed by the Governor, the BBC then prepared schedules identifying each project,
its location,

the agency involved,

and the amount of the appropriation.

5

The

BBC would indicate its recommendations regarding continuing and new projects on
the schedules it prepared. 76

In

the case of continuing projects, the BBC

usually recommended the extension of the designer's services for subseauent
contracts.

In

the case of new projects,

the BBC would submit the names of four

Waldron, after

or five designers it thought were qualified for the project.

receiving the schedule, would review the recommendations with the Director of the
BBC so that he knew the BBC's opinion. 77

Waldron characterized the BBC

recommendation procedure as an informal one.

8

did not require that the Director of the BBC make
the Commissioner of A&F consult with him.

the new statute

He stated that
a

recommendation, but only that

7^

After the enactment of the capital outlay budget and the receipt of schedules
and recommendations from the BBC, Waldron met with Tarlow. 80

Although ultimate

responsibility for contract awards lay, by law, with Waldron, he testified to his

understanding that the Governor had designated Tarlow as his representative or
spokesman concerning contract awards.

8*

Waldron would not make

a

final

decision without consulting either Tarlow, as he did in the majority of cases,
or,

occasionally, the Governor. 82
At

some point Waldron gave Tarlow

a

copy of the capital outlay budget.

8

-^

Tarlow publicly testified that prior to meeting with Waldron, he was contacted by

architects and engineers about the projects included in the capital outlay
appropriation.

8^

These people reouested that Tarlow recommend them for

continuing or new contracts.

He had met some of these architects and engineers

at the Statler Hilton fundraising affairs and many of them had made

contributions.

Tarlow testified that he formed his opinion about whom to

recommend on the basis of their past contributions. 85

Other than

contributions, he based his recommendations on the self-assessment by architects
86

of their qualifications rather than on external assessments.
In
a

other words, if an architect told Tarlow that he did good work or that he was

leading designer in

value.

a

certain area, Tarlow accepted that statement at face

Tarlow admitted during his public testimony before the Commission that he

had no experience in assessing the competence of architects,

investigate an architect's previous buildings. 87

and that he did not
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Waldron testified that 80% of the projects on the capital outlay budget were

continuing projects, the other

20fc

being new contracts. 88

His policy was to

continue the previously awarded contracts if the firms were qualified. 89

Waldron stated that the firms did not, however, have to be the best qualified. 90
Tarlow testified at

reviewed

a

a

public hearing that when he met with Waldron, they

schedule of individual building projects with budgets based on the

capital outlay. 91

Tarlow stated that he assumed the BBC's recommendations on

the schedule resulted from their research on the firms and their conclusion that
the firms were competent to do the job. 92

Waldron publicly testified that Tarlow brought to their negotiations
of designers for whom he hoped A&F would find appointments. 9 ^

a

list

According to

Waldron's public testimony, Tarlow was interested mainly in the award of new
contracts. 94

In most

cases Tarlow had already made

a

design assignment. 95

Tarlow and Waldron both publicly testified that if Tarlow's recommended candidate
was one of those on the schedule Waldron had received from the BBC,

normally chosen.

this firm was

°

When Tarlow's recommended candidate was not on the BBC list,

Tarlow publicly

friendly

testified that he and Waldron would argue back and forth in

a

fashion. 9 7

Waldron would

If Tarlow was successful

in persuading Waldron,

investigate whether the firm was qualified. 98

If Waldron decided

contract would usually be awarded to Tarlow's candidate. 99

it

was, the

Waldron similarly

testified that he would offer to investigate firms not on the original BBC
schedule. 00

This investigation consisted of calling the BBC Director to ask

his opinion. 101

The Director would either indicate then that he knew that the

firm was qualified or he would call back later, after checking out the firm, to
say that the

firm was qualified. 102

the bottom line, I guess, in both cases where Mr.
Tarlow's candidate is on the list that you had from the BBC
and where Mr. Tarlow's candidate is not on a list that you
had from the BBC is that if you are able to determine with
Mr. Chase that the firm is qualified, even though it may
not be the most qualified, and if that firm fits for that
job, that Mr. Tarlqw's candidate gets the job?

Q.

So,

A.

That's correct, and I was never troubled by that for the
reasons I have stated. 103

Waldron

conceded that, because of human nature, the Director of the BBC

would try to accommodate the request of his superior, the Commissioner of A&F.
But he also stated that,

in his

judgment

the Director of the BBC at that time,

Horace Chase, was sufficiently strong-minded to express any objections. 104
However, Tarlow's estimate that 15%

political,

-

80* of the design contract awards were

i.e., based upon Tarlow's recommendations, confirms that

independent judgment regularly deferred to political considerations.
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Following Waldron's consultation with the Director, the BBC, in
procedure, would send

recommending

a

formal

letter to Waldron's office describing the project and

firm for the assignment.

a

a

®°

This was the only formal letter

received from the BBC in the award of contracts, the previous schedule being
The letter created the appearance that the BBC,

informal.

rather than

Tarlow, was the source of the recommendation. uc
The crucial questions are:

how did Tarlow and Waldron determine whether

firm was qualified enough to receive
the criteria of competence?

a

a

particular contract and what constituted

Waldron, during his public testimony, repeatedly

mentioned the standard of general or adequate competence,^ 09
or most qualified firm was not considered necessary.

Choosing the best

No independent

architectural investigation was made by either of the two decision-makers.
Requiring only adequate qualifications facilitated their use of political

considerations.
The architects and engineers who wanted previous state contracts continued or

new contracts awarded from the capital outlay appropriation's were not bashful

about making their interests in specific contract awards known to Tarlow and,

through Tarlow, to Waldron. i0

One such architect was Frank Masiello, who

publicly testified about what he did to get certain design contracts from the
1964 capital outlay appropriations awarded to him.

According to Masiello's testimony, Tarlow told him at the time of the 1964

Democratic state convention which nominated Peabody, that he would review the
Tarlow assured

capital outlay program with Masiello after it was enacted.

Masiello that he would probably
qualified.

Masiello

&

Up until this time,

give him

a

project for which his firm was

Frank Masiello had never asked Tarlow what

Associates could expect in the way of new and continuing

contracts.
By the time of Peabody's defeat

been passed.

in the primary,

the capital outlay budget had

Masiello testified that upon returning from

the BBC to ask if his

firm had been assigned any projects.

answer, he visited Tarlow at his home.

a

vacation, he called
When given

a

negative

Masiello told Tarlow that he was

disturbed that his firm was not being considered for any work, reminding Tarlow
of his prior assurance.

Tarlow indicated that Masiello

&

Associates had been

continued on their MCI-Concord and Danvers State Hospital projects.*

Masiello

replied that he didn't know why he had to continue to pay dues on projects he had

received in

a

previous administration.

He

reminded Tarlow of his active

participation in fundraising activities.^ 2

How

the Masiello's obtained MCI-Concord and Danvers State Hospital is
a later section of this report entitled Gen tile/Dan vers/Concord

detailed in

.
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Masiello testified that Tarlow then pulled out

a

document which listed the

state projects funded by the 1964 capital outlay, with the names of design firms
next to specific contracts.* 113

assignments to give Masiello

4

Tarlow examined this list, and changed two

Associates the Fernald State School and

Westbornugh State Hospital projects.

He effected the change by crossing out the

name of the previously assigned firms and inserting the name of Masiello 4

Tarlow promised Masiello that he would send Masiello's name to the

Associates.

BBC for its authorization of the awards. 11A

Masiello's testimony is consistent

with the system described by Waldron and Tarlow above.

Tarlow made further reassignments in response to Masiello's arguments on

behalf of other design firm contributors, including consultants used by the

Masiello firm.

Masiello testified that Tarlow again went through the list,

crossed out the names of firms previously assigned to the projects, and inserted
the names of firms whose principals Masiello had brought to fundraising events
x

for Peabody.

Two of the consultants and contributors on whose behalf Frank

Masiello spoke were E.J. Flynn and R.G. Vanderweil.
Tarlow, in testimony before the Commission, agreed with the substance of

Masiello's account of this meeting, qualifying his agreement with the statement
that the two additional contracts were only recommendations by him because it was
not within his power to award the contracts.

Nevertheless, the record

reflects that both of these Tarlow "recommendations" resulted in contract awards
to the Masiello firm.

On October 30,

1964,

A4F Commissioner Waldron awarded the contract for the

design and construction of
Hospital to Masiello

4

a

new male geriatric building at Westboro State

Associates.

On November 13,

1964,

A4F Commissioner

Waldron awarded the contract for the design and construction of
for Fernald State School to Masiello 4 Associates. 118
On October 20,

Exhibit #1.)

i

Associates.

-

new infirmary

(See A4F Appendix

1964, October 28, 1964, and November 4, 1964, A4F

Commissioner Waldron awarded contracts for MCI
Hospital, MCI

a

-

Bridgewater, Grafton State

Norfolk and Fernald State School to E.J. Flynn

4

in

x *

(See A4F Appendix Exhibit #2; there was also an earlier Eoston

State Hospital award.)

On October 28,

Norfolk to R.G. Vanderweil. 120

1964 A4F awarded

a

contract for MCI

-

(See A4F Appendix Exhibit #3.)

Masiello identified other architects and engineers whom he knew to be

contributors from his own observations at the Statler Hilton suite.
contributors and their firms included Richard Thissen (Desmond

4

These

Lord), David

Nassif (Universal Engineering), John Guarino (John Guarino), John Pierce (Pierce

This appears to be the type of list Tarlow testified that he brought to his
meetings with Waldron.
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Pierce), Edward Tedesco (Edward Tedesco

Glaser

&

Associates), Samuel Glaser (Samuel

Partners), Nicholas Lento (Whitney, Norcross, Atwood Associates), John

Hellman (Hellman
&

&

Kempton), Nathan Weiner (Haldeman

&

Tarlow,

Gary).

&

Jacoby) and Gary (Moriece

testimony before the Commission confirmed

in his public

r

that Thissen, Weiner and Tedesco were among the contributors present at the

"

suite. x17 2

The Special Commission's review of design contract awards under the

Peabody administration confirms that these designers were remembered when

contracts were awarded.
In

1963 and 1964 Desmond

&

Lord received contracts for Worcester State

Hospital, Framingham State College, Southeastern Massachusetts Technological

Institute (now Southeastern Massachusetts University, or SMU), Northampton State
Hospital, Eoston Mental Health Community Center, Cape Cod Community College and

Institute of Labs. 123
In

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit

1963 and/or 1964 Universal Engineering received contracts for Metropolitan

State Hospital,

Wrentham State School, Fernald State School, Medfield State

Hospital and Gardner State Hospital.
In

//A.)

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #5.)

1963 and/or 1964 John Guarino received contracts for Bridgewater State

College, Lowell Technological Institute, Medfield State Hospital and Fernald
State School. 125

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #6.)

In 1963 and 1964

Pierce

&

Pierce received contracts for UMass, Boston State

Hospital and Fernald State School. 126
In

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #7.)

1963 and 1964 Edward Tedesco & Associates received contracts for Oakdale

Residential Treatment Center and Northern Essex Community College. 127

(See A&F

Appendix Exhibit #8.)
In

1963 and 1964 Samuel Glaser

Partners received contracts for Lowell

&

Technological Institute and Fitchburg State College. 128

(See A&F Appendix

Exhibit #9.)
In

1963 and 1964 Whitney, Atwood, Norcross Associates received contracts for

Boston State College

,

Salem State College and for

Detention Facility in Eoston. 129
In

In

Boys' Reception and

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #10.)

1964 Hellman & Kempton received

Academy. 130

a

a

contract for Massachusetts Maritime

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #11.)

1964 Haldeman & Jacoby received contracts for North Adams -State College

and Southeastern Massachusetts Technological

Institute. 131

(See A&F Appendix

Exhibit #12.)
In

1964 Moriece

College. 132

&

Gary received

a

contract for Cape Cod Community

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit #13.)

.
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Richard Thissen of Desmond

4

Lord was both Peabody's largest contributor

among design firms* and received the largest dollar value of projects awarded to

Special Commission staff

any design firm during the Peabody administration.

prepared

a

sumrary of projects included in the 1963 and 1964 capital outlays.**

This summary shows that

from

a

total appropriation of $107,672,000, Desmond

4

Lord received design contracts for projects for which $20,301,000 was

appropriated during the Peabody years.

This represents 18.9* of the total

capital outlay appropriation for this period.

Desmond

*"

Preferential treatment of the

Lord firm is not only empirically demonstrable but is also consistent

4

with Tarlow's recollection of the Peabody administration's dealings and actions
with respect to Desmond
Q.

4

Lord:

And how would you describe the contribution of Mr. Thissen
in terms of -- in relation to other architects and the
success of Mr. Thissen in receiving projects generally

speaking?
A.

would say he was one of our leading contributors and he
probably would have given us a few thousand dollars.

Q.

Now,

I

you had told me when

I

interviewed you last week that

no other architect was as big a contributor as Mr.
A.

I

Thissen,

believe that to be true.

Thissen received more contracts
more design contracts, than any

Do you have any doubt Mr.
from your administration,

other firm?
No,

that's true.

I

have no doubts about that.

Well, I think what you told me last week was we took care
of him very well in a very big way.
Do you have any doubt
about that being the case?

Certainly we took care of Desmond
correct
No.

Q.

Lord....

4

That is

What was your attitude towards his firm when it came time
to put, give your input with Mr. Waldron on awarding design

contracts?
A.

E.

Positive, of course. 134

Design Legacy of Simple Favoritism
A4F Commissioner Waldron expressed the opinion during his public testimony

before the Commission that

a

great many of the projects in the 1963 and 1964

capital outlays were not particularly challenging to

As

described by Tarlow, infra

a

designer. 135

Waldron

.

**The summary, Capital Outlay Projects, 1963
Appendix Exhibit #14.

-

1964,

is

reproduced as A4F
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cited the design of
design project.

a

dormitory building as an example of one such unchallenging

This attitude was used to justify

and the use of design contract awards as

in design,

criterion of mere competence

a

a

form of political patronage.

The consequences of this attitude can be illustrated by the outcome of one of

the several projects awarded to Desmond & Lord,

design firm which certainly

a

profitted from the recommendations Tarlow made to Commissioner Waldron.
Desmond

Lord,

&

in 1964,

contract for site work at Cape Cod Community

a

(See AAF Appendix Exhibit #4.)

College.

by Desmond & Lord,

the design of

library,

received

a

a

This project,

designed in its entirety

eventually encompassed thirteen separate contracts, including

classroom and science building, an administration building,

commons building,

maintenance building.

a

lecture hall, an auditorium,

a

gymnasium, and

a

The current condition of the buildings at Cape Cod

Community College is detailed in another section of this report.
to say here that

a

Suffice it

there are serious problems, common to all buildings at the

college, which have their origin in the structural design of the buildings.

F

.

Conclusion
The foregoing account describes the close relationship which existed during.

Governor's Peabody's administration between fundraising activities and the award
of state design contracts.

Endicott Peabody, Sherwood Tarlow and William Waldron

all testified before the Commission that,

as

a

policy matter, design contracts

were considered to be patronage and were treated as such.

implemented this policy by hiring Tarlow,

a

Governor Peabody

fundraiser and member of the

Patronage Committee, to participate in the designer selection process.

The

favoritism which the administration demonstrated in the award of contracts was not
a

generalized favoritism, but one specifically tied to the political

contributions of specific architects, as evidenced by the testimony of Frank
Masiello.

The administration regularly awarded contracts to

to be minimally qualified,

best qualified firm.
and left

a

firms that only had

rather than making serious efforts to determine the

This practice affected the auality of buildings produced,

legacy of faulty buildings that pose both

Commonwealth for their repair and

a

a

financial cost to the

human cost to the users who must work and

live in poorly functioning buildings.

Tarlow's recommendations to Waldron and the basis for these recommendations
have been described in the previous three sections.
**See Cape Cod Community College,

in

Volume

6

of this Report.

.

III.

1968)

-

BEFORE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DESIGNER SELECTION BOARD

A.

1

VOLPE ERA (1965

Introduction
John A. Volpe succeeded Endicott Peabody as Governor in January 1965.

His

Commissioner of Administration and Finance during this two year term was John
McCarthy.

J.

Commissioner McCarthy, throughout most of his term, was charged with

selecting designers for the award of state contracts under the same statutory
system in effect during the time Waldron was Commissioner.

These contract

award procedures changed late in 1966 when the Designer Selection Board (DSB) was

created to review applicants and to submit
the Commissioner,

a

list of three or more designers to

from which he made his selection.

Two sources of evidence cast some light on how the designer award process

operated during these years prior to the creation of the DSB.

First, Frank

Masiello described in his public testimony before the Commission on March 27,
I960 how he continued his fundraising activities,
in order to retain previously

this time for Governor Volpe,

received state contracts and to obtain new ones.
This time, Masiello established with Albert

There was, however, one difference.

"Toots" Manzi, in advance of any fundraising activities, that his design firm

would receive state contract awards in proportion to the money he contributed or

caused others to contribute.

Second, in April 1966,

a

Special Committee of

the Senate was established to investigate how the designer for the UMass Medical

School was selected.

This investigation developed evidence that Governor Volpe's

brother Peter was involved both in fundraising activities and in the

recommendation of designers for the award of state contracts.
2.

Frank Masiello
The firm of Masiello 4 Healy

##

received two state contract awards during

Volpe's term as Governor in addition to receiving continued services contracts
for projects already awarded the Masiello

firm in prior administrations.

One of

these new contracts, an addition to the Reception Diagnostic Center at the Judge

Connelly Youth Center, was awarded to the Masiello firm prior to the creation of

*

**

1962 Acts
1966 Acts

Resolves, chapter 757.

4
4

Resolves, chapter 676.

Frank Masiello's testimony is set forth in the following sub-section,
entitled Frank Masiello
»*#

.

The results of this 1966 investigation are summarized below in the
sub-section entitled Special Senate Committee Investigation
.

*****

The firm Masiello 4 Associates became Masiello 4 Healy on 11/1/65, but
later resumed its earlier name.
The history of the firm and the investigation of
it by the Commission is detailed elsewhere in the final report.
-

20 -
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the Designer Selection Eoard.

Masiello,

public testimony before the Commission on March 27, 1980,

in his

described the award of the Judge Connelly Youth Center contract as being the
result of the financial support he provided the Volpe campaign in 1964 and

thereafter.

Before making any contributions to the Volpe campaign, Masiello

first met with Albert

"Toots" Manzi, Volpe's Worcester County Co-ordinator

his meat market to establish ground rules.

,

at

Masiello said he would agree to

support the Volpe campaign financially if Manzi would assure in advance that his
support would result in additional state design contracts from the Volpe

administration 136

This Manzi did

C.

What was your discussion with Mr. Manzi in his market on
that occasion?

A.

The substance of the conversation was essentially I agreed
to financial support or assisting Governor Volpe, and the
deficit that they were attempting to overcome.
I would
purchase tickets to the fundraising activity, but it would
be on the premise or on the assurance that if I did

undertake these activities that I wanted a firm promise
that we would be allowed to continue on our existing
contracts that we had in effect at that time, new contracts
we had received, and hopefully be assured that when another
capital outlay program came out in the future that we would
be favorably considered for possibly another project.

Q.

With reference to the building construction contract?

A.

The first reference to Concord and Danvers was that he said
you have got two very large contracts in Concord and
Danvers, and we expect that because of those two projects
that are continuing that were given to you during our first
administration, that we expect that you are going to give
us -- we would expect that we would get a very substantial
political contribution on behalf of the Volpe
Administration to let you continue on those contracts or
extend you on those contracts.
I got very upset with that.
I
said, Toots, I am getting
sick and tired of this whole darn thing.
Every time a new
administration comes in it is the same old thing.
They are
doing you a favor of continuing you on a contract that I
have already paid my dues on.

am getting sick and tired of being taxed two and three
times for the same project I received in other
administrations.
I will be very happy to assist you in
helping anyway that I can with the understanding that I
don't want to hear any more about Concord or any more about
Danvers.
I

So, after that discussion, he said, well, okay.
He said, I
will tell you what.
He said, your involvement in obtaining
additional work from this administration will be directly
in relation to the amount of money you contribute and the
amount of money you raise for fundraising activities
whenever I reauest it of you.
I
agreed that that would be fine, and we proceeded on that
basis. 137

-
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Frank Masiello then began actively to raise money for the Volpe campaign.

He

contributed from $4,000 to $5,000 of his own money, and raised an additional
$7,000 to $11,000 from consultants hired by his firm. 136

accumulated $4,000

-

Whenever he had

$5,000 in contributions, Frank Masiello would deliver the

money to Manzi either at his market or in the State House.

After the 1965 capital outlay was enacted, Frank Masiello asked Manzi whether
his firm was being considered for

a

project.

Manzi checked and,

approximately one week later, asked Masiello to meet him the next day in the
Governor's office.

Masiello met Manzi in the Governor's office.

They went

together to the office of Joseph Silvano, Volpe's Patronage Secretary, where
Silvano told Masiello that he would be awarded the Judge Connelly Center contract:
We then went downstairs to a low floor and went to Joe Silvano's
office.
Again, he [Manzi] didn't bother to knock or anything.
Again, he just opened the door and we went directly into
Silvano's office, and we sat down in front of him and Toots
explained to Joe that I had been a supporter and financial
contributor to Governor Volpe, he did not identify the magnitude
of my involvement other than that I was a good supporter of the

Governor

'

s.

He said have you got anything we can tell Frank, and he says
yes, he had.
So, he had a list of several papers on his desk,
and he thumbed through three or four pages before he finally
settled on a page, and he looked down and he said we are going
He says
to give you a project, and I said what is the project.
that project is the Walter J. Connelly School for Juveniles. 1*1

The Judge Connelly Youth Center contract was in fact awarded to Masiello &

Healy on February

3

.

9,

1966.*

Special Senate Committee Investigation
In

April 1966

a

Special Committee of the Senate was established tc

investigate the selection by the Commissioner of A&F of an architectural firm to
design the University of Massachusetts Medical School.

Although that

investigation focused primarily on one design contract, the UMass Medical School
award, the Special Senate Committee received further evidence concerning other

contract awards.

The evidence developed in the course of their investigation

indicates that those legally responsible for design contract awards consulted
with Governor Volpe's brother, contractor

selection

S.

Peter Volpe, before making the

.

The Judge Connelly Youth Center award is also discussed in another section of
this report, entitled Gent il e/ Da nvers/ Co ncord
*

.

**

The seven members of this Special Senate Committee were: Senators James
Kelly, Jr. (Chairman), Beryl Cohen, John Moakley, Andrea N'uciforo, James Burke,
John Parker, and Philip Graham.

.

-
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The background of this award is as follows.

The University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees in 1964 began an organized and comprehensive search for an

architect to design the proposed medical school.

nationally recognized experts, developing

a

After consulting with

set of criteria,

participating in

numerous discussions and interviewing potential candidates, the Board of Trustees

unanimously voted on September 16, 1965 that the medical school be designed by
The Architects Collaborative of Cambridge,
of St.

in association with Ellerbe Architects

Paul, Minnesota, and that this recommendation be communicated to the

Executive Office of Administration and Finance.

Meetings and correspondence

between UMass and A&F officials then followed.

Despite conflicting evidence before the Special Senate Committee concerning
what was actually said,

UMass officials (President John Lederle,

Treasurer

Kenneth Johnson, Trustee Emerson, and Dean Lamar Soutter) understood from

statement by Governor Volpe during
Hotel,

a

a

meeting on October 26, 1965 at the Somerset

that the Governor had directed A&F Commissioner John J. McCarthy to select

the architectural team recommended by the University.

Commissioner McCarthy

testified before the Special Senate Committee that sometime after this October
26,

1965 meeting and before January 7, 1966, he discussed the design firm of

Ritchie Associates with Governor Volpe as an alternative to the UMass Trustees'
5

recommendation.

The Governor reacted positively and suggested to McCarthy

that he consult with his brother,

Peter Volpe, about the architects under

consideration. A6
Walter O'Connell, McCarthy's Deputy Commissioner, testified before the

Special Senate Committee that as early as September, 1965 (before UMass had made
its architect selection recommendation to Governor Volpe),

Commissioner McCarthy

had suggested to him that he consult with Peter Volpe concerning another matter
the cost of an HEW complex.
On January

7,

-

A7

1966, BBC Director Horace Chase,

A&F Commissioner John

McCarthy, Deputy Commissioner Walter O'Connell and S. Peter Volpe met to discuss
the architect being considered

for the UMass Medical School contracts

1Ae *

Peter Volpe indicated that The Architects Collaborative (one of the firms

recommended by the UMass Trustees) had lost

a

key man, and expressed the opinion

that Ritchie Associates was highly Qualified and had experience in hospital

An unanswered question is Chase's involvement in the Dec. 1962 and Jan. 1963
attempt of the first Volpe Administration to award the contract to Ritchie.
The
firm seems to have been the preferred choice of the first administration.
The
agenda for two A&F meetings in late 1962 indicates a recommendation to appoint
Ritchie.
The University in late 1962 voted that the selection not be made until
a dean appointed, policies and programs formed and a site chosen.
A&F
subsequently voted to make no appointment at that time, but resurrected Ritchie
as its first choice during Volpe's second administration, despite the intervening
selection process by UMass. 149
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McCarthy and Peter Volpe testified before the Special Senate Committee that
during this meeting and after discussing The Architects Collaborative and Ritchie

Associates, Peter Volpe called Donald Ritchie, the President of Ritchie
CO
Associates. •"
1

Peter Volpe did this at McCarthy's reguest because he knew the

people at Ritchie, whereas the others did not.
is that he

Peter Volpe's account of the call

told Donald Ritchie to get in touch with McCarthy if his firm wanted

to be considered

for the project. 15

"

5

According to Peter Volpe, this was his

only contact, by phone or in person, with Ritchie concerning the UMass

project

15/t
.

Donald Ritchie's testimony before the Special Senate Committee differed: he

remembered making an appointment over the phone with Peter Volpe to meet with
McCarthy on January 10, 1966. 155
Volpe than he had indicated.

This signifies greater involvement by Peter

Ritchie subsequently attended this meeting, at

which O'Connell and Peter Volpe were also present.

His testimony

contradicts that of McCarthy, who testified that he only met with Peter Volpe
once between October 26,

1965 and January 12,

1966 concerning the selection of

architects. 15
On January 12,

1966 Commissioner McCarthy announced that Ritchie Associates

and Campbell, Aldrich and Nulty were appointed as architect for the UMass Medical

School. 1JO

When the University objected, Ellerbe was also included, but in

a

greatly reduced role.
BBC Director Horace Chase also testified before the Special Senate Committee
that at the earlier January 7,
to check his

Volpe. 159

1966 meeting, Commissioner McCarthy instructed him

future recommendations for the award of design contracts with Peter

Chase had never consulted with

a

contractor concerning contract

awards during his twelve years as Director of the BBC and felt that this was an
unusual request. 160

Chase testified that McCarthy's directive gave him the

impression that Peter Volpe was representing McCarthy. 161
Chase testified that he subsequently met Peter Volpe in the Maiden office of
the Volpe Construction Co.

1966.

contract.

on three separate occasions in February and March

Their discussions concerned various new projects, but not the UMass

Chase had made up schedule worksheets and reached the point of

informal recommendations which he asked Peter Volpe to review, as McCarthy had

Peter Volpe, Walter O'Connell and Horace Chase agreed in their testimony
before the Special Senate Committee that Peter Volpe expressed these opinions at
the January 7, 1966 meeting. 151
The testimony of Chase and Peter Volpe revealed
concerning the dates of these meetings.

a

slight discrepancy

.
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Peter Volpe and Chase met another time that month to discuss other

requested.

Chase again asked Peter Volpe to review his suggestions.

projects.

meeting occurred in March.

Each meeting lasted about an hour.

A

third

total, Chase

In

asked Peter Volpe for his opinion on twenty-nine new projects and seventeen study

Chase stated that he himself made the recommendations, not Peter

projects.

Volpe, and that he merely discussed the qualifications of the recommended

selections with Peter Volpe so that he could tell McCarthy and O'Connell that the

architects were, in Peter Volpe's opinion, qualified.
Although he was present at the January

7,

1966 meeting when McCarthy

instructed Chase to consult with Peter Volpe on future assignments, Peter Volpe,
along with O'Connell, denied to the Special Senate Committee that McCarthy made
this request.

6

O'Connell did testify, however, that at some point McCarthy

had expressed to him the desirability of consulting Peter Volpe in connection

with Chase's recommendations.

During his testimony Peter Volpe did acknowledge that he participated in
these meetings with Chase. 65

promote any candidate
that he,

— that

for the most part,

He testified,

however, that he did not select or

Chase made the recommendations.

Peter Volpe said

praised the selections, did not cross out any names

and made only two reassignments

.

Whatever the degree and nature of his

involvement, however, the fact remains that his participation was

a

regular and

continuing occurrence.
Campaign fundraising activities appear to have had
process.

a

role in the selection

Ritchie Associates, for example, is reported to have contributed to

Governor Volpe's 1962 and 1964 campaigns.*

Although Peter Volpe denied

receiving any campaign contributions from architects,

an architect named

David Shields told the Special Senate Committee that in September 1965 he gave
Peter Volpe

a

$1,000 check for

a

Governor Volpe testimonial dinner after

discussing with Peter Volpe his desire for state work.
February or March 1966, David Shields was awarded
State Hospital additions project. 168 **

a

Subsequently, in

design contract for

a

Boston

Peter Volpe, in his testimony, denied

any knowledge of this contract award, and stated that he had no recollection of

Shield's asking for his help in obtaining state contracts.

*

Ritchie's political contributions were not developed in the Special Senate
Committee's Report.
Newspaper articles reporting on the Committee's hearings,
however, indicated that the Committee heard testimony to the effect that Ritchie
A figure of $500 was
contributed to Governor Volpe's 1962 and 1964 campaigns.
mentioned
Although the Special Senate Committee report gave February 1966 as the date
Commission sugaests

of this contract award, information obtained by the Special
March 9, 1966 as the date.

-

As

a

26 -

result of its hearings, the Special Senate Committee recommended six

7
campaign finance bills. 1 °69*

These bills concerned improving the enforcement of

the campaign finance and disclosure laws which existed in 1966,

restricting the

misuse of campaign funds, extending the definition of campaign contributions to

include testimonial dinners, restricting corporate contributions, controlling

contributions by consultants and establishing
election practices.

a

penalty for certain corrupt

The legislature failed to enact the bills.

The 1966 Special Senate Committee also recommended the establishment of the

Designer Selection Board. 170

Their bill, enacted late in 1966, imposed some

constraints on the award of design contracts.
of this report indicates,

awards for only

a

However, as the next section

the political process was kept out of design contract

few months.

Senate numbers 936-940 and 942.
See 1966 Acts and Resolves,

Chapter 676.

11
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VOLPE ERA

AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DESIGNER SELECTION BOARD

A&F Commissioner Jonn McCarthy
The legislation establishing the Designer Selection Board

effective on September

1966.

5,

7i

It

created

a

became

Designer Selection Board with

establishing methods of

responsibilities which included the following:
selection,

(DSB)

including criteria; advertising projects after they are authorized by

the capital outlay budget; soliciting the names of interested designers;

gathering and maintaining current information concerning the organization,

experience and qualifications of interested architects and engineers; reviewing
the information submitted by applicants; and,

most importantly,

the Commissioner of A&F at least three designers

recommending to

for each project.

72

Governor Volpe appointed Earle Littleton Chairman of the Designer Selection
and Horace Chase

Board,

(Director of BBC,

e_x

officio

)

,

Philip Bourne, Robert

Meserve, Walter Pulsifer and Stanley Porter as the five other members of the
DSB.^

7^

The statute also provided for

representative of

a

seventh voting member who would be

specific project's user agency.

a

a

A&F Commissioner McCarthy

designated Frederick Kussman (Supervisor of Fiscal Management, BBC) to serve as
Executive Secretary
1966.

75

.

7^

first meeting of the DSB took place on December

Tn e

Present at this meeting,

Deputv Commissioner Walter

'

in addition to the

6,

Board members, was A&F

Connell 176

This first meeting established criteria for evaluating competing design
firms.

The December

6,

1966 DSB minutes state:

At the invitation of the Board, Walter O'Connell, Deputy
Commissioner, Administration and Finance, reviewed a weight and
He answered questions
scoring evaluation criteria system.
raised by the members and guided the Board through a
hypothetical project.
He recommended the basic criteria formula
be supplemented by specific evaluation requirements of projects
placed before the Board for their action.

The Board agreed it desirable to anticipate appointments on
future caDital outlay appropriation acts and instigate a
procedure to initially obtain and evaluate designers'
applications for appointment prior to the actual passage of the
act, possibly after the House of Representatives bill is filed.
This will offset the time lost between enactment of the
appropriation and selection of a designer 1 77*
.

DSB Chairman Littleton publicly testified before the Commission on April

1,

1980,

that the DSB met with A&F Commissioner McCarthy sometime later in Decemoer

1966.

78

At

that time,

in

*A copy of the December 6,
Exhibit #15.

response to Commissioner McCarthy's request, the DSB

1966 DSB minutes

is

- 27 -

reproduced as A&F Appendix

-

agreed to list,

28

-

order of preference, the three or more designers which they

in

submitted to the Commissioner.

Under this system,

the Commissioner knew which

design firm was the leading candidate in the judgment of the DSB.

And,

under

this system, the Commissioner did not have to choose arbitrarily one of the three

rather, had

a

single preferred firm to select in the absence of other

information justifying

a

different choice.

firms but,

McCarthy's request that the DSB rank design firms came in the wake of the
Special Senate Committee report released in October 1966.

This report had

concluded that, "Commissioner McCarthy and Deputy Commissioner O'Connell
willfully and knowingly abdicated their responsibilities under the law and their

obligations to the public interest by their complaisant acquiescence in
unusual and extraordinarily irregular selection process
Senate Committee had called for,
J.

..."J- 79

a

highly

The Special

"Commissioner of Administration and Finance John

McCarthy and Deputy Commissioner Walter O'Connell to resign forthwith from

their positions of public responsibility for their willful betrayal of the public
trust in the matter of the selection of architects ..."180

It

had recommended

that Governor Volpe take appropriate remedial action if McCarthy and O'Connell

failed to resign.

Finally, the Special Committee had recommended that the

Attorney General investigate the selection process concerning the

U

Mass Medical

School contract. 181

During McCarthy's last months as Commissioner, he made design contract awards
under the newly instituted DSB system.
of these design contracts to the

Without exception, McCarthy awarded each

firm deemed to be best qualified by the DSB.*

These designers and contracts were as follows:

FIRM

CONTRACT

AWARD DATE

wendall

T.

Phillips

Repairs to Milford Armory

1/3/67

Wendall

T.

Phillips

Repairs to Clinton Armory

1/3/67

John Milo Associates

Improvements to Util. Dist System
Framingham State College

1/3/67

Bednarski, Falconer, Stein

Renovations to Mental Health Center
Greenfield

1/3/67

Complete First Floor, Outpatient
Building
Boston State Hospital

1/3/67

Improvements to Dairy,
Grafton State Hospital

1/3/67

S.S.

Eisenberg Assoc.

Carl Libby. d/b/a
Northeast Agr. Eng.

Francis J. Linehan,
& Associates

The

Service
Jr.

Improvements to Util.
Fernald State School

Dist.

System,

1/3/67

Special Commission obtained the information concerning the DSB ranking of
the firms to which McCarthy gave contracts from the December 21 and December 28,
1966 DSB minutes.
These are reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #16.
The
Commission was unable to obtain the letters which the DSB sent to Commissioner
McCarthy and which listed the recommended firms in order of preference.

-

FIRM

Melvin F. Jay

Martin

J.

&

Assoc.

Cullity

2

.

-

CONTRACT

AWARD DATE

Alterations to School,
MCI-Norfolk

1/3/67

Renovate Roof Areas,
Lyman School for Boys

1/3/67

Renovate Old School Building,
Lyman School for boys

Dingman Fauteux
(A

29

1/3/67

more detailed version of this chart is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #17.)

A&F Commissioner Anthony DeFalco
Anthony DeFalco became Commissioner of A&F on January 5, 1967.

was that of

close political adviser to Governor Volpe.

a

1980 and April

9,

His Dackground

DeFalco's February 27,

1080 private and public testimony before the Commission

indicate that, prior to this appointment as Commissioner by Governor Volpe, he
had served as the Governor's Chief Secretary since January 1965.

He tooK

a

leave

of absence in June 1965 to become the Governor's Campaign Director for the 1966

election, then later resumed his position as Chief Secretary in November 1966.182

DeFalco publicly testified before the Commission on April

9,

1980 that, as

Campaign Director, he was responsible for the organization of the campaign

throughout the state including,

"putting together

a

budget for the campaign,

overseeing that budget and contracting for the expense sheet ..."183
DeFalco further publicly testified concerning his dealings with people in
charge of the campaign's various field offices.

During the 1966 campaign

ReDublican fundraiser Albert ("Toots") Manzi was responsible for the city of
Worcester and the surrounding areas in Worcester County. 184
DeFalco. 185

Governor Volpe,

in a

Manzi reported to

transcribed interview on March 24,

1980 with

Commission staff, stated that DeFalco, as his Campaign Director, would nave oeen
aware of the work done by Manzi in the 1964 and 1966 campaigns 186
.

At

the beginning of DeFalco's term,

he received correspondence

"explaining the Board's priority listing of recommendations."*
to

from the DSB,

The DSB continued

follow its established practice of ranking firms in order of preference during

the first several months of DeFalco's term as Commissioner.**

DeFalco publicly testified that he never received ranked recommendations of
design firms from the DSB. 187

This testimony, however,

conflicts with the DSB

minutes from January 1967 through June 1967 (reproduced as A&F Appendix Exnibit
#19),

and

a

May 21,

1967 Boston Globe article wnich will be discussed below and

•The January 11.

1967 DSB minutes indicate that DeFalco received this
correspondence.
These minutes containing the above quote are reproduced as A&F
Appendix Exhibit #18.

**Tne January 1967-june 1967 DSB minutes document the ranking.
Tnese are
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #19.
The Special Commission was unable to
obtain copies of the January 1967-June 1967 letters to DeFalco from tne DSB whicn
also expressed the DSB s ranking.
'

30
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then reproduced as an appendix exhibit.
The first group of letters from the DSB to Commissioner DeFalco were acted

upon on January 31, 1967.

Only one of the nine contracts included in tnis group

was awarded to other than the top ranked firm.

The exception was the award of

a

Youth Forestry Camp boys' dormitory to the firm of Lloyd M. Hendrick.*
The next group of design award selections by Commissioner DeFalco occurred in

March 1967.

At

that time,

DeFalco began to depart sharply from the prior

practice of selecting the firm ranked rumber one by the DSB.
1967,

Ultimately,

in June

DeFalco would ask the DSB to discontinue this practice of ranking firms in

order of preference, and the DSB would comply with his request.**

During that time,
design contracts.

from March 1967 until June 1967, DeFalco awarded twenty-one

Eleven of these contracts were awarded to firms which were not

ranked number one by the DSB.
at

In

six of the

fact,

firms awarded contracts were

the very bottom of the DSB's preferential ranking.***
The firms awarded contracts by DeFalco which were not ranked at the top of

the DSB list are as follows:****

DATE OF
AWARD

DSB

CONTRACT

DESIGNER

3/13/67

Renovations,
western Mass. Hospital

Drummey Rosane,
Anderson

4

3/15/67

Classroom Building,
Lowell Technical Institute

Coletti Brothers

2

3/29/67

Headquarters Building
(including land acquisition),
Department of Public Safety

Strickland, Brigham
& Eldredge

2

4/27/67

Future Expansion,
Quinsigamond Community College

Herbert L. Bogen
Associates

2

Universal Engineering

3

A/27/67

,

Roof Renovations,
State House

RANKING

&

For

a chart describing the contract awards by DeFalco,
see A&F Appendix Exhibit
#20.
Because the Special Commission wee unable to obtain the January 1967-June
1967 DSB letters to DeFalco as evidence of the ranking system employed by the DSB
and communicated to DeFalco, the DSB minutes from the same time period, which
also document the ranking, have been reproduced
as A&F Appendix Exhioit
#19.

DeFalco's testimony, Littleton's testimony,
serve as

supDort

for this statement.

and the June 14, 1967 DSB minutes
The evidence will
be presented below.

***For a chart describing the contract awards by DeFalco, see A&F Appendix
Exhibit #20.
For the DSB
minutes which document the DSB's ranking, see A&F
ApDendix Exhibit #19.
A chart statistically analyzing these awards is reproduced
as A&F Apoendix Exhibit #21.

•lb
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DSB

DATE OF
AWARD

CONTRACT

DESIGNER

4/27/67

New Nursing Home,

Robert Charles Assoc.

RANKING
3

Tewksoury Hospital

A/27/67

School for Mentally Retarded,
Worcester State Hospital

A/27/67

School for Mentally Retarded,
Boston State Hospital

Hoyle,

I.

C.

Doran

Richmond
Goldberg

4

2

4

A/27/67

School for Mentally Retarded,
Springfield .State Hospital
(Gentile School)

Masiello

A/27/67

New Elevators,
New Bedford State Pier

Tallman, Drake

6/12/67

Renovations to Create
Technical School at
Springfield Armory Site

Caolo 4 Bienek

4

Berry

4

Healy

&

2

Guay

3

3

Many of the firms which are listed above have been the subject of Commission

investigations discussed elsewhere in the report, or are firms concerning which
there is evidence

of

political activity.

As an earlier section of this

report indicated,* Frank Masiello testified that David Nassif,

A4F

the principal of

Universal Engineering, was among the architect contributors present at the

fundraisers held at the Statler Hilton Hotel by Snerwood Tarlow. i88

Universal

Engineering not only received contracts in 1964 during the Peabody administration
and in 1967 and 1968 during the Volpe administration (besides the April 27,

there were ones on December 27, 1967 and October 17,

award,

1967

1968; see A4F

Appendix Exhibit #20), but also in 1970 and 1974 during the Sargent

administration (the November 18, 1970, February 20, 1974 and September 25, 1974
awards will be discussed in

a

the Sargent administration,

Donald Dwight (wno was A4F Commissioner from January

1969 until
1974)

later section of the A4F report.**)

With regard to

August 1970 and Lieutenant Governor from January 1971 until Decemoer

testified in

a

private session before the Commission on January 30,

that Republican fundraiser Albert

1980***

("Toots") Manzi approached him on at least one

occasion on behalf of Universal Engineering after it had been nominated by the
DSB for

a

contract. 189

Dwight testifed that Manzi told him that,

a

wonderful firm and anytime they come to your attention

a

recommendation. "190

I

"Universal is

think you should give

Dwight understood Manzi's interceding on behalf of

Universal Engineering to be connected with its political support, whether

See

See
***

Peaboclv

Era

.

Sargent Era

.

The Commission read Dwight's 1/30/80 private testimony into the puPlic
record on 4/14/80.

-

contributions or services. 191

32
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other sections of the final report discuss

Universal Engineering in greater detail.*

Governor Volpe, in an interview with the Special Commission on March 24,
stated that DeFalco would have listened to

1980,

a

recommendation from Manzi

concerning design contract awards:
Q.

Under the Designer Selection Board procedure, and all three
firms who qualified for the particular contract, do you
think Mr. DeFalco's judgment would have been influenced by
a recommendaton from Mr. Manzi if all three were qualified?

A.

It's verv rare that three firms, A, B and C are all equally
But, you're asking
qualified for a particular assignment.
would only say that I
I
it as a hypothetical question.
don't suppose that Mr. DeFalco would hold it against firm B
if that's the one that let's say Mr. Manzi had recommended
So, it's hard
purely because Mr. Manzi recommended them.
to answer on a hypothetical basis what his decision would
can only say that I think Tony would try to do the
be.
I
right thing, that was his way of life.

Q.

I'm just trying to get a sense of as I understand your
answer, he would never make sav an appointment off the list
You think
of DSB to somebody that shouldn't get the job?
that he would at least listen and give some recommendations
to a recommendation by Mr. Manzi?

A.

He would

listen and give some consideration,

However, Governor Volpe could not say

administration, Manzi was soliciting,
the state,

witti

l

with certainty

yes?-9^

whether, during his

for contributions,

those doing business

9u and he did not know whether Manzi had any input

into design

contract awards at that time. 195
Other examples of design firms which DeFalco selected, although not ranked
first by the DSB, which are also discussed elsewhere in the report,

Coletti Brothers,** Tallman, Drake

4

Guay,

include the

and Robert Charles Associates.

Tallman, Drake and Guay was later awarded the Hingham District contract during
the Sargent administration under circumstances described elsewhere in the

report.***

This firm was

administration.****

a

frequent contributor during the Sargent

And Robert Charles Associates,

a

frequent recipient of

local housing authority contracts( as discussed in the Driscoll-weber section of
the report)***** was

a

firm which DeFalco selected from the bottom of the DSB

ranked list and whose political ties drew the attention of

For further information on universal Engineering,
and Testing and Boring sections of the report.

*

**

a

Boston Globe

see Gentile /Danvers /Concord

See sections of this report discussing the Coletti Brotners oesign

***

****

***•*

See Hjngham District Court
See Sargent Era

.

See Driscoll-weber

.

.

firm.

columnist on Mav 21,

-
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1967:*

There is evidence that old political ties are sometimes
still effective under the new system.
For example, the firm of Robert Charles Associates, which
not widely known for its design distinction but which bought
a $1000 "golden page" in Gov. Volpe's last campaign ad booK, was
chosen by Comr. DeFalco from the third spot on the selection
board's list to design the new $1.4 million nurses home at
Tewksbury State Hospital. 196
is

was this May 21.

It

1967 Boston Globe article which apparently prompted

DeFalco to request DSB to list its recommended design firms alphabetically, and
not in order of preference.

Both DeFalco and Littleton concurred in testifying

that the shift by the DSB to an alphabetical listing of recommended designers

occurred at DeFalco's request. 197

Littleton further testified that the Boston

Globe article prompted the change:
Q.

Did he give you any specific reason why he requested that
you submit them alphabetically, Mr. Littleton?

A.

some time or other, and I am not sure on the timing,
four names were submitted to the Commissioner and I am not
sure which Commissioner, but they must have been in
Driority in order for the facts to go together, and the
number four person had been selected: and the Boston Globe
said why did you pick number four and not numoer one, and
it was then decided that if this was to be the usual hassle
that we go off the priority ratinn at this time.
In our
three or four
.iudqment, we felt that in submittinq
qualified architects that it didn't make any difference
They were
whether you picked one or two or three or four.
all qualified to do the job, but we did feel that we didn't
want to stay under the pressure of the press because
somebody might pick four instead of one or two. 198
At

The written agenda

for the May

Boston Globe pertaining to the Design
14,

1967,

the DSB minutes state,

[

sic

for the

criteria the Board voted to submit

meeting made note of this Boston Globe

"Note the recent article appearing in the

instructing DSB members to,

article,

1967 DSB

31,

]

Selection Board."**

first time,

And on June

"Utilizing agreed upon

to the Commissioner of Adminstration and

Finance the nominees appearing in alphabetical order ..."***
In

contradiction to what

is

stated in the DSB minutes, DeFalco, both in

private and public sessions, testified before the Commission that he requested
the change to an alphabetical listing immediately after he became

Commissioner.!"

He testified that he never

firms from the DSB. 220

He did not

received

a

ranked list of design

admit to selecting any firms from lists

containing preferential ratings by the DSB.

DeFalco described his decision to

request an alphabetical listing as being motivated by the desire to nave

sufficient discretion so that he would not be put in the position of having to

*

»*

***

This 5/21/67 Boston Globe article is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exnioit #22.
The

5/31/67 agenda is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhiot #23.

The 6/14/67 DSB minutes are reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #24.
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justify his failure to select the firm ranked number one:
Q.

fair to say, sir, that it was your judgment that if
firms were ranked in an order of preference by the
Designer Selection Board that you would be constrained to
select the firm ranked number one by the Designer Selection
Is

it

the

Board?
A.

Yes.
Obviously, because I had little wherewithal to
second-guess or even judge the selection process of the
Designer Selection Board, that if I had them in ranked
order and this is the way I felt at the time, and it is
certainly my own personal observation, that that would
cause me to have go out and get more information and I just
didn't think that was desirable for me to do.

Q.

Why did you not consider it desirable for you to get more
information about firms that you were considering for the
award of design contracts?

A.

think the only answer I can give you to that guestion, if
had done that I might just as well have turned over the
decision-making responsibility to that Board and not
participated at all.
I
I

Q.

Sir, there would be no limitation to prevent you in fact
from selecting any of the three firms no matter whether
they were listed in order or not, is that correct?

A.

have no problem with that.
I
There is obviously no legal
reason why I couldn't, but certainly to justify not taking
their top ranked choice would have caused me to find some
reason whv I might not want to do that.

0.

In other words, you would have to independently go out and
get some information about these firms and come up with a
good reason based on the information you gathered for not
selecting the firm ranked number one by the Designer

Selection Board?
I
want you to know that the picture arose in many
instances as one of deception if there was adverse
information that comes to you and you don't do something,
but if there is no adverse information then you go ahead
and approve.

A.

Yes.

Q.

Wouldn't you think that the selection process would be a
more reasoned process if you knew which of the three firms
was preferred by the Designer Selection Board based upon
their evaluation of those firms and their ability to do the
work and be in a position if you wanted to to gather other
information on your own which might cause you to reach a
different conclusion? Don't you think that would be a more
rational selection process?

The only designer selection procedure which DeFalco testified that he used

was

"random selection."
Q-

•••[H]ow die you go about selecting the design firms to
whom contracts were to be awarded during your term as
Commissioner?

A.

I
would randomly select a firm from the listing of three
that were presented to me.

Q.

And what do you mean by saying you would randomly select
firm?

A.

Without having any system of keeping track of my selection
I would not
pick the same position each time.
In other

a

-

words,
Q.

-
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second, or third at that moment in time.

first,

Under the
Let me see if I understand what you are saying.
system that existed after the creation of the Designer
Selection Board, you as Commissioner got a letter from the
Designer Selection Board listing the names of three or more
firms to be considered for the award of a particular

contract,

is

that correct?

A.

That's correct, and there would be three qualified firms.

Q.

And how were those firms listed, were they in alphabetical
order or in some other order?

A.

As

Q.

Now,

A.

This letter with their information in it would arrive in my
incoming mail when I went over my mail.
Invariably, I
would find that correspondence and make a selection of one
of the three from that list and then it would go into my
out box and correspondence and [be] processed by my

I

recall,

they were alphabetically listed.

what did you do once you received this list from the
Designer Selection Board?

administrative secretary.
Q.

And how did you determine which one of the three you would

select?
A.

Just strictly at random.

Q.

Did you close your eyes and stab

A.

No.

a

pin at one or --

would -- first I want to state we had very little
personal knowledge of any architectural firms.
Therefore
it wasn't a matter of me recognizing names.
It was merely
that I would look at that letter and decided that I will
pick number three from that letter or that was it, or
number two or number one, or whatever that was and that is
I

how it was. 202

DeFalco stated under oath that no one participated with him in the designer

selection decision, and that he never consulted with anyone. 203
in both private

He

testified

and public testimony before the Commission that he had no

recollection that anyone from the Governor's office,

"Toots" Manzi, Joseph

Silvano, Peter Volpe, or Pat Volpe, ever communicated with him about

contract award. 204

a

designer

DeFalco so testified, despite the fact that he had ignored

the DSB's declared preference on twelve occasions under circumstances which,
his own admission,

by

made it difficult to ignore the DSB's expressed preference.

The lack of credibility in DeFalco's account of a random selection procedure

without input from others is further illustrated by an examination of the

evidence concerning the award to Masiello
School for the Mentally Retarded.

&

Healy of the contract for the Gentile

This award is among those DeFalco made between

January and June 1967 when the DSB was still submitting ranked recommendations to
DeFalco.

DeFalco publicly testified that he made this decision through "pure

random selection," without communicating with anyone else. 205
ranked Masiello

4

Yet,

Healy second among the three firms recommended.*

*
See chart describing DeFalco contract awards,
Exhibit #20.

the DSB

And this is

reproduced as A&F Appendix

:

-
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firm was ever recommended in any order by the

the first time the Masiello & Healy
DSB.

Given these objective facts, evidence for

a

more credible explanation of the

selection of the Masiello firm may be found in the public testimony of Frank

Masiello applied for the Gentile School contract in response to

Masiello.

advert isement 206
.

("Toots") Manzi.

DSB

firms then interviewed by the DSB. 207*

He was among the

After the interview, and on or about March 30,
from Albert

a

1967,

Masiello received

a

call

Manzi told Masiello that his firm was one of those

recommended by the DSB for the Gentile School contract.

Manzi asked Masiello to

come to his market to discuss this with him. 208

Masiello went to the market.
let Manzi

Manzi told him he could have the contract if he

select the consultant and if he agreed to make

contribution.

a

substantial political

Masiello agreed, and Manzi then sent him to meet with David Nassif

of Universal Engineering to negotiate an engineering consultant

met with Nassif and found he wanted

higher than customary.

Universal Engineering as

a

fee.

Masiello

consultant's fee which was 10% to 20%

Masiello returned to Manzi and objected to using
a

consultant on those terms.

After some negotiations

with Manzi, Masiello agreed to an arrangement whereby he would pay Manzi $25,000
in

cash as the job progressed, and could use his own consultant (Charles Theodore

Associates) instead of Universal Engineering (Manzi's choice). 209

Masiello

testi f ied
He then said, well, okay,
go along with the $25,000.
So,

well.
him.

I

will give you Theodore if you
quickly, in my mind, I thought
better discuss maybe another couple of ground rules with
I

I
said, Toots, I said, I guess over the period of years
while this job was under way I can probably handle that, but it
is going to be with the understanding that there will be no
up-front money paid and that we will make contributions to the
camoaign or make cash payments to you as the job progresses, but
only in proportion to the fees that we receive.
This was essentially the same thing I told him when we were
discussing the DMJM project at the Holyoke Community College.
He wasn't too thrilled with that.
He said, that one I am going
to have to check back on.
He said, I don't think I can get my
people to go along with it.
said fine.
I
said, go ahead and do this.
I
Sometime
later, probably maybe a week later he called me up and he said,
Congratulations.
He says you are going to be appointed to the
Joseph P. Gentile School, and I hope that you will remember that
ybu did make a commitment and how much the commitment was for.
I
said yes, Toots.
I
do remember, and I will keep the
commitment, but it is going to have to be on the basis that I
defined at our meeting.
This at that point appeared to be
satisfactory to him. 210

*
Masiello's firm was interviewed by the DSB on 3/22/67.
minutes, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #19.

See 3/22/67 DSB

-
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Masiello's firm was, in fact, awarded the Gentile School contract Dy
DeFalco's decision was transmitted to the BBC by letter dated April 27,

DeFalco.

almost one month after the DSB submitted its recommendations to DeFalco on

1967,

March 30,

1967.*

Additional evidence which tends to contradict DeFalco's testimony tnat'his
contract award decisions were randomly selected are his consistent pattern of

contract awards to Universal Engineering, the firm which Manzi first asKed

Masiello to use as

a

consultant as

a

condition for receiving the Gentile School

Universal Engineering appeared three times** on the DSB lists of

contract.

firms submitted to Commissioner DeFalco.***

In

March 1967, on the only

occasion it was ranked by the DSB, it was ranked third among three firms.****
three occasions,

on all

Yet,

contract.*****
selection of

a

Is

it was

selected by DeFalco for the award of

this true random selection,

or

is

a

design

this the deliberate

firm at Manzi's request?******

Further evidence which rebuts DeFalco's description of

a

random selection

process in design contract awards is the evidence concerning the award,

in

July

1968, of the Holyoke Community College contract to the California design

firm of

Daniel,

a

Mann,

Johnson

4

Mendenhall (DMJM).

This contract was awarded at

time

when the DSB was listing recommended design firms in alphabetical order.

DeFalco indicated his selection in this case, as in all others, by placing
his

initials,

"APD," on the DSB letter next to the name of the design firm he

For the selection date, see the chart reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit
The Commission was unable to obtain the early transmittal letters from
#20.
DeFalco to the BBC indicating his award decision, but the date of the Gentile
School award was corroborated by other DSB documentation.
For the date of the
DSB recommendations to DeFalco, see the 3/30/67 letter from the DSB to DeFalco,
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #25.
See also the 3/29/67 DSB minutes,
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #19.

*

**

See chart describing DeFalco contract awards, reproduced as A&F Appendix
Exhibit #20; 3/22/67 DSB minutes, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #19;
12/14/67 DSB letter to DeFalco, reproduced as A&F Appendix #26; and 10/14/68 DSB
letter to DeFalco, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #27.
***
By contrast. Universal Engineering appears on five occasions on the DSB
The firm was never ranked at the top
lists submitted to Commissioner McCarthy.
of these lists and, consequently, was never selected by Commissioner McCarthy for
the award of a design contract.
See chart describing McCarthy awards, reproduced
as A&F Appendix #17.

****

*****

Ibid

.

Ibid.

** **

Dwight testified that, during the Sargent era, Manzi spoke to him on
behalf of Universal Engineering.
This testimony has been described in an earlier
section of this report entitled Volpe Era: Establishment of the Designer
Selection Board and will be again described below in the section entitled
Sarqpnt Era
,

.

3

-

selected.*
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DeFalco testified both privately and publicly before the Commission

that he awarded the Holyoke Community College contract to DMJM through random

selection and that he did not communicate with anyone, including Manzi,

concerning this contract award. 211

Yet,

there appears to be

the "D" portion of DeFalco's initials, which would suggest

than random,

However,

process.

the existence of

a

a

a

checkmark under

deliberate, rather

checkmark in this and other

cases could not be confirmed through tests which were limited to those which

would not affect the integrity of the document.**

It

should also be noted here

that there are other alphabetical selection documents containing DeFalco's

initials and checkmarks or "X" marks, which are inconsistent with

selection process.

purely random

a

These contracts include the following:***

CONTRACT

SELECTED DESIGNER

DATE OF
AWARD

Boston State College,
renovations

Alonzo Reed

12/13/67

Tewksbury Hospital

Ganteaume

Taunton State Hospital,
Mental Health Facilities

Elbridge Atwood Assoc.

&

McMullen

12/27/67
2/13/68

The evidence presented to the Commission concerning the occurrences prior to

the award of the Holyoke Community College contract**** discredits

a

random

selection explanation of the award of this contract, particularly when this

evidence is evaluated in the context of DeFalco's awards to the Universal

Engineering and Masiello
testified that,

in

&

Healy firms, discussed above.

April or May 1968, he,

Frank Masiello publicly

Stan Smith (a DMJM vice president), and

Bruce Dunsmore (another DMJM employee) met DeFalco at his office in the State
House,

and explained to him their interest in obtaining

design contract. 212

DeFalco,

did not deny that such

a

in

community college

his private testimony before the Commission,

meeting took place, saying that such meetings with

people interested in state projects were
was Commissioner.

a

a

frequent occurrence during the time he

However, he stated that he had no specific recollection of the

meet ing 21
.

For a copy of the 6/28/68 DSB letter to DeFalco on wnich DeFalco wrote his
initials, see A&F Appendix Exhibit #28.

*

**

The testing performed was non-destructive (i.e., did not harm the document
containing DeFalco's initials).
Testing, therefore, was limited to microscopic
and ink color examinations.

These selection documents are reproduced as A&f Appendix Exhibit #29
(12/7/67, 12/U/67, 2/1/68 DSB letters; 12/13/67, 12/27/67 and 2/13/68 DeFalco
transmittal letters)
.

****

See the DMJM report for a detailed account concerning what happened
regarding the Holyoke Community College contract.

A
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Masiello further testified that,

in

39 he received

late May or early June 1968,

telephone call from Manzi, who told him that he knew OMJM and Masiello were

a

pursuing the Holyoke Community College contract, and wanted Masiello to come to

Masiello met with Manzi later that day.

his market and discuss this.
of Masiello's and DMJM

'

s

Manzi knew

prior meetings with DeFalco and with BBC officials, and
Manzi told Masiello that he was

told him not to trv to go around him again.

working to get DMJM the Holyoke Community College project, but would not do so
unless

it

was understood that,

because of Manzi's involvement,

a

$70 000-80, 0000
,

cash contribution (approximately 10* of the anticipated design fees) would be

forthcoming 21
.

After Masiello described Manzi's demand to DMJM officials, he testified that
he met with Manzi

on two occasions at his market.

agreed upon the payment of

a

They negotiated, and finally

$22,000 contribution by DMJM, subject to change

depending upon the actual architectural fees paid under the contract, and subject
to

approval by "some people. "215

Manzi then told Masiello that DMJM would

shortlv receive an interview notice from the DSB.216

The notice came as

predicted, and DMJM was interviewed by the BBC on June 26,

Masiello further testified that "within
he,
in

Smith and Manzi met. 217
cash over

a

At

a

this meeting,

1968.*

day or two prior" to the interview,

DMJM agreed to pay Manzi $22,000

period of time for the Holyoke Community College contract, and

Manzi agreed to make certain that DMJM was selected as designer once DMJM

succeeding in getting on the list of three firms nominated by the DSB.

The terms

were left open with respect to additional design fees and whether additional

pavments by DMJM would be reguired.218
addition to this evidence of Manzi's involvement in tne award of the

In

Holyoke Community College contract, there is also evidence that others were
active on DMJM's behalf.

It

appears,

from two business cards stapled to

and found in the files of Donald Dwight,

Comissioner

in

paper

Commissioner of A&F (Dwight became

January 1969, but some of tne materials in his files predate

January 1969), that on June 17,
DMJM,

a

1968,

shortly after the DSB voted to interview

Dwight, who was then Chairman of Holyoke Community College's architect

selection committee, met with Smith and William Heinkel.

contain

a

DeFalco's A&F files

letter addressed to Governor Volpe from Alberta Settle,

of the selection committee chaired by Dwight,
the Holyoke Community

College contract.**

the secretary

recommending that DMJM be awaraed

From markings on the letter,

it

*
See copy of the 6/12/68 and 6/26/68 DSB minutes, reproduced as A&F Appendix
Exhibit #30.

This 7/1/68 letter from Settle to Volpe is reproduced as an appendix exhibit
for A New Campus for Holyoke Community College (see Volume 3 of this ReDort.)
»*

-
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aDpears that Ray Fontana (the Governor's counsel) and Commissioner DeFalco saw
the letter.

Masiello testified that

a

telephone call from Manzi,

informing him that DMJM

was about to be awarded the Holyoke Community College contract,

Masiello telephoned the good

notification that DMJM would recieve the contract.
news to Stan Smith. 219
then came to Boston,

Smith and Harry Clausen, another DMJM representative,

arriving prior to or on July

notification of the contract award occurred by
from DeFalco to the

was his first

a

9,

1968.220

July 9,

Official

1968 transmittal letter

BBC*

DMJM also executed the Holyoke Commmunity College design contract on July
1968,

the same day as the contract award.**

of Stan Smith's presence

in

Boston on July

It
9,

9,

would appear from the sole fact

1968 that advance notice of the

award was brought to Stan Smith's attention.
In addition,
is

the execution of

a

design contract on the same day as the award

an occurrence which DeFalco himself,

Commission, conceded

in

private testimony before the

unusual:

is

in your experience would it be unusual for a design
contract to be awarded on one day and for the contract
itself to be signed on the same day?

0.

Sir.

A.

You asked me that earlier, and I said to you that anything
the Commonwealth could do in one day would surprise me.
It would certainly surprise
That is all I can tell you.
me, yes.

Q.

And as

A.

No,

It

indicated to you earlier, the files indicate with
I
respect to the Holyoke Community College contract that it
was awarded and signed by the people to wnom the contract
Do you have any explanation
was awarded on the same day.
for that occurrence?
My
don't.
was not aware that that happened.
I
I
knowledge of the state operations, as I say, it is unusual
that anybody can do that. 221

would thus appear that DMJM had advance knowledge that it would receive

the Holvoke Community College contract,

from Frank Masiello as

a

and that it received this information

result of conversations which he had with Manzi.

It

further aopears that the Holyoke Community College contract was awarded, not as
the product of random selection done with no outside consultation,
as the

result of action by DMJM and by Manzi.

but,

rather,

The evidence which the Special

Commission obtained concerning the terms of the agreement reached between Manzi
and DMJM and the payments DMJM eventually, made is presented in
of this Report,

*

entitled

A

an earlier section

New Campus for Holyoke Community Collene

.

This 7/9/68 letter is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhioit #32.

»*
The executed page of the
as A&F Appendix Exhibit #33.

Holyoke Community College contract is reproduced

-
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Finally, the pattern of design contract awards made by DeFalco throughout his
term as Commissioner is not consistent with

a

Through

random selection process.

random selection, one would expect the selections to be about evenly distributed
among the three positions (1,2,3) within the groups of contracts being chosen at
one time.

It

was DeFalco's testimony that he made his decisions at one time

concerning the DSB recommendation letters which came to him as

group. 22

a

The

following chart, which compares the contracts awarded by DeFalco, shows that
there is rarely any distribution within any of these groups which reflects

a

random pattern.

DEFALCO SELECTIONS*

SELECTION DATE

TOTAL NO. OF SELECTIONS

1/31/67
3/8/67
3/13/67
3/15/67
3/29/67
4/27/67
6/12/67

9

DSB RANKING OF SELECTED FIRMS
1

2

8

1

1

1

2

1

4

3

1

1

1

1

1

14

7

2

1

3

3

1

1

ALPHABET
POS
SELECTED FIRM ON DSB LETTER
1

6/26/67
7/24/67
12/13/67
12/27/67
12/29/67
1/17/68
1/19/68
2/13/68
2/14/68
3/5/68
3/20/68
3/25/68
4/2/68
4/17/68
6/25/68
7/9/68
9/25/68
10/9/68
10/18/68
11 /27/68
12/3/69

1

1

6

1

3

6
4

2
2

2

2
1

1

6
3
2
2
2

5
2
1

2
2

6

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

1
1

9

6

1

1

1

1

contracts going to firms

in

1968 and March

of these awards went to

position.

4

1

For example, on January 19,

January 18,

3

2

On March

5,

1968,

six decisions were made,

five of the six

list.

first position on DSB's alphabetical
4,

1968,

Between

DeFalco made eleven contract awards.

Eight

firms in first position and none to those in third
1968 and March 20,

1968,

DeFalco awarded

a

total of four

contracts, all to firms in third position.
Chart does not reflect outcome of projects (e.g., if later discontinued or
reassigned).
Chart does not include advisory decisions on 4/26/67, 5/19/67 or
8/4/67.
Statistics culled from chart on DeFalco awards, reproduced as A&F
Appendix Exhibit # 20, and relevant DSB minutes and letters.
*
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On June

25,

1968,
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DeFalco made two awards, both to firms in the first

position -- Colletti Brothers and Desmond

&

Lord.

These two contracts each had

an estimated construction cost of three million dollars or more.

interest,

the Colletti Brothers

Of further

firm appeared only twice in the DSB list of

recommended firms during the time DeFalco was Commissioner.

It

received contract

awards both times, despite the fact that the first time it was listed, tne DSB
and Colletti Brothers ranked second.

was ranking firms in order of preference,

This was also the only time during DeFalco's tenure as Commissioner that Desmond
&

Lord was recommended on any DSB list.*
In

contradiction to DeFalco's testimony, other evidence before the Commission

strongly indicates that design contract awards, during DeFalco's term as

Commissioner, were not the result of random selection.
his public testimony,

As DeFalco

he would require some reason to make a designer selection

which differed from the firm ranked number one by the DSB. 223
time the DSB ranked design firms,
not ranked number one.

selections.

22Zl

Yet,

during the

DeFalco frequently selected firms which were

Presumably, DeFalco had some reason to make those

Since DeFalco testified that he did not research the backgrounds of

the recommended firms,

firms,

recognized in

and ordinarily knew nothing about the recommended

that other reason logically could only have come from some person or

persons other than DeFalco, or from some reason or reasons other than the design
firm's experience and qualifications.

DeFalco's initiative in having the DSB stop its practic-e of ranking firms can
only be seen as

discretion.

a

step to reduce his accountability by increasing his

Opportunities were created for political factors to play an

undetected role

in

the designer selection process.

respect to firms such as Masiello

&

Healy,

Patterns of favoritism, with

the Coletti Brothers and Universal

Engineering, attracted attention when the DSB ranked other firms above the
selected ones.

With an alphabetical listing, an award such as that of the

Holyoke Community College contract to DMJM did not have the possibility of being

noticed because of the firm's ranking.
The efforts by DeFalco to eliminate

a

ranking system seem inconsistent with

random selection when viewed in the context of his design contract awards when
the ranking system existed.

The evidence with respect to Manzi's involvement in

certain of these contract awards, particularly the Holyoke Community College
contract, compels the conclusion that DeFalco did not use an "eenie meenie
moe" 22 ^ system to award design contracts.

Further details regarding these contract awards are presented
on DeFalco contract awards,

by the chart
previously reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #20.

IV.

A.

Francis

W.

SARGENT ERA

INTRODUCTION

Sargent's terms as Governor spanned six years (1969-1974) and five

Commissioners of Administration and Finance:

Donald Dwight (1/69-8/70), Charles

Shepard (8/70-9/71), Robert Yasi (10/71-11/72), William Cowin (11/72-5/74)
David Marchand (5/74-12/74)

.

,

and

Throughout that time the statutory process for

awarding design contracts remained unchanged:

the Designer Selection Board (DSE)

submitted an alphabetical list of three or more design firms to the Commissioner
of A & F,

and the Commissioner awarded the design contract to one of these firms.*

Dwight is the only Commissioner from this time period who testified that he

obtained from the DSB information regarding its preferred ranking of firms in
addition to its letter alphabetically listing the names of the recommended
firms.**

However, Dwight testified that he did not necessarily base his decision

on this information.

The other Commissioners testified that they either selected

design firms at random and/or that they make their decisions after conferences
with the Deputy Secretary for Central Services, Albert Zabriskie and, on some

occasions, his assistant Philip Dick.***
All the A 4 F Commissioners who followed Dwight in that position testified

that they made their selections without receiving input or recommendations from

others outside the Executive Office for Administration
Yet,

&

Finance.

throughout its hearings and investigations, the Special Commission

received substantial evidence to the contrary

—

evidence that others in the

Governor's political organization and in the administration successfully

recommended designers for contract awards.
Service,

or Patronage, Secretary

)

Harold Greene (Sargent's State

and Vic Zuchero (Executive Director of the

Sargent Committee) testified to being consulted concerning recommendations for
design contract awards.****

Albert Zabriskie, Deputy Commissioner for Central

*

See 1966 Acts

**

Dwight's term as Commissioner is treated in the MEW report, supra

&

Resolves, chapter 676.
.

***

For the details and citations concerning the testimony of the A & F
Commissioners during the Sargent era, see the subsection of this report entitled
Commissioners, infra.

**** For the details and citations concerning the role of Greene and Zuchero, see
the subsections of this report entitled Harold Greene and Victor Zuchero, infra
.
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Services for all five A&F Commissioners and Executive Secretary to the DSE, is
the thread that extends throughout the years Sargent was Governor.

Zabriskie

testified that he met regularly with Donald Dwight during the time he was

Lieutenant Governor to obtain his recommendations for design contract awards, and
that he conveyed these recommendations in the form of check marks or dots on the

original DSB recommendation letters to the four A&F Commissioners for whom he
worked
In

.

addition,

a

document from Harold Greene's files found in the state

archives confirms that Donald Dwight, Vic Zuchero and Albert "Toots" Manzi were
three people who were consulted in design contract awards, and whose preferences
for design contract awards were

followed.**

Investigation of some of the firms

identified in this document which were awarded design contracts
Associates, R. Scott Quinlan, Healy

Associates

-

&

John Carr

-

Healy, Samuel Ussia, and Abraham Woolf

revealed that these firms had contributed to the campaign, or had

agreed to make future payments, and had contacted their "sponsor" seeking

a

favorable contract award decision.***
Other documents from Governor Sargent's files in the state archives indicate
that Richard Thissen of Desmond

4

Lord met with Governor Sargent to discuss

design contracts on two occasions prior to the award of the Eristol County Jail

contract to that firm .****

Although Governor Sargent testified that he had no

recollection of these meetings, he did not deny that such meetings took

place.*****
While there is conflicting evidence on some of the details, the pattern

presented by all the evidence is clearly one of regular political input into the
selection process, whether in response to campaign contributions or other
payments.

The evidence of this pattern is persuasive, and is inconsistent with

the testimony of each cf the A&F Commissioners who succeeded Dwight.

For the details and citations concerning the role of Zabriskie and Dwight,
infra
see the subsection of this report entitled Donald Dwioht/Albert Zabriskie

*

,

**

See subsection of this report entitled Harold Greene Memorandum

***

See subsection of this report entitled

**** See subsection of this report entitled
infra
and Bristol County Jail Contract Award
,

*****' See

Architects

,

Architects

;

infra

,

Desmond

,

nf ra

.

&

.

subsection of this repcrt entitled Governor Sargent

i

infra

.

Lord

.

.
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SIGNIFICANT INDIVIDUALS

While the Commissioners of A&F under Governor Sargent changed frequently,

a

number of other individuals, concerning whom there is evidence of involvement in
the design contract award process,

remained constant during those years.

Manzi

remained Worcester County Co-ordinator and Sargent's most successful
fundraiser. 226

His fundraising activities during that time which were in

violation of the state campaign finance laws are illustrated in the Laundering
Improper Campaign Contributions section of this report through an analysis of one

campaign dinner function organized by Manzi.

Evidence of Manzi's role in design

contract awards during the Vol'pe years has already been summarized in an earlier

subsection of this report,

Volpe Era

.

Examples of Manzi's involvement in

designer selection during the Sargent years will appear in the later subsection
of this report entitled

Architects

.

The other individuals implicated in design contract awards were brought
the administration or into campaign activities by Governor Sargent.

into

Donald

Dwight had first served with Sargent in 1963 on the board of the Department of

Public Works and later served as Sargent's first Commissioner of A&F before being

nominated, and then elected, Lieutenant Governor. 72 7

Albert Zabriskie, who had

worked with Sargent in the Department of Natural Resources, was designated by
Sargent to be his Legislative Secretary in January, 1969, and was selected by
Dwight in August, 1969 to become his Deputy Commissioner for Central

Services

2
.

2R
°

Harold Greene had also worked with Sargent in the Department of Natural

Resources, and was appointed the Governor's State Service (or Patronage)

Secretary in December, 1969, upon the recommendation of Robert Yasi.
who at various times served as Sargent's Chief Secretary,

Yasi,

Campaign Co-ordinator,

and Commissioner of A&F, 230 also recommended his close friend

Victor Zuchero to be Sargent's Appointment Secretary and, later,

the Executive

Director of the Sargent Committee.

Evidence concerning the activities of each of these men involving design
contract awards is summarized below.
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1

.

Donald Dwiaht/Albert Zabriskie

As Deputy Commissioner for Central

Services, Zabriskie's responsibilities

included all matters within A 4 F relating to the Bureau of Building Construction
237*
(EBC) and DSB.
when Dwight was Commissioner, he and Zabriskie had freouent
and regular contact with each other.

233
*^

Both Dwight and Zabriskie have

testified that during that time Zabriskie did not discuss design firms with
Dwight or participate in Dwight's selection of firms for contract

Zabriskie testified that he did attend DSB meetings to become

awards.

familiar with the process and to expedite projects.

236

not report to Dwight what transpired at those meetings.

He stated that he did

yj -7### n

-i

p

Zabriskie further testified that in January, 1971, shortly after Dwight began
to serve as Lieutenant

Governor, he met with Dwight at his request in the

Lieutenant Governor's office on the second floor of the State House.
and Zabriskie were present in the room.

Only Dwight

Dwight told Zabriskie that he wanted to

have input into the selection of designers for contract awards.

He asked

Zabriskie to bring the original DSB letters to him as soon as Zabriskie received
them.

Zabriskie agreed to do this.

239

Shortly after this meeting Zabriskie met with Shepard alone in his office.

Zabriskie told Shepard of Dwight's request that he have input through

recommending firms for contract awards.

When the next group of finalist

letters came from the DSB Zabriskie took them to Dwight in the Lieutenant

Governor's office.

Dwight sat back in his chair, reviewed the DSB letters, and

chart outlining Zabriskie's responsibilities as Deputy Commissioner is
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #34A.

*

A

**
Dwight did testify concerning his general practices in awa rding design
contracts while Commissioner.
He testified that in addition t o receiving the DSB
letters listing three finalists, he received the DSB's ranked rating of the
firms.
According to his testimony, however, he did not necess arily base his
decision on this information.
He described as his criteria fo r selection a
firm's geographical proximity to the job and its amount of pas t and present work
with the state.
He made no attempt to investigate the oualifi cations of the
firms, assuming that all were qualified.
He had no recollecti on of discussing
the merits of the firms recommended by the DSB with any A&F st aff.
He did
testify that if it had been brought to his attention that one of the firms had
contributed to the Sargent Campaign, the fact might have influ enced his
He stated that he discussed firms being considered for contract awards
decision.
with fundraiser Albert Manzi and that Manzi occasionally made
recommendations 235 For discussion of a major contract award made by Dwight
while Commissioner, see the MBM report, supra
.

.

*** Zabriskie's continuing role in the designer selection process is evident by
his attendance at twenty-six out of twenty-seven DSB meetings from 3/24/71 A
12/18/74.
The DSB minutes document his attendance during this later period.
chart summarizing this information is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #34B.
Although the minutes do not show Zabriskie's presence until 3/24/71, this does
not rule out the earlier informal attendance concerning which Zabriskie
testified.
Zabriskie also served as the DSB's Executive Secretary from 2/9/72 -

1/1/75.238

-47made certain selections.

During this meeting Dwight did not ask Zabriskie any

questions about the firms listed and Zabriskie did not volunteer any
information.

^

After Dwight had reviewed the letters and expressed his recommendations by
24?
making either check marks or dots next to the name of the firms,
Zabriskie

brought the letters back to Commissioner Shepard.

He told Shepard that

the marks

on the letters represented Dwight's recommended selections.

Zabriskie examined the DSB letters for those designers designated by Shepard
for contract awards on April 16,

1971 and August 4,

1971.

He identified them as

being the letters he brought to Dwight and further identified the check marks on
them as appearing to be the marks which Dwight made.
The DSB letters from Shepard's term as A&F Commissioner were also examined at

the Special Commission's request by Elizabeth McCarthy,

a

professional document

analyst who has testified frequently as an accredited expert in courts of
law.

5

She publicly testified before the Commission that she concluded from

her examination of the twenty-seven DSB letters initialed by Shepard (to indicate
his selection) that twenty-six of them contained check marks next to the selected

designer.

246**

This would suggest that all but one of Dwight's recommendations

were followed by Shepard.

Dwight agreed with Zabriskie's testimony that he had

input into the award of design contracts when he was Lt. Governor.

differed

fro/n

His testimony

Zabriskie's only in the frequency and mechanics of his input.

Dwight recalled having the greatest involvement during the term of Commissioner

Shepard who, he testified, consulted him directly, rather than via Zabriskie.
Dwight never testified that Zabriskie was the one to whom he conveyed his

recommendations, but did admit that he made recommendations during the term of
all

four Commissioners.

Zabriskie testified that he continued his practice of bringing the original
DSB letters to Dwight under the next three Commissioners,

and that Dwight

continued to make recommendations by placing dots or check marks next to the
names of individual designers

2Zt8
.

When Robert Yasi became Commissioner

2/t9
,

succeeding Charles Shepard, Zabriskie told Yasi of the system then in effect
whereby he met with Dwight on designer selections.

Zabriskie testified that Yasi

"resented the fact that this was to be the procedure," but did not direct

Zabriskie to stop meeting with Dwight.

^u

After meeting with Dwight in the Lieutenant Governor's office and getting

The DSE letters from 11/4/70 to 8/4/71 contain checkmarks.
dots appear.
*

Thereafter only

**
A chart summarizing McCarthy's findings with respect to Shepard's selections
is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #35.
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Dwight's input, conveyed by check marks and dots, Zabriskie then met with Yasi.

Zabriskie told Yasi that the markings on the DSB letters were placed there by
Dwight.
to A&F,

Yasi would usually also request that Philip Dick, an engineer assigned

Dick gave Yasi background information on

be present at these meetings.

At these meetings Yasi asked Zabriskie and

the firms contained on the DSB lists.

Dick whether they had any recommendations.

2 5]

Zabriskie stated that the selection was the Commissioner's to make, so he
neither directed the Commissioner to
list. 252

a

particular dot or to any firm on the

Zabriskie identified the original DSB letters which were the subject

of Yasi's May 12,

1972 letter transmitting notice of his selection to the

Executive Office of Transportation and Construction as containing dots of ^the
type made by Dwight.

2 53

Elizabeth McCarthy, the document analyst, publicly

testified before the Commission that forty-one of the forty-six selections made
by

Yasi had dots next to the selected designer.*

McCarthy also concluded through

her examination that in some cases the dots are beneath the ink of the pen

initials made by Yasi (on the DSB letter next to the name of the selected firm to

indicate his decision).

In

no case did she find either a pencil or ink mark over

the Yasi initials. 254

255
William Cowin succeeded Yasi as Commissioner of A&F. -^

Zabriskie remained

as Deputy Commissioner for Central Services and continued to consult with Dwight

concerning design contract awards.

2 5£

Zabriskie testified that he told Cowin

shortly after he became Commissioner that he was meeting with Dwight concerning

designer selections, and that Dwight placed marks on the DSB letters to indicate
Cowin did not appear surprised at this, and did not tell

his preference.

Zabriskie to stop consulting Dwight.

Zabriskie therefore took the DSB letters to

Dwight for his review and markings, and then brought them to Cowin's office.
Cowin made his selections outside Zabriskie's presence; Zabriskie learned of

Cowin's decisions when he received

a

copy of the transmittal letter sent by Cowin

to the Secretary of Transportation and Construction.

257
^

Zabriskie identified the dots appearing on the original DSB letters attached
to the Commissioner's November 29,

Transportation

i

1972 transmittal letters to the Secretary of

2 58
Construction as the type of marks which Dwight made.

Elizabeth McCarthy found, from her analysis of the original DSB recommendation
letters initialed by Cowin,that twenty-nine of the thirty letters had dots

A chart summarizing McCarthy's findings with respect to Yasi's selections is
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #36.

*

-49With respect to the three DSB letters attached to

next to the selected firms.*
the February 19,

1974 transmittal letter to the Secretary of Transportation

&

Construction, she also found that the dots were made with different ink than
Cowin's initials designating his selections.
were consistent,

i.e., all the same type, the same condition,

ink and in the same position.

To the extent

the original DSB letters initialed by Cowin,

Cowin's writing.

Moreover, the dot marks themselves
the same color of

that pencil dots were made on any of

these dots are beneath the ink of

"

5 eg

David Marchand followed Cowin as Commissioner of A&F. 260

Marchand had

previously worked for Lt. Governor Dwight as his Chief Secretary and Counsel.

Zabriskie testified that he told Marchand shortly after he became

Commissioner of his practice of meeting with Dwight and bringing the DSE letters
to these meetings. Zabriskie indicated to Marchand that Dwight made marks on these

original letters to denote his recommendations.
to

When Marchand made no response

this information, Zabriskie continued to meet with Dwight.

After the meetings

he delivered the DSB letters to Marchand,

who made his selection without any
O CO
discussion with Zabriskie and outside Zabriskie's presence.

Zabriskie was shown the original DSB letters which were attachments to the
letter listing selected designers, dated December 27, 1974, and sent by Marchand
to the Secretary of Transportation 4 Construction.

Many of these attachments

contained dots next to more than one designer recommended by the DSB for

particular contract award.
marks Dwight made. 263

a

Zabriskie identified all these dots as the type of

Document expert Elizabeth McCarthy concluded from her

analysis that twenty-one of the twenty-four selections made by Marchand had dots
next to the chosen designer.**

initials.
forged,

None of these marks were made over Marchand's

McCarthy also found one instance in which Marchand's initials were

and three other instances of possible forgery.

6A

These will be

discussed during later subsections of this report.

According to Elizabeth McCarthy's analysis, of the 127 contracts awarded by
A&F Commissioner Shepard through Marchand,

there are discernible marks (dots or

checks) on the DSB letters next to the names of 117 designers.

Zabriskie

testified that he brought these original DSB letters to Dwight as
practice, but not that he did this on every occasion.

Zabriskie's testimony that Dwight made

a

a

regular

While it is evident from

substantial number of

A chart summarizing McCarthy's findings with respect to Cowin's selections is
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #37.

*

** A chart summarizing McCarthy's findings with respect
is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #38.

to Marchand's selections

-50marks, there is an open question as to how many of the 117 dots and check marks

were made by Dwight.
In his

public testimony before the Commission, Philip Dick stated that

Zabriskie ultimately received, and had custody of, the original DSB letters sent
to the Commissioners of A&F.

Dick observed that there were dots next to

designers', names on many of these DSE letters before they were brought to each of

the A&F Commissioners.

He also saw dots on the letters when Zabriskie

first

showed them to him, and approximately 30* of the time he saw Zabriskie himself
make pencil dots on the DSB letters.

Dick further testified that Zabriskie was

friendly with Dwight and Zabriskie told him (Dick) on

a

few occasions during the

designer selection process that he had consulted with Dwight concerning his
265
recommendations for design contract awards.

There are occasions in which dots appear next to more than one firm listed on
the DSE recommendation letter.

Whether these additional marks were made by

Dwight, or by someone else is uncertain. 226
2.

Harold Greene

Harold Greene served as Sargent's State Service Secretary from December, 1969

through March, 1973.

His duties were to find and recommend to the Governor

appointments to approximately 1500 positions in state government.

During his

public testimony before the Commission in June 24, I960, Greene admitted that
this translated into patronage.

He reported directly to the Governor.^

Greene said that Yasi, then Sargent's Chief Secretary, recruited him and

explained to him what his duties were as State Service Secretary.

268

Although

stating that he was acting on his own initiative, Greene testified that he

understood that his patronage duties included the award of design contracts:
sir, as Assistant to the Governor, did your duties and
responsibilities include matters relating to design
contracts?

Q.

Now,

A.

Yes.

Q.

And, sir, can you tell us in general terms what your duties
and responsibilities were specifically as they related to

design contracts.
A.

These duties and responsibilities were my own duties, my
thought as part of my job in
I
own responsibilities.
helping the Governor that I should take advantage of
whatever areas of what you call patronage to assist friends
of the Governor. 269
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Greene's appearance before the Commission on June 24, 1980 was after Albert

Zabriskie's public testimony and after having been found by the court to be in
civil contempt, and being confined to jail,

Commission's questions."^

°

for prior refusals to respond to the

Greene publicly testified at that time that only
(out of the 127 initialed by Commissioners Shepard

ten to fifteen DSB letters

through Marchand) were brought to his attention by Zabriskie for his

recommendation.

Greene further testified that these letters were first brought

within months after he became State Service

to him beginning in mid - 1970,

Secretary.
year period,

According to Greene, his meetings with Zabriskie occurred over
although at "very infrequent intervals."

recommendations by placing

a

dot or check mark next to

a

two

Greene indicated his
a

particular firm. 271

From Greene's testimony it would appear that Zabriskie first brought the DSE

letters to Greene at the end of Dwight's service as Commissioner of A&F.
However, no dots or check marks appear on any of the Dwight selection letters.
Since Greene could not say whether the DSB letters brought to him by Zabriskie
were copies or originals, 272 it may be that Greene was shown copies of the DSB

letters, on which he made

a

mark to indicate his recommendation.

The interpretation that any marks Greene may have made were make on copies of

the DSB letters,

and not on the originals, is consistent with Greene's testimony

that there was no pattern to the type of marks he made:
Q.

Sir, in terms of whether the marks were dots or checkmarks,
was there any particular pattern or time sequence with

respect to when?
A.

Depended on whether

Q.

On one day you might make

might make
A.

a

I

felt like making
a

a

checkmark or

a

dot.

dot and some other day you

checkmark?

That is correct. 273

By contrast,

the original DSB letters reveal

a

clear pattern: the marks made

during Commissioner Shepard's term are all check marks; the marks made during the
terms of the other Commissioner's are all dots.

Furthermore, the testimony of various- Commissioners, 27 5 the testimony of
Zabriskie, 276 and the documents themselves indicate that the DSB sent its

recommendation letters to the A&F Commissioners in batches.

Yet

Greene testified

that Zabriskie brought each letter to him singly, not in groups. 277
The discrepancies between Greene's testimony and what the original DSB

letters show raise questions about the truth of Greene's testimony.

In any event,

these discrepancies strongly suggest that any documents Zabriskie may have

brought to Greene were probably not the original DSB selection letters.
Harold Greene publicly testified on June 24, 1980 and June 27, 1980 that when
he

received the DSB letters from Zabriskie, he already knew which firms or

individuals were friendly to the Governor because certain names had been brought to his
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attention by Victor Zuchero and by Albert Manzi, and because he had lists of
contributors, advisors and campaign workers in his own patronage office.

Greene

testified that he saw Manzi to discuss appointments and design contract awards at
least once

a

month, and as frequently as once

a

week, both at functions in

Greene said that he solicited Manzi and

Worcester and at Greene's office.

Zuchero for names of designers they recommended and that Manzi and Zuchero also

contacted him on their own initiative to give him the names of designers for
contract awards.

Greene could only recollect one specific occasion on which

Manzi contacted him, but stated that he recalled none of the details.

Greene

identified Joseph Intingaro, John Guarino, and Samuel Ussia as the names of

architects on whose behalf someone contacted him.*

Greene could not recall who

278
communicated with him about these firms.
279
Albert Manzi refused to answer questions before the Commission.^'

Victor

Zuchero, however, during his public hearing before the Commission on May

testified to many contacts with Greene (and later with Robert Dumont

,

7,

19eo,

Greene's

successor) on design contract matters, and identified several designers on whose

behalf he spoke to Greene, including Joseph Intingaro, John Guarino, Phineas

Zuchero also testified that he regularly received

Alpers and Samuel Ussia.**

copies of the DSB finalist lists from Greene,

Greene, however, denied

281
sending copies of the DSB finalist lists to anyone,

Greene was shown

a

copy of the DSB minutes for its July 26, 1972 meeting.***

This document was found in Greene's office files which were in the Commonwealth's
The minutes contain handwritten notes such as

storage at the time of retrieval.

"DD," "Vic," and "Toots," next to the names of certain design firms.

Harold

Greene identified the "File Hg" written in the upper right hand corner of the
282
first page of the document as appearing to be his handwriting,

He

further

identified the following as being in his handwriting: the blue ink entry "Toots"
next to the design firm E.J. Flynn Associates,

the pencil entry "Health

Center 2,000,000 1st part of Plymouth County Courthouse" next to New

Oceanographic Lab. Bldg., Southeastern Mass. Univ,
next to the design firm Pierce

&

Pierce,

284 the blue ink entry "ifinf
"Out

«

the blue ink entry "has lot of

For further discussion 'of these and other architects, see subsection of this
infra
report entitled Architects

*

,

»

.

Ibid

*** The 7/26/72 minutes will be reproduced later in the text of this report

subsection entitled

Architects

;

Harold Greene Memorandum.

in a

.
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work" next to the design firm Caolo

A

.

Bieniek Associates,

"lot of work" next to the design firm Reinhardt Associates

the blue ink entry
5ac

and the black ink

(felt pen) entry "DD to check" next to the design firm Francis Associates.

Other than noting that Zabriskie provided the information which was the basis
for the two

"lot of work" entries and the one "Health Center.

Courthouse" entry,

288

.Plymouth County

Greene testified that he recalled nothing concerning the

other entries in his handwriting or how these entries came to be made.

5pg

With

respect to the other entries on this document which were not in his handwriting,

Greene said he could not identify the handwriting and had no knowledge of the

significance or purpose of the entries.
From the fact that the various entries on this document were in pencil, in

different color inks and types of pen, and in different handwriting, it appears
that these minutes were circulated to

minutes appear to reflect

a

a

number of people.

Moreover, these

slice of life preserved by chance over the years in

the boxed files of the State Service Secretary.

The significance of these

entries, and what they reveal with respect to political and other input into

designer selection, is discussed at length in
entitled Architects
It

a

later subsection of this report

.

would also appear that Greene had an impact on the designer selection

process through the recommendations he made to the Governor for the appointment
and re-appointment of members of the Designer Selection Board.

Greene testified

that he consulted with others to determine whom he should recommend to the

Governor for appointment to the DSB.
the Governor.

Greene would then make recommendations to

On other than DSB appointments he remembered consulting with

campaign fundraisers such as Manzi.

He did not

specifically recall whether he

consulted with Manzi concerning DSB appointments, but stated that he doubted that
he did so. 291

The Special Commission found in

a

folder labelled "Designer Selection Board"

contained in boxed files from Harold Greene's office
December 26, 1972 which was the xerox of

a

a

single page document dated

list of five candidates for two

expired Designer Selection Board terms and also bore an original handwritten note
dated January

3,

1972.

This document is reproduced on the following page:
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-55The xeroxed list of five candidates was prepared by Philip A.

Dick (PAD).

He

testified that he had obtained the names of these candidates from the

Massachusetts Association of Architects, and had ranked them in order of priority
292
after reviewing their resumes and interviewing at least three of them.

He

then sent the above note to Albert Zabriskie (A/Z).

Although he

Greene agreed that the "Toots" entry referred to "Toots" Manzi.
he identified

did know of other Nagles,

Appointments Secretary.

a

David Nagle as Governor Sargent's

293

Peter Brown and James Sullivan had previously been appointed for two year
terms expiring on December

5,

1972*.

One may infer that since Brown's and

Sullivan's first term expired in December, 1972 and they were up for
reappointment in December 1972 or January 1973, that the "January
really means "January

3,

1973."

1972" entry

This inference is strengthened by the fact that

the xerox portion of the document from PAD (Philip A. Dick) to A/Z

Zabriskie) is dated December 26, 1972.
on

3,

(Albert

An original note written in January

xerox dated December 1972 could therefore only have been written in January

a

1973.

Greene,

in his

testimony before the Special Commission, denied knowledge of
was not his handwriting

the handwritten note and its contents.

He stated that

and that he did not know whose it was.

Greene said he did not remember

it

recommending Brown or Sullivan for appointment to the DSB. 294
Both Brown and Sullivan were in fact reappointed to the DSB for terms

expiring in December, 1972, and none of the individuals recommended by the

Massachusetts Association of Architects, and evaluated and ranked by Philip Dick,
were appointed.**

Greene,

although not active in fundraising, was visible at campaign

functions, was kept apprised of firms that were receiving design contracts, and
kept Governor Sargent informed about which people the administration was

helping.

Greene testified that he attended

a

number of fundraising functions

with the Governor "to answer any questions and try to help with any Questions
that people there might have concerning problems with the state

government

29 5
"*'•'
.

Once contract awards were made by the Commissioners of A&F,

Zabriskie informed Greene of those selections so that'he might note those awards
in

his records. 296

As State Service Secretary,

Governor Sargent, and met with him weekly. 79*'7

Greene reported directly to
Greene testified that the

information he reported to the Governor included the names of those he had helped

Extracts from the DSB Annual Reports concerning the members of the DSB are
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #39.

*

**

Ibid.

-56as Patronage Secretary
Mr.

My question was did you have occasion to remind the

Ward:

governor from your knowledge who were his friends?
The Witness

Many times.
Did you discuss with the governor which individuals
that you in your capacity as patronage secretary were
assisting through the exercise of your duties and

Q.

responsibilities?

3.

thought

already answered that question.

A.

I

Q.

What was the answer?

A.

Yes. 298

I

Victor Zuchero
Vic Zuchero first became Executive Director of the Sargent/Dwight Committee

in July,

He had previously served as Governor Sargent's Appointment

1970.

Secretary. 299

Zuchero testified concerning the system in effect during his

tenure as Executive Director whereby he communicated regularly with Harold Greene

concerning designer contract awards, sending recommendations to Greene which were
based upon whether an architect or engineer was

a

financial supporter of the

Governor.
It

was standard procedure during those years for Harold Greene to transmit to

Zuchero lists of the three designers recommended for contract awards by the
Designer Selection Board.

Zuchero did two things with these lists.

checked the names against his campaign contribution records and, if

He

a

contribution appeared in the DSB lists, contacted Greene to tell him that the
firm or individual was "supportive" of the Governor.

*

Zuchero also solicited

campaign contributions from those on the DSB lists, whether awarded

a

contract or

not 302

Campaign contributors also contacted Zuchero asking him "to put in
word" on their behalf for

a

state design contract.

met Greene at his office or called him.

a

good

On these occasions Zuchero

He gave Greene the contributor's name,

and asked Greene to do what he could for the design firm.

Zuchero estimated

that he had approximately six face-to-face meetings with Greene to discuss design

contract awards.

Zuchero identified Joseph Intingaro, John Guarino, Samuel

Ussia, and Phineas Alpers as designers on whose behalf he spoke to Greene.
4.

Governor Sargpnt

Governor Sargent was interviewed by Special Commission staff on two
occasions, and testified at

a

private hearing before the Special Commission.

The

questions at these sessions focused on the award of design contracts during his

administration, and on the campaign fund-raising activities of Manzi and Zuchero.

-57-

Evidence before the Special Commission indicates that Sargent dealt regularly

with Greene, Manzi, Zuchero, and Dwight.

Greene's testimony about his regular

dealings with the Governor, including attendance at fund raising functions and
reports to him on whom he was helping, has already been summarized

above.

John

Flannery, Sargent's Chief Secretary from 1971 through 1974, in an interview by

Special Commission staff, identified Manzi, Zuchero and Dwight as people who
could see the Governor without an appointment by sliDping in between scheduled
306

Jane Clifford Fowler, Sargent's Appointment Secretary in 1973

appointments.

and 1974, confirmed in an interview by Special Commission staff

that Manzi saw
307

the Governor without scheduling an appointment through her office.

Zuchero

publicly testified to a similar arrangement when he was Appointment Secretary in
1969

-

1970. 3oe

Robert Yasi, Sargent's Chief Secretary through 1971, in his

public testimony before the Commission described the Governor's relationship with
Manzi as close:
Q.

And from your observations what was Mr. Manzi's
relationship with the governor in the governor's office?

A.

I think
I'd characterize it, I would say close.
The
governor considered him the king of Worcester.
He was the
Worcester coordinator and fundraiser. 309

Manzi was a familiar figure at the State House.
saw Manzi sitting waiting at the Governor's Office,

Governor many times.

and knew that he met with the

Jane Clifford Fowler said in an interview that she saw

Manzi in the State House freguently, once or twice
a

Harold Greene testified that he

a

week.

Stephen Teichner,

Special Assistant to the Governor from 1970 to 1974, also saw Manzi freouently

in the

Governor's Office.

Sargent testified privately before the Commission on December 10, 1980 that

during 1973 and 1974 he communicated freguently with Victor Zuchero about the
financial condition of the campaign. 313

Jane Clifford Fowler said that she

regularly blocked out an hour of the Governor's time, probably on Thursday

afternoon,

for him to meet with Zuchero at the Sargent Committee

headquarters

.

Concerning Dwight's access to Sargent, Flannery during an interview with the
Special Commission stated that the Lt. Governor could not only see the Governor

without scheduling an appointment, but also was one of the four or five people
with an intra-office telephone directly connected to the Governor's
*
Office. 315 316

Sargent stated during his private testimony that he recalled Dwight havino
this intra-office telephone line when he was Commissioner of AAF, but did not
remember it continuing when Dwight was Lt. Governor. 3 ^6
*

8
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Sargent testified that he gave Lt. Governor Dwight, with whom he had

previously worked at the Department of Public Works, special assignments
including the selection of
acting as

a

cabinet under the state reorganization act and

a

liaison to the business community.

*

Although he had been in regular contact with Greene and Zuchero, Sargent

testified that he had no knowledge of the involvement in design contract awards
to which both Zuchero and Greene admitted.

Although also in regular contact with

Manzi and Dwight, Sargent testified that he had no knowledge of their fundraising

activities as being related to any design contract award activities by
them.

31

Yet much evidence concerning Manzi's and Dwight's,

and Greene's,

as well as Zuchero's

role in the award of design contracts has been adduced at Special

Commission hearings.

Sargent, however, recalled no discussions during his

administration concerning the question of whether political considerations should
enter into the award of design contracts.

*5

Sargent testified that he was familiar with Harold Greene's role in making

recommendations with respect to appointments to government positions, but that he
was not aware that Greene also had some involvement with design contract

awards.

32Hu

Sargent said that he would expect that Greene recommended people

for appointment to the DSB,

and that he followed Greene's recommendations unless

there was some reason not to.

As a matter of practice he would also expect that

Greene would consult with Manzi with respect to the appointment to the DSE of

someone from Worcester County.

321a

While Sargent recalled conversations with Zuchero concerning requests by

contributors who were seeking appointments to government positions, he did not
322
remember such conversations in relation to design contracts.

323^
Sargent identified Manzi as one of his most successful fund raisers.

Sargent said that he would expect that people on his staff would run names by
Manzi before making appointments to government positions, but that he had no

direct knowledge that Manzi was consulted on other matters.

Sargent under

questioning stated that he was only familiar with certain of Manzi's fundraising
activities
A.

:

I
familiar with them.
Let me describe what I was
familiar with.
He would say that he thought that in the
fall there should be a fundraiser, that it should be at
Pleasant Valley, what he thought the amount could be that
could be raised by such a fundraiser, and I would say that
sounds fine, why don't you talk with Vic about the date and
so on, and I would never really know anything particular
beyond that, other than finally going to the function,
invariably it was crowded, invariably there were people who
were ushered through, they were waded through, you really
don't know nine tenths of who they were, and I never got

Was

.

-59any closer to the fundraising activities than that.
But, I remember that Vic Zuchero also told me that the
records that would come from Manzi following these
functions were complete and accurate, names and numbers,
and checks and the whole thing was very complete.
And I
remember saying, and I remember John sayino the same thino,
if you had coordinators of the ability of Manzi in every
district you would be in very good shape.
In other words, that's all I knew of fundraisina
activities.
I
have read all kinds of allegations of other
things, whether they are true or not, I don't know. 325

Sargent testified that he did not know that Manzi was raising money from desion
firms,

that Manzi obtained cash contributions which were never reported but
were

used in the campaign,

that Manzi raised money from corporations for campaign

purposes, or that Manzi attributed contributions to individuals who had never
made them. 326 *

Sargent also testified that he did not recall discussing the award of design

contracts with Donald Dwight at any time, nor was he aware that Dwight as Lt.
Governor had

a

role with respect to design contract awards.

Nevertheless,

Sargent told the Commission that he had no reason to doubt Zabriskie's testimony
that he regularly consulted with Lt.

Governor Dwight to obtain his

recommendations for design contract awards.
The Special Commission further questioned Governor Sargent about his

knowledge of the legal process for awarding design contracts and his

communications with the A&F Commissioners.

Sargent in his private testimony

stated that while Governor he was not aware of the statutory system for awarding

design contracts which assigned legal responsibilities to the DSB and the A&F

Commissioners 329

He did not

recall any conversations that he had with any of

his A&F Commissioners concerning any particular design contracts 330
The Special Commission also asked Governor Sargent whether he had had any

contact with architects seeking state design contracts.

Sargent could not recall

having any communication with any architect about state work.

^

Sargent

testified that if an architect complained to him directly about not getting
enough state contracts, it would be his practice to ask someone from his staff
who was present in the room,

complaint

such as his Chief Secretary, to look into the

332

Although Sargent did not recall anything concerning the interaction of
political figures with architects seeking state design contracts, nor anything

concerning the interrelationship between architects making political

These allegations are discussed in the subsection of this report entitled
Volpe Era, supra, as
Harold Greene Memorandum infra and
Architects
Imprope
r Campaign Contributions.
Launderino
well as other separate reports such as

*

,

;

,
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contributions and receiving design contracts, other witnesses, including certain
political figures and the architects themselves, testified to the interaction of
political figures with architects and the interrelationship between making
political contributions and receiving design contracts.

Much of this testimony

will be summarized in the following section.

C.

ARCHITECTS

The Special Commission's investigation of design contract awards during the

Sargent administration focused,

contracts.

in part,

on the design firms who received these

Most of the leads which caused the Special Commission to focus on

particular contracts or particular firms originated from documents found in the
state archives or at the state records storage center in Grafton.

These

documents included the copy of the July 26, 1972 DSB minutes from the files of
Harold Greene containing handwritten notations next to the name of design firms,

which notations appear to refer to Manzi, Zuchero and Dwight.

The Special

Commission

also obtained correspondence from an architect unable to get state work who had

been told by Dwight that something other than merit was needed to be selected for
state design contract, and documents indicating that one architect successful

a

in getting state work had access to the Governor through the person in charge of

the Governor's campaign finances.

What follows is

a

summary of individual case studies of architects who were
The aggregate

successful in getting state contracts, and of one who was not.

picture of the system for awarding state design contracts which emerges from
these individual examples is one where favoritism,

for political and other

reasons, predominated.

1

.

Gourley Correspondence
Ronald Gourley is an architect who is now Dean of the College of Architecture

Previously, he had worked as an architect in

at the University of Arizona.

Massachusetts. He was individual, practitioner from 1951-1956,
Jackson

&

Gourley from 1958-1964, and later

Services (1966-1972), Gourley
Mitchell (1976-present)

.

&

a

a

partner in Sert,

partner in Integrated Design

Richmond (1972-1976), and Gourley, Richmond and

From 1965 to 1970 Gourley was

Harvard University Graduate School of Design. 333

a

professor at the

-61The Special Commission interviewed Ronald Gourley on August 13,

own calculation;

1980.

By his

Gourley's firm made it to the DSB list of three finalists

thirteen times during the period March 1967 to November 1970 but never obtained
state work.

(A chart

prepared by Gourley which portrays his lack of contract

awards from December 1966 through October 1970 is reproduced as A&F Appendix

Exhibit #40).

The final contract award was made by A&F Commissioner DeFalco

seven times and by A&F Commissioner Dwight six times.

Sometime prior to or between January 1969 and September 1971 Ronald Gourley

expressed his concern over this lack of success to Representative Mary Newman,
later Secretary of Manpower Affairs for the Sargent administration.

Newman

subsequently spoke to both Dwight and Shepard (presumably at different times,
during each of their terms as Commissioner) about Gourley's desire for state
work.

Gourley did not obtain any state contracts during Dwight or Shepard's

terms.

He made no political

On February 9,

1971,

Cambridge Boat House.**
affair.

contributions during this period.

Gourley attended

a

reception for Mary Newman at the

Donald Dwight, by then Lt. Governor, was present at the

Gourley told the Special Commission during an interview that he had

brief conversation with Dwight at the reception.

a

Gourley asked Dwight why his

firm had not been awarded design contracts after being on the DSB finalist list

thirteen times between 1967 and 1970.

Dwight told him that there was more to

*
Neither the Special Commission's interview of Gourley nor the documents he
provided indicate the specific date of Gourley's discussion with Newman. One can
infer from the 1/19/72 letter from Mary Newman to Robert Yasi in which Newman
mentions speaking to Dwight and Shepard in the past about Gourley that Gourley
initially approached Newman no later than Dwight 's term as A&F Commissioner.
(The 1/9/72 letter and other Gourley corresDondence is reproduced as A&F Appendix
Exhibit #41.)

**
The date of the reception is obtained from a 2/10/71 letter Gourley wrote to
Dwight.
This letter and other Gourley correspondence is reproduced as A&F
Appendix Exhibit #41.
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obtaining

a

Gourley inferred that Dwight

contract than merely being on the list.

meant political contributions were necessary, although such was not directly or

specifically stated. 336

Gourley summarized this meeting in

letter which he

a

wrote to Mary Newman, dated January 12, 1972:
You kindly introduced me to Donald Dwight at your reception at
the Cambridge Boat House one evening and he admitted that final
selections are made on the basis of considerations other than merit
alone. *
The day after the reception Gourley wrote

a

letter to Lt. Governor Dwight,

again expressing his concern that although his firm frepuently achieved finalist
status on the DSB list, it had never received

a

state contract.

Gourley was

aware and expressed the awareness in the letter that Dwight was no longer

Despite this awareness of Dwight's change of position, Gourley

Commissioner.

expressed the hope, in this letter, that the firm would not continue to be
overlooked.

Gourley did not receive

a

solicited Gourley and his partner in the early 1970's for
Sargent campaign, but they declined to make
At

However, someone

reply to this letter.

a

a

contribution to the

contribution. 337

some time between February 1971 and January 1972 Gourley discussed his

lack of success in obtaining state contracts with Earle Littleton, the Chairman
of the

House.

DSB.

Littleton asked Gourley whether he had

a

friend at the State

When Gourley mentioned Mary Newman, Littleton advised Gourley to work

through Newman*.** Gourley therefore again contacted Newman, writing her
on January 12,

contracts.

1972.

He made this

a

letter

He asked her for assistance in obtaining state

request after referring to Dwight's remark, already

quoted, that designer selections were based on considerations other than merit
and Littleton's agreement with Dwight's statement:

Earl Littleton, the Chairman of the Designer Selection
He
Board, concurred with this in a more recent conversation.
frankly inquired whether I had a friend at the State House and
when I mentioned you made it clear that I should work through
you if possible because I could not have stronger support.

Applications for the current work were due yesterday and I
submitted for the four projects described on the enclosed DSB
list #72-2 extracts.
Because these are very depressed times in
my profession the competition for these jobs will be severe--no
holds barred--and immediate contact and follow-up are both
required to keep my name in the forefront with the powers.

*

This letter is reproduced in full as part of A&F Appendix Exhibit

**

This letter is reproduced as part of A&F Appendix Exhibit

Ml

Ml.

*** This information is obtained from Gourley's 1/12/72 letter to Newman,
reproouced as part of A&F Appendix Exhibit Ml.
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well understand that I ask a difficult thing but,
unfortunately, it appears to be the only way.
So, if you feel
able to support my cause by helping in any way, I would be most
grateful.
I
am in dire need of the work and confident that I
can do a noteworthy building for the Commonwealth.

Newman then wrote Commissioner Yasi on January 19,

1972,

indicating that

Gourley and his wife had been "helpful to Republicans" in the state.*

Newman

asked Yasi to "take an extra look at this one" and indicated that she would be
"most grateful for any consideration" Yasi would give Gourley.

receive any state design contracts** during Yasi's term.

Gourley did not

He made no political

contributions. 38

2.

Harold Greene Memorandum

Special Commission investigators found

a

copy of minutes of the July 26,

1972

DSB meeting in files in storage by the Commonwealth which were labelled "Harold

Greene."

Although stating that he was not familiar with this document or with

how it came to be in his files,
the document as his own,

particularly the entry "file Hg" which appears on the

first page of the document. 339^
fact that it contains

a

Greene did identify some of the handwriting on

What makes this document of interest is the

number of entries made by different writing instruments,

and in different handwriting, all of which relate to the contracts or architects

listed in the minutes as being recommended for design contract awards by the DSB
to the Commissioner of A&F.

The next six pages of this report are

a

reproduction

of this document:

*

This letter is reproduced as part of A&F Appendix Exhibit #41.

** Gourley during his interview stated that after his conversation with Dwight in
Feb. 1971, his firm applied for less state work and never again appeared onthe
DSB list.
He implied that his firm's less freauent application occurred soon
after Feb. 1971.
However, the change seems to have occurred during Yasi's term
or later rather than soon after February 1971 when Shepard was Commissioner.
This conclusion is derived from the January 1972 correspondence between Gourley,
Newman, and Yasi concerning Gourley's interest in state work and the 1/11/72
letter from Gourley to Littleton indicating Gourley's application for further
projects in 1972 and appearance on recent DSB lists.

—

:
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DESIGNER SELECTION BOARD

MINUTES OF THE 98TH REGULAR MEETING, WEDNESDAY, JULY 26, 1972, ROOM 2110
LEVERET! SALTONSTALL BUILDING, 100 CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON , MASSACHUSETTS

1;
-

~

ROLL CALL :

/

The meeting was called to order at 1:00 p.m. and the following members were
present:

/
'

Julius Abraxas
Earle F. Littleton
Andrew C. Paton
Walter J. Foitrast
Janes J. Sullivan

Also in attendance were Albert zabriskie, Executive Secretary; Philip Dick,
Administration & Finance; Frederick J. Kussnan, BBC Coordinator DSB;
Joseph Pj-ne, Beard of Regional Community Colleges.; Janes Kerr, Voting
Representaxive of Dapcrtr.snt of Mental Health; Frank Smith, Voting Representative of Department of Correction; Roland St. Genaaine; Voting Representative
of Registry of Motor Vehicles; Ernest Sullivan, Voting Representative of
Department of Public Health; Edward Rossi, Voting Representative of Division
of State Colleges; Ken Rogers, Voting Rcprcsnetative of Lowell Tech. Institute;
Louis Roberts, Voting Representative of Southeastern Mass. University;
Robert Cataldo, Voting Representative of Board of Regional Community Colleges
and William Fitzpatrick, Voting Representative of Division of Youth Services.
;

2.

MINUTES

The minutes of the 97th regular meeting were approved as submitted.
3.

CORRESPONDENCE:

Noted for the record was Secretary Yasi's letters of May 12 and 25, 1972
regarding the appointment of designers for the following projects:
••^Nils Jonsson & Assoc.
Greenleaf Engineers
"^ McGonigle Engineering
l^McGonigle Engineering
Francis J. Butler
Borek Assoc. Inc.
Anderson -iJichols i Co.
Simpson ,Gumpertz & Hecer
Gilbert Small & Co.
Gilbert Snail 1 Co.
Gilbert Sn.->11 & Co.
\y John Guarino

Martin J. Caility
Martin J. 6ullity

-

E72-6
E72-8R
G72-4R
G72-5R
H72-5R
SM72-2
T72-1
P72-3
Y72-1
Y72-5
Y72-2
Y72-4
Y72-3
Y72-6

Bridgewater State College
—
Boston State College
State House
State House
Lakeville Hospital
Southeastern Mass. university
Lowell Technological Institute
M.C.I. Bridgewater
Treatment Unit, Oakdale
Jnd. School for Girls, Lancaster
I-nd. School for Boys, Shirley
Judge John J. Connelly Youth Ctr.
Boston
Lyman School for Boys,Westboroi:gh
Lyman School for Boys ,Westborcugh
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PAGE-II
DSS IGKSa SELECTION BOARD
(continued)

CORRESPONDENCE;

...

-

-

oted for the record was Secretary Yasi's letter of July 6, 1972 advising
BBC to terminate the appointment of Nils Jonsson & Assoc, on Project E72-6
as the funds for the work reverted or. June 30, 1972.
OLD BUSINESS/OTHER BUSINESS

:

The Chairman discussed the possibility of a better scheduling of projects
requiring DSB attention in the future to avoid meeting during the months
of June, July and August. It was also noted that during the last session
of the General Court no capital outlay appropriation was enacted involving
the Bureau of Building Construction. Other than reactivation of one or all
of the seven (7) projects currently held in abeyance only the possibility
of the need of a designer for a County project would require a meeting cf
the Designer Selection Board between the present and next February or March,
In the interim period final ccrar.ents regarding the DSB application forms
to be used by designers should be submitted in sufficient time to allow for
printing.
5.

NEW BUSINESS:
The Board including the Department Voting Representatives voted to submit
to Secretary Yasi the designers indicated as follows and appearing belot7
in alphabetical order. On recommendation of the operating agency and
because of the similarity of project requirements it was determined that
one designer be nominated for more than one project noted below;

Project #
Appropriation Source
Account #
Approp. Amt. /Upset Fee

Project Title
Location
Estimated Constr.Cost

H72-9
C976 of 1971

Fire Protection Impr,
Mass. Hosp. School
Canton
E.C.C. $60,000

0451 -9130
( 8072 -02 )
$75,000 Approp.

VOTED TO RECOMMEND

A

#72-3 item 9
Plans & Renovations
Mechanical Engineer

t<ol

1/

/

''*

Borek) Associates Inc.

'too

150 Causeway Street
38 Newbury Street
t
vljt^Samucl Ussia & Assoc. ^^T- roc>X300 Soldiers Field Road

^Robert.

D.S.B. list & item #
Services Authorized
Suggested Designer
Category

W.. Sullivan..^

]

ol{

SM72-1
C976 of 1971
(8072-57)
739O-OO30
Approp.
$320,000

VOTED TO PEC OMMFvp
Cattle^-J+*nack & Richard /.
E. J. Crlynnj Assoc. Inc.

i<^

Green Engineering Affiliates'

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Brighton, Mass.

Extension Utility Dist.Sys,
Southeastern Mass's Univ.
Dartmouth
E.C.C. $250,000

#72-3 item 15
Plans u Supervision o
Construction
Engineer

75 Tarkin Hill Road
127 Taunton Street
625 McGrath Highway

New Bedford, Mass,
Middleboro, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
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Fire Protection Impr.
Worcester State College
Worcester
E.C.C. $10,000

#72-3 item 4
Plans & Supervision of
Construction
Structural Engineer

Fire Protection Inpr.
Boston State College
Boston
B.C.C. $15,000

#72-3 item 6
Plans & Supervision of
Construction
Structural Engineer

^ Abraham/woolf)&

80 Boylston Street
400 Highland Avenue
15 Court Square

Boston, Mass.
Sonerville, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

P72-7R
C976 of 1971
0451-9129
(8072-01)
$5,000 Upset

Exterior Restoration
Main Complex
M.C.I. Framingham
E.C.C. Unknown

#72-3 item 13
Study
Civil or Structural
Engineer

E72-20.;
C976 of 1971
O451-9130
(8072-02)
$15,000 Approp.

—

~
B72-22
fC976 of 1971
0451-9130
(8072-02)
$20 , 000 Approp.
•

/

VOTED TO PSCCV^in
E. Lionel Pavlo Engx. Co.

Soaervi llg^Es^ineering
Assoc.Inc

VOTED TO RECC:r:!?ID
112 Shawmut Avenue
Cleverdon , Varoey & Pike
101
Tremont Street
Engrs.
A.
Reidy
Jauricfi
jsonjGunper-tz & Heger Inc. 1696 Massachusetts Ave.

Modular Bldgs. for
Patient Housing
Taunton State Hosp.
Wes thorough
E.C.C. Unknown

M72-12R
C976 of 1971
0451-9129
(8072-01)
$2,500 Upset

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.

#72-3 item 10
Feasibility Study
Modular Designer

VOTED TO RECOMMEND
Barnes

Si

Jarnis

iednarsJcLrStein
:ruction\i-lanagement

61 Batterymarch Street
318 Main Street
140 Westbourne Terrace

Boston, Mass.
Greenfield, Mass,
Boston, Mass." "

Southwest (Corridor)
Community College
Wrentham, Mass.
B.C.C. $14,000,000-17,000,000

#72-3 item 8
Feasibility Study
Architect or Planner

its

EJ72-3R
C976 of 1971
(8072-01)
0451-9129
$15,000 Upset

VOTED TO RECOMMEND
Da£cr,rcddock, Upton & Assoc,
i^EcpjTecture-Intn'l.-Inc.
Huygens h Tappe

^

12 Arrow Street
6 Nuttinq Road

462 Boylston Street

Cambridge, Mass.
Cambridno, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
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SM72-3R
C976 of L971
(8072-01) 0451-9130
$10, COO Lpset

.

|W A;
IVQ*
X

^
^

\

\

VOTED TO RECOMMEND /
Peirce & Pierce O^
& Efiloney & Sturgis
ian\Drake & Guay Inc.
-

f

QV>

^

-^^

New Oceanographic Lab.Bldg,
Southeastern Mass. Univ.
No. Dartmouth
E.C.C. $1,680,000

#72-3 item 16
Study
Architect

116 Newbury Street

Boston, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
New Bedford, Mass.

2 Central Square

330 Union Street

New Registry Bldg.
Beverly

RMV72-1
C1003 of 1971
6111-0C29
$250,000 Approp.

E.C.C.

Unknown

#72-3 item 14
Preparation of Plans
Architect

>

VOTED TO RECOMMEND

)JA'

380 Union Street
234 Cabot Street
55 State Street

West Sprigfield, Mass.
Beverly, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

Rcnov. to Cucnock Hall
Lowell Tech. Institute
Lowell
E.C.C. $280,000

#72-3 item 17
Study
Architect

^ohiijZarr) Assoc. A**"*
v>Harveyffxracy Assoc.
Martha L. RothmanElliot Paul Rothman

987 Worcester Road
143 Dewey Street
156 Milk Street

Natick, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Y67-3
C633 of 1970
1730-1913
(8071-09)
$904,300 Apprcp.

Forestry Camp
Nickerson State Park
Brewster
E.C.C. $300,000

#72-3 item 1
Plans & Supervision of
Construction
Architect

325 Harvard Street
210 Eecccn Street
84 State Street „

Brookline, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Caolo ^ gieni ek Assoc. Inc.V
v Oscar /P^adj en2)Reinharat Assoc. Inc.\

V

T72-3R
C976 of 1971
0451-9130
(8072-01)
$2,000 Upset
VOTED TO RECOMMEND

VOTED TO RECC^tZND
Environnaa£al_Sys terns Org.
»R. ScoTt(£uinIan>T$

Jordan L« Sail

.

.
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E72-18R
C976 of 1971
0451-9129
(8072-01)
Upset
$5,000

MrVOTED
f

Evaluation of May Hall
Framingham State College
Framinghan
E.C.C. Unknown

#72-3 item 2
Study
Architect

200 West Central Street
36 So. Main Street
148 State Street

Natick, Mass.
Sharer., Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Master Plan
Cashing Hospital
Fracingham
E.C.C. Unknown

#72-2 itezi 27
Prep, of Master Plan
Architect or Master
Planner

TO groOMMggP

Hughes & McCarthy
.A. Newell & Assoc,
»Fard Team

M72-I1R
C976 of 1971
0451-9129
(8072-01)
$10,000 Upset
VOTED TO RECOMMEND

5 Lee Street
Ciiapsiar. h Gsyette Assoc.
(^^^A&-Hea-lT»^Crch ^A'ssoc jauft Fonda Del Corro Rt. 9
RiFSTLang h Cote inc.
6 St. James Avenue

M72-18
C976 of 1971
0451-9130
(8072-02)
$60,000 Apprep.

Fire Protection Impr.
John T. Berry Rehab. Ctr,
No. Reading
E.C.C. $45,000

Cambridge , Mass
Frasdnghaa, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

#72-3 item 11
Plans & Supervision of
Construction
Electrical Engineer

VOTED TO REC0*!MEND
Charles L. Devoc Co.
fcann Assoc.
r

S_hepherd) Engr«,»Inc-.-

1762 Massachusetts Ave,
4 Brattle Street
340 Main Street

Lexington, Mass.
Cambridge, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.

E72-21
C976 of 1971
0451-9130
(8072-02)
$20,000 Approp.

Fire Protection Inpr.
Salem State College
Salem
E.C.C. $15,000

#72-3 iter. 5~~~
Plans & Supervision
of Construction
Electrical Engineer

E72-19
C976 of 1971
(SC72-02) 0451-9130
$20,000 Anprcp.

Fire Protection Impr.
Lowell State College
Lowell
E.C.C. $15,000

#72-3 it en 3
Plans ft Supervision
of Construction
Electrical Er.ni:ic:'.:r

TO r.EZC'?.'~tX>
Hnyden, Harding & Buchnnan
Jghn^tilo

VOTL'D

xgi^-Xr.c

1340 Soldiers Field Rd.
84 Rockway Ave.
177 Stnte Street

Boston, Mass.
Marblehead, Mas'
Boston, Mass.
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£72 -23
C976 of 1971
O451-9130
(8072-02)

Approp.

$73,000

VOTED TO R3CCMMENP

^

C^franci^

Assoc, y r

t^ P,T-^~F

PHt?>py.Ag SOC .

-

Shcoshanian Engr. Inc.

6.

Fire Protection Inpr.
Bridgewater State College
Bridgewater
E.C.C. $57,000

#72-3 item 7
Plans & Supervision
of Construction
Electrical or
Mechanical Engineer

7 Barnabas Road
680 Hancock Street
129 Maiden Street

Marion, Mass.
Quincy, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

INTERVIEWS :

None Scheduled
7.

NEXT MEETING :
The next meeting of the Designer Selection Board will be subject to recall
froia the Chair.

8.

ADJOURNMENT:
The Designer Selection Board adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

/
APPROVED

SUBMITTED

Ohainaan

../>.£<'<

^>**

iM

BBC Coordinator, DSB

-

To determine whether the entries
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"Toots," "DD," or "Vic" had any significance

with respect to design contract awards, the Special Commission obtained evidence
from

a

appear.

number of the design firms next to whose names the handwritten entries
The following is

a

summary of the evidence obtained by the Special

Commission with respect to those firms.

a

.

Eorek Associates,

Inc.

The DSB's first set of recommendations listed on the minutes for the July 26,

1972 meeting concern

a

contract for fire protection improvements for Mass.

Hospital School in Canton.

Next to the name of Borek Associates are the initials

"DD," presumably those of Donald Dwight.

firm name is also circled in blue ink.

These are written in black ink.
The penciled note "2-1968 175,000,"

appears to refer to previously awarded contracts.
W.

Sullivan is

pencil.
1972.
it,

Comr.

a

red pencil checkmark.

This firm is also underlined in red

Sullivan on August 10,

Samuel Ussia and Associates, has "Vic" next to
The "V" is in black ink, the "IC" in

presumably referring to Victor Zuchero.

blue.

Next to the name of Robert

Yasi awarded the contract to Robert W.

The name of the third firm,

This

The penciled "2-1968 262,000," apparently refers to

a

previously awarded

contract.**
Harold Greene testified. that he did not recognize as his handwriting the
marks and notations surrounding the DSB's first set of recommendations and denied

knowing whose handwriting it might be.

It

would appear that in the case of

this first set of recommendations, Dwight had recommended the first name, and

Zuchero the third.

The original DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name next to

the selected firm to indicate his decision contains two dots,
j&

jfc

one before Borek

jt

Associates and one next to Robert W. Sullivan.
The testimony of several people concerning their knowledge of Borek

Associates, Inc. suggests that this firm did not receive the contract award

because of

a

percieved personal conflict problem known only to Yasi.

Zabriskie

* borek Associates received two contracts during DeFalco's term as Commissioner,
1967-68:
one for renovations at Pondville Hospital (E.C£. 45,000), the other for
modernization of sanitary facilities at Lyman School for Boys (E.C.C. 147,000).
Further details on these awards are given in the chart summarizing DeFalco
awards, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #20.

**

It is unclear whether this notation refers to d contract awarded to Ussia
during DeFalco's term, 1967-68, for new power units at Tewksbury Hospital (E.C.C.
350,000) or to a contract awarded earlier in Yasi's term (1971-72) to replace
boilers in the power plant at Monson State Hospital (E.CX. 262,500).
A chart
summarizing Yasi's contract awards is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #43.

*** The 7/31/72 DSB letters to Yasi and his 8/10/72 transmittal letter which
concern the contracts appearing on the 7/26/72 DSB minutes are reproduced as A&F
Appendix Exhibit #46.
The dots do not reproduce well, however, both because they
are in pencil and because they are usually covered by Yasi's signature, although
they are visible on the originals.
See also the chart summarizing Yasi's
contract awards, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #43.
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stated that there was one firm with

a

-

dot next to it on the DSE letter which Yasi

did not select because he knew the firm involved and

A&F Engineer Phil Dick identified that firm as being Eorek

lived near him.
5

Associates.
one occasion.
as

principal in the firm

a

Dick testified that he and Yasi discussed Borek Associates on
Dick recalled that after the

one of three finalists,

DSE had recommended Eorek Associates

Yasi then called

a

meeting with Zabriskie and Dick, at

which he indicated that he was reluctant to choose the firm because the Yasi and
Eorek families both lived in Swampscott and Mrs. Yasi and Mrs. Borek were

friendly with each other. Comr.

Yasi testified that he did not recall Dwight

calling him directly about the August 10, 1972 contract award.

Governor

I_t.

Dwight testified that he had no recollection of speaking on behalf of the firm to
any Commissioner,

either when asked or on his own initiative.

Although Gordon Borek, President and Treasurer of Eorek Associates in 1972,
did not receive this specific contract, he testified in

a

private hearing before

the Commission that his firm did receive other state and county contracts.

Prime contracts the firm received from A&F included
in 1967 and

a

a

Lyman School for Eoys contract in 1968.

Pondville Hospital contract
Borek also received

numerous contracts as a consultant for other firms between 1968 and 1978.

***

Borek stated that he and his wife had made political contributions and
a
participated in Republican party activities 3A7* 3A8
.

When asked at

a

private

hearing whether he or any firm for which he had worked ever made

a

$100 or more to any entity in anticipation of or in return for

state or county

contract, Borek refused to answer. 349

a

payment of

Because Dwight's initials appear beside

the name of Eorek Associates on the July 26,

1972 DSB minutes, the Special

Commission asked Eorek about his knowledge concerning Dwight interceding for the
firm in the award of contracts.

Eorek testified that he had no recollection of

Dwight ever assisting his firm in obtaining design contracts.

Phil Dick testified that he did not believe Yasi's refusal to select Borek
Associates, Inc., occurred with respect to this specific contract.
However, this
would appear to be the case since July 1972 was the only occasion on which Borek
Associates, Inc. was recommended by the DSB and not selected by Yasi.
See chart
on Yasi awards, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #43.
*

** See chart on DeFalco awards,

reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #20.

***See chart prepared by Borek, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #47.
* According to the Boreks'
records (which may not be complete), between June
1968 and December 1978 they contributed at least $3,500 to various Republican
party campaigns, affairs and committees, $725 of which preceded the 8/10/72 award
to Robert Sullivan of the contract for which Borek Associates had also
applied. 347 JoAnne Borek held various political offices between 1964 and
1976.348 Documents prepared by the Boreks regarding their political
contributions and a list of Mrs. Borek's political offices are reproduced as A&F
Appendix Exhibit #48.
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b.

-

Samuel Ussia and Associates

Although Samuel Ussia did not receive the above contract, his private
testimony before the Special Commission concerning his political contributions
and activities gives substantial reason for the appearance of "Vic" beside the

name of Ussia's firm on the July 26, 1972 minutes.

Sargent campaign records and

Ussia's testimony indicate that Ussia contributed about $2,000 between 1970 and
1975.

**

Ussia also testified to organizing and participating in Sargent

campaign activities through the Italian American Committee.
Zuchero through these activities.

3

52

He met Victor

Ussia testified that he did not recall

discussing state work with Zuchero and would be surprised to learn that Zuchero
had interceded for him.

3^
54

Zuchero, however, testified both publicly and privately that Ussia was one of
the architects who contacted him to say he was under consideration for

contract. 355

Ussia asked him to "put in

a

contacted Greene to tell him that Ussia was

good word" for him.
a

a

Zuchero then

supporter of Governor Sargent.

Zuchero testified that the contract on the July 26, 1972 minutes may have been
Greene testified that he

one for which Ussia asked him to intercede.

recalled that someone contacted him concerning the award of

a

contract to Ussia,

but he did not remember if it was Zuchero.

Although Samuel Ussia did not receive the Mass. Hospital School contract
listed on the July 26, 1972 minutes, he did obtain an earlier contract on May
1972 to replace boilers at Monson Hospital and

a

2,

later contract on December 27,

1974 to perform an energy conservation study for various institutions.

35P**

These awards in all probability were connected to Ussia's political contributions
and activities.

*

Political Contributions by Samuel Ussia

10/26/70
7/ 9/71
9/ 7/72

11/27/73
9/23/74
9/23/74
9/13/74
12/13/74
3/11/75

$100
300
500
200
500
500
100
100
100

A copy of
(This information was obtained from the Sargent Committee files.
Ussia's card in the files is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #49.)

**
For these awards made durino the terms of Yasi and Marchand, see A&F Appendix
Exhibit #43 & 45.

-

c.

The DSB

'

E.J.

7:

Flynn Associates,

Inc

second set of recommendations was for an extension utility

s

distribution system contract at Southeastern Mass. University (SMU) in
Dartmouth.

The firm E.J.

Flynn Associates,

is circled

Inc.

in blue ink and

"Toots," the nickname of Republican fundraiser Albert Manzi, is written on the
side in blue ink.

Patronage Secretary Harold Greene during his testimony before the Special

Commission identified "Toots" as his handwriting.

3

59
"

He could not,

however,

explain to the Special Commission how this writing came to be placed on the July
26,

1972 minutes.

Commissioner Yasi awarded this contract to E.J. Flynn Associates, Inc., on
August 10, 1972.

The DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name next to the

selected firm to indicate his decision contains
Next to Green Engineering Affiliates,

a

dot next to the firm's name.

the third firm on the second set of

recommendations on the July 26, 1972 minutes, is "Vic" written in blue ink and
then crossed out with black ink.
The private testimony of Evans Flynn before the Special Commission suggests
an explanation for the appearance of "Toots" beside the name of Flynn's firm on

the July 26,

Manzi at

a

1972 minutes.

Flynn testified that he first met Albert "Toots"

fundraiser in the late 1960's.*

Manzi was in charge of the

affair. 361

Flynn had further contact with Manzi in the late 1960's when he visited Manzi
in his Worcester grocery store.**

Flynn had received the impression that Manzi

was an influential person with the power to help him in obtaining state

contracts.

According to Flynn, the purpose of his visit to Manzi's grocery store

was to meet Manzi personally.

During the grocery store meeting, Manzi asked

Flynn what kind of work he did and told him he would be in touch with him.

Manzi

expressed the hope that Flynn would help the campaign.
Flynn later received several calls soliciting contributions, but did not

contribute until 1970 when Manzi asked him to buy tickets to
fundraiser.

Flynn bought ten tickets at $100 apiece.

a

Sargent

He paid for these with

a

Flynn's firm served as a consultant engineer for Masiello & Associates in the
According to Flynn it was at F.rank Masiello's suggestion that he began
1960's.
attending political functions for Governor Volpe with Frank Masiello.
According
to Frank Masiello's testimony, summarized in the Peabody Era section of this
report, supra
Flynn participated in fundraising events even earlier, during
Peabody's campaign.
*

,

**

Flynn testified that Frank Masiello may have told him to pay this visit to
Manzi.
He stated that he visited Manzi at his Worcester grocery store after
Masiello called Manzi.

-
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Flynn testified that he made the

check for $1000 dated September 15, 1970.

contribution because he felt it was the "practical" thing to do if he wanted to
obtain state work. 63
Manzi continued to contact Flynn between September 1970 and 1972 concerning
He called Flynn six to eight times per year.

fundraising.

Flynn, during his

testimony, mentioned that he may have made one further contribution to
Manzi.

The Special Commission obtained information from Governor Sargent's

fundraising records indicating that Flynn contributed $1000 on November

e,

1971.*
In

1972, about three to four weeks after Flynn submitted his application for

the SMU contract listed on the July 26,

1972 minutes, he visited Manzi in his

Turnpike Authority office at the Prudential Center.
filing for the job and would like to obtain it.

At

Flynn told Manzi he was
this time Flynn did not know

the status of his application or whether the DSB had yet recommended three

finalists.

After he expressed his interest in the contract, Manzi said words to

the effect,

"Let's give it

a

good try,

Joe.

I

will be in touch with you."

Flynn

did not mention to Manzi his 1970 $1000 contribution because he assumed that

Manzi would have the information.

The entire conversation lasted about five

Manzi never asked Flynn about his qualifications.

minutes.

Flynn's next contact with Manzi occurred when Manzi called him on or about
August 10, 1972 to tell him that AAF had awarded him the SMU contract.

Manzi was

the first to notify Flynn of the award. Flynn assumed that Manzi was instrumental
in

this award.

He testified that he knew of no reason why Manzi

interceded on

his behalf other than his political contributions.

d

The DSB

'

s

.

Abraham woolf

&

Associates,

third set of recommendations concern fire protection improvements

to Worcester State College and Boston State College.

Associates is checked and circled.

A

The firm of Abraham Woolf

"V," presumably referring to Victor

Zuchero, appears next to the firm's name.
name.

Inc.

A

red pencil line is also beside the

Harold Greene testified that he did not recognize any of these marks and

notations as his.
notations

6

He denied knowledge of who might

have made the marks and

.

Flynn's card in the Sarqent Committee files is reDroduced as A&F Appendix
Exhibit #50.
Flynn's card in these files does not reflect the 1970
contribution to which he testified, but he produced this chech as documemtatio
at his private hearing.

*

n

A

^

-

On August 10,

Associates.
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1972 Commissioner Yasi awarded the contract to Abraham Woolf

&

The DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name next to the selected

firm to indicate his decision contains

a

dot next to the name of the firm.

Abraham Woolf both publicly and privately testified to making

contribution to Sargent on July
Governor at the Somerset Hotel.

2,

1970.*

He had an appointment

a

$500

to see the

Woolf handed his check to Sargent personally.

Other professionals from the architectural and engineering field were there at

Woolf wanted to make his contribution in person so that Sargent

the same time.

would know that Woolf took an interest in his campaign and had helped him.
hoped Sargent would remember him if his name were ever presented to him.
At

Woolf

369

some point after making the contribution and after hearing of Zuchero's

name and function from colleagues and friends, Woolf called Zuchero to set up an

appointment.

When the two men met, Woolf asked Zuchero if he knew Woolf had

contributed to the campaign.

Zuchero said he would look it up.

Zuchero suggested

Zuchero that he wanted to be considered for state projects.
Woolf contact someone at the Department of Public Works.

Woolf told

Zuchero later, when

Woolf recontacted him, indicated that he had verified Woolf

s

contribution.

Woolf placed his meetings and conversations with Zuchero in 1973, (i.e. after
the contract which Yasi awarded him on August 10,

1972), and stated that he

discussed Department of Public Works contracts with Zuchero, not Department of
Education ones (the Department of Education is the user agency for the contract
However, because Woolf at one point speaks of his

awarded on August 10, 1972).

discussions with Zuchero in the context of his application for the projects
appearing on the July 26, 1972 DSB minutes, and because Woolf testified that he
didn't apply for any state jobs

after obtaining the 1972 contracts

(and

therefore wouldn't have had any reason to contact Zuchero), it would appear that
his contacts with Zuchero were in 1972 and not 1973.
of contacts with Woolf.

Zuchero has no recollection

7^

e.

Tallman, Drake and Guay

The DSB's seventh set of recommendations concern

a

contract for

a

new

oceanographic lab building, Southeastern Mass. University at North Dartmouth.
The name of the

pencil.

firm Tallman, Drake and Guay is checked and underlined in red

The firm is also circled in blue ink.

The July 26,

1972 minutes include

*
A copy of the card obtained from the Sargent Committee files which lists
Woolf's 1970 contribution, as well as a 1973 contribution, is reproduced as AAF
Appendix Exhibit #51.

-
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additional marks beside the names of the two firms which did not receive the
an indistinct red pencil mark next to Feloney and Sturgis,

contract:

an

indistinct "Out" in blue ink beside Pierce and Pierce, and the penciled remarks
"Health Center 2,000,000" and "1st part of Plymouth County Courthouse."
has testified to writing the last three comments.

372

Greene

He stated that he wrote

the last two comments after Zabriskie orally communicated the information to

These last notations written in pencil appear to refer to previously

him.

obtained contracts.
On August 10,

1972 Commissioner Yasi awarded the contract to Tallman, Drake

The DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name next to the selected firm

and Guay.

to indicate his decision contains a pencil dot next to the name of the firm.

Between 1969 and 1974 Charles Drake made political contributions totaling
$2600 of these contributions were made prior to the August 10, 1972

$3600.

award

.

*

Tallman, Drake

Guay also received the award of the Plymouth County Second

&

District Courthouse on November 20, 1972 (it is

this contract that "1st of

Plymouth County Courthouse" seems to foretell).**

According to the testimony of

handwriting expert McCarthy, the DSB letter on which Commissioner Cowin signed
his name is one of the 29 (out of 30 contract awards) cases in which

discernible mark appears written in
signature.

a

a

different substance than Cowin's

"
f

.

John Carr Associates

The DSB's ninth set of recommendations concern

Cummock Hall, Lowell Tech Institute.

a

contract for renovations to

Next to the name of the first firm, John

Carr Associates, is written "Toots," in black ink.

Greene testified that the

entry "Toots" was not in his handwriting and that he did not know whose it
was. 375

The name of Carr's firm is also circled in blue ink.

second firm, Harvey

&

Tracy Associates,

Political contributions
12/ 1/69

8/24/70
3/13/72

$500
200
500

The name of the

is checked and underlined

in red pencil.

by Charles Drake

12/ 2/69
6/ 2/71
2/ 2/73

$200
500
500

8/19/70
10/14/71
9/13/74

500
200
500

(A copy of the card obtained from the Sargent Committee files which lists Drake's
contributions is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #52.)

For more
**See chart on Cowin awards, reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #44.
information concerning the award of this contract, see the Hingham District Court
section of the report.

s
-

On August

Associates.
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1972 Commissioner Yasi awarded this contract to John Carr

10,

The DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name next to the selected

firm to indicate his decision contains
John Carr,

a

a

pencil dot next to the name of the firm.

Sargent contributor, testified during both private and public

hearings before the Special Commission that he submitted about one hundred

applications for state contracts between 1968 and 1972, but was not successful in
377

winning any state contracts''

until after he approached Republican fundraiser

Albert Manzi in July 1972, the month before the August 10, 1972 award to Carr.

Several people (Carr estimated 6-12) in the architectural field had mentioned
Manzi to Carr as

a

power in the state and someone who could help Carr obtain

state work because of his contacts.

379

in April 1972 and early July 1972 380 *

1972.

Carr tried to call Manzi several times
Carr finally reached Manzi in July

The two men made an appointment to meet in Manzi's Turnpike Authority

Office at the Prudential Center on July 17, 1972. 381

(See A&F Appendix Exhibit

#53)
At

this July 17,

1972 meeting, Carr and Manzi had

a

short conversation,

lasting 5-6 minutes, during which Carr did most of the talking, telling Manzi of
the qualifications of his firm and his desire for state work.

TOO
°

promised to investigate the matter and see what he could do. 38 3
that neither he nor Manzi mentioned political contributions.

384

Manzi
Carr testified
It

is worth

noting, however, that Carr had contributed $500 to the Sargent campaign between
1969 and 1970,

that he later contributed $300 in 1975

and

that he also

contributed $50 to the Dwight Committee in 1974. 365
Sometime after the July 17, 1972 meeting, Carr again tried to reach Manzi.
He eventually

July 27,

received

a

message to call Manzi.

When he reached Manzi on

1972 (the date of the DSB meeting and minutes), Manzi told Carr,

think you had some good fortune at the BBC today.

They'll let you know." 3

"I

"®

(see A&F Appendix Exhibit #53)

»Carr's diary contains 4/14/72, 4/18/72, 4/19/72, 4/20/72, 7/13/72, 7/17/72,
The relevant pages of his diary are
7/19/72 and 7/26/72 references to Manzi.
reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #53.
**A copy of the card obtained from the Sargent campaign files which lists Carr
contributions is reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #54.

'
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Carr was officially notified of the contract award soon after his

conversation with Manzi.

He testified that he received

from the DSB around August 4,

387

1972,

but

a

standard form letter

he probably received this

letter somewhat later because the A&F Commissioner's award letter is dated August
1972.

10,

Because he had not been successful in obtaining BBC projects until he

contacted Manzi, Carr obtained the impression that Manzi was instrumental in the
°°
decision-making process. 388

BBC,

Although Manzi had no official position with the

DSB or A&F, he knew of the DSB recommendation or A&F decision before it was

officially communicated to Carr.
Carr also testified that in connection with his interest in obtaining state
work in 1974 he contacted Governor Sargent's office.

A

woman from the Governor's

office told Carr to get in touch with Robert Dumont, who was the successor to
9

Patronage Secretary Harold Greene.

She told Carr that Dumont "would take my

brochure and make the presentation from there on if it was at all worthy."

subsequently met with Dumont in his basement office at the State House.

Carr

Carr

described his firm and interest in state work to Dumont and told him that he had

contributed to the Sargent Campaign.

Dumont promised to see what he could do.

Carr testified that he received the contract for the Worcester Registry of Motor

Vehicles (awarded by A&F Commissioner Marchand on 10/4/74) within months of his

conversation with Dumont.

"° *
o.

The DSB

'

s

Scott Ouinlan

tenth set of recommendations listed on the minutes fromtfie July 26,

1972 meeting concern

Brewster.

R.

a

contract for

a

forestry camp at Nickerson State Park in

Next to the name of the firm R. Scott Quinlan are the initials "DD,"

presumably referring to Lt. Governor Donald Dwight, in blue ink.
is

The firm's name

circled in blue ink and checked and underlined in red pencil.
Greene testified that "DD" was not in his handwriting. 391

He did not

identify whose handwriting it was. On August 10, 1972 Commissioner Yasi awarded
the contract to R.

Scott Cuinlan.

The DSB letter on which Yasi signed his name

next to the selected firm to indicate his decision contains
R.

dot.

a

Scott Quinlan testified both privately and publicly before the Special

Commission concerning his contacts with and political contributions to Dwight.
He

first met Dwight at the Somerset Hotel on August 6,

1970 after receiving in

the mail an invitation to meet Dwight, who was running for Lt

*

See chart on Marchand's contract awards,

.

Governor at this

reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit #45

-

point.
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Quinlan's diary contains an August

Room 451."*

The two men talked for about

1970 entry reading "Donald Dwight

6,

fifteen minutes, generally discussing

the contract award process and ways in which Dwight,

Governor, might

Dwight indicated that he planned to play an active role in

improve the system.
A&F and BEC as Lt.

as Lt.

Governor.

Although Ouinlan testified that Dwight may have

asked him about his own experience with the selection process and solicited his

suggestions for improvements to BBC operations, he did not recall any specific

discussions about his lack of success in obtaining state contracts and interest
in obtaining same.

Quinlan had made several applications between 1967 and 1972

but had not been successful in winning any awards.

After his August

6,

392

1970 meeting with Dwight, Quinlan contributed $100 to the

Dwight Committee on August 14, 1970. 39

Ouinlan later also attended

a

1972

fundraiser at the Chateau de Ville where Dwight was present 394
On June 22,

1972 the DSB gave public notice soliciting bids on Erewster

Quinlan has testified that he applied for this contract 395

forestry camp.

His diary reveals that he had several contacts with Dwight or Dwight's office

when applying for the project.

On June 30,

Gediman, Don Dwight Room 22C." (Gediman was
a

BBC employee.)

a

meeting with the two men, singly or together.

June 30, 1972 meeting with either man.
Don Dwight," suggesting

a

1972 the diary reads "Frank
The entry suggests

Quinlan had no recollection of

On July 28,

a

1972 the diary reads "10:00

Quinlan did not recall meeting

meeting with Dwight.

with Dwight on the date, which is two days after the DSB met and voted him one of
three finalists.

Quinlan testified that he did recall that when he learned from Walter

Poitrast (the Director of the EBC) that he was one of the three firms recommended
by

the DSB on July 26,

1972, 3S7 he called Lt.

if the selection had been made yet

and,

Governor Dwight's office to see

if not,

to reguest notification when it

was 398

Quinlan testified and his diary suggests that this call occurred on

July 28,

1972,

399

Why did Quinlan call Dwight when Dwight,

position with

F?

A &

him and had made

a

as Lt.

Governor, had no official

Quinlan testified that he called Dwight because he had met

contribution.

He assumed Dwight was overseeing and

controlling the selection process, based on their 1970 meeting when Dwight told
Quinlan of his plan to play an active role in BBC matters as Lt. Governor 4C1

*

The relevant paoes of Quinlan's diary are reproduced as A&F Appendix Exhibit

#54 A.

**

Ibid

-

BO

-

He stated that he preferred to get the information

from above.

Zt02

He thought

that contacting Dwight was the faster way to find out about the decision rather

than waiting for it to be transmitted through the official channels

Zl03
.

When Quinlan called Dwight's office, he spoke to David Marchand, who was then

Secretary to Dwight.*

Quinlan indicated that he was an architect and supporter

of Dwight interested in the status of

a

contract for which he had applied.

Marchand offered to investigate the matter.

He

reassured Quinlan that, having

made the list of three finalists, he was obviously qualified and had

chance at the contract.

a

good

Although Quinlan lacked specific knowledge of what

assistance Dwight provided to him, the project was the only state contract he
ever received.

minutes:

A

And next to the name of Quinlan's firm on the July 26,

1972

"DD."
h.

Healy

4

Healy Architectural Associates

The DSB's twelfth set of recommendations listed on the minutes for the July
26,

1572 meeting concern

Framingham.

a

contract for

master plan for Cushing Hospital in

Next to the name of the firm Healy

appears the word "Toots" in black ink.
ink,

a

Healy Architectural Associates

&

The firm's name is also circled in blue

checked and underlined in red pencil.

Harold Greene testified that "Toots"

405
and the other marks were not in his handwriting.

He stated that he had no

knowledge concerning who made the marks and notations.

Commissioner Yasi awarded this contract to Healy

4

On August 10,

Healy.

which Yasi signed his name next to the selected firm to

contains

a

1972

The DSB letter on

indicate his decision

pencil dot next to the name of the firm.

William Masiello** testified before the Special Commission that he discussed
obtaining this and other contracts with Edward Healy. A06 *

* h07

Masiello

recommended that Healy contact James Kerr, the voting representative from the
user agency (the Department of Mental Health).

Masiello stressed the need for

obtaining the DSB's priority rating (an informal ranking) and lining up the vote
of the

user

agency representative.

Quinlan's diary under the heading "Names and Addresses" also contains the entry
"Donald Dwight (Marchand)."
This and other relevant pages have been reproduced
asA 4 F Appendix Exhibit #54A. Marchand later became Commissioner of A 4 F.
The
next subsection of this. report, entitled
Commissioners will describe his
term as Commissioner.
*

,

** For further information concerning the activities of William and Frank
Massiello, see Volumes 3 and 5 of this report.

*** Healy had previously been
Healy. 407

a

member of Masiello

&

Associates and Masiello

4
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According to Masiello, Healy contacted Kerr, and persuaded Kerr to give him
Ultimately, Healy

his DSB vote.

&

Healy Architectural Associates appeared on the

DSB list of three finalists for the Cushing Hospital master plan.

testified that he talked to Albert Manzi about this contract.
he could get him 10% of

a

He told Manzi that

$10,000 study because he had asked Healy for $1000 and

Healy had agreed to make the payment.

Manzi took care of it.

set.

Masiello

Mr.

William Masiello stated

"I

Healy did get the contract „A0e

had everything

Masiello

stated that Healy eventually gave him only $500, based on the reasoning that he
had made

a

$500 contribution in 1970 to Kevin White, which should be included as

Masiello accepted this amount.

part of the 10%.

A09

Edward Healy testified both privately and publicly before the Special

Commission that before he won the Cushing Hospital contract on August 10, 1972 he
had applied for but not obtained state contracts during the period 1968 through

1972.

He agrees with William Masiello's testimony that he

received the

August 10, 1972 contract after agreeing to pay William Masiello $1000 if the

contract was awarded to the Healy firm.* 11
As Healy

related the circumstances of this contract award, Masiello had

approached Healy to offer his assistance in obtaining state work for Healy's
firm. 412

Masiello pointed out his ability to get public work through his

connections.
connections.

Healy recalled that Masiello named Kelly as one of these
He did not

remember if Masiello mentioned Manzi but testified to

his awareness then that the Masiello's knew Manzi.

Because Healy knew that the

Masiello's had ties with both Kelly and Manzi, he believed that William Masiello
was capable of influencing the selection process.

Masiello instructed Healy that he had to make the DSB list of three finalists
on his own before Masiello would provide any assistance. 4

not learn any specifics as to how Masiello would help him.

the $1000 fee.

Healy said he did
5

He agreed to pay

Healy subseouently applied for the contract, contacted the

user agency representative and had an interview with the DSB during which he gave
a

presentation.

•Frank
Masiello
Masiello
Manzi in

4 ^- 7

Masiello has testified to his knowledge that Healy asked William
for assistance in obtaining the contract, that Healy paid a fee to
after he won the contract, and that William Masiello gave the money to
return for the contract .409

-
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William Masiello notified Healy on or after July 26, 1972 that he had made
the DSB list of finalists.

lx 1

fi

Masiello gave Healy to understand that Masiello

would now assume responsibility for ensuring that Healy received the

contract.

A x1 Q

Masiello, however, did not specifically describe what actions he

planned to take.

Masiello later called Healy to tell him that he had won the job.

Masiello implied that he had
specifics.

a

^

role in the award to Healy, but gave no

Healy never knew with whom Masiello had talked, nor what he had

done/ 22
It

is

instructive to juxtapose William Masiello's testimony with the notation
1972 minutes found in Patronage Secretary Greene's

on the copy of the July 26,

files.

Masiello testified that after making the arrangement with Healy, he

notified Manzi that Healy would pay $1000 for the contract.
"Manzi,

took care of it."

On the July 26,

appears next to the name of Healy's firm.

Masiello then stated

1972 minutes,

the entry "Toots"

On August 10,

1972 Yasi awarded the

contract to Healy.
It

seems reasonable to conclude from the accumulation of detail revealed in

the eight summaries above that Manzi, Dwight and Zuchero did have input into

those contract awards, and that the notes of their names next to certain

architectural firms on the July. 26, 1972 DSB minutes are not random markings but,
rather, were put there for

a

purpose.

Nor is there any reason to believe that

what happened with respect to this one batch of design contract awards was uniaue
or anomalous during the Sargent administration.

The fact that the marked DSB

minutes document was preserved in storage these many years is

unique; the

information reflected therein of political input by Manzi, Dwight and Zuchero
into the design contract award process is corraborative of other evidence before
the Special Commission.

3.

Desmond

&

Lord;Bristol County Jail Contract Award

The Special Commission obtained from Governor Sargent's files in the state

archives three documents relating to the scheduling of an appointment and
game between Governor Sargent and Richard Thissen.

a

The documents suggest the

involvement of Dwight and Zuchero in discussions with architects about state
design contract awards.
The first document is reproduced below:

golf
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REQUEST FOR APPOINTMENT

Return Date

To sSteve Teichner

June 22. 1973

From Jane Clifford

J^'^l

APPOINTMENTS OFFICE: INFORMATION
r

i

Request .from

>

Dick Thissen

f

3

^ 3;^

7<i2--5*440)

*

Purpose to discuss architect Sobs

M5

nrinii+«l

Date and time requested

t
ft

Comments „
He's member of Governor's Club.
.

Vic would like him to

i

meet with Governor.
any architect jobs?

Is there any reason he hasn't been given

POLICY OFFICE: RECOMMENDATION

Accept

Deny ^^x

No Opinion

X

Staff to attend

Advice only ~^<^

Firm Position

Comments

\.

Initials

*tXJ

K

^^

APPOINTMENTS OFFICE: ACTION
Accepted

Date

Meeting Required

Time

|

Denied (meeting reauired)

Denied (action reauired)
•

Briefing

j

date and time

.

Contact person
--

-83-

As

a

member of the Governor's club, Thissen had contributed $500 annually since

1970 to the Sargent campaign.*
Jane Clifford Fowler,
an interview by Special

Commission staff, that

typed the above document.
as her handwriting.

the Governor's Appointment Secretary in 1973,
a

stated in

secretary in her office probably

Fowler identified the note "Tues. July

3,

3:00 p.m."

^

Steven Teichner, the Governor's Special Assistant in 1973, in an interview by
Special Commission staff, identified the note "Dwight or Cowin would seem better"
and the initials "SJT" as his handwriting, with the exception of the doodle

marks, which Fowler indicated are probably hers.

•Political Contributions by D. Richard Thissen:
03/09/70
$500
05/10/71
500
09/21/72
500
07/11/73
500
05/02/74
500
(The Special Commission obtained this information from the Sargent Committee
A copy of Thissen's card is reproduced as A 4 F Appendix Exhibit #55.)
files.

*
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Teichner stated that he thought Cowin was
official role as Secretary of

A

better suggestion because of his

with respect to the award of design

F

&

a

He thought Dwight was a better suggestion because he was the

contracts.

Governor's liaison with the Governor's Club, of which Thissen was

a

member, and

the administration's liaison with the business community. **•*"

Teichner stated that he did not know what, if any, action was taken

concerning this reguest for an appointment between Thissen and Governor Sargent.
"X" in the "Advice only" column because the repuest was not within

He placed an

his normal jurisdiction and in the "No opinion" column because he didn't know

Thissen or care whether he obtained the requested appointment.
Jane Clifford Fowler stated that after she received Teichner's comments she
may have contacted either Zuchero or Dwight to let them know of Teichner's

reaction.

It

was her judgment that whoever she spoke to, Zuchero being the more

likely one, told her to schedule the appointment, and that during this

conversation she wrote "Tues. July

3:00 p.m." as the time agreed upon for the

3

appointment.
Victor Zuchero has testified both privately and publicly before the Special

Commission that he knew Thissen was
architect.

He stated,

member of the Governor's Club and an

a

however, that he did not remember ever discussing state

contracts with Thissen between July 1970 and November 1974, ever receiving
request from Thissen for assistance, or ever putting in

a

a

good word for Thissen.

Zuchero further testified that he did not recall Thissen asking him to set up an

appointment for Thissen with Governor Sargent concerning obtaining state work.
Zuchero did not remember asking Jane Clifford Fowler to arrange an appointment
with the Governor for Thissen in June 1973. 26
The second document

Tuesday,

July 3,

is entitled

1973."**

"Schedule for Governor Francis

W.

Sargent,

Next to the time 3:00 p.m., Thissen is listed as

having an appointment in the Governor's office.

This corresponds to the date and

time given by Jane Clifford Fowler's handwritten note on the Reauest for

Appointment form described above.

Zuchero testified that he had no knowledge

about this meeting between Thissen and Sargent.

It

is noteworthy that

Zuchero is also listed on this document as having an appointment with the
Governor in the Boston office at 4:00

Sargent testified that

-

5:00 p.m.

to his knowledoe Dwioht was not

liaison to the Governor's

Club *23A

**This document is reproduced as

A

4

F

Appendix Exhibit #56.

-
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1973 memorandum to Governor Sargent from

The third document is an August 23,

Jane Clifford Fowler regarding an August 25, 1973 golf date.
It

*

reads:
The Governor will play golf on Saturday August 25, 1973,
with Tip O'Neill, Dick Thissen and Vic Zuchero.
The game
will be played at Oyster Harbors in Oysterville[ sic]
at
9:00 a.m.
,

Jane Clifford Fowler stated that such

memo would have been typed by the

a

secretary, but she had no specific recollection of who set up the golf date or

informed her office of it.

She did indicate that the Governor played golf

with Zuchero frequently and that it was not unusual for Zuchero to set up games

with himself and the Governor.

Zuchero testified that he had no recollection of

being scheduled to play golf with Thissen and Sargent on August 25, 1973 at

Oyster Harbors.
In an

He denied ever playing there.

interview by Special Commission staff, David Nagle, Appointment

Secretary to Governor Sargent from January 1969 until February 1973, stated that
when he was Appointment Secretary, Thissen would occasionally call his office to
try to arrange

Sargent.

a

golf match with himself, Tip O'Neill, and Governor

Since Nagle was no longer Appointment Secretary in August, 1973,

his statement indicates that Thissen attempted to set up golf dates prior to the

occasion which the August 23, 1973 memo describes.

Oyster Harbors

receipts

supplied by Richard Thissen to the Special Commission pursuant to summons contain
greens fee charge for August 25, 1973.

a

The receipt lists Governor Sargent as

guest .**

Governor Sargent testified at

a

private hearing that he only knew Richard

Thissen as one of hundreds of people he met at political gatherings, and

estimated that he had met Thissen three or four times under those

circumstances. **

Governor Sargent, after reviewing the documents discussed

above, said that he did not recall ever meeting Thissen either in the Governor's

office or at

a

golf match, and that he did not recall ever discussing design

contracts with Thissen. 3Z

Sargent said that there might have been

discussion:

*

This document is reproduced as A

See

4

greens fee receipt, reproduced as

Appendix Exhibit #57.

F
A

4

F

Appendix Exhibit #57A,

a

general

a

-
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Q.

Governor, would a meeting with a Governor's Club member to
discuss architect contracts be the sort of meeting that you
would remember?

A.

You know, I have thought about this a lot since we last
met, and these various documents, I suppose it's possible
that Thissen could have said, gee, when am I going to get
some work from this administration, I don't seem to get any
I suppose he could have said that.
work.
But, if he ever
said to me I am an architect/designer, I want -- I am
interested in a job, a certain job at a certain location, I
think I would have remembered that.
But, if he was just
generally whining about the fact he wasn't getting any
work, that would be not unusual for a lot of people, I
think, you know, they felt that they ought to be made a
judge, or that they ought to have been this or that, and
they might have mentioned it to me. 433

If such a complaint

attention, Sargent said

about not getting state work were brought to his
that he would probably instruct someone to look into it

Q.

But, is it your testimony, Governor, Mr. Zuchero never said
to you that so and so has been a contributor or supporter
this year and that year, he's an architect or engineer, he
doesn't feel he's received any contracts, 01 the contracts
he should be getting, when are we going to take care of him?

A.

I
suppose he might say that to me, but again, I don't think
he'd say such and such hospital or jail or anything like
that.
He might say I hope that so and so who has been
active in fund-raising, is eventually going to get some
work, and I would say if he's qualified I hope he does.

Q.

Other than your response to Kr. Zuchero, would you do
anything else?

A.
I might
very well turn to whoever was there at that time,
and likely it would have been the chief secretary, and said I don't
know whether this is correct, Vic says this guy has never gotten any
work, I don't know whether he has or hasn't, I don't know whether
he's qualified or isn't, and probably we ought to look into it.
He
might eventually get something, maybe he wouldn't, I don't know. 434

There was no capital outlay in 1973 and,

awards.

therefore, no design contract

The next group of design contracts

On February 19,

1974,

A

4

F

was

awarded in February, 1974.

Commissioner Cowin awarded

contract for Bristol County Jail to Desmond

4

Lord.*

a

5.5 million dollar (ECC)

According to handwriting

expert McCarthy's testimony, the original DSB letter of February 14, 1974, on

which Cowin made his selection by placing his initials and an arrow next to the

designer Desmond

4

Lord, contains at the point of the arrow,

ink than Cowin's initials and arrow. A36 *»

a

dot of different

She further testified that all dots

For further details on this award, see chart on Cowin's contract awards,
reproduced as A 4 F Appendix Exhibit #44.

*

** The February 14, 1974 DSB letter regarding Bristol
as A 4 F Appendix Exhibit #58,

County Jail is reproduced

-
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appearing on the DSB letters during Cowin's term were under his initials and
arrow (or signature

decision).

and underlining, when Cowin used these to indicate his

This suggests that the dot was already on the DSB letter when Cowin

initialed his decision.

Cowin privately testified that he had no recollection of

anyone contacting him concerning Desmond

&

Lord or Thissen other than possibly

Zabriskie or Dick.

h

.

Masiello

&

Associates; Springfield

Mental Health Center Contract Award

Among the competitors for the 5.5 million dollar Bristol County Jail contract

ultimately awarded to Desmond

&

Lord, as discussed above, was the firm of

William Masiello was upset at losing the contract, and

Masiello

&

Associates.

launched

a

campaign to obtain

a

project of comparable value as

a

replacement.

Masiello eventually decided to focus his efforts on the 4.4 million dollar

Springfield Mental Health Center Contract.**

Masiello had learned that he was not going to receive the Eristol County Jail
contract from Republican fundraiser Manzi.
talk to about the contract.

Masiello asked Manzi whom he should

Manzi mentioned Victor Zuchero, Executive Director

of the Sargent/Dwight Committee.

Masiello then arranged an appointment with

Zuchero. 438

During this first meeting with Zuchero, Masiello expressed his anger about
the

imminent loss of the Bristol County Jail contract. 4 39

Victor Zuchero, in

his private and public testimony, confirmed that Masiello had visited him and

abusively complained about not obtainino state work. AAC

~

For further information regarding Desmond & Lord see an earlier subsection of
this report entitled Peabody Era and a later report entitled Desmond & Lord
.

** The following description of the Springfield Mental Health Center contract
award is a summary of the Springfield Mental Health Center report.
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After Masiello formally learned that he had definitely lost the Bristol
County Jail contract he then arranged a second appointment with Zuchero to apologize for
his previous behavior and express his interest in the Springfield Mental Health

Center project.

Masiello testified that during this meeting he told Zuchero he

was willing to pay for the Springfield Mental Health Center contract and that

Zuchero promised to look into the matter. ^

Zuchero's recollections concerning this second meeting have been

uninformative and evasive.

During interviews and private and public testimony

before the Commission, he acknowledged the possibility that he had discussed

a

state project with Masiello but Stated that he 'had no -recollection of doing- so.

Masiello then set out to acquire the DSB votes of James Kerr (the voting

representative from the user agency, the Department of Mental Health), of Walter
Poitrast (the BBC Director), and of George Rushton
Director).

(Poitrast's Deputy

The separate report on Springfield Mental Health Center describes

Masiello's activites and the contradictions in testimony of Masiello and the
other three witnesses concerning Masiello's activities and who promised to vote
for his firm.

Masiello further testified that after learning on September 25, 1974 (the
same day the DSB met), that he had made the DSB list of three finalists, he had

third meeting with Zuchero. At

a

this meeting he informed Zuchero that he was one

of the three firms recommended by the DSB,

Governor Dwight's State House office.

and Zuchero took Masiello over to Lt.

Zuchero introduced Masiello to Dwight,

then left'the two men a lane. Masiello offered to "make a sizeable contribution" for
the Springfield Mental Health Center project.

According to Masiello, Dwight asked for a

contribution of $5000 but the two men eventually agreed upon $2000 in cash.
Masiello talked to Zuchero right after the meeting with Dwight, and informed
Zuchero of the agreement made with Dwight. ^^^

Zuchero's recollections, or lack thereof, concerning his meeting with
Masiello varied during his interviews and testimony before the Commission.

In

a

February 22, 1980 interview, Zuchero stated that he had never discussed contracts
with Dwight or anyone working for him.

In

a

February 26, 1980 interview he

recalled that he had had meetings with Masiello in late 1974, that he probably
sent Masiello over to see Dwight and that Masiello might have said he would make
a

contribution.

In

private testimony on March

7,

1980, Zuchero had no

recollection of suggesting to Masiello that he meet with Lt. Governor Dwight, or
having earlier told the Commission that he had probably sent Masiello to see
Dwight.

In

public testimony on May

7,

1980 Zuchero

of taking Masiello over to Dwight's office,

said that he had no memory

nor any recollection regarding any

discussion with Masiello after his alleged meeting with Dwight. 465

-
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During his private testimony before the Commission Dwight stated that he did
not remember Masiello ever coming into his office when he was Lt.

asking him to intercede on his behalf in his application for

a

Governor and

state

contract. kke
The DSB sent its letter listing three nominees for the Springfield Mental

Health Center project to

A &

Commissioner Marchand on September 27, 1974.

F

of the three firms alphabetically listed was Masiello & Associates.

One

The DSB

letter on which Marchand would generally indicate his selection decision by

placing his initials next to the name of the chosen firm, does contain the
initials "DMM."*

However, both Marchand and handwriting expert Elizabeth

McCarthy testified before the Commission that these initials were

a

Marchand further testified that he never saw the DSE letter

forgery.

concerning Springfield Mental Health Center and did not award the
contract.

448

Masiello received formal notice of his selection by
1974 letter from the BBC.

1*4,

day,

November

5,

A

&

F

through an October

He testified that between this date and election

1974, he raised the $2000 cash contribution by issuing four

company checks, each for $500, made out to himself and three employees.

The

three employees testified that they cashed the checks for Masiello, then gave him
the money.

The details of their testimony are summarized below in the

separate Springfield Mental Health Center report.

Masiello testified that on election day, 1974, he delivered the $2000 in cash
to Dwight.

Dwight testified at

a

private hearing that he had no

recollection of meeting Masiello, interceding on his behalf, receiving

a

contribution from him, or participating in any way in the selection process for
Springfield Mental Health Center. 451
5.

Other Architects
There is much additional evidence, developed by the Special Commission in the

course of its investigations, of design contract awards to supporters of the
Governor.

The following are representative examples.

These documents are reproduced as A 4 F Appendix Exhibit #59. See Springfield
Mental Health Center appendix for any other relevant documents.
** For

further information on the following contract awards, see charts on
Commissioners' contract awards reproduced as A & F Appendix Exhibit #42, 43, 44
,

and 45.

-
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Joseph Intingaro Associates

Joseph Intingaro told

a

staff member of the Special Commission during an

interview that between 1960 and 1970 he regularly applied for but did not receive
state design contracts.

Although no one ever told Intingaro that he must make

political contribution to obtain

a

contract, he stated that in 1970 he realized

that he would never receive any state contracts on merit alone,

necessary to make
awarded,

a

a

a

but that it was

political contribution in order to be considered for, or

state contract.

Intingaro contacted Zuchero (although he has no
He stated that he

memory of anyone telling him Zuchero was the person to call).

may have called Zuchero because he knew he was directing the Sargent/Dwight

campaign.

After contacting Zuchero,

On November 18,

1970.

Intingaro contributed $250 on October 26,

1970 Commissioner Shepard awarded Intingaro

a

contract for

renovations at Lowell State College.
Intingaro continued to contact Zuchero regularly, continued to make

contributions and continued to receive design contract awards -- one from each
Commissioner of
with

A

&

after Shepard.

F

Intingaro believed he contacted Zuchero

particular project in mind, after filing an application for the project,

a

not after making the DSB finalist list.

He stated that he reminded Zuchero that

supporter and mentioned his contributions.

he was a Sargent

Intingaro that he would look into the matter.

Zuchero usually told

Although neither Zuchero nor

anyone else ever contacted Intingaro further, he would subsequently receive

contract

a

"
.

Zuchero testified at private and public bearings that Intingaro was an

architect who called to tell him he was under consideration for
and to request Zuchero's assistance in obtaining it.
(or Robert Dumont,

was

a

supporter

(

a

design contract

Zuchero called Greene

Greene's successor in March 1973) to indicate that Intingaro

i.e.

,

contributor) of Sargent.

Greene also testified that

someone contacted him concerning Intingaro, but he did not recall who that person

was/ 55
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Between 1970 and 1974,

-

Intingaro contributed $850 to the Sargent campaign.*

Commissioner Shepard awarded Intingaro

a

design contract for renovations at

Lowell State College on November 18, 1970. 456

The DSE letter on which Shepard

first indicated his selection contains two checkmarks.

Intingaro
on April

a

design contract for
1972. A57

10,

selection contains

nurses' training center at Lowell State College

a

The DSE letter on which Yasi

first indicated his

dot next to another firm.

a

On February 25,

Commissioner Yasi awarded

1974,

Cowin awarded Intingaro

a

design contract for

4 5ft
renovations at the Massachusetts Hospital School in Canton. ^°

21,

The February

1974 DSB letter on which Cowin first marked his decision contains

There is also what appears to be

a

dot.

a

slightly erased dot beside another firm on the

Cowin in his private testimony before the Special Commission denied

DSB letter.

that he was advised "from above" concerning the February 25,

He had no recollection regarding how he made the

**

Intingaro.

1974 award to Joseph

selection. 461
On September 18,

1974,

Commissioner Marchand awarded

design contract for

a

renovations at the Massachusetts College of Art to Intingaro.
Interestingly, Elizabeth McCarthy identified Marchand's apparent initials on the
original DSB letter as being of questionable authenticity.
Bedar

a nd

A1

pers

On August 4,

I

,

nc

.

1971, Commissioner Shepard awarded Bedar

4

Alpers,

Inc.,

design contract for renovations at Quinsigamond Community College.

A

Bedar

checkmark appears on the original DSE letter next to this firm's name.
Alpers also obtained contracts on November 29,
to

County.

for the design of the Peabody District Court

Cowin awarded these two contracts.

&

1972 for repairs and alterations
and on

the Superior Court and Commissioner's Euilding in Essex County,

February 14, 1974,

a

in Essex

Phineas Alpers and another

employee of the firm contributed $2,100 to the Sargent campaign between 1972 and
1975,

*

$500

of which preceded the November 29,

1972 award and $1,000 of which

Contributions by Joseph Intingaro
11/26/70
11/16/73
11/04/74

$250
100
500

(Intingarc's card in the Sarcent Committee files is reproduced as
Exhibit #60)

A

6

F

Appendix

**Cowin by this denial differed with Carl Sapers' (representing MSAA) notes of an
interview with Cowin in 1975 indicating that Cowin made one choice on advice from
above.
He thought that this was an award to Joseph Intingaro .460

-

preceded the February 14, 1974 award.

92

*

-

The November 20,

1972 DSB letter on

which Cowin made his decision by placing his initials next to the selected firm

contains

a

dot in different ink than Cowin's signature.

letter also contains

a

The February 7,

1974 DSE

but it is difficult to determine whether it was

dot,

written in pen or pencil. °°
Victor Zuchero identified Phineas Alpers as

a

member of the Governor's Club

and one of the architects who contacted Zuchero to tell him that his firm was on
the DSB list and to ask Zuchero for help.

Zuchero believes he assisted Alpers by

contacting Harold Greene (or Robert Dumont
tell him that Alpers was

a

,

Greene's successor in March 1973) to

supporter or contributor of the Governor.

He did not

recall contacting Lt. Governor Dwight about Alpers.

Universal Engineering
Donald Dwight testified before the Special Commission that he remembered at
least one instance, when he was Lieutenant Governor, of Republican fundraiser

Albert "Toots" Manzi approaching him on behalf of Universal Engineering after it
had been nominated by the DSB for

a

contract.

The Special Commission Questioned Dwight concerning when the conversation

with Manzi occurred.

Dwight testified that Manzi approached him concerning

a

particular project but did not recall if it was for Lemuel Shattuck Hospital
September 25, 1974 contract awarded by Marchand) or an earlier project.

(a

Dwight

did indicate that Universal Engineering eventually received the contract

concerning which Manzi approached him. A69

.

It

is

possible to infer from this

that Manzi solicited Dwight's help on one or more of the contracts awarded to

Universal Engineering on November 11, 1970, February 20, 1974 and September 25,
1974.

*

Contributions of Phineas Alpers and Ruth-Anne Light
06/01/72 $500
04/12/73
500
06/27/74
500
10/31/74
200
03/11/75
100
03/11/75
100
03/11/75
100
03/25/75
100

(The cards in the Saroent Committee records for Alpers and Liaht are reproduced
as A & F Appendix Exhibit #61.)

.
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The Special Commission questioned Dwight concerning the substance of his

conversation with Manzi.
a

Dwight testified that Manzi told him that "Universal is

wonderful firm and any time that they come to your attention

give

a

recommendation."

I

think you should

Concerning the reason for Manzi's interest in the firm,

Dwight understood Manzi's interceding on behalf of Universal Engineering to be

connected with its political support, whether contributions" or services.

According to Dwight, Manzi may have indicated the firm's importance and help to
the campaign,

but nothing more specific.

Q.

Did he indicate to you at that time or at any time the
reasons why he was advocating this particular firm?

A.

Probably would
I
don't remember any specifics on that.
have said that they are good friends or they will be
helpful

Q.

What did you understand that to mean?

A.

they would -- I would understand that to mean that
they would have lent political support along the line.

That

the form of cash contributions?

Q.

In

A.

I
don't
Could well
well, in the form of contributions.
know whether in cash of any kind or services rendered or
what.
That would have been my understanding.

Q.

That was a fair inference of the conversation that you had
with him?

A.

That's right, but it would never have been specific.

Q.

Specific in terms of what, amounts of money discussed or --

A.

He might
That they are big contributors or what have you.
just say they are important to the campaign or they were
helpful or I am creating words for him at this point, but
at no time was anything specific said. 67 !

—

Dwight stated that he did not remember if he did anything in response to Manzi's
request .^ 72

Universal Engineering received three contract awards during the time Dwight
was Lieutenant

Governors November

18,

1970 contract award by Commissioner

Shepard for renovations of Northampton State Hospital,

a

February 20, 1974

contract award by Commissioner Cowin for renovations at Massachusetts Bay

Community College and

a

September 25, 1974 contract award by Commissioner

Marchand for safety improvements at Lemuel Shattuck Hospital.

"

There is

a

pencil checkmark on the October 29, 1970 DSB letter and marks on the February 14,
1974 and September 19,
In

1974 DSE letters.

light of other evidence concerning Manzi's activities with respect to

obtaining commitments from design firms to make payments in exchange for contract
awards, it is particularly noteworthy that the Sargent Committee records reflect
no contributions by

Universal Engineering or by its principal, David Nassif, who

was identified earlier in this report as

Peabody era.

a

substantial contributor during the

-

Whitman

&

Howard,

94

-

Inc.

Cowin awarded

a

contract for the Essex County First

District Courthouse in Salem to Whitman

&

Howard.

On February 14,

1974,

6

Members of this firm had

contributed $1,300 to the Sargent campaign in 1969 and 1970.*
1974 DSB letter on which Cowin made his decision contains

Cowin'

s

Owen F.

next to the name Whitman

ink arrow

Hackett

&

Howard, Inc.

1974,

Cowin awarded

contract for renovations and additions

a

to the Second District Courthouse in Fall River,

Associates.

5

Bristol County, to Owen Hackett

Owen Hackett made political contributions totalling $400

between 1970 and 1973.**
his decision contains

Hellman, Kempton

pencil dot under

Associate s

&

On February 19,

4

a

The February 7,

&

a

The February 14,

1974 DSB letter on which Cowin made

dot of different ink than Cowin's arrow or initials.

Siql

1974 Cowin awarded

On February 25,

a

contract to Hellman, Kempton

renovations of certain buildings at the Paul Dever State School.

&

Sigl for

Between

1966 and 1974 John Hellman contributed $2360 to the Republican party,

*

Contributions by Edwin Howard, Paul Howard and Roger Pearson:
12/02/69
$100
12/02/69
200
04/21/70
500
08/18/70
500

(These contributors' cards in the Sargent Committee files are reproduced as
Appendix Exhibit #62)

Contributions made
08/22/79
10/14/71
07/16/73
11/20/73

A

&

by Owen Hackett:

$100
100
100
100

(Hackett's card in the Sargent Committeee files is reproduced as
Exhibit #63. )

A

&

F

Appendix

F
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$1860 of which preceded the February 25, 1974 award.*

Cowin, during his private

testimony, admitted that he chose Hellman for this particular contract because he
knew him and was aware of his active involvement in Republican affairs.

He had

no specific recollection of Hellman contacting him regarding the contract,

stated that he would not be surprised to learn that he had.

The February

1974 DSB letter on which Cowin made his decision contains a pencil dot next to

21,

the Hellman firm's name, whereas Cowin'
C.

470

but

Crowley Engineering,

A.

initials and arrow are in ink.

Inc.

1974 Cowin awarded

On March 4,

s

a

contract for lighting and walkways at

Southeastern Massachusetts University to

A.

C.

479
Crowley Engineering, Inc.

Between 1972 and 1974 Charles Crowley, Jr. contributed $1500 to the Sargent
Committee, $1000 of which preceded the March

The February 28,

1974 award.**

4,

1974 DSB letter on which Cowin made his decision contains

a

dot written in

different ink than Cowin's arrow or initials.
Hart

i

n

J

.

C ul

1

i

ty

Commissioner Shepard awarded Marti

n

J.

Cull

i

ty

a

power

pi a nt/ u til

i

ty

distribution system design contract at Bridqewater State College on November 18,
1970.

°

Cullity also

received three contract awards for demolition,

renovation and repair work at the Lyman School
awarded two of these contracts on May 12, 1972,
o ne o n

*

February

25,

1974.

Mar

ti n

Cul

1

i

ty

for Boys.

01

Commissioner Yasi

and Commissioner Cowin awarded

contributed $1300 between 1970 and

Contributions by John Hellman:
10
$
10/20/66
100
09/27/67
500
10/07/68
1000
12/02/68
50
05/02/70
200
01/02/70
500
09/23/74

(Hellman's card in the Sargent Committee files is reproduced as
Exhibit #64. )
See Peabody Era
supra
during the Peabody era.

,

,

•Contributions
06/29/72
04/25/73
06/06/74

by

A

&

F

Appendix

for Hellman's involvement in fundraising activities

Charles Crowley, Jr.:
$500
500
500

(Crowley's card in the Sargent Committee files is reproduced as
Exhibit #65. )

A

&

F

Appendix
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$700 of which preceded the February

1974,

DSB letter which Shepard

21,

The October

1974 award.*

to

make his selection contains

1974

DSB letters on which Yasi

initialed

1972 and February

The May 31,

25,

made their selections contain pencil

dots

next

to

the Cullity

29,

1970

checkmark.

a

and Cowin

name.

Northern Associates, Inc.

Northern Associates, Inc. received a contract award on November 18, 1970
482 On September
29, 1970, April 29, 1970 and October
from Commissioner Shepard.
1970,

member of this firm contributed

a

Committee.**
contains

a

a

total

The DSB letter which Shepard

checkmark

pencil

next

to

Inc.

received

Nor ther

of $1200

20,

the Sargent

to

initialed when he made his decision
Asso ciates

n

,

Inc.

Schoenfeld Associates, Inc.

Schoenfeld Associates,
from Commissioner Shepard.

contributed $500
checkmark next

to

to

AQ-i

On May 12,

°

a

contract award on November 18, 1970

1970,

the Sargent Committee.***

Schoenfeld Associates,

a

principal of the firm had

The DSB letter contains

a

pencil

Inc.

Bayside Engineering Associates
This firm received design contract awards on November 19, 1970 from

Commissioner Shepard and

o n

1969 and April

a

to

1970,

21,

May

Edwards

1972 from Commissioner Yasi. 4 84

member of the firm had contributed

the Sargent Committee.****

the 197

2,

The 1970 DSB letter contains

a

2,

of $700

total

pencil

a

December

n

checkmark;

DSB letter contains an ink dot.

2

&

Kel

Edwards

cey

,

I

nc

.

cey received a contract award on April 16, 1971 from
485
Commissioner Shepard.
On December 2, 1969 and September 30, 1970, members
&

Kel

of the firm had contributed

total

a

DSB letter contains an ink dot

*

next

of $1000
to

to

Edwards

the Sarqent Committee.*
&

Kelcey,

The

Inc.

Contributions by Martin Cullity:
08/12/70
$200
500
01/27/72
09/27/74
500
11/01/74
100

(Cullity's card in the Sargent Committee files in reproduced as
Appendix Exhibit #66.)
**

1

The Sargent Committee

A

&

F

file card is reproduced as

A

&

F

Appendix Exhibit #67.

*** The Sargent Committee file card is reproduced as

A

*

F

Appendix Exhibit #6e.

**** The Sargent Committee file card is reproduced as

A

&

F

Appendix Exhibit #69.

The Sargent Committee file card is reproduced as A

4

F

Appendix Exhibit #70.
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COMMISSIONERS OF

A

&

F

Despite the substantial evidence that political considerations affected many

contract awards, and that Manzi, Zuchero and Dwight had input into designer
selection, all four Commissioners of

A

4

F

from Shepard through Marchand

uniformly denied that they directly or indirectly received communications

concerning contract awards from Dwight, Manzi or Zuchero.

Instead, their

testimony was that they relied on random selection, or their judgment based upon
the limited information available to them,

to make their decision.

This

testimony, if believed, would mean that the selection of designers with dots or

checkmarks next to their names, the selection of designers who had contacted
Zuchero, Manzi or Dwight requesting these men to "put in
the selection of designers who had

good word for them,"

a

history of political contributions, and the

a

failure to select designers politically inactive, were simply

a

series of

coincidences.
The following is

a

summary of the testimony of each of the four Commissioners

concerning designer selection.
Charles Shepard (August 12, 1970

1.

-

September 30, 1971)

Charles Shepard had been First Deputy Commissioner of

Commissioner.* 486

F

when Dwight was
A

&

F

Governor, he discussed Shepard's becoming

Commissioner with Governor Sargent.
recommended for the position. 487
F

&

When Dwight was planning to resign as Commissioner of

in order to run for Lieutenant

&

A

Shepard was the candidate whom Dwight

He was chosen and served as Commissioner of A

from August 1970 through September 1971. A88

Shepard testified at private and public hearings that his participation in
the designer selection process began with meetings with Zabriskie.

saw the DSB letters when Zabriskie brought them to their meeting.

Shepard first
At one point

Shepard stated that he listened to Zabriskie's report of the DSB meeting; at
another he merely said Zabriskie expressed

a

preference but didn't tell him with

whom he had talked to arrive at the recommendation. 489

Shepard testified that he had no knowledge of Zabriskie conferring with
Dwight, and that Zabriskie never told him that he was consulting with Dwight or
that

*

a

particular firm was the preferred choice of Dwight.

Shepard stated

Commissioner DeFalco had appointed Shepard to the First Deputy position on
September 30, 1968.
Commissioner McCarthy had previously appointed him
Deputy Commissioner, Fiscal* Affairs.
In this role Shepard was present at the
U. Mass Medical School deliberations during the Volpe administration. 486

-

98

that he had no knowledge of Dwight playing

-

role in the selection process, and

a

x

also denied consulting with Manzi or Zuchero.

Shepard testified that he

knew which firm was the DSB's first choice, although he did not have any direct

communications with the DSE concerning the ranking. 692
Zabriskie communicated the information.
admitted that Zabriskie expressed

'"*

He suggested that

Under questioning, however, Shepard

preference but stated that Zabriskie did not

a

indicate its source as the DSB. 494

Whatever the source of Zabriskie's recommendations, Shepard took them into
account.
firms. 49 5

spend

He did not

great deal of time gathering information on the

a

Like many other Commissioners, Shepard assumed that all three firms

were qualified.

He did not consider the

performance. 49 7

According to Shepard, he made

Zabriskie's recommendation. 498

firm's past work and
a

"random" decision based on

He does not recall

following Zabriskie's

recommenoation in all 27 contracts awarded during his term. 499
The Special Commission obtained the original DSB letters on which Shepard

indicated his selection decision.

checkmarks in pencil and ink.
when he first saw them. 0D

These letters contain Shepard's initials and

Shepard remembers no pencil marks on the letters

To explain the existence of the checkmarks,

stated that he may have made them in order to indicate his selection. 50 *

Shepard
His

account is that he used the checkmarks because his staff advised him that it was
the custom of previous Commissioners to indicate their selection decision with an
ink checkmark.

Shepard posited that he made

a

tentative preliminary decision by

writing checkmarks in pencil, then went over the pencil with ink when he made his
final decision.

Although Shepard stated he was following

a

previously

established practice, an examination of the DSB letters acted upon by Dwight
during his term as Commissioner reveals no such marks.

Dwight when Commissioner

merely initialed his selections. 502

Zabriskie,

in his

private and public testimony before the Special Commission,

agreed with Shepard's testimony that they discussed the DSE letters.

However,

Zabriskie stated that their discussions followed his meetings with Dwight and
that Shepard knew of these meetings.

In

contradiction to Shepard's testimony,

Zabriskie stated that he told Shepard that Dwight had expressed to Zabriskie his
desire to continue contributing input in the designer selection process. 50 ^

According to Zabriskie, Shepard during his term as Commissioner consulted
with Zabriskie knowing the source of Zabriskie's recommendations.

Zabriskie

testified that after he met with Dwight to show him the DSB letters, he delivered
them to Shepaid with checkmarks next to the names of certain firms.

Zabriskie

informed Shepard that the marks indicated Dwioht's recommendations. 504

-
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Moreover, Dwight himself contradicts Shepard's testimony, stating that he
made recommendations to Shepard for the selection of certain designers.

Although

Dwight did not specifically remember what discussions he and Shepard had

regarding Dwight's continuing role, nor which man initiated the practice of
Dwight contributing input, Dwight did testify that Shepard "on occasion and maybe

regularly sought my recommendations on the selection."

He

further stated that

Shepard consulted him in the majority of the selections and that Shepard followed
Dwight testified that when consulted, he considered

most of his recommendations.

the same factors he had when Commissioner himself.

He stated that although he

was aware of the political contributions of some firms under consideration,

awareness did not play
As

a

a

this

role in his recommendations.

result of the selection process, design contracts were awarded to many

of the designers discussed earlier in this report,

including Joseph Intingaro,

Martin Cullity, Northern Associates, Bayside Engineering Associates, Edwards
Kelcey, Universal Engineering, Schoenfeld Associates and Bedar
2.

Robert Yasi (October

1,

1971

-

A

4

F

on October 1,

for Shepard's removal is unclear but Sargent stated in
a

Alpers.

November 13, 1972)

Robert Yasi became Commissioner of

that Yasi was

&

&

friend of his and wanted the job.

a

1971. 506

The reason

transcribed interview

Dwight was again involved

in hiring discussions and during his private testimony agreed with Sargent that

Yasi was hired after expressing his interest in the position. uo

Dwight

stated, however, that he would have preferred Shepard continue in the

position 509

Sargent has no recollection concerning Dwight's opinion about

replacing Shepard with Yasi 510

Yasi publicly testified that he actively

sought the position only after the administration decided to make
only after the Governor expressed the desire to hire him.
As already described,

Yasi, prior to his

a

change and

il

appointment as Commissioner of

had been Governor Sargent's Chief Secretary since early 1969.

Secretary, he was

a

512

A &

F,

As Chief

member of the Governor's cabinet, as were Zabriskie and

Lieutenant Govenor Dwight. 51

5

-

Greene 5iA and Victor Zuchero.

He had been instrumental in the hiring of Harold

He had served as Governor Sargent's

Campaign Manager during the 1970 campaign.

And Sargent described

a

prior close

relationship between Yasi and Zabriskie, stemming from their working together at
the Department of Natural Resources.

Dwight, while admitting that he continued to have some input into designer

selection matters, testified that he was less involved in such matters during
Yasi's and subseouent Commissioners' terms.

He stated that his conversations

-

-

100

with Commissioners after Shepard were not on

a

regular basis, although he may
recall

He did not

have occasionally discussed individual contracts with them.

talking to Zabriskie concerning designer selection matters during Yasi's term as

Commissioner.

He had no recollection of anyone asking his opinion,

interceding or making

a

He believes that he less often received

recommendation.

the DSB letters or participated in the selection process.
to

or of his

He may have continued

receive them and participate, but without the former regularity.

He has

admitted that he continued to be interested in the subject of design contract
awards.

Commissioner Yasi privately and publicly testified that Lieutenant Governor
Dwight never consulted him concerning the selection of particular architects for
Yasi has no recollection of l^anzi or Zuchero contacting him

particular projects.

He only remembers one instance of Harold

concerning designer selection matters.
Greene contacting him.

According to Yasi, Greene may have contacted him more

than once, but not regularly.

*°

Yasi's disavowal of discussions with Dwight,

Manzi, Zuchero and Greene(for the most part) leave Zabriskie as the perscn with

whom Yasi discussed designer selection matters.
At

Yasi's request, Zabriskie retained the position of Deputy Commissioner for

Central Services. 519

Zabriskie continued to attend DSB meetings and served as

the DSB's Executive Secretary.

ton

Zabriskie publicly testified that he

informed Yasi, soon after he became Commissioner, of his meetings with Dwight

concerning the award of design contracts.

Zabriskie explained to Yasi that

Dwight had instituted the system because he wanted to continue his participation
in

the selection process,

although no longer Commissioner of

A

&

F.

According to

Zabriskie, Yasi was upset and resentful over this information, but did not
instruct him to stop meeting with Dwight.
Yasi has described the process by which he, when Commissioner of

selected design firms.

&

F,

He first saw the DSB letters when he met with Zabriskie

and Dick to discuss contract awards.

Zabriskie or Dick.

A

The letters had been delivered directly to

Yasi does not recall Zabriskie bringing an informal DSB

priority ranking or other material to the meeting.*-^''

Yasi, Zabriskie and

Dick then briefly discussed the three DSB recommendations listed alphabetically
in the

transmittal letter.

recommendation of

a

Zabriskie and Dick had already usually reached

particular firm for

a

particular contract.

exceptions, Yasi selected their recommendations.

With

a

a

few

Yasi had an understanding with

Zabriskie that Yasi's selection would be based on Zabriskie's recommendation
unless it differed from the engineering advice which Dick provided.

*

Littleton does not recall whether he sent the priority ranking to Yasi. 522

,
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Occasionally, Dick's input meant that Zabriskie's first recommendation was not
followed, but the three men eventually reached

it

unanimous decision.

however, Yasi relied on Zabriskie's recommendations.

most part,
Yasi,

a

was Zabriskie's practice to recommend

a

For the

According to

specific firm for selection. 23

Zabriskie privately and publicly testified that he met with Lieutenant
Governor Dwight as

a

regular practice while Yasi was Commissioner.

Zabriskie,

after receiving the DSB letters, would take them to the Lieutenant Governor, who

indicated his preference by placing dots next to the firms' names.
and on some occasions A & F engineer Philip Dick,* 52

Zabriskie,

then met with

Commissioner Yasi, at which time they showed him the DSB letters with Dwight's
Zabriskie and Dick did not make any recommendations other than the

markings.

ones indicated by Dwight's marks.

If Zabriskie communicated specific

recommendations to Commissioner Yasi, he informed him that Dwight was the source
of the recommendations.

Zabriskie made no independent recommendations.

Zabriskie has stated that although he did not explicitly recommend the firm which
Dwight had marked, he had told Yasi that the marks indicated the Lieutenant

Governor's choice.

Zabriskie is certain that he told Yasi that the marks on the

DSB letters were placed there by Dwight and reflected his preference for contract

awards.

Although Yasi did not recall Zabriskie informing him of Dwight's preference,
or how the dots got

on the original DSE letters which he initialed,

he stated

that he would accept Zabriskie's account of how design contracts were awarded:

the course of your dealing with Mr.
form an opinion as to his character?
In

Zabriskie, did you

I'd say around 1958 I met Al Zabriskie, I believe, deputy
or assistant chairman of the House Ways and Means
He was very
Committee. I was a member of the Legislature.
interested in conservation work, and it was my job for
Commissioner Foster, for the then Department of Natural
Resources, to carry all of the legislative programs for the
It happened to be in that period of about
Department.

three, four, five, six years when that Department moved
from merely nothing to a very visible department in this
government, and he literally became champion of many, many
of our programs.
I obviously
became friends with him, and
I
respected him from then until now.
seen him,
I haven't
haven't seen
I
and I respected him from then until now.
him in maybe two to three years since the beginning of
Y asi had hired Phili p Dick as an engineer for A & F, Central Services.
The
Dick has testified that
two men had person ally known each other for a long time.
Yasi
while still Chief Secretary to Governor Sargent, suggested that he apply
When Yasi became
for a posit ion wit h the Governor's newly formed cabinet.
Comm issione r
he a gain recommended that Dick apply for a state job.
Dick came
for an inte rview
Dick
after which Yasi offered him the engineer position.
acce pted.
He repo rted to Zabriskie, as long as Zabriskie held the position of
Depu t.y Co mm i ss to ne r for Central Services (through December 1974).
The two men saw
each other daily a nd wo rked closely together.
Dick's responsibilities included
prep aring t he capi tal o utlay program and participating in designer selection
acti vities
He ha d pre viously worked for both Desmond & Lord and MBM.524

»

,

,
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I
think he's
I used
to see him before that.
this thing.
one of
of
character,
people
of
highest
one
the
probably
them, that I ever met in my life.

Sir, on the basis of your opinion of Mr. Zabriskie, would
you believe whatever Mr. Zabriskie had to say with respect
to what had happened concerning the selection of designers
for the award of design contracts?
If Al was sitting right here now, I
Yes. Just one caveat
and that is as you well know, Mr.
take it that he is not
McCarthy, I have had a bit of difficulty with my own
he
I think Albert is a little bit older than I am;
memory.
,

Other than that, if he
may have some difficulty with his.
says he has a very vivid or direct memory, he doesn't have
to say that to me under oath or under the threat of
perjury, I believe him.
Sir, did Mr. Zabriskie ever tell you during the time that
you were Commissioner of Administration and Finance or at
any time thereafter that he was consulting with individuals
outside the Department of Administration and Finance with
respect to the award of design contracts?

think if you said it that way, I would have to say I
I
don't have any memory of that; but if I can just change it
a little bit, please, with your permission, I have
recollections of Al, Al Zabriskie, saying to me so and so
called, so and so called, to say that occurred when we sat
I will
I
think not.
But, I don't know.
down, I cannot.
he
was
under
then
that
I
knew
I
now
feel
that
that
say
tremendous pressure, and a part of that reason was my own
I
have no doubt he was under fantastic
allowance of it.
pressure, not just in this area either, but I am sure in
this area, too.

—

Q.

Sir

A.

I am sorry,
him.

Q.

Sir,

meant by pressure, people calling, contacting

from your understanding of Mr. Zabriskie's position,
would it surprise you if he consulted with Donald Dwight
concerning the selection of designers for the award of

contracts
A.

I

.

Having in mind, may I, that I
sir, it would not.
realize others sat down, I think one different person that
I said in an answer to a similar auestion,
but no, I think
that I would be surprised that a
specifically the same
pattern of review by a group on every individual contract,
But, I am not, would not
you know, I still would be that.
at all be surprised if he was consulted or consulting with
Donald Dwight.
No,

—

Q.

And with the exception of the one or two incidences where
you recall that Mr. Dick had a different opinion, did you
invariably select the firm recommended by Mr. Zabriskie?

A.

hope to make it crystal clear, other than you said one or
maybe as many as four or five; maybe it was only one,
I
give it up to five, that was the sole basis for
awardino the contract, other than the enaineerinc aspect by
Phil Dick.
I

two,
but

Q.

Sir, we have shown you the originals of the documents from
the files of Administration and Finance concerning the
selections made by you as Commissioner.
Is that correct?

A.

It

Q.

Sir, in reviewing those documents have you seen on a number
of incidences that there are dots that can be picked out by
the human eye?

correct.

is

Yes,

I

have,

Twice,

I

think.

-
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Q.

were those dots on the sheets listing the firms
nominated by the Designer Selection Board at the time they
were brought to you by Mr. Zabriskie?

A.

I
thought, as I have told you and the
I
do not know.
Commissioners before, I think I can state it as a fact.
But, I will say it again, I thought -- even as I say it
But, I
now, I can't say I thought I did all of them.
pictured myself, and I think I gave you an example, doing
one without going into detail. However, again, I said if
Albert Zabriskie says no, only he did it, that we walked in
with them, they were on there, I would positively believe

Sir,

him.
Q.

Sir, do you have any reason why you would have placed dots
next to the names of firms on the list?

A.

As

Q.

Is it possible that the dots may have been used by Mr.
Zabriskie as the indication of the firm being recommended?

A.

Definitely.

Q.

Would you agree' that's possible?

A.

Absolutely agree that's possible. 526

I

told you before, no, unless he told me to.

Definitely.

Handwriting expert Elizabeth McCarthy has testified that forty-one out of the
forty-six contract awards by Yasi have discernible marks next to the name of the
selected firm on the original DSB letter.

527*

The firms to which Yasi awarded

contracts include many of those discussed in prior portions of this section of
the report,** including Joseph Intingaro,

Ussia

&

Bayside Engineering Associates, Samuel

Associates, Martin Cullity, Abraham Woolf

&

Associates, Healy

Architectural Associates, E.J. Flynn Associates, Tallman, Drake
Associates and

R.

Scott Ouinlan.

The copy of the July 26,

&

Healy

4

John Carr

Guay,

1972 DSB minutes

containing entries such as "Toots," "Vic," and "D.D." listed contracts which Yasi
awarded as Commissioner.

William Cowin

3.

(November 14, 1972

-

May 8,

1974)

Governor Sargent appointed William Cowin as the Commissioner of

effective November 14, 1972. 52e

A

F

4

Cowin had held several other positions in the

Sargent administration since May 1969.

coo

Cowin and Sargent had worked

together during these years.
Sargent testified before the Special Commission that he did not remember

Lieutenant Governor Dwight participating in the hiring of Cowin, but presumed
that they discussed the matter and that Dwight was favorable.

Dwight has

testified that he was involved in the decision-making process concerning the
hiring of Cowin.

^

Cowin awarded thirty contracts to designers during his term as

*

**

A

&

F

See chart concerning discernible marks on DSB letters during Yasi's term,
previously reproduced as A & F Appendix Exhibit #36.
See Architects

;

Harold Greene Memorandum, and Other Architects, supra

.

-

-

Cowin testified privately and publicly that he first became aware

Commissioner.
of

104

specific application and contract when Zabriskie and Dick brought the DSB

a

letter to him at the same time as the men met to discuss the selection,

or

when Zabriskie and Dick sent it to him prior to the meeting. 532

Cowin testified that he, Zabriskie and Dick had

brief, informal meeting

a

533
together to discuss the selection of one of the firms on the DSB letter.

Neither at that time nor earlier did Cowin receive written information from
**' 535 536
Zabriskie and Dick other than the DSB letter. 53
'

Cowin asked

Zabriskie and Dick questions concerning the firms on the DSB letter, knowing that
one or both of them had attended the DSB meetings where the projects and firms

Cowin testified that Zabriskie and Dick reluctantly

had been discussed.

provided him with

5 38
miminal amount of information.

a

He tended to auestion

them less with time because of the difficulty in eliciting information from
them.

5 39
J'

According to Cowin, he made the selection decision during the

meeting. 540** ^41
,

To

i

ncii C ate

his decision,

Cowin placed either his signature

or initials on the DSB letter next to the name of the selected firm.

He

also either underlined the name of the selected firm or placed an arrow next to

it.***
Cowin testified that he had no knowledge of any contacts by various political

figures with him, Zabriskie or Dick and that no one other than Zabriskie and Dick

communicated with him concerning the selection of design firms for specific
projects.

Cowin stated that Governor Sargent, Lieutenant Governor Dwight,

Patronage Secretary Harold Greene and fundraiser Victor Zuchero and Albert Manzi
never contacted him.

Cowin recalled only one representative from an

architectural firm contacting him concerning contract awards

.***-'644

Cowin further testified that there were not dots on the DSB letters when

Zabriskie and Dick brought them to him.

Cowin agreed that the majority of the

Cowin recalled asking the DSB (through Zabriskie, rather than directly) for
ranked listing. 535 According to Cowin, the DSB (also communicating
through Zabriskie) refused to provide this on the grounds that recommending
three firms without ranking them fulfilled their mandate.
Compare Littleton's
testimony that he did not have meeting with Cowin to discuss the form in which
the DSB recommendations would be submitted to him.
Littleton was certain that
he submitted an alphabetical listing to Cowin.
He stated that he possibly
also submitted a priority ranking on a detached slip to Cowin. 536
*

a

**

Compare Zabriskie's testimony that Cowin made the decision later. 541

*** Cowin's signature and underlining appear on the earliest DSB letters
(11/20/72).
He used initials and an arrow on later letters (3/30/72,
Note that it was Zabriskie, as Executive
2/7/74, 2/14/74, 2/28/74).
Secretary of the DSB, who wrote the 2/7/74, 2/14/74 and 2/28/74 letters to
Cowin.

****

According to Cowin, William Masiello of Masiello 4 Associates
contacted him in 1974 concerning Worcester Courthouse in Gardner. 544
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DSB letters now contain dots, but did not recall placing the dots on the DSB

letters himself nor know how they got there.
to the majority of the
it

Although the dots appear next

firms awarded contracts, Cowin testified that he thought

unlikely that anybody put the dots on the DSB letter for the purpose of making

selections 5A6
.

Cowin's testimony concerning input by others into designer selection and

concerning the presence of dots on the orignal DSB letters is inconsistent with
the testimony of Dwight and Zabriskie,

inconsistent with the pattern of

is

contract awards by him as Commissioner, and is inconsistent with the finding of
document analyst Elizabeth McCarthy.

McCarthy testified that there are

discernible marks next to the names of twenty-nine of thirty designer selected by
Cowin.

She determined that the dots were written in

a

different ink or pencil

than that which Cowin used to sign his name or initials and concluded that the
marks were under Cowin's signature, initials or arrow, thus indicating that they
were put there prior to his making the selection.

Although Dwight testified that he was less involved in designer selection'
matters during the terms of Commissioners subsequent to Shepard, he did recall
making recommendations in later years, but not as

a

Dwight

regular procedure.

did not specifically recall anyone consulting him concerning designer selection

matters, his participating in the decision, or interceding on behalf of

a

firm

during Cowin's term, but stated that he "could well have" and that it was
probable. 548

Although Dwight did not recall anyone contacting him concerning designer
selection matters during Cowin's term, Zabriskie privately and publicly testified
that he continued to meet with Dwight when Cowin was Commissioner.

tinued

to

Dwight con-

indicate his recommendations by marks on the DSB letters.

Zabriskie

told the Commission that he informed Cowin of the practice of consulting with

Dwight and of Dwight's use of marks to indicate his recommendations. 549
Many of the firms to which Commissioner Cowin awarded design contracts had
made political contributions and contacted political figures.

contributions and firms have been discussed in
include firms such as Owen Hackett

4

Lord, Universal Engineering,

Guay,

Whitman

&

Sigl,

Joseph Intingaro Associates, and

Howard, Desmond

prior part of this report,* and

Associates, Bedar and Alpers, Tallman, Drake

&

&

a

These contacts,

&

C.

A.

Hellman,- Kempton

Crowley Engineering, Inc.

firms have dots next to their names on the original DSB selection letters.

See section entitled Architects

,

supra

All of these

-
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David Marchand (May

9,

1974

-
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December 31, 1974)

William Cowin resigned as Commissioner of

A

4

F

in May 1974 in order to seek

the nomination of the Republican Party for Attorney General of

Massachusetts.

Governor Sargent appointed David Marchand to succeed Cowin

as Commissioner of A & F.

Prior to becoming Commissioner on May

9,

1974,

Marchand had served as Lieutenant Governor Dwight's Chief Secretary and Counsel
since January 1971.

5

52
•"

And before obtaining the position of Chief Secretary

and Counsel, Marchand had worked at

A

&

F

as the Assistant to the Commissioner

since 1969, having been first hired for the position by Commissioner Dwight and
also serving under Commissioner Shepard.

Marchand, Cowin and Dwight testified before the Special Commission that it
was Lieutenant Governor Dwight who recommended Marchand for the position of

Dwight testified that he was

Commissioner.
'"
appointment. 554
-1

"

candidacy. 555

4

a

A

&

"strong advocate" of Marchand's

Marchand testified that Dwight strongly supported his
Sargent, during an interview with the Special Commission,

recalled that Dwight endorsed Marchand.

Marchand testified that he selected firms for design contract awards through
a

random selection method:
Q.

And how did you go about deciding which firms to award

contracts to?
A.

1
would receive in a folder a number of - formally - a
number of Designer Selection Board selections listing three
names, each of various projects in alphabetical order.
When I received this folder, I selected the first one from
the top of the pile, second one from the second and the
third from the third, and so on, except when I was aware
that a given firm had received work recently or substantial
work in the recent past, in which case I would skip to the
next name.

Q.

Sir, you mentioned earlier that your practice would be to
take - you had a group of let's say four contracts that
were being transmitted to you with the lists of names from
the Designer Selection Board, that you would go through
each of them and if I am correct in understanding you, that
in the instance of the first contract, pick the first name
on the list and then the second and then the third, is that

correct?
A.

I would open the folder and absent
suggestions about
recent work for the first firm, I would initial number one
name on the first list, and then turn it and do the second
one on the second page.
I didn't do them all.

Q.

Now,

A.

My best memory is that

Yes.

sir, did you have any regular pattern or practice with
respect to the award of these contracts?
I would pick
the first one on the
first list
they usually came in batches, in groups of
varying sizes, and unless I was told or I remembered that
someone had -- the number one firm had been named recently
and received an award, that was a consideration I would
give that someone else should get the next one; but, other
than those considerations, none. 558

—

F
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Marchand's testimony concerning random selection does not withstand close
scrutiny, as even Marchand was forced to concede under Questioning about his June
28,

1974 award of

Q.

A.

contract to the firm of Marvin Goody

a

&

John Clancy Associates

sir, how did you come to select the firm listed on Special
Commission Exhibit 2, Marvin Goodoak [Goody] and John Lamphrey
[Clancy] Associates?

Now,

I

If it were one of several that came
have no specific recollection.
the same time and was the second one I looked at.

in at
Q.

is the second one on that list, but it is the only one in the
files, files of the Department of Administration and Finance, which
How would you explain selecting the firm
was selected at that time.
as the number two on the list?

A.

I

Q.

Under what you have told us earlier, had you applied that system,
would you have selected the firm of Cambridge Seven Associates?

A.

I

Q.

So,

A.

That's correct.

Q.

And if it were not applied, then how did you go about selecting firms
when you awarded this particular contract?

A.

It

cannot.

think

I

would have, yes.

it appears that the practice you described was not applied in
this particular case?

I

have no explanation. 559

Nor does the pattern of contract awards by Marchand appear to be consistent
For example,

with random selection.*

contracts.

Three of these

1974 Marchand awarded six

or half, were given to firms in the third position

The firms which recieved contracts and their position on the

on the DSB letter.

DSE letters are:

,

on September 18,

Fierce, Pierce

John Milo Associates

(2);

&

Kramer (3); Richmond-Paley Associates (4);

Harry Gulesian

&

Associates (1); Wallace, Floyd,

Ellenzwaig (3); and Joseph Intingaro (3).
Further reason for concern about Marchand's contract awards is the apparent
forgeries of Marchand's initials on the DSB letters where it was his custom to
initial his selection.

Handwriting expert Elizabeth McCarthy was unsure of the

genuineness of Marchand's initials next to the firms:
Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzwaig; and Joseph Intingaro.

562

Gulesian

4

Associates;

She thought that the

initials next to John Milo Associates were probably genuine.

Marchand also

testified before the Special' Commission that he doubted that the initials next to
Harry Gulesian and Joseph Intingaro were his handwriting.
had no recollection of selecting Joseph Intingaro
DSB letter.

6A

&

He

stated that he

Assoicates and never saw the

Marchand was also uncertain that the initials next to John Milo

Associates were his handwriting. 65

*

For chart on Marchand contract awards see

A

4

F

Appendix Exhibit #45

.
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Marchand and Elizabeth McCarthy both agree that Marchand's initials were
forged on the DSB letter concerning the Springfield Mental Health Center
of Masiello

contract, which was awarded to the firm

&

Associates. 66 *

was the largest single contract awarded during Marchand's term as

A

This
F

&

Commissioner
Marchand denied giving any consideration in contract awards to political
supporters of the Sargent administration:
MR.

WEINSTEIN: You are telling this Commission today that at no
time was any consideration being given especially
to those that had "helped the administration" or
were "friends" to the administration?
For Designer Selection Board selections made by
Yes. 567
me, that is precisely correct.

THE WITNESS:

He also denied discussing the award of design contracts with Republican

fundraiser Albert Manzi 568 or Robert Dumont, the successor to Patronage

Secretary Harold Greene.

569

When the Special Commission asked Marchand whether

fundraiser Victor Zuchero ever communicated with him directly or indirectly

concerning the selection of

a

firm for

a

contract, Marchand first firmly stated

Marchand did subseauenty

that Zuchero did not so communicate with him.

testify, however, that Zuchero on one occasion gave him

a

list of five or more

firms and indicated that they had been helpful to the Governor and his

administration. 7i

Marchand said that Zuchero did not specifically indicate

what he wanted Marchand to do with the information.

Marchand also remembered an

occasion, possibly the same call, when he, Marchand,

read Zuchero

three finalists.

572

a

DSB list of

Zuchero indicated that the firms were all ^riends

Sargent administration.

of the

Marchand did not recall which contract this concerned.

Marchand also testified that he did not consult with Dwight concerning
Dwight's testimony about whether he consulted

designer selection matters.

with Marchand concerning design contract records is epuivocal.

Dwight said he

lacked specific recollection of consulting Marchand, but "could well have-

Dwight did testify, after previously describing Shepard's term as the period of
his greatest input,

that "...

it

is possible

that with Marchand as Commissioner

had more input or might have been asked more than

I

would have with either Bill

Cowin or Bob Yasi." 575

*

See Springfield Mental Health Center report, and summary of same,

supra

I
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Marchand's testimony concerning his knowledge of Dwight's role and the marks
on the DSB letters conflict with Zabriskie's testimony.

Marchand not only denied
6

that he himself consulted with Dwight concerning designer selection matters,
but also stated that he had no knowledge of anyone else from

Dwight.
at A 4 F,

A

&

F

meeting with

However, Zabriskie, who was Deputy Commissioner of Central Services

testified that he informed Marchand shortly after Marchand received the

DSB letter that Dwight communicated his recommendations to Zabriskie.

57R°

Zabriskie stated that he told Marchand that Dwight had input into the selection
process by making marks on the DSB letters to express his suggestions.

Marchand and Zabriskie agree that they did not discuss the design firm
finalists when Zabriskie brought the original DSB letters.

579

However, whereas

Marchand testified that he sometimes made his decision while Zabriskie waited
580 and that Zabriskie usually prepared the transmittal letter,

Zabriskie
582

testified that Marchand did not make the selection decision in his presence
and that he only learned of Marchand's decision when he received

a

copy of the

transmittal letter. 583
Marchand testified that he did not notice any dots on the DSB letters when he
received them or subsequently.

He did not know how the marks, which now appear

on the DSB letters obtained by the Special Commission,
CD

got there.

Marchand

A

stated that he did not make the marks.

However, handwriting expert

Elizabeth McCarthy testified before the Special Commission that next to the names
of the 24 designers to whom Marchand awarded contracts there were discernible

marks on the DSB letters (on which Marchand first indicated his decision by

placing his initials next to the name of the selected firm) in 21 cases.

She
CO

c

testified that in no case did she find the mark over Marchand's initials.
It

must also be noted that there were frequently dots next to more than one firm

on the original

DSB letters.

This occurred in at least six of the 21 times in

which dots appear next to the selected firm.
A

review of Marchand's contract awards indicates that many firms concerning

which there is evidence of political contributions or of intervention by Manzi,
Dwight or Zuchero were awarded design contracts by Marchand.

These firms include

Universal Engineering, Joseph Intingaro, John Carr Associates, E.J. Flynn
Engineering, and Samuel Ussia Associates.

-
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CONCLUSION

The evidence before the Commission concerning the award of design contracts

demonstrates that the unrestricted discretion given the Secretary of

A

&

F

to

award design contracts to any firm on the DSB list of finalists was abused, and
that political contributions were

a

significant factor in prompting this abuse.

For these reasons the Commission has recommended that the Secretary of A

&

F

be

required to select the firm ranked first by the DSB, unless good reason in

writing is given for an alternate choice.
Court.

To minimize the possibility of manipulation of the DSB,

has also submitted legislation,

agency

This was adopted by the General
the Commission

now enacted, which removes the BBC Director and user

representative from DSB membership, and gives the DSB the resources

with which to make informed and considered recommendations.
The Commission has further proposed that the State's campaign finance laws
be reformed to reduce the maximum limit

for private contributions from $1,000 to

$500 (except for statewide offices) and to extend this limit to special interest

groups; to include improved enforcement of campaign finance laws; and to provide
for

a'

workable system for public financing of campaigns for statewide and

legislative office.

These reforms are essential if the pervasive cause for

favoritism in contract awards recounted above is to be removed.

DESMOND

&

LORD,

INC.

Introduction

History of the Firm
In October,

1978,

for reasons which are discussed below,

the Commission selected Desmond

&

Lord,

Inc.

(D&L)

for

Unlike many of the other firms the Commission

investigation.

has investigated, the firm has existed for more than 70 years.

Founded in 1908, Desmond

&

Lord was successful in obtaining

public contracts for years preceding the period of the Commission's
mandate.

Public buildings designed by the firm in the years prior

to 19 50 include:

The Elephant House at the Franklin Park Zoo;

the Hyde Park Municipal Building; the Sheriff's House at the

Charles Street Jail; the Boston University Bridge, the Fore-River

Bridge in Quincy, and the Suffolk County Court House.
In 19 60,

the firm was incorporated.

The only three share-

holders were Henri Desmond, Israel Lord, and David Richard Thissen, Jr.
Lord was named President; Desmond, Vice-President; Thissen,
Treasurer; and Mary Maloof, Clerk.

Thissen, Lord, and Desmond

also served as directors.
In the late 1960 's,

Thissen completed a gradual purchase of

the entire stock of the firm and assumed the direction of the

company. 1

By that time, both Desmond and Lord had died.

Thissen continued to own and manage the firm from that time
until 1979 when the firm entered into an agreement with John Carl

Warnecke Associates of San Francisco.

Under the terms of this

-2-

agreement, Desmond
entity.

&

Lord continues to exist as a separate

However, at the present time, the corporation has
The Warnecke firm has taken over performance

no employees.

of Desmond

&

Lord's current contracts.

an employee of Warnecke.

Thissen is presently

2

Thissen 's Role in the Firm
Thissen joined the firm in the early 1950'

s.

At the time,

Thissen was employed as a salesman for an air conditioning and

refrigeration company, Bay State York.
impressed with Thissen'
him into the firm.

3

s

Desmond was apparently

sales ability and decided to bring

As described above, Thissen rose rapidly

within the firm between 1953 and 1965.
Thissen'

s

initial responsibility was to assist Desmond in

obtaining new work.

At the time, Lord was responsible for the

technical aspects of the business.

4

Concerning his role within

the firm, Thissen testified: "my duties are basically to try
to assist in getting work and then try to assist in getting

paid for the work that we do

.

.

.1

have no duties pertaining

to any technical portion of the work that we do." D

Although he has always served as the corporation's treasurer
until recently Thissen had one of the registered architects
serve as president.

Two former presidents have testified, how-

ever, that regardless of the title, Thissen always controlled

the company, particularly its financial affairs.

Emphasis on Public Contracts
As Desmond

&

Lord itself acknowledges in its promotional

material, most of the firm's work since at least 1960, has been

:
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in the public sector.

During the twenty year period, the firm

has had significant design contracts with the following public

agencies
Federal Government

Bureau of Building Construction

Government Center Commission

Massachusetts Port Authority
Department of Community Affairs

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
City of Boston
City of Revere
City of Somerville
This record of public work placed the Desmond
a unique position

&

Lord firm in

with respect to the Legislature's mandate to

the Commission to study the award of design contracts.

Since, as

discussed in the next section, this firm was particularly successful in obtaining public contracts, the Commission believed that

an examination of the firm would illustrate many of the concerns

which are discussed in depth throughout the report.
These concerns include the following questions:

award process been

Has the

open and fair; is the process subject to

political pressure; does the present process produce buildings
of sound design; do principals of design firms engage in question-

able conduct to obtain public contracts; and, lastly, are the

accounting procedures employed by firms with a large volume of
public work adequate to insure that funds received by those firms
from public tax dollars are properly handled.

_4-

Desmond and Lord's Public Design Contracts
The Commission selected Desmond

&

Lord for investigation

after reviewing records of the Bureau of Building Construction,
files of the Comptroller, and the Attorney General's list of

pending and settled cases.

Initially, this review was conducted

to guide the Commission in selecting firms for investigation.

The Commission used five measures to identify those design firms

which might have received preferential treatment in the award
of state and county design contracts.

These measures, which did

not include contracts awarded to state instrumentalities, were:

Total number of Bureau of Building Construction

1.

design contracts within the Commission's mandate (projects in which

construction contract was awarded after January

1,

1968, or on

which an original design contract or a continued services contract
was awarded after January

1,

196 8.)

Total fees paid on current as well as completed contracts

2.

(for designers with over $1,000,000 in fees already paid.)

Award of two or more contracts by the Designer Selection

3.

Board.

Number of continued services contracts for which there

4.

was no Designer Selection Board process.

Involvement in litigation with the state.

5.

Firms which received a particularly large number of
contracts, or a large amount of fees, or were involved in litigation

with the Commonwealth were considered for further investigation.
Desmond

&

Lord scored high on all five measures.
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Bureau of Building Construction Contracts

Desmond and Lord was awarded thirty-seven Bureau of

Building Construction (BBC) projects which fall within the

jurisdiction of the Commission.

These projects include:

Cape Cod Community College

(CCC)

-

13

Southeastern Massachusetts University (SMU)
Lowell State College -

-

13

2

Framingham State College
Salem State College

-

-

3

1

Massachusetts College of Art

-

1

Department of Public Health Institute of Laboratories

- 2

Department of Mental Health, Treatment and Training
Center - 1
Bristol County, Jail Facility

- 1

This total of thirty-seven was surpassed only by the Masiello firm

which obtained thirty-eight contracts during this period.
Fees Paid
Since January
&

1,

196 8,

the Commonwealth has paid the Desmond

Lord firm approximately $3,743,500. in design fees for BBC projects

alone.

This figure represents the highest amount paid to any firm

which had more than ten contracts with the BBC during this time.
Designer Selection Board Approval
Only twelve firms were awarded two or more design contracts

after screening by the Designer Selection Board (DSB)
&

.

Desmond

Lord was one of the twelve and ranked eighth when compared with

the others on the basis of the estimated construction costs
of the awarded contracts.

(ECC)
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Continued Services Contracts
As discussed in other chapters of this Report,

continued

service contracts are awarded by Administration and Finance
on the recommendation of the BBC without the usual DSB selection

process.

7

Generally, the designer of an original master plan may

be awarded work ranging from improvements to entire new buildings
on the basis of his earlier work, merely through notification by

letter from the BBC.

Desmond

&

The original contract governs the new work.

Lord received thirteen such contracts.

Not only did Desmond

&

Lord receive more continued services

contracts than any othex firm in the Commonwealth, but the total

estimated construction cost for all continued service proj.ects

involving this firm was more than $45 million.

This figure is far in

excess of the firm which placed second.

Law Suits

According to the Commission's review of pending and settled
law suits relating to public design contracts in which the Common-

wealth was a party, Desmond

&

Lord was involved in more such suits

than any other design firm in the Commonwealth.

Public Instrumentalities
The Commission also sought to review firms which had received

contracts awarded by a public instrumentality.

selection based on the criteria

In addition to its

discussed above, Desmond

&

Lord

was also selected for study because it was awarded a number of

contracts by such a body.
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Desmond

&

Lord in its own capacity or as a joint venture

with another firm, was awarded eleven design contracts at Logan

Airport during a period when that facility was being substantially expanded.

These contracts were awarded by the Massachusetts

Port Authority (Massport)

,

a public

instrumentality whose juris-

diction includes Logan Airport.
An analysis of Massport records performed by Commission
staff, revealed that the fees paid Desmond

&

Lord, and its joint

venture partners for these services, represented 98% of all the
architectural fees paid by Massport between July
Total fees paid to Desmond

1978.

&

partners were more than $7 million.

1,

1968 to June 1,

Lord and its joint venture

Desmond

&

Lord and a joint

venture partner also received $1.1 million in fees for a 1967
project.
In sum,

in order to fulfill its legislative mandate, the

Commission decided to review the state building contract process
through an analysis of this particular firm's success in winning

public contracts.

The sections of this Report which follow dis-

cuss what the Commission has learned about the manner in which

Desmond

&

Lord obtained its public contracts and about the firm's

performance of the design services it contracted to provide.
the concluding sections, investigative results will also be

reviewed.

In
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The Selection Process

Contracts within the Jurisdiction of the Bureau of Building
Construction

Desmond

&

Lord was awarded design contracts for 37 projects

on which the design contract or the construction contract was

awarded after January
a

1,

196 8.

The corporation has received

total of $5.57 million in fees for these projects, $3.74 million

of which was paid after January 1, 1968.

The specific contracts

and the fees associated with them are shown on Desmond

&

Lord

Table 1, attached to this section of the report.

Prior to the Establishment of the Designer Selection Board

Desmond

&

Lord's most significant state contracts were

awarded between 1963 and 1964 during the administration of former

Governor Endicott Peabody

.

Most of these contracts fall within

the Commission's mandate because they were awarded as later

continued services contracts or because construction was delayed.
The most significant Peabody administration awards include:

Cape Cod Community College, Southeastern Massachusetts University,

Institute of Laboratories, and the Mental Health Treatment and

Training Center.
The section of the Final Report on the Office of Administration

and Finance discusses in considerable detail the connection between

political contributions and the award of design contracts during
the Peabody administration.

This information is summarized here.
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Peabody,

his Commissioner of Administration, William A.

Waldron, 9 and his principal fundraiser, Sherwood Tarlow,

1

A

who

was appointed Coordinator of Intergovernmental Relations, within
A&F, all admitted in public testimony before the commission

that patronage or "simple favoritism" governed the award of

design contracts.

Architects and engineers who contributed

to Peabody 's campaign were selected for state projects if the

firm was competent to do the job.
a

The Peabody fundraisers made

special practice of soliciting contributions from architects

A engineers.
and
•

H

At a public hearing before the Commission, Tarlow testified

that Thissen was Peabody

's

leading financial supporter.

Tarlow

recalls that Thissen contributed between $2,000 and $4,000.
In return, Desmond

&

Lord received more design contracts from

the Peabody administration than any other firm.

awarded to Desmond

&

12

13

The work

Lord represented 18.9% of the total capital

outlay appropriation between 196 3 and 1964.

14

Design contracts during the Peabody administration were
essentially assigned in meetings between Tarlow and Waldron.
Tarlon would bring to the meetings the list of firms the BBC

recommended to design the projects in the capital outlay budget,
16

which had been previously enacted and signed by the governor.
Tarlow would bring his own list of designers who had contributed
to Peabody' s campaign.

17

For most of the projects, Tarlow had

already selected a designer.

-10If Tarlow's choice did not appear on Waldron's list of

recommendations from the BBC, the two men would discuss the
choices.

19

Often, Waldron, at Tarlow's request, agreed to

inquire whether Tarlow's choice was qualified. 20

The inquiry

consisted of calling Horace Chase, the Director of the BBC,
to ask his opinion as to whether Tarlow's firm was qualified

for the job.

The answer was usually "yes" and Tarlow's

candidate was usually selected. 21
Thissen's testimony about how Desmond

&

Lord obtained

state work reveals the manner in which he sought at the outset
to ingratiate himself with BBC personnel.

Thissen testified

that he would obtain a copy of the Capital Outlay Program and

would follow it through to find out what monies were appropriated
for certain state projects.

22

Once the program was established,

he would contact the BBC to sell the idea that Desmond

was the right architect for the job.

23

&

Lord

According to Thissen's

testimony, he cultivated the people on the BBC level because

even though

they

did not have jurisdiction to actually award

the contract, they could informally recommend, or agree that

whoever was selected was competent or capable of doing the work.
25
Thissen also met frequently with the Directors of the BBC.

Thissen testified that Desmond
in any way

we

&

Lord would "try to assist

could to help get the job.

26
"

One form of

assistance he offered was to contribute his services to the
selection or recommendation of a site if no appropriation had
boen made for such services.

Sometimes he was compensated for

24
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this work and sometimes he was not.

27

But if Desmond

&

Lord

succeeded in obtaining the contract, usually a payment for the
site selection was included.

28

This brief review illustrates that prior to establishment
of the Designer Selection Board, the designer selection process

was susceptible to varying degrees of political influence.

The

Commission's examination of this process confirmed that the
award of many of these contracts in the era was based solely
on whether or not the principals of the firm made the right

contribution to the right individual.

A discussion of whether

or not these selections resulted in state buildings of sound

design is set forth.
Selections by the Designer Selection Board
As a result of concerns about the process of selecting

designers for state buildings, the General Court established
the Designer Selection Board (DSB)

in the fall of 1966.

The

Board, whose composition and functions are described more fully
in

another section of this Report,

29

publishes public notices
.

.

of architectural projects, receives applications from designers,

selects

three finalists for each project, and forwards the

three names to the Commissioner, later Secretary, of Adminis-

tration and Finance, who makes the final decision.
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The first meeting of the DSB took place on December
On December 14,

19 66,

according to DSB records, Desmond

filed eight applications for design contracts.

1966.

6,
&

Lord

One of these

was for the Fine Arts Building at what is now Southeastern

Massachusetts University.

Desmond

&

Lord was one of the three

finalists for this job who were selected on May 22, 1968.

On

1968, the firm was appointed the designer for the project

June 25,

The Fine Arts Building was a major contract in a complex
for which most of the other buildings had been designed by

Desmond

&

Lord.

The Commission has found no other explanation

for the award of this contract.

According to DSB records, in the five years between
December, 1966 and January, 1974, Desmond
at least 44 design contracts.

&

Lord applied for

The firm was one of the three

finalists on two occasions, but was not awarded the contract
in either case.

Documents obtained from former Governor Francis Sargent's
files in the state archives, suggest that Thissen may have tried
to do something about his firm's lack of success in the DSB

selection process.

These documents, which are summarized below,

are discussed in greater detail in the section on Administration

and Finance in Volume IV of this Report.

Handwriting by Sargent's appointment secretary on a form

document headed "Request for Appointment", dated June 22, 197 3,
indicates that Thissen or someone else on his behalf, requested
an appointment "to discuss architect jobs". 30

Under the comments
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portion of the request form is typed: "He's [Thissen] a member
of the Governor's Club.

Vic

[Zuchero

,

the Executive Director

of the Sargent committee] would like him to meet with Governor.
Is there any reason why he hasn't been given any architect

jobs?"

31
J1

The Governor's Club was composed of individuals who

annually contributed $500 or more to Sargent.

Records of the

Sargent Finance Committee obtained by the Commission showed
that Thissen had contributed $2,500 over the five years,
1970-1974.

The request also contains a handwritten note "Tues July

3,

3:30 P.M.".

Under the heading "Policy Office: Recommendation"

appears the

handwritten note "Dwight or Cowin would seem better."

A "Schedule for Governor Francis Sargent, Tuesday, July

3,

32
1973" indicates that Thissen was given an appointment at 3:00."

An August 23, 1973 memorandum to Governor Sargent reads:

"The

Governor will play golf on Saturday August 25, 1973 with Dick
Thissen, and Vic Zuchero.

Harbor

in

Osterville

The game will be played at Oyster

at 9:00 a.m."

33

In a voluntary appearance before the Commission,

former Governor

Sargent, after reviewing the documents mentioned below, tes-

tified that he did not recall ever meeting Thissen either in the

Governor's Of fice. or at a golf club.

34
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An invoice from the Oyster Harbor

addressed to David

R.

Thissen, Jr. at

Club in Osterville,
6

lists two charges for August 25, 1973.

Beacon Street, Boston,
Among the checks

attached to the invoice is one for "Green Fee Charges" dated
8/2 5 and listing two guests one of whom was Governor Sargent

at $12 each.

The second check is a golf cart rental agreement

dated 8/25 for $10. 35
Sargent also testified that he does not recall Thissen ever

approaching him about any specific contract.

According to

Sargent's testimony, if Thissen had simply complained that
he wasn't getting any contracts,

Sargent might have referred

the matter to someone in his administration but he would not

remember the incident because he received complaints and requests
all the time. 37
On January 16,

1974, the DSB published a public notice

of a contract to design a new Bristol County Jail.

The

estimated construction cost of the project was $5,512,000.
The DSB received 56 applications for this job by the January 31

deadline.
&

Lord.

One of the applications was a letter from Desmond

The letter advised the Board of the firm's interest in

the jail project and stated that Desmond

&

Lord had "provided

the Commonwealth with similar services at Walpole State Prison

and the Study for Youthful Offenders at Norfolk."

38

The Commission

has found no other reference to these earlier contracts in any of
the Desmond
firm.

&

Lord brochures or client lists produced by the

^
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At the February 13,

1974 meeting of the Designer Selection

Board, five major projects were considered, including the design

contract for the Bristol County Jail.

Three finalists were

selected for the jail project at that meeting:

Desmond

&

Lord,

Masiello, and Sasaki, Dawson, and Demay.
The Commission interviewed or took testimony from all the
DSB Board members who attended that meeting. 39

(Chairman

Earle Littleton was hospitalized at the time of the DSB meeting
and did not participate in the decision.) 40 No board member

recalls suggesting Desmond

Lord, although Andrew Paton thinks

&

he may have been the one who recommended Sasaki,

Dawson.^

Peter Brown, one of the six board members and a former president
of Desmond

&

Lord,

testified that he did not vote for Desmond

Lord for this project because he thought the firm had enough
state work.

&

'

^

On February 14,

1974,

the DSB sent a letter listing the

names of the three finalists it had selected to William

Cowin,

I.

Secretary of Administration and Finance, whose responsibilities
included awarding design contracts.

At a public hearing Cowin

testified that he had some reason to believe that Desmond

&

Lord

may have been the choice of the Bristol County Commissioners

because during that period he had tended to select the County's
choice for county projects.

•*

Commission investigators interviewed Frank Viera, William

F.

Long, and Patrick Harrington, who were the Bristol County Commis-

sioners at the time Desmond

&

Lord was selected.

Each stated
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that the county's choice was Owen Hackett, a Bristol County

architect.

According to the Commissioners, they knew nothing

about Desmond

&

Lord until they were notified that the firm

had been awarded the contract.

44

Cowin testified that generally in making his selections,
he tried to find out something about the candidates' past

performance.

45

The Commission has not discovered evidence to

support that assertion in this case.

design errors at Desmond

&

In fact, by this time

Community

Lord projects Cape Cod

College and Salem State College Library had received considerable publicity.
Cowin, according to his testimony, made his selection on

the February 14 letter from the DSB by placing an arrow and
his initials next to the name of Desmond

&

Lord.

47

.

.

Handwriting

expert Elizabeth McCarthy testified that a dot which also
the name

appears on this letter next to

of Desmond

&

Lord

was written on the letter before Cowin wrote the arrow and
his initials.

48

The significance of this dot and Lieutenant

Governor Dwight's involvement in contracts is discussed in
another section of this Report

49

and need not be reviewed

further here.
At a public hearing before the Commission, William V.

Masiello testified that he had sought the contract for the
Bristol County Jail project for his firm Masiello

&

Associates.

He said that he sent a letter to the County Commissioners

expressing his interest in the contract, and that he personally
asked the Sheriff of Bristol County to support his application.

50
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Masiello testified that when he discovered he was on
the final list of three,

he called Senator James A. Kelly.

According to Masiello, Kelly called Albert Zabriskie on
Masiello's behalf.

-1

-

Masiello testified that as

a

result of

these conversations he immediately knew "that the project
had a problem, that we were not going to get it.

Masiello

then tried other approaches, including the Senate President
and the Republicans that he knew.

c 3

According to Masiello's

testimony, they all told him after making inquiry that

Desmond

&

Lord was going to be awarded the contract and that

there was no longer anything that Masiello could do about it. 54

According to Masiello, after his failure to win the
Bristol County Jail contract, he prepared more deliberately for
the next project he wanted, the Springfield Mental Health
Center.

55

Masiello testified that Albert Manzi, a fundraiser

for Governor Sargent, was one of those with whom he

spoke

about the Bristol County job.

Masiello said that Manzi

told him there was nothing he could do, but when Masiello

asked Manzi who he should contact in the future about contracts,
Manzi gave him the name of Vic Zuchero."

Subsequently, ac-

cording to Masiello's testimony, Vic Zuchero introduced him
to Donald Dwight.

57

This incident is treated in more detail in the

section on Springfield Mental Health Center project in Volume III
of the Final Report.

When Masiello later encountered Thissen at a restaurant
in Worcester, the two men discussed the

Bristol County Jail

project as well as another project Masiello had lost to Desmond

&
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Lord.

53
^

Masiello testified that after a series of conversations,

which took place over a period of weeks, he and Thissen agreed
not to compete for the same projects. 59

This incident is also

discussed more fully in the Springfield portion of the Masiello
section in Volume III of this Report.
The evidence connected with the award of the Bristol

County Jail project shows that political contributions provide
access to powerful politicians.
a golf game

nor's Club.

Thissen was able to arrange

with Sargent because he was
Masiello

's

a

member of the Gover-

testimony suggests that even after the

establishment of the DSB, political contributions influenced
the award of design contracts.

Massport Contracts
Since the creation of the Massachusetts Port Authority in
1956, Logan Airport, one of the facilities under Massport

jurisdiction, has expanded considerably.

1

s

A few new buildings

have been constructed at a cost of approximately $100 million.

Desmond

&

Lord alone or as a joint venture partner, received

more than 98 percent of the total fees paid to architects for
the design of these buildings.

For those buildings which are

within the jurisdiction of the Commission, Massport paid
Desmond
million.
&

&

Lord and its joint venture partners more than $7

These projects and their fees are listed in Desmond

Lord Table

2.

-19In an effort to determine how one firm was awarded such a sub-

stantial proportion of the design contracts, Commission staff

conducted interviews across the nation and examined documents
from Desmond

Lord, its joint venture partners, Massport, and,

&

in some cases, the airlines.
issues:

and

(b)

(a)

This study was limited to two

did Massport have a competitive selection process,

how was Desmond

&

Lord selected.

The first issue was resolved in short order:

There was no

formal selection process, competitive or otherwise, during that

period of time.

Investigative work revealed the following:

Massport design contracts were never
publicly advertised.
There were no design competitions or
competitive presentations before the
Massport Board.

Sometimes architects simply called
Massport officials to solicit Massport
work.

60

On occasion, Massport staff would invite
firms of their choosing to submit proposals for contracts. No other firms
had an opportunity to compete for those
contracts. 61
In its search for information about the procedures for selec-

ting architects for Massport, Commission staff reviewed the minutes
of Massport Board meetings and contract files.
the votes awarding design contracts.

The minutes record

However, these minutes do

not provide information about the discussion preceding the vote
or any information about the processes leading to staff recom-

mendations.

The contract files contain the contract documents and
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provide no information about the selection of the architects.

Nothing in the Massport files provides any information about
the basis for selecting Desmond

Lord as the sole designer

&

or joint venture partner for any Massport project.
This lack of an established policy is reflected in the

contradictory information which was provided by those whom
the Commission interviewed.

For example, some past Board

members reported that the Board discussed the staff's re-

commendations prior to voting the actual selection.

ft

2

Others

stated that the Board merely approved the staff recommendations.

63

Another Board member told Commission staff that it was the
airlines who selected the architects.

64

At a voluntary appearance before the Commission, Edward J.
King, who was Executive Director of Massport between 1964 and
1974, described the procedure for awarding design contracts

at Massport as follows:

Over the period of time it would include starting
with the last act would be a vote of the full
Authority.
The full authority would act on a
recommendation of the staff which would include
a very large portion of that time, I can't be
accurate as to the time, a recommendation of
an engineering subcommittee which was made up
of Authority members, three or two, maybe four
The work would
and supported by staff
include a need or a demand by the airlines for
services or another concessioner and there would
be economic input in most instances. 65
.

.

.

He also said that the airlines had a greater role in the selec-

tion of architects than the members of Massport did.
he joined staff recommendations

67

6

fi

Although

at the board meetings, King said
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that he had "no specific knowledge"
the selection of Desmond

jects

&

and "no memory"

about

Lord as architect on Massport pro-

.

With these uncertainties in mind, the Commission concentrated on the selection process of two of the major terminals

involving Desmond

&

the South Terminal.

Lord: the Volpe International Terminal and

The results of the interviews conducted

with those who were involved with these projects follow.

A third

project, the South Station Complex is also briefly discussed.

International Terminal

Expansion of the facilities for the international carriers
at Logan Airport during the 1960's was an ongoing process that

involved, at first, expansion and renovation of the existing

international terminal, and, ultimately, the construction of
the New Volpe International Terminal.
and Kubitz

&

70

Both Desmond

&

Lord

Pepi were involved in the earlier expansion and

renovation, and, as joint venture partners, were the architects

involved in the design of the Volpe Terminal.

71

The decision to construct a new terminal grew out of meetings
and negotiations among the airlines, and between the airlines

and Massport.

Initially the airlines formed inter-airline

committees at which they established their needs (i.e. number of
gates, expected passenger traffic, feet of ticket counters, etc.)

Subsequently they presented these requirements to Massport.

72

Executives from Properties and Facilities of Pan American, TWA,
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BOAC, Air France, Alitalia, Lufthansa, Irish, and Air Canada

were involved in these meetings.

In many cases,

the local

airport managers for these international carriers also par.

.

ticipated.

Richard

73

E.

The principal Massport official involved was

Mooney, Director of Aviation.

74

There was never

any direct contract between the airlines and the Massport
Board.

Unlike the Eastern Terminal which involved only one airline, the International Terminal involved nine carriers.

Where-

as Eastern made a long term financial arrangement for its ter-

minal, the international tenants pay an annual fee which is

subject to change.

Therefore, in contrast to the Eastern

terminal for which Eastern actively participated in the architect
selection, Massport had more control over the International
Terminal.

76

This control included the selection of the architects

and consultants and the negotiation of their fee.

77

Frederick "Fritz" Kubitz had been chief designer for Perry,
Shaw, Hepburn

Dean on the North Terminal at Massport.

&

In

1964 he and Franklin Pepi left that firm to form their own

company, Kubitz

&

Pepi.

78

They received some small contracts

from Massport for renovations to the old International Terminal.

According to Commission interviews with Richard Mooney,
the Director of Aviation, and with Kubitz

&

Pepi, sometime after

these renovations, Pan American Airlines retained Kubitz

&

Pepi

to prepare the preliminary design schematics for the new terminal.

8

Kubitz

&

Pepi stated that Pan Am put up the "seed money"

79

1
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(less than $10,000).

8

Mooney

represented Massport in the

negotiations with the architects.

Thomas Kuhn, Chief Engineer,

represented the authority on technical matters.

82

The preliminary designs were completed in the fall of 1966.

Kubitz and Pepi told Commission interviewers that since the

plans had been generally accepted, they expected to be retained
as architects for the overall design.

83

However, according to

Kubitz, a Massport official, who may have been Mooney, informed

them that their firm was too small to do the project without
a joint venture partner.

Kubitz and Pepi stated that the

Massport official implied that Desmond
choice and that Kubitz

&

84

Lord was an acceptable

Pepi would have a better chance of

winning the contract if Desmond
partner.

&

&

Lord were the joint venture
-

.

In a second interview, Kubitz said that his firm

considered other possible joint ventures but concluded that
they would have a team more acceptable to Massport with Desmond
&

Lord because Desmond

&

Lord had been involved in so many of

the other projects at the airport.

85

As a result of this conversation, Kubitz telephoned the

Michigan architectural firm of Yamasaki and Associates, with

whom Desmond

&

Lord had been associated on the Eastern Terminal

After obtaining a good recommendation from Yamasaki on the qualifications of Desmond

&

Lord as a joint venture partner, Kubitz

called Thissen to suggest a joint venture partnership to design
oc

the International Terminal.
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Desmond

&

Lord and Kubitz

&

Pepi negotiated an agreement

to divide the design fee equally between the firms.

tract gave Kubitz

The con-

Pepi principal responsibility for the

&

design and primary contract over the project.

Desmond

&

Lord

was to be primarily responsible for preparing the working

drawings and supervising the construction phase of the project.
In December 1966, Massport as owner,
as architects,

Lord

and Kubitz

&

Pepi/Desmond

&

reached an agreement.

According to interviews with Carl

I.

Kneisel, Vice Pres-

ident for Properties and Facilities and Eugene

T.

Kelly, Air-

port Manager, both of Pan Am, the airlines did not hire Kubitz
Pepi.

They told Commission investigators that Massport hired

Kubitz

&

Pepi and Desmond

&

&

Lord on the recommendation of Kuhn.

Kneisel and Kelly stated in separate interviews that Pan Am
and the other international carriers were impressed with

Kubitz

*s

work with a New York firm and with Perry, Shaw,

Hepburn and Dean.

They said that Pan Am had a preference for

retaining Kubitz as the design architect for the International
Terminal although this preference may never have been communi-

cated to Massport.

According to Kneisel and Kelly, Kubitz attended

the early stages of discussions concerning design as a "consul-

tant" to Massport.

They deny that Kubitz

&

Pepi had an contrac-

tual relationship with Pan Am for the design of the terminal.
In interviews with Commission investigators, they stated that

no drawings or schematics were prepared by Kubitz

&

Pepi prior
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to the involvement of Desmond

Lord and Kubitz

&

&

Lord.

In their view, Desmond

&

Pepi became involved at the same time at a

preliminary stage of design.
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Both Mooney and Kuhn denied any knowledge about the selection of Desmond

&

Lord as the joint venture partner.

specifically denied suggesting to Kubitz
a joint venture

with Desmond

&

Lord.

&

Each man

Pepi that they form

88

It is clear that there was no competitive selection process
in the award of the contract for the International Terminal.
In all likelihood, Kubitz

&

Pepi was too small to design a

project of this magnitude on its own and the selection of a
joint venture partner was a logical way to insure that the

firm had adequate facilities and personnel to do the job.
ever, Kubitz

&

Pepi

'

s

selection of Desmond

&

How-

Lord as their

joint venture partner appears to have been influenced by

Massport officials.
South Terminal

According to Nesbitt A. Garmendia, a partner in the New
York architectural firm of Hillman-Garmendia, in 1964 Arnold
Thompson, Director of Facilities Design for American Airlines,

approached the firm to do the design for a proposed project in
Boston.

89

American wanted to replace the old Boutwell Building

at Logan, which was used by Mohawk, National and Allegheny as

well as American.

90

American, as the largest of the carriers,

took the lead in hiring an architect, according to Thompson.
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The other carriers provided limited input.

91

At this point, the discussions between Hillman-Garmendia
and American did not include Massport.

92

John Hillman and

Walter Hart, who replaced Thompson in 196 5, each stated to

Commission investigators that Hillman

&

Garmendia prepared a

model to be used in discussions with Massport and the other
carriers.

93

According to Garmendia, sometime between October,
and August,

19 64

1966, Hillman contacted the structural engineer

Lev Zetlin, in an effort to form a design "team".

Hillman

thought this might enhance the firm's chances of being selected
to design the proposed terminal.

told Commission investigators

94

that

Hillman and Zetlin both
Hillman arranged at least

one meeting between the architects, the structural consultants,
and American to discuss the project.

95

Later Hillman also

selected tho engineering firm of Joseph Loring for the
"team". 96

According to Hillman

&

Garmendia, they served as consultants

to American, who paid them on a time card basis.

other airlines paid any part of their fees.

97

None of the

98

In the fall of 1966, the concept of the terminal changed,

according to Hart.

Originally the project included a roadside

terminal with a three level garage above the terminal.

The new

proposal involved a centrally located garage in the apron area.
Hart told Commission investigators that the change in concept

required different and more detailed drawings.

Hart stated that

.
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Mooney suggested that the Boston architectural firm of Desmond

&

Lord, which had aleady done considerable work at the airport,

could provide the necessary additional designs.

According to

Hart, American did not object, particularly since Massport had

the right to select the architect in any case.

99

According to Hillman and Garmendia, they were informed
that the Boston firm would be involved in the project during
a meeting that included Hart and Mooney

.

Hillman and Garmendia

stated that they were told that Thissen, the president

[sic]

of the firm, would come to New York to meet with them.

The subsequent meeting in the New York offices of Hillman
&

Garmenida at which Thissen was introduced, may have been

attended by Hart, Mooney, Kuhn, Hillman, Garmendia, Loring,
and someone from the Zetlin firm (possibly Vincent DeSimone)

According to Hillman and Garmendia, Thissen made it clear that
"we

[Desmond

&

Lord] do all the work in Boston for Massport."

Hillman stated to Commission investigators that the consultants
he had selected, Loring and Zeltin,

"played up" to Thissen.

Hillman said he recognized that Hillman-Garmendia'

s

involvement

in the project was nearing an end.

According to Charles Hagenah, who at the time was a young
architect at Desmond

&

Lord, Thissen sent him to work in the New

York offices of Hillman-Garmendia.

In an interview, Hagenah

said that Thissen gave him the impression that Desmond

had the contract and that

he

&

Lord

was going to New York to represent
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Massport's interest.

American's architects.
a few days

He considered that Hillman-Garmendia were

Hagenah continued to go to New York

per week for several months, where he reviewed the

plans Hillman-Garmendia were producing.

102

By this stage of the negotiations concerning the new terminal,

the airlines had formed a technical committee and a negotiating

committee, to deal among themselves

and with Massport.

These

committees were made up of executives from the airlines involved
in the terminal.

Alan Mills, of American, was the Chairman of

the Negotiating Committee.

This committee dealt primarily with

Hart, of American, was Chairman of the Technical Com-

Mooney.

mittee, and this committee dealt primarily with Kuhn.
In the winter of 1967

103

(January or February) National Airlines

hosted a meeting of the airline committees, Massport, and the

architects in Miami, Florida.

Hillman, Garmendia, Ron Reeves,

(the Allegheny Airlines representative to the Negotiating Com-

mittee)

,

Hart, Mooney, Kuhn, Hagenah, Thissen, representatives

of some of the other airlines, and possibly some consultants

attended.

dinner.

104
"

During this two day meeting, there was

a large

Hillman thinks Thissen paid for the dinner.

The

purported purpose of the meeting was to present the designs,
based on the "new concept," to the Technical Committee.

During the spring of 1967 Hillman
out of the project entirely.

&

107

Garmendia were phased

They discussed this with Hart,

to no avail; they were simply not asked to do any more work.

108

,

-29As the scope of the project grew, Massport drew up a list

Additional names were solicited from the

of "name" architects.

airlines

technical staff and the Negotiating Committee forwarded

1

these names to Massport.

109

Among the names of the list were:

I.M. Pei, Yamasaki, Philip Johnson,

and Skidmore, Owens

Dinkeloo,

&

list to four: Johnson, Warnecke,

Owens

&

John Carl Warnecke

&

Roche

&

Massport narrowed the

Merrill.

Roche

,

Dinkeloo, and Skidmore

Merrill.

Massport invited the airlines to participate in interviews
of these four firms, and a group including Kuhn of Massport,

Hart and Sy Weizman of American Airlines., and (probably)

Ray

Murray of Mohawk was formed to conduct these interviews.

In

order to allow the interviewers to meet the people who would
be involved in design and to see their facilities, the inter-

views were held at the offices of the four architects.

meeting consisted of

a

Each

short interview with at least one of the

principals of each firm (e.g.

Dinkeloo of Roche

&

Dinkeloo;

Philip Johnson and John Burgee of the Johnson firm; and Eugene
Kohn, who was in charge of the New York office of John Carl

Warnecke)

112

Each firm was informed that similar interviews

.

were being conducted with other firms.

113

Philip Johnson and John Burgee were told at their interview
that Desmond

&

on the project.

Lord and Lev Zetlin had already done some work
They were also informed that Massport was

seeking a "name" firm to work with Desmond

&

Lord, and that the
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firm which was selected would have primary responsibility for
design.

The interview involved a general discussion about the

its personnel and prior work; no specifics about proposed

firm,

design

or the new terminal was discussed.

114

A second interview for the Johnson firm, to include other

members of the Massport staff, was scheduled to occur in Boston. 115
On the morning of the Boston interview, Johnson and Burgee met

with Richard Thissen at the Desmond

&

Lord offices, where they

saw some of the preliminary drawings prepared by Desmond

Lord.

&

No specifics of a possible joint venture were discussed.

After meeting with Thissen, Johnson attended the scheduled

interview at Massport.

According to Johnson's memory, the air-

lines and Massport officials suggested that his firm make arrange-

ments with Desmond

&

Lord and Lev Zetlin, because they wanted

those firms to continue

on the job.

According to Kohn, at the Warnecke firm's first interview,
he was told that a "small New York firm" had done some work

but that the firm was to be replaced by a "name" firm.

There

was also a general discussion about a local joint venture.

No

specifics were discussed; not does he recall any mention of work
done by Desmond

&

Lord or Lev Zetlin.

118

Kohn stated that Warnecke was very interested in the South

Terminal contract.

The New York office of John Carl Warnecke

was new and the South Terminal project was a key contract.

119

Warnecke and Kohn also met with Thissen in Boston prior to
their second interview with the committee.

At that meeting

Warnecke and Thissen reached a tentative agreement that if
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Warnecke were selected, they would enter a joint venture in

which the fees would be equally divided between the two
partners.

120

According to Kohn

,

later that same day, he and Warnecke

met with Massport officals at the Massport offices.

Kohn says

that Thissen accompanied Warnecke and him to the meeting.

The

.

.

discussion at the meeting concerned the firm's qualifications.
In a December 12,

121

196 7 letter from Kohn to Edward J. King,

Executive Director of Massport, Kohn expressed the Warnecke
firm's "extreme interest" in performing the architectural ser-

Kohn stated that the firm

vices for the proposed terminal.

was willing to associate with a Boston firm and suggested "any
of the following three:

Desmond

&

Lord, Samuel Glaser Associates,

or the Architects Collaborative, Inc."

In a second letter dated

December 13, 196 7, one day later, Kohn stated that the firm
would associate with a Boston firm, "preferably Desmond

Lord."

&

The letter referred to discussions "with you and your staff

yesterday."

In an interview with Commission staff, Kohn said

that he probably wrote the letters at Warnecke'

s

request.

122

Apparently the Massport Committee initially selected the
Shortly after all the Boston interviews took

Johnson firm.

place, Thissen called Hagenah into his office and told him

that Desmond

&

Lord had another major project at Massport.

According to Hagenah, while he was still in Thissen'
Thissen called Johnson and said something like
going to be partners."

123

"I

s

office,

hear we are

Johnson told Commission investigators
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that he had already been sent a copy of a contract and was pre-

pared to come to Boston to sign it.

124

According to Johnson, Thissen called again later that same
day to say that some problems had developed, and that Johnson
should postpone his trip to Boston.

Within a week Thissen

called a third time to tell Johnson that Warnecke had been
selected to design the new South Terminal.
In executive session on December 21,

125

1967, the Massport

staff recommended that the Massport Board approve the selection

of the Warnecke/Desmond

&

Lord joint venture.

The Board voted

to authorize an agreement with the joint venture at a fee of
5

1/2 percent.

The fee included the employment of Paul Weidlinger

or Lev Zetlin as structural engineers and Joseph Loring as

mechanical, electrical, and plumbing engineer.

126

The contract

was signed on February 14, 1968.
In contrast to the International Terminal, Massport did

conduct a competitive selection of sorts for South Terminal.
However, the process applied only to the selection of the "name"

architect.

No invitations to apply for the "working drawings"

part of the contract were extended.
The leading contenders for selection as lead architect were

Philip Johnson and John Carl Warnecke.

chusetts firm.

Neither one is a Massa-

For an out-of-state firm to use a local joint

venture partner on a project such as South Terminal is not
unusual.

'But it is striking that both firms clearly recognized

the importance of Desmond

&

Lord.

Each met with Thissen and
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Desmond

&

Lord architects on the morning of his meeting with

Massport officials.
Moreover, even when Massport used a somewhat more formal

process to select the lead architect for South Terminal, that

process was nevertheless subject to manipulation.

The Johnson

firm had apparently been selected for the job, when it was

awarded instead to John Carl Warnecke.
South Station Complex
In the early 1960's,

the Boston Redevelopment Authority

(B.R.A), was interested in developing the South Station area.

The B.R.A.

,

which had overall control of revitalization plans

for the area, sponsored competition to choose a concept and a
,

.

design.

127

In the latter part of 1964, Massport invited the Cambridge

architectural firm of Sert, Jackson and Associates to prepare
designs for a complex to include a transportation center,

mechandise mart, office facilities, garage facilities, and at
least one hotel, for submission to the B.R.A. design committee.

Massport was interested in relocating its offices in such a
complex.

Massport signed a contract with Sert, Jackson on

January 15, 1965. 128
The Sert, Jackson proposal, sponsored by Massport, won the

design competition.

Over the next several years, representatives

of Massport, Sert, Jackson, the B.R.A., the railroads, the MBTA,

various city agencies, urban design departments, and other in-

terested parties, met on a number of occasions.

129
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According to Huson Jackson, after working alone on the
project for five years, Massport suggested in 1970 that his
firm associate with another architectural firm.

Massport said

that the second firm would have responsibility for preparing
the production drawings for the proposed $70 million complex.

Although he does not recall exactly who made the suggestion,
Jackson is sure that it was "one of the responsible, high

ranking officers."
A A
recommended.

Desmond

&

Lord was the firm which was

130

In an interview with a Commission investigator, Jackson

said that until that time, the firm had intended to do the
But following the suggestion,

project without a joint venturer.

Jackson met with Thissen, Peter Brown, Alphonse Mancuso, Jan
Heespelink, and Charles Hagenah at the Desmond

&

Lord offices.

Jackson said that he was favorably impressed with some of the

young Desmond

&

Lord architects.

131

However, according to Jackson, before anyone from Sert,

Jackson had time to inform Massport of its decision on the
joint venture suggestion, Massport was referring to Desmond

Lord and Sert, Jackson as associates on the project.
1970, Massport
a

(Edward T. Hanley, Secretary-Treasurer)

contract with the "architects"

Inc.

Lord,

-

Sert, Jackson

(Huson Jackson, Vice President and Chairman)
Inc.

(Charles Hagenah, Vice President).

&

On

July 16,

signed

Associates,
and Desmond

According to

Jackson, the fee, set at 5.4% was negotiated "probably" with
132
Hanley. XJ

&

&

e
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A memorandum concerning the appropriate fee for this

project was found by Commission staff in the Massport files.
The memorandum, prepared by Paul May, Director of Development
for Massport, reviewed the various methods of computing a
fee for a project of this magnitude.

It recommended that the

"Percentage of Construction Cost" method be used.
In the memorandum, May discussed three possible methods

for arriving at an appropriate percentage figure.

After applying

the American Institute of Architects Schedule of Miminum Fees,

the Market Architectural Rates Survey (1967) which reviewed
the fees paid on similar projects such as the World Trade Center
in New York City,

and the Boston Waterfront Development, and

after soliciting expert opinions, May concluded that

"

[w]

cannot rationally advocate that the Architect be paid a percen-

..."

tage any higher than our 3.7 percent figure

When asked by Commission staff about the memo in relation
to the 5.4% fee sent in the executed contract, May said that

he had no input into fee negotiations, and that the memo was

never circulated.

133

However, the memo was discovered by Com-

mission staff in the files of a Massport official who was involved in the preparation of the contract, with handwritten

notations on the memorandum.
As a result of a ruling that Massport

1

s

Trust Indenture

precluded it from issuing bonds to finance the project, the
plan collapsed shortly after the 1970 contract was signed.

.
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Because it has not yet done any work on this project, Desmond

&

Lord never received any money for the South Station Complex. 134
The Commission has nevertheless included this project in
its report because the South Station Complex highlights a number

of questions about Desmond

&

Lord's work at Logan Airport.

Sert, Jackson is a world renowned architectural firm located

in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

In contrast to Kubitz

Hillman-Garmendia, it was neither small nor young.
to John Carl Warnecke,

it was local.

&

Pepi or

In contrast

In spite of Sert, Jackson's

professional qualifications, a high ranking Massport official
urged the firm to use Desmond

&

Lord to prepare working drawings

which Sert, Jackson had intended to prepare itself.

And it

appears that Massport assumed that Jackson had accepted and

acted on this suggestion even before he communicated a response
Thus, even though Massport was not controlled by elected officials

who were constantly raising campaign funds, the procedure for

selecting architects appears to have been subject to favoritism
and influence.
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Performance of Design Contracts
In order to evaluate performance on public design con-

tracts, the Commission hired technically trained staff to

study buildings designed and constructed for the Common-

wealth.

These architects, engineers, and investigators

carefully examined selected buildings and conducted interviews with persons involved in the use, design, and con-

struction of these builings.

In addition,

the Commission

reviewed the litigation files of the Attorney General in
order to determine which projects were involved in suits

with the Commonwealth.
The Commission discovered that a number of the buildings

awarded to Desmond

&

are poorly designed.

Lord under the Peabody administration
The buildings at Cape Cod Community

College (CCCC) are structually unsound.

Extensive problems

with water seepage not only threaten the buildings' structural
integrity, but limit their usefulness.

These design defi-

ciencies are discussed in detail in another section on CCCC.
The Commonwealth sued Desmond

&

135

Lord and four of the five
136

general contractors for these errors.

Desmond

&

Lord, who

impleaded Sepp Firnkas as a third party defendant, moved for
summary judgment on alternate grounds that the applicable
statute of limitations had run and that the Commonwealth's

action was barred by the terms of the "release discharge"
clause in the contract between it and the Commonwealth.

.
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The clause at issue, part of the Commonwealth's standard

designer's contract, provided that upon payment to and acceptance
by Desmond

&

Lord of 75 percent of its agreed upon compensation,

it would be released from liability.

The payment of 75 percent

of the fee occurs upon the award of the construction contract,

which clearly must occur before any actual construction begins.
On the other hand, the statute governing the contract

137

requires that the designer provide general supervision of

construction of the projects.

The judge in the CCCC case stated

that he considered the contract to be self-defeating.

Although he indicated that if he were free to do so, he
would deny the motion for summary judgment, the judge granted

Desmond

&

Lord's motion on the grounds of the release clause.

He did so because Desmond

&

Lord had already succeeded in

winning summary judgment on the same grounds in an earlier
Superior Court case involving a different Desmond
project.

&

Lord

Hence, the matter was res judicata as between the

parties
The court reported the case to the Appeals Courts on its
own.

It will be heard on January 14, 1981.

The State Institute of Laboratories, another Desmond

&

Lord project awarded by the Peabody administration also has

design deficiencies.

This project and its problems are

discussed in the construction section of this report in
Volume VI.
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Desmond

&

Lord was awarded four design contracts by the

Volpe administration:
not been built)

,

Massachusetts College of Art (which has

the Fine Arts Building at SMU, the Science

classroom building at Lowell State College and the Salem State
College Library.

Of the three projects that were actually

constructed, at least two are or have been in litigation.
In the case of the Salem State College Library, design

and construction errors required the closing of the building

and the expenditure of more than $1 million for repairs.

These
138

errors are treated in detail in another section of this Report.
Briefly, the problem was that Desmond

&

Lord's structural

consultant, Sepp Firnkas Engineering, Inc. who was also the

structural engineer at CCCC, failed to include in the shop
drawings sufficient reinforcing steel to prevent the concrete
cantilevers from deflecting from the building.

This design

error was compounded by incorrect placement of steel during

construction.

Because of the dangers posed by these structural

deficiencies, Robert Quinn, the Attorney General of the Common-

wealth at the time, on January 21, 19 72 ordered that the

building be closed and construction halted while the problems
were investigated.
As a result of the delay,

the contractor, Palandjian

Brothers, Inc.' filed suit against the Commonwealth to recover
losses associated with the delay and to secure a declaratory

ruling as to their posture in the case.

The Commonwealth
139

impleaded Desmond

&

Lord as a third party defendant.

s
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After extensive hearings, then Assistant Attorney General
John Davey recommended to Walter Poitrast, Director of the
BBC,

that the state settle with Desmond

company for $200,000.

&

Lord's insurance

Davey stated in an interview that he

recommended the settlement because there were so many other

outstanding claims against Desmond

&

Lord that he was afraid
140

the state would get nothing if it did not settle.

In his

letter of November 13, 1974 to Poitrast recommending the

settlement, Davey stated:
The maximum policy obtainable was $1 million.
Almost $200,000 had already been employed by the
insurance company for services directly applicable
to the completion of the library.
This left
approximately $800,000 to be distributed among the
subcontractors, the contractors and the Commonwealth.
A further factor was that the architectural firm
displays negative assets beyond the policies of
41
standing on this particular job.
^-

Mancuso, who handled the project for Desmond

&

Lord, tes-

tified that he does not recall any conversation with Davey about
142

According to Mancuso

the financial condition of the firm.

'

testimony, as well as the annual corporate Certificate of

Conditions filed with the Secretary of State, Desmond

&

Lord

was financially healthy and showed assets at the time the
letter was written.

On the other hand, Davey said in an inter-'

view that ordinarily the state did not seek recovery beyond the
limits of an insurance policy.

Moreover, he stated that the

Commonwealth was fortunate that Desmond

&

Lord had any insurance

because the standard state contract then in effect did not
143

require that a designer carry an errors and omissions policy.
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Sepp Firnkas was the structural consultant for many Desmond
&

Lord projects, including SMU, CCCC

,

and Salem State Library

where there were significant structural problems.

The manner

in which he was selected for these jobs may shed some light on

the design failures associated with buildings on which he

worked.

Firnkas told the Commission staff that his first job with

Desmond

Lord was at SMU.

&

Thissen had originally selected

another firm to be the structural engineer at SMU.

But that

engineer apparently was not qualified to handle the complex
concrete structures designed primarily by Paul Rudolph, an

independent contractor working for Desmond
the young architects at D

Firnkas

&

&

Lord.

One of

L who had previously worked with
144

recommended him to Thissen.

According to Firnkas, each time he was hired for a Desmond
&

Lord project, Thissen would meet with him initially to

bargain about the fee.

If Firnkas agreed to Thissen'

s

terms,

Firnkas would be hired and would then confer with the architects
about the nature of the work.
a very good bargainer.

Firnkas stated that Thissen was

The standard fee for the type of job

Firnkas did for Thissen was 3/4 percent of the total construc145

tion cost.

According to Firnkas, normally a fee is negotiated on
the basis of preliminary sketches.

After the cost of the

building is estimated, the difficulty of the job can be deter-

mined from the sketches and the cost estimate.

Then a lump sum

.
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fee is agreed upon, based on a percentage of the estimated

construction cost.

He said that Thissen'

were very misleading, and much too low.

something extra on Desmond

&

s

cost estimates

There was always

Lord's buildings -- something

added later, or something that was not shown on the preliminary drawings.

The result was that although Firnkas

thought he was negotiating a regular fee, in fact he ended up
146

During these years, work for Desmond

with a very low fee.

147
&

Lord accounted for about half of the work his office did.
BBC records reveal that in several instances Desmond

&

Lord requested permission to substitute Sepp Firnkas as the

structural consultant on a project for which the firm had
In addition to the

initially selected another consultant.

SMU project discussed above, the projects for which these

substitutions were requested and granted include:

the

Institute of Laboratories, Cape Cod Community College and
perhaps the Boston Mental Health Center (TTRC)

Firnkas stated that he did very limited supervision on

Desmond

&

Lord jobs.

He or one of his engineers visited

the site once a week or once every two weeks.

Under his con-

tract with Thissen, Firnkas was not paid to do any more super148

vision than he provided.
r

Mancuso,
&

an architect who served as president of Desmond

Lord from July, 1964 to April, 1978, testified that the

architects knew when Thissen had hired a consultant because
the consultant simply began working with the design staff.

.
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Occasionally Mancuso would recommend or request a particular
consultant.

Sometimes Thissen followed his suggestion, but

when he did not the explanation from Thissen was always the
same "the fee was too high"

.

.

.

"[Thissen] would shop
149

around with a number of consultants."

Around 1970, Thissen negotiated an employment agreement

with four of the Desmond

&

Lord architects, including Mancuso.

Mancuso testified that as part of the negotiations, the
architects insisted on a greater role in the hiring of consultants because they wanted better consultants.

Mancuso

According to

testimony, one of the reasons Thissen gave for

's

refusing to renegotiate the contract after a year was that he
did not like giving up control over the selection of con150

sultants

There were no significant design deficiencies in the

Desmond

&

Lord buildings at Massport.

The large projects on

which it served as a joint venture partner to a well known
design firm, were particularly well received.
Thus, although Tarlow testified that architects who con-

tributed to Peabody were awarded contracts only if they were
also competent, the buildings Desmond

&

Lord designed pursuant

to contracts awarded by that administration are seriously

defective.

The design errors in Desmond and Lord buildings

are costly to the public who want to use them and to the tax-

payers who paid to have them built and must pay again to have
them repaired.
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Fee Analysis

An analysis of fees paid to Desmond

&

Lord on all 37 BBC

contracts within the Commission's mandate, suggests that the
firm was well paid for its state work.
of projects, Desmond

&

In fact,

for a number

Lord appears to have been paid more than

would be expected if the usual fee calculations had been used.
In order to understand the different ways in which the fees

appear to have been increased, a brief explanation of the normal

method of paying designers is necessary.
Standard Procedures

Ordinarily the architect's fee for a BBC contract is based
on a percentage of the total construction cost of the building
(or for the early stages prior to actual construction, of the

estimated construction cost)

.

A pre-established sliding fee

scale is part of the BBC form contract.

The percentage depends

on the type and complexity of the building, as well as on the

The more complex the building, the

total construction cost.

higher the percentage.

Prior to January

were divided into four groups:

"A"

1,

1974, buildings

- the least complex f

for

which fees are set at the lowest rate, to "D" ^ the most complex
for which fees are set at the highest rate.

have been five categories:
the least complex.

Since 1974

f

there

from "I" the most complex to "V",

Within each category of building type, the

percentage used to figure the architect's fee decreases as the
total construction cost increases.

f
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Thus, an architect is paid a higher fee for a more complex

building, or a building with a higher total construction cost.

Because the percentages and fee categories are based on

a

standard table, it is possible to determine whether an architect's
fee is out of line:

for example if the percentage is too high in

relation to the construction cost, or if the building has been

assigned to a more complex category than seems appropriate.

When a contract is awarded, the BBC sends the designer a
"letter of intent" which informs him of the rate at which the
fee will be calcuated.

Occasionally the BBC and the architect

will disagree on the appropriate rate.

Sometimes this dispute

is resolved by using a rate which is a compromise between those

established on the fee schedule.
For certain kinds of architectual projects, fees are calcu-

lated on a different basis, such as, a lump-sum, an hourly-rate,
or a percentage that does not depend on the building type.

Examples of such projects are renovations and fire protection.
In addition to a pre-established fee scale, BBC contracts

also have a pre-determined, standard payment schedule.

During

the design phase, the architect is paid at the end of each stage

of preparing the design documents.

Payment during these stages

is based on the estimated construction cost.

The final payments

for work during the construction phase of the project is based

on the actual construction cost.

The schedule permits one to

determine whether an architect has been paid according to the
usual schedule.
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Desmond

&

Lord Aralysis

The analysis of the 37 Desmond

&

Lord contracts revealed a

number of ways in which the firm may have been overpaid for its
design work.

In several cases, the firm seems to have been naid

at a rate which was higher than usual for other buildings of the

same size and type.

Establishing Complexity
For example, the letter notifying Desmond

&

Lord that they

had been awarded the contract to design the Bristol County Jail,

instead of stating the rate of fee as is the usual practice,
simply said that a fee of no more than $400,000 would be negotiated.

The invitation to negotiate is unusual.
Furthermore, the suggested upper limit for the fee was high.

The normal fee for a county jail was the "B" rate.

Based on the

estimated construction cost of $5,500,000, the percentage should
have been 5.38 percent, or $330,000.

The $400,000 figure is 7.27

percent of the estimated construction cost.
The fee which was ultimately negotiated was 7.2 percent.
This figure was set in a letter from the BBC dated June

8,

19 77,

which also erroneously stated that the estimated construction
cost was $7 million.

Desmond

&

The terms of this letter therefore raised

Lord's possible fee to $504,000.

Because of litigation

about the proposed site, this project has not yet been built and

Desmond

&

Lord has been paid only $31,490.

In several contracts for renovation or fire protection of

previously constructed Desmond

&

Lord buildings, the firm appears

The litigation was recently decided in favor of the state.
The project is expected to proceed under the direction of the BBC
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to have been paid more than the flat 10 percent usually paid

for such projects.

For instance, Desmond

&

Lord received the

contract to renovate a classroom building at Framingham State
The fee which the firm received for this work was 28.0 7

College.

percent of the construction cost, rather than 10 percent, so that
the firm received $12,901.24 more than would have been standard
for that kind of project.

On two large projects awarded to Desmond

&

Lord, the

original notification provided for payment at the "B" rate. In
both cases, Desmond
a

&

Lord immediately responded by requesting

change to the "C" rate.

the "C" rate.

In one case the rate was changed to

In the other, the rate for the building itself

was set at the "C" rate and the rate for the heating plant was
set at the "A" rate.

This method of calculating the fee resulted

in higher fees than the firm would otherwise have been paid under

the "B" rate.
In a third project, the original contract provided for

compensation at the
Desmond

&

M

B" rate.

Two and a half years later, at

Lord's request, the contract was modified to change

the rate of compensation from "B" rate plus two- thirds of the

difference between the "B" rate and "C" rate.
Fee Calcuations for Large Projects

Prior to 1965, the sliding scale in the BBC contract form
did not provide for buildings over $5 million.

with a scale up to $10 million was adopted.

In 1965, a form

By 196 7, the form
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included percentage figures for buildings up to $15 million.
In some cases, the determination of the proper percentage
fee for buildings whose estimated costs were greater than the

highest figures on the contract form, appears to have been the
source of some difficulty.

The Commission staff examined all

design contracts awarded between 19 59 and 19 6 7

whose construc-

tion costs placed the buildings off the end of the established
scale.

There were 10 such contracts, three of which were awarded

to Desmond

&

Lord.

Of the seven which were not awarded to Desmond

&

five

Lord,

had fees in accord with the 196 5 contract scale, even though the

contracts may have been awarded prior to the establishment of
that scale.

The other two used the percentage for a $5 million

building, a practice that appears to be inconsistent with the

established principle that the percentage should decrease as the
cost of the building increases.
All three of the Desmond

&

Lord contracts for buildings

over $5 million also ignored this principle.

In each case, the

firm's fee was calculated at the rate appropriate for a $5 million

building.

No provision for extrapolating the fee for a more

expensive building was made.

As a result, Desmond

&

Lord appears

to have been paid close to $350,000 more than would be expected

for these three buildings.

Increased Construction Cost
Every time the estimated construction cost increases, the

designer's fee increases, because it is based on the ECC.

In
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many of Desmond

&

Lord's projects, the ECC increased dramatically.

In some instances it exceeded the final contract award.

For

example, the original ECC of the Boston Mental Health Center, on

which payment of the fee for the working plans was based, was $12
million.

A year later, when the BBC was preparing to put the

contract out to bid, at Desmond

&

Lord's request, the estimated

construction cost was raised to $17,430,000.
new estimate, Desmond

&

On the basis of this

Lord was paid an additional fee of $48,000

for the working plans about six months later.

When the contract

was finally awarded the next month, the low bid was only $16,6 54,000
Finally, the increases in the construction cost of Desmond

&

Lord projects as compared with those of other architects, are
striking.

There were 13 Desmond

final cost exceeded $1,000,000.

&

Lord contracts in which the
On these contracts, the average

increase in construction cost was $2,367,870.86, or 75.66%, from
the time the project was awarded to Desmond

Lord, to the time

These increased construction costs

the project was completed.
in turn increased Desmond

&

&

Lord's fee by an average of 71.05%,

or $1,918,061.44 for the 13 contracts.

The combined total

increase in construction cost was $30,782,321.25 for all 13 of
these contracts, bringing them from an original combined total

cost of $40,682,952.00 to a final combined total cost of

$71,465,273.25.

The Commission staff compared these Desmond

&

Lord contracts

with a sample of similar contracts awarded to other designers by
the Bureau of Building Construction between 1967

and the present.

.
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There were six contracts for projects over $1 million for which

complete information was available.

These contracts also show

an overall increase in construction cost and designer's fees, but

less than in the Desmond

&

Lord contracts.

in construction cost was 24.8%

Lord's contracts).
21.3%

The average increase

(compared to 75.66% for Desmond

&

The average increase in designer's fee was

(compared to 71.05% for Desmond

&

The smaller projects which Desmond

Lord's contracts)
&

Lord handled did not

show the dramatic cost escalation of the large projects.

Although

there were 23 of these smaller projects, they accounted, in the
aggregate, for only 17.14% of the total compensation received by

Desmond

&

Lord for all 37 contracts.

This analysis of fees paid to Desmond

within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth

1

&

Lord on projects

s

Bureau of Building

Construction suggests that the Bureau has considerable discretion
in calculating the fees paid to architects.

fees awarded to Desmond

&

In come cases, the

Lord were computed more generously than

the fees paid to other architectural firms.

-
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Political Influence
The Commission sought evidence from various sources in

order to determine whether or not political influence was
a

factor in Desmond

&

Lord's success in receiving public work.

Thissen testified before the Commission that he relied upon his
personal relationships and the reputation of his firm to
151

obtain design contracts for public work.

But there is

no doubt that his relationship with executive and legisla-

tive office-holders included political contributions to

their various campaigns.
He testified that he made political contributions on

almost every occasion he was asked.

Thissen stated:

"I

was generous to anybody that was running for office that
152
I knew."
He told the Commission that he contributed
to various candidates for:

Governor
Lt. Governor

Attorney General
State Senator
State Representative

Mayor of a large city
As discussed earlier in this report, Sherwood Tarlow,

former Governor Endicott Peabody
that Thissen was Peabody"

s

'

s

fund raiser testified

largest contributor, and that

he believed he could always count on Thissen to contribute
153

$1,000 if requested to do so.

Thissen apparently also

:
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contributed at least $1,500 to former governor John Volpe
as well, although he made the contribution in someone
154
And the fund raising records of former
else's name.

Governor Francis Sargent show that Thissen contributed at
least $500 per year between 1970 and 1974 to Sargent's

Evidence assembled by the Commission

campaign committee.

indicates that Thissen also contributed to Governor Edward
J.

King's 19 7 8 campaign.
This pattern of campaign contributions is similar to

that practiced by almost every other design firm in

Massachusetts which obtained significant state design contracts prior to 19 75.

assisted Desmond

&

These contributions appear to have

Lord both in obtaining contracts and

in receiving favorable bureaucratic action on its requests.

Method of Political Contributions

Thissen testified that he made contributions in three
155

ways
(1)

cashing a check at a bank and using the
cash proceeds to purchase a cashier's or
treasurer's check;

(2)

writing a personal check;

(3)

using a check signed by someone else.

In connection with the third method, Thissen testified

that he would sometimes ask someone else "if they would
156

mind if

I

use their name."

According to Thissen, if the

person agreed, he would give the individual cash in exchange
for that person's personal check.
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The Commission's investigation disclosed that other
firms doing business with the state also used these methods
of making political contributions.

Some of these cases

are reported elsewhere in these Volumes.

Thissen's frank testimony about his contribution
practices provides a dramatic example of the effect of
years of neglect in the enforcement of the Commonwealth's

campaign contribution law.

Since 1946 it has been unlaw-

ful for anyone to make a campaign contribution that is

not listed under the name of the true donor (c.55, §10)

.

Thissen also testified that he did not make any
157

political contributions:-

(1)

in cash,

or

(2)

from

158

corporate funds.

Personal cash contributions below

certain specified limits are permitted under Massachusetts
law, although since 1973 the maximum has been $100.

porate contributions have always been prohibited.

CorAs part

of its effort to investigate Thissen's campaign contribu-

tion practices, particularly as they relate to the award
of state and county design contracts, the Commission per-

formed a financial analysis of Desmond

&

Lord records.

Financial Analysis
As was the case for other firms investigated by the

Commission, Commission financial investigators performed a
financial analysis of the available books and records of

Desmond

&

Lord.

The materials which were produced pursuant
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to summons on which the analysis was based included
(1)

checks drawn on the Desmond

&

Lord corporate checking

account for the fiscal years 1968-1978 (Desmond
.fiscal year runs from September

1

to August 31)

stub books for fiscal years 1968-1974;

(3)

Lord's

&

;

check

(2)

copies of the

cash disbursement books for fiscal years 1976-1978 (none

was available for fiscal year 1975)

(4)

;

some monthly

statements of the corporate account.
The Commission also

summonsed certain of Thissen's

personal financial records.

However, he refused to pro-

Pursuant to summons

duce any of the required documents.

to the banks where Thissen maintained his personal checking

accounts, the Commission obtained copies of Thissen's

The Commission

monthly statements for these accounts.

also obtained copies of selected checks paid from Thissen's

personal accounts.
Cash Generation
As in the case, with many of the firms investigated by

the Commission

r

analysis of Desmond

&

Lord's available finan-

cial records showed substantial amounts of cash generation.

This money was produced in one of three ways;
ing checks written to Cash-f

Thissen

}

(3)

(2)

(XI

cash-

cashing checks written to

cashing checks written to two Desmond

secretaries, Jane Walsh and Mary Maloof

t

&

Lord

.
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It was the checks to Walsh and Maloof which became

the focus of the investigation.

These checks

,

which were

routinely cashed, were in addition to their regular salary
checks.

The Commission had in other cases already iden-

tified large, non-salary checks to employees, which are
cashed, as a standard procedure among design firms for

generating cash for illegal purposes.
Mary Maloof, a secretary and office manager at Desmond
&

Lord for 30 years, 159 was named clerk of the corporation

when it was incorporated, an office she continues to hold
today.

Maloof and Thissen have both testified that she

was the only person other than Thissen who was authorized
to sign the corporation's checks.

For many years she

also kept the corporation's books.

She testified that

she issued checks and made corresponding stub entries

only at Thissen 's direction
Jane Walsh worked as a secretary at Desmond
for 13 years, until 1979.

&

Lord

163

In the years covered by the Commission's mandate, the

corporation issued to Jane Walsh and Mary Maloof a number
of non-salary checks which were cashed.

These checks were

written in amounts ranging from $300 to $4000.

Often

consecutively numbered checks drawn in identical amounts,
and issued to the women on the same day were cashed on
the same. date.

To attempt to trace the course of the checks,
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the Commission summonsed the personal bank statements of

Walsh and Maloof from the banks.
The bank statements of Maloof

*s

and Walsh's personal

accounts demonstrate that the proceeds of these checks
were not normally deposited to their accounts as there
are no deposits at or about the time the checks are

cashed.

Moreover, both women testified that while employed

at Desmond

&

Lord, they took corporate checks issued to

them, cashed the checks, usually at the firm's bank,

placed the cash in an envelope, and returned the money
to Thissen

164
.

Maloof testified that she received her

instructions from Thissen;

165
^

and Walsh testified that

it was Maloof who told her what to do.

Some of the stubs for the Desmond

Maloof and Walsh are marked "bonus".

&

Lord checks to

Others bear no such

marking.
In the years from 1968 to 1973, the check stub

books reveal that the stubs of checks issued to Maloof
and Walsh, as well as to Cash, also had names, initials,
or abbreviations which appeared to be those of candidates
for political office.

Examples of these transactions between 1970 and 1974
include;

Fiscal Year 1970
On January 30, 1970 Mary Maloof signed two consecu-

tively numbered Desmond
to

&

Lord checks, one made payable

herself and the other made payable
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to Jane Walsh.

Each check was drawn in the amount of

$1,750.00, for a total of $3,500.00.

Both corresponding

check stubs have entries which contain the name of a

According to

candidate for state-wide office.

Maloof's

testimony, she made the entries at Thissen's instruction.
The Maloof check was cashed at the firm's bank.

Walsh

apparently endorsed her check and it was later negotiated
at an out-of-state race track.

Walsh testified she had

no idea how the check came to be cashed at the particular

race track. 1^7
On June 10, 1970 both Walsh and Maloof received con-

secutive Desmond

&

Lord checks for $1,000.00 each.

checks were cashed.

Both

The corresponding check stub entries

set forth the words "Dem. State Comm.".

Walsh testified

she had no idea what the entry related to.

Maloof testi-

fied that although Thissen told her to put that entry on
the check stub, she did not know if it related to the

Democratic State Committee or anything else.

Thissen

refused to respond to questions about these checks.
Fiscal Year 1971
On October 21, 1970 Maloof signed a $2,500,00 Desmond
&

Lord check made out to herself.

The check was endorsed

by her and cashed at the firm's bank.

The corresponding

check stub entry contains the name of a candidate for

state-wide office.
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Again, on August 18

,

1971 two consecutive checks

were made out by Maloof to Walsh and to herself in the

amount of $500.00 each.
by Maloof and Walsh.

They were endorsed and cashed

The corresponding check stub entries

contain the name of a candidate for municipal office.
Fiscal Year 1972
On September 8, 1971 consecutively numbered checks

were issued in the amount of $750.00 each, one to Walsh
and one to Maloof.

Both checks were cashed.

The corres-

ponding check stub entries listed the name of a candidate
for municipal office.
On September 27, 1971, consecutively numbered checks,

each issued in the amount of $1,250 were cashed.

One

check was payable to Maloof, the other to Walsh.

The name

on the check stubs is the same as the one listed on the

September

8,

1971 stubs.

Again on November

1,

1971, consecutively numbered checks

drawn in the amount of $1,500 each were issued to Maloof
These checks, whose stubs bore the same entry

and to Walsh.

as the two preceding pairs, were cashed.

On November 12, 1971, consecutively numbered checks,

issued to Walsh and Maloof for $1,500.00 were cashed.

The

corresponding check stub entries listed the initials which
are the same as those of a candidate for state-wide office.

On May 10

r

19-72

and June.

7

f

1972„ consecutively num^

bered checks, issued to Walsh, and Maloof for $50u\aCL and

.
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$1,750.00 respectively, were cashed.

The corresponding

check stubs shows only the check date and payee.

Fiscal Year 1974
On October 12, 1973, consecutively numbered checks,

issued to Maloof and Walsh for $1,000.00 were cashed.

The

corresponding check stub entries listed the name of a
North Shore city.
On June 12, 1974, consecutively numbered checks,

issued to Walsh and Maloof for $1,350.00, were cashed.
The corresponding check stubs show only the check date
and payee

Although Maloof testified that she drew the checks
and made the check stub entries, she said in response to

questions about each of these checks and their stubs
that she had no idea what any of the notations meant.

If

8

She testified that she wrote the stub entries at Thissen's

direction exactly as he dictated. 16 9

In a number of in-

stances, she was unable to decipher her own handwriting
in order to read the entry.

1

70

Jane Walsh testified that

she had never seen the stub entries before.

Some of the political figures whose names are the
same as those appearing on the check stubs were inter-

viewed or questioned under oath by Commission staff.
denied receiving contributions from Thissen.

All
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The April Bonus Checks

Commission investigators determined that an annual "bonus"
check to Maloof and Walsh, issued in April of these years approxi-

mated their additional tax liability based on the difference between their base pay and the amount of "bonuses" received.
For example, in 19 71 fiscal year of the firm.

Maloof was

paid a net salary of approximately $7800 after deductions.

During that same period checks were issued to her in the nonsalary category for a total of $16,681.33.
$7,550.00 of the checks were cashed.

In April 1972 she re-

ceived a $7,679.48 check from the firm.

mony of

Ualsh

Of this figure-

Both testi-

and staff investigation revealed that this

check corresponded to the additional tax liability incurred as
a

result of the practice described above.

Checks to Cash
In each of these years, Desmond
to Cash.

&

Lord also issued checks

Example of stub entries associated with some of the

checks issued to Cash and cashed by Desmond

&

Lord employees are

as follows:
*

Tickets for a gubernatorial fundraiser

-

$500.00
*

Tickets for a Democratic House reception

-

$500.00
*

Tickets for a Florida gubernatorial campaign
$1,000.00

*

Democratic National Committee Dinner
$500.00

-

-
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State Senator Dinner Committee

-

$1,000.00
"

Candidate for state-wide office

-

$3,200.00

Political Contributions

in the Name of a Third Person

Jane Walsh

Jane Walsh testified that she remembered making two

contributions at Thissen's request for which she was reimbursed with a Desmond

&

Lord check.

She stated that the

first of these was a contribution to a candidate for municipal
She could not recall the specific year or the amount.

office.

173

Despite an examination of the records, the Commission was unable
to corroborate her testimony as to that particular contribution.

The second occasion on which Walsh remembers being re-

imbursed was a $100 contribution she made to the Committee

Walsh testified that she made this

to Elect Edward J. King.

contribution for a campaign dinner at Pier

4

at Thissen's
174

request and that Desmond

&

Lord reimbursed her for her ticket.

Walsh's check to the King Committee was written on her
personal account on December

Desmond

&

1,

1977.

On November 30, 1977,

Lord issued a check to Jane Walsh for $100.

check was apparently cashed on December 2, 19 77.

This

The check

was charged on the Cash Disbursement book as an "Off. Exr>.",
a term relating to an office expense disbursement.

According

°
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to Walsh, she attended the Pier

4

dinner with Mary Maloof.

Mary Mai oof

Maloof also issued a personal check payable to the
Committee to Elect Edward

J.

King in the amount of $100.

The check was dated November 30, 19 77, the same day as the
$100 reimbursement to Jane Walsh.

check in the amount of $10

On the same day, a

was written on the Desmond

corporate account payable to Mary Maloof.

&

Lord

The corporate

check was apparently cashed by Maloof at the Commonwealth

Bank

&

Trust Co. on the day it was issued.

Corporate records show that the $100 check to Maloof was
also recorded as an "Off. Exp.".

Maloof testified that she

does not know what the expense or the one concerning Walsh

She denied that it was a reimbursement for the

relate to.

King contribution.175 She also testified that in spite of the
entry "Off. Exp." in the Cash Disbursement book, she thought
the check

to her was a bonus.

1

7'

f>

In the next six months, Maloof made two additional contri-

butions to the King campaign, each in the amount of $500.
On January 31, 19 78, Maloof drew a check on her personal

account in the amount of $500 payable to the Committee to Elect
Edward J. King.

A Desmond

&

Lord corporate check payable to

Mary Maloof in the amount of $500, dated January 31, 1978, was

deposited in Maloof s personal account the next day, February
19 78.

This check was charged on the Cash Disbursement book to

an account entitled Employee Expense.

1,

s
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Maloof testified that there was no relationship between
the $500 contribution and her receipt of the $500 check from
177
Desmond & Lord on the same day.
According to her testimony,

her best memory is that she was not reimbursed.

I

7o

On May 30, 1978, Maloof drew another check on her personal

account payable to the Committee to Elect Edward J. King,
again in the amount of $500.

A check issued on the Desmond

&

Lord corporate account on the same date, May 30, 1978, payable
to Maloof in the amount of $500 was deposited in

account on May 31, 1978.
on the Desmond

Maloof

This check was charged as a bonus

Lord records.

&

Thus, in the six months between November 30, 1977 and

May 30, 1978, at a time when she was earning after deductions
a net

salary of approximately $7,800, Mary Maloof contributed

a total of $1,100

to King's campaign committee.

different occasions over

On three

six months Mary Maloof made con-

tributions to the same candidate for governor from her personal
account and on the same day of each contribution a check from
the Desmond

&

Lord corporate account was written to her for the

exact amount of her contribution.

Maloof testified that she was not reimbursed for these contributions. 179

She also testified that she would have made the

contributions even if she had not been reimbursed. 180

Massachusetts law prohibits direct and indirect corporate contributions 181 and also prohibits contributions not made in the
,
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name of the true donor.

The Desmond

&

Lord records avail-

able to the Commission show the reimbursement checks in

question as having been charged on the Cash Disbursement
book as an "Off. Exp."
pense"

(Maloof - $100)

$500)

and as a Bonus

,

(Walsh - $100), as an "Office Ex,

(Maloof -

as an "Employee Expense"

(Maloof - $500)

,

characterizations

which would enable the corporation to deduct the expense
from income.
It is possible that at the end of the respective tax

years, the Walsh $100 and the Maloof $1100 could have been

accounted for in some different manner in Desmond
records.

&

Lord

However, both the corporation and its accountant

refused to produce any of the records which would have
revealed the manner in which these checks were expensed.
Furthermore, no matter how the checks were expensed,
the contributions would still violate the law.

Even if

they were ultimately charged to Thissen's personal account,
the contributions would be illegal for not having been

made in the name of the true donor.

If,

as the records

inspected by the Commission show, the reimbursement checks
were charged as described on the books of Desmond

&

Lord,

they are illegal indirect corporate contributions by this
firm.

Under the ordinary business practice of this firm

such disbursements were authorized by Thissen.
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This conduct by Thissen in late 1977 and 1978 demon-

strates his willingness to use corporate funds for political

contributions and to attempt to disguise this fact by en-

gaging the participation of Walsh and Maloof, and employing
The Commission finds this evidence

false bookkeeping entries.

consistent with and probative when considered with the results of the Commission's examination of the firm's bank

records and check stub entries from 1970-1974 as describedabove.

The Commission received no evidence showing that

Governor King or any member of his Campaign Finance Committee knew of the true source of these contributions.
Sepp Firnkas

Sepp Firnkas, owner of Sepp Firnkas Engineering, Inc.,

which was the structural consultant on a number of Desmond

&

Lord buildings, stated in an interview that Thissen regularly

asked him to make political contributions.
Firnkas, he complied with Thissen'
sions.

s

According to

requests on several occa-

These contributions drawn on his personal account were

in amounts of $100, $150, or $300.

Firnkas remembers that

Thissen reimbursed him for part of the $300 contribution by
adding $100 to Firnkas

1

fee.

182,

Alphonse Mancuso
On at least one occasion, Thissen apparently submitted
a

contribution in someone else's name without consulting him.

Alphonse Mancuso testified that during the 1960

's,

"a local

newspaper, Waltham News Tribune carried on the front page a
story,

'area man [Mancuso]

gives biggest contribution

"
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to Volpe

and

1

,

I

and said to him,

assumed that Mr. Thissen did it, and

I

went in

"if you did that don't ever do a thing like

that again.

According to Mancuso
for $1,500.

because

I

"I

'

s

testimony the contribution was

just figured it must have been (Thissen)

.

.

couldn't imagine any other way that that could have

happened." 183

Mancuso testified that "(Thissen)
heard what
end of it."

I

had to say, and

I

just said okay, and

was emphatic and that was the

According to Mancuso, he believed that Thissen

had made the contribution in his name and that a communication to Thissen was sufficient to handle the situation. 184

.

"
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Conclusion
In the years covered by the Commission's mandate,

Desmond

&

Lord, a firm which received a particularly large

number of public design contracts from the Commonwealth,
was owned by David Richard Thissen, Jr.

In his testimony

before the Commission, Thissen acknowledged making political

contributions to almost every candidate who asked him,

particularly candidates for state wide office.

The financial

records of the firm reflect some of these contributions.

Thissen also cultivated the state agency which had

jurisdiction over these contracts.

He described his

approach to obtaining design work in the following terms:
"It is like a salesman selling anything.

there and represent anything

I

thought

I

would go up

could do to help

I

me get the job.

Clearly, Thissen is a good salesman.

His success in

obtaining for his firm contracts to design public buildings
brought Desmond

&

Lord millions of dollars of fees paid

with taxpayers' money.
However, many of the buildings Desmond

&

Lord designed

have not provided the taxpayers or the buildings' users

with a fair return on this investment.

The design failures

frequently are associated with Thissen 's efforts to pay
his structural consultant as small a fee as he could nego-
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tiate, while at the same time negotiating the most generous

fees possible with the BBC for his firm.

The Commission has proposed administrative reform to

create a system of awarding design contracts which does not

depend on salesmanship or result in favoritism.

The Com-

mission hopes that these reforms, in combination, with the
public financing of political campaigns which it has also
proposed, will establish a climate in which the public re-

ceives the buildings for which it pays.

DESMOND

&

LORD TABLE

1:

BBC PROJECTS

C ape Cod Community College EJ64-4

Classroom & Science Building
Library & Administration Building

1A
IB
IB1C
ID
IE
IF
1G
IK

Site
Commons Building
Gym & Maintenance Building
Site Lights
Top Paving - Roadway, Parking
Lecture Hall

Designer Fee's Received
$226,906
134,701
43,077
111,171
126,759
8,924
6,6 90

Landscaping
Dental Lab
Site Work
5
Sprinkler - Auditorium
6
EJ75-10#1 Renovations - Handicapped
4

C.C.CC. Total

111,29 3
27,012
9,750
10,296
4,941
13,430
$834,950

Southern Massachusetts University

SM75-2(H)#1
E67- -7#1
E61- 4#4
#13
#11
H
#10
#12
ii

ti

it

it

n
ii

ii

M
ii

#6

#18
#9
#5
#2
#3

Renovations - Handicapped
Fine Arts Building
Science & Engineering Building
Television Equipment
Sewage Holding System
Student Union Building
Learning Lab Equipment
Textile Technology Building
Fire protection
Library Communication Center
Auditorium & Administration Bldgs
Power Plant
Classroom Building
SMU Total

12,570
301,113
454,6 36
19,500
5,821
18,000
5,709
106,700
3,100
455,352
265,199
73,365
206,702
$1,92 7,76 7
$

.

Lowell State College

E66-5#2
#97

Renovations
Science - Classroom Building
Total

5,000
258,896
$263,896

Mass. College of Art

E65-9

New College (Terminated)

$

17,711

Training Treatment Research Center
M64-15

$1,169,285

Bristol County Jail

CBR73-1

(still active)

31,490

Institute of Labs
H64-1
H64-l#2

Lab

$

887,690
2,472
890,162

$

168,522
20,0 38
2,500
191,060

Power Plant
Total

Framingham State College
E63-7 #1
#3
#4

Library, Classroom building
Renovations
Fire Protection
Total

$

DESMOND

&

LORD TABLE 2:

MASSPORT PROJECTS

Project
Total Fees
Received

Description

No.

D esmond

&

Lord Projects

Allegheny Airline Hangar
Wood Island Sub-Station
Expansion Satellite S.W. Terminal
Heating plant Addition

242,483.26
6,051.17
43,296.03
25,288.72

$

317,119.18

Total
D esmond

&

Lord/Kubitz

&

Pepi Projects

Volpe International Terminal
Volpe International Terminal
Roadways and Parking
Volpe International Terminal
Customs Counter
Volpe International Terminal
Food and Beverage facilities

1,296,360.16
46,679.51
3,500.00

13,781.69

1,360,321.36

Total

Desmond

A
B

R

&

Lord/John Carl Warnecke Projects

South Terminal I
Temporary South Terminal
South Terminal II
Expansion of Parking Garage
New Control Tower
Switchgear Equipment Prepurchase
Emergency Generator Prepurchase
Triturators
Signing & Graphics-South Terminal
Completion of Triturators

2,227,500.00
199,723.95
2,185,584.95
206,588.55
421,441.43
4,318.38
2,811.78
38,400.00
49,011.08
6,733.00

Total
Grand Total

5,342,112.35
7,019,552.89
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VI

I

SUPPLIERS

INTRODUCTION

In

a

public hearing on May 14,

1980, William Masiello opened the topic of

suppliers and subcontractors with the statement:
This is actually where the large amounts of corruption begins
what in essence [we] were doing were [sic] bid
[ sic ]
rigging ana steeling, really outright stealing
.

.

.

.

The testimony that

followed outlined

a

system in which contracts for construction

materials and services were conferred on those who were willing to pay for them,
either with cash or free goods or some equivalent, with the cost of kickbacks
being added to the project, and ultimately passed on to the taxpayer.
As explained elsewhere in this report,

ordinarily carried out by

competitive bidding.

a

state building construction is

general contractor hired by the commonwealth after

Each general contractor,

in turn,

contracts with numerous

subcontractors and suppliers who provide components of labor or materials for the
project.

Some of these contractor-subcontractor relationships are the result of

formal, competitive filed sub-bids, required by statute and solicited by the

administering agency before the submission of general

Others

bids.

(which will

be

referred to as nonfiled sub-bids) are simply determined informally when the
general contractor, in formulating his bid, calls upon various specialists in
search of the best price and the highest

reliability.

In

either case, the supposed

aim is to provide the labor and materials which will most closely fulfill the

specifications at the lowest cost to the

Commonwealth.

William Masiello testified that, by the time he assumed ownership of Masiello
ana Associates in 1972,

he had been indoctrinated

in

the methods by which

a

project's architect could influence, or even control, which subcontractors or
suppliers (hereinafter, simply "suppliers") were chosen by
for the project.''

a

general contractor

He then detailed how this power allowed him to collect

thousands of dollars and improve his own property, and others', at public expense.*
THE METHODS

Specifications
Ordinarily,

it

is

various components of

the architect or draftsman who draws up specifications
a

building project.

for

These specifications are usually

*In this section of the report, William Masiello will sometimes be referred
an architect for the sake of convenience; in fact, he is not an architect,
but was, rather, the owner and defacto manager of an architectural firm.
Strictly speaking, it is the firm, in particular the employees who were
architects, who carried out the duties cf architect at his direction.
to as
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dictated by considerations of budget standards, program needs, aesthetic
juagment, and physical properties.

(For example,

the specification of

floor

a

covering will depend on the money available for that part of the building, the
amount of traffic expected on the floor, what covering is visually pleasing and
in harmony with the surroundings,

maintain.)

It

is

and what will wear best or be easiest to

ordinarily expected that these judgments are made by the

architect, with the client's needs and preferences in mind.

Orainarily,

specifications must outline several alternatives so that they can

be met by more than one manufacturer or supplier,

(M.G.L.
is

s39M(b)).

c.30,

For example,

and allow for competition

rather than specifying

a

"Cadillac," which

only manufactured by General Motors, the specification would have to say,

"Cadillac or equal," which would, theroretically

,

allow Chrysler Motors or

Lincoln Mercury to send in their prices for Imperials or Continentals in

competition with the General Motors bid.
This statutory reauirement is aualified, however, and in certain instances

permits specifications to be worded more narrowly for,
public interest."

The resultant specification is called

specification," meaning
Technically,

"sound reason in the

it

a

"proprietary

can only be met by one manufacturer's product.

this kind of specification is only used where there has been

investigation (presumably by the specification writer) and the awarding authority
can justify,

in writing,

its decision to restrict bids to one manufacturer.

Possible justification would be that the manufacturer in Question makes

a

uniaue

product, with features or quality not present in imitations of the product, and
that those

features are necessary or desirable

example,

specification might require,

a

because only Company

A

in the project

being built.

For

"windows manufactured by Company A,"

makes windows with built-in weatherstripping

,

and energy

conservation and low maintenance is desirable in the project, and is in the
public interest.
In

the past,

requirements were even less stringent on county projects where

specifications were not as closely monitored.
The Commission's investigation found that,

projects,

in some public construction

specifications were drawn by people other than the architect, and/or

with different considerations than those outlined above.

specification writer in the Masiello firm, Joseph
the direction of William Masiello,

suppliers themselves.'

he often had

V.

For example,

the

Miller, testified that at

specifications drawn up by the

Norman Chaleki, who preceded Miller as specification

writer at the Masiello firm, also testified that he was asked (by Frank Masiello)
to write

specifications that would favor certain suppliers by contacting the

supplier and getting product descriptions and incorporating them in the

specifications

A
.

.
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plausible rationale for allowing

A

a

supplier to write the specifications is

that one who is experienced in dealing with

particular kind of product is in

a

a

better position to know and outline the characteristics of that product, and to
make intelligent choices between products.
is

However, when

a

supplier's advocacy

substituted for the architect's independent judgment, the end result may be

inferior materials or inflated prices, or both, due to elimination of

competition.
on

(In

the Masiello case,

the architect's judgement was usually based

factors other than product quality or the

project's needs, namely on which

suppliers were willing to pay to get the contract.)
testified by Miller, the advantage (to the supplier) of writing

As

specifications would be that characteristics of the supplier's own line of
materials would be written into the specifications, and would make
cheaper for him to satisfy them, and would discourage

a

it

easier and

general contractor or

a

competing supplier from trying to use materials that would have to be justified
to

the architect as being equal.

5

One hardware supplier who participated in such

a

scheme with the Masiello

firm was auestioned under oath about the practice of writing specifications for

architects.
Masiello,

He

testified that his firm wrote specifications for firms other than

and that there existed

a

"loose agreement" among suppliers in his

trade that the one who wrote the specifications would not receive competition
from the others on the products so specified.

7

A

landscaper who appeared

before the Commission testified that he wrote specifications for Masiello using

certain species or varieties that might be harder for other suppliers to
obtain

.

investigation of Masiello-designed projects disclosed

sum,

In

a

pattern

whereby architects and suppliers were able to pre-determine awards of supply

contracts by providing for supplier participation in the specification process.
function related to the drawing of specifications is the computation of an

A

approximate estimate for the specified materials and labor.

This estimate is

ordinarily provided by the architect to the state agency administering the
contract to serve as

a

rough guideline in the appropriation of funds,

in the

bidding process (for example, to set the amount of reouired bid deposits, or
as

ceiling on bids), and in setting allowances (see the section on Allowances

a

below

serve

to

,

)

Again,

the Commission's investigation disclosed that,

the Masiello firm and others,

estimate.
number,

9

the supplier,

in projects designed by

rather than the architect,

set

the

Norman Chaleki testified that usually the supplier provided the
and

Irving Marcus,

a

hardware supplier, testified that he furnished

prices for preliminary estimates whenever an architect so requested; he also

-k-

stated that other architects used such estimates to the same extent that the
Masiello firm did.

William Masiello's testimony confirmed this practice.

The legitimate reason for this was

However, as discussed below in the sections on

products.
and

Al lo

wa nces

with the
prices

,

supplier's familiarity with the

the

co

or

these estimates could also

,

nsequence
bo th

o f

being

reduction

a

Sub -bids

the subject of manipulation,

be
in

Fil ed

competition, inflated

.

Non-filed Sub-bids
In

most construction projects,

suppliers,

general contractors call

number of

a

familiar to them through experience or by name, to ask for prices on

Suppliers arrive at their bid prices by viewing

items to be covered in his bid.

the plans and specifications and then calculating their prices for the specified

items.

(bids) are then considered by the general

The suppliers' prices

contractor for inclusion in his overall bid.

Normally,

a

general contractor will

want to include the lowest possible prices in his own bid to increase his chance
of being the lowest bidder and. winning the contract.
In

the system described by William Masiello,

he was able to coerce general

contractors into selecting his friends as suppliers by reauesting that they
Specifically, he

obtain prices from his friends before compiling their bids.

testified that he influenced them to use
they give that supplier

prices, and
select. **

a

In

a

a

particular supplier by asking that

"last look" at the specifications and competitors'

chance to bid before making the final decision on whom to
this situation,

it

was unnecessary for Masiello to explicitly

order the general contractor, or threaten him; the contractor knew that,
was awarded the contract,
be subject

to

almost everything done pursuant to the contract would

the architect's approval.

Failure to obtain approval -- for

compliance with the specifications, for change orders, or whatever
the contractor time and money!
to

if he

thus,

heed the architect's request.
For the supplier's part,

it

was only prudent for

As Masiello put it:

a

-- could cost

general contractor

"The architect

there were two reauirements

:

God." i3

is

to obtain the

architect's intervention through friendship or promise of payment; and to auote,
to the general

contractor,

of his overall bid.

In

a

price low enough to induce him to include it as part

the case of

the former made the latter possible.

a

supplier favored by Masiello, satisfying

Specifically, if,

for one reason or

another, Masiello had an interest in seeing him get the contract, the supplier
knew that Masiello would allow him to cut corners and not meet the specifications

which other bidders would be expected to meet.

It

was understood that,

once the

supplier got the job, Masiello would approve nonconforming materials or work,

-5This understanding allowed

saving the supplier money.

a

supplier to undercut

competition and also to have enough money left from the contract price to pay the
promised kickback.

1

An illustrative case,

taken from testimony, will be

discussed further along in this text.
Similar to the architect's power to approve cheaper substitutions (allowing
the supplier to make

a

larger profit) was his power to approve change orders,

increasing the suppliers fee; this device was sometimes used even when there was
no actual change in product or cost,

which funded

a

kickback.-1

and resulted in

a

higher supplier's fee

Again, the architect's leverage could force

-'

general contractor to go along with such

a

a

change order, particularly since the

scheme would not aoversely affect his profit, and might even push it upward.
Finally,

a

supplier quoting

price to the general contractor usually had the

a

advantage, discussed in the previous section, of having written the specifications,

Filed Sub-bids
By statute

through

(M.G.L.

c.149), the general contractor must select some suppliers

state-administered filed sub-bid process, which limits his discretion

a

to pick his own supplier.

Instead, he must choose among those bids fileo with

the state and not specifically restricted from his use.

Bidders are attracted

throuqh public advertisement.

Testimony and research on Masiello-designed projects disclosed how even

highly-regulated procedure such as
to direct

f

iled-sub-bidding could be (and was) subverted

subcontracts to certain people.

are accepted or rejected by

the BCC

a

Norman Chaleki testified that sub-bids

(or other awarding authority)

at the

recommendation of the architect; possible grounds for rejection are when all bids
are too high above the

received. 16

Thus,

estimate, or when fewer than three bids are

preliminary

even this procedure can be subject to intervention by the

architect, particularly if the state official

admi ni steri nq

the bids

is likely

to

defer to the architect's wishes without auestioning the underlying reasons for
the overbids or lack of bids,
In

at

(the BEC,

or if he applies criteria inconsistently.

least one case reviewed by the Commission,

the administering agency

probably through Frederick Kussman) apparently did not reject bids or

re-bid when only one bid for metal windows was received;
for $289,962 was awarded to the sole bidder. 17

instead,

Ey contrast,

a

subcontract

in another

contract within the same project, P61-1 #9C, the BEC rejected all bids for metal
windows when fewer than three bids were received, ano later re-bid that part of
the contract

(eventually awarding

it

to

one of two bids received).

1 ^

The

records show no apparent justification for the inconsistency.
A

possible explanation for

Chaleki.

He testified that:

a

lack of bidders was furnished by Norman

.

-6It could be just the fact that if specifications were
prepared so tightly around one manufacturer that other
manufacturers weren't prepared to spend the time or effort to
comply with [them] or change their products to comply with the
specification. 19

He also confirmed that an architect who wanted the filed sub-bids to be rejected

could simply set the preliminary estimate for the subcontract so low that

legitimate
rejected.

,tu

bids would almost certainly exceed the estimate and have to be
As

explained earlier (see the section on Specifications

the Commission found it to be

a

above),

,

widespread practice for architects to have

friendly suppliers dictate the specifications and set premliminary estimates.
Thus,

has happened that the very people intended to be regulated by statute

it

and subjected to competition

in product and

price -- the suppliers -- have often

subverted that process simply by gaining access to architects.

As

will be

further along in this text, the means to that access was usually some

described

form of payment.

Finally, when competition has been frustrated by the rejection of bids,

the

usual result is the insertion of an allowance (a process explained below) which

presents fresh opportunities for contract manipulation.

Allowances
At

times during the bidding process and contract award to the general

contractor, certain components of the building are not sent out for bids, or no
bids are accepted.

Reasons for not bidding may vary, the most usual being that
for some of the

the specifications

finish -work (e.g.,

landscaping, office

furnishings) are not complete at the time for sub-bids and general bids, or the

component is one (e.g., bricks) whose price fluctuates and which is not

immediately neeoed
previous section.
component,
to

say,

;

reasons for rejection of sub-bids are given above in the
When,

an allowance

for whatever reason,
is

no bid is accepted

a

given

inserted into the overall construction price; that is

each general contractor is told to insert

into his overall bid.

for

a

given sum for the component

Because each general bidder inserts the same sum, it does

not change one's competitive standing in the bid process;

it

simply is

which is set aside in each overall bid to pay for the component.

a

sum

The amount cf

the allowance is usually the architect's preliminary estimate of the cost of the

component
Later in the construction process, bids are solicited for these items and

awaroed,

ana the general contract price is adjusted to reflect the difference

between the allowance price and the price in the accepted bid.

This postponed

bid process is usually administered nominally by the awarding authority.

instances, however, especially county projects, the ^asiello investigation

In

some
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revealed that it was actually administered by the architect with little or no

supervision, and the awarding authority simply rubber-stamped the recommendation
of the architect.

2^

William Masiello testified

some length about how he and just one

at

supplier "ripped off" the county of Worcester in excess of $100,000 through use of
padding and rigging bids. 22

the allowance system,

He went on to estimate that

he had overcharged approximately $250,000 total on public contracts

various schemes he used with suppliers,

through the

outlined above.

Norman Chaleki testified that the Masiello firm used the allowance device
much more than other firms,

ana that the procedures used in the firm to award

supplier contracts were so lax that the contracts were not always advertised,
there were not always three competitive bids and, when there were, they were

often arranged by one supplier
In his

he

(who had "rigged" them with other suppliers).

public testimony, William Masiello elaborated on the process by which

and suppliers used allowances to generate money,

public agency, and ultimately the taxpayer.

passing the expense onto the

He stated that

he always had the

supplier write the specifications, and then he and the supplier got together and
figured out the actual cost of the job.
the amount of money they wanted

percent of the true cost

—

Then they would escalate the

ficrure by

for themselves 26 -- often on the order of 40

with the excess being split between them (as in the

Iaccarino millwork contracts, detailed below) 27 or going solely to
Masiello.

This figure would be given to the administering agency and to the

general contractors to use as the allowance price.
When the time came for the contract to be awarded, competition was restricted
by

several methods.

or,

if they

were,

Usually requests for bids were not publicly advertised,

they were published in

relatively small circulation,

a

local paper outside of Boston,

on slow-readership days, such

as

a

Monday and Friday

mornings.

Meanwhile, Masiello or one of his employees asked the favored

supplier for

2

sent

with

other firms (besides his own) to whom the specification should be

for bidding,

so

that at least

3

bids would be received and considered.

The

favored supplier responded with the names of other suppliers with whom he could

arrange to be the lowest, "^ either because they were friends who did so

reciprocally, or they were different entities controlled by the same supplier
(wholesale ana retail, or stores with different names owned by the same person),
or the supplier had access to the stationery of firms,

which he coulc draw up

a

phony bid.

other than his own, on

Ordinarily, one of Masiello's employees

sent specifications to the suggested firms;

however,

there were occasions when

the favored supplier brought in all three bids, 33 which had been put together

without regard to specifications, but simply crawn up among frienas arbitrarily.

-8The bids were sent or hand-delivered to Masiello's offices where they were

opened ano usually,
biocer.

to

no one's

surprise, the favored supplier was the low

occasion, which will be discussed further on in this text,

On one

the favored supplier was not the low bidder when the bids were opened,

William Masiello had the supplier draw up

a

new bid, on the spot,

and

lower than

those which had been opened 35 so that he would get the contract.

After opening the bids,

someone at the Masiello firm customarily wrote to the

awarding authority, outlining what bids had been received and making

recommendation for the award of the contract.
that the lowest bidder receive the contract.

a

The recommendation was usually

Occasionally, where

proprietary

a

specification was used, the favored supplier was not the low bidder.

The

architect, in this situation, would have to justify the recommendation of the
favored supplier; the letter of recommendation would explain why the products of
the lower bidders did not,

undesirable.

In

in

this manner,

fact,

meet specifications, and were inferior or

the architect was able to channel the final choice

of the awarding authority even toward someone other than the lowest bidder.

It

appears, from documentation, that the awarding authority relied heavily on the

architect's recommendation.
of Masiello contract

County

The Commission staff examined all available examples

recommendations and subsequent awards made by the Worcester

Commissioners, and found

not followed.

no

instance in which Masiello's recommendation was

Although the documenta

sufficient to evidence

a

on did not cover every bid award,

it

was

clear pattern.

One likely reason why the Commissioners followed the recommendation was that
the bid involved was nearly always less than the allowance amount,
may have seemed to them that money was being saved.

testified

As

and,

thus,

it

William Masiello

:

...when 1 went into the county commissioners and gave them a
If I told them it'was plus $2000
credit cf $2000 I looked good.
they would argue it. 36

Form of Kickbacks
The end result of contract manipulations,

such as those outlined above,

inflated price, sometimes accompanied by shoddy workmanship.
the public agency,
of ways,

supplier,

but not used in the actual building,

some of them quite ingenious,
the architect,

back in the form of cash,

an

The money paid by

was diverted

in

a

number

from the supplier into the pockets cf the

and public officials.
but

is

Often the money was not kicked

in kind:

What he did were services in and around my home.
He
completely ... renovated my home. ..added on a new room, put in all
wall to wall carpeting.
He also added an addition to one of my
employee's homes.
He also completed the offices [of my firm] in
excess of $20,000.
He also built new offices [in another

.
.
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building].
I
would say between [the supplier] and myself, and
am going to use the word ripped off, that is what everybody
understanas, the County of Worcester in excess of $100,000.37
the course of its hearings,

In

number of individuals,

I

the Commission received testimony from

a

relating to the various forms and methods of the kickbacks

they paid, which are outlined here and described more specifically further along
in this

text.
The supplier simply generated cash out of his

(1)

the project,

and gave the cash to the architect who had helped him get the job.

The architect either kept the money,

official(s)

who,

in

turn,

or shared it with,

to,

the public

had helped him get the project.

cashed the checks and gave

for using an intermediary was

books,

or gave it

The supplier generated cash by writing checks to intermediaries who,

(20

turn,

firm after being paid for

the.

architect the money.

twofold:

in

Often the motivation

to better disguise the transaction on the

and to use an intermediary for which payments are tax deductible (e.g.,

attorney, accountant, consultant, employee).

In

one case,

witness admitted

a

creating an imaginary subcontractor, "Robert Award," to whom he wrote checks,
which he cashed and passed on to an architect who had favored him with contract
TO

awards
(3)

At the architect's suggestion or direction,

suppliers made direct

contributions to public officials, or their campaigns, by cash or check.
(4)

for materials and/or labor --

The supplier used the extra profit to pay

ranging from two dozen hockey sticks, to rhododendron bushes, to entire home

additions and furniture

—

provided to the architect or public official free of

charge
(5)

The supplier applied the extra profit against outstanding indebtedness

owed him by the architect on unrelated transactions.
(6)

The supplier,

at

the architect's direction,

paid cash or laundered

checks to others who were owed money by the architect.
The suppliers who testified reiterated the same reasons

exemplified in the following statement taken from

a

for their largesse,

landscaper's testimony:

A.

...It was predetermined this would be done...

Q.

Why did you go along with this method of setting the
allowance price and administering the contract?

A.

Well,

0.

Were you ever told,
the contract?

A.

That's what is was ell about.

I

felt that was

a

way

I

would

get

the work.

that if you went along,

Riaht.39

you would get
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Millwork:

A.

Ralph Iaccarino and Sons Lumber Co.,

Millwork constitutes those building elements which are

The trade:

(1)

Inc

made of wood or wood products,

permanently affixed to the structure and which are

exposed when the building is in its finished state:

railings, cabinets, molding,

shelves,

panelling, counters and doors are several examples.

comprise

a

Although it may

substantial portion of the building price, in public projects in

Massachusetts (state and county projects) millwork is usually included in the
contract price paid to the general contractor and not administered as
filed sub-bid.

Most millwork is custom manufactured by the supplier for

particular project, as opposed to being part of
product line.
a

separate,

a

a

a

prefabricated, standardized

For this reason, millwork specifications cannot be drawn to favor

*

particular supplier's existing product line.
Because millwork is

a

"nonfiled"

allow for open competition,

choosing

a

sub-bid and specifications at least nominally

general contractor has considerable discretion in

millwork supplier, constrained only by the desire to keep prices low,

a

and by fulfilling the specifications to the architect's satisfaction.

Such

discretion creates opportunities for exertion of influence by an architect.

This

was amply demonstrated when William Masiello testified at length before the

Commission about his success in channeling millwork sub-contracts in those
projects designed by his firm to the Ralph Iaccarino and Sons Lumber Company. 4C
The firm.

(2)

Ralph Iaccarino and Sons Lumber Company,

"Iaccarino") is

a

in Worcester).

The company was started in 1927 by Ralph

ill

Inc.

(hereinafter,

millwork firm now located in Boylston, Massachusetts (formerly

around 1955 and ceded control to his sons,

incorporated in or about 1964.

Iaccarino, who became

Joseph and Carl.

The firm was

Around 1971, the year Ralph Iaccarino died,

Joseph became ill with multiple sclerosis, and management, of the firm passed to
Carl.

Carl Iaccarino currently is president and sole owner, and his sister,

Michelina Fulginiti, maintains the internal financial records as comptroller;

1

William Martellotta is the project manager, supervising production and
drafting. 42
1971 to

a

perioo.

k'

In

an

The company's annual gross income 1971-77 ranged from $665,355 in

high of $1,260,945 in 1976, and it employed 56-75 people during that

interview with Commission staff, Carl Iaccarino stated that the firm

did little public work in its earlier years.

When Frank Masiello (whom Carl knew

from high school) opened his architectural office in Worcester in the late

.
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1950's, however, he urged the Iaccarino brothers to try bidding on public

projects ano helped them learn the procedures for bidding on public contracts,

according to Carl Iaccarino.
Indeed,

Since then the firm has prospered. AA

list of projects performed by the Iaccarino firm since January

a

1968, which was produced by the firm in response to

1,

Commission summons,

a

includes 652 projects, the overwhelming majority of them public, and over half of
them (about 346) public projects in Massachusetts.

Scope of Study.

(3)

encompassed

(See list in Appendix

The research performed by the Commission staff only

small fraction of the listed projects.

a

12.)

Many projects were done for

the federal government and local governments, whereas the Commission was mandated
to

concentrate on state and county contracts.

Another impediment was the lack of

project documentation provided to the Commission by the firm; of fourteen project
files requested,

only seven or eight were produced,

*

and not all public

agencies involved in the projects were able to fill in the gaps from their
Finally,

records.

the volume of firms being studied and the limited time

allocated to the Commission made

a

lengthy audit of each individual firm

impossible
Despite these limitations, however, the Commission obtained enough

information from documentary research, interviews and testimony to detect

a

pattern of operation on those projects designed by the Masiello firm which used
the products and services of the Iaccarino company.

Among the projects studied

were five courthouses in Worcester County (Milford, Uxbridge, Westborough,

Dudley, and Gardner), the Worcester County Jail,

the Mass.

Institution at Concord, and Holyoke Community College.

Correctional

The Commission staff

analyzed bid documents and selected change orders, and performed an audit of the
Iaccarino firm encompassing 1968-1977, concentrating on 1971-77.
(A)

Investigative results:

How the contracts were awarded:

(a)

William Masiello, when first

questioned in public about his role in the award of supply contracts, described
his dealings with the Iaccarino firm as typifying "the large amounts of

corruption."

6

He

outlined in particular the manner in which he and Iaccarino

used the allowance system on Worcester County projects to divert tens of

thousanos of tax dollars for private use:
I
am talking about county contracts, city contracts, contracts
that were not closely observed .. .we would put an allowance
item. ..I would overstate it. ..Between Mr. Iaccarino and myself,
we would predetermine how much the furnishings would cost on a
He would give me a figure.
What I would
particular courthouse.
do with that figure is I would escalate sometimes 12, 13, 14,
Then what we would do is I would send a predetermined
$15,000.
series of bios out to those people suggested by
Mr. Iaccarino. .. I or. ..one of the other members of the

I
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[Masiello] firm would send out these bids [from] the listing
I
submit[ted] to them.
Now, when the bids came back
naturally Mr. Iaccarino was the low bidder, and he or I would
know that there would be whatever, [in] most cases it was in
excess of $12,000.
He would submit. ..a bid that would be under
what we had allowed...
The deal between us is that he would
tell me what the costs were going to be.
If it was $22,000 and
we submitted the bid for $38,000, the difference between [the
two], $16,000, he would get eight and I would get eight.
Now, I never got any cash from Mr. Iaccarino.
What he did
were services in and around my home... an addition to one of my
employee's homes .. .completed the of f ices .. .built new offices...
I
might interject ... I always took them for their word.
If
Mr. Iaccarino came in and said to me... it was $22,000, it could
have been $12,000. ..He could have already had his profit built
in.
All I knew is what he told me. ..[At] the Elm Park Community
School in Worcester, Mr. Iaccarino, I believe, told me that it
was going to cost his firm $70,000 to perform the
services. .. There wasn't even a bid invol ved.
he told me it was
going to be for $84,000, that we were going to split $14, 000...
later found out through the general contractor that he [the
general contractor] could have performed the same services for
$54,000, so even amongst crooks there is no honesty.
...You have got to make sure that in the case of Iaccarino
Q.
that his bid is low[est], and since he wants an inflated price
in there you have got to make sure you control the amount of the
other two bids if you are going to have three bids?
that

.

A.

.

That's correct.

He would supply the names of the other firms and you would
seno them... a notice... and they would come in hioher than Mr.
Q.

Iaccarino?
A.

That is correct.

So, whatever happened between Mr. Iaccarino and them,
something must have happened to make them bid above [his] price
even with the inflation in there?
Q.

A.

You will have to take that up with him and his friends.

**

...I didn't invent the system.
The system was there when
People like Mr. Iaccarino. .. showed me how the
got there.
system worked and all I did was improvise, I believe. 47

I

William Masiello went on to give several examples of projects in which he and
Iaccarino maoe such pacts.

He recalled specifically that the millwork bid

for

the Dudley Courthouse (in Worcester County)" was $38,000 and that the actual cost
was $26,000,

with the extra $12,000 being split evenly between himself and Carl

Iaccarino; he recalled approximately the same allocations of money in the

Westborough Courthouse project. A8

Masiello's recollection was at least partially corroborated by
documentation.

Commission staff was able to obtain copies or originals of bids,

award recommendation letters and adjusting change orders from four Worcester

County courthouse projects.

The allowances and bids were as follows:

Allowance

Iaccarino
bid

$30,000
35,000

29,880
34,695

Westborough (1970-71)

39,000

38,850

Dudley (1970-71)

42,000

38,000

Milford (1968)
Uxbriooe (1970)

Carl

Other bids

Custom Hall 34,917
Mystic Woodworking 36,460
Lloyd's Woodworking 37,495
Schwamb Corp. 41,820
Mystic Woodworkino 44,900
None

Iaccarino was interviewed by the Commission staff, and denied that all

.
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a

small portion of the above projects were administered through allowances,

and did not aomit to having made the prior "deals" as described by Masiello.

did state that,

in allowance situations,

He

the architect called up for prices to

insert as the allowance; and that later the architect called up to ask for names
to which the

specifications should be sent for bids.

Iaccarino stated that he

give the names of people "in the same league" as his company, whose prices and

workmanship were competitive:

he later corrected himself and stated that

William

Martellotta did so, but that he didn't remember Martellotta ever asking which
names to give to the Masiello people.

Iaccarino did confirm that he himself

Carl

compiled the bids. 50
Because of the discrepancies in the Masiello and Iaccarino stories,

the

Commission summoned Carl Iaccarino to testify under oath.

However, when he

appearea privately before the Commission on March

carl Iaccarino invoked

7,

I960,

his privilege against self-incrimination in response to all substantive

questions.
The Commission also summoned William Martellotta,

manager,

to testify privately about

Iaccarino's project

the bid procedures.

Martellotta denied

having had any control over the bidding process for the Iaccarino firm, or even

discussing bids in the office.
In

5

projects where the millwork was handled as part of the general

contractor's bid, rather than as an allowance,

Iaccarino seems to have benefited

from the architect's intervention or the "last look" device.

William Masiello testified

C.

Did you also have an understanding with general contractors
that you would get a last look... and what does that mean?

A.

If something manufactured had to be installed into a
project and [if] after the [general] contractor had bid the
supplier [who] was a f riend.
wasn t part of the general
contract .. .on a phone call from me to the contractor [I
would ask] if the person who I chose could be used, could
you give him a last look .. .meaning ... if a bid was $7000 on
a specific item and my friend chose to do it for $6999,
[the general contractor] would do it for him, let it go
through. 53

Yes.

.

Raymond Allard also

'

testified:

Q.

What did Mr. Masiello do in return to assist Mr.
on his firm?

A.

Normally just assured that he would get the work on the
projects whereas if, for instance, Iaccarino was not
carried by the general contractor as the low supplier
because most of his work was not [by] filed sub-bid.
It
was direct to the general contractor.
In those cases Bill
[Masiello] would call the general contractor, find out what
the low price was, then go to Carl Iaccarino and find out
whether he could or would do it for that low price and fthen
Masiello] would go back to the oeneral [contractor] and
request [him to] consider Iaccarino at the same price.
This appeared to happen on more then one occasion.

C.

In

A.

That

Iaccarino

other words, Bill Masiello assured Mr. Iaccarino or his
firm the last look at the informal bidding process?
is

correct,

yes. 54
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What was given in return:

(b)

William Masiello testified that Iaccarino

provided extensive remodeling work in return for the contracts received (see

testimonial excerpt in

HE

above).

Although his estimate of the work performed

differed from Carl Iaccarino's, they were in apparent agreement that the value of
this work was in the realm of five figures.

Masiello stated that the Iaccarino

firm finished his kitchen, bathroom and two bedrooms,

cabinets; they converted his garage into

carport into

a

fully insulated sunroom,

related to installation of
and Carl

house:

a

a

including rugs and

room and carpeted it,

converted his

and did carpentry work in the yard

swimming pool. 55

William Masiello, Audrey Rawson

Iaccarino all described work done by the Iaccarino firm at the Rawson
there the Iaccarino firm constructed

a

family room out of an existing

garage, complete with heating, electrical work and

two-car garage to replace the existing garage. 56

offices of the Masiello firm,

a

In

fireplace, and added on

a

the Mechanics Tower

Iaccarino built individual cubicles for draftsmen

(which he subseauently tore out at the draftsmen's request) and cabinets, and

carpeted and panelled William Masiello's office.
Both William Masiello and Audrey Rawson admitted that this remodeling was

performed without charge to themselves, and Masiello characterized it as

$100,000 "rip-off" of Worcester County funds. 58

As

to

a

free work performed for

William Masiello, Audrey Rawson and the Masiello offices, Carl Iaccarino admitted
that extensive work was performed for Masiello's home, office,

and secretary's

home, but his estimate of the value of these services was significantly lower

than that of William Masiello; he estimated having done about $14,000 worth

(wholesale estimate).

More importantly,

in an interview with Commission staff,

Iaccarino denied that there had been any understanding with Masiello that such
work and materials were to be provided free of charge.

He stated that William

Masiello gave the impression that he would pay for them, but just never did
so.

59

The Commission was unable to definitively resolve these contradictions

because of Iaccarino's refusal to testify under oath without immunity.
The Commission established that the Iaccarino firm furnished
bar,

a

custom-made

bookcase and desk unit for Senator James Kelly's Boston apartment,

William Masiello's request.

at

Masiello stated in an interview that the senator

asked for the room dividing unit and described what he wanted, and then Masiello
had his employee,

produce it.

°

Joseph Miller, design the cabinet and the Iaccarino firm

Miller testified before the Commission that he obtained

measurements and other information from William Masiello, spent approximately
day designing the unit,

s

producing drawings of the unit, cross-sections and the

recommenoed construction materials.

61

William Masiello stated that the

Iaccarino firm manufactured the unit and delivered it (since

it

was

a

larae item)

-15and that neither he nor Kelly paid for it. 62

Carl

Iaccarino, when auestioned

informally about this matter, said he didn't remember anything specific about
making such an item, simply that he thought they had made
for an unspecified person,

a

model of something

and he later declined to make any statement under

oath. 63

Aside from performing free remodeling and building furniture, Carl

Iaccarino

was one of those suppliers on whom William Masiello called when there were

political fundraising tickets to be sold.

William Masiello testified that he was

sometimes taken care of by suppliers making contributions rather than money for
his personal use.

This was amply corroborated by others:

Well, generally ... the system of raising funds for political
functions or contributions, was done with the aid of suppliers
of various building materials ... he (William Masiello.) on
occasion would complain about the Quantity of
[fundraising]
that was being more or less forced on him....
He would
call ... various suppliers ... and relay to them that, you know, he
needed x number of dollars as contributions for this or that
fund or fundraising event....
Another [supplier] who complained
on occasion ... was a Carl Iaccarino ... that the cost of doing work
with Masiello ... was exceedingly high and that the demands were
constantly from Bill Masiello....

Did you learn from Carl Iaccarino ... that he had made
contributions of money at Bill Masiello's request?
Q.

Yes.
He while I was in his employ on more than one
occasion complained to me that Bill Masiello was being
unreasonable and just demanding for contributions because he was
doing a
lot of Masiello work and he felt that the price to do
it. ..was too high and that [followed] Bill's demands for
contributions. 65
A.

A

general contractor who had done many projects with the Iaccarino firm confirmed

that

Iaccarino had told him that Masiello "bled" him (Iaccarino) and had

approached Iaccarino, asking for money to be used for others.
An audit

of the financial

records kept by the Iaccarino firm showed that,

the late 1960s and early 1970s,

in

the corporation contributed over $800 to various

political campaigns and individuals, including Philip Philbin and Paul Tivnan

(Worcester County Commissioners), Senator James
(Worcester County Register of Deeds). 67

Carl

A.

Kelly,

and Anthony Vigliotti

Iaccarino and his wife also made

personal contributions totalling $2000 in 1971-73 to Senator Kelly. 66
Of greater

interest is the amount of cash generation identified by the

Commission's financial staff.
revealed

a

Examination of cancelled checks and ledgers

total of $123_,607.80 in unexplained cash emanating from the

corporation between 1966 and 1977.
income,

This was charged off as loans,

employee

commissions, petty cash and subcontracting, and while undoubtedly some

might be attributable as bona-fide business expenditures,

the high volume and the

absence of loan repayments and (in some cases) large individual amounts suggest
the possibility of diversion of money
(c)

How the firm was able to pay:

for political or promotional
In

examining the methods

purposes.
by which the

.
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laccarino firm obtained public work,
firm was able to afford the heavy

still prosper.
at

At

the same time,

the obvious auestion arose as to how the

financial obligations of kickbacks and yet

least one explanation was its ability to inflate prices and,

control competition.

Another answer was found when buildings

themselves were examined and construction supervisors and employees were
questioned
The Commission learned from interviews and testimony that the

Iaccarino firm

routinely deviated from specifications to substitute cheaper materials without
giving

a

corresponding reduction in price.

Some of the deviations were approved

on Masiello-designed projects because William Masiello knew of the financial

demands being made on Iaccarino, and directed his architects and construction

supervisors to ignore the changes or sign off on them.

Others simply slipped

through the process until it was too late to change them.
Iaccarino's project manager testified about his knowledge of substitutions
from the supplier's end:
Q.

...I'm asking you whether with the Iaccarino firm there
weren't always substitutions of a type of material or
cabinet or manufactured unit that was not only less
expensive but not as specified and of lesser auality?

A.

I
will split the question.
I
don't know about the auality
The less expensive, most likely.
part.

Q.

...it's the substance of what you testified here
today... that there were many substitutions made at the
Iaccarino firm for the purpose of saving money, is that
correct?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Let me ask you whether in cases of the type you're now
describing a credit is ever given to the owner or to the
general contractor on the price originally bid or quoted by
the Iaccarino firm?

A.

No,

C.

Would it be fair to say in general the answer is no?

A.

In

Q.

That

A.

Right.

Q.

The original price, the price bid or auoted by the
Iaccarino firm is estimated, is made up on the basis of the
original specifications ... is that right?

A.

Right.

Q.

And if Mr. Iaccarino in preparing the quote knows ahead of
time that Mr. Masiello is going to let him use [a cheaper
material], he knows that he's got some extra room in that
quote to make money, is that fair to say?

A.

It's

Q.

not unless asked for.

general, no.
a

a

credit is not usually given in these situations?

general statement.

Generally.

...Earlier when yo were talking about [how] you have plans
for cabinet work or molding where it is
possible to change in the sense of either because it's
interior cabinet work [you] substitute cheaper stock or
and specifications

.
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perhaps if it calls for. ..an inch molding, [you use]
three-auarter inch molding to effect a chance, if that is
done is there a change reflected in the price the firm is
charging for the work it's doing?
A.

No.

Q.

So,

A.

Exactly. 69

that's the way in which.. .the margin of profit for the
firm is still realized?

Raymond Allarti, who was an architect at the Masiello firm and its president
until 1975, and who was employed by the Iaccarino firm after he left Masiello,
was in

a

unique position to observe the Masiello-Iaccarino dealings. He testified:

Q.

To your knowledge, was there also a way in which Mr.
Masiello could assist Mr. Iaccarino to come out regularly
as the low bidder on a job?

A.

think it was sort of an understanding between Iaccarino
I
and Mr. Masiello if and when he was low [bidder], that when
he did the project that hopefully there would be some area
for substitution of materials as Bill had put it without
hurting the job, but allowing Iaccarino to possibly pick up
some savings.

0.

What type of substitution do you refer to?

A.

Oh,

Q.

And the point is that all those substitutions after the job
is under way have to be approved by the architect?

A.

Yes.

The supplier was to submit shop drawings or
specifications [of] what they intend to supply and someone
has to pass judgement on them.

Q.

Your testimony is that if a supplier such as the Iaccarino
firm knows that the architect won't give him a hard time in
approving substitutions, then he can trim his price knowing
that he will be#able to substitute less expensive materials
in some places?

A.

That is correct. 70

possibly in the species of lumber, for instance, on a
finished hand rail if there [was] a lot of it on the job or
possibly in the area of wall panelling, finished panelling
which were the type of things that Iaccarino supplied.

William Masiello stated that he finally stopped recommending the award of
millwork contracts to Iaccarino because Carl Iaccarino eventually went too far in

cutting corners and substituting cheaper materials.
of pride in the buildings designed by his

Masiello took

a

degree

firm and ultimately seemed unwilling to

tolerate deviations which obviously affected the appearance of his firm's
"product"
(d)

Examples of the "rip-off":

corner-cutting by Iaccarino:

William Masiello cited numerous examples of

pressboara instead of plywood, paint

lamination, omission of joint finishing 72 to name
staff was able to conduct

a

a

few.

instead of

The Commission's

detailed investigation of several of these and to

corroborate Masiello's allegations in substance, through interviewing witnesses,
reviewing whatever

documentation remained, and sending construction specialists

on-site to inspect the work product.
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One of the most detailed project descriptions given by William Masiello was
that of Holyoke Community College.

He testified:

...the Holyoke Community College Project we did not specify but
.. the general contractor.
and it came time for
benches, outside benches....
I
never was out there, and their
gym had specified a redwood
I
believe it was a two by eight
glued together boards that [were] to make up a bench that was
approximately 21 inches wide.
I believe
it took 14 such
pieces.
Mr. Iaccarino called me and he said that he couldn't
get redwood, that if we could substitute, I believe it is,
yellow pine.
I
could stand corrected.
Mr. Iaccarino did win the bid through.
We were handling the supervision on it

—

Could it be cedar as well?

Q.

It was something a lot less than redwood.
So, what I did,
called Harry Clausen (of Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall,
the project architect) out in California and asked him if we
could make the substitution.
He agreed that we could make that
change.
I
no sooner got through making this change for Mr.
Iaccarino and he decides he wants to leave one of'the boards
off.
So, instead of 14 we went to 13 so it got to be a
never-ending situation.
Then... there was a load of cabinets in
just about every classroom and just about all over the place.
We called for a plastic laminate within the inside of the
cabinet doors and shelving inside.
Well, Mr. Iaccarino on his
own went out, put the cabinets in, installed them....
He came
up to me one day and said oh, we goofed.
We didn't laminate the
I
inside.
said, what are we going to do about it, take them out
or what?
He said, can we [paint] them.
So, they got painted,
the cabinets up there, instead of lamination 73
A.
I

.

Construction specialists working for the Commission examined BBC files and
the benches themselves.
on October 18,

1972,

The bench specifications actually called

William Martellotta of the Iaccarino

general contractor requesting

a

change to yellow pine

(a

for cedar,

firm wrote

to

but

the

much less expensive

wood) because of the unavailability of cedar, but with no change in contract
price.

Martellotta also offered to supply redwood,

$^800.

The general contractor,

1972 submitted

a

Daniel O'Connell's Sons,

Inc.,

on December 20,

change order request to the BBC to add $5787.07 to the contract

($4800 for lumber,
1973,

for an additional charge of

and the remainder for overhead and

John Wackell of Masiello and Associates

a

bond).

On January 2,

(which was performing the

construction supervision on behalf of DMJM) also wrote the BBC recommending
approval of the change OTder and rejecting the use of yellow pine for outdoor
use.

It

appears that the BBC wanted to consider yellow pine, because Wackell

wrote again on January 26,

1973,

referring to an intervening telephone

conversation and an attached letter (dated January 23, 1973) from Rex Lumber
Company of Cambridge, Mass. which stated
It is common knowledge among most woodworkers that yellow pine
will check [crack] readily when exposed to the elements, and it
is just generally a poor wood for this kind cf use.

and reiterating the choice of redwood over pine.

Finally, the BBC, over the

signature of Walter Poitrast, approved the change to redwood and the increase of

$5767.07 on January 31,

1973,

Masiello firm on February

8,

and the BBC transmitted its approval to the

1973. 7A

(See copies of correspondence in
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Appendix, #1 through

117.

Physical

)

inspection of the benches revealed that they

were maoe of redwood.
The change from cedar to redwood raised the price

from $4950 to $9750.

(excluding overhead) 97%,

(See Iaccarino letter of December 13,

1972, Appendix #e.)

Because cedar was unavailable in 1973, the Commission could not obtain

a

1973

price listing for cedar from any lumber wholesaler, in order to verify the

legitimacy of the increase.

However, current prices show redwood as only 15*

more expensive than cedar ($198 versus $172 per thousand board feet) with no

significant fluctuations in comparative price over the last ten years. 75
one compares the difference between

a

15* and 97* increase on this item,

If
it

appears that the change order may have been inflated by about $4000.
Such calculations may seem too speculative to be relevant here, but they take
on some significance

light of other information received by the Commission.

in

William Masiello stated in an interview with Commission staff that Audrey Rawson
secretary) related to him

(his

successful in obtaining
would buy himself
In

a

a

a

remark by Carl Iaccarino, namely, that if he was

certain change order at Holyoke Community College, he

Lincoln Continental. 76

auditing the financial records of the Iaccarino firm, Commission

investigators came across many payments made by the corporation for automobiles,
among them

a

Skylark Convertible,

a

Pontiac Firebird Trans Am and at least two

Lincoln Continentals. One corporate check, dated 5-2-73 was paid to Harr Lincoln
Mercury for $4000 with the notation "Balance in full re:

Continental Mark IV."

(See check in Appendix #9

.)

It

1973 Lincoln

should be noted that this

payment was issued less than three months after the firm received approval of
change order for redwood.

Iaccarino

the

The Commission was unable to ascertain whether the

firm was paid for the change order during that period, because the firm

failed to produce its cash receipts records for that period,

in

response to

a

Commission summons.
The amount of wood used in the benches was also reduced,

related.

as Masiello had

Specifications required sixteen boards to be glued together for the

benches (24 inches wide altogether) but only fifteen were used (adding up to 22
1/2 inches wide).

useo only 13,700,

Thus,

instead of using 15,000 board feet of lumber, the firm

saving itself about 9% of the cost.

No downward

chance ordpr

was processed to pass on this savings to the Commonwealth.

Finally,

the shelving and cabinet interiors described by William Masiello

were inspected,

and found to be varnished rather than laminated.

Again,

the

Commonwealth paid for the lamination that was specified rather than the cheaper
finish it actually received, since no change order was processed.
A

more recent example

from William Masiello's testimony was the courtroom

]
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paneling which Iaccarino supplied for the Gardner Courthouse in 1975-76:
Well at the Gardner Courthouse, as I told you, Mr.
Iaccarino went in as the allowed bidder but even prior to its
receiving the bid he noticed the flaw in the specifications, the
flaw being that the paneling on the wall, we called for a
quarter inch V-grooved panel and we called for a flame retardant
panel and a four-hour fire rating.
Well, Iaccarino knew even
before the bids went out that there was no such animal.
There
was on the market, let's say, when we did the Milford Courthouse
or even the Uxbridge Courthouse, US Plywood did in fact
manufacture a four-hour fire quarter inch V-grooved panel, but
what was happening especially in the Uxbridge Courthouse is to
get a four-hour rated paneling you had to impregnate the wood
with salt and then when these panels were put up the salt would
bleed through because the salt would come out of the V groove so
what US Plywood did, they eliminateo the quarter inch and they
went to a three eighths v-grooved panel.
When we speced the Gardner Courthouse Iaccarino knew this,
but he [bid] it anyway so when the time came and all the bids
were opened he was the low bidder.
His confession was to come
to me [afterwards] and say they don't manufacture that product
anymore.
I
said to him, well, when did you learn about that?
He said well, I have known it right along so I read [to him] a
portion of our specifications that says if you do know this
[when you bid] you are stuck with it.
What he was looking for
at that point was a change order in the amount of $10,000.
I
said that I couldn't get him a change order for $10,000.
So, what I next did for Mr. Iaccarino because he did this,
he said well, rather than go through a four-hour rated wood
which is very, very expensive which is a class one wood, I said
go to class two and use that.
It is not a four-hour rating.
There is no -- why you use the four-hour rating panel is when -you only use it when people sleep in a building.
I am
sure Mr.
Forbes knows this, and we didn't need a four-hour rated panel so
I
said, well, there is a real big drop [in price] from a
four-hour panel to no rating.
I said well,
why don't you do
this.
So, Mr. Iaccarino went out.
He got the worst piece of
paneling you could ever see.
I
finally turned around and I said
go out and put the exact thing that was speced.
You bid it.
You wanted it.
You figure it out.
What did he do, he went out and he purchased a second grade
sheet of paneling and inadvertently when it got out on the
project the contractor had been waiting because we had been
having these confrontations, Mr. Iaccarino and myself, and he
just came along.
What we had purchased was a book-match[ed
paneling and he had to be very careful when he put it up and if
it went up and if it went out of seauence it looked like hell,
excuse the expression.
Anyway, the contractor did put it up and
Then we got into a confrontation with US
it did look like hell.
Plywood.
I
went to the president of the corporation to have him
come in and ultimately they sent out two people from Minneapolis
to fix it right on the wall.
That is what happened with Gardner.
Are you aware now there [have] been problems with the
paneling the way it is installed?

Q.

It is my understanding because the paste -- Mr. Iaccarino
[the general contractor], he did it in haste.
It is my
understanding that it is peeling off the wall at this time.
They have a serious problem, yes.
believe you people have
I
informed me of the problem. 77
A.

According to Masiello, in short,
on particular specifications,

retardant,

Iaccarino submitted

a

bid and was paid based

but later supplied paneling which was less fire

and which was imperfect

(i.e.

"seconds"),

for the original

price.

(The Commission was unable to substantiate the allegation of imperfections.)

William Masiello had his construction supervisor, John Wackell, disapprove the

paneling as installed because of variations in color, texture and finishing from
what had been previously submitted for approval.

The BBC,

the general

.
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contractor, the manufacturer and
dispute

a

testing company all became involved in the

(See Appendix 10 for memo of Site

MeeUng on 10/6/76)

with the result that

factory finishers were sent by the manufacturer to the site to satisfy the

architects 78
An instance in which the Commission clearly

found

substitution at the

a

Gardner Courthouse was in shelving and built-in seating.

The specifications

for

Construction

these items called for stain-grade birch plywood to be used.

specialists hired by the Commission visited the site and ascertained that instead
Iaccarino had installed particleboard

of birch,

less than the specified birch.

,

which cost approximately 78*

No change order was ever processed,

and the

full

price was paid, giving Iaccarino almost $700 extra on this one item; apparently,
the particleboard was approved by the architect as eaual,

stress tests show that generally it is not eaual. 80
The end result

of the repeated substitutions was

79

even though bending

(See Appendix exhibit #11.)
a

general

between William Masiello and Carl Iaccarino after 1976.

falling-out

As William Martellotta

testified:
Q.

After [the Gardner project] there was a change in the
personal relationship between Carl Iaccarino and Eill
Masiello?

A.

I

Q.

And can you describe what the change was?

A.

They just never talked to each other.
They saw each other
in coffee shops, there would be a nod instead of a hi, how
are you, or a pat on the back.
It was a nod.
It was a
cold relationship after that.

Q.

Has that been the case to this day?

A.

Yes. 81

Thus,

would say that is about the time it happened.

one of the individuals who had taught William Masiello "how the system

worked" finally carried the scheme so far as to alienate his friend of many
years,

and cause him to say:

"Even amongst crooks there is no honesty „82
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This page properly follows

Shawmut Hardware Corporation,

B.

Hardware:

1.

The trade.

P a 9 e 21.

Inc.

The supply of contract hardware involves compiling estimates and bids for

architects and general contractors for hardware related to the moving parts of

building-hinges, locks, door openers, and the like. 83

a

The Commission's

investigation disclosed that supplying hardware often encompasses the writing of
hardware specifications and plans for the architect, as well.

In

public

projects, the hardware contract is ordinarily handled by the general contractor
as

part of the general bid; under some circumstances such as the use of an

allowance,

it

administered by the architect.

is

The firm.

2.

Shawmut Supply Company was formed around 1918 as

building specialties.

In

or about I960,

supplier of hardware and

a

Irving Marcus assumed ownership of the

firm as chief stockholder, and he continued his ownership through approximately
1973.
as

a

An

individual named Joseph Bartoloni came to work for Marcus in the 1940s,

salesman and estimator.

In about

1968,

a

new corporation, Shawmut Hardware

Corporation, was formed to take over the hardware end of the business.

Shawmut

Supply continued to deal in specialty items and all assets remained with it;

current contracts were taken over by the hardware firm, which was owned by Marcus
(4956),

Bartoloni

Hardware opened

(49%J
a

and Marcus's

son,

Henry (2%).

branch office in Fitchburg.

During that time, Shawmut

After two or three years,

Bartoloni resumed the status of employee, and in about 1973, Marcus disposed of
his interests in the firms,

dissolving them.

He sold the hardware business to

Bartoloni, who subsequently did business as Shawmut Hardware Company,

Inc.,

Marcus worked for an architectural firm for the following two years.

In

Marcus

3.

retired and in 1978 he moved to North Carolina.

ft

and

1976

A

Scope of study.

The Commission,

after receiving

the Masiello firm to Shawmut,

information about supply contracts awarded by

summoned the records of the corporation and

attempted to interview the corporation's
ever produced:

discarded. 85

Mr.
Mr.

principals.

No corporate records were

Marcus testified that records for 1973 and before hao been

Bartoloni testified that he had not seen any records since

leaving in 1973 to start his own firm, and his own firm's records were not

currently in his possession. 86

Mr.

Sargent,

manager of the firm's Fitchburg

office from 1968-73, also had not seen nor had custody of any such records since
1973.

The Commission was unable to obtain enough records from bank sources to

conduct an audit, and thus concentrated on testimony, interviews and

a

search of

25

public recoros to reconstruct the firm's business dealings and the degree of its

involvement with projects designed by the Masiello firm.

The Commission learned

that Shawmut received contracts for at least 90% of the Masiello-designed

projects on which it submitted bids,

P7

among them:

MCI-Concord
MCI-Norfolk
Shrewsbury Housing Authority
Worcester Housing Authority
(Pleasant Park)"
Worcester County Jail

Otis Air Force Ease
Milford Courthouse
Uxbridge Courthouse
Westboro Courthouse
Dudley Courthouse
Gardner Courthouse

The Commission's Staff was able to obtain copies of all bids on only the

Worcester County Courthouse projects (excluding Gardner), the Worcester County
Jail, Otis AFB and MCI-Norfolk,

firm under allowances.

ftp

all of which were administered by the Masiello

Presumably, some of the other projects did not

involve written, bids because the hardware price was simply included as part of
the general contractor's bid.

Because of the documentation difficulties,

investigative efforts centered on the Worcester County projects,

for which the

most information was available.

h.

Investiaative results.

(a)

How the contracts were awarded:

In his

public testimony before the

Commission, William Masiello named Irving Marcus as one of the individuals from
whom he learned "how the system worked."

on

Indeed,

even Frank Masiello may

-26have learned the system from Marcus; he and Marcus knew each other before Frank
set up his architectural practice in Worcester in the 1950s. 90

According to Marcus, he first started working with Frank Masiello in drawing
up specifications and in

for him.

92

furnishing preliminary estimates and allowance prices

when asked if either Masiello was doing him

a

favor in giving him

this opportunity, Marcus responded,
Well, originally we were doing Masiello a. favor when we
started doing business with him.
At the time he had small
contracts and we helped him, rather than he helped us.
That's
how it originated. 93

William Masiello testified that the arrangement with Marcus closely
the Iaccarino situation:

paralleled

he had Marcus provide specifications and set the

allowance price; Marcus subseouently designated other suppliers to be invited to
bid,

and they customarily gave higher bids than his own.

Marcus's testimony provided somewhat more detail:

he had

a

"loose agreement"

with other hardware suppliers (William Davies Company, D.H. Eskin Co., Campbell
Hardware, Sanders Hardware Co., and Chandler and Barber Co.) whereby they each

provided specifications and estimates for different projects,
to bid on

a

when the time came

particular project, the supplier who had written the specifications

would call the others in the group and inform them of his bid so they would write
up higher bids ano submit

them;

legitimacy and competition.
on occasion,

95

this was done to give the award an aura of

Marcus testified that bids were either mailed in or,

he picked up the various bids himself and delivered them all to the

architect's office or directed an employee to do so.

9£

George Sargent, head of

Shawmut's Fitchburg office, testified that on some occasions Irving Marcus gave
him all the bids in separate envelopes to carry into Masiello's office and that
he

himself did not have contact with the other bidders; he customarily stayed to

see the bids opened.

97
.

Both Marcus and Sargent testified that they arrived at

the preliminary estimate and allowance figure by using the cost and adding on 50%
of cost

for profit.

9A
°

Sargent testified that the actual bid price was

ordinarily less than the allowance, and was determined by Marcus.
The

99

following chart summarizes the bid documents retrieved from Worcester

County records on five projects and indicates the hardware allowance price for
each project,

the time of bidding,

and each bid received.

27PROJECT
DATE OF BIDS

ALLOWANCE

Milford Courthouse

5500

$

7/67

Uxbridge Courthouse
10/69

9500

westboro Courthouse
10/70

BIDS RECEIVED

*Shawmut Supply Co.
D.H. Eskin Co.
Sanders Hardware Co.

$5482
5995
6245

*Shawmut Supply Co.
Chandler and Barber Co.
D.H. Eskin Co.
Campbell Hardware

7980
8650
8790
8800

10500

*Shawmut Hardware
Waite's Industrial
Hardware Specialties
D.H. Eskin Co.
Campbell Hardware

6450
6488
7101.85
9580
9900

Dudley Courthouse
3/71

10500

*Shawmut Hardware
Campbell Hardware
Waite's Industrial
Hardware Specialties

7596
7700
8867
8900

Worcester County Jail

50000

*Shawmut Hardware
Campbell Hardware
D.H. Eskin Co.

35997
37440
37925

*

As seen in the chart,

the projects,

indicates contract awarded

several of the same "competing" bidders appear on most of

and are those implicated by Marcus in his bid-rigging scheme.

Generally, their prices fall within $1000 of each other.

George Sargent

testified that he probably brought in the predetermined bids on all courthouse
projects except Milford, which predated his association with the firm. 00
should be noted that in one instance, the Westborough Courthouse, there

It

were more bids than usual.

(See Appendix)

The Commission heard testimony on

this project from Raymond Allard (formerly of Masiello and Associates):
There was at least one occasion, to your knowledge, when Mr. Marcus came
to the Masiello office carrying his own bid and two bids from competing

Q.

firms?

that's correct.

A.

Yes,

C.

And was there a particular occasion when you chose to solicit
bid from another firm?

A.

Yes.
There was an occasion on the West[boro] Courthouse where
unbeknownst to Bill or Mr. Marcus I sent plans and specifications of the
west [boro ]. Courthouse to another hardware supplier, I believe, in the
Boston area soliciting a bid, and he did in fact bid on it and the
circumstances are that Shawmut Supply's bid was somewhere under $10,000
for the hardware with the second bid being slightly higher and the third
bid higher than that.
These two other bidders were apparently bidders
solicited by Mr. Marcus whereas the fourth bidder that I solicited, his
price was somewhere in the vicinity of slightly less than $6,000 and --

-

Masiello

a

fourth

Q.

Did you have

A.

I
did at that point and showed him the bids, that bid in which he
compared with the other bids and he became slightly upset, first that I
had done it, and secondly because of the spread between the new low
bidder and Shawmut's bid and that he apparently had been getting ripped
off by Shawmut Supply by the inflated bids and by the lack of eaual
amount of contributions.

a

discussion with Bill

at

that point?

-28a result of that, did Bill Masiello get in touch with Mr. Marcus on
that particular bid?

C.

As

A.

I
seem to recall that Mr. Marcus was there and Bill Masiello [sort] of
read them out and off about the whole situation and was auite upset
about it at which time Mr. Marcus filled out a new bid slightly lower
than the low bidder and gave it to Bill, and I believe he did in fact
supply that job at the lower price which further upset Bill that Mr.
Marcus could do the job lower than the lower bidder and apparently still
make a profit.

Q.

And what upset him was that he wasn't getting his share?

A.

Correct.
Marcus's share was obviously greater than his and that really
wasn't auite fair. 101

Actually, Allard's memory of the event nine years before was slightly

inaccurate, although substantially correct.
two of them (Waite's

A

total of five bids were received,

directed to Allard's

Industrial and Hardware Specialties)

attention and presumably sent in response to his solicitation.

(It

is possible

that he mentioned the job to one firm, which also passed on the word to

another.)

George Sargent, and not Marcus, was actually the individual who

carried in the other bids.

(See Appendix exhibits 13A

13E for copies of bids.)

-

Sargent testified that the Shawmut bid retained in the files (and
in the appendix to this

bids were opened,

reproduced

report) was not the one he originally brought in.

When

the Shawmut bid was slightly lower than those of Eskin and

Campbell (which he brought in) but higher than Waite's and Hardware Specialties
(which came in independently).

According to Sargent, William Masiello was very

surprised to see the two extra bids and was "a little shook up."

To salvage

the

situation, Masiello asked Sargent whether he had any blank bid forms with him,

which he did, whereupon Masiello had his secretary type uo

a

new bid with an

amount lower than all the others, and the original bid was destroyed.

This

episode was the most blatant example of bid-rigging uncovered by the Commission.
It

is

interesting to note that if the allowance on this project ($10,500) was

calculated as cost plus 50 percent, then the cost to the supplier was $7000 and
two bids

($6450 and 6488) were submitted at below cost.

more likely that, as in the

However, it seems much

Iaccarino case and others which follow, the allowance

prices were generally more inflated than was first admitted, and that in this

instance the profit margin was simply cut somewhat by the competition.
were generally inflated,

If prices

they would explain why the Shawmut firm was financially

able to give money to the Masiellos, as discussed in the next section(b).

William Masiello said that contracts for these manufactured items became
increasingly difficult to rig, as other legitimate bidders became aware of the
projects and would submit bids which were lower and too difficult to rule out in
favor of Shawmut. ^^'

It

appears from the chart above that on two succeeding

projects, Shawmut was forced to cut its bid to

a

smaller percentage of the

allowance price to remain competitive, yet must have still found these contracts
to be profitable,

since the firm continued to bid on them.

.

-29(b.) What was given in return:

Commission, William Masiello,

In

their respective appearances before the

Irving Marcus and Raymond Allard all testified that

Marcus contributed to various political fundraising causes when solicited by
Masiello. 10
of memory,

Because of the dearth of financial records from Shawmut, and lack
no

firm figures were obtained,

but Marcus testified that the

contributions were always made in cash and that, while they were nominally made
to purchase

fundraiser tickets, he seldom received any tickets.

yearly total to be in the hundreds of dollars.

Besides political contibutions

...

He estimated the

11-' 5

Marcus testified that:

,

I have had occasions
that Billy Masiello was in
there are times he would call me and say, I have to
entertain some people and I ran out of money, can you let me
have a few dollars to see me over for dinner or somethino like
that. 106
.

.

.

town,

Marcus testified that this happened perhaps five times and that each time he gave

Masiello about $50-100, which was never repaid. 107
Another way in which Marcus obliged William Masiello was in the donation of

hardware items; he stated

it

firm that asked for them,

and he gave such items freely

was common to give hardware samples to anyone in the
for someone's home.

One area in which accounts differed was with regard to cash payments for the

personal use of William or Frank Masiello.

William Masiello stated in an

interview that one project on which he recalled receiving
Marcus was the Worcester County Jail.
the hardware contract

for

$35,997,

(a

In

a

"kickback" from

that project, where Shawmut received

large contract in comparison with others

Shawmut received under Masiello) William

Masiello

recalled arranging for

a

kickback of approximately $3500-4000 in cash for his brother Frank, to be paid in
two installments.

He recounted how the first

installment was passed during

dinner at Jimmy's Restaurant in 1971 or 1972, when in his presence Marcus gave
Frank Masiello approximately $1500 cash.

For the second installment, William

Masiello allegedly visited Marcus's office in Dorchester, where Marcus attempted
to

give him the balance in

to accept

a

a

check made out to William Masiello.

check, Marcus agreed to pay cash, and on

a

When he refused

subseauent visit he had

cash ready and paid William Masiello approximately $2500 in cash, which

William

passed on to his brother Frank 109
In

his testimony,

Irving Marcus presented

a

different version:

A.

There is a matter that came up prior, I don't know if it was brought up
again now about a loan we made to Frank Masiello after he had left the
company which had nothing to do with the political aspects of the thing,
whatsoever

Q.

What was that loan?

A.

He hao askeo me for some money.
wanted to buy a car.

He was in Florida at

the time and he

-30-

In
a

a

Q.

This was Frank Masiello?

A.

Frank Masiello.

Q.

You loaned him so much?

A.

I

0.

And did he repay you?

A.

Yes.

Q.

What was the date of the loan, approximately?

A.

I

Q.

And when did he repay it?

A.

'69,

Q.

Now, apart from that loan and apart from your buying tickets, apart from
your giving a political contribution, quotation marks or without
quotation marks, did you ever give any money to Mr. Masiello, either
Masiellos, or give money to anyone else at his or their direction?

A.

I

think it was about $4,000.00.

presume '79.

I

was after he had left the company.

It

should say.

'69?

Was it

Yes,

I

am sorry.

cannot remember anything of that nature.

Within

a

year or so.

HO

private interview, Marcus said that Frank Masiello "repaid" him by funnelinc

private contract for work in Florida to Marcus, whereupon Marcus simply forgave

the loan and considered it

a

commission for the work in Florida.

However, Marcus

did not offer the same explanation when subseouently auestioned under oath as see

above.

Frank Masiello's version also differed:

subject that
as

a

he stated when interviewed on this

Florida client had seen samples of

a

new line of hardware which was

yet only available in New England through certain dealers, of which Shawmut was

one.

Frank Masiello put his contractor and Marcus in touch with each other and

when Marcus subsequently made the sale he asked Frank if he wanted some extra

money added to the contract for himself and Frank agreed on

$3000-4000.

a

"commission" of

Frank said that his brother William conveyed the money (from Marcus)

to him when they met

each other on

a

trip to Washington, D.C.

Joseph Bartoloni (Marcus's employee) provided yet another viewpoint on the

transaction.

He testified that,

at about the time the hardware contract for the

Worcester County Jail was awarded (the award was approved on June 10, 1571),
Irving Marcus told Bartoloni that he (Marcus) wanted $2000 from Bartoloni to add
to

S2000

donation.

he himself was giving to William Masiello as

a

contribution or

Bartoloni testified that he obtained $2000 cash from his personal

savings account and gave the cash to Marcus; he subseouently had

a

conversation

with William Masiello in which Masiellc acknowledged having previously received
the money,

given by Bartoloni and Marcus,

Taken together,

from Marcus.

^'

the recollections of William Masiello and Bartoloni are

consistent with each other, in that they both relate to the time frame of the

Worcester County Jail project

(c.

1971-72) and involve money given as

"contribution" to William Masiello.

a

Marcus and Frank Masiello's accounts, aside

-31from being uncertain as to time, contradict each other in that one refers to
loan and the other simply

a

a

commission.

Because of the intervening lapse of time (nine-eleven years) the Commission
was unable to obtain the necessary bank records to verify any of these

explanations.

Thus,

the discrepancies stand.

Both Bartoloni and Sargent told the Commission that Marcus commented to them
on the cost of doing business with the Masiellos.

Bartoloni

testified that

Marcus told him that they had to contribute, donate or buy tickets for political

fundraisers (from the Masiellos);

later when he was in business for himself,

After 1973, William Masiello continued to solicit

Bartoloni remembered this.

Bartoloni to purchase tickets periodically and Bartoloni stalled him when he
could, but did purchase

a

number of tickets on several occasions, and gave him

$200 cash on one occasion in front of the Pier Union Oyster House in Boston.

During this later period Bartoloni received four to six hardware contracts (his

estimate) through the Masiello firm, and although Bartoloni testified that there
was no explicitly stated relationship between the payments and the contracts,

understood there was such

a

he

relationship and did not need to be told so.

George Sargent had also learned from Marcus that the Masiello jobs did not
come gratis; he testified that Marcus told him "it was getting awfully expensive
to

do

business" with Masiello

assertion that

"all

to do business."

along with "the

;

in an interview he repeated Marcus'

the money we get here

is

not profit;

it cost

a

lot of money

Unlike Bartoloni, however, Sargent did not subsequently go
system."

When he left Shawmut around 1973 and started his own

hardware business in Fitchburg, he visited William Masiello once to see if there
were any projects on which he could bid.

Masiello replied sure, as long as he

(Masiello) knew what was in it for him beforehand and was "taken care of."

Sargent understood him to be soliciting money and replied "no way in
I

do

it."

h

would

After that, Sargent neither bid on nor received contracts on

Masiello-designed projects, and his firm went bankrupt in 1976. lls
Having heard the testimony about the "loose agreement" among Marcus' group of

supplier friends, and the "understandings" about donations and tickets, and
having observed the contrasting degrees of business success enjoyed by Marcus,

Eartoloni and Sargent, the Commission ended with

a

clear (albeit distressing)

overview of the role of contract hardware suppliers in public construction projects

.
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LANDSCAPING:

1.

The trade.

As performed by

of site improvement

Arello,

-

Incorporated

the Arello firm,

landscape architecture consisted primarily

such as the siting and planting of shrubs,

trees, bushes and

Occasionally, the firm contracted to do an entire landscaping job,

grass.

including fencing, driveway work, grading, and shoring (all of which it

subcontracted), in addition to the site improvement.*-* 9
The firm.

2.

Arello Incorporated,
by Robert Arello.

It

landscaping firm, was established in 1958 in Worcester

was thereafter incorporated in 1961,

the firm moved to Holden,

past twenty years,

a

where it has been located ever

since.

Over the

approximately 75 to 80 percent of its sales volume has been

the result of public contracts,

between 100 and 150 jobs.
The

about the time that

21

which by Robert Arello's estimate numbered

(See list of public projects in Appendix 14.)

financial records of Arello,

were $108, 324 in fiscal year 1968,

Inc.

show that the firm's gross sales, which

jumped to $636,253 in F/Y 1973 and $748,054 in

F/Y 1974. 122

Scope of study.

3.

Although the Commission obtained only

a

small portion of the financial data

which was summoned from the Arello firm, it was able to document
amount of cash generation for the years 1971-77.

a

substantial

The questions arisinq from the

financial research, when posed to Robert Arello, the firm's principal, elicited
yet another story of kickback arrangements,

services

rigged bids, cash payments and free

.

The story centered around five landscaping contracts administered by the

Masiello design firm for four courthouses in Worcester County.
for Milford,

and one each at Uxbridge,

(Two contracts
The Commission

westboro and Dudley.)

located the landscaping bids submitted on these projects and interviewed the
other bidders involved, as well as William and Frank Masiello.
4

Investigative results.

(a)

How the contracts were awarded:

Landscaping contracts in the

instances studied were awarded under allowances.
that,

5

William Masiello also stated

on those occasions where the landscaping of one of his

firm's projects was

included in the general bid rather than under an allowance, he would call the
general contractor and reouest that Arello be used.

(This may have been the

33

case in projects for the Worcester Housing Authority and Oxford Housing

Authority, which were designed by the Masiello
Arello.

however

^

.

2A

firm and landscaped bv

The Commission did not obtain documentation on these projects,

)

Initially, Robert Arello drew up the landscape plan; he testified that,

in

doing so, he specified certain species or varieties which he might obtain more
easily than other suppliers, or which were not obtainable (thus discouraging

bidders) and for which he knew he could make substitutions with the architect's

approval

IOC-

liC
.

>

In

this way, he was able (with William Masiello's approval) to

discourage other bidders, or at least put them at

a

After drawing up the plans, Arello told William

competitive disadvantage.
Masiello

what

the dollar

value of the contract would be, and Masiello would determine how much was to be

kickback to himself,

allowance figure. i2 °

add that to Arello's estimate,
As described by

Arello,

and set the total as the

the kickback was not

a

constant

percentage or sum, but varied with each job, and was to be paid to Masiello in
cash after Arello received payment from the general contractor. 19 7

(A

description of how Arello generated this cash will be furnished below in part
Arello understood that if he did not agree to the arrangement, he would

4(b).)

1

not get the contract,

TO

and vice versa.

When the time came for submitting the landscaping bids, the allowance was

administered by Masiello's office.
secure
to

Robert Arello testified that he

arranqed

to

total of three bids each time by going to friends of his and asking them

a

submit bids higher than his; he then took the bids to the Masiello firm

personally.

(He also testified that,

on occasion,

he reciprocated and gave them

high bids on jobs in which he was not interested; this suggests that such

bid-rigging was not confined to the cases or projects enumerated here.)
The Commission's staff was able to locate in Worcester County records the

bids submitted on all of the Worcester County courthouse projects mentioned in

section

3

above.

They are summarized in the chart below.
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WORCESTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
LANQSCAPING EIDS
PROJECT
DATE OF BIDS

ALLOWANCE

APPROXIMATE
ACTUAL
COST**

BIDS RECEIVED

AMOUNT
KICKED
EACK**

Milford
12/66

None

*Arello Landscaping
E. Strout Co.
McKeon Tree Co.

Milford
7/68

$4000

*Arello Landscaping
J.F. Murphy Co.
McKeon Tree Co.

3997.50
4173
4200

3000

$1000.
(25X)

Uxbridge
6/70*

$2000

*Arello Landscaping
J. F. Murphy Co.
McKeon Tree

2250
2537
2730

1500

$750.
(33X)

Westboro
10/71

$7000

*Arello Landscaping
J.F. Murphy Co.
McKeon Tree Co.

6895
7855
8278

3500

$3400.
(50*)

Dudley
1/72

$7000

*Arello Landscaping
McKeon Tree Co.
PriceWise

6553
6795
7333

3000

$3500.
(54%)

$3223
3670
3800

$2500

$720.
(20%)

indicates contract award

according

to Robert

Arello

The Commission's staff interviewed Charles and Flora McKeon,

proprietors of McKeon Tree Expert Company, and Jerome
the J.F.

Murphy Company.

F.

former

Murphy, proprietor of

Although Charles McKeon flatly denied any involvement

in bid-rigging with Arello,

McKeon (Flora) after several interviews

Mrs.

admitted giving Robert Arello several (but not all) of the phony bids.

1

-5

*

Jerome Murphy also denied in his first two interviews with the Commission's staff

submitting any phony bids through Arello,

1

in

but when in his third interview,

he was shown the bid documents with either his or his son's

own workpapers,

he

reciprocated.

signatures, and his

finally admitted the false bids; he denied that Arello every
His admission came forth on the same day that Arello

testified in public about the scheme.

Pricewise,

a

firm which bid on the Dudley

project, was another entity owned by Robert Arello, who testified that he used
its stationery to draw up the bid.
In

each of these projects,

firm's offices,

"

the landscape bids were opened at the Masiello

and after the opening, an employee of the firm wrote

a

recommendation to the Worcester County Commissioners that Arello receive the
contract; the recommendation was followed in each instance.
(b)

Robert Arello outlined in his testimony

What was given in return:

a

consistent pattern of kickbacks to William Masiello, which the Commission was
able to document partially with Arello's financial records of cash generation.

corollary of the cash payments was

a

number of small landscaping jobs performed

A

-35by Arello at William Masiello's

request for himself and the Worcester County

Comissioners (the ultimate awarding authority for the contracts discussed here).
(around 1972),

When Arello stopped receiving contracts from the Masiello firm,

it

was due to an argument over Arello's slowness in performing the free work.

During his public testimony, Arello gave his estimate of what the actual,

legitimate price on each of the courthouse projects should have been (these are
given in the fourth column of the chart in section 6(a) above) and stated that
(shown in the last column of the chart) was given to William

the difference

Masiello in cash. 37

It

is

intriguing to note from these figures that, in the

early years of the arrangement, Masiello allocated about 20-25 percent of the

rigged contract price for himself, but in the later contracts,

amassing

50 percent or more of the landscaping fee,

As mentioned earlier,

a

usually

Arello stated he

he

allegedly received

total of over $9000.

waited until he received

payment from the general contractor before paying off Masiello; and when asked
how he generated the cash, he testified that he either used cash which he had

received as payment for other jobs or he cashed corporate checks made out to
"Cash" or to

fictitious name 138

a

Anexaminationof
Arello

I

nco rpo ra ted

'

they were available)

s

the firm's

financial

records supports Arello's

testimony.

cancelled checks for 1971

(the earliest year for which

showed that checks written

to

"cash"

totalled $1500;

1972 they totalled slightly over $1200, and in 1973, $4315.

in

More interesting was the appearance,

"Robert Award."
had invented,

on the 1972 checks,

Arello testified that "Award" was

with

a

a

of

a

payee named

fictional character whom he

name similar enough to his own that he could cash the checks

easily at banks or stores or gas stations. 139

Apparently, Arello was

successful at cashing them, since in 1972 the cancelled checks to "Robert Award"
totalled almost $4600 and in 1973 they added up to over $1400.

three-year period,

Thus in the

'

(1971-73) Arello had access to over $13,000 from checks to

"cash" and "Robert Award," more than enough to pay William Masiello the $7650 he

allegedly received for the Uxbridge, Westboro and Dudley courthouse projects.
Arello testified that after he cashed such checks, he put the money in an

envelope which he then personally took

William Masiello or his secretary.

c

to

It

Masiello's office and gave
is

to

either

possible to estimate some of the

individual payments by looking at cancelled checks to "Robert Award":

On

December 29, 1973, $1500 was generated from two such checks, written for odd
amounts ($624 and $876) so they would be less conspicuous on the books; and on

March

9,

1973,

$413 and $787,
a

Arello cashed two checks written to the "Robert Award Co." for

respectively,

for

a

total of $1200.

That same day he also cashed

check for $800, written to the Worcester County National Eank.

for copies of the checks.)

($ee appendices

15-19

^
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william Masiello, while agreeing with Arello on the substance of the

bid-rigging and kickback scheme, disputed the allegation that he had received the
amount of money that Arello enumerated, and put the kickback total at only
$1000.

Because the transactions were ultimately carried out with cash, the

Commission was unable to trace further the money which Arello said he gave, or to

establish which witness gave accurate testimony.
Arello and William Masiello's testimony was consistent on the subject of free

services and materials, however.

Arello described several hundred dollars' worth

firm performed at Worcester County Commissioner waiter

of planting which his

Kelly's funeral homes, and

similar amount at Commissioner Paul Tivnan's home,

a

both at William Masiello's request.
In

his deposition,

4^

Arello stated that he also agreed to do free landscaping

work for William Masiello's home if his influence was used to get future jobs for

Arello.

This led to

a

falling-out, according to Arello.

... I agreed that I would do work for Mr. Masiello at his
home if I was
if his influence was used to get me work, and
He put a new pool in his back
we agreed I would do the work.
yard, I said when I get a chance, I will come over there and I
.will landscape it.
I
believe this was right before this
Worcester County Jail project
We
that you're referring to.
were busy at the time and I couldn't get there and he kept
calling me two or three times, said his wife was getting
I
told him as soon as
nervous, yelling at him, can I get there.
I
can get a chance, I will get there.
I
can't put jobs aside I
He called me one more time
am making money on, and be there.
and ordered me to be there the next morning and told me I would
in the
never get another job, whether it be Worcester County
area, and I told him I don't take any orders from anybody.
He
could shove it, and thereafter, that's the reason why I never
quoted' the job at the Worcester Jail because he was the
architect and it woulo be suicide for me to even work there. I* 2

—

—

Masiello's swimming pool area did not remain barren, however.
landscaping for the Worcester County Jail was performed by the

J.

The
F.

Murphy

Company which was selected for the job by the general contractor, Granger
Brothers,

Inc.

Jerome Murphy told one of the Commission's investigators that in

June, 1973 (during the construction of the jail),
to William Masiello's house

in West

Boylston.

Joseph Granger asked him to gc

Murphy did, and as

a

result

t

performed the swimming pool site improvement work, for which Granger paid

him.^ 2

William Masiello subsequently testified that Granger recovered the

costs of this work by deviating from the specifications at the Worcester County
Jail with Masiello's concurrence.

Once more,

in about

1S75,

Robert Arello attempted to reinstitute the

"arrangement" he had had with Masiello.

As

Arello testified, he agreed to

lanoscape the new Masiello offices on Elm Street in Worcester:
Q.

What services did you perform there?

A.

Will, it was an old mansion at one time or something like that, we came
in and ripped out all the dead trees and shrubs and put in all new sod
and bark mulch and we had an agreement that if I got some substantial
contracts where he was the architect, we would forget any bills to him.

-37c.

What eventually happened on this job?

A.

Well, eventually nothing came in, so we confronted him and the agreement
was I would at least get $2,000.00 out of $4,000.00 worth of work
because that was the value of material.

Q.

The $4,000.00 was your cost?

A.

Yes.
Two thousand was the value of the material.
So, he agreed to that
end of it, and that he said when he got his second mortgage money from
the bank, we would get paid.

C.

Did you ever get paid?

A.

Well, we received money only because we had to finally give it to
lawyer when we threatened to leave the jobs he had.

Q.

You litigated this invoice which you sent him for $2,000.00?

A.

Yes.

C.

And of the $2,000.00 bill how much were you eventually paid?

A.

The lawyer collected $1,500.00 and

C.

So,

A.

Seven hundred fifty dollars. 1^5

In

I

a

got half of that.

for $4,000.00 worth of work you got $750.00?

the end,

Robert Arello apparently found out that free services alone were

not enough to sustain his favor with Masiello,

amongst crooks there is no honesty."

and that

(to quote Masiello)

"even

^
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Office Furniture:

D.

Krizik

and Corrigan,

Inc.

Commonwealth Stationers,

The trade.

1.

In

Inc

public construction contracts, the purchase of office furniture is

ordinarily handled separately by the public purchasing agent after
completed.

building is

However, on some public building projects, namely those in Worcester

the Commission discovered

County,

a

that the furniture was

included as part of the

construction projects, and administered by the architect under allowances.
In

the contracts reviewed by the commission,

provided everything from chairs, desks,

the office furniture supplier

files and counters to wastebaskets

,

ashtrays, and blackboards 146

2.

The firms.

(a)

Krizik and Corrigan,

Inc.

Located in Worcester, Krizik and Corrigan,

Inc.

has been doing business since

1962 under the proprietorship of Charles Krizik and John Corrigan.
the two,

According to

only 5% or less of the firm's business has resulted from public

contracts,

records of the state Comptroller show that payments from the

state to the firm have totalled $598,197.87 from 1973 to 1978,

inclusive.

Of

projects designed by the Masiello firm, Krizik and Corrigan supplied material to
the Milford,

Uxbridge, Westboro and Dudley courthouse projects,

from

approximately 1969 to 1972.
(b)

Commonwealth Stationers,

Inc.

Commonwealth Stationers was incorporated in 1959, and has done business from
its Worcester location since then under the management of brothers Arthur and

Julius Palley.

and deals in both commercial

The firm employs about 22 people,

and retail office supplies and equipment

.

A^

From 1970 to 1977,

income has ranged from $.9 to 1.5 million. XH7
the Worcester County Jail,

its

The firm supplied furnituTe

the Gardner Courthouse,

sales

annual

for

Belmont Towers Housing

(Worcester Housing Authority) and the Westboro Courthouse, all designed by

Masiello and Associates, and built (with the exception of westboro) from 1973 to
1976.

3

.

Scope of study.

The staff of the Commission obtained records relating to the construction of
the Worcester County courthouses and jail,

including bids and correspondence

regarding office furniture for these buildings.
financial records of both Krizik and Corrigan,

The Commission also summoned the
Inc.

and Commonwealth Stationers,

^
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and audited them for evidence of cash generation or other improper

transactions

.

A.

Investigative results.

(a)

How the contracts were awarded:

As he

stated with respect to other

suppliers, William Masiello testified that he had Charles Krizik write the

specifications for office furniture on most Worcester County projects.
that Krizik was already "on the scene" when he (Masiello)

these projects.

He stated

started working on

Both William and Frank Masiello recalled separately that

°

their business relationship started at the urging of the Worcester County

Commissioners, possibly of Joseph Aspero or Paul Tivnan; 151 Krizik was also an
old personal friend of Walter Kelly.

52

William Masiello told the Commission's investigators that Krizik wrote the

specifications on the courthouses in such
from competing for the contracts.

a

way as to discourage other bidders

For example,

rather than name one

manufacturer's products throughout and then give the names of equivalents, he
specified various manufacturers for different pieces of furniture, making it

cumbersome for anyone else to look up each piece in

a

different catalogue and

then figure out what that competitor's equivalent might be.

Another device

Krizik allegedly used was to specify those brands of furniture for which he had
the local
:

franchises, thereby forcing competition to obtain the merchandise

through him (at

a

higher cost) or through another, more distant, franchise holder

(with added transportation costs) or to risk supplying their own line of

merchandise and having it eliminated as an unequal product.

(The

disqualification of furniture as "unequal" is more discretionary and difficult tc
review than in the case of lumber or hardware, since not only function is
involved, but also aesthetic preferences of the client or architect.)

Finally,

William Masiello stated that public advertisement of these contracts was designed
to

satisfy legal requirements without in fact notifying many interested parties;

they were advertised only in local papers outside of the Boston area, on

low-readership days.
Thus,

"

in contrast with some of the supply

furniture contracts were directed by Masiello
by

specialties described previously,
to

a

particular vendor primarily

manipulation of the specifications rather than by means of controlled,

falsified bids.

The results of the process are reflected in the chart which

follows, compiled from Masiello and Associates and Worcester County files of bids
and correspondence.

)
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indicates contract award

WORCESTER COUNTY
Pl?C"JTcT5

FURNITURE BIDS
Project and
Date of Bias

Milfora Courthouse
(11/5/66)
(about
12/1/68)

Uxbridge Courthouse
(5/5/70)
(Furniture)
(4/70)
(Counters

Westboro Courthouse

Bids Received

Falley Office Supply
Bermingham Office Equipment
Krizik and Corrigan

Krizik and Corrigan
Bermingham Office Eouipment

Dunton Corp.

19,890.90
20,058.41
20,651.61
ie,728.22
19,676.79

16,309.04
16,971.90
19,239. 5C

Palley Office Supply
Krizik and Corrigan
and Corrigan
Iaccarino and Sons
Hyland Offfice Supply

ALL
BIDS
REJECTED

••Krizik

6,150.50
6,350.00
6,588.50

Krizik and Corrigan

6,015.00

(REJECTED)

(4/71)
(Files and Counters)

(10/71
(Furniture)

Dudley Courthouse
(2/72)
(Furniture)
(4/72)
(Files and Counters)

Worcester County Jail
(1/19/73)

Gardner Courthouse
(6/15/76)

Krizik and Corrigan
Smith Brothers
H.M. Meserve

Krizik and Corrigan
(other bids,

if any,

(bid amounts unavailable;
correspondence indicates all
three chosen to furnish
different items)

19,939.35
unavailable)

Krizik and Corrigan
Narcus Brothers
Iaccarino and Sons

Commonwealth Stationers
Palley Office Supply
Krizik and Corriaan

Krizik and Corrigan

Commonwealth Stationers
Hyland Rice
Rolands
Palley Office Supply

6,475.00
6,900.00
7,000.00

62,547.76
62,622.80
84,022.10

63,613,
76,713,
84,789.
13,157,
26,495,

51

00
21
74

(partial bid)
77 (partial bid)

-41On the Milford Courthouse job,

Supply

(run by

Frank Masiello recalls having Palley Office

relative of Arthur and Julis Palley, but

a

theirs) write the original furniture specifications

15ii
.

a

firm separate from

Palley was

subsequently the low bidder, but the first set of bids was rejected by the County

Commissioners as being too high.

Before another advertisement for bids was

published, County Commissioner Paul Tivnan directed Frank Masiello to get in
touch with Charles Krizik and have him rewrite the specifications; 155 this was

confirmed in an undated, unsigned memo to one of Masiello's employees which said
"Get

in touch with Mr.

Not surprisingly,

Krizik before preparing the new specs per Mr.

Tivnan."

Krizik was the winning bidder on the second try, although

the bids were not substantially lower the second time around.

the two sets of specifications

A

comparison of

(Palley's and Krizik's) suggests why.

changes in brano names, the second set of specifications contains

a

Aside from

number of

instances where only one brand is given, and no substitutions are allowed;
in effect this eliminated any competing equal brands and gave the dealer of the

specified brand

lock on supplying those items.

a

Meanwhile, County Commissioner

Aspero wrote to the Director of Accounts in Boston bn November 15, 1968 asking
for an additional $5000 to $10,000 for the courthouse

first set of bids was so high;

he wrote additional

furnishings, since the

letters to Senators Dennis

McKenna and James Kelly, and Secretary of State John F.
to contact

X.

L.

Davoren, urging them

the Director of Accounts in support of his request.

5

Although the

correspondence file does not reflect it, the request must -have been granted,
since Krizik and Corrigan received notice of the contract award several
later.

1

58

weeks

Since the extra money was eventually appropriated, the question

arises as to the necessity for the second rounq of bibs and as to the reason for

Krizik's involvement in redrafting the specifications.

The correspondence files

did not contain any justification for the redrafted requirement of "no

substitutions," although such justification is ordinarily supposed to be
available.

(m.G.L.

The contract

Ch.

30,

39M)

s

for the Uxbridge Courthouse was split into two parts,

and furniture equipment,

and

(b)

Although

counters.

(a)

office

Krizik wrote the

specifications, 159 his firm's bid was highest on the former, and lowest for the
latter, and thus his firm only received the contract for the counters.
bid was rejected for failure to include
On the Westboro Courthouse project,

a

(Dunton's

certified check 160)
is

it

unclear from the records that were

turned over to the Commission whether any other firms bid against Krizik and

Corrigan for the files and counters contract.
the

It

is

also unclear what portion of

furniture contract was awarded to Krizik and Corrigan.

which did appear in the documentation was

Masiello and Associates for

a

a

One irregularity

reouest from Charles Krizik to

purchase order to cover, in part, the purchase of

-42an Olivetti

typewriter. 61

In

his interview,

with staff of the Commission,

Krizik stated that his firm did not supply typewriters, and gave no explanation
for

the request.
A

c-t

similar irregularity, although more substantial, surfaced in the documents

related to the Dudley Courthouse contract.

In that

project, Krizik and Corrigan

received the contracts to supply both furniture, and files and counters.

Approximately one month after receiving the furniture contract, at

price of

a

$19,939.35, Charles Krizik wrote to Masiello and Associates reauesting an

"accessory change order" for $9,045.65, an increase of 45 percent.

Among the

items listed for the change order were three IBM typewriters totalling $1653, and
law books costing $4875.
3

6^

1/2 weeks of the request,

The change order was approved and invoiced within

and paid in full one month later.

about this change order, and particularly why

a

6

When asked

furniture store was supplying IBM

typewriters and law books, Krizik stated that he didn't supply such items and had
no recollection of the change order.

Later in the interview, he suggested that

sometimes when money has been appropriated for certain items, the client may not
want those items but something else, but must invoice for the authorized items in

order to get the money; he suggested that perhaps this was the case, but could
not say what else the money may have bought.

Neither the subseauent invoice

(which was not itemized) nor the Masiello employee who approved it, nor the

Dudley Courthouse personnel, could shed any further light on the expenditure when

consulted by the Commission's investigators.
The next
the

(and probably last)

Worcester County project for which Krizik wrote

furniture specifications was the Worcester County Jail; done in mid-or-late

1972,

they were also by far the most potentially lucrative, with an allowance of

$75, 000. 166

However, Krizik and Corrigan was not awarded the contract.

William Masiello described the specification and bidding process:
Well, it was on the Worcester County Jail Project and
again, we didn't specify furniture cr furnishings so we had to
go to an outside consultant to write specifications although we
So, I began
used Masiello's name on top of the specifications.
to deal with Mr. Krizik and one day the jail project came
I
along.
asked him if he would write the specifications for
They
me.
So, what he did, he went out with the jail people.
when it
Well,
be.
going
to
were
decided how biq the furnishings
came down to the end it was probably the last item that had to
There was approximately $75,000 remaining from the
be bid.
eight and a half million dollars that we needed, and I told this
So,
to Mr. Krizik, that he had to keep his bid under $75,00C.
It was publicly bid,
he sent us specifications and it was bid.
After it was advertised
and I mean it was advertised legally.
we started getting calls from the various office furniture
suppliers and they couldn't understand the specifications.
There [were] nc such numbers and it was all confusing.
So, I
immediately tried to reach Mr. Krizik anc I couldn't find him
until the day before the bid, but in the meantime I called
Commonwealth Stationers and I asked Arthur [Palley], I indicated
yesterday, to review this set of plans and specifications.
Well, it just so happened I believe that one of the members of

-43his staff had worked with Krizik and he recognized the bid
What he [Krizik] did is he used the number of one
numbers.
manufacturer and the name of another manufacturer.
So, if you look down the number there was no such thing.
There was no way that they could correlate it with another piece
of furniture.
So, I told Mr. [Palley] we decided on 50
I know
it went up to
something thousand as a bid at the time.
60 because of change orders.
We agreed that he would give me
when the bids were in fact opened, Mr. Krizik did
back $5,000.
bid $84,000 [Palley's] Office Supply, I believe it was $57,000
and Commonwealth Stationers, another, I believe was something
They were only $55 apart between the two
like $55.
Mr. Krizik yelled foul.
They came up and reviewed
contractors.
them and spec after spec, item after item, they all compiled
He said throw all the bids out.
with the exception of chairs.
So, I said, Mr. Krizik, I am not going to throw out any bids.
1
am going to
You had no right writing the bid that badly.
His partner
award to [Palley - of Commonwealth Stationers].
I
believe the bids were opened on a
called, Mr. John Corrigan.
weekend.
The middle of the next week he called me, [to say]
I
said
We can bring that in at $50,000.
throw the bids out.
you are trying to steal $35,000, is that what you are trying to
So, we awarded it to [Palley, of Commonwealth
tell me?
Krizik took us to court on the uneaual clause and
Stationers].
we beat him and we awarded the project to [Commonwealth
Stationers] .167

Thus,

rather than simply writing the specifications restrictively

,

Krizik

wrote them unintelligibly, and the attempt to garner the contract backfired.

William Masiello, angry about the specifications, about Krizik's plan to submit
grossly inflated bid, or about other dealings with Krizik,
county commissioners (by
low bidder

a

finally advised the

1-29-73 letter of his employee, Wayne Salo) that the

(Commonwealth Stationers) did fulfill the specifications, and the

commissioners awarded the furniture contract accordingly. °°
Corrigan,

a

Inc.

When Krizik and

subsequently took the matter to court, suing Commonwealth

Stationers and the County Commissioners on the grounds that Commonwealth's bid
did not met the specifications,

they lost.

16
°9

Following the controversy, William Masiello routinely used Arthur and Julius
Palley to draw up specifications for furnishing the Gardner Courthouse (1974-76),

Belmont Towers (Worcester Housing Authority, 1973-74), and the Westboro

Courthouse (adoitional furnishings after construction was completed), and

Commonwealth Stationers received contracts on all of these projects.
the contracts they received,

the Gardner Courthouse,

graphic example of the advantage enjoyed by

a

provides

a

One of

particularly

supplier who writes specifications

tailored to its own line of furniture, and the discretion of an architect in
ruling out other furniture bids as uneaual.

When Gardner Courthouse furniture bids were received,
was Krizik and Corrigan,

Inc.

wrote the County Commissioners

the apparent

low

bidder

However, Wayne Sale of Masiello and Associates
a

lengthy, detailed review of the bids and

recommended the award of the bid to Commonwealth Stationers, based on Krizik and
Corrigan's use of "incompatible" designs and substitutions which did not fulfill
the letter of the specifications. 171

(See letter and resultino vcte of
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Worcester County Commissioners in Appendix
not bid on all items,

Even though Krizik and Corrigan did

20-21.)

the architect could have recommended that it be awarded the

contract for those items for which it did submit the low bid.

this case,

In

however, that option was not followed and Commonwealth Stationers received the

overall furniture contract, the largest in the Worcester County projects designed
by the Masiello

firm.

William Masiello told the Commission's

What was given in return:

(b)

investigators that, in return for being permitted to write the furniture
specifications, Charles Krizik gave him

a

$7,500 "commission.

,,J

Frank

-

Masiello also remembered receiving money from Krizik out of the allowance on the

Milford project.

However, both were uncertain as to the details of how the

money was handled, and neither gave any sworn testimony on the subject.
In

on the

an unsworn interview,

Charles Krizik admitted writing the specifications

first four Worcester County Courthouses and the jail, out denied making

any payoffs or deals,

or even paying anyone

for being allowed to write

specifications; he said that County Commisioner Tivnan wanted Krizik to write the

specifications so that the

county would not have to pay him to do so.

(It

should be pointed out that the architect' was already being paid to write these

specifications.)

An audit of Krizik and Corrigan's incomplete

financial records,

summoned by the Commission, turned up several possible instances of cash

generation, but was inconclusive and the records did not cover the time period
during which cash payments allegedly occurred (1968-72).
Krizik did admit to purchasing political fundraising tickets from William

Masiello on

regular basis, worth

a

a

total of about $1000 over the years; he

recalled buying tickets for Worcester County Commissioners Aspero,
Cassidy,

75

[Walter] Kelly, and Senator James Kelly.

In 1972,

Tivnan,

when the Masiello firm moved its offices into the Mechanics Tower in

Worcester, Frank and William Masiello visited Krizik and Corrigan's premises to
select new office furniture for their quarters.

thousand dollars' worth of desks,

files,

furniture as

In
a

an interview,

They picked several

chairs and pictures, which were

delivered to the Mechanics Tower and utilized.
for however.

6

None of the itmes were ever paid

William Masiello intimated that he considered the

gratuity from Krizik,

177

whereas Krizik maintained in his

interview that the Masiellos charged the furniture and he expected the bill tc be
paid.^ 7e

The point became moot,

however, when after the award of the Worcester

County Jail contract to Commonweath Stationers, Krizik sent over

repossessec all of the furniture in Masiello's offices.

a

truck and

-45The repossession virtually ended Krizik's relationship with the Masiello

firm,

just as

relationship was developing between Commonwealth Stationers and

a

the Masiello firm.

William Masiello testified about the arrangement he made with

Arthur Palley of Commonwealth Stationers on the Worcester County Jail projects:

During the final stages of the Worcester County Jail
bid for furniture and furnishinqs was advertised by our
firm.
Prior to the bid being received by the County
Commissioners I had made a deal with Art Palley, Arthur Palley.
The deal was that I would receive $5,000 in cash if in fact he
was a low bidder.
Mr. Palley, or I should say Commonwealth
Over the period, I believe
Stationery were in fact the low bid.
it was May of 1972, correct me if I'm wrong, through I would say
September of 1973 Mr. Palley paid me a sum of $4,500 in cash in
units of $500, sometimes it was five, sometimes it was 1,000,
.179
sometimes it was 1,300
.

Project

.

.

a

.

.

When first interviewed by Commission staff in October,

1979,

Julius Palley

(brother of Arthur) said that he never gave William Masiello any kickbacks in
i

on

return for contract awards.
in May,

1979,

When Arthur and Julius Palley were interviewed

Julius stated that, after performing their part of the Worcester

County Jail project, Commonwealth Sationers had trouble getting paid by the
county; Arthur stated that he approached William Masiello about the problem and

agreed (at Masiello's request) to pay Masiello $4000-5000 if he could expedite
Julius denied any knowledge of this arrangement or of any other

the payments.

kickback agreement.

8*

Finally, when interviewed alone, Arthur Palley admitted that both he and

Julius met with William Masiello prior to the award of the contract, and agreed
that,

in

return for Masiello's assistance in obtaining the contract for them,

they would pay him $4500-5000 after they started receiving their payments from
the county.
(1)

Arthur outlined the method of cash generation as

a

combination of:

cashing corporate checks made out to himself; and (2) using cash receipts

from sales at the store which were not recorded on the books of Commonwealth

Stationers.

He

$500 to $1000 at

stated that he would place the cash in
a

time,

a

red cardboard envelope,

and carry it himself to Masiello's office where the

envelope was given to either William Masiello or his secretary, Audrey Pawson.
This happened on about five occasions, usually in response to

Masiello, saying he needed the money.

a

call from

Arthur Palley denied any knowledge of what

William Masiello subsequently did with the money.
Arthur Palley produced some of the cancelled checks he used to obtain cash
for Masiello and they

indicated payments made in June and August, 1973,

payments received from Worcester County for the jail contract.
on the accounts of Commonwealth Stationers,

another entity owned by the Palleys.
which, when added up,

ADDendices

22-25.)

totalled

a

following

Some were drawn

and some on Deerfield Press,

Inc.,

They were written in pairs for odd amounts

round figure.

(Sample checks are included in
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Because of the Palley brothers, Masiello's offices did not remain unfurnished
for lonq.

accordinq

William Masiello ordered office furniture from Commonwealth Stationers,
to

Julius Palley, and

never paid for it.

He also ordered

artwork and printing which, combined with the furniture, ran up
least $3500.

a

suDDlies.

bill of at

According to Julius Palley, this bill was never collected because

William Masiello kept mentioning new projects for which Coinmonwealth Stationers
could supply furniture; this caused Palley to back off and not press his claim.
The debt was eventually written off.
The Palley brothers were also willing purchasers when William Masiello needed
to sell

Julius Palley recalled buying

tickets to political fundraising events.

tickets for Sheriff Joseph Smith of Worcester County and Senator James
among others, and spending
(his own and his brother's)

a

A.

Kelly,

total of $400-500 over the years from personal funds
for such Durooses.

1

84

This area of contract awards provided another example of the ease with which

corrupt suppliers could be found to keep the system going.
had

a

When William Masiello

disagreement with one, he simply found another who was willing to write

specifications, pay

a

kickback, buy tickets,

seed his lawn,

or whatever else was necessary to get the job.

give him furniture,

The firms were interchangeable,

because the costs were usually passed on to the taxpayers.
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Security windows:

1.

The William Bayley Company

The trade

Security windows are specially manufactured windows made of stainless steel
or aluminum and used in projects such as jails,

schools and other public

buildings in which protection is an important factor.

2

.

The

firm.

The William Bayley Company of Springfield,

Ohio manufactures security windows

aluminum and stainless steel, and is the top U.S. manufacturer

out of steel,

specializing in prison windows. 185

The firm supplies about

80% of the prison

projects in the country, but does very little residential work 186

federally-funded projects has increased over the last ten years
$2-3 million per year.
the last ten years,

In contrast,

to

Its work on
a

volume of about

its work in Massachusetts has decreased over

averaging $100,000-200,000 per year; of that work,

approximately $750,000 was generated from projects designed by the Masiello
architectural firm.

°'

The chairman of the board at Bayley is John Lefevre,

representative for the Northeast and sales manager. 89

former area
The manufacturer's

sales representative in Boston is currently Joseph Blasetti, who acts on

a

retainer basis; before 1976, the firm was represented by wills and Hill of
Boston. 190
Among the Massachusetts projects supplied by the company were prison

buildings at MCI-Concord, schools in Worcester and Salem,

the

Middlesex County

Courthouse, the Worcester County Jail, and Southeastern Mass. University. 191

3.

Scope of Study.

The Commission's research into allegations made by William Masiello about

the

Bayley Company was limited by the fact that Bayley is located outside

Massachusetts.
no

The

firm produced some project records from its Ohio offices but

financial documents.

The Commission's staff was able to supplement

this with

records of the BBC, Worcester County and the Masiello firm, namely contracts,
bids,

specifications and correspondence.

However,

the crux of William Masiello's

allegations concerned the existence of an ongoing kickback agreement, and the
absence of Bayley's financial

allegation.

records made it impossible to substantiate this

Thus the Commission relied primarily upon project documents and

personal interviews to establish the history of bidding and contract awards,

primarily for MCI-Concord projects.

-484

Investigative Results

.

(a)

How the contracts were awarded.

Under Massachusetts state law,

contracts for metal windows on state construction projects are awarded through

a

system of filed sub-bids, administered by the BBC or other appropriate awarding

William Masiello testified that, despite this restriction, he was

authority.

able to channel the subcontracts to Bayley by using proprietary specifications 192
-- those which described

Bayley.

a

unique product or uniaue features made only by

Joseph Blasetti, in his interview with the Commission's staff, stated

that the Bayley firm did window design and drawings on numerous Massachusetts

state projects, working with the BBC and architects, and setting budget figures

before the bidding stage. 19 3

John Lefevre told the Commission's interviewers

that the Bayley Company wrote specifications on projects designed by the Masiello
firm,

and in doing so,

specified its own product.* 96

In

this way, competitors

were discouraged or completely eliminated from bidding.

Review of the specifications and bids obtained by the Commission confirmed
the effectiveness of using proprietary specifications.

Certain brand

characteristics of the Bayley product, such as use of steel or higher gauge
aluminum construction than that used by other manufacturers, and

factory-installed weatherstripping

,

appear in the specifications.

Although

proprietary specifications were supposed to be approved in writing by the
awarding authority, justifying their restrictiveness

no such documentation was

,

found; the proprietary specifications were simply put out to bid.
The result was

a

On MCI-Concord project P61-1 #2,

lack of bidders.

was initially the sole bidder; when the contract was rebid,

Bayley

two other firms

submitted bids but could not meet the specifications as cheaply as Bayley, ana
Bayley won the contract.

°5

On P61-1 #4 at MCI-Concord,

bidder at $289,982 and received the contract without
being conducted. 170
this project,

On P61-1 #9C

,

s

Bayley was the sole

second round of bidding

Bayley was the sole bidder again.

-1

On

'

however, an internal BBC memo written the day after the bids were

opened suggested that the specifications were changed at the last minute by
Bayley,

at

Masiello's direction, in

(See memo in Appendix

submitted,

a

.)

ioe

a

manner both confusing and restrictive.

And approximately one week before bids were to be

competing window manufacturer's representative wrote to the Masiello

firm to note the restrictiveness of specifications which prevented it

bioding (see Kehas letter in Appendix).
in this

set

"

from

Perhaps because the restrictiveness

of specifications was so blatant,

the contract was put out to bid

secono time 200 and five firms were specifically invited to bid. 2C *
result was that only two of the firms notified bothered to respond.

The

Again,

a

-45-

Bayley received the contract as low bidder. 202
In

reviewing the bid documents and correspondence summarized above, the

inconsistency of BBC procedure became apparent.
the sole bidder,
#2 and //SO;

bidding.

the contract was put out

in another case

Ordinarily,

for

a

In

some cases where Bayley was

second round of bidding

(P61-1 #4) it received the contract without

if there are

(P61-1

further

fewer than three bids and they are

substantially higher than the budget figure or allowance, they are rejected under
M.G.L. c.149

440.

However, on Project P61-1

than the allowance for windows,

but

it

The decision as to whether or not

#

9C, Bayley's price was over $69,000 morp

received the contract nevertheless.
to accept

bids,

and whether or not to allow

proprietary specifications ultimately rests with the administering agency.
however, William Masiello made it clear in his testimony that the BBC relied

heavily on the architect's judgement in allowing proprietary specifications and,
generally, in supervising contracts:
0.

... it is up to the architect to make the recommendation and
justification for allowing this proprietary spec? ... do you know
whether [the BBC] scrutizined it independently as a reaular practice or
not?

A.

That is what the Commonwealth hires the architect for,
more closely than they do.

Q.

That is what enables them in that situation to direct the contract to
?
Bayley.
.

A.

to scrutinize

it

.

That's right. 203

**
... it is pretty difficult for the BBC to supervise right.
left up to the architect.
Yes, we are the overseers 204

So it

is

.

The

sound,
As

reliance by the BBC, or any public agency, on the architect to give

independent advice was often misplaced in the case of the Masiello firm.

brought out in succeeding paragraphs, William Masiello was often motivated by

something besides the best interests of the Commonwealth when he (or his

representatives) advised the administering agency.
(b)

What was given in return: William Masiello further testified before the

Special Commission on the subject of his reasons for usinq proprietary window

specifications

:

Again, I told you Bayley windows was [sic] a prison window
[for] which a specification that we could write [was]
proprietary as I indicated to you and because of it you could
build in a little something .. .205
...

He

went on to testify what

"little something" he was able to arrange with John

Lefevre of the Bayley Company:
... Between us any time I wrote a proprietary spec that he
that he would return
wanted a contract [for], [it was agreed]
to me ten percent of the bid.
I
believe it was started on ...
[project] 9A, where the price was $51,475.
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On 9A he did in fact give me $5,100, 42 of which he gave me
a check with the sum of $4,200 made out to a Pilgrim
Industries [which] I gave to Mr. George Basile and he cashed the
check, retained 10 percent for himself and gave me the balance.
...

[in]

Basile was to serve as the agent through which the
money would be laundered... ?

C.

Mr.

A.

That's correct.

Q.

Now,

A.

I
don't recall.
I know those were
the only two instances
or three instances that I received anything from Bayley.
The remainder I would like to say is still
.206
outstanding

the Concord farm dorm [P61-1 #9C], do you recall that
project or the Chandler [Oxford] winslow School [in
Worcester]?

.

.

Masiello was uncertain as to whether, for each particular

contract,

the Bayley

firm was able to afford paying him because they deviated from specifications or

their price was inflated.

As he said,

"All

I

know [is]

I

had

a

ten percent fee

kickback from them." 207

William Masiello did recall one occasion on which Bayley did not fulfill
specifications.

He

related how, at an American Correctional Association

convention in Miami (held in August, 1971), someone from Bayley approached him
about eliminating thousands of required welds from windows Bayley was then

supplying at MCI-Concord.

The welds were omitted with Masiello's approval,

For this favor, William Masiello said he
one
received $1,000 (from Bayley) which was channeled to Senator James A. Kelly.

saving Bayley thousands of dollars.

The Commission's staff consulted records of MCI-Concord projects in which

both Bayley and the Masiello firm were involved, and from the time frame

suggested by Masiello, surmised that the contract in ouestion was P61-1 #4,

construction of the gymnasium, chapel

for

and industries buildings.

Although John Lefevre, the Bayley official mentioned in William Masiello's
testimony, was from Ohio, and thus outside the Commission's legal reach, the

Commission's staff was able to interview him briefly while he was in

Massachusetts on other business.

During that interview, he was auestioned as to

the existence of an ongoing ten percent kickback agreement with William Masiello,

and about the deviation from the specified welds at MCI-Concord.

Lefevre

repeatedly denied making or being asked to make any agreement to pay money to
either Frank or William Masiello, or

a

third party, and denied that he had paid

kickback of any amount as part of such an agreement.
Lefevre said he had anticipated being auestioned about the welds at Concord,
and had consulted his records.

He admitted having met

the Masiellos at an ACA

convention in Miami, and admitted that about half the specified welds were
omitted by agreement, but insisted that the Bayley firm saved no money in doing

a

-51so and,

fact,

in

had supplied

better window than reauired.

a

Again, he denied

^

that any payment was made in return.

Because the financial records of the Bayley Company remained
the Commission,

it

unavailable to

was not possible to confirm either Masiello's or Lefevre's

But because many of the surrounding details of William Masiello's account

story.

were reiterated independently by Lefevre,

neither did the Commission discount

William Masiello's version.

F

.

Brick: Provost Company,

1

.

The firm and its trade.

The Provost Company,

William before that, was

Inc.

run by Kenneth Provost in the 1970s and by his father
a

distributor of brick and building materials

operating out of Waltham and Watertown, Mass.

As such,

it

did not manufacture or

install brick but simply acted as an exclusive distributor of certain kinds of
x

brick in the New England area.

Its products,

like any brick, were

distinguishable by their color and other properties such as absorption and
strength, determined by their particular clay content and manufacture.
The Provost firm developed

a

substantial business relationship with Masiello

and Associates between 1973 and 1977, when Charles Mezzano,

William Masiello, became
in

a

salesman for Provost.

a

longtime friend of

As described by Kenneth Provost

testimony before the Special Commission, William Masiello told him that if he

(Provost) took care of Mezzano, Masiello would see to it that Provost products
were used on Masiello-designed projects. 2iA
was able to obtain
in

a

In

this manner, William Masiello

measure of job security for his friend; as will be examined

succeeding paragraphs, he obtained financial advantage for himself at the same

time.

2.

Investigative Results

a

How tne Contracts Were Awarded

.

William Masiello testified:
... [T]he only area that BBC will let you carry [as] an
allowance item was in brick, the brick portion of the allowance,
but otherwise, everything had to be spelled out and had to have
very qualified manufacturers and they all had to be equal. 215

Thus,

at

the outset of most state building projects which used brick,

the brick

was removec from the competitively-priced masonry sub-bid and was given
of its own.

Masiello went on to describe how that budget was determined:

what you did is you put it out on a brick allowance, and in
this particular case Mr. Provost would tell me exactly how much
brick it is going to cost shipped f.o.b. on the job site.
Something would be added to it and that is what we were using as
an allowance item. 216

So,

a

budget

-52-

William Masiello liked brick; as he said, he mandated brick in all the

buildings designed by his firm because he thought "all the buildings that look
terrible are made out of concrete...
than

a

cold concrete building." 217

Mezzano,

a

So,

brick building is much more attractive

whether for these reasons, concern for

financial advantage or all three, Masiello channeled

a

significant

amount of business to the Provost Company.

William Masiello consulted with Kenneth Provost in setting an allowance
price.

At

the same time,

he had his own employee,

Joseph Miller, draw up the

brick specifications after looking over samples presented by Mezzano and in some

cases obtaining written specifications of Provost's brick. 218

The

specifications were, in effect, proprietary, since the colors and other
properties mentioned were unique to the product line carried exclusively by
Provost.
With an allowance predetermined by the architect with the BBC's sanction,
there was little need for competitive pricing.
to

And with specifications tailored

product carried exclusively by one supplier in the entire region, there was

a

for competitive pricing.

no opportunity

These factors made it possible for

William Masiello to channel the award of brick contracts at his discretion and,
in doing so,

b

.

to name his

own price as part of the contract.

What Was Given in Return

When Kenneth Provost testified before the Commission, he was auestioned about
the quid pro quo imposed by William Masiello:
C.

... Sir, did you at any time have any conversation with
Mr. William Masiello concerning what Mr. Masiello expected
or wanted from Provost in exchange for the efforts he was
making specifying Provost brick on the jobs that he was the
designer for?

A.

Yes,

Q.

Can you tell us the substance of that conversation?

A.

Yes.
He asked
he said that he would specify our
materials if in the future when he had poliical
contributions to make we couid help him.

Q.

Now,

did.

—

Mr.
A.

I

sir,

did you in fact make political contributions at

Masiellc's reauest?

Yes. 219

Provost and Mezzano testified that the Provost firm supplied brick for the

following projects: Worcester Housing for the Elderly (Elm Park Towers),

Shrewsbury Housing for the Elderly, Taunton Housing for the Elderly, Leicester
Housing,

the Dudley-Harrison Fire Station,

MCI-Concord, the Federal Pecords

53Center in Waltham, and the Chandler/Oxford/winslow School in Worcester. 20

Kenneth Provost and William Masiello testified specifically about two kickback

arrangements which arose from these contracts, one from the Dudley-Harrison Fire
Station and the other at MCI-Concord (P61-1 #4).
The Dudley-Harrison example is treated more

Suffolk County/City of Boston

fully in the preceding text about

Briefly reiterated, William

(See Volume 3.)

Masiello testified that due to

change in plans, which was not communicated to

a

the brick suppliers, more brick was ordered and delivered to the job site than

When the manufacturer refused to take the brick back, William

was needed.

Masiello used his influence with the general contractor and the administering
agency to process
$3,300. ZZ1

a

change order, giving the Provost Company an additional

Of this amount,

Provost (through Masiello or Mezzano) kicked back

$500 to be given to Kevin White's campaign. 22

Similarly, at MCI-Concord, the allowance carried for brick was originally $80
per thousand.
Mr.

When during the construction of H,

K

and

L

buildings (P61-1 #£)

Provost told William Masiello that he (Provost) couldn't make

a

"donation" to

Masiello because there was not sufficient profit to do so, Masiello processed
change order increasing the allowance to $90 per thousand 223

a

According to the

change order in the BBC files, this added $1535. 64 to the contract. 224

Masiello did not specify in his testimony what portion of this was returned to
nor whether it was passed on to another individual.

him,

Both Provost and Mezzano testified that the Provost firm indirectly

contributed $500 to Senator James Kelly's Scholarship Fund (which was initiated
ooc

in 1976).

when William Masiello asked Mezzano to contribute, he did so in

cash and was later reimbursed by the Provost Company.

obligated to buy tickets

occurred

a

fo

Mezzano said he felt

this scholarship fund dinner even though it had

month before, because Masiello

had

given him and the Provost Company

so

much work.
There was another occasion which arose in

felt "obligated" to give.

1-976

in which Provost

He testified that William Masiello asked that he take

care of his friend Mr. Edmund Mangini, who needed brick to build
wall in his back yard.
the Provost

apparently

a

barbecue or

Provost knew that Mangini was an official in DCA, since

firm had supplied brick to several housing projects.

Provost agreed,

and hao $218 worth of brick delivered to Mangini's home (documented by

a

signed

invoice he provided to the Commission) for which Provost paid but was not in turn
paid by Mangini.

"'

The supplier system carried

till,

to pay

not only

a

high enough profit margin, paid from the public

for political contributions to public officials and

kickbacks to the architect, but all manner of favors -- swimming pool

.

-54fancy panelling and barbecue pits.

landscaping, house additions,

The

possibilities were almost limitless.

G.

Athletic Equipment: Sun Lea Sports Company

1

The

firm and its trade.

Sun Lea Sports has been owned and managed by William Gulvanesian in

Winchester and Maiden since 1952, later becoming
owned by Gulvanesian, the House of Sports,

subsidiary of another entity

a

Inc., of Waltham.

Sun Lea deals

primarily in wholesale sporting goods, and public contracts have provided 60 to
70 percent

of its business over the last

The firm supplies such items

ten years.

and backboards to schools,

as bleachers, basketball nets,
one
** B

parks and recreation

departments.

2.

Investigative results.

Although
sector,

a

substantial portion of Sun Lea's contracts were from the public
that for the

the Commission examined only one of the firm's contracts,

Worcester County Jail.

The investigation was initiated when,

in

a

private

interview with the Commission's staff, William Masiello disclosed that he had
accepted rigged bids and

a

kickback from the athletic supplier on this

contract. **'
By

searching records of bids and correspondence, interviewing Gulvanesian,
the

and ultimately bringing William Masiello and Gulvanesian to testify,

Commission learned that Gulvanesian originally met William Masiello through
mutual

friend, Gregory Kollegian,

a

a

supplier of concrete products often used on

Masiello visited Gulvanesian at his store and

Masiello- designed projects.^

tolo him of the upcoming jail project, asking if he wanteo to bid on the gym

equipment.

When Gulvanesian expressed interest, Masiello indicated that he

himself might want something out of the contract; Gulvanesian said he was
231
reluctant and Masiello reassured him that it would turn out all right.

Unlike other suppliers used by the Masiello firm, Gulvanesian had no role in
setting the allowance or writing specifications;
it was

time to bid,

they were simply sent

to

him when

which was in

and he was unaware of the allowance figure,

fact $33, 000. 233

Gulvanesian testified that he analyzed the specifications and calculated his
bid at cost plus fifteen percent,

which amounted to approximately $26,000 total.

Before the bids were due, William Masiello again visited Gulvanesian
upon hearing what Gulvanesian

$2,500 of that total as

a

'

s

bid would be,

kickback.

'

s

store and,

stated that he (Masiello) wanted

Gulvanesian protested that

most of his profit and Masiello told him to raise his bid.

it

would eat up

When Gulvanesian

s

s

-55-

offered to bid $29,000, Masiello said that it would be all right but that in that
case he wanted $3,500.

necessary.

He

told Gulvanesian to obtain the three bids that were

Gulvanesian assured him that he could obtain three bids easily enough

since he owned two companies himself and had

friend in the business who would

a

give him blank stationery to make up the third bid. 236
The bids were opened in early March,

the Masiello firm.

$29,187.23.

35

Gulvanesian

'

after Gulvanesian mailed them to

1972,

bid for Sun Lea was lowest,

s

House of Sports and Lee Chisholm (a former partner of Gulvanesian

Sun Lea) submitted higher bids at Gulvanesian

at

at

'

'

direction 23 ^

s

.

Gulvanesian testified that his agreement with Masiello stipulated that the
$3,500 was to be paid in cash after Sun Lea received its final payment from the
general contractor. 237

He stated that William Masiello must have been aware of

the general contractor's payments because as soon as the final one arrived,

sometime in 1973, Masiello called to say he would be down to pick up the cash at

Gulvanesian

'

store.

s

Gulvanesian

'

s

recollection of subseauent events differs from William

Gulvanesian testified that he cashed

Masiello's.

and gave the cash to Masiello at the store. 235

a

corporate check for $3,50C

Masiello testified that

Gulvanesian had difficulty getting cash out of his firm and instead provided
clothes

Masiello with $3,500 of sporting goods -- hockey sticks, basketball nets,
ana skis,

which Masiello gave away "to everybody."

°

Because Gulvanesian

'

financial records had since been destroyed, neither version was verified, and the

Commission could only speculate that either Masiello did not want to admit tc
receiving the money and perhaps giving

it

someone else, or that Gulvanesian

to

was reluctant to admit knowingly distributing

kickback to anyone but Masiello.

a

Gulvanesian did offer to provide athletic equipment to Masiello at cost in
the

future,

and the following year he received

him up on the offer.
a

Masiello sent

a

a

phone call from Masiello,

taking

Senate page from the State House to pick up

dozen hockey sticks in September, 1974, and sometime later sent someone else to

pick up another dozen, accumulating

a

bill of $114. 2A1

were made out lends credence to Gulvanesian
in addition to

'

s

The

fact

that the bills

testimony that they were provided

the kickback and he expected some payment;

however, the bills are

also consistent with William Masiello's assertion that the kickback itself was
the sporting eauipment he gave away to "everybody."

In either case,

Gulvanesian

was never paid for these items.
The testimony given by

point,

Gulvanesian and William Masiello did agree on one

their last transaction.

the result of

a

request from

a

As

related by William Masiello, the occasion was

leaislator:

.

-56... Senator Kelly called me and this was after the $3,500
had been used in sporting eauipment and I believe it was on or
about the time that he became a ski fanatic, and he asked me if
had connections with a sporting goods
well, he knew about
I
I
I
called up
this one.
said well, go over and see him.
Mr. Gulvanesian and I told him that Senator Kelly was in fact
going to go there and if he could discount some of the sporting
goods for him.

—

Well, after Senator Kelly left, Mr. Gulvanesian did call me
and presented me a bill something close to $1,400.

Mr.

no

I didn't want
to make any waves and I agreed through
I was
not -Gulvanesian that I would someday pay it.
idea that the Senator was going to charge $1,400.

I

Q.

The Senator did not pay you for the sporting equipment?

A.

Nobody paid me, Mr. Gulvanesian either.
think he stated that here. 243
I
paid.

It

had

has never been

Gulvanesian, aided by an invoice of the transaction, remembered and described
the incident

in

detail.

He

testified that, on or about January 31, 1976, William

Masiello called to say he was sending

a

"Mr.

Kelly" to the store, that

Gulvanesian should take care of him, and Masiello would be down to take care of
the bill.

When Kelly appeared and identified himself, he was accompanied by

about four teenagers whom Gulvanesian presumed to be Kelly's children.

Gulvanesian then furnished them with five pairs of skis, five pairs of bindings,
four pairs of ski boots,

four ski boot carriers,

safety straps and five sets of ski straps,

for

a

a

down jacket,

five sets of

grand total of $1,389.

When Gulvanesian sent the bill to Masiello, he discounted it to $900, his
cost, as previously promised,

sticks,

and added the price of the yet-unpaid hockey

for a total of $1,114 due.

Although he subsequently called William

Masiello to press for payment and Masiello admittedly intended to pay,

Gulvanesian never received payment or had anv further contact with him.

The

result was that his profit from the Worcester County Jail project was eroded to
six or eight percent,

cash or sports

A5 while Masiello and his

equipment

as another

friends enjoyed $4,500 worth of

fringe benefit of doing business with the

Commonwealth

H.

Conclusion

The cases just summarized do not represent the full

investigation: there were also

range of the Commission's

electrical suppliers who omitted reouired

conouit;^^ laundry eauipment suppliers who wrote specifications around their
own eouipment,

then gave kickbacks when they received the contracts;

electronic equipment suppliers who were allowed to deviate from specifications in
return for free television sets and four-figure checks;

kickbacks made

through intermediaries, phony invoices, more political contributions, and many
other variations on the theme.

-57But it is not necessary to report on every contract or reiterate every

interview for the pattern

to become evident.

Those who wanted work and sought

a

competitive advantage were willing to pay for obtaining that advantage,
particularly when it was possible to shift the cost elsewhere.

In most

of the

situations described in this report, the cost was ultimately shifted to the
taxpayers who were so poorly represented.
The pattern emerges as

a

circle: business people gained access to legislators

and other officials by paying them in the form of campaign funds,
and other

favors.

meals, bribes

Those public servants in turn dispensed largesse in the form of

government appropriations and contracts which paid contractors, suppliers and
architects.

The contractors and others then had more money to pay the public

officials who kept the contracts coming.

Because it was the public's money being

spent -- and at times wasted -- it was as if nobody's money was being spent,

since the taxpayers were invisible and their interests abandoned by public

servants.

As William Masiello put

it,

"if anybody is going to steal,

leave something on the table, they are going to steal it.
they are going to grab it."

And grab they did.
funds,

skis,

.

is

out there,

24 9

Hardware, added-on rooms,

furniture, cash, campaign

rhododendrons, and all manner of gratuities were grabbed while the

bill went to the state comptroller, the county treasurer,

taxpayers

If it

if they

and in the end,

all

the

.

ORISCOLL WEBER

What follows is

profile of Driscoll Weber,

a

Inc.,

a

supplier of kitchen

cabinets, which thrived on state contracts during several years when kitchen
cabinet contract awards were controlled to

a

great degree by architects.

formula for the firm's success contains many familiar ingredients:

generous and illegal campaign contributions to
fundraiser for

a

a

The

regular,

particularly powerful local

gubernatorial candidate; kickbacks or commissions to housing

authority members; and payments to

Department of Community Affairs field

a

representative responsible for monitoring and reviewing contract awards of the
local housing authorities and the installation of the kitchen cabinets.

[Payments were also made to or at the request of architects who used the

supplier's product specifications, and who made recommendations for the contract
award]

Because of the great number of contracts awarded to Driscoll Weber, and the
number of years over which such contracts were awarded, it is difficult to

pinpoint

a

however,

is

precise quid pro quo for each contract award.
overwhelming].

It

shows

a

[The aggregate detail,

business on the brink of financial collapse

temporarily reversing its fortunes through the acquisition of millions of dollars
in state

contracts.

It

reflects

a

system in which 90% of all such contracts

awarded on DCA housing for the elderly projects from 1972-1974 went to Driscoll
Weber.

It reveals a

pattern of internal cash generation, primarily through

purported payments to employees of phony commissions, to provide the funds with
which to fuel the firm's new-found success.

And it portrays

a

relationship with

designers and DCA employees closely tied to Driscoll Weber's success with kitchen
cabinet supply contracts.
Driscoll Weber,* located at 201 Rowland Street, Springfield, MA, was

incorporated in March 1948.
plumbing and appliance sales.

Its

declared business purpose was wholesale heating,

Samuel Weber, president of Driscoll Weber,

and Frank Driscoll, vice president,

stock.

Mr. Weber

each owned one hundred shares of common

also owned nineteen shares of the preferred stock.

1973 Mr. Weber died,

Inc.,

In March

of

and Frank Driscoll became not only the president of the

corporation but also the sole stockholder.
Employees of the corporation remained the same from August 1948 until May
1972,

at which time Charlotte Roth was hired ana became the secretary/

bookkeeper.

The other employees of the corporation were Lawrence ("Larry")

Driscoll Weber

used herein to mean Driscoll Weber, Inc., and its related
entities including Driscoll Weber Associates, Driscoll Vickery Associates, and
Driscoll Weber d/b/a DWV Associates.
All of these entities filed income tax
returns and maintained books of original entry as one entity.
is

^

Vickery and Edward Beaulieu.

(Both Roth and Beaulieu are deceased.)

Their

duties primarily concerned maintaining the warehouse showroom and delivering
goods.

The corporate books and records were maintained by Samuel Weber until his

death in March 1973,

when Charlotte Roth assumed this function.

Her duties

included making deposits at the bank, maintaining the checkbook, and keeping the
formal records of the corporation.

changed as

a

Larry Vickery's position and status also

result of Weber's death.

He was named

the vice president of the

company, and became actively involved in soliciting business.

THE DRISCOLL WEBER INVESTIGATION

The investigation of Driscoll Weber began in the fall of 1979,

outgrowth of the Masiello
the

report.

immunity.

&

Associates investigation described

as

an

earlier in this Volume of

Certain employees of the Masiello firm had been granted informal

One of these employees,

interviews with Special

Raymond ("Pete")

Allard,

detailed in

Commission staff how fraud throuah suppliers occurred, and
Members

repeatedly spoke of Driscoll Weber as an example of this kind of fraud.
of the Special Commission

staff spoke with other sources familiar with the

Driscoll Weber firm, and found that the Massachusetts State Police Contract unit
had undertaken an investigation of Driscoll Weber in January,

1977,

as

a

result

of Department of Labor 4 Industries decisions affecting one of Driscoll Weber's

competitors, Wood-Hu Kitchens.
The Special Commission summoned the books and records of Driscoll Weber

Associates on October 19, 1979.
fiscal years:

August

1,

The first batch of records received were for two

1973 to July 31,

Cancelled checks for the

1975.

Driscoll Weber Associates bank account for those two years were examined, and the

preliminary results indicated to the Commission staff that this was
which required more extensive

investigation.

A

a

situation

substantial amount of cash had

been generated by Frank Driscoll and Larry Vickery by cashing checks that were

issued to them by Driscoll Weber Associates and charged on the books to

"commission" expenses.

These cash generation checks, when examined, also

revealed the existence of additional Driscoll Weber bank accounts which the
Special Commission had not even been aware of.

From November 1979 until February

1980 the Special Commission summoned and received the balance of Driscoll Weber's

59

60

records for the years 1968-1978, and for records of the other bank accounts in

operation during that period:

the Driscoll Vickery

Associates account, the

Driscoll Weber d/b/a DWV Associates account, and the Driscoll Weber Special
account.

Morris Meyers,

a

member of the accounting firm for Driscoll Weber

(Meyers Brothers, Handelsman, Menzel

4

Adeletti), was personally summoned to

appear before the special Commission; the accountants'

summoned as well.
1974,

1975,

An

"work product" was

Finally, Frank Driscoll's personal income tax returns for

and 1976 were summoned.

analysis of the Driscoll weber checks issued to Larry Vickery and recorded

on the books

as

"commission" expense showed that

a

substantial portion of them

had been second-endorsed by Frank Driscoll or by the late Charlotte Roth,

Moreover,

the secretary/bookkeeper of the firm.

then

Driscoll Weber had issued

a

series of checks to Larry Vickery at times when personal income tax payments were
due;

this discovery raised the question of whether the tax checks to Vickery were

bona-fide loans or whether, instead, they were paid to help him offset the

inordinate amount of income the books reflected because he did not, in fact, keep
the cash.

This was the first question the Special Commission set out to answer.

Larry

Vickery's tax returns never became available, however, because he no longer was

a

client of the Meyers Brothers firm, and that firm's policy is to destroy the

records of accounts that have become inactive.

Francis Butler, an accountant

formerly (but no longer) employed by the Meyers firm, had been assigned to the

Driscoll Weber account during the years 1973 through 1975.
Special Commission staff on December

9,

He was

interviewed by

1979, at the time when the Special

Commission had been granted its first six-month extension by the legislature,

prolonging its life until June 30, 1980.

Meanwhile, information from Frank

Driscoll's personal bank accounts.,, under summons, began to arrive at the Special

Commission's offices.
The Special Commission also reviewed DCA project files for the Chapter 667

program for the period January

1,

1970 through December 31,

1977,

and compiled

profiles of projects for which Driscoll Weber had supplied cabinets.

These

profiles proved to be very useful because they revealed certain individuals to be
DCA employees who had earlier appeared to the investigators to be performing

services for Driscoll Weber
from Driscoll Weber.

—

because they were receiving "commission" payments

FINANCIAL PROFILE OF ORISCOLL WEBER
With the exception of three fiscal years 1972-1975 (Oriscoll Weber's fiscal
year was August

1

through July 31)

financial condition.

,

Driscoll Weber was

i.e., volume of business,

in

Driscoll Weber's gross

fiscal 1971 amounted to only $69,393.

order for the company to meet its financial obligations,

2

In

the corporation raised

money borrowed from Weber's relatives;^

funds from the following sources:

anticipated receipts pledged to its major supplier,
the Third National Bank of Hampden County,

bank,

company in poor

This is most clearly illustrated by an examination of

Driscoll Weber's financial data through fiscal 1972.
sales,

a

and money borrowed from

exchange for notes issued to the

in

which were secured by corporate assets as collateral.

5

This financial picture changed drastically in fiscal 1972.

increased by 617.02 percent or $428,167

Gross sales

from $69,393 to $497, 560.

fiscal 1973, gross sales amounted to $521, 629.

7

6

In

These increases are directly

attributable to the substantial increase of kitchen cabinet sales for Local
Housing Authority (LHA) projects.

In

fiscal 1974 alone, the sale of kitchen

cabinets for LHAs accounted for $1,042,102 8
Weber's gross sales of $1,079, 584.

9

gross sales peaked at $1 ,189,570 ,^°

or 96.5

percent of Driscoll

The following fiscal year Driscoll Weber's
the firm's highest figure in ten years.

PREDOMINANT SUPPLIER OF KITCHEN CABINETS

Driscoll Weber's gross sales increased substantially from fiscal 1972 through
fiscal 1975 because of its success in obtaining

a

substantial proportion of all

the kitchen cabinet contracts awarded during these years by LHAs.

Process for Awarding Kitchen Cabinet Contracts
Local housing authorities are established in towns and cities to make

application for, supervise construction of, and manage community housing
projects.
low

These housing projects encompass housing for the elderly, families,

income tenants, the handicapped and existing housing undergoing modernization.
The administering agency

Affairs (DCA),

for LHA's

is

Massachusetts Department of Community

formerly the State Housing Board.

The DCA is in charge of

allocating funds to LHAs so that they may undertake housing projects.

The

majority of these funds is expended on the 667 program, which is housing for the
elderly.

Once the funds are allocated, the DCA then has various types of

approval and supervisory power over the LHAs contract awards.
After an architect is selected by the LHA and approved by the DCA to design

given housing project,

architect.
When

a

a

plans are drawn and specifications are written by the

Included among these are the specifications for kitchen cabinets.

general contractor decides to bid on

a

project, his estimator determines

how much it will cost to construct the building(s) according to the contract

plans and specifications.

For various reasons -- such as an absence of

competitive sub-bids; or excessively high sub-bids; or the presence of
"long-lead" items that will not be delivered until far in the future, by which
time the prices may have changed

—

not all

items that are to be included in the

building are priced at the time- of the general contractor's bids.
stated dollar amount called an "allowance" is used.

All bids

Instead,

a

include the

allowance for that portion of the work that has not been already estimated,

automatically making it

a

part of the construction contract.

An exact amount

for

this portion of the work is determined later by the separate selection process,

described in the next paragraph, which typically involves the architect, the LHA,
and the DCA.

During the years 1972 through 1976, kitchen cabinet contracts were

awarded in this manner.

When there is

a

difference between the actual cost of an

allowance item and the allowance amount, which is

a

very common occurrence,

a

change order is used to adjust the allowance amount to conform to the actual cost.
After the general contractor has been awarded the contract,

and the DCA has

approved the LHA's award, the LHA through its architect requests bids for the
supplying of kitchen cabinets.

Ordinarily, such solicitations are published in

the Dodge Report* and in the local newspaper of the town or city in which the
On occasion,

building is being constructed.
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the architect solicits kitchen

Interested kitchen cabinet

cabinet suppliers by phone or by mail for proposals.

suppliers can pick up the specifications at the architect's office after leaving
if the supplier

the appropriate bid deposit.

Then,

bid proposal is prepared.

order for

delivered to

a

In

is

a

sea Ted

proposal to be considered, it must be

a

designated place at an appointed hour.

received are then opened and reviewed at

still interested,

a

All the sealed bids

Often, sample

meeting of the LHA.

cabinets from various suppliers are on display at this meeting.
The lowest qualified bidder to meet the specifications is ordinarily awarded
the supply contract.

Because the members of the LHA usually do not have the

expertise to determine whether cabinets meet the specifications, the architect's

recommendation is generally accepted without question.

The LHA members vote to

award the kitchen cabinet supply contract and forward the bid and vote

information to the OCA.

The OCA then either approves or rejects the award.

the DCA approves the award,

enter into

a

When

the architect notifies the general contractor to

contract with the approved kitchen cabinet supplier.

the housing authority and the cabinet supplier enter into

a

On occasion,

contract directly,

bypassing the general contractor.
As mentioned above,

in cases

where the awarded and approved kitchen cabinet

bid is greater than or less than the allowance for kitchen cabinets,

order has to be issued.

For example,

a

a

change

change order was required in Canton

housing for the elderly project 667-2 when the architect, Robert Charles
Associates, specified that the allowance for kitchen cabinets was $26,000.

DiLibero Construction Company was awarded the construction contract for

$1,487,000 which included the $26,000 allowance for kitchen cabinets.
Weber was awarded the cabinet supply contract for $38,797.

DiLibero had

to,

This meant that

pay Driscoll Weber $38,797 even though it was to receive only

Change order #9 was executed on March 25,

$26,000.

Driscoll

contractor's contract price to $1,500,757.

1975,

increasing the general

This increase represents the

difference between the allowance for kitchen cabinets and the actual cost to
DiLibero Construction Company plus the contractor's

7

1/2 percent profit on the

change order amount.

$hould

a

local housing authority decide to purchase kitchen cabinets directly

from the supplier rather than through the general contractor,

a

change order is

issued deleting the entire allowance from the general contractor's contract
price.

The $haron housing for the elderly project is an example of the deletion

•Construction industry trade journal which not only lists public design,
construction, and supply contracts ready for the bid process, but also recaps and
identifies successful bidders on previously available contracts.

of the kitchen cabinet allowance.

The kitchen cabinet allowance was $34,000 and

change order #6 was executed on April 8, 1976 deleting the entire allowance from
This arrangement is particularly

the general contractor's contract price.

advantageous to the cabinet supplier who no longer has to be concerned about
general contractor's delays with payments and assessment of back charges.
LHA's.by and large,

pay within months;

contractor may take years to remit.

a

*2

Subsequent to the approval and award of the cabinet supply contract, the
cabinet supplier must submit shop drawings to the general contractor who in turn
Ordinarily, the OCA representative

transmits them to the OCA for approval.

responsible for such approvals is the construction adviser on the job site.
the case of Driscoll Weber,

the

In

firm then sends the approved shop drawings to its

major supplier, Yorktowne Kitchens, which manufactures the cabinets and sends
them directly to the LHA's project site.

Weber (as is true with any supplier)

In

its position of middleman,

Driscoll

responsible only for the delivery of

is

cabinets and not for their installation.
Since 1976, the OCA has changed the way it administers the awarding of

kitchen cabinet contracts.

Those changes have included using standard

agency-prepared specifications, and, alternatively, establishing minimum standard
guidelines through form specifications

to

be used

by

the architect.

The

contractor has also been made responsible for including the actual cost, rather
than an allowance amount,

Weber has not been

a

for

supplying kitchen cabinets.

From 1976 on,

Driscoll

predominant supplier of kitchen cabinets for LHA projects.

Driscoll Weber's Record as Kitchen Cabinet Supplier
During the period January

1,

1973 through December 31,

1977,

Driscoll Weber

supplied kitchen cabinets to 92 housing for the elderly projects. 13

In

relation to all kitchen cabinet contracts awarded in housing for the elderly
projects during that time, Driscoll Weber received
of awards.

a

disproportionately larae share

This fact is clearly illustrated by an examination of calendar 1973

1A
and 1974 awards and approvals .*

In calendar 1^73, there were 25 kitchen

In determining what percentage of all DCA kitchen cabinet awards Driscoll
The
Weber actually received, the Special Commission first looked to the DCA.
Special Commission learned that DCA does not maintain any central records
Kitchen cabinet contract information is
concerning kitchen cabinet contracts.
only found in the specific project file.
Furthermore, kitchen cabinet contracts are awarded some time after the
Therefore, there
general contract; that time varies from contract to contract.
was no obvious characteristic, such as the time of the kitchen cabinet award,
which could be used in advance of inspecting individual DCA project files to
determine the sample of files to be examined.
DCA did, however, have a central listing of dates on which it awarded
contracts for financial assistance (e.g., a commitment of funds to construct a
particular housing for the elderly project) and of the local housing authorities
Special Commission staff used this
with whom these contracts were signed.
information to identify all contracts for financial assistance executed from
There are 131 such contracts for
January 1, 1970 through June 30, 1974.
set forth in the chart which is DW
The
contracts
are
financial assistance.
These 131 contracts were the pool from which all 1973 and
Appendix Exhibit 14.
1974 kitchen cabinet awards were identified.

cabinet contracts awarded by LHAs

and approved by the DCA.^- 5

Driscoll Weber

submitted bid proposals for 24 of these projects and received 23 of these awards,
or 95 percent.

approved.

6

In calendar

1974,

26 kitchen cabinet contracts

Driscoll Weber received 19 of these awards.

were awarded and

Therefore in calendar

1973 and 1974 Driscoll Weber received 42 of the 51 kitchen cabinet contracts that

were awarded, or 82.3 percent.
The revenue received from these 1973 and 1974 cabinet contracts enabled

Driscoll Weber to meet its current financial obligations, and also to cancel the
notes payable previously issued in fiscal 1971. * 17

Equally significant, Driscoll Weber received many contract awards even though
it

was not the low bidder.

For example,

of the 23 contracts awarded Driscoll

Weber in 1973, Driscoll Weber was the lowest bidder on only three contracts, and
the sole bidder of record on four contracts.

For five of these 23 projects

could not be determined who the other bidders, if any, were.

it

This leaves 12 of

the 23 contracts awarded to Driscoll Weber when it was not the lowest bidder,

including six contracts for which Driscoll Weber was the highest bidder.18

Architects'

Use of Driscoll Weber's Specifications

Contract specifications must provide for competition among bidders by being
drafted in such
When

a

a

way that at least three different manufacturers can meet them.

particular product brand is named in the specifications, the

specifications must include an "or eaual" clause, ** which means that the product
may be replaced by an item eaual in quality,

design.

appearance, durability, strength and

An "or equal" item must perform the same

function and conform

substantially to the detailed requirements for the original item.
As

long as they include an "or equal" clause,

specifications which name and describe

a

architects can and do use

particular product.

In this case,

several architects used specifications for lines of kitchen cabinets supplied by

Driscoll Weber.

Driscoll Weber supplied kitchen cabinets manufactured by Yorktowne.
included the Empire, Ambassador, and Spacemaker lines.

These

(Some of these were

manufactured by Yorktowne to Driscoll Weber specifications.)

The distinct

advantage to Driscoll Weber of having one of these cabinets specified

is

there can be no question as to whether its cabinet meets specifications.

that

Another

Although these contracts were awarded to Driscoll Weber in 1973 and 1974,
revenues from these awards were received by Driscoll Weber in 1974, 1975 and 1976
**M.G.L. c.30, s.39M(b) requires that speci ficatons must be drafted to
provide an equal opportunity for all bidders to utilize more than one
manufacturer so as to promote full competition.
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"

supplier's cabinet, however, must be examined by the architect; judgment and
discretion must be exercised by whoever makes the determination of whether that
cabinet is "equal" to the one specified.

All

that takes time and effort.

Furthermore, to the extent that another cabinet does not precisely meet

specifications but possibly exceeds the specifications, it may be more expensive
to

supply.

While having one's own cabinet specified does not in itself guarantee

contract awards, it does lend
A

a

competitive advantage.

number of architects on DCA funded housing for the elderly projects did in

fact use as their kitchen cabinet specifications the specifications for Yorktowne

cabinet lines supplied by Driscoll Weber. 19

An analysis of the language of

Driscoll Weber specifications makes this obvious.

It

is not

surprising that in

these cases Driscoll Weber frequently was awarded the supply contract.

The

following examples typify some of these instances.
Robert Charles Associates
for the elderly

:

Robert Charles Associates designed ten housing

projects in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as follows:

Burlington 667-1; Cambridge 667-1; Canton 667-2; Fall River 667-1; Gloucester
667-4; Hudson 667-2; Medfield 667-1; Salem 667-5; Sharon 667-1;

667-1.

and Westport

Driscoll Weber was awarded the kitchen cabinet contracts for all ten

projects.

In

order to establish

specifications for the Hudson, 20
based on the "Empire" cabinet.

a

standard of quality, the kitchen cabinet
and Canton 22

Medfield, 21

projects were

LHA members ordinarily vote to award

a

cabinet

supply contract to the lowest qualified bidder meeting the specifications based
upon the architect's recommendation.

influential one.

Indeed,

the architect's position is an

For example, kitchen cabinet bids for the Canton 667-2 project

were as follows:

McDonald 4 Son, Inc.
Driscoll Vickery Associates
Miles Plumbing 4 Heating

$33,142
38,797
42,474

The Canton Housing Authority, acting upon the recommendation of its architect,*
voted to award the kitchen cabinet contract to Driscoll vickery Associates, and
the DCA approved the award.

2

Driscoll Weber's cabinet could meet the specifications because they were
Driscoll Weber "Empire" kitchen cabinet specifications.
is

The Salem 667-5 project

another example in which Driscoll Weber was awarded the kitchen cabinet supply

contract although it was not the lowest bidder.

Sample cabinets were at the office

of the Salem Authority for inspection and the Authority decided that the

"only

cabinets meeting specifications detailed by Architect was Driscoll Weber.

2A

The

"It was the opinion of our architect
Canton Housing Authority noted:
Inc., did not meet the specifications."

that McDonald and Son,

.

.
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Masiello

Associates,

4

Inc.

Another architectural firm which used Oriscoll

:

Weber's specifications as its contract specifications was Masiello

4

Associates,

William Masiello, former owner of the architectural firm of Masiello

Inc.

Associates,
May 14,

Inc.,

testified at

&

public hearing before the Special Commission on

a

explaining how his use of Oriscoll Weber's specifications worked to

1980,

Oriscoll Weber's advantage:
"[I]f I didn't have the allowance item, I would have a supplier
write the specifications, what is known as a proprietary spec which
means only he can furnish it and this absolutely assured him of getting
the bid.
I did this in the area of kitchen cabinets with Driscoll
What we would do is he would supply me a kitchen cabinet
Weber.
specification that couldn't be duplicated other than with a Yorktowne
cabinet so when the contractor did find a supplier that was lower than
his bid and through my, (sic) namely, Mr. John Wackell who checked the
kitchen cabinets, when they were presented to us, we could knock it
down for a million reasons; too thin, no lamination on the inside, any
number of reasons to meet the specifications until we just steered him
right to Mr. Driscoll.
That was another way it could be done. "25

Masiello

4

Associates designed the following elderly housing projects:

Leicester 667-1; Shrewsbury 667-1; Belmont Street Housing for the elderly; Elm
Park Towers Housing for the elderly; Taunton 667-1;

elderly housing project.

and the Shrewsbury HUD

Driscoll Weber supplied the kitchen cabinets to all of

these projects except for the Taunton 667-1 project.
The Taunton 667-1 project is also of interest because the Taunton Housing

Authority did in,

award the contract initially to Driscoll Weber upon

fact,

Masiello's recommendation

2°

The kitchen cabinet specifications used were

approved by Michael Harrington,
project.

a

DCA construction adviser assigned to this

But the award was overturned when

a

losing competing bidder,

Wood-Hu Kitchens (located at 343 Manley Street, West Bridgewater)

successfully

,

protested the award to the Department of Labor and Industries.
In

the course of this

award and protest,

Masiello came to pay particular

attention to the cabinet door specifications, and the construction of the cabinet
door became an important issue during the protest proceedings.

Driscoll's handwriting on
obtained from Masiello

4

a

A

note in Frank

copy of Driscoll Weber specifications, which was

Associates'

files, reads:

"Bill,

Spec this door.

may have your choice of any^ but very few mfg's make this door." 28

You

The

inability of the competitor, Wood-Hu, to meet the door specifications was the
major reason given by Driscoll (through his attorney)

in support of the award to

Driscoll Weber:
* The
specifications for the project, in substance, called
for a kitchen cabinet with a warp-resistent particle board core
door and a door front which was groove-panelled or had molded

edges
At a hearing today before you Mr. Ralph Grillone of Wood-Hu
stated that Wood-Hu was not going to provide a door meeting
specifications to the Taunton Housing Authority but was
supplying Wood-Hu 's "standard" door.
It is my understanding
that the standard door referred to is a lumber core door which
does not meet AWI standards and is inferior in Quality to the
type of door described in the speci fications "29
.

s

John Carr Associates

The Leominster 667-3 and 667-4 elderly housing

projects, designed by John Carr Associates, also specified Driscoll Weber
The kitchen cabinet specifications for the Leominster 667-3 project

cabinets.

are identical to the specifications for "Empire" cabinets manufactured by

Although the word "Empire" is not

Yorktowne Kitchens for Driscoll Weber.

explicitly stated in the 667-3 specifications, 3 ^
sentence structure and grammatical usage which
specifications, even with
be

a

"electronically glued to

closer examination reveals

a

is

exactly the same as Yorktowne'

detailed description of how base cabinet ends are to
3/4" frame."

a

Driscoll Weber and Spalt Associates were the only two kitchen cabinet
suppliers to bid the Leominster 667-3 project.

The architect recommended that

the contract be awarded to Driscoll Weber, although it was not the low bidder,

"inasmuch as the Spalt cabinets fall short of meeting specifications and inasmuch
as

Spalt Associates has not answered the request for verifying fully assembled

delivery." 31
Weber;

The Leominster Housing Authority awarded the contract to Driscoll

the cabinet it selected was the "Empire" style.-52

was awarded

a

Again, Driscoll Weber

contract when their specifications were used,

and another supplier

was disqualified because its cabinet did not meet Driscoll Weber specifications.

Reinhardt Associates, Inc.

The architectural firm of Reinhardt Associates,

:

Inc. designed more housing for the elderly projects than any other architectural

firm.

Special Commission staff prepared

a

survey of -all 667 projects, designer-

distribution of work for the period 1968-1979.

Reinhardt Assoc, Inc. was

awarded and designed 36 of the 107 contracts available.
the kitchen cabinets to fourteen (14)

of their projects:

Oxford
Spencer
Templeton
Wayland
Webster
West Spring field
Winchendon

667-1
667-1
667-1

Auburn
Brimfield
Granby
Ludlow
Lynnf ield
Mansfield
Northampton

Driscoll Weber supplied

667-2
667-1
667-2
667-2

667-1
667-2
667-1
667-1
667-1
667-3
667-1

Unlike the Robert Charles Associates specifications, Reinhardt Associates,
Inc.,

specifications do not mention the manufacturer's name or cabinet style that

the specifications are based upon.

Mansfield, 3A

and Templeton 35

But

a

close look at the Brimfield, 33

specifications reveals that the "Empire"

cabinet supplied by Driscoll Weber was in fact being specified.
of "Empire" specifications are reproduced with only

a

Entire sections

slight change in sentence

structure, and with the substance remaining essentially intact.
Finally, when kitchen cabinet specifications for projects designed by Robert

Charles Associates, Masiello
Associates,
others

—

Inc.

are compared

&

Associates, John Carr Associates, and Reinhardt

—

not to Driscoll Weber specifications but to each

the only identifiable differences are the order in which descriptions

are given, and the size of the print. 36

The use of Driscoll Weber specifications by these and other architectural

firms raises serious questions.

specifications?

Why did so many

firms use Driscoll Weber

Some probable answers lie in Driscoll Weber's patterns of cash

generation, as the following pages suggest.

INFLUENCING THE SYSTEM

Cash generation

Frank Driscoll made payments to government and design firm employees, and
made political contributions with money obtained from Driscoll Weber.
was made available to Frank Driscoll through cash generation,

Driscoll
for

i.e.

This money

by Frank

cashing personal checks, or cashing checks issued by Driscoll Weber

's

apparently legitimate business or personal e-xpenses.

(In the case of

personal checks which were used to obtain cash, Frank Driscoll frequently would

"reimburse" himself for such expenditures with business funds.)

The following

methods were used to generate cash:
Checks, charged on the books as commissions, were issued by Driscoll

1.

Weber, payable to Frank Driscoll or to Lawrence Vickery,

and were cashed

Driscoll, Vickery or the secretary bookkeeper, Charlotte Roth).

(by

The proceeds of

such checks were returned to Frank Driscoll. 57
A

2.

Driscoll Weber check would be made payable to

a

third person,

designated by the ultimate real recipient of the check; the third person would
then cash the check and hand some or all of its proceeds to the real

recipient(s)

These payments are discussed in detail below.

.

Driscoll Weber would issue

3.

a

check to

a

third party; the third party's

endorsement would be forged, and the check cashed.
The Commission's ability to determine the specific disposition of all the

proceeds from cash generation was limited by Frank Driscoll

's

recollection and by

contemporary notations on documents provided by Frank Driscoll and by Driscoll
Much more cash was generated than is specifically accounted for in this

Weber.

summary

.

The amount charged to the "commission" expense account parallels the firm's

growth of revenue from DCA projects over the years. 58

commission expense was always zero.
$64,368 59
$521, 629. 40

and gross sales
In

In

fiscal 1973,

Prior to fiscal 1972 the

commission expense was

from the sale of kitchen cabinets to LHA's was

fiscal 1975 both commission expense and gross sales from DCA

projects peaked at $94,909 and $1 ,189,570. 41

By

Special Commission staff
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.

calculations the total amount of cash generated from January
31,

1973 through July

1,

1975, through Frank Oriscoll personal checks exceeding $100 which were

cashed, and checks issued to Frank Oriscoll and Larry Vickery, charged to

commission expense that were cashed was $96 ,408.19 42
When an employee is used to generate cash,

the employee becomes liable

for

the tax due on the income that is charged to him on the books, even though the
cash may not end up with that individual.

Consequently, the employer will pay

the added tax due on that portion of an employee's income that is not bona-fide

earnings.

This was the pattern with Oriscoll Weber.

An analysis

income tax data for calendar 1973,

of Frank Driscoll's personal

1974 and 1975 illustrates the dramatic increase in his personal income during the
In calendar

time cash was being generated.

income was $17,124 43

1973,

Frank Driscoll's gross personal

1974 his gross personal income increased

and in calendar

Commission income in 1974 was $107, 627. 45

almost $100,000 to $117, 030. 4A

Frank Driscoll's tax liability for calendar 1974 was $43, 007. 46
financial obligation, Frank Oriscoll issued
47
Weber bank account to himself for $25,000.

a

To meet this

corporate check from

a

Oriscoll

The balance of this tax liability

was met from payroll deductions and an additional loan of $9,500*°

from

These checks for the payment of income

another Driscoll Weber bank account.

taxes were issued on or about the time estimated tax payments were due.

Lawrence vickery

tax situation was similar.

's

salary and commission income was $9,155. 4 ^

In calendar

He received

a

1973, his gross

check dated April 15,

1974 drawn upon Frank Driscoll's personal account in the amount of $2,600. 5 ^

Vickery's gross salary and commission income increased to $50,314 5
calendar year 1974.
$12,608 52
1976,

drawn upon

On April
a

1975,

16,

Larry Vickery received

a

a

commission check for $4,429 53

-

check for
On April 14,

Driscoll Weber Associates bank account.

Frank Driscoll received

in

-1

which is second

endorsed by Larry Vickery, and deposited in Vickery's personal bank account at
the Guaranty Bank and Trust Co.

On the same day,

Vickery issued

a

check to the

Internal Revenue Service for $4,447. 54

Vickery testified at
1980,

a

private hearing of the Commission, held on November 8,

that he received the proceeds from each of these three checks to cover

additional income tax liabilities which he incurred because of Driscoll Weber
checks that were cashed and the proceeds returned to Frank Driscoll.

Vickery's

personal returns were prepared by Meyers Brothers, Handelsman, Menzel and
5
Adeletti, the same accounting firm that prepared the Driscoll Weber returns.

Vickery also described an instance in which he, at Frank Driscoll's
direction,

forged the signature of

a

contractor as

a

check endorsement.

Driscoll

Weber issued

a

check dated December 4,

amount of $1,317. 18. 56

1974,

payable to Donald Byors,

71

the

in

Vickery forged Byor's endorsement, cashed the check,

and returned the proceeds to Frank Driscoll.
In

addition to the techniques described for generating cash and making

payments, Driscoll Weber conducted its financial affairs in

a

way which made it
For example,

three

different bank accounts were opened under three different company names.*

This

difficult for anyone to follow the flow of corporate funds.

created an unauditable situation and required that the accountants reconcile this
financial data into one reporting entity.

Driscoll Weber also failed to maintain
The accountants for the

its own general ledgers after July 1973.

firm had to

reconstruct the expense and income information from deposit tickets and the
checkbook register, code the transactions and produce
ledger.

a

computerized general

The difficulties this situation created are illustrated by Driscoll
bank account information from one account

Weber's financial data in fiscal 1974:

was excluded from Driscoll Weber's

(in the name of Driscoll Vickery)

fiscal 1974

tax return, necessitating the filing of an amended income tax return^®

1975

in

after this omission was discovered.

Payments to Design Firms

William Masiello

:

Frank Driscoll testified on November 8, 1980, at

a

private

hearing before the Special Commission, that William Masiello told him that, if
Driscoll Weber cabinets were to be used on jobs that his firm designed, Driscoll
would have to make payments to him. 59

understanding (at

a

May 14,

William Masiello had described the same

1980 public hearing of the Commission)

as

a

kickback

arrangement whereby Frank Driscoll wrote the kitchen cabinet specifications for
Masiello

4

Associates projects in exchange for "cash for himself [Masiello], cash

for political contributions,

and free goods and services." 60

Driscoll

testified that he paid Masiello approximately $20,000 in the form of cash
payments, political contributions, and laundered checks
made payable to

a

a

period of five years, and were made only after

Driscoll Weber received monies from Masiello-related jobs.

Co.

5,

1973,

in partial

checks

third person so as to conceal the true recipient.

These payments occurred over

November

-- that is,

For example,

on

Driscoll Weber received $22,339.10 from Granger Construction

payment for supplying kitchen cabinets to the Belmont Street

Housing for the elderly project. 62

The following day, November 6, Frank

Driscoll and Larry Vickery each received

Driscoll Vickery Associates Account

a

Driscoll Weber check for $500; ^3

a

# 12-272-671, opened 12/11/73.
Driscoll Weber d/b/a/ DWV Associates Account # 12-234-427, opened April 1975
Frank M. Driscoll Associates Account #12-272-000, opened August 1973.

Driscoll Weber file document (in this case

a

document found in Frank Driscoll's

personal papers) referring to both of these checks contains the notation,
"Masiello Democrat" in Charlotte Roth's handwriting. 64
Driscoll and Vickery each again received

a

On November

16,

Driscoll Weber check for $500. 65

Driscoll Weber file document reflecting these payments bears the entry

Another

James Kelly Ways and Means" in Charlotte Roth's handwriting. 66

"Sen.

1973,

James Kelly was chairman of the Massachusetts

Senator

Senate Ways and Means Committee,

which controlled capital outlay expenditures for the entire 667 housing program.

Frank Driscoll testified that both document entries were made by Charlotte
The $2,000 in cash generated by cashing the

Roth at his direction.

aforementioned four checks was given by Driscoll to William Masiello; the entries
made in the Driscoll Weber files reflect information learned by Driscoll from

Masiello.

month,

In that one

Masiello at his reouest

November, 1973, Driscoll also transmitted to

personal check, dated 11/18/73,

a

payable to "Reception for James Kelly." 6
staff on May 28,

10/30/74, which was payable to

a

the amount of $500

In interviews by Special Commission

Driscoll also identified

1980,

in

a

$200 personal check,

dated

candidate for public office, and which he

transmitted to William Masiello.
In

cash.

late 1975,
It

Frank Driscoll began to use different methods for generating

was at this time that Masiello asked Driscoll to launder money that was

to be paid to him through a third party.

through

a

third party,

Driscoll did launder money to Masiello

(in keeping with his

but

own practice)

On August 8,

Weber received monies from Masiello-related contracts.

Driscoll Weber received $3729. 70 68

a

Five days later, on August 13,

check to Alden Lumbard for $2,135. 69

check voucher is notated

1975,

from the Shrewsbury Housing Authority for

partial payment of kitchen cabinets.

Driscoll Weber issued

only after Driscoll

1975,

The supporting

This disbursement was

"Shrewsbury commission.

charged on Driscoll Weber's corporate books to commission expense.

Driscoll testified that he never met Alden Lumbard, and that Lumbard never
did any work for Driscoll Weber.

Driscoll made the check payable to Lumbard at

Masiello's direction, and mailed the check to Masiello.
this check to Lumbard was

Housing Authority project.
Alden Lumbard,

a

payment to Masiello in connection with the Shrewsbury

a
*

personal acquaintance of William Masiello, testified at

private hearing before the Commission (March 3,
cash

a

check for him and return the cash to him.

1980)

a

that Masiello asked him to

Alden Lumbard's Westborough

Savings Bank account activity reveals that on August 15,
was made. 72

Driscoll admitted that

1975

a

deposit of $2,135

Lumbard testified this deposit was attributable to the Driscoll

Weber check issued to him for $2,135; and that the withdrawal of $1,495 on

August 20, 1975, represented the cash he transmitted to Masiello; the difference
he retained for income tax purposes. 7 '

Lumbard was again used to launder money from Driscoll to Masiello.

October

6,

1975 Driscoll Weber issued

a

On

check to Alden Lumbard for $1010. 35 74

Notated on the check voucher was "Sales commission Leicester." 75

Frank

Driscoll testified that Alden Lumbard did not perform any services for Driscoll
Weber, and that the sole reason for issuing the check to him was to pay Masiello

indirectly for the Leicester contract.
Weber check voucher was

a

The commission entry on the Driscoll

deliberate attempt to disguise the purpose of the

payment. 76

Driscoll also issued two checks payable to Donald
Masiello's attorney, at Masiello's request.

The

first,

dated September 8, 1976, in the amount of $901. 34, 7

Driscoll Weber check

a

has

voucher bearing the notation:

"Commission Leicester." 78

personal check dated March 24,

1977,

in

Feldman, William

P.

a.

corresponding check

The second check is

a

the amount of 3500, with the word

"Retainage" appearing on the face of the check. 79

Driscoll testified that

Feldman never performed any services for Driscoll or Driscoll Weber, although

William Masiello told Driscoll that Feldman might be able to help on

a

collection

matter. 78

The first check to Feldman was deposited in Feldman's client account at the

Guaranty Bank

4

Trust Company; the second check was endorsed by Feldman.

In

an

interview by Special Commission staff on June 20, 1980, Feldman admitted

receiving and depositing the first check.
any services

for Driscoll Weber,

Feldman stated that he did not perform

but billed Driscoll Weber for services at

Masiello's direction because Masiello had told him that Driscoll Weber owed

Masiello money.

Feldman said he had no recollection of the circumstances

surrounding his receipt of the second check, or of what was done with the
proceeds from that check.

In a January 24,

1980 interview by Special Commission

staff, William V. Masiello said that Feldman gave him

a

portion of the proceeds

from each of these checks.

Frank Driscoll testified that his most recent payment to Masiello occurred

within the last few years.

Masiello told Driscoll that an additional $2,000 was

needed to satisfy all Driscoll Weber's "previous obligations" to Masiello.

When

Driscoll was about to pay the $2,000 to Masiello, Masiello asked Driscoll if he
would instead give the money to

a

Luigi

("Louis")

Driscoll, had earlier lent him some money.

At

DiNapoli, who, Masiello told

Masiello's suggestion Driscoll

then telephoned DiNapoli, told DiNapoli that he had some money which Masiello had

advised him to give to DiNapoli, and

a

meeting was arranged.

Driscoll,

according to his testimony, handed DiNapoli $2,000 in cash at the Parker House
Boston.

The money was in an envelope which was wrapped inside

Hugh Quigley of Robert Charles Associates

in

newspaper. 8 *

a

Frank Driscoll testified Hugh

:

Quigley, an employee of the architectural firm of Robert Charles Associates,

received approximately $10,000 from Driscoll Weber. 82
for Robert Charles

man on the job site
to approve all

Associates.

Quigley was the field

His position in the

phases of the construction including materials;
3

materials he approved were kitchen cabinets.

field was

among the

Therefore, Quigley could make

Driscoll Weber's job easier or more difficult pending approval of the kitchen

cabinets when they were delivered to the project site. 8A

The Robert Charles

firm also frequently used Driscoll Weber kitchen cabinet specifications.

(Hugh

Quigley, despite several attempts by the Special Commission to question him or to

have him appear before it, has declined to come before the Special Commission.)

Frank Driscoll paid cash to Quigley on several different occasions, after

Quigley had requested that he do so.

Driscoll recalled one payment, in which

a

Driscoll Weber check was issued to Frank Driscoll for $2,500 85 on July 8, 1974,
and notated on the voucher was "H.

Quigley." 8 ^

This check was cashed by Frank

and charged on the corporate books as commission expense.

Driscoll,

Driscoll testified that within

matter of days he gave this cash to Hugh

a

Driscoll stated that he paid Quigley after Driscoll Weber received

Quigley.

monies from Robert Charles project contracts. 88
1974,

Frank

(In late June and early July

Driscoll Weber received $69,252 from related Robert Charles contracts.) 89

David Murphy

David Murphy worked on the Agawam Housing for the Elderly

:

667-1 project for Thurston Munson Associates,
midst of

a

bankruptcy proceeding.

a

design firm which was then in the

(Murphy is now located in Wyoming.

Special

Commission staff has contacted Murphy by telephone and has attempted to schedule
meetings with him.

Murphy has refused to meet with

Special Commission staff.)

Murphy's work on benalf of the designer included preparing kitchen cabinet

specifications.

The specifications he used were those for the Driscoll Weber

"Empire" cabinets. 90

Murphy also helped Driscoll Weber in its efforts to get

paid by the general contractor for cabinets supplied. 9

^-

Frank Driscoll testified that Murphy asked him for $3,500.

Driscoll

testified that he was grateful to Murphy for what he had done for Driscoll Weber
on the Agawam Housing Authority

friend.
to

project, and that he considered Murphy to be

Therefore, he gave Murphy

a

a

Driscoll Weber check for $3,378.14 payable

Murphy Associates. 92
To disguise the true reason

odd amount,

for the payment,

so that it would appear to be

was in fact charged as

a

a

Driscoll gave the check in an

genuine commission. 9 '

The check

"5% sales commission" on the books of Driscoll

Weber. 9A

Driscoll Weber had originally issued

a

check payable to David Murphy

personally, but at David Murphy's reauest voided
in

that check and issued

a

new one

the same amount payable to Murphy Associates. 95

Reinhardt Associates

discussed previously, Reinhardt Associates,

As was

:

Robert Charles Associates and Masiello Associates, specified cabinets supplied by
Driscoll Weber's gross receipts attributed to projects designed

Driscoll Weber.

by the architectural

firm of Reinhardt Associates total $545 ,562. 56 96

the most Driscoll Weber received

architectural firm.

is

It

This is

from contracts associated with any one

slightly less than the combined total of gross

receipts of $603, 729. 47 97 received from contracts with Masiello
and Robert Charles Associates.

&

Associates

Payments to employees of these two firms have

been summarized above.

Frank Driscoll stated in interviews by the staff of the Special Commission,
on May

13,

1980 and on August 22,

any employee of the Reinhardt firm.

which Douglas Goodman,
from Driscoll Weber.

a

1980,

However, he did discuss certain benefits

member of the firm of Reinhardt Associates, did receive

Driscoll claimed that these benefits were not

their business association but

a

a

result of

product of their personal friendship.

example, Frank Driscoll stated that sometime
with him his inability to raise money for

Reception Committee.

that he did not make payments to

Driscoll purchased

a
a

in June of 1974,

For

Goodman discussed

$500 contribution to the Sargent
bank money order payable to the

Sargent Reception Committee for $500 from the Third National Bank of Hampden
County, and signed Goodman's name.
of his actions.

9®

Driscoll stated that he informed Goodman

Driscoll also described how Driscoll Weber supplied the

Reinhardt offices in the Tower Building in Springfield with

a

new kitchen at an

estimated value of from $700 to $1,000.

Contributions to Employees of the Department of Community Affairs
Driscoll Weber's virtual monopoly of kitchen cabinet contracts was certainly
due in part to architects specifying cabinets supplied by Driscoll Weber.

However, the DCA's approval of Driscoll Weber as the cabinet supplier was still
required, as well as its approval of the cabinets actually delivered to the job

Therefore, the fact that Driscoll both made political

site for installation.

contributions at the request of DCA employees and gave money directly to DCA
employees was

a

logical extension of the pattern of payments to members of

architectural firms that has been described in the preceding pages.
Michael Harrington
Harrington,

a

:

One of the DCA employees paid by Driscoll was Michael

senior construction adviser for the DCA.

As

construction adviser,

Harrington approved change orders with respect to allowance items, such as

75

"

kitchen cabinets."
sites,

as

the OCA representative at the project.

did appear at
at which

Harrington also worked in the field, at the building

a

Michael Harrington was summoned

private hearinq of the Special Commission on October

time he declined to answer all questions put to him,

1980,

3,

invoking his fifth

amendment privilege.
Harrington approved Oriscoll Weber as the kitchen cabinet supplier for the

Acushnet 667-1; Avon 667-1; Dighton 667-1; Ouxbury 667-1:

following projects:

Fairhaven 667-3; Foxboro 667-2; Hingham 667-1; Mansfield 667-2; Marshfield 667-1;

Orleans 667-1; Scituate 667-3; and Sharon 667-1. 10 °

Oriscoll Weber was the low

bidder on only four of these projects.

During the time that he was DCA construction adviser on projects for which
Driscoll Weber supplied kitchen cabinets, Michael Harrington made several

requests to Frank Driscoll for cash. 10 *

Harrington's approach

is

illustrated

by

Driscoll Weber employee Vickery's description, during testimony at

8,

1980, private hearing of the Special Commission, of

money made after bids were opened for

a

a

a

November

Harrington request for

Stoughton Housing for the Elderly project:

He said well, you're a low bid, I will help you with the bid, and
I
said
he said do you get any shekels?
he says
the exact words
fifty
and
said
have
I
and
he
said
do
you
what are you talking about,
no. 102

—

—

During interviews by Commission staff Driscoll characterized Harrington's
requests as brazen, and said Harrington was

a

"nickel and dimer" who was always

"hitting him up." 103

Driscoll testified that he made the payments requested by Harrington when he
could,

"for reasons of harmony,

to stay on Harrington's

good side."

of the kind of pressure Harrington could apply,

example

could influence whether fifteen or twenty handles at

a

[As

an

Driscoll testified, he

job were changed. 104

]

During interviews, Driscoll estimated his total cash payments to Harrington in

1973-1976 as between $3000 and $4000. 105

Driscoll obtained the cash to pay

Harrington by issuing checks made payable to himself or to Michael Harrington.
The checks were cashed by Driscoll; Driscoll would endorse the checks with

Harrington's name or his own; and the cash obtained was turned over to Harrington
within

a

matter of days.

exceeding $1300
as

in

During his testimony, Driscoll discussed payments

the aggregate which are corroborated by documentary evidence,

follows.
(1)

On October

29,

1973,

Driscoll Weber issued

3650 payable to Frank Driscoll.

"Contributions $400.00 250.000.

On the
6

a

check, number 1033,

face of the check was the notation

The check was cashed.

A

document from the

records produced by Driscoll Weber contains the following notations:

Harrington $250., pd Oct 1973."

for

"Mike

On the lower right portion of the document is

and

.

the notation "Ck #1033 DWA." 107
8,

1980 before the Commission,

In testimony in

a

private hearing on November

Driscoll testified that the only explanation for

these entries is that $250 of the $650 cash received from the check went to Mike

Harrington. 108
(2)

to

On May 10,

1974, Frank Driscoll issued Driscoll Weber check number 126

Michael Harrington for $300. 109

This check was then endorsed by Frank

Driscoll (signing Harrington's name) who said in testimony before the Commission
that he gave the proceeds of the check to Michael Harrington. 110

The check

voucher for this check contains the notation "M Harrington Carpenters Convention
Donation Tickets." 111

Driscoll explained this notation by testifying that from

time to time Harrington requested payments

also made to

from Driscoll,

and that payments were

carpenters union with which Harrington was associated. 112

a

On April 26,

1974,

just sixteen days before the issuance of the $300 check to

Harrington, Harrington approved, in his role as construction supervisor of the
change order #6 on the Sharon 667-1 elderly housing project. 113

DCA,

Change

order #6 deleted the kitchen cabinet allowance from the general contractor's

contract, placing the kitchen cabinet contract under the direct supervision of
the Sharon Housing Authority.

gave the firm

a

This change benefited Driscoll Weber because it

direct contract with the local housing authority, relieving it of

the possiblity of delays of payments or assessment of back charges by the general

contractor
(3)

Michael Harrington was also the construction advisor on the Scituate

housing for the elderly project 667-3.

On October 21,

1974, he approved change

order #3, deleting the entire kitchen cabinet allowance from the general

contractor's contract and transforming it into
authority. 114

On November 4,

a

direct contract with the housing

1974, Frank Driscoll issued

a

Driscoll Weber

check payable to Michael Harrington in the amount of $500. 11 ^

Driscoll

testified he endorsed the check by signing the name "M.D. Harrington, Jr.," 116
second endorsed it with his own name,

The

and gave the cash to Harrington.

voucher for check number 133 contains the notation, "Expenses week of Nov 4, 1974
Spfld." 117
$500;

Driscoll testified that he was sure Harrington asked him for the

otherwise, he (Driscoll) would not have given Harrington the money. 118

(4)

On or

about December 15,

Weber check payable to himself. 119
of the cash obtained by Driscoll,

300.00". 120

1974 Frank Driscoll cashed

a

$750 Driscoll

The voucher copy reflects the disposition

including an entry which reads "Mike

H

Frank Driscoll testified that this entry refers to Mike

Harrington, and that he gave $300 of the money obtained from this check to

Harrington 121

77

(5)

Driscoll Weber check number 1074 dated April 16, 1975, in the amount

A

of $250 was

issued payable to Michael

of this check contains the entry:

wedding day." 113

D.

Harrington, Jr.* 22

"Congradulations

[

sic ]

The voucher copy

on

your forthcoming

Driscoll testified that Mike Harrington had brought

the fact of his son's upcoming wedding to Driscoll

attention.

's

Driscoll said

that this "was an obligation for us to come up with a donation," and that

Harrington mentioned the fact of son's wedding because he knew Driscoll would
then send his son
(6)

At

check. 124

Mike Harrington's reauest, Driscoll paid for

Inn of Chicopee,
In addition

request,

a

in May,

a

room at the Treadway

1976. 125

payments made to Harrington directly, or made to others at his

to.

Driscoll Weber also gave business to

•Harrington's son-in-law had an interest.

a

Giles Associates,

firm,

in

Driscoll testified that Mike

told him that Giles Associates was his son-in-law's firm,

which

Harrinqton

and that Harrington

asked Driscoll Weber to direct some of its business to Giles Associates, 126 and
that Driscoll then hired that firm to prepare renderings of plans. 127

Weber also issued

Associates, 128

a

$100 check dated December 4,

1974,

Driscoll

payable to Giles

which was not for services rendered but, rather, is recorded on

the Driscoll Weber records as "Donation Notre Dame." 129

Richard Skerry

:

Another OCA employee who regularly received payments from

130
Driscoll Weber from 1973 through 1976 was Richard Skerry.*

employed by the DCA as

a

Skerry was

construction advisor with respect to mechanical and

electrical work.
Special Commission staff research has identified
for the elderly 667-2)

in

which Skerry approved

a

a

contract (Canton housing

change order affecting

a

kitchen cabinet contract awarded to Driscoll Weber. 131
Driscoll Weber made payments to Richard Skerry and to his son.
of record to Skerry or his family total $9,769.59.
or his wife are as
(1)

By

personal checks dated February 8, 1973, payable to Richard Skerry,

of the checks,

Kerr. 133

The payments made to Skerry

follows:

Driscoll transferred $300 to Skerry. 132

for tickets,

The payments

The word "Tickets" appears on the face

and Driscoll testified that, at Skerry's reauest, he paid the $300

probably for some type of function on behalf of Monsignor

The checks, nonetheless, were cashed by Skerry.

Skerry appeared before the Special Commission at a private hearing pursuant
He refused to answer any questions put to him invoking his fifth
summons.
to
Skerry is now retired on a
amendment privilege against self-incrimination.
disability pension due to an accident in October, 1976, when Skerry tripped and
hit his head while inspecting a leaching field and man hole at Norfolk Housing
See
Authority project.
This accident was witnessed by Michael Harrington.
appendix exhibit #79.

(2)

Two checks dated December 10,

issued by Driscoll:

Richard Skerry. 134
presents.
(3)

1

-

1973,

each in the amount of $500, were

one payable to Richard Skerry and the other payable to Mrs.

Driscoll testified these checks were Christmas

55

Driscoll gave Skerry

a

$500 check, dated October

1,

drawn from

1974,

personal account at the Third National Bank of Hampden County. 136
Driscoll testified, was also
(4)

A

gift. 137

a

Driscoll personal check dated Dec

testified that this check was
Driscoll issued

a

a

This check,

.

7,

1975,

payable to "Richard

Skerry" in the amount of $250, was also transmitted to Skerry. 13 ®

(5)

79

a

Driscoll

Christmas present. 139

personal check, dated April

20,

1976,

of $200 bearing the notation "Masses" on the face of the check.

payable to Skerry and is endorsed by Skerry. 140

in

the amount

The check is

Driscoll testified that this

check was for masses to be said by Monsignor George Kerr,

who at that time was

State House Chaplain and Pastor at Saint Francis de Sales in Roxbury, Mass.

14

1

Driscoll also issued personal and Driscoll Weber checks payable to Richard
Skerry, Or.

The Driscoll Weber checks were charged as commissions.

Frank

Driscoll testified that Richard Skerry, Jr. was attending college at the time
when these checks were issued, and that he performed limited services for the
money, namely keeping Driscoll "advised of any projects that he knew about,

anything that was happening, anything he heard about." 142

Skerry, however,

never produced any sales or prospects for Driscoll Weber;

information about

potential contracts
Dodge Reports.
Sr

.

,

in

any event was published and available to the public in the

Some of the checks payable to Skerry,

others were mailed to Skerry, Jr. 143

Jr.

were handed to Skerry,

Driscoll testified that these sales

commissions checks, listed below, were not really commissions but, rather, were

contributions towards college expenses: 144
(1)

Driscoll Weber check #898, dated July 26, 1973, payable to Richard

Skerry, Jr. in the amount of $200; 145
(2)

Driscoll Weber check #150 dated October 20, 1974, payable to Richard

Skerry, Or. in the amount of $497. 10; 146
(3)

Driscoll Weber check voucher #163, dated June 12, 1974, payable to

Richard Skerry, Or. in the amount of $250; 147
(4)

Driscoll Weber check #400 dated June 28, 1974, payable to Richard

Skerry, Jr. in the amount of $974. 89; 148
(5)

Driscoll Weber check #825, dated December 17, 1974, payable to Richard

Skerry, Jr. in the amount of $1974.80. l49
All the "college" contributions listed above were paid to Skerry Jr. by means
of Driscoll Weber corporate checks.

By

contrast, the first check shown in Frank

.

Driscoll's own personal financial records as made payable to Skerry Jr. was
personal check for $2500, dated May 14,
Jr#

,f

150

1973,

and payable to

a

"Richard Scarey,

Driscoll testified that this check was given to Skerry, Sr

.

,

at the

request of one Lucien Boileau, the owner of real estate located in Chicopee,
Mass.,

which was sold to the Chicopee Housing Authority in 1973.

that Lucien Boileau reimbursed him for this check. 151

A

Driscoll said

deposit ticket

supplied pursuant to summons by the Third National Bank of Hampden County

reflects

a

$2,500 deposit in Driscoll's personal account in May, 1973.

The timing of this $2500 payment is significant.

It

occurred after

a

December 26, 1972, DCA letter to the Chicopee Housing Authority refusing to
approve the acquisition of Boileau's property by the Chicopee Housing Authority,
and before

a

July 3,

letter authorizing the Chicopee Housing Authority to

1973,

negotiate the purchase of Boileau's property. -"

On August 15,

1973,

the DCA

authorized the Chicopee Housing Authority to acquire title to Boileau's property;
the Chicopee Authority purchased this property for $690,000.

Frank Driscoll received

a

One month later,

check for $19,800 from Lucien Boileau.

check contains the words "finder's fee."*

The

face of the

Lucien Boileau testified in 1975 at

a

trial in the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts that
he gave $2500 to Frank Driscoll to pay
the purchase proposal,

a

DCA official involved in the review of

and that he paid Frank Driscoll

help in arranging the sale. 153

a

finder's fee for his

Skerry was the DCA inspector assigned to

determine whether Boileau's property met DCA elderly housing standards 15A
Driscoll stated in an interview with Special

Commission staff on May 29, 1980,

that he had known Skerry for twenty years, from the time when Skerry was in the

heating business before working for DCA.

Driscoll also said that Skerry had been

helpful to him in giving him advice after his partner Weber died, and that he
grew much closer to Skerry

from 1973 on.

Driscoll stated that it was this

relationship, and his gratitude to Skerry for his advice, which caused him to
make payments to Skerry. 155

occasion,

act

Despite this, Skerry did, on at least one

as construction advisor on a project for which Driscoll Weber

supplied cabinets. 156

Driscoll said that he would be surprised to know that

Skerry was directly involved in any matter involving kitchen cabinet

contracts. 157
In evaluating the credibility of Driscoll's explanation

for

these payments to

Skerry and his family additional factors should be considered.

Transcript of testimony of Lucien Boileau dated October

10, 1975, in Case
#75-108-F (D. Mass).
This was a criminal action against Alexander
Stefanik, who was indicted and convicted for violating the Hobbs Act by extorting
$50,000 from Lucien Boileau in connection with the purchase of his property by
the Chicopee Housing Authority.

No.

Cr.

*

Special Commission staff has reviewed Driscoll Weber financial records

First,

from 1968 through 1978.
to

1973,

the year

in

This review found only one $50 payment to Skerry prior

which the volume of Driscoll Weber's DCA kitchen cabinet

contracts grew substantially.
he retired from the DCA in

Nor were there any

payments made to Skerry after

1976.

Second, the circumstances surrounding Frank Driscoll

payment of $2500 to

's

Skerry in 1973 on behalf of Lucien Boileau suggest that friendship was not the
58

only explanation of payments made by Driscoll to Skerry.
Third,

Skerry, as construction advisor on

a

Watertown Housing Authority

boiler modernization contract, in July, 1976, reviewed and approved the work

performed.

Two outside engineering firms subsequently reported

September,

1976,

(in August

one month before the accident which was the basis

for

and

Skerry's

disability retirement) that the Watertown Housing Authority boiler modernization
work had not been done as required by the plans and specifications, and that an

estimated additional $60,000 to $100,000 would be needed to complete the work

specified.*

This incident provides additional support for the thesis that

Skerry's judgment was subject to influence by parties willing to make payment in

return for Skerry's backing on DCA-supervised projects.
Frank Driscoll stated in interviews that he also gave money to certain LHA

members and LHA employees.
of $1097.80

chief maintenance man for ar LHA received

A

from Driscoll Weber,

paid in installments of over

a

Inc.

and its related entities.

a

total

This money was

period of years, from 1973 to 1975.

These checks

were charged to the commission expense account on Driscoll Weber's books.

Driscoll said he paid this individual, who is now deceased, because he told

Driscoll he could help him receive kitchen cabinet contracts.
stated in an interview with Special

Frank Driscoll

Commission staff on June 12, 1980. that he never

received anything from this individual.
A

chairman of an LHA, who is now deceased, received

Weber for $2001.
expense.

a

check from Driscoll

This check was charged on Driscoll Weber's books to commission

Driscoll Weber was awarded the cabinet supply contract at the elderly

housing project being constructed by the local housing authority of which the

recipient of this check was chairman.

This payment to the LHA chairman occurred

after Driscoll Weber received payment in full for supplying the kitchen

cabinets.

The amount of this check represents roughly 10 percent of the amount

of the contract awarded Driscoll Weber.

The chairman of the Watertown Housing Authority (Paul Trombino) the
architect (Robert D. Goodoak)
and the general contractor, (William Bumstead)
were indicted and convicted of charges arising out of matters relating to this
Watertown Housing Authority contract.
,

,
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Political Contributions
Frank Driscoll not only made payments to architectural firms but also made

generous contributions to various political campaigns.

Frank Driscoll explained

during interviews by Commission staff that he contributed regularly and

generously to various political campaigns to accumulate "generalized goodwill,"
and not for specific contract awards.

These contributions were sometimes illegal in that they violated the campaign

finance laws then in effect concerning individual contribution limits, or because
they were cash contributions.

This section will not detail all Driscoll's

contributions but rather focus on those that were made in violation of campaign
finance laws.

Contributions Through Manzi

Frank Driscoll stated in interviews that he

:

attended the three fundraisers for Governor Sargent held at the Pleasant Valley
Country Club (PVCC)
1974.
for

in Sutton,

Massachusetts during the period 1969 through

He stated that he paid $1000 per affair in cash to Albert "Toots" Manzi

Driscoll said that it was his practice to make

ten tickets at $100 apiece.

these contributions to Manzi either at the Arthur

J.

Manzi Insurance Co. offices,
1

or

at a Howard Johnson's

on the Massachusetts

Among these contributions is

a

Turnpike near Route 128.

CO

J

$1000 cash contribution which Driscoll said he

gave to Manzi in April, 1972, to purchase tickets for the Sargent Reelection

Committee dinner held at PVCC on May 10, 1972. ^&®
for

the contribution by cashing

a

Driscoll obtained the money

Driscoll Weber check. 1^1

This cash was not

however deposited in the Guaranty Bank and Trust Company account maintained by
the Sargent Reception Committee (as reouired)

for

the deposit of contributions to

that event.*

Frank Driscoll stated that in July, 1974, he contributed $3500 to the Sargent

Reception Committee as

a

result of Manzi's solicitations.

that seven different people contributed;

It

was made to appear

but in fact the money for

contributions of $500 each originated with Frank Dri-scoll.

On July

these seven
2,

1974,

Frank Driscoll purchased five bank money orders from the Third National Bank of

Hampden County payable to the Sargent Reception Committee for $500 each.^- 62

He

stated that he directed two of his employees, Larry Vickery and Edward Beaulieu,
to

sign and address one of these bank money orders, and that he signed and

addressed the remaining three with the names of his daughter, Catherine Vachula;
Douglas Goodman of Reinhardt Associates,

his friend,

the son of

a

former Driscoll Weber employee.

°3

Inc.

and Richard Codderigi,

l

On July 8,

1974,

Mrs.

Frank M. Driscoll

issued

a

personal check in the amount

of $500 payable to Governor Sargent's Dinner Committee

July 10,

Frank Driscoll issued

1974,

a

is

2,

6^

fne fact that one person

Finance.

The five bank money orders

and the two personal checks of Mr.

1974,

Two days later, on

corroborated by an examination of the records

of the Director of Campaign and Political

dated July

^ 6ii

personal check payable to the Sargent

Reception Committee in the amount of $500.
received the seven contributions

.

and Mrs.

Frank M.

Driscoll

dated July 8, 1974 and July 10, 1974, are all recorded as being deposited at the

Guaranty Bank and Trust Co., in Worcester, Mass., on July 22,

1974. 166

Driscoll said that he handed all these contributions to Manzi.
On September 22,

1974, the third and final fundraiser for Governor Sargent

was held at the PVCC.

Driscoll stated that he again purchased ten tickets from

Manzi for $1000 cash for this affair.

Driscoll said he made the contributions in

cash because he was told that checks were not wanted. l^ 7

brought Driscoll

This contribution

total 1974 Sargent contribution to $4500, well over the

's

individual limit of $3000 established by law.
Driscoll,

when asked if he ever received anything in return for his

contributions to Manzi, responded that Manzi helped him on one occasion in the
late summer or early

fall of 1971.

Driscoll said that Manzi told him he had

called James Cusack,* who at that time was the project director for the Bureau of

Building Construction at the UMass Boston construction site, and asked Cusack to
speak with Driscoll about Driscoll Weber possibly bidding some work at that
project.

Driscoll said that he did meet with Cusack and reviewed the plans and

specifications.
for the project.

date.

However, there were no kitchen cabinets specified at that time

Driscoll said that Cusack told him to stop by

at

a

future

Driscoll said he did, and again found there was nothing that Driscoll

Weber could bid. 168

Sylvester Sylvia

:

Sylvester Sylvia is currently employed by the DCA as

Director of Housing Assistance,

a

position he has held since late 1969.

He was

••

originally appointed to the position of Director of the Bureau of Housing on
January 8,
June 1975.

1965.
In an

He was appointed to the Municipal Liaison office of the DCA in

interview by Special Commission staff on November 10, 1980,

Sylvia stated that his duties included helping cities and towns set up housing

authorities, and supervising the process of planning
the construction contract was bid.

a

project through the day

Sylvia ran unsuccessfully for Mayor of New

Bedford in 1973, 1975 and 1977. 169

James J. Cusack testified at trial Commonwealth v. Masiello, Manzi, Superior
Court for Criminal Business Nos. 019122, -3, -4, 018334 and Nos. 019125, -6, -7,
018334, on February 28, 1979 Volume XI at 43 - 44, 46.
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Sylvia said in

a

November 10,

1980,

interview with Commission staff that he

had come to know Frank Driscoll through Driscoll's freouent visits to OCA to pick
He said that he had met with Driscoll

up or review plans and specifications.

socially possibly

a

half dozen times and that he had successfully solicited

Driscoll for $50 and $200 contributions to various charities.

Sylvia said that

he had no responsibilities with DCA affecting kitchen cabinet contract

awards 17 ^
.

Driscoll Weber's financial records include cancelled checks numbered 1205 and
1206 dated June 11,

Check

1975, each payable to "Cash" in the amount of $200.

vouchers for the checks contain the entries "Political Campaign Sylvester
Sylvia." 171
In an interview with Commission staff Sylvia admitted receiving $400 in cash
from Richard Skerry in 1975.

Sylvia stated that Skerry called him at his DCA

office, and set up an appointment to meet with him during the day on Bowdoin
Street,

At their meeting Skerry handed

in Boston.

him that $200 was

a

Sylvia said that Skerry did not

contribution from Driscoll.

tell him where the other $200 came from,

Sylvia $400 in cash, and told

and Sylvia did not ask.

Sylvia recalled that Skerry, who worked with him at DCA, knew Sylvia was

running for office and told him he would sell tickets (at $6 per ticket) to
Sylvia admitted, however, that the money given him

Sylvia's clambake fundraiser.
by

Skerry was not from ticket sales but was really

the contribution had not been reported.
it was

a

cash contribution,

and that

Sylvia said he did not know in 1975 that

illegal to accept cash contribution in excess of $50.

Copies of Sylvia's

1975 and 1977 campaign contribution documents filed with the Office of Campaign
and Political Finance show no record of either

a

$200 or

a

$400 contribution from

either Skerry or Frank Driscoll.

CONCLUSION
the information unearthed in its study of Driscoll Weber convinced the

members of the Special Commission that the existing system of sub-bidding on

contracts under allowance amounts afforded excessive opportunities for bid-riaaina
among vendors; for kickbacks to architects, public employees, and political
fundraisers;

and for the type of monopolization of contracts by

a

single favored

supplier that the Driscoll case exemplified.
The 1976 change in DCA procedures that ruled out allowances and established

minimum specification guidelines
of the kitchen cabinet field

—

—
was

which ended Driscoll Weber's brief dominance
a

useful administrative change.

But the

Special Commission concluded that legislated reforms were mandatory in order to

prevent any future reversion to the old practices.

Many elements of the

legislative proposals made by the Special Commission address the problems evident

in

the Driscoll Weber history.

(4) (a)

of the Mass.

Most specifically Chapter 149,

General Laws, passed by the legislature in August,

addresses the issue of allowances.

Commission

is

8

para.

1980,

Other legislation proposed by the Special

discussed in Part IV of this report,

Oesign in Volume

Section 44F,

above;

and in the section on

of this report (Systems Issues and Findings.)
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TESTING CONSULTANTS

INTRODUCTION
The testing consultant is in many ways the lynchpin in the success of any

construction project.

Although there are specialties within the field, most firms

perform one or more of the following tests:

investigation of sub-soil conditions

through drilling and boring; stress measurements of concrete and steel structural
members; chemical testing of construction materials; investigation of heating,

ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems; and land surveying.

Yet, despite

its importance, the industry is virtually unregulated and particularly susceptible

to corruption.

There are few public records kept of which testing firm was paid how much for

what services.

The system therefore allows for the proliferation of multiple

firms owned or controlled by the same individuals.

with

a

Similarly, any consultant

poor performance record need only change its name and move onto a new

project.

Aside from a lack of regulation, there are also questions about the testing
consultants' allegiance.

They are required by law (G.L. c.149 sec.44B-L) to bid

for work on a competitive basis.

The Commission found that what actually

happened is that the tester is normally selected preferentially by the architect
of a project.

As will be discussed at length here in a case study, the same

testing firm is likely to be retained by an architect for successive work.
In other words,

one of the parties whose work is to be supervised and

tested hires the supervisor.
tester and architect.

There is no arm's-length relationship between

The tester has no real responsibility to the owner.

There

is no assurance to the public that a qualified firm will perform the testing work

on a given project, or even that testing will be done at all.

BACKGROUND

Before 1975 the Bureau of Building Construction
firms from a list maintained within the Bureau.

(BBC)

chose all its testing

This "grey list" comprised

acceptable consulting firms specializing in inspection services.

Theoretically,

the BBC made its assignments from this list of "certified testers" on a

rotational basis, yet the criteria for the BBC's initial inclusion of firms on the
list remain a mystery.

Commission interviews with Eugene Malloy, a former BBC chief construction
engineer, have suggested, however, that the BBC's "grey list" was actually

utilized to increase, rather than eliminate, favoritism among testing firms.

Malloy said that the BBC selected only four or five favored firms to do all its

-
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At the same time, consultants were paid by the architect, not the BBC,

testing.

thus preserving their virtual anonymity.
In 1975 the BBC allowed architects and engineers to select testing consultants

Even so, the BBC does not now, nor has it ever, maintained records

themselves.

or files of testing company ownership.

payments and services rendered.

Moreover, few public records are kept of

Thus, there is little to prevent a single firm or

even several firms with the same ownership from reaping the lion's share of the
state's testing contracts.
Similarly, there exists no inhibition to one or several consulting firms

enjoying
fact,

a

common ownership from hiring one another to supervise each other.

In

the Commission found documented instances in a Leicester Housing for the

Elderly project on which the sole bidders to the architect on the project were
three firms owned by the same individual (Appendix exhibit

1)

.

As another

example, one architect on a public project hired a supervisory testing consultant
who,

in turn, hired an affiliated testing firm with an unrelated name.

that firm was supervising its own work.

In short,

The architect was unaware of this

relationship until told of it by competitors.

2

Commission research has shown that the tester's allegiance, if any, lies
solely with the architect.

As stated previously, the architect now contracts with

the tester directly and no longer must contract with the BBC by Form 4; that

document is sent to testers and architects only as a guideline.

In essence, the

two parties are free to contract using any mutually acceptable document subject to
BBC approval.

The BBC's only concerns are that the set testing allowances are not

exceeded, that the consultants meet the requirements of the latest building code

and that they conduct their tests in accordance with approved standards.
BBC enforces none of these, leaving them instead to the architects.

Yet the

Unfortunately,

there exist no specific qualification requirements in the State Building Code for

testing firms themselves.
A certain amount of politicking apparently plays a role in tester selection.

Through interviews with several testing firms, the Commission learned of the
following:

that an offer was made to withdraw a bid in exchange for money;

also, that in at least one instance, pressure was applied to an architect by the

awarding agency to force the architect to replace attesting consultant already hired

with two others favored by an agency executive who was
favored consulting firms.

4

a

director of one of the

In such cases, only the strenuous complaining of the low

bidder keeps the job from being awarded to another.
The selection process aside, some testing consultants feel that the state
simply does not budget enough money for preliminary tests.

The Commission was

told of one case in which only seven tenths of one percent ($7,000 of $1 million)
of the allocated project funds was earmarked for tests.

Firms interviewed have

^

:

.

-
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implied that since funds are so tight, the incentive is always to do fewer than
the required number of tests,

or no tests at all.

7

Nevertheless, one firm

suggested that testing labs will split fees with the architect just to undercut
the competition and get the job.

Although the labs charge the architects less,

the architect will still charge the authorizing agency the full fee.
In the course of interviews,

the Commission found that testing consultants

are usually hired and paid by those whose work they are to oversee; to perform a

service which the client (architect or contractor) often wants left undone; whose
own work product is to a great extent intangible to begin with, and whxch is most

likely to be destroyed if the testing is actually carried out.

A CASE STUDY:

SUCCESS AT A COST

Appearing before the Special Commission on April 29, 1980, Russell Kenney
the Director of Testing at R.J. Kenney Associates, defined the current process of

awarding testing contracts
It was obvious to me at the time that the work we provided in
Massachusetts although we were doing a good job, that if we did
not perform or buy tickets to testimonials, or contribute to
political campaigns, we might not continue receiving favorable
recommendations for testing services and jobs. Nothing was ever
said, but it was assumed.

Kenney testified that

his company performs soil, concrete and seal

inspections on both private and federally funded projects, the latter

constituting the majority of its business.

R.J, Kenney also carries out

inspections and testing of buildings thought to contain structural and other
problems.

It has worked on approximately 30 state and county projects,

among

them housing for the elderly and some consultant services on BBC jobs.
The first state or county building for which R.J. Kenney received a testing

contract was the Worcester County Jail, in 1971; the architect on the project was

Masiello

&

Associates.

Kenney described for the Commission how his firm was

selected by Masiello:
We sent in a bid for testing service on a job under an allowance, and then I
asked a friend of mine to introduce me to Bill Masiello (principal of Masiello
and Associates) .12
In June 1971, before any testing company had been selected for the project, Kenney,

Masiello, and Kenney
Worcester.
in the mail.

'

s

friend, Henry Camosse, met at Masiello'

s

office in

According to Kenney, Masiello had previously received his testing bid
He told Kenney at the meeting that the bid was too high, higher than

all others he had received.

Kenney testified that at that point:

He (Masiello) put the other bids on a desk, left the room and asked
me to reconsider my bid and there was a blank form there.
I simply
filled in the bid approximately at the same price, at the lowest price.
.

.

... I think basically it was a competitive bid, not initially lower
in each item but overall as low as the lowest one.^

s
-

R.J.

89

-

Kenney received the testing contract on the Worcester County Jail, and

when asked by the Commission if that particular contract, set at a maximum of
$7000, had been awarded on a competitive bid basis, Kenney replied that it had
not.

15

R.J.

Kenney

'

s

future relationship with Masiello, one which spanned five years

and involved almost $60,000 of testing contracts, pointedly illustrates the

symbiotic character of many architect-consultant arrangements.

In exchange for

testing contracts, Kenney was expected to contribute to political campaigns,
provide free consulting services, and even kick back a given percentage of a

contract price.
From 1971 to 1975, the majority of public work done by R.J. Kenney in

Massachusetts which was normal testing work on
primarily on projects on which Masiello

&

a

particular job was received

Associates was the design firm.

Russell Kenney told the Commission that of the five Masiello projects, other than
the Worcester County Jail, which his firm tested, all were housing for the elderly:
the Belmont Street high-rise in Worcester, September 1972-May 1973:

testing fee

allowance, $20,000; the Shrewsbury high-rise, April 1972-July 1973:

$12,000;

Shrewsbury Gardens, May 1974-September 1975:
elderly, September 1974-May 1975:

August 1976:

$15, 000.

$11,000; Leicester housing for the

$2000; and the Taunton high-rise, October 1975-

17

Kenney stated that on all but one project, the Belmont Street high-rise (on

which the previous testing lab had failed and the contractor, at Masiello'
suggestion, hired R.J. Kenney)

,

he sent his bid proposal either to Masiello or to

the respective housing authority.

Without exception, Masiello recommended R.J.

Kenney as the testing subcontractor.
Masiello'

s

Kenney

recommendations, however, were not without their costs.

stated before the Commission that Masiello first approached him for a political

contribution in mid-1971, directly after Kenney received the Worcester County
Jail contract:

asked
—which
commissioners,
we
He

_

_

us to purchase a ticket for a testimonial. for the county
Worcester C oun ty commissioners, for the sum of $50,
did. 19

.

Although he made the payment by personal check, Kenney said he never received any
tickets for the testimonial.
Masiello, in October 1971, again requested a political contribution from
Kenney:

called me and left a message at my office to come and
I went to see him and he said he wanted me to buy a
see him.
ticket to a testimonial for Senator Kelly, and that he had to
support these people and he was required or felt that he had to
purchase a number of tickets, and to take some of the sting or
the expense off his firm that he also requires people that he
gives work to, to also buy some tickets and he thought that was
only fair. 20
He' (Masiello)

-

90

-

Kenney explained to the Commission why Masiello expected him to buy tickets:
He said Senator Kelly was a very good friend of his was very
helpful, was a good person to know and that it would behoove me
to buy a ticket. 21
,

And so he did.

However, on this occasion the ticket cost $100.

that, while in Masiello 's office paying for the ticket

Kenney testified

(by check),

he noticed

other tickets for the function, some with the number 50 written on the back.
(The number 100 was written on the back of his.)

Concerning this obvious price

difference, he noted that:
Bill Masiello never told me in so many words, but the impression
I had was that basically depending on the amount of work you do,
dollar wise, is the amount of tickets or the costs of the
tickets to you. 22
Thus,

Kenney

'

s

was not the only firm buying tickets from Masiello.

Kenney

testified that when he was first asked to buy the tickets he was told by Masiello
that:

...various other consultants or suppliers or subcontractors were
also buying tickets and probably would attend the function.... He
mentioned a nursery outfit that supplied shrubs and a few other
things to some of the other projects, a brick supplier, a supplier
of kitchen cabinets, a brick supplier, block supplier..., I think
The cabinet people were
the nursery was Shrewsbury Nursery.
Driscoll-Weber.
The block supplier was Henry Camosse... 23

Kenney stated that he attended this function.

24

A similar circumstance arose in May, 1972.

Kenney said that Masiello again

asked him to buy two tickets to a testimonial for Worcester County Commissioner
Paul X. Tivnan.

Kenney made out a $100 corporate check payable to the Paul X.

Tivnan Committee, yet he never received any tickets.

25

At that time, corporate

political contributions were prohibited by state law, but Kenney testified that
he was unaware of this.

26

In late 197 3 another testimonial came up.

wanted $200 in cash this time.

According to Kenney, Masiello

Although he could not recall if Masiello told him

whom the testimonial was for, Kenney said he never saw any tickets anyway.
few days after Masiello

's

27

request for the $200, Kenney said he

...gave it (the $200 in cash) to him (Masiello) in a white envelope
and put it in the bottom drawer of his desk with other envelopes of
similar size.

At that point, stated Kenney

:

He just told me that work was coming up and there was projects
that we would get the testing on and that he mentioned a number
of projects basically. 2
**

Kenney related to the Commission a further instance in August 197 5 in which he
was expected to make a political contribution in return for testing contracts:

told me there was a testimonial at the Boston 57.
but I can't tell you or remember exactly who,
and that he needed a contribution for the testimonial, and that
I thought he said 400 but the check, it says $500, and that he
would like it in cash. That I should attend this function.
Although I couldn't get a ticket, I could ask at the door and
he'd bring me in and introduce me to very important people, and
He

(Masiello)

It was a senator,

A

-
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he would do my career and the company's career a lot of good,
and I shouldn't miss the meeting.
So, I cashed the check, brought it down, and gave him
The same thing happened.
the money.
He took it out of an
envelope, and put it in another envelope, put it in his drawer,
reminded me
then after we went out to Howard Johnson's
restaurant (in Shrewsbury)
and he reminded me that I should
attend this function but we (Kenney and his wife) decided not
to go. 29

—

.

.

.

About two weeks later, Kenney said, Masiello called him up and was very

surprised that Kenney missed the function.

However, Masiello did not really

spell out why attending it would have helped Kenney

'

s

career:

No one, either Bill Masiello or anyone, actually came up and
said if you do not contribute you won't get the job, but, we
were well enough along to know that it was required if we wanted
to keep getting work, yes,-*0

The last project on which Kenney was associated with Masiello was for the

Taunton Housing Authority.

Sometime in October or November 1975, Kenney

testified, Masiello asked him for more than just a political contribution:
We had just finished the Taunton housing for the elderly.
We
had performed work in the City of Taunton and had on our own
applied for the job of testing services.
So, Bill Masiello he
asked me what the allowance was for testing on the job which he
knew as well as I did was $15,000.
He said well, that should be
worth 10 percent, then.
This is the first time he did not ask me
to buy tickets or anything else, but simply asked me to return
him 10 percent of the face of the contract.
I was noncommittal
at the time.
I told him I would think about it. 31

Kenney testified that he never got back to Masiello and never paid him
anything, much less the 10 percent, with respect to the Taunton job.

firm was awarded the testing contract for the project.

Still, his

Kenney described how this

occurred:

—

Well, we felt that number one, I think if he wanted me he would
not expect us to come up with the money.
He would wait until we
got paid.
Number two, we felt we already had the job and there
was a difference between buying tickets and kicking back money.
We felt we would just go along with the job.
If we got relieved
from the job, fine.
If we didn't, we would get the job.
It was
our particular type of job.
It was a job that was unique, and
we were the only experts around in it, and it would be very
difficult for them to remove us once we got on that job. 32

When asked by the Commission if his firm received any further work on any
jobs for which Masiello

&

Associates was the designer, Kenney answered that,

"The other jobs we were supposed to get we didn't get any.
Dob.

We never

(.again 1

That was the last

received a contract from them."

During the course of their business relationship, from 1971 to 1975, Kenney

provided Masiello not only money, but free testing services.
Norfolk County Jail as one example.
Kenney investigated

a

Kenney cited the

On that project, at Masiello's request, R.J.

concrete problem on a handball court.

Kenney sent Masiello

the invoice for the work, but Kenney was never paid for the job.
a

In another case,

swimming pool in Brookline, R.J. Kenney was called in to fix the concrete

anchoring of the pool's hydraulic cover mechanism.

Kenney testified that he

.
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repaired it and again sent Masiello the bill:
He wanted the bill from us, not to pay it basically, but to show
It was obvious when he
somebody how much money he spent on it.
told me that that he wasn't going to pay us. 34

By all indications then, R.J. Kenney

'

s

prolonged business association with

Masiello was contingent on Kenney 's continual provision of both monetary and

non-monetary favors.

When Kenney ceased to perform those favors, Masiello

's

awarding of testing contracts to him ended.
Kenney 's limited association with the BBC took place in late 1971 on the

University of Massachusetts Medical School project in Worcester.
the facility was being constructed in phases.

At that time,

Kenney said that his firm had

been hired by the general contractor, Blount-Fontaine

,

through the recommendation

of the designer, Le Messurier Associates, to investigate repairs to the basement

level of the science building phase.

When he applied to be considered for the

job:
It was
Well, the job wasn't even in the Dodge report basically.
It was maybe a year away from the start
still a draft report.
of construction, but we were told another firm had been chosen
(i.e., chosen before the job appeared in public
for the job
3
records)
*>

That same lab was on the job for other phases, and, in Kenney 's opinion, had
been found to be wanting in its expertise:
We were working in the basement level fixing the columns where
our function was to examine them, design a repair, remedial
I was up where
repair method, and supervise remedial repair.
They had some
they were placing concrete on the third level.
The truck was
concrete in there with about an 11 inch slump.
The (concrete)
mixture.
in
his
He
had
no
blades
overloaded....
There were coffee
forms were all dirty, the expander beams.
I told the
cups, pieces of wood, garbage all over the form.
I said, you know, we are down there fixing the
inspector.
basement now. You better check this truck and make him clean
He simply told me that concrete costs money and
out the forms.
he wasn't going to reject the concrete, and I told him, we are
Sure enough, we
going to be back in a few months fixing that.
were back a few months later in the same exact area where he had
placed the concrete repairing it. 37

Kenney testified that the inspector to whom he complained about the concrete

problem was BBC official Eugene Malloy, then chief construction engineer on the
UMass Medical School project:
I simply stated that I am out here investigating this project
and supervising repairs that should never have been, but because
of the lack of testing and experience from the testing lab, and
you are telling me that you are not going to consider me and you
are going to give these people a job that is not even held in
the Dodge report yet? He simply told me that if I wanted to do
business in Massachusetts, I better learn not to rock the boat. 38

According to Kenney, the other lab that got the testing job was Jersey
Testing, of Springfield.

He said that the man who represented the firm,

Tom Crabtree, left Jersey, and now operates

Testing Services, Inc.

a

different firm, Universal

-
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CONCLUSION

No one can determine how much public design and construction money is

currently being spent on testing and boring services.
is large.

Undoubtedly, the amount

To curtail the kind of waste and abuse described by Russell Kenney

requires a vast improvement of the Commonwealth's records on consultants.

Better

records would enable the state to detect the potential for abuse, kickbacks and

favoritism between architects and consultants, interlocking corporate ownership
and an excessive share of the public dollar for a few firms.

Until the Commonwealth commits itself to paying testing consultants directly,
it should develop the means of identifying and auditing the indirect payments to

There should be a master list of testing firms, indexed by firm

these firms.

and principal.

The state Comptroller now maintains a master list of all those

receiving money directly from the Commonwealth.

Such a list should incorporate

all consultants receiving state funds, directly or indirectly, and should cross-

reference this data by firm and principal.

Such a system would uncover

disproportionate payments to single firms and to networks of commonly owned
firms.

Concerning the actual selection process, the BBC, or any other state
agency for that matter, instead of allowing the architect to select
consultants, would do well to follow the model set by the Department of

Public Works

(DPW)

.

The DPW uses standardized and formalized procedures:

it maintains a review board to screen and prequalify consultants and an updated

file of firms in engineering and related fields eligible to provide services
to the department.
forms.

The board reviews data submitted on federal and in-house

It evaluates the size of the firm and its personnel's qualifications,

maintains profiles of project experience and summarizes professional service
fees received within the past five years, and past performance.

With a thoroughly updated accounting of which firms are receiving how much

money for what specific services, and

a

selection procedure that examines a

firm's relevant qualifications and experience, surely the Commonwealth's

public agencies can begin to diminish the likelihood of corruption in the testing

consultant industry, as illustrated by the Masiello-Kenney relationship.

.

INFLUENCE EXERCISED ON ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGISLATIVE ACTION

A.

1

.

Overview of Strategies to Influence Legislators and Neutralize Supervision.
In

the opening statement of his public appearance before the Special

Commission, William Masiello testified:
... I did not have to twist any arms ... I simply operated
within the system that was in existence in Massachusetts
during that period of time ... As I knew it, there were
basically two groups of people who operated within the
In one group were businessmen such as me who were
system.
looking for the "edge" in getting business with the state.
The other group was comprised of various levels of public
officials who had their hand out for one reason or
another.
... I would merely buy a ticket for access to the inside
and then I could generally take it from there without the
public official even being aware of it, although by that
time I had actually neutralized any effective monitoring of
the contract through my various contributions and contacts
throughout the political system...!
.

In

these initial phrases, he put forward the key to success for a businessman

seeking the "edge": buying

a

ticket for access to the inside.

Masiello's "ticket for access" included not only the fundraising or

organizational skills useful to political campaigns.

Nor was it solely

a

matter

of picking up restaurant tabs or springing for drinks when public officials were

around.

Nor was it simply

a

shower of free gifts and services.

Masiello's

strategy consisted of knowing the system and procedure of contract awards

intimately and then making sure that every key pressure point or decisionmaker
along the way was covered in the manner most appropriate to it.

In

covering each

point, Masiello utilized all of the above devices and more.

2.

Specific means of buying access
(a)

.

Political Fundraising
William Masiello learned early from his brother Frank that architects

were expected to pay money "up front" if they expected to receive public

contracts; he later learned from him how money could be laundered on its way into
political tills.

But it was William's use of these methods of access which

brought the Masiello firm its greatest prosperity.

William Masiello established an easy mechanism for raising cash from his

corporation for political contributions; he simply used the dormant bank account
of one of his long-time consultants to launder funds.

thus generated and donated was

a

County, described above in Volume

The large volume of cash

prime "door opener" for contracts in Suffolk
Cash he generated by himself

3.

or through his employees was also used to make what were euphemistically called

"political contributions" but were, in effect, bribes.

Eoth of these methods of

substantial fundraising were used when an outright bribe to the executive

decisionmaker was the necessary Quid pro quo

.

3
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more subtle form of fundraising, and one which imposed less of

the accounts of Masiello and Associates,

fundraising events.
in

96

a

strain on

was the sale of tickets to political

Because of the considerable discretionary power he exercised

the award of supply contracts

Masiello had at his reach

a

(discussed in section on SuoDliers above)

group of businessmen indebted to him for

significant part of their sales.

He was thus able

to call

,

William

a

on them when he was

pressed to unload tickets for various events, which was often.

Raymond Allard,

former president of Masiello and Associates, recounted it this way:
... He was generally fairly active in [political
fundraising] ... he on occasion would complain about the
Quantity of it that was more or less forced on him ... on
one occasion he, while complaining to me opened up a bottom
drawer of his desk which was a deep drawer, and it had
quite a variety and auite a quantity of fundraising tickets
to various functions that he was apparently committed for
and had to either buy or somehow pass on ...

... He would call ... various suppliers who had in the past
either supplied material for projects that Masiello had
designed or subcontractors on occasion and relay to them
that, you know, he needed x number of dollars as
contributions for this or that fund or fundraisino event.

... His explanation of philosophy on it was that since he
had to pay to get work, state work or public work that he
felt that some of the other people who were active in doing
the same work and yet did not get involved in the
fundraising or soliciting of contributions [should] pay
their share, that if he had to pay, then they should also
pay, that he felt it wasn't fair to him to shoulder the
whole burden.

This ready network of obligated buyers made Masiello an asset to any official
in need of campaign

funds, and in turn made the officials obligated to him,

if

only subtly.
(b)

Related Political Activity
William Masiello made himself politically useful in other ways.

Brian Gould,

a

When

young man referred by Senator James A. Kelly, came to work for the Masiello

firm around 1971, he was taught how to use the offset printing apparatus in the

office.

Over the next five years, he frequently spent

time printing campaign flyers,

a

day or

a

stationery, cards, bumper stickers,

tickets and other political materials.

half day at

fundraising

He often delivered these materials to the

candidates appearing on them, finally charging his services to the general
overhead of the Masiello firm.

a

Among those who enjoyed the free services

provideo were Worcester County Commissioners Paul Tivnan, Walter Kelly, and
Philip Philbin, County Treasurer Edward Eird, Senator James Kelly, Worcester
Mayor Thomas Early, and former Senator Vite Pigaga.
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Because the printing services were not billed, but charged to overhead, they
were in essence charged to all of the firm's clients and projects -- of which,

coincidentally, over 90 percent were public agencies and contracts.

Thus

it was the taxpayers who ultimately footed the bill.

Employees of the Masiello firm were also recruited to get personally involved
in

political activity; some were asked to campaign,

personally.

5

others to contribute

the firm not only provided professional

The result was that

services for public agencies, but served as

campaign resource at election time

a

for the people running the agencies.

Professional Fees

(c)

When the Masiello firm wanted to help

a

public employee or official,

it

sometimes did so in the form of compensation for professional advice or
services.

The most noteworthy example of this was the series of $500 monthly

payments to Senator James Kelly which are detailed in the next section of this
report.

Another example was

a

consulting relationship with Frederick Kussman.

Fred Kussman, as administrative assistant to the director of the BBC, was the

From that position, he recommended firms for

number two man at that agency.

continued services, administered the opening of bids, interpreted regulations,
served as secretary to the Designer Selection Board, and approved payments.

William Masiello's secretary and the Masiello firm's telephone records confirmed
that Masiello and Kussman were in contact on an almost-daily basis.
In

1975 and 1976, Kussman received two checks of $1,000 each from the

Masiello firm, ostensibly for consulting services with regard to the 1975

purchase by the Masiello firm of
space,
a

July,

and advice on

a

a

mansion on Elm Street, Worcester,

for office

non-BBC project (The Charles Street/Deer Island Jail).

1977 administrative hearing before

a

In

designee of the Secretary of

Administration and Finance, Kussman was adjudged to have created an appearance of
conflict of interest by his receipt of these consultant fees.
Since that administrative hearing, the Special Commission developed and heard

additional evidence concerning Kussman's relationship with the Masiello firm.
That evidence included testimony by Masiello employees that they freouently

called Kussman for advice concerning state bidding laws and contracts which the
firm had received from the BBC.

7

William Masiello testified that, in late 1972, when his firm was negotiating
with Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall (DMJM)

for

a

consulting contract at

holyoke Community College (a BBC-administered project), he asked Kussman to
review the proposed contract on behalf of the Masiello firm and compare it with
the contract which DMJM had with the BBC for the same project.

5

Frank

Masiello, who suggested the review, testified that it was an unusual reouest made

^
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possible by Kussman's friendship with the Masiello brothers.
for Kussman to

said it was not unusual

Masiello entering into
A

a

review something of this nature prior to

contract.^-

review of the Masiello files produced

in what

William Masiello

a

four-page analysis of the contract

appeared to be Kussman's handwriting, as well as three slightly different

typewritten versions of the same documents; in them, Kussman suggested several
amendments to the proposed contract, some of which would raise Masiello's fee
(which would be paid for by the BBC through DMJM).

Kussman met with Frank and

William Masiello in Miami to review his recommendations with them.^
According to testimony and documents, it appeared that Kussman was also
involved in

scheme originated by the Masiello brothers to delay the signing of

a

DMJM's contract for Phase
to

II

of the Holyoke Community College project.

This was

allow the Masiellos extra time and leverage to force DMJM to accept the

Masiello firm as

a

consultant on its own terms.

These additional instances of Kussman's involvement with the firm,

taken

together with the minimal time Kussman spent on the Charles Street/Deer Island
matter 1-^ and the absence of any Kussman work product in the Masiello files (or
any evidence of services performed) concerning the Elm Street property,

led the

Commission to guestion the stated basis for the $2,000 in consulting fees paid to
Kussman.

The Commission's skepticism was reinforced by the presentation of

evidence concerning Kussman's consulting relationship with the
Corp., which is described below,

J. A.

Sullivan

following the section on the Kelly case.

Another individual paid by the Masiello firm was former State Senator vite
Pigaga.

1975, while in between two state jobs, Pigaga received $2,000 from

I-n

the Masiello firm.

Pigaga testified that this sum was in payment for keeping

his ears open around the State House for possible public work
firm,

for the Masiello

but William Masiello stated that the payments were made for Pigaga's

help in introducing him to individuals connected with Taunton which resulted in

Taunton Housing Authority contract for the Masiello firm.
(d)

a

1 ^

Entertainment
William Masiello's generosity in wining and dining public officials
As mentioned in the

could well have earned him the title of "The Entertainer."

introduction to the Masiello section of this report, William Masiello testified
that

"he didn't know how not to pick up

The daily,

constituted

a

three years,

Jimmy's

and nightly,

check."

entertainment of public officials and employees

tremendous expense for the Masiello firm.
the

In

a

period of less than

firm's records showed disbursements totalling over $9,600 at

Harborside

same time,

a

Restaurant

—

an average of almost

$10

a

day.

During the

over $2,800 was spent at the Sheraton-Lincoln in Worcester, over

.
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$2,60C at Joe Tecce's Restaurant, and almost countless tabs at restaurants from
Florida to California.

In

1973, corporate payments to vendors for credit card

billings, restaurant charges, clubs, car rentals and other travel and

entertainment expenses totalled $28,286,84.

This amount, which does not include

money paid to William Masiello for out-of-pocket expenditures, was about average
The vast majority of those entertained were Massachusetts public

for the firm.

officials and employees, from cabinet secretaries to office secretaries.
One of William Masiello's employees testified that employees were asked to

participate in parties for state officials and were given checks for several hundred
dollars to be cashed and used to buy drinks for those present

;

once when

a

Boston

official attending the legislative open golf tournament complained that Masiello
never gave him money to buy drinks, William Masiello threw more than $100 on the
table for the official.
or even $200 at
to

a

It

was not unusual

for Masiello to spend $50,

$100

time on dinners with legislators or other state employees,

pay for several meals in one day.

Raymona Allard,

°

former president of the Masiello firm, testified at length

about William Masiello's entertainment schedule, from personal experience.

stated that he accompanied Masiello to Boston from Worcester about twice
in 1973-1974,

or

although Masiello went in more often, sometimes on

a

a

He

week

daily basis.

Allard said that they customarily drove into the State House lot, parked the car,
and made the rounds of several offices

—

Charles Kougeas'

(lobbyist for the

Boston Redevelopment Authority), Senator Kelly's, Senator DiCarlo's and Robert
Vey's (at the Boston Public Facilities Department).

If it was still

morning,

Masiello would attempt to have lunch with one of these men, or with Fred
Kussman.

The favored restaurant was Jimmy's Harbourside ^0
.

According to Allard, the evening entertainment ws more extensive:
A.

Generally the evening it would generally end up with dinner
at either a
either Jimmy's Harborside or possibly at
Tecce's Restaurant, and those seemed to be the two most
popular places for dinner with one, two, three or more
public officials or politicians or whatever, I mean, people
that he would come down to see that day.

—

*
A.

Well, the dinners would consist of one or more rounds of
drinks and a meal and possibly more drinks and conversation
about any number of subjects; sports, politics, back and
forth or that type of kidding back and forth or that type
of an evening.
It would last two, three, four hours

sometimes
0.

And ordinarily the size of the croup?

A.

Anywhere from four to ten.

Q.

And who usually paid the bill?

A.

In

C.

And ordinarily,

most cases Mr. Masiello.
what was the size of the bill?

-

100

-

Frobably anything from fifty to one hundred fifty dollars,
maybe seventy-five, maybe one hundred, in the hundred dollar
percentage as an overall average, probably.
Possibly more
in many cases 21

A.

.

this fashion, William Masiello developed

In

with the same people who were,
off on his invoices,
work.

is not

It

day-to-day social relationship

a

in between meals,

approving his contracts, signing

and voting on legislation for public design and construction

difficult to imagine the effect on the "monitoring" that these

public servants were supposed to do.
Travel and Conventions

e.

Sometimes William Masiello did more than pay for

a

meal or drinks.

Expense vouchers and receipts kept by the Masiello firm disclose

occasions

on which Masiello

s

number of

footed the bill for out-of-state trips for

Massachusetts officials.
when the Superbowl was played in Miami in 1971, Masiello picked up

a

$l,400-plus bill on the spur of the moment so that several senators could enjoy
When NAHRO held

the weekend.
to it

that

a

housing conference in Los Angeles, Masiello saw

member of the Worcester Housing Authority who attended made

a

trip to Las Vegas at Masiello's expense.

When

a

a

California trip, Masiello

convinced him, on the way, to come along for free, and threw in
Total cost:

side

Worcester County Commissioner

obliged Masiello by driving him to the airport for

Las Vegas.

s

side trip to

a

$1,284. 90. 22

Masiello also spent generously at conventions.

At another housing conference

held in New Hampshire in June, 1972, Masiello's expense account showed $400-500
in tabs

accumulated in two days, naming several housing officials from the

Worcester area as beneficiaries.

J

Masiello made

a

point of attending such

gatherings to keep his firm visible and listen for upcoming projects, with
apparent success.
f.

Gifts

Audrey Rawson, William Masiello's secretary, kept detailed gift lists

which show that public servants received anything from liquor to
lumber at Christmastime.
for political

In 1973,

a

hand mixer to

Masiello bought almost $400 worth of gifts

figures from the DiCarlo Furniture Store.

The same year,

over 70

bottles of liquor were delivered to County officers, housing authority

officials, State House aides and doormen, employees at the BBC, the PFD, the

Department of Correction, the Comptroller's office and the courthouse.
Gould, an employee of the Masiello firm,

Erian

testified about how he customarily

bought, wrapped, and delivered about ten cases of liauor each year to elected or

appointee public officials. 25

-
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Gifts were not limited to Christmastime, however.

The

firm sent flowers to

officials' wives, appliances to officials' girlfriends, and furniture to
officials' apartments.
at

Brian Gould remembered picking up

a

set of golf clubs

the Pleasant Valley Country Club for Senator Kelly, at William Masiello's

direction. 27

delivered to
request.

28

brick supplier recalled having over $200 worth of bricks

A
a

D.C.A.

employee for

backyard project, at Masiello's

a

Viewed in the aggregate,

the gifts present

a

pattern of generosity

extending throughout state and county offices, throughout the year.
g.

Sports Events

William Masiello and his friends enjoyed sports, and his expense
vouchers indicate that they frequently enjoyed them together, at the

corporation's expense.

Paying for numerous games of golf or racauetball,

attendance at Bruins games,
the Superbowl

in Florida

a

season's box at Fenway Park, and an excursion to

all provided William Masiello with opportunities to

befriend those whose favor was necessary to the continued success of his firm,
h.

Free Services and the Use of the Firm's Credit

Joseph Miller,

formerly

designer at the Masiello firm, testified at

a

length regarding design services which were provided gratis to public officials.
He produced blueprints and models

for

a

divider all compiled on company time.

8

did not always absorb the expense.

sunporch, bathroom, summer home and room

According to his testimony, the firm

He produced his own time sheets accounting

showed that the

for this work which, when compared with those in the firm's files,
30

sheets were altered and the hours charged to
is

public project.

(This incident

covered in more detail in the section on Suffolk County/City of Boston

contracts,

in Volume 3.

The Masiello

firm also provided free services and help for the charities

favored by public officials.
for

a

a

Free design work for

a

veterans' club,

scholarship fund and donations to various other causes were

a

fundraising
method of

buying goodwill that was often tax deductible.
Not tax deductible,

and usually more expensive,

firm's credit privileges to public officials.

was the extension of the

Audrey Rawson testified that two

state legislators used Masiello's telephone credit card for long-distance calls,
and one of the legislators also had
of the

a

Masiello telephone in his apartment and use

firm's gasoline and restaurant charge accounts.

over $70G in auto-rental

fees to the firm's account.

paid out by the firm with no reimbursement

Another official charged
Most of these charges were

from those who incurred them.

-
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The access that was bought

The methods outlined above were all brought into play by William Masiello at

one time or another to give his firm the "edge" in obtaining public contracts.
The $5 million-plus in

fees which the firm earned from public agencies is

testimony to the fact that these methods were largely effective.

But

it

was not

simply the expenditures which produced the desired result; it was also the

strategy by which they were used.

William Masielld stated in an interview that he never got
know he had before the interview.
did the

"legwork" in advance.

a

job he didn't

He exhibited this assurance because he always

This legwork consisted of learning about contemplated

projects in the earliest possible stages and contacting the key decision makers
before they narrowed their choices in

a

way that might eliminate the firm, and

then following through each phase of deliberation to ensure success.

In

some

cases, the strategy even included formulating projects and convincing public

agencies that they were necessary.
In

the 1960s,

before the creation of the Designer Selection Board, the

strategy consisted mainly of making political contributions to the executive
branch, and then keeping close track of upcoming contacts in the various agencies
and simultaneously reminding the administration of the previous contributions.
But,

this was not always effective; contributions were

as Frank Masiello learned,

not always honored,

and money was lost.

William Masiello developed
Senator James Kelly

a

a

more elaborate system.

$500 monthly cash retainer.' 2

As

he testified,

he paid

This retainer served as

"seed money," in that Kelly's crucial position in the Senate Ways and Means Committee

provided the opportunity to make adjustments and additions to the state capital
outlay budget.

When money was appropriated and expenditures authorized,

contracts ensued.
At the same time,

Masiello kept

a

close watch over agencies.

By being in

frequent formal and informal contact with department heads, department engineers,
aides, administrators and even secretaries, he ensured that contemplated projects

would come to his attention while in the planning stages; he even had the

dpportunity, at times, to affect the formulation of departmental programs.

When

contracts evolved that interested his firm, he took further action.
In

cases involving DSE action, he concentrated on getting enough first place

votes from the BBC representative and the using agency representative to merit

a

place as one of three finalists, and then secured the final selection by

approaching the executive most influential in selecting the one out of three.
cases involving continued services,

the continued appropriations and visibility

In
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with the BBC were often enough to keep the contracts coming.

In county contract

openings, continuous political involvement and local credentials served to

recommend Masiello's firm.
Once contracts were secured, approval and payments followed smoothly.

Friendships with the BBC administrators and the Comptroller's office kept
invoices moving and the Masiello firm solvent.

William Masiello's system worked effectively for most of the 1970s.

It

brought many contracts and attractive fees to the firm, which further enabled
him to buy political influence and keep the cycle going until events beyond
his control brought it to an end.

The sections that follow present concrete

examples of the inner workings of the system, as practiced by William Masiello
and by the J. A. Sullivan Corporation, another entity investigated by the

Special Commission.

*

-

Masiello and Associates,

9.

-
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Senator James

A.

Kelly

and the Legislative Process

What The Masiellos Oid For Kelly

1.

During the 1960s,

Frank Masiello built his architectural firm on the

foundation of public sector contracts.

His ability to obtain contracts

from the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Worcester County, and local Housing Authorities
accounted for the success of Masiello and Associates (M&A).

However, receiving

these contracts often required payments to public officials.

Masiello's central role

in

securing the Holyoke Community College contract for

the California firm of Daniel,
to Republican

For example,

Mann,

Jonnson and Mendenhall (DMJM) obligated nim

fundraiser Albert "Toots" Manzi,

for

pavments to Manzi that DMJM won the contract.!

it

was only through large cash

Because Masiello took an active

role in Dromoting DMJM, negotiating the amount of the payment, and sometimes

making the actual deliveries, Manzi held Masiello responsible for the commitment
DMJM made in return for the Holyoke project.

2

Manzi pressured Masiello

relentlessly during the spring and summer of 1968 concerning DMJM's alleged
failure to meet its obligations.

By early

summer, Manzi was calling Masiello

everv Sundav to inquire when DMJM would start making its payments.

harassment put such

This

^

strain on Masiello's personal life that he decided to leave

a

Masschusetts and move his family to Florida.

k

sold his home in SeptemDer,

He

and moved to Palm Beach, but he maintained an apartment in Worcester, and

1968,

SDent about half of his time in Massachusetts, overseeing M&A's work there.

After establishing himself in Florida, Masiello decided to try to sell nis

Worcester business, and negotiated with several architectural firms concerning
such

a

sale.

6

But the right opportunity dion't come until June,

Masiello returned from

a

brief vacation to find

Walter

J.

7

wnen

message asking him to call JacK

a

McCoombs, an executive of the Kassuba Development Corporation,
KDC's acquisition of M&A.

1969,

(KDC)

to

discuss

Masiello knew McCoombs, as well as KDC's President

"Judd" Kassuba, and had worked for them on several projects since

moving to Florida.

8

KDC was headquartered in Palm Beach,

and was

a

rapidly

expanding company that developed shopping centers and housing complexes," as well
as other building projects. 9

Masiello acted as

firm and, as construction work increased,

a

design consultant for the

suggested they might do well to acquire

both his expertise and that of his Worcester firm. 10

Kassuba agreed, and the

negotiations in the summer of 1969 between KDC and Masiello resulted.
For the most part,
the course
in

o f

Masiello discussed the sale directly with Kassuba.- 1

In

doing so, he fully informed Kassuba of the nature of M&A's business

Massachusetts.

Masiello explained that the firm relied heavily on public

105

contracts, and that "political contributions",
obtain them. 12

He

in

were often required to

cash,

specifically told Kassuba of the $25,000 commitment made to

"Toots" Manzi in return for receiving the Gentile School project from the

Commonwealth, and described paying $10,000 of that out of his own pocket.

He

mentioned the Holvoke Community College commitment, but made it clear that DMJM
would make these payments. 14

An outstanding obligation on the Worcester County

possible one to the Shrewsbury Housing Authority were discussed as

Jail and

a

well. 15

McCoombs was also made aware of these matters. 16

Masiello told them

these things because he did not want to make any future payments out of his own
funds,

but rather from the corporation. 17

Kassuba, Masiello testified, was surprised at the "intensity" of the

political pressures brought to bear on those seeking public work in

Massachusetts. 18

Masiello said that while Kassuba was familiar with making

proper political contributions, the procedures Masiello outlined were
new way of thinking for him."

1 -

a

"wnole

Kassuba wondered about the kind of influence

Manzi exercised; Masiello made it clear that Manzi was

a

most powerful figure

with the Voloe Administration, and had become even more so under the new Sargent
regime. 20

After listening to Masiello's "descriptive" tales of the

maneuverings of Manzi,

21

"Toots" is

a

name for

a

Kassuba asked where Manzi's nickname came from, saying

"sweetheart" but he "'sounds like

a

"

real S.O.B.'

22

Nevertheless, Kassuba recognized the situation M&A was in concerning current
and potential commitments.

Masiello testified that Kassuba stated that

outstanding commitments should be met, but that he'd "like to make this in the
form of checks to legal political entities,

law." 23

think)...

within the legal limits of tne

Masiello replied that he "agreed with tnat philosophy also, but (didn't
this one particular instance it would work that way." 2A

in

contributions, Masiello informed Kassuba, had to be perspnal
mainlv in cash. 25

in

,

The

not corporate, and

addition to payments for specific contracts, Masiello

told Kassuba that the corporation would also be subject to picking up travel,

entertainment, and other expenses for various elected and non-elected
officials. 26
Kassuba, Masiello testified,

outrageous" 27

,

found this whole state of affairs "quite

but at the same time was familiar with the need to make

political contributions to "garnish [sic] favors of one description or
another." 28
met,

Kassuba therefore asked Masiello how the commitments were to be

and Masiello told him that generally the necessary money would be paid to

Masiello as

a

bonus,

personal loan, or salary increase, and that the corporation

would then reimburse him for any personal tax liability incurred. 29

On

some

larger jobs, Masiello said consultants and other firms under contract to M&A

.
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-

wouH

-

be exoected to pay part of the expenses. 20

In

the case of some smaller

such as tickets for fundraising events, Masiello stated he would pay from

items,

his own income,

as

personal involvement "31

"a

Kassuba found Masiello's

.

aDoroach as "pretty reasonable and logical. "32
deal went forward on

handshake on or about August

a

employees of the Worcester office came
operation. 34

jh e

These matters agreed to, the

to

Florida

to

1,

1969,33

form the "nucleus" of the new

formallv consummated on Novemoer

sa i e W as

and some

5,

1969,35

a

nd

The price was $200,000.37

KDC assumed control of M&A.36

Kassuba's desire to acquire M&A naturally tied in with his plans for the new
subsidiary.

Kassuba intended to use M&A's housing experience to bolster their

current operations, and also for expansion into other areas of the country. 38
Kassuba decided to use M&A orimarily to support KDC and its many other

subsidiaries 39
.

Masiello was advised that M&A was to "gradually phase out" its

involvement in public sector work and avoid seeking any new contracts. 40
Current Drojects were to be completed, but the Worcester office would then

concentrate on KDC projects in the Northeast.
It

4^

soon became clear that this plan, while apparently acceptable to Frank

Masiello. was not being adhered to by his brother, William, who was employed in
After Frank Masiello's move to Florida,

the Worcester office.

office was under the general management of Louis Domian,
architect.

43

a

the Worcester

registered

Domian had Gilbert Pan, another architect, as assistant. 44

William Masiello had limited financial duties, including preparing and reviewing
invoices. 45

He also performed public relations

functions,

such as entertaining

clients, but was expected to do so only after he received prior authorization
from the Palm Beach

o f

fice. 46

But William Masiello ignored these guidelines,

and Frank Masiello soon learned that his brother was entertaining puDlic

officials in the hopes of securing new work for M&A. 47

He was also

engaged in

fundraising activities for several individual legislators, most prominently State
Senator James

A.

Kelly,

Jr.

(

D-Oxford

)

48

Kelly was

a

rising power in the

Senate, and had been acauainted with both Frank and William Masiello for

vears

.

4^

William Masiello's activities upset Frank Masiello, and also KDC Executive
Vice President Jack Gardiner. 50
the John Hancock Life

Gardiner was

a

former ranking executive with

Insurance Company in Boston, 51 and was the KDC officer in

charge of the M&A subs id iary 52
.

To become

familiar with the organization,

Gardiner asked Frank Masiello to write job descriptions of all personnel. 53
Frank Masiello negotiated
KDC,

a

management contract for himself when he sold M&A to

but was not able to do so for any other employees. 54

One purpose of the

position descriptions would be to justify the retention of employees, including

1

i

i

,

-

h

.
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-

particularly William Masielio. 55
The Dosition description memorandum was sent to Gardiner by Frank Masielio on

June 17,

1970.

It

clear that William Masielio nad

is

Kellv and other state legislators,

,

in addition

to cultivating

insinuated himself into nearly every area of

concern to m&A:

MASIELLO

ASSOCIATES

|

Juno 17, 1970

HEMORANnUtj
TO:

Jack Gardiner

FROi'i:

Frank

RE:

Individual

Masielio, Jr.

R.

Position Description

WORCESTER OFFICE
Louis

Demi

Arc Intact

an-,

Salary Range:

$20,000 to $25,000

De script ion:
Tak es ove r inmed i a t e y after cor, trac t has been
signed w i t h f i rm to p rog ram d e s i g n, co-o rdi na te, and suner vise
prociuc t i o n o f wo rki no drawi n g s and specif cati ons
i n
Al so
s
charge of ov er-a 11 fi el d co ns truct ion ins p e c t i on a nd t e c h n i cal
adi.ii n strati on o f eve ry pro ject pi anned
i n
the Wor cest cr of f ice.
Me att ends c lien t con f erenc es, ass i s t s in cost con trol line; the
projec ts.
A t th e pre sent t ime he has ove r 20 proj ects unde r his
direct super v s on.
He is a regis tered a rchi t ect
n M a s s c hu setts
and be i n o re gist ered
s a r e a u i s t e of ma n a g i n g tii e II o rcest etof f i ce
"He hoi d s the statu s OT 'i ce Pros i d e n t and i s a men her of
the Bo ard of Uir ectcr sine on pi i an c e w i t h the Conn on we a 1th of

Job

1

,

i

i

i

i

i

i

a.

i

.

Ha

s s a c h

u s e1

Will ian V.

s

la w.

Masielln

Salary Range:

$13,600 to $25,000

Job Description
Has taken over sal es pron otion in the flew
At the
England area v/h icn wa s prev i ously cond u c t e d by FRM.
present tine he i s al so i nv ol ved in ar ranoi ng for financing with
Ha s very good rel at ionbanks
coll acti ng and di sbu rsi ng funds .
ships with Doar d of U orcest er Cou nty C onmi s si oners, the New
England Reg ion a 1 Dire ctor o f the G c n e r al So rvices Adni ni stration
Governor Sergea nt's o f f i c e M a y o r Wiii t e s o ffice, and each of
the Chai rnen of the i nporta nt leg i s 1 a t i ve c onnittees in the
He
Commonwealth th at rul e on o ur app ropri ation s for construction.
recently has cl osed t he con tract for t he Wo rcester County Jai 1
foil owed throug h and obtai n eri the New Westb oro Courthouse project
contract, nocnt i a t e d for an a d d - o n to our C oncord Prison contract,
and is current! y work inc wi tii the Gene ral S e rvices
Arfnii ni stration on the $2,00 0,000 post offic c addition
to the
Springfield Pos t Off ce.
H e has taken over client relations and
strengthened on r cl i £ nt rel a t i o n s in' ns and a cquaintancc w i t
government effi cal s.
acti v e i n promoting new projects.
He is
:

,

,

'

,

a

:

-

iO

Jac

Individual

Pace

2

Hi

-

r.

RE:

Mi
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Position Description
June 17, 1970

an V.

flasiello

(continued)

is now scheduling an interview in July at which I will be
present to make a presentation on the $4,000,000 high school
south Worcester County.
He is in charee of over-all adninistraof the Worcester office.
tion
His taking ever sales
promotion and contact dth various state and local agencies has
rt:l eased
FRfi of the burden and lie is acceptable to these clients
Kc is in a position tc neve more freely in t.nese areas than FRJ'
lias in the past.

Ho

Joseph Gildor

Salary Range:

$17,500 to $22,500

Job

Oes cri n ti on
Vi ce Pres i d e n t
chan i cal Engineer,
P.e gi stered
stat es o f Mas sach use t + c
Conn ecti cut
a i ne, Mary la nd, and
n ori da
C an oh tain re gist ratio n i n any sta te he so d esi r es
Ke
is
n c h'arg e of desi gn and proqr ami n 5,
P 1 ann ing and su perv ision
of all mecli a n i c a
ph ase s of the cont r a c t
H e is an ex cell ent
nee h a n i cal e n c i n cur and is held i n h igh rcga rri by tech n i c a
nerson nel i n s tatc, fed era 1, a nd 1 o cal gove rnne ntal agenc ies
Ke
is able to perf o rr. a
of t he re qui r ed e n q i n eering ser vice s for
job s cu rren tly b ei ng ha nele d out of Wore este r
In c h rr;c o^ a two
a n dep artm ent a nd s ave s th e con oany tho usan d s of doll ars bv
bei ng a ble to ne rf or a t hi s work in-h ouse rat her than o i v i n g it
ou t as i n d i vi dua
su bco ntra cts t
ou tsid e co nsul ti ng f i rns
in

i-i

,

.

.

i

1

.

1

.

n

.

r.i

1

Andrew

L.

Spinazzola

Salary Range:
$17,000 to $19,500
salary in this capacity.

::iond

J.

At the present tine his maximum

Allard, Chief Draftsman

Salary Range:

$14,000 to $10,000

Job Description:

Chief draftsman in charge of all dra" 'ti no ne rsonncl.
Oldest company employee, started with firm in 1954
Has excellent knowledge of drafting, field inspection, all phases
of architecture and engineering

\7
56

p
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Despite William Masiello's evident success in promoting the firm, tnis

analvsis of his functions only Drought him into more severe disfavor with

William Masiello, in seeking this new dusiness, was acting directly

Gardiner.

counter to KDC's overall plan for M&A. 57

Gardiner told Frank Masiello tnat he

was considering terminating William Masiello, because he did not fit in with the
KQC plan and was therefore "superfluous management "58
.

Also, William

Masiello's expenses for entertaining puolic officials and other unauthorized
people were verv high. 59

Frank Masiello explained the situation to his brother, and made it clear that
if he didn't

stay within certain guidelines there could be no alternative out to

fire him. 60

in

particular, Frank Masiello told him to avoid involving himself

with Kelly and other legislators

because there wasn't
firm:

a

-

both because of the expense incurred and

"whole lot" individual Senators or Representatives could
(M&A) acquired had been acquired througn passage

"the contracts

do

for the

in

the Governor's office"-61 William Masiello reacted angrily,

Masiello that he might attempt to make
the contracts assigned to

part. 62

one point,

At

a

a

and told Frank

financial arrangement with KDC to have

new or existing firm of which he might oe

a

after Frank Masiello admonished him for continuing to

spend time with Kelly and State Senator Joseph J.C. DiCarlo,

(D-Revere) William

Masiello told him they were his friends, and that he would see tnem on nis own
time. 63

After more warnings from Frank Masiello, extending into the fall of

1970, William Masiello called his brother and told him he was coming to Florida

with Senator Kellv to straighten things out at KDC. 64
At about

M&A. 65

this time,

there was also

a

shift in KDC's general attitude aoout

KDC's rapid exoansion had resulted in

organization and, coincidentally
increasing 66

it

.

,

M&A

'

s

a

very tight cash flow in the

income from its contracts was greatly

had become an "excellent profit center" for KDC, 67 and the

earlier plan to close down the Worcester office changed.
the Worcester operation to continue as it had,

would even expand it. 68

KDC planned to allow

perhaps

and if things went well,

This was the policy when William Masiello and Senator

Kelly flew to Florida on November

8,

1970,

shortly after the election in

Massachusetts 69
.

The 1970 elections had been,

Masiello.

Kelly played

a

on the whole,

good for both Kelly and William

major role in the gubernatorial campaign of Boston

Mavor Kevin White, but white was soundly beaten by incumbent Governor Francis
Sargent.

Masiello had also supported White, and at Kelly's request organized

fundraising party that garnered some $14,000.70

white remained Mayor, and

shortlv afterward M&A received its first contract from the City of Boston, the

Dudlev-Harrison Fire Station project.

71

That contract, Masiello said,

"came

a

-

down from the too," through Kelly. 72

110

Still,

-

Kelly also had

a

victory.

only was he re-elected Senator, but so was Kevin Harrington (D-Salem).
a

strona backer

Not

Kelly was

Harrington for the Senate presidency, and since Harrington nad

o f

the votes to be elected,

it

was well-known that Kelly would be named Chairman of

the powerful Senate ways and Means Committee. 73

close to Kelly, and had also arranged

Masiello, of course, was very

$2,000 contribution to Harrington made oy

a

the consulting firm of McKee-B erger-Mansueto

(MBM). 74

Both men nad reason to

be satisfied with the 1970 election results.

Frank Masiello had met Kelly in the mid-1960's at the Pleasant Valley Country

Massachusetts. 75

Club- in Sutton,

Masiello for

a

Kelly joined him for

drink,

and asked-

political contribution, either $50 or $100, which Frank Masiello
76

later made by check.

Kelly, who was

a

C.P.A., also asked Masiello to

consider hiring his firm to do m&A's accounting work.
satisfied with the present accountants,
if

a

for anv reason

Masiello told him he was

Joseph B. Cohan and Associates, but that

change was necessary, he would discuss it with Kelly. 77

a

Other than that, Frank Masiello had little contact with Kelly. 78

But William

Masiello had become one of Kelly's closest friends, playing paddleball with him
frequently, driving to and from Worcester with him and dining with him on what

"seemed like it was about an every-day type thing." 79

Yet Frank Masiello had

not realized the extent of his brother's relationship with Kelly when the two

came to Florida. SO
M&A expense records show that William Masiello and Senator Kelly were in

Florida from November

8,

1970 through November 14,

1970. 81

his own name, while Kelly's ticket oore the name of Raymond

architect. 82

Masiello flew under
J.

Allard, an M&A

Soon after arriving, meetings with Jack Gardiner and Judd

.

Kassuba were held. 83

Frank Masiello was also present. 84

Kelly "coolly and calmly" outlined his position to these men. 85

intended to do two things:
two,

see to

one,

work for M&A. 86

He

James

A.

Kelly and Company, was hired to

relied on his future position as Senate ways and Means

Chairman to achieve both goals.
in

protect William Masiello's job with M&A, and,

that his accounting firm,

it

He

First, he stated that the existing m&A contracts

Massachusetts could easily be cancelled or transferred to another firm because

m&A was originally selected on the basis of Frank Masiello's position as

principal architect,
KDC projects,

with Frank Masiello now spending nearly all of his time on

the BBC might easily decide to re-assess the situation. 87

Kelly

then outlined the Commonwealth's capital outlay process, and the central role of
the Senate wavs and Means Chairman.

Kelly made it clear that if an agreement

could be reached, he could be very helpful to M&A in Massacnuset ts througn the

capital outlay process specifically and other matters more generally. 88

-

Ill

-

Kassuba and Gardiner understood that Kelly was saying both expressly and between
the lines. 89

voice. 90

Kelly's tone was "firm and direct"; he didn't raise his

Kassuba agree to retain William Masisllo, and hired Kelly's firm at

rate of $500

month

a

-

a

rate which angered Gardiner because the "services" Kelly

a

crooosed to perform were either being done or would be done by KDC
personnel.

91

To

make the agreement

assist KOC in recovering

a

a

little more palatable, Kelly was also to

deposit they

had made on land

in

Revere.

92

Initially,

Kelly wanted to receive at least part of his retainer in the form of expense

payments for trios to Florida; this also was agreed to and the
Kellv had made quite an impression on these men.

uo.93

who knew that Kelly and William Masiello were close,

insight into the nature of the beast." 9

first serious
In

sense,

a

group broKe

Even Frank Masiello,

said that this was "his
'1

M&A immediately began to live up to its agreement with Kelly.

Kelly's flight, hotel room, and other expenses, came to about $300.
up the tab on this trip. 95

Soon afterwards,

M&A picked

January, 1971, Kelly, William

in

Masiello, and other Massachusetts officials travelled to the Super Bowl game in
Again, M&A paid for Kelly's flight, and other expenses.

Miami..

$200. 97

In

February,

1971,

total, was $1,222.79.98

dated March

handled?" 99

1971,

3,

a

memorandum to the Worcester office.

asks William Masiello "How do you want this to be

The resoonse on the bottom reads

pay it from there. "100

The bill for this trip,

After receiving William Masieilo's expense report

covering this trip, Frank Masiello sent
The memo,

The cost was

Kelly again went to Florida with William Masiello,

and this time both men were accompanied by their wives.
in

9^

"Frank,

Bill told me to have you

the response is written and signed by Audrey Rawson,

William Masieilo's secretary 101
.

Frank Masiello in turn made

a

notation on the

expense document before sending it to his new supervisor, James Bauchat (Gardiner
had left KDC shortly before).

The note reads,

Senator Kelly's trip with Bill.
Kelly's area.

FRM 3/10/71. "102

"Jim,

these are the bills on

This will be deducted in total

from Senator

Frank Masiello explained that he did this as

means of providing for Senator Kelly's $500

a

a

month retainer through expense

payments; as Kelly submitted invoices for his "services" Frank Masiello intended
to pay the difference between the

already been incurred. 103

invoiced amount ana whatever expenses had

Another example of this practice appeared on an

April 2, 1971 expense report submitted by William Masiello.

$350 for

a

The report concerns

membership at the Boston YMCA, and $185 for one in Worcester iQ A
.

a

notation, by Frank Masiello, again appears on this "Bob (Herring, KOC assistant
control ler 105) this comes out of J.K.'s expenses "106
.

testi

f

ied that

the

"J.K." referred to Kelly. 107

Frank Masiello

r

112

Sometime earlier,

management at KDC.
had

a

in

-

February 1971, there was

a

change in top-levei

Gardiner left, and was replaced by James

L.

Bauchat 08 Bauchat

including positions as vice-president and

long and varied business career,

cpntroller of the Banker's Trust Company in New York, and as President of the
Sunshine Biscuit Suosidiarv of American Brands. 109
KDC in December,

1969, as president of western division, which was located in

Tacoma, Washington

February.

1971,

Bauchat went to work for

.

1

10

He was transferred to the Palm Beach office in

where one of the subsidiaries under his direction was M&A.l 11

Shortly after coming to the Palm Beach office, Bauchat deciaed to travel to

Massachusetts to review the Masiello organization there, to look at some
completed and current projects, and examine the procedures then in force. 112
Bauchat met privately with Judd Kassuoa before leaving for about forty-five

minutes to discuss his itinerary

.

H3

Kassuba told Bauchat of

the KDC offices some months earlier by Senator Kelly,

a

visit made to

and explained that Kelly's

firm might be useful by providing some improvements in the Worcester cost

accounting system.

1^

Kassuba also informed Baucnat that Kelly was the

Chairman of the Senate ways and Means Committee, and so was responsible for

disbursing "significant construction funds." 115

Kelly,

Kassuba said,

"might oe

amenaole" to directing some contracts to M&A. 11 ^
Bauchat flew to Massachusetts on or about March
Logan Airpprt bv Frank Masiello. 118

5,

1971 117 and was met at

On the way to Worcester,

Masiello

reiterated to Bauchat that Kelly had been nelpful in directing contracts to M&A.
Bauchat was introduced to the Worcester office personnel during his first day in

Massachusetts, and accordingly met William Masiello for tne first time. 119
the second day,

the Masiellos

and Bauchat visited several m&A projects,

121-

On
1

and

arrangements were made by William Masiello for the group to meet Kelly later in
the afternoon at the YMCA Executive Health Club in Boston. 121

Kelly, and also Senator DiCarlo,

at around

3

or 3:30 p.m.,

They did meet

and decided to have

dinner together at Jimmy's Harborside that evening. 122

Bauchat was leaving Boston within
Boston hotel for the evening.

day or two, and so went to check in at

a

a

Frank and William Masiello went with him.l 2 3

Frank Masiello told Bauchat that Kelly was pretty "ticked off" because he hadn't

heard from Kassuba since the November,

1970 trip to Florida. 12A

Frank Masiello

was well aware that Kelly had not yet received any $500 retainer payments from
KDC,

though of course some expenses had been paid. 125

Frank Masiello said he

was "hoping (the retainer payments) would go away." 12 ^

According to Bauchat, he, Frank Masiello, and William Masiello arrived at
Jimmv's Haroorside about six o'clock. 127
dr-'nks while awaiting Kelly's arrival. 128

Tnev went into the lounge and ordered

Kelly came in shortly, and surprised

.

113

Bauchat by bringing DiCarlo with him. 129

-

Kelly immediately lit into Bauchat

Kelly was "irate and used

because he had not heard from Kassuba since late 1970.
pretty crude language. "130
of my

Bauchat replied that he was new on the job "and one

first priorities was to see him,

work out.

1
-

This mollified Kelly.

31

to

see what kind of association we can

Bauchat testified that "he calmed down ana

began to tell me of his position, the importance of his position as chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee,

and that this really meant that he was the guardian

of the purse strings of the Commonwealth,

and then began to tell me the number

and extent and the dollar value of the projects that were planned over which he

had control and indicated that if we could work something out

number of those projects would be directed to Masiello "1^2

At

about this point

a

a

substantial

Kelly held the

.

floor during this time; Bauchat said "it was hard to get

a

word in edgewise "133
.

waiter informed them that their taole was ready, ana
DiCarlo left soon. 135

the conversation moved to the dinner taole. 134

Kelly

saying

again mentioned that he could be useful to KOC, and Bauchat agreed,

Kassuba was indeed interested in having Kelly assist in recovering the Revere

deposit as well as having his CPA firm work at the Worcester office. 1^6
reolied,

"'Yes,

he thought he could be very useful,

just asked for the money. "137

it

Kelly

would cost $10,000.

He

Bauchat stated that he was "taken aback," and

thought the orice was "pretty rich. "138

William Masiello then interrupted and

said he would talk to the Senator alone and call Bauchat back. 139

Bauchat testified that "the $10,000 amount bore no relationship to the amount
of work that

I

was asking him to do through his company or to make

call in connection with the deposit. "I*
was

a

straight bribe. "1^1

telephone

a

Bauchat "realized at that point it

There was, Bauchat said,

"no guestion"

that Kelly

was wiiling to exercise his influence with respect to future contracts for the

Masiello firm; and Bauchat agreed that since the $10,000 did not relate to any
CPA or deposit assistance, the only thing Kelly could offer the firm was nis

influence as Chairman of the Senate Ways and Means Committee 1*2
.

Nothing

further happened at dinner. 1*3
Frank and William Masiello drove Bauchat back to the hotel, i4A and on the
way Bauchat told Frank Masiello that he had "never experienced such

aDDroach in my whole business career. "1*5

brazen

a

Frank Masiello replied that "that

was the way they did business in Massachusetts "146
.

Bauchat concluded his trip

the next day and returned to Palm Beach. 1*7

Immediately after his return, Bauchat met with Judd Kassuba and told him tnat
Kellv "had tried to extort money from the Kassuba Company" in the amount of

$10,000.
figure.^ 48

He added that William Masiello was going to call

back with

a

compromise

Kassuba reacted "indifferently" and this led Bauchat to believe

-
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that "(Kassuba) and Frank Masiello were willing to
pay on

amount that Kelly asked.

U9

a

reasonable basis any

The question was not whether or not
extortion

would be acceotable; the question was whether
the amount itself would be. 150
William Masiello did call Bauchat back, and offered a figure
of $500 a
month.
Bauchat said he thought that was "reasonable" and
that Kassuoa would
agree. 152 After getting Kassuba's approval,
Bauchat sent the following letter
to Kelly, at Kelly's State House office:

CORPORATION
March 23, 1971

Honorable Senator James A. Kelly, Jr.
Chairman, Senate Ways and Means
State House
Boston, Massachusetts
»

Dear Senator Kelly:
It was a pleasure to talk to you again and I appreciated
the insight you gave us into the future growth direction o£
municipal and other civic groups in Massachusetts.

As you know, we are undergoing a series of organizational
changes and one of them involves Masiello 5 Associates, an architectural firm with offices in Palm Beach, Washington, D.C.
and
Worcester.
,

We expect some increase in the volume of work, particularly
at our Worcester office.
To maintain our profitability it is
important for us to restructure our project controls and to
establish a cost control system.
This would involve the development of a job cost system that would be compatible with our
computer operation.
We would like your accounting organization
representative to meet with us to specifically outline this work.
Initially the scope of the job would be accomplished within a
$500.00 per month fee.
This would be subject to negotiation as
the work developed.
If this is agreeable will you please let me know when we
can arrange a meeting.

Sincerelv,

James L. Bauchat,
Senior Vice President

JLB/kf
cc:

Mr.
Mr.

Walter J. Kassuba
Frank R. Masiello

350

ROYAL PAL.V WAY

•

PALM BEACH

•

FLORIDA

33-IS0

•

(305) 655-05C0

153

*
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Bauchat explain the letter in his testimony before the Commission.

The first

sentence, concerning "insights" into the "future growth direction of municipal
and other civic groups in Massachusetts" referred to Kelly's discussion of the

upcoming projects in the Commonweal th. 154
in

the volume of work,

Bauchat's mention of "some increase

particularly at our Worcester office" was

Kellv of his promises to help obtain contracts for M&A.155
to

"tie down" those promises.

^

56

it

a

"reminder" to

was his effort

Bauchat's reference to the accounting work,

according to Frank Masiello, reflected his knowledge that although Kelly's firm
was on retainer,

thev were in fact not providing any services. 157

After this March 23,

with Frank Masiello.

1971 letter reached Kelly he quickly arranged

The two met at the Yankee Drummer Inn in Auburn,

a

meeting

just

outside of Worcester in late March, 1971.

William Masiello, who set up the meeting, told his brother that Kelly was
very upset about the KDC matter and wanted it resolved.

"reluctantly" agreed to see Kelly.
in

I

58

Frank Masiello

When they met, Kelly told Frank Masiello

"no uncertain terms" what he thought about KDC,

the "big-shot" corporation

that can't keep their commitment and can't pay their bills..." 159

very ubset with Kassuba,
i

f

in

Kelly was

Bauchat and Frank Masiello and told Frank Masiello that

"certain procedures" weren't adhered to there would be all kinds of proPlems

Massachusetts. 160

Kelly hinted that "contracts could still be cancelled"

and current projects disrupted.
to see Bauchat on his

*-61

Masiello replied that all he could do was

return and explain how angry Kelly was.

Masiello assured

Kelly that Bauchat would straighten things out. 162

Masiello sooke to Bauchat soon after returning to Florida, and Kelly's
retainer payments began. 163
was made out,

on April

payable to James

A.

12,

1971,

a

check in the amount of $1,500

Kelly and Company,

was also issued to Kelly and Company on April 13,

and another,

1971.165

for $500,

The $1,500 checK,

Frank Masiello said, covered January, February, and March 1971. 16 ^'He

testified that the earlier expense payments were for November and December
1970.167

Tne J5QQ cnecks continued each month through May,

1972.

168

A

$1,000 check was apparently issued in September 1972, but never negotiated.
The Kelly firm thus realized

a

total of $8,500 from M&A as

a

-

result of Kelly's

November 1970 and March 1971 conversations.

* FranK Masiello repurchased M&A from KDC in February 1972.
nevertheless continued through May, 1972.

The check payments

-

After receiving the two

April,

116
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1971 checks,

Kelly wrote

a

letter to Bauchat

JA11ES A. KJSLI.Y
crimriED public *ccouj«*T.Ajrr
1203 MAIN ST.
LEICESTER. MASS.

Luuim TW

2.0481

Wuraoao TO S.7093

April- 23, 1971

i

u

y

James L. Bauchat
Senior Vice Fresident
Kassuba Corporation
35D Hoyal Pala '.-.'ay
Pain Beach, Florida 33US0

Dear Jin;
:i

:!

ill!

y

I received ycur letter ax March 23, 1971, cur fims will
very haupy co discuss 3 job cost sys-cco compatible with your
computer operation. I Jiave cade svai labia ens of rry senior isn
for mserin^e vii£: Bob Herring and Bill Hasiello on April. 22, 22
and 2'-i. Your sugusstad arranyecants wj
co:npj.erai.y saaisry uc<
lie

I trieu to arrange rnsetir.v-.s ^Izr. Bab Kerrmv ana JItj
McCoroick buz because of conflict!;-.:.; schedules it did not uaeh
cur. If nothing envelopes before you ere due in Hew Yarx, I
believe I can arrange :cr Jim an- I ro ssaet you in Mew York to
discuss the Revere matter.

Very truly yours,

II

Jarss A. Kelly

JAK:ic

170

I

I
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McCormick was the holder of KDC
As

f

'

s

deposit on the Revere land.

the meeting Kelly proposed never took place;

ar as Bauchat knows,

nor

are there any indications that Kelly ever helped in returning KDC's

deposit.

1 "71

firm did

-

however, considerable evidence concerning what the Kelly

There is,
or didn't do

in

-

the way of accounting work in return for $8,500 in

fees.

Masiello

&

and its predecessor companies had employed the

Associates

Worcester CPA firm of Joseph
1962. 172

The Cohan

B.

Cohan Associates as its accountant

since aoout

firm, under the direction of senior partner Herbert Cohan,

preDared m&A's corporate tax returns, reconciled bank statements, presented
updated financial statements, and in general performed all the necessary

accounting duties. 73

However, after KDC purchased M&A in 1969,

J-

record-keeping shifted from Worcester to Palm Beach.
letter to Cohan, KDC Executive,

the financial

1970

an August 27,

In

Jack McCoombs wrote in part:

know, we have been consolidating the records at
"as you
Masiello & Associates at our Palm Beach office.
We wanted you
to finish the year-end work which ended April 3, 1970 because
you were familiar with the records, had kept the records, and
knew the Massachusetts tax laws.
We are now in the position to
take over the bookkeeping functions of Masiello & Associates
and, therefore do not need your services in this respect".
... although we will not have you on a retainer as such we
would to feel that we can request your services at such times as
they are required "1 74
.

As

of that date,

Cohan

Associates was "finished" doing the Masiello work.l

&

7^

Later, when Cohan spoke to William Masiello about this, Masiello told nim the

Kellv firm had been hired.

satisfactorily,

I

76

Masiello said that while Cohan's firm performed

"and maybe someday

(would) be back again," the Kelly company

"would serve his purposes better."^- 77

place in November or December,

1970.

Cohan testified this conversation tooK
78

Kellv's landing* of the M&A account should have been of great importance to
the firm.

The retainer of $500

a

month was twice that of the second-largest

client, with the third largest paying only $100 monthly.

I

79

Nevertheless,

Kelly's partner, Paul Oaoust, testified that there was "no discussion" about this

apparent coup;

"I

don't recall any big to-do about it."

he never discussed the account

in any

detail with Kelly.

In
l 8

^

fact,

Daoust stated

Daoust further

said that he did no work on the M&A account, and knew of nothing Kelly did,

though it was his "opinion" that he (Kelly) was performing services for
Masiei lo "181
.

Instead,

M&A responsibilities

a

staff accountant, Matteo Girardi, was assigned the

82

.

Girardi went to work for the Kelly firm in 1967,133 and was assigned to the
M&A account by Kelly.

^

8A

$ometime in 1971, ne was directed to set up

accounting svstem" for M&A, although he had had

re

a

"cost

previous exoerience doina

-

so. 185

to

118

-

accomplish this, Girardi visited the Worcester office of m&a

"maximum" of six times over

a

a

time period of "no more than six months." 186

while there, he gathered information as to what "the logical procedure would oe"
of

a

project's development from start to finish. 187

did no other work for the firm,

Girardi testified that he

although he did assist in

Masiello's personal tax return for

a

couple of days. 188

a

review of Frank

Girardi estimated that

if he had concentrated solely on the cost accounting system,

it would have

taken

him two or three days to comolete. 1Q 9
As it was, he estimated the "maximum"
time spent as between 60 and 80 hours "at the most"l 9
including perhaps 15

hours on Frank Masiello's individual tax return.

according to Daoust, was $20 per hour. 191
reproduced below:

Girardi's billing rate,

Girardi's entire work product is
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Girardi prepared no instructions for this system, did not implement it, nor did
he review anv similar svstem in use by M&A.193

Girardi

testimony concerning his infrequent work at the M&A office was

's

corroborated by Audrey Rawson.

Rawson testified that throughout the time KDC

owned the firm all bookkeeping and accounting functions, including tax reporting,
were done in Florida. 194

Girardi,

she said,

came into the office "only two

davs" and "didn't spend much time (there). "195

To her Knowledge,

neither Kelly

nor any other member of the firm rendered any accounting services or advice to

M&A.196

she further stated that she had never seen the "cost-accounting

system" until shown it by the Commission's staff, and that it was never used at

M&A.197

Accord ing to William Masiello, neither Kelly nor Daoust did any work
William Masiello did not know exactly
iqp
..
..
on the account; only Girardi did. iya
what services Girardi performed 199
fact, he said he thought that Girardi
jn
.

.

was performing only the routine services, and did no work on

svstem," the opposite of Girardi's testimony 200
.

a

"cost accounting

Bauchat testified that he

never saw any work plans or product produced by the Kelly company. 201

when

shown the Girardi work product, which he had never seen before, ne stated that in
his opinion as

a

corporate financial officer,

have done the work in "a couple of hours. "202

a

qualified systems person could
For this,

m&A paid the Kelly

firm $8,500.
The Commission attempted to gain access to the Kelly company's pilling

records for the Masiello account, but were unable to do so.

Daoust, under

summons from the Commission, testified that all the partnership records had been

turned over to Kellv in April, 1978, at Kelly's request. 203

At

that time,

Kelly had been called before the Legislative Post-Audit Committee investigating
the MBM case,

and Kelly's connection with M&A had been revealed.

Kelly told

Daoust that by turning over the records, Daoust might avoid oeing called as

witness. 204

Daoust complied and turned over all the partnership records.

However, he did not give Kelly all the client
sheets.

a

records,

including Pilling

Rather, Kelly told Daoust that he wanted only the Masiello billing

•

records, 205 which would show the number of hours put in on the account. 206

Daoust flipped through the book until he found the page, removed it, and gave it
to Kellv. 207

After Daoust first appeared before the Commission he was asked to

contact Kelly in order to regain both the partnership records and tne Masiello
billing sheets.

Daoust testified that when he contacted Kelly and requested the

records back, Kelly indicated that "he may have some of the partnership records
in

(h-'sl

possession and that he was not about to give them up to (Daoust) or

anyone else. "208

-
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The Kelly situation did not increase Frank Masiello's status at KDC.

Soon

after the March 1971 meetings, Masiello said his "charisma began to wear off" at
KDC. 209

the summer of 1971,

in

he

found it more difficult to deal directly

with Judd Kassuba or other top level management; his access had been cut off.

about that time, KDC brought in another architect.
KDC wanted him out; and,

for his part,

It

At

was clear to Masiello that

he was willing to leave. 210

Masiello

began to discuss terms of the buy-back agreement with Kassuba, and in February,
1972,

repurchased M&A.211

Masiello had decided to cut off all of his ties with

Massachusetts, and wanted to sell his firm to help finance
business in Florida. 212

a

new architectural

After negotiation with two California firms, Walton

Becket Associates and DMJM fell through, William Masiello persuaded FranK

Masiello to sell the business to him. 213

10 percent of the company's stock,

to buy only

Treasury stock. 214
years as

a

The terms required William Masiello

and the rest was to go into

Frank Masiello was to be paid almost $1,100

consultant 215
.

a

week for five

Although the sale was not executed until December

7,

1972,216 William made it clear that he wanted to be in charge as soon as
possible. 217

Frank Masiello, who wanted to maintain an active role to protect

his financial

interest, was quickly relegated to the background 218

1972,

.

William Masiello was signing M&A checks.

Masiello

&

j

n

August

He was the new president of

Associates 219
.

One matter William Masiello decided to change after assuming effective

control of m&a was the practice of paying Senator Kelly by corporate check.

As

mentioned earlier, Masiello was uneasy from the start with the idea of the
Chairman of the Senate ways and Means Committee receiving large monthly payments
from an architectural firm obviously dependent on the state's goodwill. 220

Masiello told Kelly of his dissatisfaction with this method of payment in

a

meeting at Kellv's State House office sometime in the summer or early fall of
1972.221

Masiello informed Kelly that he was aware of the monthly corporate

checks and reiterated his belief that this was an unwise thing to do. 222

Masiello then said that he would prefer to pay Kelly the $500
cash. 223

Not only was Kelly

a

month in

not expected to perform any accounting services, but

Masiello specifically prohibited him from doing so.*224

Masiello testified

that Kelly would help in various ways in state government affairs: directing

contracts to M&A, budgeting money for M&A projects, and expediting things
generally with state agencies. 226

The checks to Kelly, which continued for

Cohan testified
Joseph B. Cohan and Associates was rehired soon thereafter.
that when he took over, the entire year's work for 1972 had to be done; no
regular accounting work had been done for that year.
Conan proposed a monthly
retainer fee of $300, which Masiello rejected as excessive 225
*

.
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r.

.

three months after Frank Masiello regained control of m&A, stooped in May

1972.227

Thereafter, through the fall of 1976, William Masiello paid Kelly in

cash. 228

Masiello "generated" the cash to pay Kelly in the same manner as ne did for
pavoffs to other public officials.
write out

e.g., Volume 3.)

(See,

corporate check for $500 or $1,000,

a

use the proceeds to pay Kelly. 229

as always,

At other times,

oayments be tax deductible.

Rawson and direct her to make out

[payable to himself] cash it, and

it

was important that the

William Masiello would call Audrey

check to herself or another employee for an

a

increment of $500 and have it cashed. 230

These calls frequently originated

from Senator Kelly's State House Office. 231
of Boston,

Other calls

In

addition to Rawson, staff architects Raymond Allard and

Wavne Salo were called on to perform this duty. 232

For example,

)

Finally, Masiello resorted

from suppliers or consultants on his projects.

to taking cash kickbacks
.

were made from the Harvard Club

where Masiello and Kelly often played handball, and from Jimmy's

Harborside in Boston.

supra

Masiello would often

(See

"Suppliers",

Arthur Palley from Commonwealth Stationers paid Masiello

$4,500 when Palley's firm became the low bidder on M&A's Worcester County Jail
job. 233

Some of the cash generation schedules developed by Commission staff

revealed that

in

multiples. 234

each month from 1973

to

1977 there was generation of S500 or its

Rawson charged these checks to loan accounts, payroll accounts,

or travel and entertainment,

at Masiello's

instruction 235
.

The deliveries of cash to Kelly were similarly made either by Masiello

himself or by one of his emoloyees 236
.

all of the deliveries,

Drearranged 237
.

Masiello testified that he made nearly

and that his meeting Kelly for the payoff was always

Among the "unusual" places of delivery -- Masiello saw Kelly

nearly every day in 1972-1975238 anc so perhaps could not recall the "usual"
j

deliveries -- was the Harvard Club of Boston, where Masiello said ne gave Kelly
money on three different occasions: twice in the locker room and once in

squash court. 239

received
in

a

At

a

unused

another time, Masiello was at Jimmy's Harborside wnen ne

phone call for Kelly asking for money. 240

Masiello cashed

a

cneck

Jimmy's for $1,000 and brought it to the Massachusetts Turnpike office at the

Newton or Weston exit. 241
"Sen.

He

had put the cash in an envelope,

labelled it

Kellv" and left it with an attendant before returning to Jimmy's. 242

Once Kelly called William Masiello and asked him to give him the money at the

intersection of Routes 495 and 290, just north of Worcester 243
.

arrived first and Kelly shortly pulled in behind him. 244
the car,

and Maseillo handed him the money. 245

continued north after getting his payment. 246
to Worcester. 247

Masiello

Kelly then got out of

Kelly had skis on his car, and

Masiello backed up and returned

.

-
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when William Masiello was not able to make

Audrey Rawson testified that William Masiello would call

would have to do so.

her with instructions to have

Boston. 248

delivery personally, an employee

a

a

check cashed and the money brought into

these times, Rawson would take the cash,

At

place it in

a

plain

white envelope, and give it to an employee who was going to Boston. 249

Architect Raymond Allard made some deliveries 250

if

.

no one planned to go to

Rawson would send Brian Gould, the office boy. 251

Boston,

These deliveries

were made to Kelly's State House office. 252

Allard and Gould both corroborated Rawson's testimony when tney appeared
before the Commission.

Allard testified that there were

"three to four, maybe five occasions... (when) I was asked by
Rawson... and I believe Bill Masiello... whether I would
drop off an envelope to Senator Kelly's office and you know,
there would be a sealed envelope, a plain white envelope with
Senator Kelly's name written on the front in ball point
pen.
"253
Mrs.

.

.

Allard was instructed to get the envelopes to Kelly's office, though ne recalled
once handing it directly to Kelly.
to the Masiello

2 54

Gould, who was referred for employment

firm bv Kelly, 255 also testified to receiving envelopes from

Rawson to deliver to various public officials,

including Kelly. 256

When he

delivered the envelopes for Kelly, he left them in the office, with Kelly's
secretary 257
By

Labor Day 1976, M&A's fortunes had taken

a

turn for the worse,

and William

Masiello came to the conclusion he could no longer afford to pay Kelly $500
Masiello told Kelly this on the way to

month.
Hotel

in

Cambridge 25 ^
.

a

lunch meeting at the Sonesta

a

Masiello rode from the State House to the Sonesta witn

Kellv. and explained the situation. 259

Masiello testified that Kelly did not
(Masiello) was SDendina monev in areas he

become angry, but rather he simply said that he
should not be, and that was why the firm was in

a

bad way financially. 26

'-1

William Masiello stooped paying Kelly on or about that day. 261
From 1970 to 1976,

$18,000 in cash. 2 62

M&A had paid Kelly at least $8,500 by check and at least

m4a also picked up substantial travel, entertainment,

other expenses for him. 263

throuah Masiello. 264

Kelly and his friends received expensive gifts

William Masiello also raised additional thousands of

dollars for Kelly's political purposes. 265

numerous other witnesses testified,

"I think

As
I

William Masiello said, and as
have clearly indicated...

was corruption between Senator Kelly and myself.

Former State Senator James
the Commission only after

a

A.

Kelly,

Jr.

I

o f

a

appeared to testify publicly oefore

lengthy legal battle.

Kelly refused to testify,

federal grand jury in Boston on September 23,

extortion in violation of the Hobbs Act (18 U.S.C. 1951).

September 29,

1980.

The trial

is

there

can't be any clearer." 266

invoking his constitutional privileges against sel f-incr iminat ion. 267
was indicted by

and

still pending.

Kelly

1980 on cnarges

He was arraigned on

124
2.

What Kelly Did in Return

Introduction

a.

Senator James

A.

Kelly,

Jr.,

and Means Committee for nearly

a

while serving as Chairman of the Senate Ways
decade, was one of the most powerful

political figures in the Commonwealth in effecting the passage of capital
outlay aopropriations.

Concurrent with Kelly's tenure, the architectural firm

of Masiello and Associates operated

a

thriving business dealing mainly in

public contracts which, over the period of 1959
mill-'on.

1

-

1979,

cost nearly $131

The Masiello firm depended on new contracts and new

appropriations for its livelihood.
In

the studv of the Capital Outlay Acts,

the Commission's staff found

evidence that Senator Kelly personally exerted substantial influence over the
capital outlay process.

This influence involved Kelly's use of his power as

Chairman to bring about the enactment, by the General Court of Massachusetts,
of appropriations of millions of dollars of taxpayer's money.

approDriations

,

These

which were not recommended by the administration, were

inserted into the state capital outlay budget and used to fund projects on

which Kelly knew the Masiello firm would continue to be the architect and on
which the firm would realize hundreds of thousands of dollars in design fees.
The explanation of exactly how- Kelly performed business

favors for Masiello is

highlighted by examples of his capital outlay methods and serves as the crux
of this section.

Although Senator Kelly did not testify substantively before the
Commission, the testimony of William and Frank Masiello indicates the power
and influence Kelly possessed.

Kelly's relationship with

M

4

Frank Masiello in

a

public hearing spoke of

A:

Q.

Senator Kelly brought uo the possibility of cancellation of
your firm's contracts with the BBC?

A.

Yes.

Q.

He also brought up the possibility
he could be useful to your firm?

A.

Yes.
He outlined that there were some contracts, that nad
not been comoletely funded, that the capital outlay program
under his guidance could provide for -- or would insure
getting favorable consideration for the construction
dollars that would be required to complete the projects
that we had under contract. 3

William Masiello testified

in

a

that in his new position

public hearing before the Commision that:

4

5
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Senator Kelly was a chairman of the ways 4 Means, and when
an architectural fee -- and some of those could be millions
of dollars, it was more or less an insurance .... that [if]
a $30,000,000 project came along that would pay a million
and a half dollars, I felt someday he mignt be in a
position to help me
.

Q.

To

A.

I

Q.

help you in terms of getting contracts?

think that's what

I

mean

....

Help you in terms of the amount of money that was
in the State budget for the contract in wnich
vou were the architect?

appropriated
A.

Probablv both.

James Bauchat,

a

former vice president of the Kassuba Corporation,

testified that Senator Kelly had been helpful in directing business to the
Mas iel lo
A.

f

irm

.

he [Kelly] began to tell me of his position, the
importance of his position as Chairman of the Ways 4 Means
Committee, and that this really meant that he was tne
guardian of the purse strings of the Commonwealth, and then
began to tell me the number and the extent and the dollar
volume of the projects that were planned over wnich he had
control and indicated that if we could work something out a
substantial number of those projects would be directed
Masiel lo s way 6

Well,

'

.

Q.

Did you have an understanding that Senator Kelly would oe
willing to exercise his influence with respect to future
contracts in the Masiello firm?

A.

No question about

b.

MCI

-

that.

7

Concord

Investigation by the Commission's staff has found that the construction
and renovation of MCI-Concord best illustrates how Senator Kelly's actions

directly benefited William Masiello; how Kelly influenced the appropriation of
funds in repayment

for all

the contributions,

favors, and services rendered to

Kelly by the Masiello firm; and how Kelly helped the Masiello firm preserve
its design contracts at MCI-Concord.

The Department of Corrections

(DOC) wished to replace the nearly

century-old MCI-Concord complex with

a

newer institution.

The Masiello firm

designed the entire new institution which, according to their 1960 master
plan, would cost $7 million,
The actual

cost

o f

resulting

in

a

structure to house 500 inmates.

projects designed by the Masiello firm and completed at

MCI-Concord totalled $18.5 million, housing only 300 inmates.
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Kelly's Role

in

Capital Outlay Appropriations

The Senate Ways and Means Committee,

under James A. Kelly, Jr* recommended

larger sums of money for MCI-Concord in the capital outlay budget than ever
before.

Records indicate that the Masiello firm was awarded

a

number of

continued service contracts based on each subsequent appropriation.
Between 1967 and 1973, the Massachusetts legislature appropriated the
large sum of $17.6 million for construction and renovation at MCI-Concord.

In

some cases the DOC received more money for construction than it had requested

particular year.

in

a

at

all.

In

In

other cases,

nearly all cases,

it

it

received money it had not requested

received more than the Governor haa requested

capital outlay budget.

in his

Senator Kelly had

a

prominent role in the appropriation of that $17.6

million because of his power as Chairman of the ways and Means Committee from
1971-1978.

comparison of the frequency and history of appropriations during

A

the period when Kelly was not chairman of the Senate ways and Means Committee

(1967-19711 to the period when he was (1971-1978) will better illustrate
Kelly

'

s

role.

Before Kelly held the chair, during fiscal year 1967 through fiscal year
1971,

the DOC requested capital outlays

for MCI-Concord

four times.

They

received only two appropriations out of the four requests, both of wnicn were
included in the Governor's budget and passed without amendment oy the House
and Senate.

During the period from fiscal year 1972 to fiscal year 1979 while

Kelly held the chair, the DOC requested capital outlays in each of the seven
years.
In

They received appropriations in six years.
the period from 1967-1971,

both appropriations went through normal

channels, meaning that they were included in House Bill
the House and Senate.

In

a

later period,

1,

tnen approved by

seven of the eight appropriations

did not originate in House Bill 1, but were introduced to the capital outlay

specifically by the Senate ways and Means Committee under Kelly's leadership,
or bv

House Ways and Means under House Chairman Finnegan.

Thus Kelly used his

power in the Senate to bypass the accepted planning procedure for capital
outlav aDoropriations

$10,032,300

in

.

A

breakdown

in

dollar amounts show that of the total

capital outlay funds appropriated for MCI-Concord during

Kellv's tenure, $6,377,300 (65 percent) originated in the Senate ways and
Means Committee, while $1,000,000 originated with the House ways and Means

Committee

.
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The $4.5 Million Appropriation

within the period of Kelly's tenure when appropriations to MCI-Cpncprd

totalled over $10 million, the most significant example of Kelly's use of
power on Masiello's behalf is the appropriation of $4.5 million for

a

Even though the DOC had previously

renovation program at MCI-Concord in 1974.

requested money for the completion of the Stage IV construction plan,

Records show that

department had never planned an actual renovation program.
it

was unclear just what the DOC intended to do with those funds,

Once appropriated,

appropriated.

how to use the money.

it

the

if

four years to decide

tppk the department

Since it was not the DOC which wanted the money,

someone else's interests provided the impetus for the large apprppriatipn
The clpse relatipnship between Kelly and Masiello prpvides

.

Key to whose

a

interests were being advanced.
The $4.5 million aopropr iat ipn priginated

in

the Senate ways and Means
The House concurred

Committee, with no recommendations from the Governor.

with this item, while the Governor used his authority to reduce the

apprppriat ion to $1.6 million.

The legislature then restored the

appropriation by overriding the Governor's reduction,
up to $4.5 million.

resulted

The Masiello

raising the total oacK

firm received the design contracts which

.

Kelly Secures Masiello's "Monopoly" Over MCI-Concord

Evidence collected by the Commissipn's staff has documented the Masiello
firm's success in securing continued service contracts at MCI-Concord.

Two

facts illustrate the Masiello firm's monopply over design contracts awarded
for MCI-Concord.

First, between 1960 and 1977, M

&

A

was the only

architectural firm employed at MCI-Concord; and second,

M

&

A

managed to

secure 37 separate design contracts for new construction and renovation,

awarded as continued service contracts when all contracts plainly did not
qualifv as such.
In

addition to Masiello's success in securing continued service contracts,

the Commission's staff found evidence regarding Kelly's role in

apprppriat ipns

.

The Masiello

firm looked for new work which could be

engineered only through new appropriat ipns

.

With his firm's mpnopoly over

design contracts at MCI-Concord assured through the continued services
process, Masiello used his close relationship with Kelly to cause capital

outlay funds to be appropriated for the Concord prpject.

The Commission's

.
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st^ff,

in

studying the Capital Outlay Acts,

-

found evidence that Chairman Kelly

added to the budget appropriations for MCI-Concord.
not requested by the administration,

These appropriations were

and Kelly knew that M

4

A

would both

continue to be awarded new projects at MCI-Concord and would receive large
fees

from the Commonwealth for those projects.
The appropriations passed by the legislature to

construction of all of the

M

&

A

finance the design and

projects at MCI-Concord totalled $24,268,000,

making it one of the largest state building projects ever.
year period, M

&

A

During this 17

earned approximately $1.6 million in fees for this work.

Kelly's Appropriation Methods

Kelly's role in the appropriations process can be better determined by

examining the way in which the capital outlay budget is formulated.

The power

and influence residing in the Senate Ways ana Means Committee Chair,

including

the advantage of that seat in regard to the appropriation process,

will also

be examined.

Capital -Outlay -Budget Formation

:

This process can be broken down into

The first step is the Governor's recommended appropriation in his

seven steps.

caoital outlay budget entitled House Bill

1.

The House ways and Means

with an opportunity to make amendments,

Committee reviews House Bill

1

which the budget undergoes

review by the entire House.

a

Third,

after

the Senate

ways and Means Committee reviews the budget and has the cnance to araw up

amendments.

The entire Senate then considers the budget.

The House and

Senate decide whether or not they agree to one version of the budget.

Generally, they do not.
The

fourth step of the process involves cases of non-concurrence, when the

budget goes to the Conference Committee for consideration.

Committee constructs

a

The Conference

version acceptable to both legislative Houses.

Governor then signs the budget as

a

whole, vetoes the budget as

a

The

whole,

vetoes or amends certain items within the total appropriation budget.

Finally, the legislature responds to any items that the Governor amends or
vetoes.

(See the Systems Section of this report

explanation
In

.

for

a

more detailed

)

studying capital outlay budgets the Commission's staff found that Kelly

inserted line item changes under the auspices of the Senate Ways and Means

Committee

8

.

-

The

In
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Chairman's Advantages

determining capital outlay appropriations, Kelly used certain powers

which are built into the Chairmanship of the Senate ways and Means Committee.
First, because the Chairman is appointed by the Senate President,
of the Chairman ordinarily are supported by the President.

Second,

reviews the budget last, after the House has already passed it.

Chairman ordinarily holds

a

the policies
the Senate

Thira,

the

seat on the Conference Committee which reviews tne

budget and formulates the final compromise.

Perhaps for this reason, the

Senate version of the budget prevailed in each of the three occasions during
Kelly's tenure when the question of appropriations for MCI-Concord came oefore
the Conference Committee.

Perhaps the greatest power built into the Chair is the leverage that the

Chairman can exert on other departments or agencies Pecause of his power to
largely control the "purse strings of the Commonwealth."

c

.

Access to Other Legislative Action

William Masiello testified that his personal access to Senator Kelly was
one of the key factors in furthering his economic interests.
his open access to Kelly widely known,

and as

a

Masiello made

result, many were eager to

associate with him.
Masiello recounted that his easy access to Kelly was useful in promoting
his

firm's

interest in many ways, especially concerning legislative word

changes in the budget he suggested and Kelly approved.
Q.

Could you now describe ... What you mean when you use the
word word changes, how your access to Senator Kelly made it
possible to have these changes made?

A.

... I went into Senator Kelly's office, namely Mr. Cleo
Gillette and I asked that the word be changed.

Q.

what you are able to do because of your access to
Senator Kellv [and] to Mr. Gillette, you would be able to
go in and get that word change and not increase the maximum
cost of total project cost for the Joseph P. Gentile
school
So,

.

A.

.

That is correct.

9

Kelly recommended word changes whicn were incorporated in legislation,
the direct benefit of Masiello and Associates.

authorized new projects for
firm's fees.

m

&

A

These word changes either

or substantially increased tne Masiello

Masiello described word changes in bills wnich autnorized

preliminary design and feasibility studies, and he gave three examples of
substantial increases

in

the estimated construction cost of projects or

to

.
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Masiello's motivation for requesting tnese word

SDending authorization.

changes related to the state fee system,

in

which the architectural and design

fees are directly determined by the estimated total project cost,
inc r ease

in

and an

estimated project cost, even if that cost is never appropriated,

can change the design fee upward.

initiated in the Joseph

In

connection with

a

word change Masieilo

Gentile School project, designed by his firm, ne

P.

explained that "six million dollars worth of [project cost] is approximately
half

a

In

million in fees to the architect
a

a

... "10

second example, Masieilo testified that he told Frank Hall,

Commissioner of the DOC from October 1973 to January 1979, that if MCI-Concord

appropriations included the never-built

building (which Masieilo wanted) in

J

addition to other buildings the Commissioner wanted, Masieilo would be able to
get

a

money

word change.
in

This change would enable Hall to actually spend ail the

any way he wished. **

Another word change was initiated by Masieilo involving tne Gentile school
in

which he testified that he "upped it to $21,000,000" meaning the totai cost

of the project. ^2

This change was vetoed by Governor Sargent,

but

successfully passed through the Senate ways and Means Committee.
These word changes had at least two direct results.

The

fees for the

Masieilo firm skyrocketed, and the possibility of the firm getting more
increases became progressively greater.

Kellv Introduces Masieilo to Important Boston Contacts

d.

Masieilo testified before the Commission that,

in

1970,

ne conducted

extensive fundraising for Kevin white's gubernatorial campaign
Kelly, at that time

a

I-5
.

Senator

White suppprter, -introduced Masieilo to the campaign.

Masieilo raised and contributed some $8,000

-

$10,000 toward the White

campaign
Almost immediately following these contributions, Kelly introduced

Masieilo to Robert Kenney
CPFD

,

Director of the Boston Public Facilities Department

Shortly thereafter, Kenney awarded the Masieilo firm the design

-

).

contract for the Dudlev-Harrison Fire Station with no design competition,
thereby initiating the Masieilo firm's association with the city.

Kennev's successor as Director of the PFD
sell tickets

chain

o f

for White's

subsequently instructed Masieilo to

,

fundraisers, which he did,

contacts and political favoritism

Rooert Vey,

.

1^*

further extending the

-
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Masiello also stated that Senator Kelly used his influence with Mayor
white and Kennev to include the Masiello firm as

a

feasibility and space needs study contract for

a

new City of Boston/Suffolk

County Correction Institution at Oeer Island.

Masiello testified that his

architectural firm's prior prison experience was

anticipated award, 15

put

Masiello as

.

a

favoraole factor in the

would not admit that the campaign money he paid was
he simply acknowledged that

the controlling factor;

e

a

serious contender for the

it

was

a

door-opener.

detailed above, Masiello

as

fi

Go-Between with Kelly

Two of William Masiello's activities with Senator Kelly are

First,

l

worthy of mention.

regularly paid Kelly for usinq his influence and

promoting Masiello's interests; and second, Masiello's access to Kelly allowed
him to bring the concerns of other people to Kelly's attention.

Charles

Theodore was one such person for whom Masiello intervened and who was

obligated to Masiello as

a

result.

to Senator Kelly was directly

William Masiello alleged that his access

responsible for Theodore securing

a

oudget

aopropriat ion for the State Building Code Commission.! 7
Theodore was

a

structural engineer who was frequently retained by the

Masiello firm as

a

consultant.

As described

County/City of Boston (See Volume 3),

in the report's

section on Suffolk

Masiello used Theodore's bank account

launder corporate funds intended for Dolitical figures.

In

to

return, Masiello

claimed to have been instrumental in bringing about Theodore's appointment to
the State Building Code Commission in January,

arranging

a

meeting between Theodore and Kelly.

1973,

and subsequently

The purpose of the meeting

was to arrange an appropriation for the Building Code Commission.

Fiscal year 1974 was the first year of operation for the Building Code

Commission but neither the Governor, the House, nor the Senate had approved or

recommended pertinent appropriations within the budget.

Four days after tne

budget had passed through the Senate Ways and Means Committee however, Kelly

introduced an amendment appropriating $170,000 "for the administration of the
state building code commission "18
.

The Conference Committee accepted the

Senate version including that amendment, and the budget was signed by the

Governor on June 29,

1973.
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Kelly's Blank Receipts Document Casn Generating ChecKS

.

According to William Masiello and his secretary, Audrey Rawson, Kelly gave
the Masiello firm large numbers of blank and paid receipts,

tabs and other

exoense documents for Masiello's use in justifying his expense accounts for
IRS purposes.

Because much of the cash generated from these expense accounts

came back to him,

Kelly had

Masiello.

a

Kellv,

strong interest in covering cash generation from

a

Certified Public Accountant, knew the tax laws, Knew he

was documenting expenses for illegal purposes and was aware of the fact that

oerpetrating

he was

a

The Internal Revenue Service has since

fraud.

disallowed some of these expenses and the matter

Kelly Assures M

&

A

is

currently pending.

21

Contracts

When William Masiello was implicated in the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial in

January and February 1977, he left the Commonwealth,

finding that

M &

A's reputation was declining,

firm to four of his employees.

upon returning and

Masiello wanted to sell nis

Masiello changed the name of his firm to Elm

Park Associates and made plans to divest himself of his interest in the firm.
Two of the four employees,

Richard Brown and Neil Dixon, at Masiello's

urging, contacted Senator Kelly and met with him at the State House.

Brown

and Dixon wanted assurances from Kelly that m'& A's hola on state and MDC

contracts would remain secure.
he would make phone calls on the

Hall.

DOC Commissioner,

The

Dixon

testified before the Commission tnat Kelly said

firm's behalf and most likely contacted Franx

and John Snedeker,

Commissioner of the MDC. 22

intervention became moot in April 1977, when the emplpyees refused to

comply with Masiello's stringent stipulations for the sale, and the deal
through.

fell
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Kelly Offers Ma

s

i

el To

ney

Mo

to

Leave

the

State

According to Masiello's testimony, oetween March and April 1977, Kelly
offered Masiello $25,000 to leave the Commonwealth before the beginning of the

DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial.

After the trial ended, Masiello was again offered

money -- this time $50,000 by

a

Worcester businessman, Peter Consiglio -- to

leave the state.

Although the reasons whv Kelly wanted Masiello out of the state so

desDerately are not very clear,

a

legislative investigation under Governor

Dukakis took place which could have worried Kelly, particularly at

a

the reverberations of the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial were so strong.

Despite

this,

and the oossibility of future investigations,

the money nor to leave the state.

with the state were cancelled.

In

1978,

time when

Masiello cnose not to ta«e

Masiello and

Associates'

contracts

s

.
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SULLIVAN CORPORATION AND THE BBC

THE J. A.

In

1973 and 1975,

general contracts to

respectively

,

the Bureau of Building Construction awarded

Sullivan Corporation for the construction of

J. A.

education building at Salem State College and

a

pnysical

a

classroom building at

Southeastern Massachusetts University (SMU) in North Dartmoutn.
contract price of each project exceeded $5,500,000;

The original

Sullivan Corporatipn

J. A.

largest previous state or county contract, however, was for

a

'

$1,600,000 boiler

plant installation at the Massachusetts Correctional Institute (MCI) at Norfolk,

begun in 1969.

the time the Salem State College bids were opened,

At

of Building Construction

Norfolk project.

(BBC)

had not finally accepted the then overdue MCI

When the SMU bids were opened,

J. A.

schedule in completing the Salem State contract.
still chose

J. A.

Sullivan was behind

Despite these facts,

the BBC

Sullivan Corporation on the basis of that company's low bids.

The award of the Salem State contract,

attention.

the Bureau

The BBC selected J. A.

in particular,

Sullivan Corporation at

deserves close
a

time when

insufficient funds for the project had been appropriated; and before the date
when the legislature passed the requisite additional funds, American Express

corporate charge receipts of the vice president of

J. A.

Sullivan contain

notations indicating that he met with BBC officials several times in New York
City and Boston.

One month after the contract was signed,

51,000 check to cash, with

a

notation on

a

the company issued

a

supporting voucner indicating that the

money was for Fred Kussman, who was then Administrative Assistant to the Director

Kussman worked for the

of the BBC.

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation as

a

"consultant"

from 1974 through 1976, while still retaining his position at the BBC.

This

Sullivan Corporation's work in the Salem State College and

coincided with

J. A.

SMU projects.

Kussman received $4,000 for his services to

J. A.

Sullivan

Corporation, and, according to John Sullivan's testimony before the Special
Commission, Kussman's "consulting" services included work on BBC-supervised

projects
J. A.

Sullivan Corporation's performance as general contractor at Salem State

and SMU clearly demonstrates that firm's inability to handle successfully

projects of such magnitude.

The construction history of the two buildings is

strikingly similar:

instances the general contractor was unaole to

in both

complete the work within the contract specified time.

In

addition to authorized

extensions, unapproved delays averaged nearly thirteen months apiece.
J. A.

Sullivan never did finish either building; the BBC found

it

In

fact,

necessary to

terminate the contracts after the company displayed little interest in even

manning the sites.
puzzling.)

(The BBC's own delays

in

terminating botn contracts is

Consequently, other construction firms have had to conclude ooth joos.

-
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Between 1972 and 1976,

There is also the matter of cash generation.

employees

of

the

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation issued numerous other questionable

checks -- some Dayaole to cash, others payable to company employees -- generating
many thousands of dollars.

Almost all the checks were cashed.

Although not

evidentially related to the company's two aforementioned BBC contracts, this casn
generation

is

suspect if only because none of the

Sullivan employees

J. A.

involved has been able to explain satisfactorily the disposition of the cash.

In

addition, the company issued corporate checks to obtain funds evidently intended
for political campaigns.

1.

CONTRACTOR SELECTION AT SALEM STATE COLLEGE

On June 21,

1973 the BBC received bids for

Salem State College.
rink,

new physical education center at

a

The multilevel complex would comprise

a

gymnasium,

ice

indoor swimming pool, squash courts, classrooms, and equipment and locxer
The total estimated project cost was $7,640,472.*

rooms.

As of August

3,

1973,

only $5, 910,000 had been appropriated by the legislature.
Based on the lowest bid of $5,598,000, BBC Director waiter Poitrast

recommended, and the Secretary of Transportation and Construction, Alan
Altshuler, approved on August

3,

1973 the award of the contract to

J. A.

Sullivan

Corporation, subject to the appropriation of the additional $1,730,472 needed to
meet the $7,640,472 estimated project cost

company, and
(exs.

2,

J. A.

Sullivan accepted the award conditioned upon the appropriation

Three weeks later, on August 20, the legislature approved the

3).

additional funds and on September

5,

the contract was signed

State law (G.L. c.149 s.44A) requires that

June 21 through August

($7,287,444) appropriated.

contract to

a

8y

3,

law

(ex.

4).

contract be awarded within 30

a

At no time during this statutory

working days after the opening of public bids.
period,

BBC so notified the

1).** Tne

(ex.

was the total project cost for Salem State
(M.G.L. c.7 s.42),

the BBC can not award

a

general contractor unless all necessary funds are available,

without sufficient funding,

a

given project is either scrapped completely or

rebid after the requisite money has been raised.

It

was therefore most unusual

for the BBC to award the Salem State contract with such

a

large appropriation

deficiency, nearly one quarter of the total project cost.
Certain other circumstances surrounding the award are questionable.
first is the issue of

J. A.

The

Sullivan's qualifications as the "lowest responsiDie

Project cost includes design fees, testing costs, clerk-o f-the-works fees,
and

a

change order contingency amount, as well as the actual construction cost.

**Numbered exhibits may be found in Volume

11

of this report.
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The Salem State contract was,

bidder."*

the company had ever secured.

It

at

-

that time, by far the largest that

was more than three times greater than

J. A.

Sullivan's previous largest BBC contract, the MCI Norfolk boiler plant
C$1,609,000),

a

project which in August 1973 was two and

a

half years behind

receive final acceptance until March 1974.)

schedule.

(It did not

that site,

coupled with

The delays at

Sullivan's inexperience on substantially larger

J. A.

contracts, should at least have caused the BBC to review carefully

J. A.

Sullivan's qualifications.

Yet within the BBC's

any investigation into

Sullivan's qualifications was ever undertaken.

Second-,

August

3,

the J. A.

of

J. A.

J. A.

files there is no evidence that

there is evidence that, in the time between the contract award date,

and the actual signing, SeptemPer

5,

Joseph Edwards,

vice president of

Sullivan Corporation, and signator of the Salem State contract on oenalf
Sullivan, met with officials of the BBC in Boston and New York.

Edwards's American Express receipts for August 1973, supplied to the Special

Commission by

J. A.

Sullivan pursuant to summons, show that Edwards met in Boston

with BBC Director Poitrast, and in New York with BBC officials Fred Kussman, Boo

Allard and Bill Tibbetts

representatives of

a

(ex.

5).** .while it would not be unusual for

contractor to meet with the BBC before construction to

discuss plans, specifications, etc.

(ex.

6),

most of the August meetings

reflected in Edwards's American Express charges too* place before the legislature
had approved the crucial appropriation and before the contract was ever signed.

2.

PAYMENTS TO FREDERICK

J.

KUSSMAN

October 10, 1973-check
A

further item which raises questions concerning the Salem State contract

award to

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation is

Kussman of the BBC.

possible $1,000 cash payment to Fred

Documentary evidence obtained by the Special Commission

pursuant to summons suggests that
Kussman,

a

J. A.

Sullivan may have been compensating

the administrative assistant to the BBC Director from 1970 to 1978,

for

assistance concerning at least the Salem State College Physical Education
Building as early as 1973.

There is no doubt, however, that

J. A.

Sullivan paid

Kussman "consultant" fees in 1974, 1975 and 1976.
*The "bidder whose bid was the lowest of those bidders possessing the SKill,
abilitv and integrity necessary to the faithful performance of the wotk ana who
shall certify that he is able to furnish labor tnat can work in harmony with all
M.G.L. c.149
other elements of labor employed or to be employed on the job."
S

.44A.

Such meetings were denied by both Edwards and Allard in interviews by
Commission staff.
Kussman, in refusing to respond to questions put to him before
the Commission on April 25, 1979 made it clear that he would not respond to
further questions concerning J. A. Sullivan.

*

3

-
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administrative assistant to the Director, Kussman wielded

As

authority within the Bureau.
Salem State,

Kussman

s

John Schroeder,

J. A.

a

great deal of

Sullivan's project manager at

testified before the Special Commission on September 28,

dut ies

1979 about

:

a poll of all the contractors in Massachusetts,
direct answer out of the Bureau, nine times out of
ten it would come from Freddie Kussman.
It was natural to seek
his advice when you had some real problems ... Freddie knew the
mechanics of the Bureau better than anybody, and he knew how to
He helped me in the
get things done and the direction to take.
past.
He has helped a lot of contractors 1

...if you took

if they got

a

.

One month after the Salem State contract was signed, on October 10,

Sullivan Corporation issued

J. A.

Kevin Cooney

7a).

check (#6220) payable to cash for $1,000 (ex.

an estimator and office manager with the company since 1970,

,

cashed the check,

a

what is particularly significant about tnis cneck is that on

the check voucher is written the note,

"For Fred Cussman,

per KEC," and on the

pink check register copy, on the payee line next to "cash" is the note,

F.c." (exs.

someone wrote the initials "F.K.," encircled,
check register cooy

"For

Apparently, the initials "F.C." had oeen corrected:

7c).

7b,

1973,

in

the top left corner of the pinK

Also, on the yellow voucher copy are written the numbers

.

"494," under the general ledger account block, and "1050," under the subsidiary

number block (ex.

7d

)

.

John Gibbs, who worked as

a

bookkeeper for

J. A.

Sullivan from February 1970

(and who is no longer employed there),

to November 1973

Special Commission on April

4,

testified before the

1979 that he prepared check #6220.

he did not know when preparing the check who Fred Kussman was,

He

stated that

out tnat the

initials "KEC" he wrote on the voucher referred to Kevin Cooney.

2

Giobs did

write "For F.C." on the check register copy, but not the encircled "F.K.," and ne
did not

fill

the posting account numbers,

in

Gibbs testified that Kevin Cooney told nim to write the

he did not know who did.

note,
was

per KEC," and Gibbs therefore concluded that the $1,000

"For Fred Cussman,

for Kussman

494 and 1050, on tne voucher copy;

.

Gibbs's testimony, however, has been contradicted by Kevin Cooney.

Cooney

testified before the Special Commission on July 18,

1979 that he never told GiDds

that the cash from check #6220 was for Fred Kussman.

4

unusual for him to cash

Sullivan Corporation, Cooney

a

check that large for

denied that the cash went to Kussman,

president of

J. A.

J. A.

while it was most

instead saying it went to John Sullivan,

Sullivan:

Subsequent to my brief meeting ... at your [Commission] office,
Mr. Sullivan refreshed my memory that the $1,000 was given to
him for a party at one of the hotels in Boston, a Master

Number 494 was a J. A. Sullivan internal expense account posting number for
the Salem State College project; 1050 is a similar accounting code reference for
Engineering Services expenses.

.

-
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Plumbers Dinner of some sort, that is what the money was used
for.
Aoparentlv, this gentleman [Fred Kussman] was at the party
and his name must have been mentioned in some discussion, but I
never said it was for any certain individual. 5

"Apparently

Coonev himself was unsure if he gave the money to Sullivan:

[Sullivan] seems to think

he

It

I

did.

I

did;

honestly did not remember. "6

I

was Cooney's further testimony that John Sullivan indicated to him that

the $1,000 was to be used for tickets at the dinner:

entertainment for the dinner, yes." 7

"Yes,

tickets and

On the night of October 10,

1973 the

Master Plumbers Association (MPA) held its annual banquet; John Sullivan was tne

chairman (ex. 8).
the receipt of

a

for the dinner list

The Master Plumbers Association records

$400 check from

tickets to the dinner.

Sullivan on September 17, 1973 for 20

J. A.

Yet those records contain no entry on OctoDer 10 of

payments made the Association by

Furthermore,

Sullivan (ex. 9).

J. A.

J. A.

Sullivan's computer printout of checks issued in September 1973 contains

a

listing of checks charged to account #717 (travel and entertainment), and

indicates

a

1973 for $400, payaPle to the MPA Dinner

check dated September 14,

Committee (ex

.

10)

When confronted with these facts, Cooney then testified that the $1,000 from

check #6220 was not used for the MPA Dinner tickets.
he attended the dinner:
I

don't remember.

I

"I

don't even know if

I

was at the dinner that night...

Either way, he did not

have been to some of them, yes."

know what Sullivan did at the dinner.

remember if

He could not

8

9

Regarding the note "For F.C." and the encircled "F.K." on the check voucher
Cooney had no answer:

and check register copies of #6220,

"I

don't have any

exDlanation whatsoever.
If it was a correction, it would seem to me the other
He
one would Drobably be crossed out, but I don't have any explanation. "10
testified that the 494-1050 posting account numbers used Dy

J. A.

Sullivan on tne

voucher copy referred to Salem State (494) engineering services (1050;, but that
he did not know who wrote them in. 11

According to Cooney, Fred Kussman did

provide engineering services for

Sullivan Corporation, but Cooney did not

J. A.

know of any cash payments for services rendered oy

a

professional consultant.

practice of paying for professional services

Concerning whether the company had

a

rendered

common practice, but

in

the past,

"It wasn't

a

I

am sure it nas been

done "12
.

John Sullivan's testimony before the Special Commission was largely

consistent with that of Kevin Cooney with respect to check #6220.
26,

1979,

On September

Sullivan testified that Cooney did give him the proceeds of the checK

on the day of the banquet,

monev was for Fred Kussman;

but that he told neither Cooney nor Gibos that the

instead,

it

was used to entertain guests

(i.e.,
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providing food and liquor):

"There were Dottles of liquor that were oought at
we drank there at the hotel

the table that were paid for by myself,

Sheraton-Boston], we went out,
monev was used for. "13
replied,

"I

don't remember where to

I

...

that's what the

I

think those would probably be paid for before we

While asserting that the $1,000 went toward buying
"I can't

drinks, Sullivan could not name anyone for whom he bought bottles:

remember who was there. "15
"I

He

recalled that Fred Kussman may have been tnere:

I'm not sure of the year because

think so,

[the

when asked if the money was used for tickets, he

don't think so.

went to the dinner. "1^

-

attendance orobably three years

I

know of.

I

think Mr. Kussman was in

He was an

invited guest."! 6

Sullivan affirmed that he was authorized by the hotel to sign for drinks and
But concerning the entries on the check voucher of cnecx

that in fact he did so.

#6220, the voucher copy, and the check register copy,

all of wnich indicate that

the $1,000 cash was intended for Fred Kussman as payment for engineering services

with respect to the Salem State College project, he offered no explanation

.

I 7

With respect to the account posting charge to Salem State Engineering Services in

particular, he said:

Everything had to be charged to a project, that's the way it was
done.
So, our accountants at the end of the year wouldn't have
a lot of missing items, they really had to find out directly
what they were charged to and we would charge them to
projects 18
.

When asked if he made cash payments to Fred Kussman, on October 10,
any other time,

Sullivan testified that he did not.1 9

before the Special Commission on -March

payments
In

in

view of conflicting evidence,

a

1979,

Kussman also stated,

that he did not receive any casn

1973.20

from check #6220 is not persuasive.

Coonev,

7,

John Sullivan's explanation of the proceeds

Contrary to what he might have told Kevin

$400 check, dated September 14,

1973 and charged to the travel and

entertainment expense account #717, was used to pay for
to

1973 or at

the MPA banquet.

It

J. A.

Sullivan's tickets

thus seems incongruent that like expenses

(i.e.,

food and

liquor) at the very same banquet should not also be charged to travel and

entertainment but to Salem State engineering services.
8,

Moreover, based on August

1979 Special Commission staff interviews with MPA and Sheraton Hotel

officials, and MPA banquet receipts from Sheraton, all the food and all but two
of the drink charges at Sullivan's table were signed for

cash) by John Sullivan. 21

banquet Dointed out,

(i.e.,

not paid for in

six plumbing company executives who attended the

in other Special

Commission staff interviews of June 25,

-

14

-

that there were no "big spenders" that night,

1979,

and that

that the MPA paid all Dills,

general contractor would never pay for everyone at the bar.*22

a

1974-1976 Consulting Services Checks

Beginning in 1974 and continuing into 1976,

John Sullivan entered into an

oral agreement with Fred Kussman that Kussman would perform consulting services

Sullivan Corporation for

for J. A.

check. 23

retainer fee of $1 000/year,

a

,

Testifying before the Special Commission on March

7,

payaole by

1979,

Sullivan

described the arrangement:
... I guess it's an accumulation of different things I asked
Fred to do for me, and I guess in scope, real estate, because of
our ODerations in that area, on development of the projects,
which is another area we were involved in and we asked Fred to
helD us there, it was actually interpretations of some of the
special conditions that were in the Bureau of Building
Construction contracts which I thought Mr. Kussman was an exoert
i

n

.

As

24

regards anv formal relationship, Sullivan stated:

give him
done it

couple of times, and we asked him to bill us for anything that was

a

either over or under that amount, which
in

all,

J. A.

an additional

I

assume he dia, and, in fact,

think he

$1,000 in each of the years 1974, 1975 and 1976, plus

$1,000 in 1976 purportedly for services in connection with

private housing complex in Quincy (ex. 11). 26
J. A.

I

Sullivan Corporation paid Kussman $4,000 which is

reflected in its records:

work for

we might have

retainer of $1,000 and I'm not sure what year that was.

a

did. "25

"One time we agreed to

a

According to Sullivan, Kussman's

Sullivan Corporation included advice on BBC projects, namely

a

Mt.

wachusett Community College Fine Arts Center and Salem State College's Physical
Education Building.

Sullivan recalled one instance in 1973 or 1974 wnen ne

called Kussman into his office (in Dorchester) to interpret some special

conditions of the Salem State contract. 27

Kussman's services also extended to

two Department of Public Works ice rinks that

building.
vein.
the

J. A.

Concerning those projects, Sullivan noted,

"It's all

in

the same

They were basically on special conditions and what the statutes said and

interpretation of that, and as

they mean by this."
the phone,

saw it

I

At certain times

at others he

I

would ask Fred Kussman what did-

Sullivan would just speak with Kussman on

"met with him at our office two or three times. "28

Further evidence of Kussman's active role with
a

Sullivan Corporation was

meeting on May 20,

1976 among Kussman,

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation was

Sullivan, and John Schroeder,

newly hired Droject manager at the Salem State project.

Schroeder's

tne

firm's

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation daily report of May 20 indicates that the meeting was neia
that nignt at the Red Coach Grille in Braintree, and his testimony before the

Special Commission on September 28,

Tnere

was

a

1979 attested to tne same (ex.

cash bar whicn accepted credit cards.

12b).

He

-

14

-

1

testified that he believed the purpose of the meeting was to discuss wnat mignt
be done to get

the Salem State building accepted:

The purpose of the meeting as I recollect was to zero in on ways
where we might be able to get the BBC off our back and see if
Freddie could be of any help.
Primarily, the clerk, Jim
Harding, was just impossible to deal with... There was no way I
could accomplish my objective with the Clerk of the Works on the

job.

.

.

have known
I
when he just
relationship
we could'get
could change

Freddie going back to Chauncey Street in 1954, '55,
leaned on my
started with the Bureau.
I
with him over the years to see if there was a way
Jim Harding off the job and if there was a way we
the attitude of the BBC had for Jack personally 29
.

Sullivan, in his testimony to the Special Commission on Septemoer 26, 1979,
gave his view of the meeting:

•

can tell you what the intent was.
can't tell you what
I
I
The intent was that we wanted to get a hold
actually happened.
o f Fred and ask him -- we were submitting change orders and the
format was continually changing ... so we were going through
these different areas and it was hurting us financially because
each time we submitted it, it was incorrect, we submitted it
again and we thought Fred Kussman had a lot of expertise in this
field and we wanted to find out from him what was the correct
wav ... that's basically what I know about what we were going to
do, and I will be honest with you, I don't honestly know wnat
happened 30
.

As

it

turned out,

Sullivan was forced to leave the meeting early.

Schroeaer

testified that at that point, since he and Kussman were such longtime friends,
they just "talked about the good old days. "31

Within the next nine montns the

two men met between four and six times to discuss Salem State. 32

Scnroeder

as

saw Kussman:

Freddie was always willing to help me wherever he cpuld, however
he could, going back from day one with my involvement with the
In my opinion, Freddie ran the
Bureau of Building Construction.
He was the only one who would
department to a large degree.
make a judgment.
Good or bad, he would make a judgment. 33
Fred Kussman appeared before the Special Commission on Marcn

testified concerning his relationship with
involving

if he ever discussed matters
J. A.

J. A.

J. A.

7,

1979 and

Sullivan Corporation.

when asKed

Sullivan Corporation and the BBC with

Sullivan employees or Jack Sullivan himself in 1973, he acknowledged the

possibil ity

:

Well, he [Sullivan] would have people working he had on his
If they came in 1973, I
staff, and they would come to the BBC.
would have had a conversation with them if they asked me
something.
Anybody that walks in the front door of the BBC and
has a guestion on procedural matters, I'll talk to them,
including John Sullivan or his employees. 34

Kussman conceded that

,

"oh,

sure," he had dealings with Josepn Edwards,

Sullivan's vice president until 1975, but not any formal meetings:
in

the sense of the word.

I'm sure in my lifetime

I've known him for 20 years."
for August

I've nad

a

J. A.

"Not meetings

drink with Joe.

Contrary to Edwards's American Express receipts

1973 which list Kussman as Edwards's guest on two occasions in New

York City restaurants,

Kussman denied that there were any events that caused him

to

,

-

travel to New York at that time:

-

14 2

can't think of any."

"I

In

response to

questioning about anv meetings with Joseph Edwards off the BBC premises in 1973
or 1974 during which BBC and J. A.

that,

"If

did,

I

don't recall them. "35

I

Kussman testified that his
from his

Sullivan contracts were discussed, he testified

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation consulting work arose

friendship with John Sullivan:

years, and he and

work to him...

I

"I've known Jackie Sullivan for over 20

discussed [in 1974] making myself available for consulting

He said he would have problems

the year on construction matters,

from time to time in tne course of

and that he could call on me for advice."

Kussman therefore "agreed to work on

a

retainer being $1,000 for the year. 36

retainer basis for him," the amount of tne
He

stated that he and Sullivan

maintained the same terms of the agreement in 1975 and 1976, except that in 1976
he

received another $1,000 for work on

Drive.

He admitted

a

receiving $4,000 from

private housing complex on Quincy Shore
Sullivan. *37

J. A.

Kussman testified that this retainer agreement covered several different

services to be performed by him:
people like advice on the complications involving
construction, whether it be in the public sector, the oidder or
relative to making change order requests of private clients, or
making claims for delays of private clients or straightening out
non-payment issues that he may have with his subcontractor.
Jackie said he would like to call on me from time to time for my
advice and opinion, and I said yes, I would moonlight, and I
would do it for $1,000.38
Well,

contradiction to John Sullivan's testimony, Kussman testified that his

In

work as

consultant did not include BBC projects:

a

"Well,

I'd help him solve any

problems he may have had in his construction business on non-BBC accounts. "39
But with respect to Sullivan's BBC accounts,

crossed my desk, the answer would be yes, but

consultant,

I

did not discuss BBC projects."

Sullivan or anv emplovee or representative of
time,

Kussman replied,
I

"If something

did not, wearing the hat of

a

Kussman denied meeting with
J. A.

Sullivan Corporation at any

at any place during 1974 concerning any BBC project. A °-

Yet

it

was also

He
Kussman's consulting se rvices were not limited to Massachusetts firms
received $1,500 from E.D.I.
a subsidiary of the MBM Corporation ($1,000 i n 1972,
$500 in 1973), and $250 from MBM in 1974, all for services Kussman claimed he
One payment is charged on the E.D.I, books to
previously rendered to E.D.I
"real estate services."
Kus sman testified that he went to Chicago in Dece mber
1972 as a paid consultant fo r E.D.I.
to explain an accounting system wnic h he
had developed for an E.D.I. presentation seeking a contract from the Chica go
This has been contested, however, by Jack Thomas, a former MBM
School Board.
According to
vice-president, in a written statement dated December 14, 1979.
Thomas, Kussman was paid the $1750 by EDI and MBM for expediting the resol ution
of the MBM delay claim at th e UMass/Boston campus project.
For further de tails
"Payments in 1972" and "Delay claim in 1972
see report on mbm, Chapter 5
Kussman also admitted re ceiving consulting services payments from the
$1,000 in 1975, and $1,000 in
architectural firm of Masiel lo and Associates:
1976.
These stemmed, he sai d, from his services concerning the purchase o f real
1976).
estate (1975) and alternativ es to the existing Charles St. Jail facility
Again Kussman's relationship with Masiello is in question.
For details, s ee
A(2)(c), suara
"Influence Exercised on Admi nistrative and Legislative Action,"
,

,

(

,

pp.

9.7-8

,

this vol ume

.

"
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his testimony that he could have reviewed documents pertaining to any matters

involving

that matters crossed my desk.
the matter,
"I

walk when the

a

passed

I

That's not saying

had

I

decision maKing role

a

J. A.

Sullivan matters came into -- in otner
or to the house counsel. "*1

on to my associates,

it

in

when that occurred,

it's very possible matters crossed my desK."

but

usually took

words,

"It's conceivaoie

Sullivan and the B8C in 1974, 1975, and 1976:

J. A.

Despite the testimony of both John Sullivan and John Schroeder, corroborated
by Schroeder's May

any

20,

Kussman denied that he ever reviewed

1976 daily report,

"Absolutely not." 42

Sullivan-BBC documents off the BBC premises:

J. A.

consultant," he would

Furthermore, Kussman said that, while "wearing the hat of

a

never give

"Again, not in my

.capacity as
1974,

Sullivan advice regarding BBC contracts:

J. A.

consultant, and the reason I'm giving

a

he ever asked me a question while

guarded answer is if,

a

wore my other hat,

I

I'm sure

I

in

would

have answered him. "43

Sullivan cited the Salem State and Mt

.

Wachusett projects as BBC contracts on

which Kussman gave him advice between 1974 and 1976,

in addition

to

the O.P.w.

ice rinks. kh

According to Fred Kussman, he never provided Sullivan or any

member of the

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation advice concerning Commonwealth of

Massachusetts projects. A5
Sullivan

in

1974,

with respect to projects on which he did advise

J. A.

however, sucn as Weymouth High School, another nign school

CBicknell) on the South Shore, and City of Boston projects, Kussman could not
recall even one specific issue or claim:
more current time frame,
my answer

'74,

The J. A.

is

I

I

will have

a

"Not in

'74.

When we get up to the

better memory, but tne specifics Dacx in

can't remember. 4 6

Sullivan Corporation maintained no records of what wotk Fred Kussman

performed; there were no timesheets, written work product, or

J. A.

Sullivan

invoices 47
.

Fred Kussman appeared once more before the Special Commission on April 25,
1979.

He then

with the

3.

J. A.

PERFORMANCE AS

refused to respond to all questions regarding his relationship

Sullivan Corporation.

A

CONTRACTOR

Salem State College
J. A.

Sullivan Corporation's performance on the Salem State Physical Education

Building demonstrated that the project was substantially more complex than the

contractor was capable of handling.

Despite

a

original completion date (almost five months),
project

.

significant extension of tne
J. A.

Sullivan never completed the

-

The contract,

of the work

(ex.
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signed on September 17, 1973, allowed 705 days for completion
However,

14).

proved insufficient to

extensions to January

J. A.
7,

the original completion date,

August 18,

1975,

Sullivan, which requested and received approval
The contractor

1976.

fell

for

further and further oehina

Construction proceeded throughout the entire year of 1976 and on into

schedule.

March 1977, when the BBC invoked
the contract.

In

Poitrast, noted,

J. A.

Sullivan's performance Pond and terminated

his March 11 letter to J. A.

Sullivan, the BBC Director, waiter

"The record indicates that the project is now one year and two

months beyond the approved completion date.

The

record also indicates

a

complete

lack of proper personnel by the General Contractor and sub-contractors on the

project needed to achieve final completion." (ex. 15).
oeen terminated,

its

Once

Sullivan had

J. A.

surety company, Safeco Insurance Company of America,

was

required to complete the work in fulfillment of its contractual/bond obligations
16); on June 15,

(ex.

1977 the BBC terminated Safeco from the project,

since

Safeco had made virtually no progress toward completing the Puilding (ex.
One month after Safeco's termination,

17).

Fran« Siraco of

the project architect,

Edward Tedesco Associates, selected three general contractors to review the
extent of the punch list* work valued at over $100,000, and three roofing

contractors to review the persistent roof problems (exs. 18, 19).
work,

the Departments of Administration and Finance and Laoor

approved the 511,600 bid of Gilbert
the roof work in September,

1977.

4

Becker,

&

For tne roof

Industries

Inc.; Gilbert & Becker completed

Fpr the punch list items,

however,

Labor

&

Industries informed the BBC that the first low bid received for the punch list
items could not be used under the terms of Article xxv (Terminations) of tne

Salem State contract.

Therefore, the architect had to submit revisions to the

BBC which were finally apprpved May

3,

1978.

On August

7,

1978 T.G.

Driscoli

Construction, the new low bidder, signed an $86,000 punch list contract with the
BBC.

Driscoli effectively finished the remaining work in June, 1979.
The roofing and punch list

items reflected at

a

supervision on the part of the general contractor.

minimum,

a

lack of adequate

The suPcontractors could not

be

faulted individually since at various times Sullivan simply did not pay them;

in

fact,

toward Sullivan's termination in March 1977,

several subcontractors

began requesting and receiving direct payments (under M.G.L. c.30.
the BBC,

bypassing Sullivan entirely.

confined to

a

S.39F)

from

Furthermore, the unfinished work was not

small number of details; on the contrary,

roof leaks to carpentry work to masonry refinishing.

it

ran the gamut

from

Both the pool and gymnasium

*A punch list is a written statement describing incomplete and unsatisfactory
Punch lists are usually drawn up
work required under the construction contract.
around the time of a building's completion.

-

roofs leaked,
all

around.

14 5

-

the result of open or loose seams in tne

Edward Rossi,

flashing and loose coping

Associate Director of Engineering Services for the

Massachusetts State College System, described the problem in
18,

letter dated May

a

1977 to the BBC:

Obviously, if the leaks are allowed to continue not only will
the effective use of the facility be snarply curtailed, but more
importantly, the progressive damage particularly in the winter,
will ultimately cause major breakdowns in the basic structural
systems and brick veneer walls, [ex. 20]
Leaks apparently were not the only hazard the roofs presented.

wrote to the BBC on August 16,

1977, notifying it of

a

Frank Siraco

dangerous situation:

The potential damage to life, limb and property is strongly
The metal cooings at the subject project are being
evident.
It is
worked loose by winds and are being carried away.
Furthermore,
possible that people in the area could be injured.
property damage outside the building created by loose copings
falling to the ground or property damage inside the building
created by roof leaks will become more extensive as time passes.
[ex.
A

21]

sampling of the major items of the punch list conveys

of supervision and coordination

Sullivan maintained:

J. A.

a

sense of tne type

several doors were not

installed; ceiling tiles needed replacement; much caulking was simply not

performed; hardware on many doors and toilets was missing; wall and ceiling
cracks were evident:

great deal of waterproofing and pipe insulation was

a

neglected: and the HVAC system was not balanced.
general contractor

is

to coordinate

The

responsibility of tne

the work of all subcontractors and ensure

that the project is completed in its entirety on scheaule.

This was not done at

Salem State.
The contractor's slow rate of progress was attributable to several tnings.
The magnitude of the project and J. A.

causes.

In

Sullivan's relative inexperience were major

addition, the contractor had

a

difficult time dealing with the

subcontractors (because of not paying them) and with the BBC, particularly the

clerk-of-the-works

.

Jim Harding,

to

finish the building.

to

have been completed,

On April

because it was perceived as making little effort
28,

1976,

Frank Siraco advised

three months after the building was
J. A.

Sullivan:

During my weekly visit this past Tuesday, it was noted that
there was an obvious absence of personnel at the job site.
When
one considers the amount of work remaining such as replacement
of the incorrectly installed floor drains, masonry work
requiring remedial action, and major areas of concrete
refinishing, both exterior and interior, it becomes apparent
that the project should still be well manned, [ex. 22]
Salem State College, which had planned its fall 1976 schedule to include

operation of the new building, was forced to request use/occupancy status on
October 15, subject to the completion of the punch list items.
the BBC to terminate

J. A.

Tne college asKed

Sullivan's contract and complete the work by otner

means unless the project was completed within 30 days

(ex.

23).

J. A.

Sullivan

-

was aware of this fact,

14 6

yet James Donovan,

between October 16 and October 25, the

the BBC project engineer,

Sullivan Corporation work force

J. A.

averaged just five men working toward completion of
list

(ex.

Again,

24).

John Berlinquet,

on November

10,

noted that

a

64 page,

$185,000 punch

almost at the end of the 30 day period,

the Principal Civil Engineer of the State College System,

commented on this lack of personnel in

a

letter to the BBC:

"As you know,

the

contractor has had as few as two (2) men per day and as many as six (6) men per
day to complete his remaining work in the value of some $150,000."

Finally,
bv

in

is one

a

meeting to discuss the contractor's slow progress:

year behind schedule with no completion date in the near

future, due to the lack of work force by the

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation and the

poor relationship with the various subcontractors."
J. A.

met with

Sullivan's problems went beyond
J. A.

ounch list.

25).

December 1976, James Donovan contacted Sullivan's surety company

letter and recommended

"The project

(ex.

a

(ex.

26).

mere lack of manpower.

Frank Siraco

Sullivan representatives in February 1977 to discuss items on tne
His February 23,

1977 letter to the BBC stated:

We anticipated the resolution of much of the punch list at this
However it soon became evident that J. A. Sullivan
meeting.
Corporation had no intention of participating in the meeting
with a positive attitude ... the contractor presented a negative
mood by rejecting discussion on any item that involved concrete,
or a subcontractor that has filed for direct payment or has a
suit against J. A. Sullivan Corp
He [Suilivan] has totally
disregarded the contract documents and considers himself the
sole arbiter with regards to the acceptability of items of
work.
With this negative and hostile attitude we can only
continue with our opinion that he does not intend to complete
this project, [ex. 27]

Robert Garrity of the BBC pointed out in an August
Vaughn,

6,

1979 memo to Edward

the A&F Deputy Commissioner of Central Services:

One of Sullivan's major problems appears to be that he
Sullivan
continually refused to follow the BBC's directions.
seemed to be particularly fond of submitting numerous change
orders on the same date for 'extra work' that he had allegedly
performed montns earlier without any order or direction from tne
Bureau.
Obviously the BBC could not honor such claims and when
Sullivan was asked for backup, he seldom, if ever, produced any.
[ex.

28]

The BBC consequently rejected 12 of J. A.

Sullivan's last 15 change order

requests, which, had they been approved, would have added $518,000 onto the total

oroject cost.

According to the September 28,
Sullivan hired in April,

1979 testimony of John Schroeder,

whom

1976 to pull the Salem State project together,

Sullivan himself aggravated the situation:
believe Jack Sullivan antagonized the Bureau and the architect
I
Drior to my coming on the scene.
He was not what you would call
He
fair -- well, he could not look at a picture objectively.
a
When ne
looked at it frequently through Jack Sullivan's eyes.
went to the project, he couldn't see some of the things that
were legitimate problems, which required fixing.
This
antagonized the Bureau, antagonized the architect, and his son

John

-

14 7

-

was the superintendent on the job or one of the superintendents,
and he must have had four or five out there.
That aggravates
the architect and the owner, no continuity with
representatives.
Jack Sullivan, Jr. was not qualified to be
superintendent on that project, a project of that magnitude.
The owner knew this. "48
In

light of such facts

(i.e.,

the unapproved delays,

the slow rate of

progress, the limited manning of the work site, Sullivan's attitude) the question
remains:

why did the BBC take so long,

14 months,

to

terminate

J. A.

Sullivan?

Schroeder himself was puzzled by this delay:
When I arrived on the scene, I did not understand why the Bureau
did not take a stand and say Sullivan, you did not perform
according to your contractual obligations and you are finished.
This bewildered me if they were so upset with them as they
appeared to be. "49

Schroeder has testified that he met on numerous occasions with Fred Kussman, the

Administrative Assistant to the BBC Director, to discuss the Salem State
project.

As quoted above,

he stated that he and Kussman were good friends,

When

that Kussman essentially ran the BBC, making many important decisions.

questioned as to whether Kussman, who was also
who was employed by him as
be cancelled,

a

a

and

good friend of John Sullivan ana

consultant in 1976, ever suggested that the contract

Schroeder stated:

"Freddie never suggested that the contract oe

cancelled. "50
It

was Schroeder's further testimony that although several top officials in

the BBC (among them John Welch,

the chief engineer) and the architect,

Siraco, wanted Sullivan terminated,

Frank

the termination would have had to be

recommended to those running the BBC, namely Walter Poitrast and Fred Kussman:
can't honestly remember discussing this with Freddie, Dut, you
I
know, thinking more about it, there were also in the file from
Welch. I believe I have read letters fom John welcn saying tnat
they were contemplating terminating the contract and it never
happened, and I believe they had given guidelines by which J. A.
Sullivan should act and if they didn't, they would terminate the
contract.
They never followed the guidelines or they never
followed the,ir threats. "51
As

it

happened,

for damages

J. A.

Sullivan contested the termination and brought

(over $300,000) against the Commonwealth (exs.

Commonwealth,

in

turn,

has sued J. A.

28,

29,

30).

Sullivan for breach of contract.

a

suit
The

This

action is still pending in Suffolk Superior Court.

SMU Fine Arts Building
The Salem State College Physical Education Building did not receive

final

acceptance until September 1979, six years after construction began, and more
than four years after the original completion date.

Not surprisingly,

J. A.

Sullivan fared little better in its execution of the Southeastern Massacnuset ts

University classroom building contract.

Signed for an adjusted bid price of

$5,533,000 on March 26, 1975, barely 18 months after

J. A.

Sullivan had begun wotk

-

at

-

Salem State, the contract allowed the comoany until January 16, 1977 to

complete the work (ex.
In
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fact,

31).

Again,

Sullivan could not meet this deadline.

J. A.

construction dragged on throughout most of 1977.

seemingly aware of its predicament, the contractor posted
all

subcontractors, establishing

1977 (ex.

32).

a

new date

On FeDruary
a

joo site notice to

for substantial completion:

Several days later, on February 28,

a

month and

J. A.

Sullivan

a

April

1,

half after the

a

original completion date, the architect, Joseph Ruggia of Desmond
sent

1977,

25,

Lord,

&

Inc.,

letter reminding that Company of its obligations:

We have reviewed your letter to us dated February 7, 1977
which in substance appears to be a repudiation of your
responsibilities for the coordination and construcion of this
building
.

We have repeatedly stated in past job meetings and
correspondence that you as the General Contractor snail
supervise and direct the wprk using the best skill and
attention.
You the general contractor shall be solely
responsible for all construction means, methods, techniques,
sequences an-d procedures and for coordinating all portions of
the work under this contract, [ex" 33]
J. A.

deadline,

Sullivan Corporation could not even meet its self-imposed April
as evidenced by

another Joseph Ruggia letter dated June 16,

1

1977:

We have discussed meeting after meeting, various items of work
to be corrected or completed with promises for definite action
to take place from you and your subcontractors.
This action has
not been forthcoming.
In fact, tne daily reports indicate a
drastic lack of manpower on the project since May 31, 1977. [ex.
34]

Having scheduled classes in the building for tne fall semester, with sucn

scheduling irreversible, SMU, like Salem State in 1976, was forced to request use
and occupancy status on August 16,

despite the fact that at that time not

1977,

even the HVAC system was functicning

(ex.

grant use and occupancy on September

6,

35).

The BBC and the architect did

but with the exclusion of the HVAC

system, and all subject to the completion of the punch list.
In

the next two and

progress on the job.
Electrical Engineer,

a

half months,

J. A.

S.ullivan made

little,

if any,

Mechanical

Walter Flaherty, the BBC's Assistant Chief

informed the job architect of this on November 17:

At the last meeting I attended at this project you directed Mr.
Sullivan, the General Contractor, to correct various areas of
concrete block around pipes passing through basement rooms into
the corridor air plenum.
This is a very serious condition whicn
feel should be corrected immediately ... also, at our last
I
week's meeting, we discussed the General Contractor's
non-compliance with the specifications of furnishing supervision
of the mechanical system [HVAC] prior to the acceptance of this
To my knowledge, nothing has been done in this respect
project.
... I inquired of the clerk of the works if there has oeen any
performance on the punch list since our last meeting on November
4 and he informed me that up until today there has been none,

[ex.

36]

J. A.

Sullivan was terminated on Novemoer 22, 1977 for failure to complete the

$32,000 punch list and for effectively abandoning the project.
the BBC notified J. A.

Sullivan's bonding company,

On

Aetna Insurance,

that same day,
to complete

-

the project.

the J.L.

149

-

dut eventually retained

Aetna delayed action for several months,

Marshall Company, which concluded the work in the summer of 1978 (ex.

The construction problems extant at the SMU classroom building were

ways similar to those at the Salem State project:

in

not major construction errors,

but simply numerous work details that were not done or done inadequately.

instance,

in

February 1977,

J. A.

many

For

Sullivan wrote to the BBC complaining that

a

ceiling design deficiency prevented the installation of tne ceiling system (ex.
The BBC replied that

38).

the problems originated not with the design,

out with

the construction work performed:

Since the ceiling prpdlems first became apparent, we see the
architect as only suggesting corrective measures to accommodate
the contractor in resolving problems brought about by the
We believe that the suggestions snould
contractor's own doing.
not be interpreted as directives but as methods that would be
acceptable to the arcnitect to overcome a problem as brougnt
about by the contractor's own execution, [ex. 39]
On another occasion,

July

8,

1977,

Joseph Ruggia notified

J. A.

Sullivan of

its repons ibil ity to seal with concrete the two main duct shafts at

and penthouse levels; non-compliance would constitute

a

violation of the fire

code and would increase the noise levels in the building (ex.

replied on October 24,

the basement

40).

J. A.

Sullivan

1977:

In an effort to determine whose responsibility the work is, we
checked through the specifications and have been unable to find
where it is covered in the specs,
we therefore have no interest
in performing this work. [ex. 41]
In

November

a

9

letter to

J. A.

Sullivan,

the architect reiterated his position

that the general contractor was responsible for sealing the duct shafts:

Please be advised that you as the General Contractor are
completely responsible for the existing hazardous conditions and
are now and have been in violation of the Massachusetts
Department of Public Safety requirements, [ex. 42]

Despite the architect's exhortations, the contractor left this item undone.
A

further example of

J. A.

Sullivan's obstinacy arose in early November 1977

with regard to the sealing of pipe sleeves throughout the building, worx valued
at
9

thousands of dollars.

The contractor refused to complete this;

letter to Desmond and Lord,

J. A.

in

a

November

Sullivan stated:

Because of the concentrat ian of piping in the areas where pipe
sleeves pass through walls it is nearly impossible to slush them.
The work involved is much more than one would normally
expect under the contract, therefore the only way we will
perform this work is on the basis of a change order, [ex. 43]*

The Commission has found that this is a typical method by wnich contractors
trv to increase the bid price:
by asking for a change order on the theory that,
"the work involved is much more than one would normally expect under the
If a compliant agency will give the cnange order, the contractor can
contract."
underbid the job, then make up the difference in change orders.

-
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-

Joseph Ruggia's answering letter of November 16 again pointed out that the work
was part of the contract:
You were requested to complete this work prior to the
installaton of the ceiling and fin-tube covers.
Again you have
failed to perform this work in the proper sequence and now that
the finish work has been installed the work is twice as
complicated to complete.

Since we feel this work is part of the contract there will
no
change order issued and we expect this work to be
be
completed in a professional wormanship [sic] manner as quickly as
possible, [ex. 44]
As

of J. A.

Sullivan's termination date, this work also remained undone.

BBC engineer Walter Flaherty's notes of
from the BBC.

Desmond

4

Lord,

and

J. A.

a

site meeting of representatives

Sullivan on July 13,

1977,

six months

after the original completion date, reflect additional construction proolems:
There appears to be problems with the roof leaking....
It was
stated that the punch list items would be finished by the 15th
of July.
From my personal viewpoint, this date could not be
The Designer then indicated that the G.C. was
met....
previously informed of outstanding work which has not been
This applies to the plumbing, electrical and
completed-.
architectural sections of the Plans and Specs.
The designer
then re-introduced the fact that in the last few weeks there
have been no more than four (4) or five (5) workmen employed on
the project....
The Architect also stated to the G.C. that
nothing has been done relative to the latest list of windows
which are still leaking....
we started to discuss a letter from
Frank Linehan, Mechanical Designer ... its content included
serious noise problems caused by improper installation of duct
work....
Also indicated deviations from accepted sheet metal
standards....
There was also a discussion relative to the
installation of insulation materials still to be performed.
A
figure of approximately $7,000 was indicated to be the worth of
insulation still not furnished.... [exs. 45, 46]

Several weeks after

extensive list

o f

J. A.

Sullivan's termination, Desmond

&.

Lord prepared an

Among the major areas

items still to be completed or reoaired.

were leaks from many sources -- the roof, windows, joints, and so forth;

mechanical problems (the imbalance of the air system and the malfunctioning of
the entire HVAC system); missing hardware items; and the pipe sleeve slushing
(ex.

47).

Aside from $23,000 of outstanding change proposals

of unfinished
J. A.

the estimated cost

items amounted to $32,000.

Sullivan's performance on the SMU project, as at Salem State, xe.fiects

substantial difficulties
subcontractors.

At

dealing with and coordinating the work of

in

Salem State, as mentioned above,

several subcontractors filed

with the BBC for direct payment; likewise, at SMU, the HVAC,

subcontractors filed claims exceeding $100,000.
a

,.

It

is not

flooring and winoow

surprising then, that

significant amount of work remained incomplete.
J. A.

Sullivan selected

a

non-filed subcontractor* to do the concrete work at

SMU whose past work was shoddy and whose qualifications were questioneo by the

Non-filed subcontractors need not be listed on the general contractor's bid
proposal.
They may only supply construction materials.
All subcontractors who
supply labor, however, must be listed and approved by the BBC.

.

,

-

Furthermore,

architect.

-

Sullivan hired this subcontractor without the

J. A.

required BBC authorization.
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Specifically,

the general contractor

the contract that it would perform all the concrete work

performed none of it,

(ex.

indicated on

48).

Sullivan

J. A.

instead sub-contracting it out to the joint venture of

Columbia Cornice Co. and Circle Concrete Corp.

Circle Concrete was

a

sister

company to Columbia Cornice, the same subcontractor that had poured the flawed
roof at Salem State

49)

(ex.

Columbia Cornice, as

.

performed the caulking and waterproofing at SMU (ex.
Circle Concrete Corp.,
On Aoril

4,

it

filed suocontractor

a

was also pouring the concrete.

1975 the general contractor submitted

a

subcontractors to the architect for approval (ex. 51).
as

Under the name of

50).

the concrete subcontractor.

list of non-filed

listed Circle Concrete

It

Several weeks later, on April 22, Desmond

&

Lord

"The responses to ail

disapproved the selection of Circle Concrete, noting that,

our inquiries were consistently negative with regard to formworK concrete

quality." (ex. 52).

J. A.

Sullivan went ahead anyway with Circle

Concrete/Columbia Cornice, as is evidenced from letters from several materials
suppliers (ex

.

53)

The performance of Circle Concrete/Columbia Cornice at SMU confirmed Desmond

and Lord's opinion of that company's qualifications.

clerk-of-the-work
shoring,

a

'

s

daily report indicates that, due to

in

a

1975

21,

lack of adequate

ten foot section of sloping concrete slab on the floor of the

auditorium deflected almost six inches (ex.
to hold

An October

54).

The shoring, which is intended

place and form the concrete along certain lines,

simply failed.

The

job meeting notes of October 29 state that the slab subsequently had to be

removed (by jackhammer) and recast, causing further delays (ex.
Circle Concrete remained on the site unofficially.

acknowledged its status as
as such

(ex.

55).

a

subcontractor because

J. A.

The general contractor's actions,

54).

The BBC never

Sullivan never listed it

therefore, constituted

a

violation of Article XXI of the construction contract which provided that no part
of the contract could be sub-contracted without the written consent of the BBC.

what occurred was that the BBC assumed

whereas,

in

fact J. A.

J. A.

Sullivan to be pouring the concrete,

Sullivan had an agreement with Circle Concrete/Columbia

Cornice that that entity would perform the work instead.
The general contractor has contested

its termination at SMU citing,

among

other things, defective design (of the HVAC system) and substantial completion of
the building

(ex.

56).

J. A.

Sullivan neglected to mention that,

it

not only

failed to finish the work within the contract specified time, but also failed to
finish it at all.

As

with Salem State,

damages resulting from the termination.

Suoerior Court.

the company nas sued tne Commonwealth for

This action is also pending in Suffolk
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CASH GENERATION

Between 1972 and 1976, employees of

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation wrote and

cashed more than $18,000 in corporate checks, many of wnich were made out to
cash,

others to certain individuals.

What

is

significant

about this generation of cash is that there is little recollection among the

peoole questioned as to the disposition of this money.*

In

snort, the ultimate

use of the proceeds from these checks remains largely unknown.

Political Contributions
Among this group of cashed checks were two that appear,
J. A.

from notations in the

Sullivan records, to have been intended for political campaigns.

check #12290 for $400 dated September

3,

1975,

and payable to cash,

The

was signed by

Kevin Cooney and cashed by Barbara Manning, an est imator /bookkeeper for

Sullivan from 1970-1976 (ex.
On the check

first,

J. A.

57a).

register copy is written the numoer 717, the accpunt numoer for

travel and entertainment (ex.

57b).

An entry on J. A.

Sullivan's accountant's

work papers for travel and entertainment expenses indicates that the money was

used to purchase tickets for the Salem Mayor's reelection dinner (ex.

footnote on the account reads,

58).

A

"tickets to Salem Mayor reelection dinner per K.

Cooney 10/17."

Prior to testifying before the Special Commission,
staff,

in

a

July

1979 interview,

3,

Cooney told the Commission

that he probably gave the $400 to Roger Snow

(the job superintendent on the Salem project) or to J. A.

Joseph Edwards. 53

Yet,

gave the money. 54

j

Sullivan vice president,

under oath on July 18, 1979, he was unsure to whom ne

his knowledge,

neither he nor anyone else he knew

attended the reelection dinner. 55
During his appearance before the Special Commission, Cooney testified that,

although he did not purchase the tickets and did not know who else might have, he
was unsure how he learned that the proceeds from check #12290 were to be used to
buy the tickets:
or

don't know.

"I

something else.

I

I

don't know how

probably asked the superintendent on the jod
I

came about with the information "56
.

Neither did he participate in any discussions as to how check #12290 was to be
charged on

J. A.

Sullivan's books. 57

accountants, the Gerald

T.

In

October 1975,

J. A.

Sullivan's outside

Reilly Company, raised the matter of the $400 checK

•It would appear that this cash was not used to meet minor, ordinary
John Gibbs has testified that, although the J. A. Sullivan
corporate expenses.
Corporation did maintain a petty cash fund, this fund never exceeded $100 during
his employment there. 52

"

.

-

with Cooney.

At

-
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that time, he knew that the item was charged to travel and

entertainment, yet the accountants wanted to know specifically what the check was
one of Reilly's accountants,

used for. 58

staff in

June 20,

a

for tickets

1979 interview that he noticed that an invoice for the check

so he questioned Kevin Cooney wno

was missing,

don't know how to explain it.

not know,

I

On this point

If he calls me and asks me what

and so is for in the amount of $400 for cash,

that is all

told him that the $400 was used

reelection. 59

for the Salem Mayor's

and tell him,

told the Commission

Oale Southworth,

and

know about it. "60

I

Cooney said,

"I

check number so

have to go and ask someoody

Although claiming that he did

September 1975, that corporate campaign contributions were illegal

in

under state law, Cooney could not explain why check #12290 was not made out

SDecifically to the Mayor's reelection committee.

61

Peter McSwiggen, who worked for Salem Mayor Levesque's reelection campaigns
in

1973,

1975 and 1977 (as manager in 1973 and 1977), had

contribution by anyone from

J. A.

knowledge of

no-

a

$400

Sullivan Corporation to the 1975 campaign.

Special Commisson staff interview on July

3,

he stated,

1979,

however,

In

a

that it

would not be uncommon for the fundraisers to sell tickets at the different

construction sites at the time.

In

he was sure that the Mayor's people

fact,

would have "hit" the Salem State job with $50 tickets to one or two of the

Mayor's parties. 62

McSwiggen said that,

and 1977,

a

he played

although he was campaign manager in 1973

Cooney's testimony that those employees of
any capacity were

did." 65

J. A.

j_

s

Kevin

Sullivan who knew McSwiggen in

"people that worked on the jod [Salem State] and maybe Joe

Vasaoollo at the time.
have met him,

n

limited role in the 1975 campaign. 65

He was the

project manager.

"proPably up on the job.

I

6A

Cooney himself might

don't think so, but it is possiole

According to Peter McSwiggen, who also worked as

Salem State College job,

a

I

bricklayer on the

the two did meet once during the project.

He also

stated that he had met Joseph Edwards and John Sullivan there once or twice as
we 11

.

66

Neither Barbara Manning, who cashed check #12290, nor John Sullivan himself,
has been able to explain what was done with the check's proceeds.

testified before the Special Commission on May

2,

Manning

1979 that she was not aware of

any payments or contributions to candidates for public office in

Massachusetts. 67

Sullivan testified, on March 21, 1979, that he did not ever

remember authorizing the check, nor did he have any knowledge of where the money
went

68

As

to

the check being charged to the

travel and entertainment account,

Sullivan pointed out that the account was for general office purposes, and that
it

pertained to no specific project. 69

-

The second check

-

that seems to have been intended for

dated April 27, 1976,

was check #E375 for $1,000,

and drawn upon tne corporation
it
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payable to John

Sullivan,

A.

New England Merchants Bank account;

s

has no endorsement on the back

was charged on the voucher (ex.

political campaign

a

Authorized by Barbara Manning, it

59a).

(ex.

to posting account

59b)

number 5260 on the voucher is the notation,

strangely,

#5260.

Next to the

"Mayor Hannon Reelection Committee."

"Mayor Hannon" refers to the mayor of Quincy, Massachusetts in 1976.

this check was intended for his campaign.)

(Evidently

John Sullivan, when asked if he knew

of any political loans or contributions made by J. A.

Sullivan Corporation during

the period from 1968 to 1979, declared,

1979,

to answer that question

going to ask me

in

a

general tone,

specific time,

a

on March 21,

I

I

am going to say

I

he

"wouldn't know" if that was

contributions. 72

He

a

don't know. "70

As

for

wouldn't know." 7 !

"I

particular account for special

Although no records exist of specific contributions

made to Mayor Hannon's campaign committee,
J. A.

a

worksheet for account #5260,

Sullivan Corporation by its accountant, the Gerald

contributions as they were entered

in

the company books

the $1000 check in question.

was journal entry #46,

T.

1976 and entitled "Contributions," lists

Reillv Co., dated Seotember 30,

worksheet,

If you're

refused to respond to questions about the disposition of

proceeds of check #E375. 73

prepared for the

am going

I

would proDaPly say yes.

account #5260, Sullivan could not name the items in it:
Again,

"If

that,

(ex.

60).

Among tnese

However, as evidenced by his

the accountant subsequently debited the $1000 item from that account.

He then charged

it

to

J. A.

Sullivan's Loans Receivables-Officers account.

Checks Deposited or Cashed by Barbara Manning

Among the remaining

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation checKS in question was

cashed by Barbara Manning over

totalling more than $7,000.

a

20 month period,

For the most part,

a

group

from August 1974 to March 1976.

Manning could not recall what

happened to the money once it left her hands.
Two of these checks were charged to posting account number 494-1050,

Sullivan code for Salem State engineering services.*

September
(ex.

61a);

5,

Check #9044,

the J. A.

dated

1974 for $1,000 payable to cash, was cashed that same day by Manning

the voucher indicates

it

was posted to account 494-1050 (ex.

Barbara Manning testified before the Special Commission, on May

2,

although the check and voucher were both prepared by Patricia Rust,

1979,
a

61b).
that,

oooKKeeper

with the company from August 1973 to May 1974, only John Sullivan would determine
how checks were to be posted on the books. 74

The proceeds

from #9044 might

•Tne same code was used for check #6620, in the amount of $1,000 payable to
cash and dated October 10, 1973.
This check is discussed at pages 136-140, supra

.
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have gone to Sullivan however:

accounts,
money,

had to give

I

so,

"I

it

to

"Well,

if

-

didn't deposit it into any of the

I

Jack Sullivan."

She didn't think she deposited the

would have had to give it to Jack Sullivan because

know

I

didn't

I

keeo it." 75
was John Sullivan's September 26,

It

1979 testimony that he did not Know of

the $1,000 from the check, nor could he even recall if Manning gave it to him:
"I

going to say she didn't,

am not

I'm just saying

I

don't remember

.

" 7<=

check #9044 being charged to Salem State engineering services he stated,

question of charging it to the project was

a

As

to

"the

decision of mine and whether

it

could have been charged to travel and entertainment or could have been charged to

something else,

that was probably where

where they charged it." 77

I

asked them to charge it, and tnat's

When asked if any engineering services were

Derformed at Salem State at that time for $1,000, Sullivan said he could not
remember any

73

The other check posted on the Salem State engineering services account was

#10570,

dated February 26,

Manning.

She did not cash

1975 for $1,000.
it,

It

was made payable to Barbara

but deposited it into the New England Merchants

National Bank two days later, as evidenced by

a

deposit slip (ex. 62a-d).

notation below her endorsement of the check reads,
Sullivan (for deposit only)."
slip.

At the

A

"Pay to the order of Jonn A.

same time, as evidenced by the deposit

Manning deposited the additional sum of $2,453 into the bank.

Under

questioning, she recalled depositing check #10570 into Sullivan's personal
account, but did not know what he did with the $1,000 deposited. 79

With

respect to why the check, which was deposited into Sullivan's account, was not
made payable to him at the outset, Manning replied,

mavbe so

I

could cash it. "80

I

could --

She had absolutely no recollection of the $2,a53

item which she also deposited. 81

494-1050,

"Only so that

Regarding the posting numbers on the voucner,

she testified that she knew of no one who performed engineering

services for the

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation on the Salem State job. 82

On the matter of check #10570 and its deposit into Sullivan's personal

account at the New England .Merchants Bank as shown by the deposit slip, Sullivan
simply could not make the association:

There's no way to do that ... I can't answer that to you, there
If you remember, I said I
is no association between the two.
don't remember.
If you keep continuing with this testimony I
don't relate that [the $1,000 check] to this [the deposit
slip].
I
don't remember that, so therefore, I can't relate to
it unless there is a number here that related to that check, I
will be very happy to answer, yes. "83

Altogether,

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation issued three checks for $1,000, ail

charged to Salem State Engineering Services:
#10570 in 1975.

#6220 in 1973, #9044 in 1974, and

John Sullivan could not account for the cash from any of these.

-

It
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was his testimony that he used none of this money to pay Fred Kussman,

to

reimburse himself for oast or future payments to Kussman, or to pay any

government employee, elected or appointed official or any candidate for public
of fice.84

Manning Checks Charged to-Bidding Expenses
From August 1976 to August 1975,
to

J. A.

Sullivan Corp. made four checks payaole

Barbara Manning; these were all charged to the bidding expenses account,
as shown on

63^

a

single page work sheet prepared by the Gerald

Sullivan, dated September 30,

J. A.

1975, was for $3,500 (ex.

64).

1975.

The largest,

#11137,

T.

(ex.

Reilly Co.

for

dated April 24,

Manning stated that sne cashed tnat check at the

South Boston Savings Bank near Neponset Circle where she and Sullivan had

a

joint

savings account, though the check was drawn on the New England Mercnants BanK

which itself had an office near Neponset Circle.

reason for that was,

The

"orobably because there is enough money in that savings account to cover that
cash,

I

would say."

There was evidently not enough in the New England Merchants

coroorate account, she said, to cover it. 85
53,500,

she could not recall:

the savings account,
it. "86

"I

can say

checking account, but

As

to what she did with the

either gave

I

I

it

to

Jack or

can't honestly say what

she didn't deposit the check in the savings account,

put it in

I

I

did with

since that account

was in the bank where she cashed it; and the checking account was at tne New

England Merchants Bank nearby, the bank from which the checK was drawn.

alternatives she could suggest were,
it

to

"That

I

Tne only

either kept the money myself or gave

She testified tnat she did not keep it herself. 87

Jack Sullivan."

Manning testified that she would not find it unusual, in her experience
handling Sullivan's financial affairs,
that magnitude incash:

instance,

that he would want an amount of money of

"I'm thinking of -- Well,

if he wanted to buy

I'm thinking of Jack,

stock or something and

I

for

can think of an instance

where Jack would borrow two thousand, three thousand dollars from the company,
like through an officer's loan account,

or that type of thing." 88

She said,

that Sullivan wouldn't normally charge money from the corporation to the

however,

bidding expenses account, and that there was an officer's loan account, an
account to which she would charge money that he borrowed from the
coroorat on 89
i

charged:

qu i

.

"No,

I

she did not discuss with anyone how cneck #11137 was to be

don't know because

I

don't remember what it was for. "90

with respect to check #11137 for $3,500,
26,
f

John Sullivan testified on September

1979 that he did not rememoer if Manning or anyone else gave him tne cash

rom it.

Once more,

he had no

idea where the money went. 91

Bidding expenses,

-

he explained,

project,

I

included travel expenses:

expenses when

I

was looking at

necessarily travel expenses:
to bidding because

had to go anywhere to Iook at

I

that's what we would call bidding

was,

I

project."

a

"Not necessarily,

those were not

he stated,

But,

no,

it

is

not.

we would charge

I

for any travel expenses amounting to precisely $3,500.

going somewhere and by the way,
about bidding now,

that

I

"Well,

that's not

am not using this particular case,

I

but again,

I

was

I

am talking

I

would ask for particular amounts of money, that

probably would cover for whenever
back for it.

If

don't know what the accountant would do with it. "92

gearing that to -- would be $3,500, probably the work in the sense that

it

a

ultimately would end up in the cost of the project.

it

we were not successful,
As

"If

-

would take monies with* me, and whatever it cost to go and whatever my

expenses were at the time wherever

it

157

I

was going and

would probaoly bring the slip

I

Thougn

just can't rememper the $3,500 in this case."

was customary for him to maintain receipts and invoices when looking at

a

project, he stated that this was not always done. 93
Again,

Sullivan affirmed that he gave no portion of the proceeds from checx

#11137 to Fred Kussman or to any government employee, elected official or

candidate for public office; nor did he reimburse himself for payments to
Kussman, government employees, elected officials or candidates for puolic
office. 94
The three other checks made payable to Manning and charged to bidding

expenses are as follows:
Check #12147, dated August 20,

1975 for $500 (ex.

65a).

An

invoice signed by

Manning indicates that the money was for plumbing estimates she performed (ex.
65c).

but

a

check,

She could not recall the details:

"I

don't remember the specific project,

plumbing estimate would be done by me. "95

Though Manning casned the

she was unsure if she had considered the money her own, much less what she

did with it.

expenses:

Still,

"Well,

she testified that she charged the check to bidding

Jack would have told me to do it. "96

Check #10885, dated April

4,

1975 for $290 (ex.

check over to the Malibu Beach Realty Trust:
It's the real estate trust,

by Jack.
in. "97

66).

"That's the real estate trust owned

it's the trust that his building is

The trust owned the house she was living in:

rent. "98

she believed the check to be

thinking.

I

think when

that.

I

am trying to

Now

that she would be using

I

a

Manning endorsed this

a

rental check:

"That's where

"That's what

I

am

first moved in the house the rent may have been around

relate. "99
J. A.

when questioned as to how it would happen

Sullivan corporate check to pay rent to the Malibu

Beach Realty Trust for her own rent, Manning said,

"I

don't know.

think if

it

in his

I

pay the

I

had cash and gave

it

to

Jack and he put

I

can only

pocket. "100

sne

-
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testified further that she didn't participate in charging that particular checK
to

Pidding expenses, nor did she discuss how it would be posted with anyone; only

Sullivan would make the decision as to how to post
Check #8806, dated August

.

100

1974, was for $137.60 (ex. 67a).

7,

this was charged to bidding expenses,
is

i t

the code

for bidding expenses.

and amount was also attached to the voucher.

know why the check was issued to her by

really answer truthfully that.

I

J. A.

A

67b)

(ex.

I

According to Manning, she did not
Sullivan Corporation:

do know that

it

was

for --

"I

she received from

J. A.

in

1974,

invoice

hours.

It

I

would nave

nine to five.

The money

Sullivan was for services rendered on or about August 1974

was speaking about that

had seen before that

I

I

"Yes,

this is

put in for extra

would have to be extra," despite the fact that those nours were within

the normal day. 103
the money,

I

Those nours

with respect to bidding, money in addition to her regular salary:
the

can't

looks like

It

was on vacation and went back. "102

included hours within her normal working day

is written

handwritten invoice of nours

overtime, but Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday were the hours it says
been working anywav, unless

evident that

is

since in the upper left corner of tne check

the notation "bidding and expenses" and on the voucher

the number 600,

It

"No,

I

Manning could not recollect what bidding work she did for
couldn't tell you."

her to prepare the invoice

(ex.

Nor did she know if anyone might have toid

67b). 104

Finally, concluding this series of checks involving Barbara Manning,

she

herself signed and cashed two checks payable to cash in 1976:
Check #13921, dated February

5,

1976 for $500 (ex.

68a).

Baroara Manning

admitted that she signed and cashed the check and that she gave it to Jonn
Sullivan:

"I

would have given it to Jack. "105

she also stated the cnecK was

charged to account number 4175, the West Warwick account (ex. 68b).
know what the subsidiary number,

charge it to those numbers.

1900,

She did not

stood for, even though Sullvan told her to

^-06

Check #E190, dated March 30,

1976 for $400 (ex.

69a).

As with #13921,

Manning testified that she prepared this check to cash, signed it, and casnea
it.

From there,

"I

must have given it to Jack Sullivan."

At Sullivan's

direction, she posted the check to account #5480, though she did not know wnat
account that was.

Moreover, once she gave Sullivan the $400, Manning did not

know what he did with it.^07*

There are other examples of cash generation by J. A. Sullivan Corporation not
discussed at length here.
For example, during his tenure at the J. A. Sullivan
Corporation, John Gibbs prepared a certain group of checks amounting to nearly
$8,200.
Two of these, prepared in February 1972 for Joseph Edwards and cashed by

.

-
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Mel Daniels Check Voucher
Of the many checks

issued by

explanations, there are

a

few

--

Sullivan Corporation with incomolete

J. A.

such as check #6220 with the "for Fred Cussman"

voucher entry -- which have some contemporaneous evidence of their disposition.
Another such check

is

a

$150 check to cash, #5987,

1973.

issued September 10,

Next to the word "cash" on the payee line of the voucher is written the name Mel

Daniels, with "Norfolk T&M" (time and materials) above that (ex.

74).

By

all

the BBC project engineer on

indications, this was $150 intended for Mel Daniels,

the MCI Norfolk Boiler Plant project on which J. A. Sullivan was the general

contractor.

In

Special Commission staff interview, Daniels stated that his car

a

was damaged on the work site,

claim proceeds.

Why,

then,

and Sullivan was reimbursing nim from the insurance

wouldn't Sullivan have made the cneck directly

payable to Daniels instead of to cash?

During testimony on March

7,

1979,

Sullivan admitted he was familiar with the name of Mel Daniels, out denied that
he ever employed him or made payments to him.

third such check, #6685 (ex.

A

HI

75a), was issued on December

7,

1973 by

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation for $140 payable to cash; it was endorsed by Joseph
Edwards.

Christmas party.

A

note attached to the check reads,

Bureau of Building Const. Christmas Party Tickets.
year

5.

.

"

(ex

for 10 tiCKets to the BBC

The notation on the check indicates it was

.

"checK for cash $140.00,

Not taking Corp.

checks this

75d)

CONCLUSIONS

In

hindsight, the Salem State College and SMU classroom ouilding contract

awards should never have been made.
of such magnitude.

J. A.

Sullivan had no experience on projects

The company's previous high contract,

Norfolk boiler plant, was already delayed in late 1973;
even manage that.

But

the $1,600,000 MCI

J. A.

Sullivan could not

for some reason the BBC accepted Sullivan's bid

Salem project, despite being short

a

full one quarter of the total project cost.

Similarly, when the SMU contract was awarded,

schedule at Salem State; in essence,

for the

it

J. A.

Sullivan was not even on

had yet to establish

a

construction record on any BBC projects, much less large ones.

reputaole
John Sullivan,

while before the
him were each for $2,500 '#2395, ex. 70; #2449, ex. 71).
Gibbs testified before
the Commission on April 4, 1979 that, despite having prepared them, he Knew
nothing of the proceeds from those checks. 108 A third check, #2439, dated
February 18, 1972 in the amount of $595 payaole to cash and signed by Josepn
Edwards, was cashed by Gibbs (ex. 72), but he could not say wnat he did with the
cash. 109
a fourth and last check (#3518), dated June 21, 1972, payaole to casn
in the amount of $2,700 and signed by John Sullivan, has no endorsement.
Gibbs
stated he orepared this as well, but knew nothing of its proceeds (ex. 73). 110

-

Commission on March 21,

1979,
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testified that the Mt. Wachusett Community College

Fine Arts Building was the only building of that type (i.e.,

building) for which
And even that,
The
J. A.

a

issue of

J. A.

Sullivan Corporation had ever received

$2,400,000 project, was not on schedule
J. A.

classroom

a

in

Sullivan's relationship with Kussman

1975.*
is

an important one.

Sullivan, under contract with the BBC, was paying Kussman,

influential employee of the BBC,
alike.

contract. 112

a

highly

a

for services related to BBC and non-BBC projects

Kussman not only denied working for Sullivan on BBC projects, he also

denied ever meeting with

J. A.

would indicate otherwise.

By

Sullivan employees on occasions when the evidence
contrast, Kussman could not recall

Droblem which he helped Sullivan to resolve.
of his agreement with Sullivan,
of conflict of interest laws.

single non-BBC

a

Even accepting Kussman's explanation

his behavior should be an unequivocal violation

Under no conditions should an official with

Kussman's authority be allowed to receive any money from any firm doing ousiness
with the BBC and over which he is in
J. A.

a

position to exercise power.

Sullivan's cash generation checks,

State Engineering Services,
for Fred Kussman,

remain

a

for instance those charged to Salem

like the October 10,

further mystery,

1973 check, evidently intended

what makes the purpose of this

generation more unresolvable is that the crucial records for some of these cnecKs
-- the cash disbursements journals

Corporation files.

Specifically,

-- are simply missing

from the

Sullivan

J. A.

records for ail of March 1974, May through

December 1974, and January through May 1975, are all noticeaDly absent;
destroyed, according to John Sullivan's testimony, during

a

relocation of offices

within the company's building:
I
do remember we moved from one building to another and after we
got a decision from the Internal Revenue [they were audited]
that there was no change to our filing, I felt as if the records
weren't needed anymore.
I
do remember throwing some boxes away
that had bank checks in them ... I remember we were working from
moving from the smaller building that was in back of us to the
main building and these boxes were sitting on the floor.
went
I
through them and I said we don't need them anymore because we
had just been audited, so out they went. "113

This was the period when checks #9044 for $1,000,
for $3,500 were issued.

#10570 for $1,000, and #11137

Summing up the company's accounting system

,

John

Sullivan admitted in testimony before the Special Commission tnat the corporate
books reflected,

"what you [JAS] wanted them to reflect, but did not necessarily

reflect what you [JAS] in fact, did with the money. "114
Clearly,

J. A.

Sullivan's past interaction with the Commonwealth demonstrates

the need for several of the reforms proposed by the Commission and enacted by the

legislature.

Begun

in

January 1976.

For instance,

prospective general Didders must now file, with the

July 1974, the Mt. Wachusett
project was to have been completed in
It did not receive the BBC's Final Acceptance until August 1978.

i

-
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awarding authority, both an application bid on the particular project and
prequal if cation statement.

The

latter will contain general

a

information about the

bidder's form of business organization, key personnel, construction experience
and financial status.

The criteria on which the bidders are to be rated and

ultimately selected will include their record of performance on prior projects
and their financial ability to undertake the job; by contrast,

general contracts

were previously awarded almost solely on the basis of the lowest bid price.

Firms receiving building construction or design contracts in Massachusetts
must also maintain all records reflecting the transactions of the firm for six

vears after the final payment under the contract.

These records are to oe

reviewable by the state agencies with principal responsibility for reviewing the
contract work performed.

Any person making

a

false entry,

or who omits

entry in these records will be subject to criminal penalties.

exceeds $100,000,

a

If a

a

true

contract

statement of management should be filed by the contracting

company indicating that the company employs

a

system of internal management

control to assure that entries made in the corporate records accurately reflect
the transactions described.
The Commission's legislation also provides

for the debarment of contractors.

Any criminal or noncriminal activities that reflect upon

integrity or responsibility as

a

a

contractor's ousiness

public ccntractor will be bases for excluding

Specifically, any

that contractor from future work with the Commonwealth.

transgression, such as poor contract perfprmance or fraudulent record keeping,
may be considered cause for debarment.*

For further details, see Systems Report,
Qualifications" and "Record Keeping."
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"Contractor

LAUNDERING IMPROPER CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS

INTRODUCTION

How does

master political fundraiser operate?

a

What devices does he use to

conceal the names of big contributors who want to remain anonymous, to divert
cash contributions so that they never show up in any account,

satisfy reporting requirements for illegal donations?

to appear to

When he uses his massive

political clout to sell lucrative state contracts in exchange for "political

contributions," what does he do when those cash contributions,
legal

far larger than

violate statutory bans on corporate contriPutions

limits,

,

and must be

untraceable to their source?
The Special

especially after

Commission wanted to know the answers to those questions,
it

heard evidence that all the foregoing practices were

connected with the award of state design contracts.

The case which brought the

Commission's questions most sharply into focus was the contract to design
campus for Holyoke Community College.

new

a

What follows is an account of the

Commission's efforts to learn the details of improper campaign fundraising
practices, the nuts and bolts of

a

sophisticated laundering operation for the

proceeds of bribery and illegal campaign contributions.

The DMJM Story
In

the soring of 1980,

hearings were held before the Special Commission wnich

revealed widesDread corruption in the award of state design contracts.
and Frank Masiello,

Associates,

principals in the Worcester architectural firm of Masiello

firm which served as

a

William

a

&

consultant on the Holyoke Community College

contract, gave testimony that the Los Angeles based architectural firm of Daniel,
Mann,

Johnson, Mendenhall (known as "DMJM") used the Masiello brothers as

conduits to bribe chief state Republican party fundraiser Albert
Manzi.

The quid pro quo

for this bribe

(of over $30,000)

was

a

P.

"Toots"-

aesign contract

worth almost $2 million in architectural fees, awarded by the Commonwealth to
DMJM on July

9,

1968.

The first payment to Manzi was made

testimony of both Masiellos.
to Frank Masiello.

He

A

according to the

DMJM corporate check for $5,000 was made payable

1

Frank Masiello testified to
1970.

late April 1969,

arranged to have his brother William casn the check and

deliver the proceeds to Manzi.

October,

in

a

second payment in late September or early

This transfer occurred when,

according to Masiello, DMJM

corporate officer Barrv Mountain visited the Worcester offices of Masiello

163
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&
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Associates.

In

Mountain's briefcase was $6,000 worth of $5 dills, which Masiello

and Mountain turned over to Manzi that same day at Manzi's supermarket in

Worcester.

2

William Masiello further testified that he was present at two separate
meetings held in
f

;

a

Boston hotel between Toots Manzi and Barry Mountain.

rst meeting took place on July

Airport.

2

It

12,

1971 at the Sonesta Hotel,

The

Logan

appears that at this meeting three sequentially numbered

Crocker-Citizens National Bank cashier's checks made payable to The Sargent
Reception Committee, purchased on June 28,

1971,

and $1,500, were given to Manzi by Mountain.

in

the amounts of $2,000,

The Commission

$1,500

found that these

checks had been deposited into the Sargent Reception account on September 14,
1971.

second meeting between Manzi and Mountain at which William Masiello was

A

present occurred on January 17,
January

2,

1972 at the Logan Hilton Hotel

1972 changed its name from Sonesta).

testified, he saw Mountain give Manzi
to Masiello,

he met with Manzi,

a

(which had on

At this meeting,

sealed envelope.

Masiello

The next day,

according

and Manzi showed him five $3,000 cashier's checks

which he said had been given to him by Mountain.

On March

30,

1972,

two

sequentially numbered Bank of California cashier's checks for $3,000, made
oavable to the Sargent Testimonial Committee, purchased on January 11, 1972, were

deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account.

It

is

likely that tnese

checks were among the ones given to Manzi by Mountain at the second meeting 3t
the Logan Hilton on January

17,

1972.

k

How was the Commission to test the evidence given by the Masiellos?

was summoned to testify,

but fought the summons on medical grounds.

.

Ultimately,

citing his

the courts ordered him to appear but he declined to testify,

constitutional privileges against self-incrimination

Manzi

5

What the Commission Found in Manzi's Bank Account
this point, with information provided by the Masiello brothers concerning

At

payments from DMJM to Manzi, the Commission decided to summon the bank records of
a

major fundraising event for Governor Francis

w\

Sargent run by Toots Manzi
The

around the time of the meetings between Manzi and Mountain.
held on May 21.

1972 at the Pleasant Valley Country Cluo in Sutton.

were maintained by Manzi in an account at the Guaranty BanK

Worcester.

fundraiser was

4

The proceeas

Trust Company in

The Commission's scrutiny of this bank account and its analysis of

campaign records provided by the Sargent Committee disclosed the following:
(

1

^

Seven deposited cashier's checks from California banks (three made

payable to The Sargent Reception Committee and

f our

made pavaole to The Sargent
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Testimonial Committee),
the name of

including one for $2,000 whose remitter line contained

person who was

-a

a

DMJM employee at the time

That the dates of purchase of the cashier's checks corresponded closely

(2)

with the times of the payments by Mountain to Manzi, as testified to oy the

Masiellos
r

.

The

3)

false reporting of contributors'

names to cover, on official

camoaign reports, the deposits of the California cashier's checks.

Subsepuent testimony of persons listed as making contributions deposited

(4)

on the same dates as the California cashier's checks,

wno testified either tnat

they gave cash or that they made no contribution at all,
That only $85 in cash was deposited throughout the life of the account--

(5)

desoite testimony of cash donations amounting to at least $4,500.
In

sum,

the Commission's investigation of this fund raising account at the

Guaranty Bank revealed not only its use as

a

conduit for laundering illegal

campaign contributions, but diversion of cash contributions and resulting

falsification of campaign finance records.

How the Commission Found-What

It

Was Looking For

This account will also describe the investigative procedures followed in

discovering the California cashier's checks and in uncovering an almost

undetectable scheme to launder these checks through the banking system and the
orocedures repuired by law for reporting political contributions.
Several conditions hampered the Commission's efforts to conduct this

investigation.

Foremost was Manzi's refusal to answer puestions, leading tne

Commission to turn to bank accounts and financial transactions as the primary
sources of evidence.

Investigating past events by means of bank records

is

difficult because records are routinely destroyed under standard bank procedure
--in fact, most banks destroy microfilm deposit records after six years.

It

is

therefore unusual (and fortunate) that records of bank transactions which

occurred more than six years ago were found in this investigation.
Since the Commission's investigation concentrated on events which happened

almost ten years ago,

its

investigators soon discovered that certain microfilm

which contained Sargent Reception Committee information was of very poor
quality.

In

addition, the cataloging of the microfilm was in

a

few instances

incorrectly performed.
A

prime example of this type of error was

a

Bank of California cashier's

check for $2,000, #5400812, purchased 3/2/72, deposited 5/2/72.

bank's research catalogue,

According to the

this check was supDOsed to be on microfilm A2322.

Uoon research of this film, which contains hundreds of checks deoosited in anv

8
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account of the over twenty branches of the Guaranty Bank
May

day,

1972,

2,

The

&

Trust Company for that

the check sought could not be found.

investigator assigned to the case read through every check in the

previous numbered film, A2321

in

,

search of the deposited item.

Through the

perseverance of the investigator, the deposited check was fcund on this film.
The discovery was of major importance,

for the check contained in its remitter

line the name Lee Jenson, who was identified by the Commission's staff as

assistant to the controller of DMJM from 1971 to 1976.

PROCEDURES FOR THE COMMISSION'S AUDIT

Guaranty Bank

&

..

.

Trust Company Accounts 4-336-7011 and 4-338-1359
-

-

The Guaranty Bank & Trust Company account
is

unique in several respects.

is

It

the only Sargent/Dwight campaign acccunt with complete bank records wnich were

available to the Commission.

was an account distinct from the main Sargent

It

Committee account, and it was controlled by one man--AlDert "Toots" Manzi.
Sargent Reception Committee Account No. 4-336-7011 was opened at the Guaranty
Bank

Trust Company on April 12,

4

1971,

over

year prior to the .Sargent

a

Reception Committee dinner at the Pleasant Valley Country Club, with an initial
deposit of $3,100.

On

1971 this account was closed when the original

June 23,

deposit amount of $3,100 was transferred into

a

newly establishea Sargent

Reception Committee Account No. 4-338-1359, at the same bank.
Sargent Reception Committee Treasurer, and

C.

Paul

A.

Hogan,

Walter Bergstrom, an authorized

signator on the depositor's card, closed the second account on August 14, 1972
after making

a

$550 withdrawal.

6

During the 14-month life of the account,
$140,550.

30 deposits were made

Individual contributions, by check of $1,000 or more, accounted for

$57,825 of the total contributions deposited.
the account.

7

In

There were two withdrawals from

addition to the withdrawal which closed the account, $140,000

was transferred from the account on June
to

totalling

the Sargent Committee,

21

6,

1972,

in the

form of

a

check payable

Beacon Street, Boston.

Remarkaoly, given the duration of the account, the amount which was deposited
to

and the fact that individual contributions in the form of cash up to the

it,

amount of $3,000 were legal at that time, only $85 in cash was actually deposited
into this account:
1972.

9

$15 was deposited on December 23,

1971,

and $70 on May

31,

The small amount of cash deposited became quite significant after

several witnesses testified before the Commission that they had given suostantial

amounts in cash to Toots Manzi as donations to the Sargent Reception Committee
dinner 10
.
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9ank Procedures Followed in Retrieving
All

the account

-

Information

information summarized herein was obtained from,

analysis of Guaranty Bank

Commission summonses.

review and

Trust Company microfilm records obtained through

&

The

a

following is

a

brief outline of what was done oy the

Commission in obtaining and analyzing Guaranty Bank

&

Trust Company records.

Staff first obtained copies of the account's monthly bank statements

(11

from microfilm.
For each date of deposit listed on these bank statements,

(2)

"post-run"

Post-run film is microfilm regularly maintained by the oank

film was obtained.

which lists batch numbers given to each deposit.

(All deposits made on

a

certain

and these

day are organized into batches or groups of from 20 to 68 deposits,

batches or groups are assigned batch numbers.)
The PM reconciliation for dates of deposit was then examined.

(3)

reconciliation

is

The PM

an internal bank control procedure applied daily which records

and balances all transactions

for the day against all bank accounts.

This

reconciliation is also organized by batch numbers assigned from the post run, and
states in code for each deposit in
amount,

(b)

a

batch the following data:

cash portion (if any) of deposits,

check or cash amount included in the deposit,

(c)
(d)

item which is

total deposit

item-by-item breakdown of each
the bank transit number of the

bank upon which each check included in the deposit is drawn,
of each deposited

(a)

(e)

the check number

bank cashier's check or registered checK,

a

or,

alternatively, for each personal check the number of the account upon which the
check is drawn.
(i)
in

It

The

Commission's staff used this information for two purposes:

identified all individual items in the amount of $1,000 or more deposited

the Sargent Reception Committee account.

(ii)

Later, after discovering

cashier's checks drawn upon California banks deposited to this account,

it

determined all items deposited into the account on the same dates as the
California cashier's checks.
(

h)

The PM reconciliation also lists the number of the pocket

deoosited item has been placed.

(A

in which each

"pocket" number is individually assigned to

each deposited item based upon the correspondent bank which honors that check.)
The Docket number enables one to

checks are listed in

a

identify the bank which honored the check.

daily log organized by the bank which honored the cneck.

This log identified the microfilm roll on which
be

found.

All

Appendix Exhibit

1

is

a

a

coDy of the deposited item may

sample PM reconciliation statement which

includes deposits made to the Sargent Reception Committee Guaranty Bank
Companv account on September 14,

1971.

&

Trust
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OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Sargent Reception Committee Treasurer Paul

Hoqan's Role under Manzi

A.

Although the authorized signatures for both Sargent Reception Committee
accounts were those of Paul

A.

Hogan and C. Walter Bergstrom, evidence before the

Commission showed that Toots Manzi exercised effective control over deposits made
into the account-and over the names listed as contributors.

Hogan testified

before the commission that he made all the deposits into the Sargent Reception

Committee account, and that he submitted the lists of contributors filed with the

Secretary of the Commonwealth.

In

every case, he said, his actions were

ministerial duties performed at the direction of Manzi.

Hogan said that he did

not do anv fundraising for the Sargent Reception Committee dinner.

Manzi telephoned him when he had

Hogan described what he did as follows:

sufficient contributions to warrant

a

deposit.

Hogan then met with Manzi,

usually at an office Manzi used at his brother's (Arthur
agencv on Main Street in Worcester.

At

H

J.

Manzi) insurance

these meetings Manzi handed Hogan tne

checks or cash to be deposited and Hogan initialled some receipt for each check
he

received.

Manzi also provided Hogan with

contributors in preparation of

a

a

list of names and addresses of

deposit to be made.

looseleaf notebook while writing the lists.
included cashier's checks, Manzi provided

Manzi referred to

a

Specifically, if the deposit
name or list of names to be credited

a

for that contribution.

Hogan did not question Manzi about any of the names he supplied, nor did he

compare those names to the purported corresponding contribution or name on tne
face of the check.

In

other words, when the California cashier's cnecks were

deposited Hogan did not seek clarification from Manzi as to how Worcester area
people were credited with these contributions, nor dia he question the

discrepancy between the amounts of each of the seven cashier's checks and tne
amounts that contributors were credited with.
Mv duties in that position were to simply
checks or cash, whichever the case may be
take them to my home, make up the deposit,
forms for the Secretary of State's office
would list the bank number and the check,
names of the contributors in alphabetical
a lot of detailed work. 12

pick up the
from Manzi.
I'd
make up the
by whicn you
the amounts, the
There was
order.

Hogan said that he in effect adopted Manzi's statements in the campaign

contribution documents that he filed with the Secretary of State's office.^
By law,

the Secretary of the Commonwealth,

and now the Office of Campaign and

Political Finance, must retain records of contributions made to
public

o f

'ice onlv until the next election.

I

4

a

candidate for

The State Secretary's office has

.
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thus destroyed those records for Governor Sargent's fundraising activities in
1971 and 1972.

Nor did Governor Sargent,

through the Sargent Committee or any

other committee with fundraising resoonsibilities

,

have any copies of these

records 15

Sargent Committee Records
The Sargent Committee,

however, did regularly maintain

a

set of index cards

(organized alphabetically by contributor, and also by county) which listed the
name and address of the contributor,

the date the contribution was deposited,

the

amount of the contribution and, occasionally, other information about the

contributor.

These cards were prepared from the candidate's statement of

campaign contributions filed with the Secretary of the Commonwealth and,
therefore, were expected to reflect the same information entered on those

official statements.^March,

These records were made available to the Commission in

1980 by the Sargent Committee.

Boston Globe Article
In

addition, on July 21, 1972,

by name and city or town,

The Boston Globe published an articie listing,

all individuals formally reported to have contributed

$500 or more to the Sargent Reception Committee Pleasant Valley Country Club

dinner (hereafter called the

"

Boston Globe article").

The names and addresses

reoorted in the Boston Globe article were obtained from the candidate's report
filed with the State Secretary by Governor Sargent.

i-

7

Committee's index cards and the Boston Globe article,

Using the Sargent
the Commission's staff was

able to reconstruct substantially what was reported by the Sargent Reception

Committee, and then to comoare it with what bank records showed concerning
The Commission attempted this reconstruction

contributions actually deposited.

only for those four dates on which it found that cashier's checks drawn upon

California banks had been deposited into the Guaranty Bank

4

Trust Company

account 18
.

The Commission obtained microfilm copies from the Guaranty Bank

4

Trust

Company of all checks deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account on

September 14,

1971,

February

7,

1972,

March 30, 1972 and May

2,

1972.

These

checks and the bank's records of the transactions throughout the life of tne

account were compared with the Sargent Committee contributor recoras and with tne
Boston Globe article, presenting

a

substantial consistent picture.

The filing with the Secretary of the Commonwealth indicates,

according to the

Boston Globe article, that the Pleasant Valley Country Club dinner raised
$140,000.

The bank account

records reflect total deoosits of $140,550.

While it

i
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is

possible that individual contributions listed in the Sargent Committee index

cards may have been made for
Club dinner,

purpose unrelated to the Pleasant Valley Country

a

that possibility is dispelled by comparing the cards with the Boston

Globe article, which shows that the same names and amounts were submitted to the
State Secretary's office as having contributed to the Pleasant Valley affair. 19

FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSION'S AUOIT

Thus,

the Sargent Committee records,

read in conjunction with The Boston

appeared to reflect substantially what

Globe article,

was declared formally in

1972 concerning contributions made to the Sargent Reception Committee.

Commission then summoned

a

The

number of individuals who were listed in the Sargent

Committee files as having made contributions which were deposited on one of the
above four dates, but for whom
in

a

corresponding check deposit could not be found

the Guaranty Bank records.

These witnesses without exception either denied making any contribution at all
or admitted making

found,

a

contribution in cash.

But that cash, as tne Commission had

was never deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account.

of these witnesses

(all of whom were Massachusetts

campaign contribution at any time in the form of

residents in 1972) made

Not one
a

a

cashier's check drawn upon

&

Trust Company recoras

a

California bank.
Tracing The Ca 1

f

ornia Cashier
-

'

s

Checks

The Commission's review of the Guaranty Bank

disclosed that on four different dates

a

total of seven casnier's checks drawn on

two California banks were deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee

account.

The

Commission then sought to determine who had purchased the checks

before they entered the Sargent Reception Committee contribution sequence (Manzi
to Hogan to

the Guaranty Bank & Trust Company).

The answer appeared self-evident
issuer" on March

2,

in

the case of one check

(number 5400182),

1972 in the amount of $2,000 by the Bank of California.

purchaser named on the remitter line of the check is Lee Jenson.*
identifying Jenson (in
to

a

The

After

telephone conversation with him on a/30/80) as assistant

the Controller of DMJM during 1971-1972,

the Commission was unable to question

him further, 20 or to question any other DMJM employees.

DMJM

'

s

attorneys

reouested that the Commission direct all its inquiries to them, 2i and refused
to make
In

their clients available to the Commission for interviews or testimony.
the cases of the other checks,

the Commission was unable to ootain

purchase or other records from the Bank of California or from the

Crocker-Citizens National Bank without

a

summons.

The Commission alsn was nnatilp

-

to question any
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principal of DMJM about these checks or other matters oecause

thev also were beyond the scope of the Commission's summons power and declined
the Commission's

invitation to appear and testify voluntarily.

The Commission then examined the Sargent Committee

files to determine who

purportedly made contributions on the four dates previously mentioned.

Many of

these contributors on record were successfully summoned to testify before the
All who testified denied making any contributions

Commission.

California cashier's checks.

The

following is

a

in

the

form of

summary, organized by date of

deposit, of the evidence concerning each of the California checKs deposited into
the Sargent Reception Committee account.

California Cashier's Checks Deposited on

September 14, 1971

Three sequentially numbered checks 22 issued by the Crocker-Citizens

National Bank, Los Angeles,

California were deposited into the Sargent Reception

Committee account on September 14, 1971.
$1,500, and $1,500,

totalled $5,000.

Sargent Reception Committee Deposit

.

The Sargent Committee contributor

These checks,

in the amounts of $2,000,

They were all purchased on June 28,

on September 14,

1971.

1971

files indicate that the following

contributions were deposited on September 14, 1971:24 Edmund DelPrete, $1,000;
Anthony

N.

Tomasiello, $1,000; Arthur

$500:

Edward Sykes, $500; Maurice

Ames,

$200.

f

i

A.

J.

Manzi, $1,000; Charles w. Robinson,

Berry,

$250; Anthony Penney,

$200; David

Only one of the contributions reflected in the Sargent Committee

les--Maurice Berry's $250 contribut ion--is supported by

to

the Sargent Reception Committee account. 2 ^

to

the account, wnich negates the possibility of

anv reported contribution.

The

a

corresponding deposit

cash was deposited that day

no
a

cash deposit corresponding to

five contributors who donated $500 or more,

according to Sargent Committee files, are also listed in the Boston Glooe article
as contributors

to the Sargent Reception

Committee dinner.

Contributors
Of the contributors listed in the Sargent Committee records,

Edmund DelPrete,

Anthony Tomasiello, Charles Robinson, and Arthur Penney appeared and testified
before the Commission.

Arthur Manzi, brother of Albert Manzi, refused to

However, the name of Raymond Lee Jensen, who is also known as Lee Jensen, is
This implies that Jensen did
spelled incorrectly on this check (spelled Jenson).
not purchase the check.
Jenson, in communication with Commission staff, denied
ever purchasing such a check.
The numbers preceding the typed-in amount to oe
paid contain the digits 314, which is a bank code indicating that the checKs were
purchased at the Crocker National Bank branch located, in June, 1971, at 3265
Wilshire Boul°vard. Los Anoeles.23 That was in close oroximitv to DMJM's
offices, which at that time were at 3325 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles.
*
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testify. 26

The other four denied making any contribution in the form ot

California cashier's check. 27

j

n

a

addition, none of the amounts listed as

contributions in the Sargent Committee files for 9/14/71 correspond to the
amounts of any one of the three California cashier's checks actually deposited.
Anthony Tomasiello, who now is the clerk-magistrate of the Third Oistrict
Court of Southern Worcester, was in 1971 and 1972 an assistant clerk of the

Worcester Superior Court.

Tomasiello testified that he contributed $1,000 to the

Sargent Reception Committee.

February or March, 1971.
1971,

drawn upon

a

He gave the money

Tomasiello produced

a

in

cash to Albert Manzi in

$1,000 check dated February 23,

trustee account in his name which he used as

checking account. 28

He

personal

a

stated that his wife cashed the check, and that snortly

after the check was cashed he took the proceeds and gave them to Manzi. 29
Since only $85 in cash was ever deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee
account,

it

account.

is clear

Instead,

Seotember,

1971,

that this $1,000 cash contribution did not go into tne

Tomasiello was listed as contributing $1,000 much later,

and in the form of

California cashier's check.

a

denied making any contribution in such

a

form.

30,

in

Tomasiello

Edmund DelPrete, an

administrator at the Elm Manor Nursing Home in Rockland, was another one of the
reDorted $1,000 contributors who appeared before the Commission.

DelPrete denied

ever making any contribution in the amount of $1,000, or any contribution in the
form of

a

cashier's check drawn upon

the only contribution he made was

a

a

California bank.

testified that

He

31.

small cash contribution

— less

than

$300--which he gave to Victor Zuchero, executive director of the Sargent
Committee.

DelPrete was unaware that his name had been used as

purported

a

contributor of $1,000, and stated that he did not know Albert Manzi 32
-

.

Charles

w.

Robinson, who

now retired and living in Palm Harbor,

is

Florida,

also testified before the Commission that he made no contribution to tne Sargent

Reception Committee in 1971 or 1972.33

During 1971 and 1972 Robinson was

retail tire dealer whose business was located in Worcester.
for 35 years,

was fully familiar with Manzi's role as

He had known Manzi

fundraiser, and

a

However,

frequently contributed to the Volpe, Sargent and Dwight campaigns.

testified that he did not make
or

a

a

ne

contribution to the Sargent campaign during 1971

1972. 34

Anthony Pennev stated to the Commission that he was

a

nursing home

administrator who knew Manzi because he had dealt with him at his store in
Worcester.

Penney stated that he contributed $200 in cash to tne Sargent

Reception Committee.

In

testimony which parallelled Tomasiello

'

s

,

ne described

giv'ng the monev in cash to Manzi at his brother's insurance agency.
however, denied makina any contribution in the form of

a

Penney,

check drawn uoon

a

)

-
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Cal ifornia bank 35
.

It

clear from the testimony of these witnesses that the cashier's checks

's

deDOSited on September 14,

cannot be explained as oeing made by the

1971,

purported contributors listed in the Sargent Committee's files.

reasonable to infer,

In

fact,

it

is

from those witnesses who testified that they contributed

that their names were then used to authenticate the cashier's checks being

cash,

deposited, which otherwise lacked the name of
disclosed.

a

contributor which could be

appeared to the Commission that the cashier's checks were

It

laundered through the account while the cash contributions were diverted oy Toots
Manzi

.

Probable Source of the Cashier's Checks
There is other evidence, unrelated to the Sargent Committee files and the

Guaranty Bank

Trust Company records, which suggests

&

cashier's checks deposited on September 14,
being present at

Mountain,

a

a

possible source of the

a

William Masiello testified to

1971.

meeting on July 12, 1971, between Toots Manzi and Barry

OMJM employee, at the Sonesta Hotel,

Logan Airport. 36

Three

Crocker-Citizens National Bank cashier's checks (deppsited 9/14/71) were
purchased two weeks earlier--on June 28,

1971--at

a

branch of the

Crocker-Citizen's National Bank located in the same Wilshire Boulevard
neighborhood as DMjM's main office.
part or all of

a

It

is

likely that these checks represented

payment made to Manzi by Mountain on July 12, 1971.37

California Cashier's Check-Deposited on February

7,

1972

One cashier's check issued by the Bank of California,

National Association,

was deppsited into the Sargent Reception Committee account on February

1972.38
by

This check,

in

the amount of $2,000, was issued on January 11,

the branch then located at 3250 Wilshire Boulevard,

Los Angeles.

7,

1972,

(The digits

"54" preceding the check number "00074" indicates the branch at which the check

was purchased

.

The balance of the February

7

deposit ccnsists of personal checks and one

$2,000 cashier's check issued by Worcester Federal Savings Bank.

No cash was

included in the deposit.

Sargent Reception Committee Deposit,
The Sargent Committee

February

7,

1972

files reflect twelve contributions deposited on

February 7.39

with the exception of

Simoncini, and

a

a

$500 contribution attributed to Alfreo

$1,000 contribution credited to Aubrey Batstone, the Sargent

Committee file entries are corroborated bv Dhotocooies of the checks actuallv

174

deDOsited that dav. 40

Both Batstone and Simoncini presented sworn testimony to

the Commission.

Contributors
Simoncini,
Insurance,

senior insurance examiner with the Massachusetts Division of

a

submitted

sworn affidavit in lieu of testimony because he was

a

outside the Commonwealth at the time he was requested to appear before the
Commission. ^1

Simoncini was

An active

member of the Worcester City Republican Committee from 1960

a

through 1974.

supporter of Governor Sargent during his campaigns,

He

denied making the $500 contribution deposited on February

which was credited to him.

He did attend the

7

Pleasant Valley Country Club

dinner, using two free tickets given to him by Manzi.

Simoncini also Knew from

the Boston Globe article that his name had been falsely used as

a

source of

a

$500 contribution in papers filed with the Secretary of State, yet he did nothing
to correct this listing. 42

Aubrey Batstone was also active in Worcester County Republican politics for
many vears, and had known Manzi for 40 years.
made

a

$1,000 contribution in the form of

a

Batstone testified that he never

cashier's check issued by the Bank of

California, and that any contribution which he may have made would probaoly have
been in cash. 43

He also knew

from kidding remarks by

a

friend that he had been

falsely credited with contributing $1,000 to the Pleasant Valley Country Club
dinner.

ktx

As with the September 14,

deposited on February

7,

1971 deposit,

the California bank cashier's check

1972 did not come from the people formally declared to

have made portions of that contribution.

In

this case,

the names of politically

active Republicans in Worcester County known to Manzi were used to conceal tne
source of the cashier's check deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee
account.

California Cashier's Checks Deposited-on
The deposit made to the Guaranty Bank

1972 contained no cash.

It

March 30,
&

1972

Trust Company account on March 30,

was comprised entirely of checks and money orders,

most of which leave no doubt as to the source of the contribution.

exceptions are two cashier's checks, each in the amount of $3,000,
Bank of Cali f ornia,

N.A.^5

The

issued by the

Both of these cashier's checks appear to nave been

purchased at the same time and place as the $2,000 cashier's cneck deposited
February
1972),

7,

1972.

The three checks were purchased on the same day

the same branch bank

00073 and 0007A.

(code "54"),

(January 11,

and are sequentially numbered 00072,
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Sargent Reception Committee Deposit on March 30,

Sargent Committee files reflect
1972.^6

-

1972

20 contributions deposited on March 30,

Eleven of these are confirmed by corresponding check deposits.

Of

trie

seven Tout of these 20) contributions that are for amounts of $1,000 or more,
onlv one is corroborated by
six,

a

corresponding check deposit. 47

Of the remaining

four were clearly contributions to the Sargent Reception Committee dinner

because the names of these contributors appear in the Boston Globe article.
These four contributors
Bello,
to

— Donald

Smith,

$1,000; Robert lotuff, $1,000;

Irving

$1,000; and Robert Krupa $1 000--denied making the contributions credited
,

them.

Contributors
Donald Smith testified that he was chairman of the Leicester Republican Town

Committee for 20 years.

He knew Manzi because of his

stated that he gave Manzi $475 in cash and
to the
in

cashier's check drawn upon

a

Smith

$100 personal check as contributions

a

None of these contributions were

Sargent Reception Committee 1972 dinner.

the form of

political activity.

a

California bank. 48

Instead,

Manzi requested and received Smith's permission to attribute contributions made
by

others to Smith's "table" (tables for this event cost $1,000).
Q.

would you describe for us what was saia during
that conversation?

A.

Mr. Manzi called me and told me I had come close
to selling a table and he had sold two or three
tickets to people that didn't want names used and
he said can I bill them to your table and I said
sure 49
.

Irving Bello,

a

partner in Bello Jacobs Associates (manufacturer's

representatives) and an officer, with former Governor Sargent, of Natural
Resource Corporation, testified that he bought
Valley Country Club dinner for $1,000.

a

table at the 1972 Pleasant

Although he could not remember to wnom he

gave the $1,000, Bello was emphatic in his memory that the tickets were purchased
on the spur of the moment and in cash.
Q.

Can you describe for us the circumstances under
which you made this particular thousand dollar
contribution in cash?

A.

think I can.
One day either at Pleasant Valley
I
where I would go very, very often we were sitting
around a table after people were playing golf and
there was a number of people around it, and
Your
somebody said to me, hey, cheap s.o.b.
partner bought a table, and I in turn just turned
around and said well, if my partner could do it I
That is to the best
could do it and that was it.
of my recollection.

Q.

Can you tell us who was witn you at this table
when all this happened?

A.

I

reallv don't remember the people, out

I

—
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wouldn't know who was
If I recall -day.
there that day.

I

there at that particular
really don't know who was

You say you took a thousand dollars out of your
Docket and gave it to someone? Is that how it
happened?

Well,

let me give you a little bit of my
When I was growing up I was a fruit
background.
peddler and in my business in those days you used
to always carry a lot of money, and even today
one of the gimmicks of my business because I am a
salesman is to have something you are unique for,
and one my things is always to have a lot of
money, have it in an elastic band I just make
emphasis of that and I have been for years.
So,
that is how I happened to have a lot of money.
Now, whether I bought it all at one time or not,
I
really don't remember if I bought all day,
that I bought a few one day and a few the next
day, I don't know, I really don't remember.

Are you certain that you did pay

for the tickets

in cash?

Absolutely .50

Bello did not use

cashier's check issued by

a

California bank to maKe nis

a

contribution.
Robert Lotuff,

a

ware businessman,

where Manzi's Market was located.
to

"Cuzzy" Mingolla,

He

grew up on Shrewsbury Street in Worcester

recalled giving cash

the owner of the Pleasant Valley Country Cluo,

contribution to the Sargent Reception Committee dinner.
$1,000 contribution credited to him on March 30,

surprised in 1972 when

newspaper as

a

approximately $500-as a

Lotuff denied maKing the

1972, and remembered oeing

friend told him that his name was printed in the

a

$1,000 ccntributpr

Robert Krupa, of Meriden,

.

51

Connecticut, is the brother-in-law of

Stacev, who was Comptroller of -the Commonwealth from 1966 to 1973.

m.

Joseph

Stacey

testified before the Commission that from 1968 to 1972 he commuted with Manzi
regularly once or twice

a

week from Worcester to Boston.

On more than one

occasion during those trips Manzi asked Stacey for names, particularly

out-of-state names, because "he had
their own names. "^2

a

lot of contributors that didn't care to use

Although Stacey refused to give Manzi names when so

requested in 1972, he admitted that at an earlier time, in 1970, he may have
given Manzi the names of his daughter, Marlene

S.

Jersey), and of his brother-in-law, Robert Krupa

Connect icut

).

53

Marcus (then
(a

a

resident of New

resident of

Stacey stated vehemently that neither his daughter nor

brother-in-law Krupa contributed

a

penny to the Sargent Reception Committee. 54

After he saw that his relatives' names were listed as contributors in the

newsoaoer

in

1972,

Stacev talked to Manzi about it:
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said who authorized you to use those two names connected
I
with me and relatives of mine.
He said it didn't maxe any
difference, they're from out of state, nobody worries about
that.
I
said well, you have no authority to use those
names 55
Although he knew that the campaign contribution information filed with respect to
.

his daughter and brother-in-law were deliberately

false,

Stacey did nothing to

correct this report despite the fact that he was Comptroller of the

Commcnwealth

.

Stacey did nothing because he feared that Manzi, whom Stacey had

heard described by Governor Sargent as the king of Worcester County, would cause
him to lose his job as state Comptroller.

.

My term as
Well, let me state to you my position.
testified that I
comptroller expired in January, 1971.
I
was under strain as far as Toots Manzi was concerned, that
when I
there was a strained relationship between us.
mentioned that, that he used these names without authority,
he said this was not the final newspaper story, and he said
it may be corrected, but you haven't been reappointed
comptroller of the Commonwealth.
It came to fruition in
February of 1973 that I was removed as comptroller of the
Commonwealth and transferred to the Tax Department at a
salary cut of $7,000.00.
I

MR.

was made an associate commissioner.

FORBES:

THE WITNESS:

It

is

And when we just spoke a few moments ago I
believe that you stated that Mr. Manzi had
said to you in effect do you want to lose
your job?

you're in,
He said you don't know the position
you haven't been appointed to comptroller.
Anything could happen which meant to me that I
may lose my job. 56

clear, therefore, that Krupa, Bello, Smith and Lotuff did not

contribute the $6,000 in cashier's checks deposited into the Sargent Committee
account on March 30, 1972.

Instead, other evidence suggests that the DMJM design
The two $3,000 checks were purchased on

firm transferred those checks to Manzi.

January 11, 1972, at the Bank of California branch office located in tne same

building as DMjM's main office. 57

William Masiello testified before the

Commission that on January 17, 1972, at

a

room in the Logan Hilton, DMJM employee

Barrv Mountain handed Manzi an envelope containing

Community College contract.

a

payment for the Holyoke

Manzi later showed Masiello the contents of tne

envelope--f ive $3,000 cashier's checks or treasurer's checks--and complained
about getting checks instead of cash, and about not getting any names to list as
the contributors of the checks. 58

it

would be reasonable to infer that the two

$3,000 checks deposited in the Guaranty Bank
the Logan Hilton pavment

to Manzi. 59

&

Trust Company account were part of
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May

2,

1972 Deposit

Two deposits were made to the Sargent Reception Committee account on May 2,

1972.

One consisted of 30 personal checks or money orders.

The other was

cashier's check for $2,000 issued by the Bank of California.

a

No cash was

included in the deposits.
The cashier's check,

in

the amount of $2,000, was issued on March

1972 by

2,

the same branch which issued the other Bank of California checks deposited into
the Sargent Reception Committee account. 60

This check has the name Lee Jenson

entered on the remitter, or purchaser, line of the check.
An

analysis of the Sargent Committee files and the Boston Glooe article did

not uncover the name of Lee Jenson

(or

Jensen) listed as

a

Other

contributor.

investigation by Commission staff, however, determined that OMJM employed Raymond
Lee Jensen as an assistant to the controller during 1971 and 1972.61

Contributors

Thirtv-nine contributions were deposited on May
Committee files. 62

2,

1972,

according to Sargent

Most of the contributions are in amounts of $100 and $200.

There is only one listed contribution which is not corroborated by

a

deposited

perspnai check and wnich is also large enough ($500) to be included in the Boston
Globe article as

a

contribution declared to have been deposited in the Sargent

Reception Committee account. 63

Thus,

the number and small amounts of the

purported contributions made it impractical to reconstruct through testimony
amounts which declared contributors actually gave.
Such

a

reconstruction was not necessary to determine that this $2,000
The Sargent Committee

cashier's check contribution was imprpperly credited.

files did not reflect any $2,000 contribution which might correspond to the

deposited check, nor was Lee Jenson listed as

a

Committee files or in the Boston Globe article.

contributor in either the Sargent
6 ^*

Other unidentified Contributions
In

the course of its review of the Guaranty Bank

Commission's staff obtained

a

4

Trust Company records,

the

microfilm copy of every item in the amount of

$1,000 or more deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account.
of these deposited items were cashier's checks in addition to those

Several

from

California which did not indicate on their face who made the contribution.

Unidentified Cashier's Checks
There were other instances found in the Commission's investigation of the

Saraent Reception Committee Account where the contributor of cashier's checxs in
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amounts of from $1,000 to $2,500 could not be identified from the face of the

individuals credited on Sargent Committee Records as

check, nor were any

contributors of these checks:
A

ADril

Guaranty Bank
1972,

3,

Reception."
April
A

22,
It

1972.

payable to the "Francis w. Sargent

65

Blackstone Valley National Bank cashier's check, #0044681, was issued May
payable to "Governor Sargent's Testimonial."

was deposited- into the Sargent Committee account on May 31,

the amount of $1,000,

A

1972,

1972.66

State Bank of AlPany cashier's check, #01053400, was issued May 11,

payable to "Sargent Dinner Committee."

into the Sargent Reception Committee account on June

2,

It

1972,

was deposited

1972. 67

Worcester County National Bank cashier's check, #385794, was issued May 18,
in the amount of $1,200,

Committee."
22,

#01060327, was issued

was deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account on

1972 in the amount of $2,500,

A

in

U,

Trust Company treasurer's check,

the amount of $1,000,

in

It

4

It

payable to "Governor Sargent Reception

was deposited in the Sargent Reception Committee account on May

1972. 68

Commission staff reviewed the Sargent Committee's index cards to determine
whether any contribution was recorded therein in the amounts of any of these
checks for the dates on which they were deposited.

No

such contributions were

Therefore the mystery remains as to who the actual contributors were.

found.

Two other cashier's checks which did not indicate the purchaser were also

deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account.

These checks were

sequentially numbered, and were purchased at the Neponset Circle branch69

f

the New England Merchants National Bank:
New England Merchants National Bank cashier's check #621676,

February 28, 1972,

Reception Comm."
on March 14,

in
It

the amount of $2,500,

was issued on

payable to "Governor Sargent's

was deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee account

1972.

New England Merchants National Bank cashier's check #621677, was issued on

February 28, 1972, in the amount of $2,500, payable to "Gov. Sargent's Reception
Comm."

It

was deposited into the Sargent Reception Committee acount on March 14,

1972.70
A

search of the Sargent Committee files revealed that

listed as making

a

$2,500 contribution on March 14,

article also listed her as

a

a

1972. 71

Martha Hoffman was
The Boston Glooe

$2,500 contributor. 72

Martha Hoffman died in February, 1979, while
Apartments,

a

a

resident of Norumoega

low-income elderly housing complex located in Newton.

Ouinn, Director of Newton Housing Services

Francis

(which oversees the ODeration

J.

-

of Norumbega Apartments),
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testified before the Commission, providing details of

Martha Hoffman's living accomodations and financial resources in 1972.

Tnis

testimony was based upon the Housing Services Department records concerning
Hoffman. 73

Hoffman first moved into public housing in April, 1971.
been

a

years.

Previously, she had

housekeeper for Gladys Minkin, 125 Greenwood Street, Newton,
On her written application

for seven

for admission to public housing in 1971

Hoffman stated under penalties of perjury that her annual income was $3,600
vear,
a

consisting of $2,800

a

year in earnings,

vear in social security benefits.

$200

a

year in interest,

Her assets were $4,000.

status was reviewed again in August,

1973.

a

and $600

Hoffman's financial

Her annual income then was

approximately $2,500.
During the time that Hoffman lived in public housing she occupied

a

one

bedroom apartment which was the smallest unit available at the complex.
monthly rent in April 1971 was $54; the rent was increased to $70

a

Her

month

effective September 1973. lk
These facts recounted by Quinn make Hoffman an unlikely contributor,
of $2,500.

Further investigation by Commission staff revealed that Gladys

Minkin and Dr.

Isadore Minkin, who reside at 125 Greenwood Street,

1972,

in

S.

Newton (the

address given by Hoffman as her prior residence as live-in housekeeper), were

authorized signators for
in

Dr.

a

Quincy Nursing Home,

Inc.

checking account .maintained

1972 at the Neponset Circle branch of the New England Merchants BanK.75

Minkin appeared at

a

private hearing of the Commission, but refused to

respond to questions concerning the $2,500 check contributions and Martha Hoffman
by exercising his privilege

against self-incrimination.

Undeoosited Cash Contributions
There is other evidence concerning the use of false contributor names and of
the making of cash contributions which were never deposited into the Sargent

Reception Committee account.
identified Marlene

S.

Stacey,

in

his testimony before the Commission,

Marcus and Henry Johnson as other people whose names were

falsely listed as contributors

.

7^

Jerome Jacobs,

a

businessman wno is now an

officer and director with former Governor Sargent of Natural Resource

Corporation, testified that he gave $1,000 in cash to "Cuzzy" Mingolla to buy
table at the Sargent Reception Committee dinner. 77

Frank

M.

a

Driscoll stated in

an

interview with Commission staff that he paid Manzi $1,000 in cash for tickets

to

the 1972 Sargent dinner at the Pleasant Valley Country Club. 78
In

short,

the Commission

found evidence of thousands of dollars of cash

contributions to Manzi for this affair which were never deposited to the account.

-
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Charges W. Robinson descrioed in his testimony one occasion in which his name
was used falsely as

a

Robinson permitted his name to oe used by the

contributor.

law partner of John Melican

(now

a

judge) as the purported contrioutor of $500.

Q.

Now, sir, was there ever any occasion when someone asKed
you to allow them to use your name as a contrioutor that
was being made by this other person?

A.

That was done back when John Volpe was Governor and
Yes.
my attorney, Samuel Berman, wanted to contribute $500 to
Mr. Manzi to help his law partner receive a judgeship, and
he asked if he could put it in my name.
I said sure,
go
ahead, so he did. 79

Robinson also took
and made

a

a

young man seeking

a

pardon to meet with Manzi in 1974

$500 cash "contribution":

0.

Was there any exception to that, any event in 1974 where
you did not follow that practice?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Would you describe for us that particular exception?

A.

Well. I had a fellow who was looking for a Governor's
pardon.
He was Administrative Assistant to Sheriff Smith
in Worcester.
The Sheriff and I discussed it, and he
wanted me to talk to Toots Manzi who had some influence
with the Governor to see if he could get him a Governor's
pardon.
We went over and I gave Toots Manzi $500 in cash
which was later repaid to me by this kid who was after the
Governor's pardon. 80

There was one exception.

CONCLUSION

highlight the findings of the Commission's investigation of the Sargent

To

Reception Committee account,

number of individuals were credited with having

a

made substantial campaign contributions which were deposited at the Guaranty 9ank
&

Trust Company on the same date as large California cashier's checks.

Documentary evidence suggests that these checks originated with the California
Testimony from

design firm of Daniel, Mann, Johnson, Mendenhall (DMJM).

individuals actually credited with making the contributions showed tnat their
names were falsely reported.

This evidence,

that the account was controlled by Albert

in

conjunction with the knowleoge

"Toots" Manzi, strongly indicates that

the deposits made into the campaign account came from DMJM in exchange

for the

award of the contract to design Holyoke Community College.
The

investigation showed, then, that monies paid in exchange for design

contracts had been deposited in

a

campaign account.

It

further demonstrated that

campaign finance laws had been violated in an attempt to cover up such activity.
These include laws which require that contributions to political campaigns be

reported in the name of the true donor, prohibit corporate contributions, and
limit

individual contributions to those of

a

certain size.

The

investigation

also demonstrated that records of contributions should be retained ov tne Office

.
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of Camoaign and Political Finance

for

a

-

longer period of time than is currently

requ ired

Recognition of these problems in enforcing the campaign finance laws
underlies the Commission's recommendations for reform which are described in
detail

in

another section of this report.

The Commission's campaign financing

proposal calls for the imposition of low limits on contributions which may be
made to candidates and for public financing of campaigns for legislative and

statewide office.

In

this way,

the burden of fundraising will be lifted from

candidates, as will their indebtedness to those making large contributions.
The Commission's proposal also calls

the campaign

for the strengthening of enforcement of

finance laws and the retention of records for six years.

the agency responsible

for the administration of the laws

a

By

giving

specific mandate to

perform audits and investigations and the power to impose penalties on violators,

agencies of the Commonwealth will be better able to continue the Commission's
work of detecting abuses such as those described above.

CASE STUDIES OF CASH GENERATION FOUND BY
THE SPECIAL COMMISSION IN FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF PRIVATE FIRMS WITH SUBSTANTIAL PUBLIC CONTRACTS

INTRODUCTION

The Special Commission was mandated by the

General

Court of Massachusetts

to

investigate an extremely broad and complex field of public business, and to do so
in an

acutely limited period of time.

The Commission could have

investigated any

of over 2,000 general construction contracts let since January 1,

1968; an even

larger number of public design contracts; many times that number of related

engineering, testing, planning, supply and subcontracting agreements; dozens of
state and county agencies; and hundreds of private firms which,

directly or

indirectly, rendered services to those agencies related to the design and

construction of buildings.
Due to time limitations,

therefore, the Commission necessarily left unstudied

many contracts, agencies, and firms.

Durposes:

to follow up

a

Many others were investigated for limited

specific allegation, to identify

poor construction, to trace one instance of

a

single example of

laundered funds.

Some

investigations were undertaken which could not be finished due to limited
resources, uncooperative witnesses, unavailable records, or other reasons.

Nevertheless, almost all the brief or incomplete investigations were as

instructive to the Commission as the cases it heard in detail.

The same patterns

and practices of corruption and shoddy work were unmistakable, even where payoffs

could not be traced to their ultimate recipients.
In

the Commission's investigations of white-collar crime,

common denominator to be found,
be they bribes,

it

if there was one

was the use of cash in virtually all payments,

kickbacks, or political contributions.

Therefore, almost all

investigations in which evidence of corruption was sought began by obtaining,
through compulsory process, the financial records of
public agency.

a

firm doing business with

a

Those records were then audited by financial investigators on the

staff of the Commission.
The audits concentrated on finding evidence of the withdrawal of cash from
the accounts of the firm with which its principals could make illegal payments.
If

found,

instances of cash generation were reviewed for possible correlation

with contract awards or the receipt of fees from public agencies, and for tax and
other violations aoparent on the face of the Dooks.
-
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Individuals identified through auditing as involved in cash generation were
interviewed, and the investigation then proceeded with efforts to identify the

ultimate recipients of the cash.

Therefore, it was essential to these

investigations to determine methods of cash generation oy proper procedures for
analyzing books of account, paid checks, bank records, accounting work papers,
invoices and other documents which form

a

"paper trail" leading at least part of

the way to corrupt public officials.

Special auditing and investigative techniques were developed oy the staff of
the Special

Commission to analyze these records.

These

techniques were important in formulating all the individual cases of corruption
set

forth earlier in this

by the

report,

because virtually every case investigated

Commission presented instances of cash generation practices.

The

following nine case studies of cash generation are incomplete although

well researched and documented.

These investigations were left unfinished due to

time and other restrictions imposed on the Commission.

persons and firms are omitted.)

Commonly,

(Therefore, the names of

full financial records were not

produced in response to the Commission's summonses, often on excuses of loss due
to alleged

incidence of fire,

flood, theft, or destruction "in the ordinary

course of business."
The Commission's auditors

found, with disturbing frequency,

that private

firms receiving tens of thousands of dollars of taxpayers' money nad no

acceptable financial records to account for the receipt and disbursement of those
That finding impelled the Commission to propose stringent

funds.

record-retention and auditing requirements for such firms.

The Commission's

proposals on this subject, which have been enacted into law, are aescribed in
Volume

8

of this report.

The following representative cases are not reported in the preceding sections

of this

-those sections describe cases in which the Commission was

report;

able to go beyond the initial investigative stages to reach conclusions.

But tne

cases below do further document, albeit partially, patterns of the improper

generation and disposition of large amounts of cash by firms doing business with
the government.

Those patterns are the same ones found in the cases where

complete evidence of corrupt practices was found.

These more limited cases,

therefore, reinforce the Commission's finding that improper activities involving
cash payments have been

public contracting.
the iceberg;

a

widespread practice, not

a

rare thing,

in

Massachusetts

The Commission's public hearings disclosed only the tip of

the following cases show that the rest of the iceberg resemoles what

has so far come into view.
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The Datterns that emerge of cash generation practices demonstrate the

necessity for further investigation of political corruption and other

white-collar crime in Massachusetts.

The overall trend is unmistakable;

from one

firm to the next there are clear patterns of cash generation that recur
The Commission has made every effort to document,

regularly.

fully as

as

possible, evidence which would assist such future investigative efforts.

In

accordance with the Commission's mandate, referrals of such evidence have been
made to law enforcement agencies and professional disciplinary bodies.

AN ARCHITECT WITH A LOCAL MONOPOLY

The Commission's investigations identified an architectural

firm which

received 23 contracts for housing-for-the-elderly projects; it also received
almost all the substantial contracts awarded by

a

large city in Massachusetts.

Investigation by the Commission's engineering staff found that the buildings

constructed under the supervision of this architect were generally inferior in
desian and construction and in some cases unsafe.

For example,

the Commission

determined that an eight-year-old housing for the elderly project designed by
this architect was in such poor condition that the estimated cost to correct the

deficiencies would exceed one million dollars.
It

apparent from an analysis of the records that because of substantial

is

cash withdrawals from the firm

a

cash flow problem developed.

Ultimately the

company filed for bankruptcy.
During

four-year period, the investigation identified checks amounting to

a

$124,315 issued by the subject firm which were all cashed.

These payments were

made to the following:

principal officer
relatives of (a)
employees
consultants
business associates
others

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

41,140
13,800
31,175
28,000
8,600
1,600
$124,315

$

-

Although substantial sums from the first three categories

(a,

o,

c)

were

charged to loans receivable accounts, most of the "loans" were snown on the
records at the end of the period as unpaid with total balances of over $102,000.
The employees

interviewed could not recall receiving payments from the architect

which could be characterized as loans nor could they recall that they cashed any
large checks.

When shown the cashed checks most respondents said again that they

could not remember them.

principal

o f

ficer.

However, all denied that they cashed checks for the

^

In

addition,
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supplier of equipment used on several of the architect's

a

projects testified under oath before the Commission that he gave approximately
$10,000 in cash to

relative of the architect.

a

supervisor on job sites for the architect.
the construction,

The relative was a

field

His position was to oversee all of

to recommend the acceptance of change orders,

and to determine

whether materials and semi-finished work supplied and installed met the contract

specifications.

It

follows that reasons for making kickbacks existed in dealing

with the architect: the Commission has evidence of some such payments actually

having been made, so that other checks cashed by suppliers and consultants would
be suspect as having kickback potential.

number of employees were interviewed and asked for reasons for the unusual

A

success of the architectural firm in securing almost all the contracts awarded by
one city.

One architect-emplovee responded that the principal officer was

"buying his work".

Another architect-employee stated that the firm did not get

all of its jobs because of its excellence in design; he added that "we never won

any awards".

The Commission,

as stated above,

had established that buildings

constructed under the management of the architectural firm were of poor design
and construction.

In

light of this,

it

was of interest to find that:

1.

Four $1000 checks were issued to the mayor of the city
involved after he left office.
He was also given the use
of the firm's American Express credit card.

2.

After a member of a housing authority served as chairman
and vice chairman during a five-year period ne became an
employee of the architectural firm for one year.

3.

Four checks were issued to an individual who had the same
name and address as that of the attorney for a local
housing authority.

ii

.

One check was issued for $1067 to a management company with
a notation on its face breaking down the total with the
names of the following:
a)
b)
c)

$491
$326
$250

mayor (same as in #1 above)
city councillor
city councillor

All the above payments were charged to various corporate expense accounts on the

books of the firm.
The Commission halted its investigation of this firm at the request of the

united States Attorney, whose office was actively engaged in

a

Hobbs Act

investigation involving this firm and one of its housing contracts.

AN ARCHITECT'S RELATIONSHIP WITH

A

A

COUNTY

financial examination of an architectural firm that was successful in

obtaining many contracts from one of the state's counties disclosed tnat tne firm
expended large sums for travel and entertainment in connection with obtaining
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public contracts and that it made

a

-

direct payment to

a

county Commissioner.

One of the two officer/stockholders of the firm obtained all the firm's

public contracts and was described by witnesses as the "contact man" who

frequently entertained politicians and public officials.

This officer was

a

known associate and sometime golfing companion of certain politicians and puolic

officials who acted in awarding or supervising various of the firm's public
contracts.
A

limited examination of the firm's records disclosed that the

public-contract-seeking partner was reimbursed for travel and entertainment
expenses incurred by him and that payments made on account of credit card

purchases were also charged to travel and entertainment.

The officer's

reimbursements and credit card payments were as follows:
Year

vm
1974
1975
1976
1977

6,558.50

$44,282.90

$41,339.59

Totals

In

Credit Card Payments
$11,379.11
9,592.58
8,278.38
9,569.37
5,463.46

Officer's Reimbursements
$ 6,412.89
8,997.52
11,254.23
8,116.45

the above years the other partner received

a

total of only $4,507.43 in

reimbursement for travel and entertainment expense.
In

1977 two corporate checks totalling $5000 signed by the

public-contract-seeking officer were paid to

a

former Commissioner of tne county

with which the firm had contracts and from which it was seeking another.

A

review of the minutes of past meetings of the county commissioners disclosed that
this commissioner consistently voted in favor of contracts for the subject firm.
The checks were charged to legal expense on the firm's books;

for legal
in

however,

no bills

fees or other supporting documentation for the payments could be fpund

the Commission's search.
The firm's bookkeeper was interviewed and stated that she simply followed

directions and had no knowledge of the purpose of the checks.

The other officer

claimed no knowledge of the payment of the checks and stated that ne haa no

specific knowledge as to how his co-owner operated in obtaining public
contracts.

He knew of no legal work done

for the

firm by the former

county

commissioner who received the checks.
Finally, the public-cpntract-seeking officer and the former county

commissioner both invoked the privilege against self-incrimination in declining
to answer questions before the Special

Commission.
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ANOTHER ARCHITECTURAL FIRM

The Commission's examination of an architectural

firm revealed that

a

significant amount of cash was generated through the issuance of checks payaole
to officers,

employees and petty cash.

The total of cash generated by this

process was $20,000 in 1972 and $21,000 in 1973.
the total was $6,200.

In

For

a

four-month period in 1974

addition, two cashier's checks totalling $4,500 were

purchased by the corporation in this same four-month period.
In

addition to the checks described adove, substantial checks were issued to

an officer of the corporation and deposited in nis personal account.

checks totalled $13,500 in 1972,

$41,600 in 1973 and $7,300 for

six-month

when queried about these large checks the officer stated that

period in 1974.

they were loan payments from the corporation.

gambler.

a

These

(That reason was offered by

a

He also stated that he was a neavy

number of witnesses interviewed oy the

Commission's investigators to explain their handling of large amounts of cash;
they claimed that they were trying to hide their income from their wives because
they were gambling it away.)

1973 to August,

1973,

found that from January,

The Commission's audit

checks totalling approximately $37,000, in addition to his

salary, were deposited to his account, but

a

note on

bank charge for $125

a

stated it was to cover an overdraft on his account.

It

therefore follows that

the $37,000 as well as the salary were fully expended by the officer during the

year.

The personal records of the officer were not available for audit.

The following schedule shows the amount of cash generation:

1972
1973
1974
(Partial)

Petty-Cash
$ 9,500
1,000
1

Checks cashed
Others
Officers
$ 5,500
$ 5,000
13,800
6,200

,700
$18, 860

$12,200

4,500
$16^266

Checks Issued
Total
t o Officers
$-33~500
$13,566
66,600
41,600

13,500
S16§!600

7.300
$62,400

Another reason for the Commission's interest in this firm was its principal

engagement in public projects and its possible association with other firms under

investigation by the Commission.
An officer of

a

general contractor (referred to here as "A") testified that

his company was awarded

a

substantial contract to build

a

high school.

The

architectural contract for that school had been awarded to the subject

architectural firm.

The cost of the project,

as originally estimated by the

architect, was reduced by some two million dollars when the job was bid, thus

reducing the architectural fee by about $175,000.
reduction,

the officer of the subject

to effect the recouoment.

firm met with

In
A

an effort to recoup tne

and suggested that

A

help

when asked how this could be managed the contractor

-
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was told that this was done every day and that
wav.

-

A

was astute enough to figure

refused to coooerate.

A

Later when two million dollars of "extras" were added to the job,

architectural firm requested of
This was also refused.

A

A

.

This was done by delays in approval

stated that he had no problems with the subcontractors

that they knew what the architectural firm was doing and were

sympathetic to the general contractor.

superintendents told

A

One of the general contractor's

that the architect said that

before the job was finished."

A

"would be given ulcers

Another superintendent was also told by the

architect that he was going to "get"

A.

FORMER MAYOR HIRED BY AN ARCHITECT AS

An

statement to

a

slow processing of change orders and lack of cooperation from

the clerk-of-the-works
on the job,

firm made

From that point on the architectural firm

attempted to slow down the entire operation.
of shop drawings,

the

that it be paid ten percent of the "extras".

The officer of the architectural

the effect of "You'll be sorry."

A

a

A

"CONSULTANT"

architectural firm was selected for investigation because of

frequency of housing-for-the-elderly project awards.

a

nigh

An analysis of 82 sucn

projects, which were either in the design stage, the construction stage, or the
initial occupancy stage,

showed that of the 82 projects, 46 different

architectural firms received jobs.

The subject firm,

the 82 projects or 18 percent of the work,

however, was awarded 15 of

and 20 percent of tne dollar value of

the design work.
An

examination of this firm's financial records was limited to the seven-year

period from 1970 to 1976.

During this time it was determined that $239,473.16 of

cash was generated,

with few exceptions, cash was generated through the firm's

principal officers.

Typically,

would cash it.

a

check would be made payable to an officer who

This type of check was charged to one of the following accounts:

payroll (regular and bonus), employee loan account, travel expense or outside
service

.

Within this firm, large amounts of cash were generated by an unusual payrpll
increase.

Each of the firm's two principal officers received pay increases from

$960 per week to $3,494 per week starting in the third week of August,
This rate continued until the end of the calendar year, about 14 weeks.

January of 1976,

their pay was reduced to $1,886.79 per week.

1975.
In

The following

chart summarizes the total amount of cash generated by this firm for tne period
1970 to 1976:
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YEAR

AMOUNT

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

$

Total

$239,473 ,16

10,260. ,40
9,856. ,85
33,315. ,41
24,532. ,97
48,197, ,28

100,285 .82
13,026, ,43

Another reason the firm was

a

candidate for investigation was that during the

1970 to 1976 period the firm derived 39 percent of its income from state

projects.

In

when it generated the largest amount of cash,

1975,

received 46

it

percent of its income from state work.
An analysis of the

disclosed that

a

firm's cash disbursements journal and cancelled cnecks

particular individual received weekly payments of $150 during

the 1970 year for

"outside service" account.

The

The

firm was unable to produce invoices to

This individual had been the mayor of

substantiate these payments.
1966 to 1969.

The expenditures were charged to an

total of $6,900.

a

a

city from

firm had received two contracts awarded by the mayor during

the 1968-1969 years;

one for

a

school addition and the other for an urban'

development project.
When interviewed by the Commissioner,
a

consultant/real estate agent

General Court in 1971.

would study the needs of

in

the former mayor stated that ne became

1970 and remained so until his election to the

He explained that as
a

a

consultant he and his one employee

city, explain the needs to city officials and advise

how the citv could obtain federal

funding.

The former mayor admitted that he

then gave the information to the architect who would be able to make early

contact with city officials.

The former mayor claimed that he was on

and did not submit billings or written reports to the architect.
to recall

a

retainer

He was unable

any soecif ics- of work done.

AN ENGINEERING FIRM

An engineering firm was

identified as having been regularly employed by

a

number of architects which the Commission had under investigation. The Commission
staff, noting that the firm had substantial contracts with

a

state agency,

audited the available records of the firm.
An analysis of cancelled checks and disbursement

journals disclosed that most

of the cash was generated by the firm's two officers through the negotation of

checks made payable to cash.

The balance of the cash generation was similarly

provided by two office employees and

a

principal engineering employee.

A

-

-
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schedule of the cash generated by the cashing of checks for
shown below

a

five-year period is

.

Account Charged
professional services
travel
sales promotion
loans receivable
office expenses
salaries
rent

Officers
$ 7,500
2,000
1,000
8,900

TOTALS

$24,297

Employees

Total
7,500
3,200
1,500

-

$

$

1,200
500

10,900
1,950
4,000
1,387

2,000
1,440
1,000

510
3,000
1.387

-

$30,437

$6,140

The Commission's staff found in addition that the salary checks cashed were

not payroll checks but were checks written on the firm's regular checking

account.

The cashed checks thus do not represent periodic payments;

they do

represent "extra" payments to the officers and to the principal engineer-employee.
A

third scheme for generating cash involved three checks of $500 eacn, all

issued on the same date to the two officers and the principal engineer-employee;
all were cashed.

On another date two checks of $1,200 each were

issued to the

two officers both were cashed.
A

principal officer of this same firm received

a

check for $1,000 from an

architect, while two days later he received $1,000 from an engineering firm.
Both expenditures were charged to "service" expense accounts on the oooks of the

paying firms.

The

Both checks were cashed by the officer on the same date.

monies were not recorded on the books of the subject corporation (the payee) nor
When queried

was income reported by either the corporation or the individual.

about the pavments the officer stated that they were repayments of loans.

When

further queried as to the disposition of the cash, the officer stated that ne had
paid it to several employees of the architect.

The architect had

problems at the time and had not paid his employees for weeks.

financial

The Commission's

investigators interviewed the employees identified by the officer as having
received the cash; each denied receiving the money.
A

Commission staff member interviewed an architect who employed the subject

engineering firm on
the job,

proposed community college construction prpject.

a

the architect was approached by A,

Community Colleges.

A

a

member of the Board of Regional

told the architect that if he wanted to continue on the

project he should employ the subject engineering firm.

member of the board of directors of the subject firm.
a

while on

At

the time,

A

was also

a

A's service as director of

firm doinq business with the public aqency of which he was an official, and his

intervention on behalf of the firm with the agency, presented an apparent classic
conflict of interest.
The principal officer of the subject

the corporation was formed,

A

was

a

firm,

when interviewed,

director but never

a

stated that when

stockholder and that

"

-
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less than three months later he requested that his name be removed as

director.

a

The principal officer then claimed that A's name was placed there in

error by the accountant of the subject firm, and subsequently provided
the minutes of
as

a

copy of

director's meeting to establish that the individual was replaced

a

director.

a

The Commission also found A's name as the payee on checks

totalling $1,719.32 issued three years later by the subject firm and charged tc
"

impro vements

.

The Commission's audit of the subject firm also disclosed the issuance of

a

$250 check to an individual with the expenditure being charged to office

expense.

The name of the payee on the check was the same as that of

member of

a

a

board

state authority which approved substantial contracts for an

architectural firm which,

in

turn,

employed the subject engineering firm.

AN ENGINEERING CONSULTANT TO ARCHITECTS UNDER INVESTIGATON

An engineering

firm was selected for audit because more than 80% of its

income was derived from public work, the income was substantial, and

a

good

portion of its work was awarded by two architects who were prime suspects of

corruotion in connection with state and county contracts.
The principal officers of one of these architectural firms refused to testify

befbre the Commission and invoked their privileges against self-incrimination.

Principals of the other architect cooperated with the Commission and gave sworn
testimony about the firm's long-standing practice of demanding and receiving

kickbacks from consultants and suppliers.

One of those principals testified to

a

kickback agreement with the subject engineering firm.
Due to time restrictions the Commission made only

engineering company's books and records.

a

limited audit of the

Nonetheless, cash generating checks

were identified.
The company's engineering staff was headed by the principal owner of the firm

and two key employees.

The records of the firm disclosed

a

most unusual practice

of granting bonuses in large amounts and on numerous occasions.

of what were considered four crucial years,

During an audit

the Commission found that, with the

exception of the two key employees, the firm's staff received annual Christmas
bonuses ranging from $500 to $2,500.

However, the key employees received many

bonuses throughout the years and for sums which were greater in total than their
salaries.

Their incomes, when compared to those of other engineer-employees in

their field, apoeared to be unreasonable.

$1,000 to 10,000.

The bonuses paid to them ranged

from

-
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following analysis was drawn from the payroll records of the firm

The

Employee
Salary
$20,394
20,909
23,702
28,606
93:411

Year
TT7TJ

1971
1972
1973
Total

Bonuses
$ 23,300
42,950
34,700
17,500
118,450

A

Total

NumPer of Payments

A3, 694

9

63,859
58,402
46,106
212,061

12

$

6
3

Emp; Loyee 8

Salary
$18,200
18,550
19,550
21,500
77,800

Year
T77TJ

1971

1972
1973
Total

Bonuses
$24,000
33,400
27,950
6,100
91 ,450

Total

Number of Payments

42,200
51,950
47,500
27*600
169,254

7

$

9

6
4

Owner -Officer

Salary
$ 55,000
100,000
100,000
55,200
310,200

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
Total

Bonuses
-0-0-0-0-0-

Total
$ 55,000
100,000

100,000
55,200

310,200

Checks representing bonus payments to the two employees were analyzed.

During this four-year period checks totalling $29,356 were cashed.

One of the

employees said that he did cash checks but that he never returned the cash to the

owner-officer nor did he give

it

to anyone else.

During this four-year. period the owner-officer received many checks from the
firm which were charged to

a

personal loan account.

the personal nature of the payments.

Most of the checKs reflected

However, many checks in substantial,

round

amounts were issued to the officer and deposited in his personal checking
account.

The accountant made substantial yearly adjustments which increased the

owner-officer's salary account and decreased his personal loan account Pecause of
a

concern for the taxability of the loans.

The loan account balance nevertheless

increased during the four-year period from $53,000 to $140,000.

Cash generation

studies of his personal checks and those of the two key employees were not made
due to time restrictions.

From the records of the aforementioned architect who did cooperate with the

Commission,

it

was learned that this engineering firm,

in

consideration of future

work from the architect, agreed to waive $7,000 owed to it for past services.
This waiver was incorporated in an informal note to the architect and signed by
the owner-officer of the engineering firm.
It

appears that the engineer's waiver of monies owed by the architect was in

keeping with the latter's admitted practice of demanding kickbacks.

architect had testified that the kickback process was,
when

a

in some cases,

consultant agreed to accept less than the amount billed.

-The

The

effected
"discount"
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would not be recorded on the books.

In

-

this case the architect, being on the

accrual basis for reporting expenses for income tax purposes, would report the
gross billing as deductible engineering expense.

The engineering firm,

the cash basis for reporting income for income tax purposes,

amounts billed, only the amounts actually received.

being on

would not report the

Thus the $7,000 in this case

was reported as deductible expense by the architect but was not reported as

income by the engineering firm.

The case thus illustrates

a

possible method of

funding improper payments with after-tax dollars.

A

GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S PETTY CASH FUND

The Commission's examination of the books of

that

a

a

general contractor revealed

significant amount of cash was generated through the petty cash fund.

tPtal amount generated through this fund during the period of July

through December 31,
firm,

1977 totalled $90,033.83.

1,

Tne

1974

The principal officer of this

referred to as "A", received $28,133.80 during the same period of time.

Questionable conditions concerning the management of the petty cash fund
deserve examination.

In

an interview with the Commission's staff,

the

contractor's bookkeeper stated that everyone in the office had access to the
petty cash fund because it was kept in an unlocked safe during the day.

The

bookkeeper also stated that she did not protect her position as the overseer of
the fund because recipients of money never filled out petty cash slips which were

intended to document amounts spent.
work papers,

The accountants

for the

firm,

in their i97A

stated the problems they had with the petty cash fund as having "no

back-up nor support, no signatures on petty cash slips."
than following

a

In

addition,

rather

standard accounting procedure, the bookkeeper and comptroller

charged petty cash expenditures to the books using arbitrary methods.
The Commission's staff,

through interviews with several of the firm's

employees, discovered numerous ways in which the petty cash fund was used.

supervisor and

A

both received weekly draws from the petty cash fund.

The

Although

these draws were made with great regularity, at least in the cases of the
individual supervisors, the petty cash slips were never signed.
A,

the principal,

received

a

weekly draw from the petty cash fund of at least

$100, which was alternatively charged to

deposit" account.

a

"job expense" or "non-refundable bid

The assistant comptroller would then fill out

a

petty cash

slip for the difference between the amount of cash in the fund and the total

accounted for on petty cash slips, then charge the expenditure to whatever
account he felt appropriate.
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The petty cash fund was also used to reimourse the firm's general

superintendent for

a

political contriPution he made to

superintendent's personal check for $250, payadle to
made at the request of the clerk-of-the-works on
A

a

a

a

city councillor.

The

re-election committee, was

school construction project.

petty cash slip for $250 was charged to miscellaneous Pusiness expenses.

an

in

A,

interview with the Commission's investigator, stated that his petty casn

expenditures were used to take people to lunch, to Puy coffee or materials, and
to attend job meetings.

The Commission's investigators

found that checks made payable to "petty cash"

1974 through December 31,

for the period of July 1,

The

1974 totaled $12,538.50.

Commission's analysis of petty cash slips for the same period indicated that
received $4,370, or 34.8 percent, of this cash.
1975 through DecemPer 31,
and

A

1975,

During the period January

A

1,

checks issued to petty cash totaled $28,139.01,

was credited with receiving $5,800.

Supporting documentation was lacking not only in the petty cash fund, as
shown throughout this particular report, Put also in two other accounts,

"outside services" and "equipment in field" accounts.

the

When cancelled cheqks of

cashed checks, totaling $15,560, that

the corporate bank accounts were examined,

were issued to certain individuals (as opposed to the petty cash account) were

identified.

In

addition,

a

corporate check for $8,000 was issued to another

construction company and was charged to the "equipment in field" account, then
deposited Py the payee.

When the Commission examined paid invoices, no

supoorting documentation for this payment was found.
The principal owner-officer of the latter construction company

was also an engineer for

a

city,

implying

a

(the payee),

possible conflict of interest.

This

payment was made during the period of time the suPject construction firm was

building

a

county courthouse located in that city.

The county's

files were

examined by the Commission; this city engineer was found to have had major

responsibilities such as sewer applications and water permits for this courthouse
project.

The city engineer thus had the potential leverage to make conditions

favoraPle or unfavorable and perhaps more or less costly for the subject

construction firm.

Furthermore, the city engineer when interviewed could not

produce supporting documentation for the alleged sale of equipment, leaving the

$8,000 payment still unexplained.

r-
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ANOTHER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Examinations of

a

general contracting firm by the Commission indicated that

significant amount of cash was generated in the period 1968-1974.

a

This cash

totaled $155,143 and was generated through various loan and expense accounts.
The subject

firm also received

a

large number of state and county contracts,

which were found to have unusually large numbers of change order proposals.
Cash was generated by the president of the corporation,

corporation, the tax consultant to the corporation, and

employed by
corporation.

a

subsidiary corporation.

a

the owner of the

painting foreman

(The owner was not an officer of the

)

Checks payable to the president, which were cashed, were generally cnarged to
his oersonal loan account.

In

president denied ever having

a

several interviews with the Commission the
loan account and stated that some of the

signatures on the checks in question were not his.

A

handwriting analyst/expert

hired by the Commission who analyzed these checks was of the opinion that these

Checks cashed by the president of the corporation

signatures were genuine.

between December, 1968 and March, 1975 totaled $32,256, and the loan was never
repaid.

Checks paid to the owner of the corporation were also charged to his personal
loan account.

The owner has not been interviewed by the Commission regarding the

oroceeds of these checks.

Checks cashed by the owner of the corporation between

November, 1968 and November, 1975 totaled $35,327.
Checks received by the tax consultant were charged to the "professional

services" account.

The tax consultant stated in an interview with the Commission

that the checks were cashed due to the fact that his bank in Florida (his place
of business) would not immediately credit checks to his account,
he was required to cash checks

bank in Florida.

in Massachusetts and transport

to the owner,

or to any officer,

a

result

the cash to his

Checks cashed by this individual between May,

September, 1974 totaled $64,539.

and as

1971 and

He stated that none of this cash was returned

of the corporation.

Checks payable to the painting foreman, which were cashed, were charged to

various expense accounts.

The Commission was unable to locate the painting

foreman to question him about these checks, which between the period of December,
1968 and July,

1971 totaled $23,021.

This general contractor was selected by the Commission for investigation

following an analysis of the number of state and county contracts received by the
firm and the number of change orders relating to these contracts.
the latter was found on

a

An example of

contract received by the subject firm for renovation of
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a

building at

$1,049,907: as
$1,523,674.

state college.

a

This contract was awarded to the subject firm for

result of 55 change orders the final contract price was

a

found that $13,600 in cash was generated by

The Commission's audit

the firm in the month that this contract was begun.

The firm received contracts totaling $7,208,537 from the Commonweal tn and

contracts totaling $9,983,447 from

a

single city in the Commonwealth.

Approximately 90 percent of the contracts received by this corporation were
either state,

This information was obtained from an

or federal contracts.

local,

analysis of the corporation's cash receipts.

These contracts were received in

the period 1968-1975.
As would be expected,

corporate bank accounts.

very few political donations were made through the
But in an interview with the Commission,

the tax

consultant stated that the owner purchased plates at approximately 40-50
testimonial dinners per year (over
account.

a

seven-year period) through his personal oank

The owner's personal checks were purportedly thrown away.

Payments by

a

subsidiary of the subject firm were also made to an industrial

inspector employed by the Commonwealth's Department of Labor

Industries.

&

In an

interview with the Commission, this individual stated that he "moonlighted" for
the painting subsidiary of this corporation and that all payments received were

bona fide payments for painting services rendered.

Payments to this industrial

inspector between January 1970 and May 1973 totaled $18,372.

Seventy-one percent

This individual claimed that the signatures on

of these checks were cashed.

three of these cashed checks totaling $1,410 were not his, and that he had not
He also stated that he never made a decision or

cashed these checks.

recommendation to the Department of Labor

construction corporation.
Department of Labor

&

a

Industries regarding this

An examination of documents oPtained

from the

Industries did not reveal that he had made any such

recommendations or decisions.
was

&

It

was also determined by the Commission that he

member of the painters' union at the time that these payments were received,

However, examination of the records obtained from the Department of LaPor

Industries did reveal that there were

a

substantial number of protests made to

that department regarding this general ccntractor.
a

Commission interview with

a

&

It

was also confirmed through

masonry sub-contractor that this contractor did

violate the state's sub-bid laws.

The general contractor received the

subcontract for masonry for two city building contracts and in turn subcontracted
this work to the masonry subcontractor ("sub-subcontracting" is illegal).

masonry subcontractor received $116,034 from the general contractor.

contractor was paid $125,000 by the city for these sub-contracts.

The

The general

Thus,

payments

-
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the inspector by the contractor may have been

a

form of insurance against

problems on such protests.

A

FAMILY OF COMPANIES

The Commission investigated

a

general contracting firm which received

number of contracts from state agencies and local housing authorities.
addition, the same owners operated

a

subcontracting firm and

a

a

large

In

construction

supply firm.
This investigation disclosed that the general contractor received

check which was deposited into its bank account.

a

$15,000

However, upon learning that the

check was actually intended for the supply ccmpany, the contractor issued
for the same amount to the rightful recipient,

a

checK

The major

the supply company.

problem in this investigation was that records which would confirm receipt of
this check by the supply company cculd not be found.
In

an attempt to find these records,

the following accounts were analyzed:

the bank accounts of the three aforementioned companies; all of the principal

officers' checks and savings accounts; and all of the mortgage accounts.

All

relevant and available bank records were analyzed, and all possibilities of

negotiation were investigated.
The check was recorded as

contractor's books.
$15,000 check.

a

disbursement to the supply company on the

The contractor's bank statement also prpperly reflected the

However,

the $15,000 was not recorded on the books of the supply

company, nor did its bank statements reflect any such deposit.
check from the contractor to the supply company was never found.

addition the

In

One explanation

according to the vice president of the involved bank was that the check could
have been cashed.
The investigation of the subject

firms also concerned

a

five-week period

during which $13,807.78 was charged to the subject firm's payroll for wages.

Although the payrpll records indicated that five pepple were on the payroll for
each of those five weeks, only five checks were issued averaging $2,600 each.
The Commission's investigation showed that these checks were issued to the

principal officer's five grandchildren, and that all checks were cashed.

The

average weekly pay for these children, all of whom were under the age of
seventeen, was $520.

In

addition,

the time period involved the months of Octooer

and November when children of these ages would have been in school.

-
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OTHER CASH GENERATION TECHNIQUES

There are many other ways to generate cash from the accounts of
and many ways to make payoffs without cash.

Commission's audits.

For instance,

a

business,

Not all the ways were found in the

diversion of income was rarely found,

although the audit usually included tracing fee payments from public agencies
into the accounts of the subject firm.

More common were favors for public officials in the forms of checks for

services allegedly rendered by the official to the firm; meals, trips,

entertainment and use of charge cards and accounts; direct supply of goods or
services, such as building materials, architectural work, printing campaign

literature; payments to third parties to furnish such goods or services to public

officials

.

The following are further illustrations of the variety of schemes uncovered

during the Commission's investigations.
1.

A

consulting engineering firm which had received substantial work from an

architect over the years was asked to assist the architect to generate cash.
Because the engineer wanted to continue its business relationship, and because it

wanted to collect fees owed by the architect, it agreed to the request.
The architect had been instrumental in the awarding of

electronic equipment company.
architect but

it

That company had agreed to kick back $5,750 to tne

wanted to show the kickback as

a

tax deductible expense.

Routinely the architect received kickbacks in cash form.
want his firm's name on this type of check.

engineering firm forward
equipment company.

A

a

contract to an

a

tnis case he did not

In

Thus he arranged to have the

false bill for engineering services to the electronic

check for $5,750 was issued to the engineering firm and

deposited to its account.

The engineering firm then issued

principal officer who deposited it in his personal account.
check to himself and cashed the check.

check to its

a

He

then issued

a

The cash was delivered to the principal

officer of the architectural firm.
The above was verified by the sworn testimony of the principal officers of

the engineering firm and of the architectural firm.

The involved officer of tne

electronic equipment company had died prior to the investigation.

The

engineering firm continued to generate an additional $10,000 in cash for the
architect in similar transactions.
involved were the architectural

However,

in these

instances the only parties

firm and the engineering firm.

The architectural

firm issued checks to the engineering firm which negotiated the checks as in the

transaction described above.

-
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The principals involved in these transactions gave sworn testimony as to the

accuracy of the above described scheme.

The books and records of these firms

All of the incriminating documents

were analyzed in detail.

invoices) were identified during the audits.

(cashed checks and

Fortified with this documentary

evidence the staff attorney effectively elicited admissions from the parties
involved.

the first transaction the architect did not record the transaction,

In

wnile

later transactions the architect recorded the issuance

in

of the checks

.as

orofessional engineering expenses and failed to report the cash

received as income.

The engineering firm reported the receipt of the cnecks as

income and charged engineering expense when it issued checks to its principal

officer.
2.

During the audit of an architectural firm's cash disbursements journal it was

noted that monthly payments
firm was

a

were made for accounting services

partnership and bore the name of

politician who was also

a

to

an accounting firm.

prominent and influential

a

Certified Public Accountant.

Based on an audit of the

travel and entertainment accounts it had been established tnat the arcnitect nad

extravagantly wined and dined this politician over

a

number of years.

It

was

known that the politician had intervened on behalf of the architectural firm to
secure state contracts.
The Commission reviewed the books and records and found no evidence that the

accounting firm had performed any services.
the architect's office manager,

Staff then proceeded to interview

bookkeeper,

a.nd

firm and an employee of the accounting firm.

findings

the other oartner

in the accounting

Their sworn testimony ccnfirmed the

.

The orincipal officer of the architectural

firm later testified under oatn

that the payments were payoffs to the pplitician, and that no services were

rendered.

further testified that he later changed the form of payoffs from

He

monthly checks to monthly cash payments.

The audit identified

a

number of checks,

issued by the firm each month, which were cashed and which were consistent with
his testimony.

In

addition, cash generated from consultants and suppliers was

also available to allow the firm to meet its monthly commitment to the politician.
3.

In an analysis of regular checks of an

architectural firm auditors identified

four which were cashed; all were issued on the same date, were in sequential

order, and each was made out for the same amount,

$500.

All were issued to

employees, one of whom was the principal officer and all were charged to
payroll.

The non-officers testified under oath that

officer.

He

in

they gave the cash to the

turn testified under oath that he delivered the $2,000 in cash to

an elected official

in consideration of a state contract.

The

-

h.

An architect
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testified that he received

a

-

$4,500 cash kickback from

supplier based on an agreement made at the time of contract award.
involved furniture and fixtures for

a

county jail.

a

The contract

The audit identified four

checks, two from the supplier and two from its related company, which were
The principal pfficer of the supplier admitted under oath that the

cashed.

checks represented kickbacks to the architect.
5.

Ouring

a

review of regular checks of an architectural firm the Commission

found that an employee was paid

substantial bonus of $3,500; the check was

a

the income

The employee testified that he kept $500 of the cash to cover

cashed.

taxes he would be liable for and returned the balance to

a

corporate officer.

The money was placed in an envelope and at the direction of the officer the

employee delivered the envelope to

awarding

a

public offical who had been instrumental in

contract to the architectural firm.

a

The principal officer later gave

sworn testimony to the accuracy of the emplpyee's evidence.
6.

A

pplitical fundraiser fpr an incumbent gbvernor obtained

for an architect in exchange for

a

cash contribution.

a

state contract

Prior to receipt of

payments on the contract, the architect was pressured by the fundraiser for tne
payoff.

The architect's business cash flow was stagnant at the time but he had

recently deposited the proceeds from the sale of his home to his savings
account.

He

fundraiser.

withdrew $5,000 in $100 bills and delivered

a

parti'al paypff to the

After this information was elicited from the architect in interviews,

the Commission found bank records

confirming the cash generation and

corroborating tne story.
7.

A

major architectural firm obtained

fundraiser.

The firm employed

a

a

state contract through

a

pplitical

local architect as its on-site manager.

Pressure was exerted on the firm for an advance on the cash contribution agreed
uppn.

The corporation issued

mailed it to his home.

a

check for $5,000 to the local architect and

He endorsed the check over to a principal officer of his

firm and he arranged to have it cashed by contacting the president of
bank.

a

The check was cashed by the principal officer and delivered to the

(The president of

fundraiser at the office where he worked as

a

the bank had been the principal

fpr the preceding gpvernor.)

At

a

fundraiser

public employee.

later date the firm sent one of its officers to the local architect's

office to make

dollar

Boston

a

cash delivery of $6,000.

The cash was in packets of five

bills and banded with wrappers which indicated that they came from

foreign country where the firm had an office.

The local architect and the

courier together delivered the cash to the political fundraiser.
was not pleased with the

a

denominations.

The fundraiser

Shortly thereafter he

contacted the principal officer of the local architectural firm (the one who had

:
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cashed the $5,000 check mentioned above) and had him convert the cash to Dills of
larger denominations at

a

local Dank.

Both the local architect and the principal

officer testified under oath to the accuracy of these happenings.
A

third payment on this contract was made when, at

a

same courier met with the principal officer of the local

still later date,

architectural

the

firm and

the political

fundraiser.

The courier delivered five $3,000 cashier's checks to

the political

fundraiser.

The fundraiser was upset that the payment was not in

cash and that he was not given names of donors

fror which

to

report the

The Commission found that two $3,000 checks were deposited to the

contributions.

governor's reception committee bank account soon after the payment date.

The

above transactions were described in the sworn testimony of the principal officer
of the local architectural

The deposit-of-checks information was obtained

firm.

from analysis of the governor's reception committee Dank statements.

During the investigation of

8.

had been

party to

a

a

a

construction corporation it was learned that it

federal criminal case involving state contracts.

An

examination was made of the available records of the corporation which had
substantial contracts with the state.

Analysis of cancelled cnecKs and

a

review

of the court testimony resulted in the identification of the following

transactions
a)

D)

c

"i

d)

e)

The princiDal officer of

9.

to

corporate check of $2,000 was issued directly to' a politician,
the president of a the state senate wno deposited it to his savings
account.
The corporation charged a "dues and suDscriptions"
account.
A corporate check of $2,0Q0 was issued to an architect who endorsed
the check to a state senator who in turn endorsed the check over to
The corporation charged a "dues
a committee to elect a governor.
and suDscriptions" account.
Corporate checks totalling $23,000 were issued to a principal
officer as loans; the checks were cashed and delivered to a state
senator who split the fee with another state senator.
These
payments were to insure continuation of a contract on a substantial
The corporation charged these expenditures to a "loans to
project.
officer" account.
Both senators admitted under oatn Defore the
Special Commission that they received the monies.
A corporate check- of $5,000 was issued Dy a suDsidiarv of the
corporation to a principal officer who cashed the check. The
proceeds were delivered to an architect who in turn delivered the
The
cash to the political fundraiser of an incumDent governor.
corporation charged this expenditure to an "investment" account.
The comptroller of the corporation suDmitted false expense reports
The reimbursements were deposited to his
to the corporation.
personal checking account.
He then drew checks to cash and
delivered the cash to certain political figures, pursuant to
directions from his superiors.
These expenditures were charged to
The comptroller made these admissions to an
promotional expenses.
investigator during an interview.
A

a

fictitious employee.

a

landscaping company wrote checks totaling $6,000

The checks were cashed and the cash given to the

Drincipal officer of an architectural firm as

a

kickDack on

a

contract.

The

landscaping company inflated the prices of the joDs done on puDlic projects with
the architect's acquiescence.

The amount of inflation was the amount of

-
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These findings resulted from an audit of the books and records of the

kickback.

landscaping firm and from interviews with the principal officer who in sworn
testimony admitted to the scheme.
10.

A

commission salesman was asked by

firm for

a

kickback of $1,000 on

a

the kickback from his own funds.

a

principal officer of an architectural

laundry equipment contract.

He agreed to make

He prpceeded to save part of his weekly

After the

commissions at $20 to $100 per week until he met the agreed figure.
contract was completed he gave the architect the cash.

These findings resulted

from interviews with the salesman, with an informed employee and witn the

principal officer.
11.

The principal officer of

a

sporting goods store agreed to make

kickback to an architectural firm.

corporate check

a

He not only made the KicKback by

casn

casning

but he furnished sporting equipment costing $1,389 to

a

a

The politician had used his influence to

politician and his family at no charge.

effect contract awards in favor of the architect.

The Commission learned of

these transactions from interviews of the architect's employees and from the

testimony of the officer of the sporting goods store.
12.

During an

Kickbacks can also be made in the form of free goods and services.

investigation of an architectural firm the Commission found that the company

performed free desiqn work for two politicians, four public officials and
political fundraiser.

a

The firm allowed the use of its credit cards by two

politicians and

a

public official.

It

financed vacation trips for

politician and for

a

public employee.

In

every case the beneficiary of these

a

transactions was influential in assisting the architect with contract awards, in
the approval of questionable change orders or in expediting payment of fees oy

public agencies.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing cases confirm that corrupt practices involving improper cash

payments are widespread among firms holding design and construction contracts
with state and county agencies.

Further investigation of any of these cases

could lead to definitive evidence of crime.
The Commission's auditors found that the same patterns of effectuating

corrupt practices recur again and again frcm one firm to another.

It

is

remarkable how often public officials recently retired from office (and sometimes
those still in office) are found on the books of design and contracting firms.

Payments made to such officials by corporate checks may be carried as

professional fees (for legal, accounting, "consulting," or some other service) or

-

for sale of equiDment or materials to the

oayments

is
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firm.

But documentation supporting tne

almost always lacking.

More resources made available to agencies charged with enforcing the

Commonwealth's laws against conflicts of interest could disclose more sucn cases,
particularly through audits of firms doing business with public agencies.

To

make those audit powers effective, the Commonwealth must implement requirements

enacted on the Commission's recommendation for record retention and proper

accounting procedures for public contractors.
The Commission's

investigations showed that companies doing state and county

business usually did business with cities and towns as well.

Local contracts

were beyond the Commission's already broad mandate, but that field of contracting

would appear to be equally in need of investigation.

The cases summarized in

this section suggest that the same practices occurred in that field.
As'a matter of technique in conducting financial investigations,

the

Commission's experience disclosed many recurring patterns:
1.

The basic investigative tool,

of course,

cashed check (and related journal entries).

is

the ability to analyze the

The paid check is the starting point

of most investigations of political corruption.
2.

Abuse of the petty cash fund and lack of documentation of cash

expenditures are common.
3.

Alleged loss of records is encountered in almost every case.

Investigators must be expert in the reconstruction of financial transactions from
bank records and other sources,

but,

even so,

a

fiscal audit can be frustrated oy

sloppy record-keeping or deliberate destruction.
A.

Payments to former and even current public officials, for pretextual

services or supplies, are sometimes found
be

directly in the books.

The auditor must

familiar with the field investigation to be able to identify the names of payees

who may be public officials or otherwise significant to the case.

Periodic

payments, or expenditures with no supporting invoices, will often arouse the

interest of
5.

a

careful auditor.

Money for payoffs is often laundered through several companies before

emerging in the form of cash.

The use of intercompany transfers,

overstated

payments to consultants, and kickbacks from subcontractors were all found Dy tne
Commission.

The

investigator should not assume that "cash generation" can be

found solely by auditing the books of one firm.

through several firms.

Funds must often oe traced

The most typical example is the architect wno pays public

officials for his work and requires his engineering consultants to kicK back to
him,

in cash,

their share of the payoffs (thus leaving it to the "second-tier"

firm to generate the cash): or who forces consultants to take

a

discount on their

205

fees

-

(generating the cash himself, but overstating his payables for tax
Thus,

purposes'!.

finding cash generation may involve the analysis of deposited

funds as well.

Payroll records must de analyzed in detail.

6.

from

a

regular checking account rather than from

usually represent cash generation.

a

Payments to employees made
payroll checKing account

Employees accommodate their employers with
Payroll records will also iaentify

their cash generating schemes under duress.

employees with no Social Security numbers;

in most

such cases the employees are

fictitious and the checks representing the payments are cashed.
7.

Invoices representing credit card charges should be analyzed for

Several cases investigated showed that the company assigned its

signatures.

credit cards to public officials for their personal use.
8.

Payments are often made to employees for cash generation purposes.

payments are charged to

"loan receivable" account.

Seldom are the loans

The employees are usually unaware that the firm's records contain these

repaid.

obligations
9.

a

The

.

Bonus patterns should be studied.

An

employee receiving Donuses out of

proportion to those paid to others may be generating casn for the employer.
10.

Many architectural and other professional

firms have two principals,

one

who manages the office and produces work, the other an "outside man" who acts as
the firm

's

business getter.

In

auditing

a

firm showing this pattern,

special

attention should be paid to the loan and payroll accounts of the outside man and
to

his expense reports and charge card reimbursements.
11.

Meaningless or wastebasket accounts on the books of

easy to spot.

a

firm are sometimes

Accounts which always merit examination include loans to officers,

outside services, donations and contributions, bidding expense, job expense,

consulting and the like.
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CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS
STATE AND COUNTY BUILDINGS

JANUARY 1st 1968 TO DECEMBER 31st 1979

Introduct ion

From January

1968 to December 31,

1,

1980,

the Commonwealth,

its political

subdivisions, and its public instrumentalities authorized and appropriated

expenditures for construction projects totalling $17.1 billion.
From January

1968 to December 31,

1,

1980,

1

the Commonwealth,

its political

subdivisions, and its public instrumentalities authorized and appropriated

expenditures for building projects totalling $10.

A

billion.

2

The Commission has specifically identified and studied state and county

buildings on which $4.89 billion (including cost of debt service) has been spent
by the Commonweal th 3

The

.

figures which follow describing costs of defects and

repairs on public buildings are based on projections derived from the

Commission's study of this $4.89 billion representative sample.

The

figures

reflect the dollar cost as of the year in which the money was spent and have not
been adjusted upward to reflect the value of the 1980 dollar after inflation.

During the 1968-1980 period, of the total cost for all construction projects
in

the Commonwealth,

defects.

h

$7.73 billion has been spent on projects that have severe

Severe defects include such conditions as failing structural systems

such that life is endangered, mechanical, electrical and plumbing subsystems that

continually malfunction,

inoperable or undependable machinery, safety alarm

systems that do not work, water intrusion that causes severe secondary damage,
and areas of facilities that are unusable because of inadequate architectural,

structural, mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic designs.
From January

1,

1968 until December 31, 1980, an estimated 2750-3000

buildings were constructed by the Commonwealth.
those 2750-3000 buildings have severe defects.

Approximately three-quarters of
From 1968 to present, on the

average each individual taxpayer has spent $6,900 for all public construction by
the Commonwealth,

its political

subdivisions, and its public instrumentalities of

which $3,126 has been spent on construction projects with severe defects.
Of the total costs

5

for all projects in the Commonwealth during the 1968-1980

period, $1.08 billion has been wasted because of unnecessary delays in design and

construct ion
$437.

.

6

The average cost per taxpayer for these unnecessary delays is

-

-

for all projects in the Commonwealth during the 1968-1980

Of the total costs

$48.7 million has been wasted on projects planned and designed but never

period,
built.

3

1

There are additional, non-calculable costs:

inability to use

space as

a

intended, energy-inefficient buildings, inefficient management of existing space,
high maintenance costs,

threats to personal safety,

inconvenience, physical and

psychological hardships, buildings whose atmosphere or design encourage
vandalism.

All of these are problems the Commission identified,

could not assign

a

but to which it

dollar cost.

The Commission estimates that

it will

cost Massachusetts taxpayers

a

total of

$848 million to repair all buildings identified, studied, or surveyed by the

Commission.

will cost $2.12 billion to remedy all defective construction from

It

the period of January

1,

1968 to December 31,

taxpayer to make these repairs is $857.

1980.8

The average cost per

These figures do not include secondary

damage resulting from the severe defects.

After conducting two years of technical investigations and surveys of sample
state and county buildings, consultant Dr.

John woollett testified before the

Commission about the physical defects existing in those buildings constructed by
the Commonwealth in the last 12 years.

An assistant

professor of architecture at

Harvard's Graduate School of Design, Dr. Woollett is an expert on construction

management and financial forecasting in the construction industry.

9

The

following statement is based on his testimony at the public hearing held May 21,
1980.
The majority of the Commonwealth's buildings of tne last dozen years are a

disgrace.

Thev are new, but they are in deplorable condition.

They are new,

but

thev were poorly planned, questionably designed, and negligently supervised

during construction.

They are new, but they would never have been accepted in

the private sector; yet,

with all of its checks on the spending of puDlic moneys,

the Commonwealth has accepted them,
are new,

but they are often unsafe:

are firetraps,

or structurally

often ever the protests of their users.

They

new schools and colleges for our children

f aulty,

or iesky; homes for the elderly are in

danger of collapse: other new buildings are grossly profligate in their use of

energy and cannot be made otherwise.

At best,

many new state and county

buildings are costly to repair or maintain and offer constant inconvenience to
their occupants.

We have all

paid for them dearly, and we will continue to pay

for them dearly.
It

might be assumed that the well known examples of faulty construction --

Cape Cod Community College,

the Haverhill parking deck,

tne Middlesex County

-

ix

-

Courthouse -- are simply the result of flaws in an otherwise sound system of
contract awards and building supervision.

What demonstrates the overall

inadequacy of the current system of public construction, however, is the extent
of serious

technical problems throughout the Commonwealth's new buildings.

the facilities visited by the Commission's construction technicians,

had buildings with major defects:

Of

74 percent

external walls falling down, non-worKing

heating systems, playing fields that do not drain,

failing electrical systems,

and cracks in walls and roofs of such size that energy conservation is
One superintendent at the University of Lowell observed,

impossible.
is

"This roof

nothing out of the ordinary: it functions the same as the roofs on all our

other buildings."
like sieves.

Questioned further, he went on to say:

So what's new?"

"Yes,

they ail leak

Virtually all of the building managers *e spoke

with thought that their structures had to be the worst the Commonwealth had
built.

Cynicism is pervasive.

the county level,

At

defective buildings are the

rule, not the exception.
The major problem areas can be summarized as

not serve the purpose intended by the users.

follows.

First, many designs do

One section of the State Laooratory

Institute in Boston was built to house research on contagious diseases; the

Institute's ventilation system, however, aoes not permit this area to oe isolated
from the rest of the building.

incompetent.
because

it

Construction at

was

Second, many designs are inadequate, at times
a

parking garage in Haverhill had to cease half-way

feared that the structure could not support its own weight.

Third, bad workmanship is common.

workmanship contained

in

One county official wrote,

this building ...

is

"The

downright negligent.

If

this was

vour personal house, you would be screaming at the architect and contractor."

Of

course, many Massachusetts contractors have done good work on public Quildings;
the problem is that many who do very poor work continue to get contracts.
12 major roofing jobs done by one

Of the

subcontractor, half have extremely serious

problems, each costing about $1 million to repair.

Eight roofing subcontractors

performed 80 percent of the work administered by the Bureau of Building

Construction (BBC) under the filed sub-bid law.
Fourth, construction supervision is negligent or simply absent.

The

technician's reoort on the library at Worcester State College states,

"Construction supervision on this building appears to have been nonexistent -the result

is

a

building with incredible water damage that, combined with HVAC

[heating/ventilation/air conditioning] problems, have [made] the building
unoleasant to inhabit [and made] certain rooms unsafe for occupancy."
official reported,

"It

is

A

county

apparent that the architect 3nd contractor are

attempting to hoodwink the public."

A

report on

a

housing project in Melrose

f

.

.
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states that "the building was not built in accordance with the plans,
soeci

icat ions

,

and contract documents."

without supervision, contractors can oe

The question

expected to take shortcuts.

is

how can such negligance occur wnen

both the aesigners and the Commonwealth have full-time representatives on site to

check on the quality of the construction?
Fifth, designers and state agencies are often careless in administering
For the 946 construction contracts that the Commission

construction contracts.

reviewed, the average time overrun was aDout 85 percent.

Wnen one considers the

effect of inflation on construction costs, the interest on billions of dollars of

construction moneys tied up, and the cost of providing suDStitute space or
housing for would-be occupants, the total cost of these delays is staggering.
Many

one in the orivate sector could acceot such delays and remain solvent.

projects extend far beyond this 85 percent average.

Institute's research reactor,
cost the Commonwealth
bu

i

S

for example,

850,000

had

a

The

No

Lowell Technical

time overrun of 810 percent and

in storage of equipment

supplied for the

lding
Sixth,

designers and the Commonwealth accept ouiidings that are unfinished,
Often tnere

contain serious defects, or have been rejected by the using agency.
are no as-built drawings or operating manuals for tne equipment,

or tne HVAC

Time and again, on our site visits,

systems have not been mechanically tested.

chief engineers claimec that they had advised the 3BC not to accept

building, but to no avail.

One such letter states,

been oaid in full it is the roofing contractor.
and nothing has been done to correct

recommended against accepting

a

it."

a

given

"If anyone should not nave

The new roof continually

leaKs

Another Duilding superintendent

playing field; the BBC not only accepted tne woik

but also awarded the contractor another job.

Altnougn the chief engineer at

Lemuel Shattuck Hospital refused to accept its new mecnanicai system, tne BBC did
so

Seventh,

the defects

secondary damage.

in

accepted buildings result in expensive repairs for

The supervisor of maintenance and security at the State

Laboratory Institute reported that water leaking into the ouiidings had caused
such severe flooding that the electrical system had failed several times.

The

power olant engineer had suffered electrical burns due to this water intrusion.
My own estimate

is

that remedial work on state ano ccunty buildings

constructed over the last dozen years would cost $300 million.

Using tne BBC

formula for calculating project costs and including financing costs,

the total

cost to the Commonwealth would be $7i& million for tne ouiidings we surveyed.
The case of Mount Wacnusett Community College vividly

these problem areas.

The college has

a

beautiful

rrain

illustrates

building,

a

a

numoer of

Duilding in

which the staff,

faculty, and students take great pride.

For six years the roof

has been leaking badly and the school begged for something to be done.

time it rains,

this beautiful building is inundated.

In

Every

consequence, ceilings

are falling, walls are stained, and electrical systems are being damaged.

Last

spring the BBC came to an agreement with the architect and the contractor to
patch this roof ... six years later:
This story also points to

more general problem not yet mentioned:

a

the lack

of professional pride in the design and construction of the Commonwealth's

building work.

A

construction

second priority, that private work should receive all their

is

common feeling among contractors is that puPlic building

energies, all their top management, all their good workmanship.

State wotk does

not require meeting schedules;

in

not just by months.

necessary that the quality oe the highest; near

It

enough is good enough.

is not
is

It

fact,

it

is okay to exceed deadlines by

years,

sad fact that many excellent architects who

a

practice in Massachusetts do not compete for the state's design commissions, ana
that many contractors who perform the finest quality work in the private sector
do not

build in the public one.

If state work

weren't such

a

low priority,

projects such as the Tower

Building at Boston State College would never exist.

Six months after

construction began on the building, the user reassessed its needs and requested
changes in the plans

;

because the available budget could not meet the newly

realized needs, however, construction on the original design proceeded.

consequence, the top five floors of the Tower Building are unused.
designed for

a

requirements.

library,

the unused space does not meet

a

Although

library's basic

addition, the five floors are still tied into the HVAC system

In

and are therefore heated in winter and cooled in summer.

Most importantly,

however, the Commission's technicians discovered that the building is
firetrap.

In

For 13 floors,

the external wall,

a

a

a

gap of 6" or more exists between the structure and

space that would act as

a

chimney flue in the event of fire.

Incompetent design and poor construction are the rule, not the exception,
the Commonwealth's buildings.

in

With limited time and resources, the Commission

found serious defects in nearly three-quarters of its sample of public

buildings.

Who can say what

a

more thorough investigation would expose?

the taxpaying public has provided the money

unpleasant,

That

for so many buildings that are

inadequate, dangerous, and inordinately expensive is only part of the

great disgrace.

That the Commonwealth's system of public building construction

fails to make those responsible fully accountable is just as discouraging.

f
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The chaster following these remarks details responses to questionnaires sent
to

those in cnarge of tne buildings the Commission investigated.

Teams drawn

from some 30 technicians alsc inspected eacn structure oy its building

suosvstems, e.g., structural, mechanical, electrical, etc.

building was also checked:

in

school buildings,

The area use

in eacn

technicians

for example,

inspected every fifth classroom, every second bathroom, and so on.

Superintendents and maintenance people were interviewed as well.

Construction

professionals reviewed the reports made by the technical teams, and in some cases
experts in specific areas made follow-up visits to confirm defects.

Summary of State and County Building Construction:

1968-79

Construction costs between 1968 and 1979 for those state and county ouildings
identified and studied by the Commission total some $2,036 billion. 10

Total

project costs -- i.e., construction costs plus one-third for non-construction
costs

(mainly design fees and furnishing costs) and another five percent for

contingencies -- come to $2,843 billion.

The overall cost to the Commonwealth

including financing and land was $4.89 billion.

These figures are not in 1980

dollars, but the value at time of contract award.
The figures

in

Table

I

provide

a

breaKdown of

construction costs by awardng

authority for building construction from 1968 through 1979.

Table

I

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COSTS
,,
BY AWARDING AUTHORITY,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, 1968-79
AGENCY

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION
COST

Bureau o f Bui lding Construction
Depa rtme nt of Community Affairs
Massachu setts Bay Transpprtation Authprity
Massachu setts Port Authority
Uni versi ty of Massachusetts Building Authority
Governme nt Ce nter Commission
State Co liege s Building Authority
Counties (ore -1972)
Southeas tern M3ssacnusetts University 3uilding Authority
Uni versi ty of Lowell Building Authority
Massachu setts Turnpike Authority
Miscella neous
TOTAL

886,900,000
364,600,000
258,600,000
98,700,000
34,000,000
37,200,000
33,500,000
15,000,000
17,900,000
9,400,000
6,900,000
272,900,000

$2,035,600,000

by state agencies normally administered by tne BBC
-administered MDC construction.

Includes minor construction
and sel

$

.

-
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The $2,036 billion in construction costs includes only those buildings and

contracts the Special Commission's technical staff identified and studied.
Structures customarily referred to as "public works" -- roads, bridges, parks,
tunnels,

sewers,

railroad tracks,

runways,

ports,

piers -- are excluded, as are

the many construction-related programs that involve public financing of private

development.

Federal and municipal construction projects are also excluded even

though they often are administered by the same bodies that oversee state-funded
buildings.

The cost of land purchase,

are also excluded.

feasibility studies,

For the purpose of this report,

then,

financing, and design

the term "state and

county buildings" refers only to the construction of buildings paid for with
state funds and at present owned,
one of its 14 counties,

operated, and maintained by the Commonwealth,

or one of the semi-autonomous entities empowered to

transact business on behalf of the Commonwealth.

"Construction cost" refers to the actual cost of new construction,
renovations, and major non-recurring repairs.
design fees, and furnishing, planning,

considered.

Normal maintenance, land purchase,

financing and development costs are not

All construction costs are based on the bid prices at the time the

contracts were awarded and executed.

For most of the data presented in this

chaoter, the Commission has used construction costs because sucn figures are

nearly always available and are directly comparable.
The state comptroller's

fiscal 1980 Real Estate Inventory

indicates that there are some

A,

"Buildings,"

,

800 state and county buildings,

not including

Department of Community Affairs (DCA) housing or the buildings of such autonomous
agencies as the Massachusetts Bay Transport Authority and Massport.

Tne

Commission estimates that the total number of buildings is between 5,500 and
Based on the high level of state and county building construction

6,000.

activity during the late 1960s and early 1970s,

a

reasonable estimate is that

roughly half of the existing buildings were ouilt between January

1,

1968 and tne

present
The Bureau of Building Construction

(BBC)

has jurisdiction over all

significant state and county building construction and the buildings of the now
defunct Government Center Commission.
and county construction activity

responsibility.

From 1968 to 1979,

43.6 percent of state

($886.9 million worth) has been the BBC's

The DCA (17.9 percent)

and the MBTA (12.7 percent) are the only

other entities whose contract awards exceed 10 percent of the total.
State and county construction activity reached

a

peak in the years 1969

through 1971 when costs approached $300 million annually.

In

1972,

annual costs

decreased to $207 million and continued to decline to less than $87 million in
1975,

the lowest level of construction activity.

aga

approached $155 million.

;

n

For 1979, however,

total costs

-
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Table II gives the total building construction costs, as defined,

for tne

calendar years 1963 to 1979.

Table II

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COSTS
1968-1979
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Calendar Year

Cost

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
No date

$

TOTAL

$2,035,600,000

154,300,000
217,700,000
258,000,000
288,200,000
206,700,000
159,100,000
88,300,000
86,300,000
94,700,000
94,000,000
100,400,000
154,900,000
122.000,000

For most of the oeriod the Commission investigated,
on new construction.

At

building activity focusea

oresent, however, the state's goals for its building

stock are orimarily property management and maintenance of existing buildings.
In

mid-1980, nearly 90 Dercent of BBC projects were for repair or renovation;

decade before,

in

1970,

existing buildings.

H

only

a

little over 40 percent representee

a

work on

From 1963 througn 1974, new construction at institutions

of higher education constituted the

largest portion of public building activity.

Because of expectations of lower enrollment, however, such building is not

occurring today.

Instead,

tne renovation of mental health facilities consumes

the largest single share of the Commonwealth's construction oudget.

Once tne

Department of Mental Health completes this program in 1982, other agencies and
functions will likely take over proportionally larger shares of the total

construction budget.
example,

is

Among the major projects contemplated for the 1980s,

the renovation

The current decline

in

o

f

for

the Commonwealth's correctional institutions.

new construction is expected to continue.

The

Commonwealth's resources will go more ard more toward renovations to extend zne
useful lives of existing structures, conversions to adapt older buildings to new
uses,

and modifications to increase operational efficiency.

Nonetheless,

construction expenditures will almost certainly rise, rot only because of
inflation,

but also oecause of the uroe r '". need to correct

the mary serious

defects in state and county buildi n cs constructed oetween ^968 and 1979.

total

.

-
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Physical Condition of State and County Buildings Constructed from 1965-79

Because of the impossibility of directly examining all buildings cornoieted
since 1968, the Commission had to devise alternative means of gathering

information on tne physical condition of these structures.

Tne

intent was to

gain an overview of the physical condition of the state and county building
stock.

An unbiased,

objective picture was needed to guide any furtner

invest igat ion
Three approaches were used.

The

first was self-evaluation:

questionnaires

were sent to all facilities under the purview of the BBC, MDC and OCA seeking

voluntary responses from plant superintendents about the design, construction,
and performance of those structures built or renovated since January

Apoendix

A,

responses,

Sample Questionnaire).

1,

1968 (see

Because of possible biases in these

teams of technicians employed by the Commission then made on-site

examinations of representative buildings under the supervision of professional

consultants and Commission staff (see Appendix
Building Construction Volume II).

summarized in the "Investigative

B,

The procedures

Fraudulent Practices in Puolic
for investigations are

Procedures" chapter of that report.

The Commission reviewed the state comptroller's payment records to collect

data on construction contracts awarded since January

1,

1968.

The Commission

also conducted field interviews with building users and suoervisors ana

interviews with architects, engineers and contractors at the Commission's
offices.

The

Commission took testimony at public nearings from professional

consultants and other experts.

Quest ionna ire Survey Procedures
In

July and October 1979 and in August 1980,

of questionnaires to all state and county

the BBC and the OCA.

the Commission mailed 693 sets

facilities under the jurisdiction of

Facilities built by counties before 1972 Dut now unaer the

BBC were also included.

Although Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)

facilities also received questionnaires, their responses are not comparaDle to
those from other facilities and therefore are not included in the figures

reoorted here.
The 382 institutions

receiving questi onnai res represent 74.9 percent of state

and county building construction from January
as defined above.

An

1,

1968 through Decemoer 31,

institution is any facility that

administrative unit encompassing one or more buildings.
institutions that typically consist of

a

a

a

separate

District courthouses are

single building, whereas state colleges

are examples of multi -building institutions.

single institutions since

is

1979,

Local housing authorities are

central office handles all state-funded buildings.

-
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Of the 287 institutions that acknowledged receiving the questionnaire,

47

either had no buildings under their control or had no construction since January
1,

1968, while 54 provided no useful

provided valid,

information.

The 186 institutions that

informative responses cover 576 construction projects or an

estimated 2900 construction contracts and an estimated 1090 buildings.

The

responses reoresent 48.7 percent of the institutions receiving questionnaires and
36.5 percent of state and county building construction since January 1,
For purposes of the questionnaire,
joP taking place over
(e.g.,

a

a

project is defined as any construction

continuous span of time and having

the construction of new buildings,

replacement of all windows within

a

1968.

the repair of

a

specific oojective

a

leaky roof,

building or set of buildings).

the

Such

a

project may result from one or more contracts; in this section, there are no
cases where single contracts have been split into multiple projects.
a

Droject may consist of one building or

a

Similarly,

number of buildings unaer one

construction contract.
In

1979.

compiling the data, the Commission used
All new construction,

a

cutoff date of December 31,

renovations, institutional site work, and

non-recurring repairs are covered.

The results pertain only to severe

structural, mechanical, and functional defects in construction that impair the

usefulness or safety of structures subject to the Commission's mandate.

Not

included are problems associated witn vandalism, improDer operating or

maintenance orocedures, aesthetic complaints, mistakes in planning, and acts of
God.

Although the Commission's questionnaire also attempted to elicit information
on ooerating and maintenance costs of state and county buildings,

such costs was impossible to acquire.

a

breakdown of

As employed by the great majority of

institutions surveyed, the Commonwealth's accounting system simply does not allow
for detailed

itemization (see Appendix

A,

Sample Questionnaire for User Facility)

Analysis of Questionnaire Responses
The terms "failure rate" and

problems in buildings.

'severe defects" cover

a

wide range of physical

incompetent design,

Many are the result of poor planning,

inferior and possibly fraudulent construction practice and negligent

supervision.

A

structural flaw that threatens the safety of

results from incompetent design or inferior construction is

a
a

building and
severe defect.

Similarly, building areas that are unusable because of design errors are covered
by the phrase

"failure rate."

.

-
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Seventy-six percent of the institutions providing valid, informative
responses to the questionnaire reported severe defects in their projects.

institutions with major projects,
costing $1 million or more,
buildings.

i.e.,

Tne

all new construction and all renovations

found severe defects in 54 percent of their

The failure rate

for major BBC construction projects since 1963 is

72

percent; the DCA's is 41 percent.
A

summary of the user questionnaire responses, divided into DCA- and BBC-

administered construction projects, is given in the following table:

Table III

SUMMARY OF USER QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES:
COMBINED TABULATION OF RESULTS QF MAILINGS OF JULY AND OCTOBER 1979
AND AUGUST 1980

DCA
Housing
Authorities

BBC &
COUNTY

Number of Institutions
Receiving User
Questionnaire

TOTALS

PERCENTAGES

382

75%

Total Returns

168

119

287

Inapplicable Replies-

(25)

(22)

(47)

Valid
Informative Replies

110

76

186

48.7%

43 (56%)

142

76.3%

Valid. Informative
Replies Reporting
Severe Defects
No. of Projects
Mentioned in Reports

99 (90%)

158

418

576

132

97

229

38%

124

54%

New and Major

Construction Projects
Mentioned in Reports
Major Projects with
Severe Defects

Includes new construction

54

(41%)

70

(72%)

in progress

NOTE:
1.

2.
3.

Tabulations include all DCA, BBC, and local county building construction; MDC
construction is not included.
Tabulations include projects built from 1/1/68 to 12/31/79.
See text for definitions of "institution," "project," and "defect" as used
here

f

.
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The numbers of reported severe defects by building sub-system or category are

presented in Table IV.

Table IV

SUMMARY OF USER QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES:
INCIDENCE OF REPORTED SEVERE DEFECT
BY CATEGORY OF DEFECT
NUMBER OF
REPORTED
SEVERE
DEFECTS

CATEGORY OF REPORTED PROBLEMS

*

Financial
Site work
Concrete
Structural Metal
Masonry
Roofing and Flashing
Metal windows
Waterproofing and Caulking
Glass and Glazing
Misc. and Ornamental Iron
Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metals
Building Specialities
Metal Doors and Frames
Lathing and Plastering
Acoustical Tile
Carpentry
Finish Hardware
Marble

*

Tile

*

Terrazzo
Resilient Floors
Painting
Plumbing
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Electrical
Elevators
Other

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

7

16
12
36
68
7

6

15

10

18
9

8

21

40
25
3
5

Indicates filed subcontracts
Given the sel -selecting nature of the questionnaire, the results may give

conservative view of the extent and severity of building defects.

In

a

the

buildings the Commission actually inspected and studied in detail, the severe
defect rate is 74 percent.

It

is noteworthy that many buildings

that were

ultimately the subjects of the Commission hearings on bad construction,
inadequate construction management, and faulty design are among the institutions
that did not respond to the questionnaire.

These include Boston State College,

Cape Cod Community College, and UMass/Amherst

Statistics, however, do not provide an adequate picture of the physical
Far more eloquent are the

condition of the Commonwealth's building stock.

statements of the building administrators, managers a^d maintenance personnel who

responded to the questionnaires.
the Somerset Housing Authority,

For example,

reports:

R.

Bachand, Executive Director of

-
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This facility does not meet the needs for which it was
designed.
We are experiencing continual water intrusion and
other building defects.
These problems are the result of poor
worKmanshiD and improper materials.
In closing, E. MURPHY
VILLAGE [consisting of 17 separate buildings] will always be a
high maintenance project because of the type of construction and
its deficiencies. 14

Continual water intrusion was

a

complaint recurring in 63 incidents of severe

The water intrusion was tnrough

defects.

"roofs that have been improperly

built"; "through considerable cracking in external walls";

"through waterproofing

and flashing that does not appear to be properly designed or installed"; and

"through windows incorrectly fitted and caulked".
In

40 incidents of severe defects,

the buildings' heating

,

ventilation and air

conditioning (HVAO systems revealed such problems as "insufficient air flows due
to nature of duct

installation and

...

insufficient fan capacity." Otner users

report that "heating pipes continually freeze over in winter causing the neating

system to be shut down"; and that "despite considerable work and expense [on the
HVAC system]

...

relief was not forthcoming".

External masonry walls (36 incidents of severe defects) were reported to be
"showing extensive cracking that is causing water penetration"; to oe

"deteriorating to the extent of bricks coming loose"; and "appear to oe failing
structurally
In

"
.

25 incidents,

faulty electrical systems have caused "lignts in the

ODerating room to fail after ten minutes"; or have "considerable wiring, lignting
and circuit loading that do not meet state codes".

"smoke detectors came loose;

One respondent states tnat

fire-exit signs fell from ceiling bracKets;

defective equipment or installation caused several false alarms."
Other complaints focus on plumbing systems

(21

incidents of severe defects)

where there is "hot water in [toilet] flushing system"; where,

"sewage pipes are

continually blocking": where "space units mixing hot and chilled water througn
three-way valves do not operate properly

...

[and] pressures on the two separate

systems are unbalanced thus overriding thermostat controls"; and where "roof
drains and traps are filled with indissoluble building refuse that can not oe

cleaned out

"
.

Conditions other than those classified as "severe defects" but causing

inconvenience to users are very numerous.

Referring to carpentry and door

hardware, one user stated:

"The work is very poor in quality and many

locks simply do not work.

Locks appear loosely installed ... screws were missing

or

falling out."

pumphouse

Referring to

a

cooling system,

3

[door]

respondent wrote that

"trie

piping, pumps, etc. that use sea water for cooling have corroded."

,

Costly x-ray equipment in an operating room of one hospital remains unused and
the incinerator "has gone month

cond

it

ion

"
.

a f ter

month not being in proper running

-

The questionnaire results clearly

15
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indicate that the majority of the

Commonwealth's buildings have physical defects and problems.

To

obtain

a

better

understanding of these defects and why they occur, teams of tecnnicians
supervised by construction experts were sent to investigate selected buildings.

Technical Investigation and Inspection s

Members of the Special Commission's technical staff visited 65 building
projects, many of which are single buildings and single building contracts.

Projects such as Cape Cod Community College that are made up of several buildings
or building contracts have been grouped together because of

a

common using

agency, awarding authority, designer or general contractor.
The site visits and inspections by construction technicians,

Commission staff

members, and outside experts were intended to document construction and design

defects in representative buildings and to seek evidence of construction fraud
(see Appendix B, Fraudulent Practices
for investigative procedure).

in

Public Building Construction Volume II

Table V lists the number of projects that the

Commission investigated by building type.

Table

V

INSPECTED BUILDING PROJECTS BY BUILDING TYPE
Number of Building Projects

Build ing Type

Housing
Multi-use Academic
Hospitals
Courthouses
Libraries
Mechanical Plants
Dining Facilities
Prisons/Jails
Parking Structures
Office Buildings
Gymnasiums
Auditoriums
Athletic Fields

17
17
6
5

6
3
1

3
2
I

2
1

1

65

In

Table VI, the representative ouilaing projects are broken down by awarding

authority

.

Table VI

INSPECTED BUILDING PROJECTS BY AWARDING AUTHORITY
Awarding Authority

Bureau of Building Construction
(excluding counties)
Department of Community Affairs
Counties
UMass Building Authority
Department of Public Works
Regional School District

Number of Building Projects
36
17
e

2
1
1

65

16

Building projects inspected are classified by using/owning agency in Table
VII.

Table VII

INSPECTED BUILDING PROJECTS BY USING/OWNING AGENCY
Using Agency

Number of Building Projects

Local Housing Authorities
University of Massachusetts
State College System
Board of Regional Community Colleges
Counties
Department of Mental Health
Department of Public Health
DeDartment of Corrections
Town

16
13
11
9
8
3
2
1

1

Region

•1

65

Analysis of Technical Investigative -Results
-

Severe defects were found in 74 percent of the building projects that the

Commission inspected.

The problems encountered include such conditions as

a

building's structural system failing to the extent that life is threatened;
external walls oeeling off the buildings; brick walls that ere cracking, are

structurally unsound, and allow excessive water intrusion; roofs that collect
water and direct it to building interiors; heating systems that freeze in winter;

cooling systems that are corroded and do not function in summer; ventilation
systems that do not provide air exchanges or that conduct foul air to other parts
of

a

building; undependable electrical systems that cause lights and hospital

operating machinery to fail; fire detection systems that do not function; and
building areas that are unusable because of improper architectural and structural
designs.

When less serious conditions are included, 91 percent of buildings

insDected suffer from construction defects.
The summary in Table VIII indicates the number of building projects

inspected by technical staff and professional experts, the percentage of these

projects responding to the questionnaire, the number of building projects with
severe defects (as previously defined) and the number of building projects with
defects.

A

full written report was submitted on each inspection,

documentation

is

on file

for 38 of these building projects.

Samole Technicians Report).

and pnoto

(See Appendix C,

,

-

17

,

-

Table VIII

BUILDING PROJECTS INSPECTED BY TECHNICAL STAFF
Number of
Bu i Iding
Projects
InsDected

Number
Responding to
Questionnaire

48

(43%)

28

65

Number with
Severe
Defects

Photographic
Documentation

Number with
Defects

(74%)

59

(91%)

38

Because it is important to record which building projects were inspected, and
by whom,

Table IX lists the names of projects inspected; whether they are covered

bv the analysis of questionnaires;

and whether they were visited by the Special

Commission's technical staff and/or professional consultants.

.

TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF BUILDINGS INVESTIGATED BY
TECHNICAL STAFF AND PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS

QUESTIONNAIRE
RESPONSE

FACILITIES &
BLDGS. INSPECTED
Essex; Peabody Courthouse
Norfolk Aomin. Bldg.
Worcester
-Dudley Courthouse
-Gardner Courthouse
-Uxbr'idge C.H.
-County Jail

Plymouth: County Hingnam Crt
:rt.
Haverhill Parking DecK

VISITED BY
SP.

COMM.

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
NO

Yes
Yes

NO

15

STUDIED BY
PROF. CONSULT.

Woollett

Spaulding
Spaulding
Kenney, woollett
Allstate Roofing
Woollett, Deveney
& Kelcey
Edw
Tnornton, ICO
Simpson, Gumpertz
Digoy (BBC)
Kenney
Deveney
S.U.I.
C.B.T.
woollett, Deveney
Deveney, Dempsey
.

whittier Voc
Abington H.A,
Amesbury H.A.

Tech.

H.S.

Boston H. A. Pine St.
Cohasset H.A.
Duxbury H.A.
Fall River H.A.
Leicester H.A.
Leominster
Melrose H.A.
-McCarthy

No
No

Yes
Inn

Yes
Yes
Yes

NO

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

,

,

Deveney

Kenney

,

Kenney, Woollett,
Deveney, Simpson
Gumpertz
C.B.T.
Thompson & Lichtne:
Read
Sears
Kenney, woollett
,

-Steele

Northbridge H.A.
Oxford H.A.
PembroKe H.A.
Randolph H.A.
Taunton H.A.
watertown H.A.
Boston State Hoso.
r ernald Hoso.
Scnool
MCI-Concord
Pondville Hospital
Shattuck Hospital

No

Yes

No
No
No
NO

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
NO

NO

NO

Yes
Yes
*es

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Parry
Spaulding

K.F.

18

Cape Cod C.C.
-Sci. Bldg.
-Library
-Commons
-Gvm

-

No
No
No
No
NO
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EDG, Deveney
woollett, C.B.T.

Yes

Yes

Wing

Yes

Yes

Allstate Roofing
Woollett
Woollett

Bridgewater S.C.
-Library
-Fields

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

NO
NO

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Deveney, Woollett
Deveney, Digby

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Deveney
Woollett, S.C.I
Deveney

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No

Yes

C. E

Yes

Stone, SimpsonGumpertz
Agnoli
Small

Yes
Yes
Yes

woollett
C.T. Main
Loomis & Loomis
W.F.E.M. & Co.

-Auditorium
Holyoke C.C.
Massasoit C.C.
Mt. Wachusett
-Ma in

-F.A.

Boston State College
-Renov3t ion
-Tower
Framingham S.C. Center
of Art
Mass Coll
Salem State College
-Library
-Arts & Science
-P.E. Center
Worcester S. College
-Library
-Stu. Union
UMass Amherst
-Center
.

-Library

NO

No
-Garage
-Tillson Farm Power Plant No
No
-Res idences
UMass Boston
-090 Library
Yes
-080 Science
Yes

Yes
Yes

S.C.

I.

woollett
Deveney
B.S.B.
woollett
,

.

Maguire

,

,

(

,

Steco
Schoenf eld
Thompson &
Lichtner
Battelle
Columbus Lao,
Main, SCI,
Helden, SimpsonGumpertz
,

,

,

-020 Academic

Yes

Yes

-010 Academic

Yes

Yes

-160 HVAC Bldg
UMass Worcester
-B Bldg
(School)-C Bldg

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

(Hospital )-D Bldg
S.E. Mass. University

Yes

Yes
Yes

<

l

Kenney
woollett
SCI

For each project visited,

NO

the Commission's technical staff compiled

a

detailed report indicating the nature of the defect, the building

suoerintendent

'

s

explanation of the problem, photographic evidence of tne defect

where possible, and any other observations that may be of interest.
of defects,

Categories

following the Construction Specification Index standard for building

construction and the BBC requirements for building specifications, are presented
in

Table

X.

This table also includes the numoer of building projects tn3t nad

severe defects in each category,

containing these defects.

and the percentage of total buildings visited

.

-

19

Table

x

SUMMARY OF SEVERE BUILDING DEFECTS
BY CATEGORY OF DEFECT
'

Number of Buildings
With Severe Defects

Cateaory Of Defect
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Financial Problems
Site work
Concrete
Structural Metal

Percent of Buildings
with Severe Defects

11

5%
2%
17%

3
1

9

1456

Masonry
Roofing and Flashing

20
26

Windows

11

31%
40%
17%

••Metal

Waterproofing and Caulking
Glass and Glazing
Misc. and Ornamental Iron

3%
2%
0%
0%
o%
0%
o%
0%
2%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%

2
1

Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Metals
Building Specialities
Metal Doors and Frames
Lathing & Plastering

&

Acoustical Tile
Carpentry
Finish Hardware

1
1

Marble
Tile
Terrazzo
Resilient Floors
Painting
Plumbing
HVAC
Electrical
Elevators

1

11%
25%

7

16

8%
2%
5%

5
1

Other

3

Indicates filed subcontract categories
Using these categories of defects,

TaDle XI summarizes the findings of tne
See pages

Commission's technical staff and professional consultants.

19A

-

19C.

Building Defects by Category
In

AO percent of the buildings

inspected, serious defects in roofing and

flashing caused abnormal water intrusion.

The Worcester County

Jail,

Mt

Wachusett Community College, Boston State Hospital, Lemuel Shattucx Hospital, anc

Bridgewater State College library are all typical of this problem.

These

Drojects experienced severe water penetration due to leaking roofs 3nd wails,
often before construction was completed,

staff about the roof on one ouilding,

a

roof is nothing out of the ordinary.

It

our other buildings.

They all

wnen asked by the Commisson's technical

building superintendent replied,

"Tnis

functions the same as the roof on all

leak like sieves.

So,

what's new?"

The nazards and inconvenience caused by continual water intrusion are

enormous.

At

Mt

.

Wachusett Community College, staff are continually placing

buckets under drioping ceilings,

repairing damaged walls.

At

removing destroyed

Salem State College,

the

acoustical ceilings, and
rco

f

s

of tnree new

buildings leaked when the buildings were occupied; repeated repairs ana constant

'
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maintenance have failed to solve the problems, and sub-surface materials now have
degenerated to

a

point where complete reroofing is necessary.

Over $500,000 has

been SDent on patching one roof alone.

Thirty-one percent of the buildings inspected have serious masonry problems.
These defects range in severity from conditions at the Steele Building of the

Melrose Housing Authority, where all the exterior brick work has had to be

replaced at

cost of $2 million,

a

housing for the elderly project.

the cracking of masonry at the

to

Taunton

Many of the buildings are structurally suspect

because of masonry defects and/or cannot prevent water penetration througn
masonry walls, e.g., McCarthy Apartments, Cape Cod Community College.

Many other

buildings have unsightly facades due to defective brick work.
Of tne 65 buildings inspected,

25 percent also had serious problems with

their neating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.

buildings,

In

11

of these

the HVAC system did not work because of such defects as inadequate and

improperly designed distribution systems, improper location of thermostat
controls, under-powered equipment, and improperly installed and adjusted

components.
Boston,

In

the Department of Public Health's

Institute of Laboratories in

improper design and installation of the ventilating system nave led to

fears that researchers might be exposed to dangerous organisms or that sucn

organisms might "leak" out of the building.
thus takes place at another location.

All work with dangerous diseases-

At Lemuel Shattuck Hospital,

renovations of the air conditioning system were unsuccessful;
repair these repairs finally resulted in
after nearly ten years and

a

a

a

two

third contract to

correction of the problems, out only

cost of approximately $2 million.

Evidence of failure of structural concrete elements was found in 17 percent
of the building projects

inspected.

The more dramatic examples of this category

of defects are the Haverhill parking deck where construction has stopped due to

excessive cracking of the partially built structure; the McCarthy Apartments in
Melrose where temporary shoring is used to support the structure; and Cape Cod

Community College where concrete cantilevered slabs are supported on temporary
shoring: and the State Laboratory Institute where

a

declared unsafe by the Department of Public Safety.
the elderly and Leominster housing projects,

connecting bridge was
At

the Amesbury housing for

water intrusion is the result of

defective concrete work.
In

17 percent of the buildings,

defective windows and glazing have caused

serious problems of water and_ air infiltration.

The

fully glazed curtain wall,

forming most of the exterior shell of the College Center Building at Framingnam
State College,

leaks copiously in at least ten locations.

At the Boston Housing

Authority's Pine Street Inn, all parties agreed to accept non -certified windows
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that were of non-standard size and thus did not fit the window openings;

architectural adjustments were made to accommodate them.

These windows have

leaked extensively since they were installed, and replacement with standard

windows
to be

is

now

a

necessity.

In

a

UMass/Amherst dormitory, all window gaskets had

replaced one year after the building was completed.

Systemic Defects Observed in Technical Investigations
Most defects observed by the technical investigators can be summarized as the

result of:
o

the designs' not fulfilling the functional requirements of
the buildings' users;

o

the designs' (architectural, structural, mechanical,
plumbing, and electrical) being inadequate and, at times,

grossly incompetent:
being poorly Puilt by contractors;

o

the buildings'

o

inadequate supervision of building construction by the
Commonwealth and the designer;

o

negligent administration of construction contracts by
designers and the Commonwealth;

o

buildings being accepted by the Commonwealth when they have
serious defects.

The following are examples of designs that do not satisfy functional

requirements.
as

a

Built at

a

cost of $15 million, the five floors intended for use

library in the Tower Building at Boston State College remain unoccupied.

the auditorium of the same building,

seating.

In

In

the stage cannot be seen from balcony

the Boston State Laboratory

Institute, the ventilation of the area

designed for research on contagious diseases is not isolated from the rest of the
building.

A

new incinerator at Pondville Hospital requires that trash Pe

hand-sorted for glass and cans; it has not been used since 1978.
Examoles of inadequate and grossly incompetent design are numerous.
defects threaten the safety of the building users and the public.

Many

The

professional consultant's report on the McCarthy Apartments in Melrose states,
"We identified several areas where the structural design was found not to be in

conformance with code requirements

...

[the Puilding] has the potential for

serious structural damage and possible collapse. "16

The consultant's report on

the Salem State College library building indicates that

"the provisions of the

American Concrete Institute (ACI) Code that have been violated [by the building]
include the allowable shear stress in concrete, the moment capacities of the

concrete sections, the torsional capacities of the beams, and the spacing of the
ties in the columns. "17
meet the design codes.

Almost all structural elements of the building fail to

:
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The Tower Building at Boston State College was described as

"potential

a

towering inferno" because of the architectural design that allows
space between the curtain wall and the building structure. 18
this space will act as

fire,

a

six-inch

a

the event of

in

a

chimney to spread fire throughout the building.

Defective electrical systems and equioment at Pondville Hospital are partially

a

result of incompetent electrical design.
In

most of the buildings inspected and in virtually all Puildings with severe

defects, evidence exists of poor construction methods, bad workmanship and

substandard construction practices by subcontractors and general contractors.
The more serious instances of poor construction can threaten the safety of the

building occupants as at the McCarthy Apartments.

Administration building,

county official wrote,

a

this building is not only outlandish,
is

totally unacceDtable

.

.

.

"The workmanship contained in

but downright negligent.

This building is

a

The building

...

public disgrace. "19

Building

such as the Worcester County Jail, Whittier Vocational Technical High

projects,
School,

.

On the Norfolk County

Amesbury Housing for the Elderly, Randolph Housing Authority, Lemuel

Shattuck Hospital, Mount Wachusett Community College, Framingham State College,

Massachusetts College of Art, Worcester State College library, and tne University
of Massachusetts at Amherst residences all exhibit poor workmanship and Dao

construction by contractors that have resulted in building defects.
consultant's report on the McCarthy Apartments at Melrose states:
which the flashing was installed causes much more of

prevents

.

.

.

the picture clearly shows

a

a

A

"the manner in

leakage problem than it

complete disregard for good

workmanship "19A
.

Another consultant's report on the same building states:
The total roofing installation reflects poor workmanship
throughout
a.

The roof is spongy and bouncy.

b.

The adhesive is continuing to deteriorate the substrate
layers of fecco board and polystyrene insulation.

c.

The roofing system is not adhered as required, and has
bubbles, etc., throughout.

d.

The fascia flashing is not accurately attached and its
fabrication, installation and attachment is flimsy.

e.

The system contains an inordinate amount of patches.

f.

The installer did not plan his work to use the largest
possible size sheets minimizing laps and patches.

g.

The roof drain covers are not secured to the roof drains.

h.

The roofs are not properly Ditched to the roof drains with
standing water in many areas.

i.

There are large voids in the sutstrate system directly
oelow the P.V.C. roof layer.

-
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j.

The fascia system is not as recommended by the
Manufacturer.
The Manufacturer recommends the installation
of its Sarnafil Flashing system allowing for the bonding of
the P.V.C. sheet to the flashing, for positive sealing.

k.

The installation of the pipe rails into the sleeves does
not reflect the best workmanship.
The P.V.C. flashing is
mechanically attached to the sleeve with a metal clamp.
The surface of the pipe sleeve allows for standing water to
ultimately work its way into the building.

1.

A brief inspection of the seams indicates leak potential.
Ordinarily, questionable seams such as observed by Fogel &
Associates, Inc., are subjected to a 'needle probe' type of
inspection to assure that they do not continue beyond the
lower layer.
We question if any 'needle probes' were made
because standard practice dictates that even those
questionable seams are rewelded for positive bonding.

m.

The unadhered and unballasted roofing system as well as the
fascia flashing present a threat to public safety.
The
roof is subject to wind uplift and the fascia system is a
potential missile.
The corners and ends of the fascia
system are not positively secured; many are blowing in the
wind and can easily be blown away from the building by high
winds. 20

That this poor workmanship and bad construction is allowed to occur is

a

condemnation of the way both the Commonwealth and individual designers supervised
the project.

Technical reports on the Worcester State College Learning Resource

Center state:
The construction supervision on this building appears to
have been non-existent.
The result is a building with
incredible water damage that combined with the HVAC problems,
the numerous water problems have rendered the building quite
unpleasant to inhabit.
In addition to the ugliness of the water
damage, some of it has been so extensive as to render certain
rooms unsafe for occupancy with the result that the building has
not been able to perform as intended.
With additional rooms
being rendered useless during repair work, it is not difficult
to regard this building as a liability to the college. 21
At

the Hingham District Courthouse in Plymouth,

the presiding judge

apparently supervised construction through default of the Commonwealth and the
designer.

Judge Tamkin related how he had to "often rush from the bench to

prevent the contractor substituting inferior materials."

The Judge accused the

contractor of using "intolerably shoddy practices "22
.

Negligent administration of construction contracts also led to severe defects
at

the University of Massachusetts Tillson Farm project at Amherst.

At

the

Duxbury Housing Authority, the contractor was overpaid for work done, then walked
off the project,

leaving defective plumbing and building finishes.

Norfolk County Administration Building,

a

county official states:

The project is now more than two years behind schedule and
has cost the taxDayer an enormous amount of money for a building
which is still in a wretched condition.
I
resoectfully request that you take immediate measures to
force the BBC and all other parties to complete their
responsibility to the county. 23

About the

-
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Systemic problems have been compounded by the Commonwealth's acceptance of

building projects with obvious defects.

Although the building superintendent at

Bridgewater State College advised against the decision, the playing fields were
accepted as complete and have since been unusable at times.
of the chief engineer at Lemuel Shattuck Hospital,

Against tne advice

the Commonweal tn accepted the

mechanical systems as satisfactory; these mechanical systems are still defective,
At

Framingham State College, the director of facilities noted the following

defects in the College Center Building: ceil freeze-ups occur in the HVAC system
because of the location and inadequate insulation of the coil units; the parquet
floor in the forum area has lifted in many locations because of failure of the

adhesive;

leaks occur throughout the perimeter roof flashing; and the window

walls leak profusely, especially along the south side. 24
A

quote from

a

county administrator to the BBC summarizes what was found in

many of the building projects inspected:
If anyone should not have been paid in full it is the
The new roof continually leaks and nothing
roofing contractor.
Having certified that this work
has been done to correct it.
was satisfactory over a year ago, one wonders whether the
problem will even be corrected by him. 25

Building Defects and Filed Subcontractors
-

During the period of the Commission's mandate, the Commonwealth has used
"filed sub-bid" system.

a

Subcontractors wishing to do public work in any of 17

subcontract areas submit bids from which contractors must cnoose in making up
their own bids.

General bids are composed of the prices submitted by the chosen

filed sub-bidders and the general contractors'

prices. 26

_

Although general contractors are not required to select the lowest bidder in
nearly all subcontractors who have done state and

any filed sub-bid category,

county work have been the lowest sub-bidders on

a

particular project. 27

Tnis

systematic bias in favor of low initial cost mitigates against any general

contractor selecting other than
past performance.
a

Even if

a

a

low filed sub-bidder, despite experience and

general contractor includes,

in his successful bid,

filed sub-bidder who is not the lowest in the category, Massachusetts contract

awarding authorities (notably the BBC and the UMass Building Authority) often
request that the winning general contractor substitute the lowest suo-bidder for
the more expensive one.

Since filed subcontractors have performed work representing 53 percent of
total BBC construction costs between 1966 and 1979,28 the defective condition
of much of the Commonwealth's state and county buildings can be attributed to

filed sub-bidders.

All

figures developed by the Commission indicate that work

within the trades subject to the filed sub-bid law went to

a

relatively small

,

-

number of firms.

Furthermore,

25

-

almost every trade, an even smaller group of

in

subcontracting firms shared the vast majority of subcontracts and most of the
total dollar value.

168 BBC contracts,

For example,

filed sub-bids for roofing and flashing,

for

a

from 1968 to 1979,

total bid price of $8,190,045.

the 458 roofing and flashing firms operating in Massachusetts,

worked on these jobs.

included
Of

only 34 actually

Only eight of these 34 firms (less than two percent of the

roofing and flashing firms in the state) received 72 percent of the total

subcontracts, representing 81 percent of the total dollar value. 29

Statistics in Table XII for other filed sub-bid categories indicate that much
filed sub-bid contract work that is defective has been performed by

number of subcontractors.

a

limited

Subcontracting firms responsible for serious

construction defects in the past, however, continue to receive contracts.
example, Columbia Cornice,

Inc.,

a

For

roofing and flashing subcontractor, performed

eleven major state roofing jobs between 1968 and 1977; five of these roofs have
severe defects, problems that were apparent before construction was

completed. 30

Table XII gives the distribution of filed subcontract work and

the percent of that work found defective in buildings inspected.

Table XII

DISTRIBUTION OF DEFECTIVE FILED SUBCONTRACT WORK BY CATEGORIES OF WORK
FROM JANUARY 1968 TO DECEMBER 197931

Total Value
of Filed

Trade
Category

Subcontracts

Number of
Filed Subcontractors
Doing BBC
work

Percent of Total
Value of Filed
Subcontract Work
Performed by
Limited Number
of Subcontractors
Percent
of Total
Value of
Work

Percent of
Buildings
Inspected
with Severe
Defects

No. of Subcontractors
Pef orming

Work

Roofing &
Flashing

$

8,190,045

34

81*

8

40%

Masonry

S

47,352,830

127

90%

36

31%

HVAC

$107,344,102

104

82%

21

25%

Metal
Windows

$

11,831,858

41

70%

5

17%

Plumbing

$

42,266,852

96

84%

21

11%

Electrical

$

81,047,948

136

66%

20

Flashing

$

5,556,052

32

67%

10

3%

Elevators

$

9,615,874

14

65%

4

2%

weather
Dampproofing

,

and

26
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Glass &
Glazing

$

6,332,689

39

83*

10

2%

Resil ient
Floors

$

2,978,148

20

78%

3

2%

$

7,169,044

44

71%

10

0%

Tile

$

6,401, ,457

31

81%

9

0%

Marble

$

4,302, ,420

8

93%

3

0%

Tile/
Terrazzo

$

5,945, ,018

30

86%

10

0%

Painting

$

8,002, ,069

64

65%

11

0%

Misc.
Orn.

&

Iron

Acoustical

Review of Contract Time Data
The Commission's staff reviewed 946 construction contracts administered Dy

the BBC between 1968 and 1980 for the following information:

amount,

original contract

change orders to that contract, original contract time to construct,

actual time to construct, and approved time extensions.
data is presented in

a

A

full analysis of these

later section of this report.

The average extension on the original contracted construction time was 85

oercent, or approximately 10 months.

The

following list gives the percentage of

time overrun for some of the extreme cases;32

Percent
Time
Overrun

Contract

Contract No

Lowell Technical Institue -- Research Reactor
Cape Cod Community College Athletic Facility
Gardner Courthouse Sewer Lines
Springfield Technical Community College Utility System
MCI 3ridgewater -- Steam Generator
Fall River Mental Health Center
Caoe Cod Community College Auditorium

E59-5-1
EJ64-4-1K
CW073-2-2
EJ67-3-4
P68-8-1A
M60-3-2
EJ64-4-1G
At the Lowell

810%
467%
458%
362%
249%
223%
205%

Technical Institute's research reactor, delays were caused in

the design stage and after the award of the construction contract.

Equipment

ordered and scheduled for installation had to be stored for several years because
The Commonwealth was forced to pay $850,000 additional storage

of these delays.

to the supplier of the equipment.

contracts,

41

In

a

random sampling of BBC administered

percent of the buildings took twice as long as the original

contract time to construct.
Evidence of

r

raud from Technical
-

-

Investigations

Along with documenting the deploraole physical condition of the

Commonwealth's buildings, the Commission's investigations also uncovered possible
evidence of fraudulent activity by designers, contractors anc subcontractors, as
well as by state and county employees involved in tne building process.

The

;

-
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phrase "possible evidence" is used because the investigation did not seek or

establish fraudulent intent on the part of tne people committing the acts.

It

is

not the Commission's responsibility to define which acts are grossly negligent

and which are potentially

fraudulent; the findings simply illustrate conditions

existing in new state and county construction work.
Once the building is complete,

assumptions about acts performed during tne

construction process must be carefully qualified.
could be exposed only by destructive testing.

A

Much of the construction work
full discussion of potential

fraud in state and county construction is contained in Appendix D,

Practices in Public Building Construction

,

Vol.

I.

Fraudulent

Evidence of fraud gained from

public hearings and financial investigations is also discussed in other sections
of this report

From

a

.

technical point of view,

possible evidence of fraud.

In

tne construction projects cited oeiow display

the opinion of consultant Dr.

John woollett,

the

defects in these building result from more than gross negligence or

maladministration.

For example,

the contractor for the McCarthy Apartments,

commissioned by the Melrose Housing Authority:
o

omitted reinforcing rods in load-bearing masonry walls;

o

omitted structural grout at shear anchors that connect the floors to
load bearing walls;

o

substituted brick work of an inferior quality;

o

substituted over-sanded and inferior mortar for structural grout above
the fourth floor;

o

substituted plain electrical wiring for fire alarm wiring enclosed in
conduit

o

substituted an inferior quality fire pump to that specified;

o

substituted inferior 1/16" floor tiling for the high-quality 3/32"
tiling specified;

o

substituted inferior quality carpet for that specified.

Despite these omissions and substitutions of inferior materials,

tne

contractor accepted payment on the basis of what was shown on the plans and
specifications

(a

case study of this building follows).

Construction of the playing fields at Bridgewater State College illustrates
potentially fraudulent acts in site work (see case study in the following
section).

The contractor omitted the specified well-graded sand and gravel

sub-base and substituted inferior on-site topsoil.

Again,

the contractor

accepted full payment for materials specified in the original contract.
At Worcester County

Jail,

load-bearing masonry walls lack reinforcing rods

and the mortar contains double the proportion of sand specified.

At

Cape Cod

Community College, structural anchors between the masonry walls and concrete

28
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slabs were omitted,

-

inviting the collapse of walls in high winds.

Abington Housing Authority, John Digby of the 93C,
1978 to the OCA,

in a

At

the

memorandum dated May

1,

states that the general contractor had installed timoer that did

not meet the specification requirements for:

modules of elasticity, compression

parallel to the grain, compression Derpendicular to the grain, horizontal
shear 33
.

For

a

Duxbury Housing Authority project, the general contractor, Sarno

Construction Company, accepted $58,000 over the total contract price while
leaving the contracted work uncompleted.

Estimated Construction Costs to Repair Defective WcrK
Because of the extent and diversity of the defects revealed in state and
county buildings, determining the exact costs for repairs is extremely
difficult.

The Commission's sample for investigation covers approximately

one-third of the moneys spent on state and county buildings construction, between
1968 and 1979, and addresses only

Commonwealth's buildings.

a

part of the total population of the

To estimate

the cost of repairing all defects in all

Commonwealth buildings would be impossible.
the Commission's expert in construction financial

John Woollett,

Dr.

forecasting, estimates that repairs to the sample of buildings covered by the

Commission's technical investigations would cost about $300 million. 33
the BBC's standard formula to determine project costs

furnishing costs, and
million.

a

using

(including design fees,

contingency), the total project cost would approacn $420

financing costs are included, the cost to the Commonwealth of

If

repairing only the problems in the sample buildings would be $714 million.
To

derive

a

more accurate estimate of repair costs, estimates provided by the

state agencies responsible for particular facilities were used as

maximum.

a

theoretical

The 24 percent of institutions that did not report severe defects in

the questionnaire survey and the 26 percent that did not reveal severe defects in

the tecnnical investigations, were assumed to have perfect buildings.
a

conservative bias to the estimates.

This gives

The cost to repair tne 76 percent of

defective construction reported in the questionnaire survey and the 74 percent of
defective construction revealed by the tecnnical investigation snould thus be
somewhere between zero and the theoretical maximum.
valid,

the theoretical maximum cost to repair

a

For this assumption to be

building must be expressea as

percent of the cost of originally constructing tne facility.

Assuming

a

a

normal

distribution for the building population surveyed and using the PERT statistical
procedures,

the Commission estimated that repairs to the sample state ano county

buildings would cost $130 million.

The

sample surveyed represents 36.4 percent

-
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of the $2,036 billion construction costs of state and county building as defined;
if repairs to the

surveyed

is

remaining 63.6 percent of state and county buildings not

similar, construction repair costs for all state and county ouildings

built since 1968 would be $357.14 million.
i.e.,

These are only construction costs,

the cost of materials and labor to repair or rebuild defective wotk.

Assuming one-third for non-construction,

five percent for contingency and

allowing for financing costs, total costs of repairing the defects in the

Commonwealth's state and county buildings surveyed would reach approximately
$847. 87 million.

This estimate is based on the assumption that the cost to repair today will
be the same as the cost

built.

to construct

the time

at

a

particular structure was

This assumption makes the estimated repair costs conservative.

Recent

requests to the state legislature for urgent repair funds support the estimated

construction repair costs:

in

fiscal year 1980, state colleges and universities

asked for almost $20 million for urgent building repairs.

Institutions whose

construction is under BBC control had their urgent repair request reduced by $46
million in fiscal year 1980.34
The Commonwealth has spent $8,993 billion in all construction costs,

defined, between January 1st 1968 and December 31st 1980.35

as

The results of the

technical investigation into $2,036 billion of this total indicates that much of
the construction is defective and will be costly to repair. 36

assumptions

Given some

the total cost of repairing all construction can be estimated.

Of the $8,993 billion construction cost,

$5,026 billion or 56 percent was

soent on buildings and $3,967 billion or 44 percent was spent on

"non-bu ildings "37
.

roads, bridges,

The term

"non-building" refers to public works such as

sewers, transportation, tunnels, piers,

runways, etc.

Assuming

a

conservative defective rate of 50 percent for buildings not surveyed and 20
percent for "non-buildings," and given

a

repair cost as

a

percentage of defective

construction similar to that of the above survey, the cost to the Commonwealth of
repairing all defective construction is $2,118 billion. 38
Again this estimate assumes that the cost of repairing today has not

increased since the time of construction, giving
estimate.
the defect,

Not

very conservative bias to tne

included is the cost to the Commonwealth of loss of use because of

the loss of use during repairs of the defect,

secondary damaqe resulting from the defect.
be as extensive as the original

roof,

a

for example,

cases, secondary damage can

defect; serious water intrusion from

will lead to destruction of acoustical ceilings,

wiring, and finished walls and floors.
BBC, Edward Rossi,

In many

nor the costs of

In a

a

leaky

electrical

letter dated May 18, 1977 to tne

Associate Director of Engineering Services for the

.

-
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Massachusetts State College System, suggests some of the seconOary damages:
Obviously, if the leaks are allowed to continue not only will
the effective use of the facility be sharply curtailed, but more
importantly, the progressive damage particularly in the winter,
will ultimately cause major breakdowns in the basic structural
systems and brick veneer walls. 39
Another letter to the BBC dated August 16, 1977, describing the roof at Salem
State College, also describes many unguantif iable costs:
The potential damage to life, limb and property is strongly
The metal copings at the subject project are being
evident.
worked loose by winds and are being carried away.
It is
Furthermore,
possible that people in the area could be injured.
property damage outside the building created by loose copings
falling to the ground or property damage inside the building
creeated by roof leaks will become more extensive as time
passes. 40

Case Studies

From the technical reports prepared by the Commission's technical staff and
by

independent consultants, individual buildings were selected for detailed

analyses.

Drawn from contracts awarded and supervised by the Bureau of Building

Construction, the Department of Community Affairs and independent building
authorities, the case studies document representative problems occurring in state
and county buildings.

All

types of structures -- schools, hospitals, parking

garages, correctional facilities, courthouses, university buildings,

and local

housing projects exhibit in some form the failings of the construction process
used by the Commonwealth:
o

designs that do not fulfill the functional reguirements of the
buildings users
'

;

o

designs that are inadequate and at times grossly incompetent;

o

the buildings that are poorly built by contractors;

o

negligent supervision of construction contracts by the Commonwealth and
the designers;

o

careless administration of contracts by the Commonwealth and the
designers
;

o

acceptance by the Commonwealth of buildings containing serious defects.

The BBC has been responsible for 44 percent of state and county building

construction since 1968.

In

the following section are reports on BBC-supervised

contracts for educational facilities (Cape Cod Community College, Salem State
College, Southeastern Massachusetts University, Bridgewater State College playing
fields, University of Massachusetts/Amherst power plant and library, University
o r

Massachusetts/Boston); hospitals (University of Massachusetts/Worcester,

Pondville Hospital); parking facilities (Haverhill parking deck); correctional
facilities (Worcester County Jail); and courtnouses (Hingham District Court).
The independent building authorities are represented by the University of

Massachusetts Building Authority -administered contacts for the residential
buildings at UMass/Amherst

-

The DCA has been responsible

construction since 1968.

The

31
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for 18 percent of state and county building

following reports are on DCA supervised contracts

Melrose Housing Authority, Duxbury Housing Authority and Randolph Housing
Authority

.

1
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CAPE COD COMMUNITY -COLLEGE

BACKGROUND

Cape Cod Community College (CCCC) lies on

beautiful tract of land in west

a

Barnstable, Massachusetts, overlooking Caoe Cod Bay.

Built in the late 1960s and

earlv 1970s, nine structures comprise the intimate campus setting:

the

administration building, auditorium, commons, gymnasium, library, maintenance
building, north and south classrooms,
hall.

To

south classrooms, and science and iecture

outward appearances, the buildings are very attractive.

Although

completed without major delays or cost overruns, the buildings contain design
errors in the masonry walls, concrete slabs, and drainage systems, creating

a

host of water leakage problems that not only spoil building interiors but also

threaten structural integrity.
Designed by the architectural firm of Desmond and Lord,

Inc.

under tne

supervision of the Bureau of Building Construction, the project entailed twelve
separate design and construction contracts.*

In

addition to the nine puildings,

the project included work on roadways, walkways, and parking areas, as well as an

athletic field and landscaping.
$11 mill ion

Total costs of the original contracts exceeded

.

Construction began on the science building and north and south classroom
buildings in February 1968, and ended with the completion of the auditorium in
June 1975.

Occupancy of several buildings, notably the science and classroom

buildings, began in September 1970, although the college has yet to accept
formally any of the buildings.

2

Each college building is constructed of cast-in-place concrete with masonry
infill exterior walls.
glass.

windows.

Steel windows were glazed with insulating thermoplane

The roofs are either

flat or sloping clerestories,

some with monitors and

Many of the floor areas consist of cantileverea concrete slabs that

project beyond the lower levels of the exterior masonry walls.

Since designer fees for small contracts are paid at a higher percentage rate
than the fee for larger contracts, the more contracts a design project is divided
Desmond & Lord had design
into, the larger the total fee paid the architect.
contracts for five buildings, each costing over $1.5 million, and five separate
contracts for site work, averaging $200,000 each.
Site work is often included in
the design contract for a building, but since the percentage rate for a $200,000
contract (9.35 percent average at Cape Cod) is higher than for a $1,500,000
contract (6.81 percent average), Desmond & Lord received $95,998 instead of
$73,338 for the work.
See appendix, Exhibit 1.
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CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS

One of the most pervasive problems with CCCC buildings is water seepage.

Because of numerous design errors, water penetrates the roofs of many Duildings,
the exterior masonry walls,

and the areas around many window sashes.

The

resulting damage is significant not only to the structure and outward appearance
of the buildings,
in

some cases,

interior features such as carpeting, draperies and,

but also to

books.

Indeed, there are so many leaks in the third floor of the

library that staff members have had to place lines of buckets and plastic

covering on the floors to protect the interior from damage.
The

first report of the Engineer's Design Group,

retained by the BBC in 1977 to undertake

a

Inc.

(EDG),

the

firm

thorough evaluation of the college's

problems and provide recommendations, describes in detail every deficiency
evident in the campus buildings.
Report Entitled,

Engineering,

7,

1978,

Interpretation of

attempts to specify whether the problems are due

construction errors.

to the designer,

"Legal

'Facilities Inspection and Evaluation at Cape Cod Community

College'" of November
to design or

Their second report,

The EDG's analysis assigned most of the olame

Desmond and Lord, and more specifically to Sepp Firnkas

the structural consultant.

According to the EDG report, oasic

structural design errors in concrete cantilever slabs, vertical rain leaders,
gutters, masonry, and flashing are responsible for most of tne buildings'

problems *3
.

Compounding these design errors, the report noted, are construction errors
that may be due to either poor quality workmanship or deviation from construction

documents.
in

1970,

other buildings on the campus were similarly designed by the same

architect.
in

Although the first problems appeared in the administration ouilding

Thus,

problems of the same nature may well arise in the future, even

buildings where no evidence of problems is yet apparent.

Problems Attributable to Design Errors **

Cantilever Floor Slabs

:

The design of many of the cantilever

allows too much flexibility to support normal loads.

4

floor slabs

one of tne numerous

examples of this error exists in the commons building where deflecting

The EDG's immediate recommendations included steel shoring of cantilever
slabs and bracing of masonry walls.
To date, this has been done.
Other
renovations, including reroofing and reflashing, repair of slabs and walls, and
additional waterproofing are being presently undertaken at a cost of over
$1,500,000.
Completion date is estimated at November 1981.
See also "Report on
Corrective Repairs at Cape Cod Community College," prepared by LeMessurier
Associates/SCI, August 1979.

Based

on both EDG reports.

-
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cantilevers are opening horizontal cracks in the top course of the external
masonry walls, allowing water to enter Petween interior and exterior walls and

percolate into the building.

In

the administration building,

these slab

deflections have strained caulked joints at windows, again allowing water

penetration and opening the joint Petween the second floor wall system and tne
roof structure by as much as one inch.

Throughout the floors of the commons

buildings are cracks between interior block partitions and the concrete columns
and beams.

In the north and

south classroom buildings, the heads of windows are

separating from the underside of the concrete edge beam, thus allowing water to
enter

.

1.

5

cantilevered fleer slab v/hich
Typical supporting jacking (below
has deflected)

.

Photo by Paul Zemtzov.

6
-
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Water leakage leads to gradual cracking and disintegration of the masonry
walls; it may also contribute to the rusting and corrosion of concrete

reinforcement bars.
is

In

the library building of Cape Cod Community College,

evidence of soaked carpeting,

and wood panels,

tnere

fungus growth, sealing and warping of both doors

damage to books, drapes and personal property, and severe

Leakage is so great that water percolates

staining and efflorescence of walls.

through the interior hollow core masonry units long after

a

storm has ended.

Immediate consepuences aside, water penetration into interior masonry walls

eventually results in overstressing

This occurrence,

.

plus the deflection of

slabs that contributes to the separation of the slab and the exterior masonry
wall,

severely affects the structural integrity of the building.

An additional consequence of water leakage is heat

Once cracks in the

loss.

exterior walls and joints around windows appear, substantial drafts may dissipate
Heat loss around windows is apparent

building heat.

from fogging or freezing of

the interiors of the thermoplane glass.

Rain Leaders

:

Rain leaders are mainly used to conduct water away from sloped

The rain leaders in CCCC buildings are of inadequate size -- 2" wide

roofs.

7

rather than the 3" specified in the State Plumbing Code -- which can contribute
to drainage problems. 8

incorrectly.

in

several instances,

leaders are also placed

According to EDG's report, the rain leaders on the roof of the

administration building, are too far apart to function properly, another
violation of the State Plumbing Code.

9

More importantly, however, all leaders

are situated inside external masonry walls, making them difficult to maintain in
the event of water leakage around the hub of the recessed drain.

They are not

insulated and are protected from freezing by only one width of wall brick.
Finally,

there is no expansion joint between the drain and leader pipe;l u

movements caused by slab deflection, or other problems may thus rupture the
prptective flashing and allow profusive leaking.
Gutters

:

A

major flaw in the college's gutter system is that gutters are

located on the perimeter of the roof deck at the intersection witn the parapet
wall,

instead of being suspended outside the roof.

When leaks develop, water

therefore flows directly into the building and can back up into the roofing
system. 11

Backed-up water may rust the reinforcing of the concrete roof, as in

the case of the library building,

Masonry

:

and in time render the entire roof useless. 12

Many of the masonry walls are structurally inadequate to withstand

applied loads, excessive movements, or lateral forces.
first floor concrete slab in the library building,

Due to deflection of the

there is

a

continuous 3/4"

wide horizontal separation between the exterior spandrel beam and the exterior

masonry wall.

The wall itself is 2" out of plumb in the vertical direction and

-

is

untied at the top

(a
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construction error). 13

Coupled with the inadequate

stress design, this free-standing wall is liable to collapse.

Similar conditions

exist in the administration and north and south classroom buildings. 14

Every

wall that contains these hazards bears the recurrent consequences of water

penetration

.

Flashing

The college's roof problems --

:

leaks,

reinforcement rusting,

cracking -- are caused primarily by flashing deficiencies

.

1

sheets of metal or other suitable materials used to seal up

designed and installed correctly,

preventing water penetration.

it

Flashing

5
a

is

building.

If

should help weatherproof tne structure by

Probably for aesthetic purposes, the designer of

the CCCC buildings endeavored to minimize the exposed flashing.

On the

administration building, for example, the perimeter flashing, wnicn is generally
copper or stainless steel base flashing tied to the membrane at roof level,

terminates in

a

caulked reglet system on top of the exterior concrete euro. 16

To insure a proper seal,

however, the flashing would not ordinarily terminate in

this way but would instead be mounted over the top and partially down the side of
the curb,

thus becoming exposed.

Still,

the designer's system mignt have

succeeded had the reglet not failed, as evidenced by tne loose and displaced
caulking, which allows water to seep into the walls or roof.l"7
The roof-to-wall

buildings,

is

flashing on the science building, as well as other

tied to the membrane at roof level and terminates in

reglet 3" above roof level. 18

typically 8" above the roof.l 9

"State of the art" wall reglets,
Again,

attempt to minimize flashing exposure.

a

caulked wall

nowever, are

this is an instance of the designer's
This error is also clear in the library

roof skylight where the curb is too low to accept adequate flashing, allowing

more water to penetrate the building. 20
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Water penetration into Cape Cod Community
College's President',
office.

-

Of utmost

39

importance, then,

the art" criteria

-

is

the designer's non-compliance with "state of

for flashing on built-up walls.

Metal flashings are generally

unsuitable as base flashings because of their rigidity,

incompatible coefficients

of thermal expansion and contraction with built-up roofings,

and the difficulty

in

connecting them to roof membranes.

at

least 8" above roof level and metal counterflashings (not always present in

21

Moreover, base flashings should extend

the CCCC buildings) should overlap base flashings by at least 4".

when tnese

standards are not met and when the problem is exacerbated by poor installation,
water percolation can be very damaging.

Problems Due to Construction Deficiencies *
There are numerous examples of careless workmanship, deviation from design

specification, or improper installation of materials in the construction of Cape
Cod Community College.

The roofs

(a

filed sub-bid area) of many buildings are

not adequately pitched to allow rainwater to run into the gutters.

auditorium and maintenance building roofs,
after storms.

for example,

On the

extensive ponding occurs

Because of improper and perhaps shoddy installation, the roofs of

five buildings exhibit signs of blistering,

doming and,

in some cases,

leaks. 22

Problems with the gymnasium roof illustrate how design deficiencies are

exacerbated by construction errors. The type of complex roof structure that was
designed** is very difficult to keep watertight; the designer's details rely on
the sealant alone,

However,

in

the plans.

not the flashing itself,

to keep the roof watertight.

addition, the contractor seems to have deviated significantly from
There is inadequate roof pitch toward the drains,

leaking of

expansion joints, poor flashing on the entire structure, and substitution of
built up asbestos felt for the neoprene specified as the flashing on the roof

monitors. 23

Extensive leaks from the roof have caused multiple problems in the

interior, not the least of which is the damaged gymnasium floor. 24

Workmanship on flashing is another example; lack of or poor fastening of the
flashing is pervasive.

The base

to the concrete slabs. 25

in

flashing on the auditorium patio is not fastened

addition to the design flaws, unsecured fastening

severly impairs the function of the flashing.

Installation and caulking of windows (both filed sub-bid categories) is
another area for concern.
leak,

windows on both the auditorium and gymnasium buildings

apparently from an imprecise installation and

a

poor application of

caulking 26
.

Other construction errors:
the first-floor terrace of the commons building is net sufficiently
sloped to permit adequate water runoff, nor are the rain leacers in
the proper location. 27

Based

on both EDG reoorts

-
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the mortar used on the masonry walls of the administration building
contains too much lime.
Such a mix should be used only on interiors
and not on exterior walls where high load strength is needed-.
The
results of such errors are eventual weathering, cracking and
increased stress. 28

some masonry walls were not anchored to the concrete slabs where
anchorage had been soecified in the contract documents.
Togetner
with inadequate wall design, deterioration from either water seepage
or improper mortar, and deflections due to cantilever slab design
errors, this condition invites the possibility of "blow downs," or
collapse of walls under heavy winds. 29

exterior masonry walls on the Auditorium protrude well beyond the
spandrel beam instead of being flush or slightly recessed. 30

.

41
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CONCLUSION

The Cape Cod Community College buildings suffer many structural problems,

some of design,

others of construction.

GrouD and James

C.

In

the opinions of Engineers Design

Deveney, P.E., technical consultant to the Special Commission,

however, design errors alone would leave the college in
state. 31*'

a

roughly equivalent

The construction errors simply compound and bring urgency to the

design defects.

The major problem in the CCCC buildings is water penetration;

design defects in the cantilever slabs, gutters and leaders would eventually
allow leakage.

Together with poor fastening of flashing, poor soldering of

joints, and poor caulking all around, however, the problem becomes apparent much

sooner

Because the college was built over several years, several buildings were

constructed and occupied while others were either in the initial stages of

construction or not yet begun.
errors,

left unnoticed in the first group of buildings, were repeated on the

second group,
many.

Apparently both the design ana construction

The

implying that the problems evident so far are only the first of

fact that the defects were repeated suggests

a

lack of contract

supervision on the part of the architect, general contractor, subcontractors,
clerk of the works, and project engineer.

Many of the college's design features are unusual from a construction
Norman Rodham, the BBC
standDOint; the flashing details demonstrate this.
Droject engineer, noted in August 22, 1979 and April 1, 1980 interviews by tne
Special Commission staff that the various contractors frequently requested
explanatory drawings for the unusual design and the architect consistently
refused to provide such drawings. 32
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Salem State College
New Library Building

Introduction
library at Salem State College,

The

a

building whose structural deficiencies

were discovered only three months prior to its scheduled opening, was designed by
the architectural

firm of Desmond

4

Lord.

combination of design and

A

construction defects forced the student body at Salem State College to wait three
academic years to use the learning facilities.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

has recovered only $200,000 for the costs of corrective work, delays, and losses
all relating to the structural design and construction errors,

although the

Commonwealth spent $1.3 million in out-of-pocket costs directly attributaole to
the error.

Background
i965,

In

the Legislature appropriated $150,000 for the preparation of plans

and specifications for

a

new library building at Salem State College, with an

estimated cost of construction (ECO of $3 million.
later, on February 9,

1966,

a

Approximately one year

contract for architectural services was executed

between the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) and the firm of Desmond and
Lord.

In

1

a

letter dated March

9,

1967 the BBC formally approved Desmond and

Lord's request to employ Sepp Firnkas,
project.

2

Inc.

as the structural engineer

for this

Compensation was computed in accordance with the standard BBC

contractual architectural payment percentage scale, on the basis of the $3 million
ECC.

3

Desmond and Lord, however, presented completed working plans and

specifications on October 17, 1968 with an estimated cost of construction of
$3,744,000.

When the BBC objected to this estimate and paid the designer

based on the original $3 million ECC, Desmond and Lord requested
based on an ECC of $3.5 million.

With the BBC's approval,

a

a

fee

compromise fee

the Commonwealth sub-

sequently paid the additional money to Desmond and Lord due to the increased

estimated cost of construction.
on February 4,
On July

24,

1969,

1969,

Palandjian and Sons,

4

Approximately four months after suDmission,

working Dlans and specifications received final approval.

the construction contract was awarded to the lowest bidaer,
Inc.,

in

over the last "official" ECC).

the amount of $4,123,060 ($623,000 or 17.8 percent

Construction began on August 21, 1971.

6

Structural Deficiencies
In

June of 1971,

to open,

three months before the new library building was scheduled

structural problems became apparent.

1973, Walter J.

5

In

a

memorandum dated Marcn 14,

Poitrast, then the Director of the Bureau of Building

Construction, described the problem to Albert

H.

Zabriskie, Deputy Commissioner

43

for Central Services:

-

"On or about June 1971

[the project was approximately 75

percent completed], the contractor notified the Bureau and the designer that as
remove the construction supports of

he started to

observed and recorded

tolerance."

a

deflection which he felt was beyond the reasonable

Accordingly,

7

particular cantilever, he

a

a

meeting was immediately held between all involved

parties to determine why this unreasonable deflection was occuring.
Associates,

Inc.,

a

LeMessurier

structural engineering firm, was then retained to investigate

and report on the strength of the library building at Salem State College.

October 29,,

1971,

John E.

Brennan,

III,

a

On

registered professional engineer

emoloyed by LeMessurier Associates, summarized the structural problems:

8

Briefly, we found areas which have been designed in
violation of the 1963 and the 1971 ACI Codes.
The provisions in
the ACI Codes that have been violated include the allowaole
shear stresses in concrete, the moment capacities of tne
concrete sections, the torsional capacities of the beams, and
the spacings of the ties in columns.
The shop drawings do not
Yet the inconsistency
always agree with the original design.
was not rectified before approval of the snop drawings was
given.
Samples of probes indicate that reinforcing steel has
The low
not been placed at locations called for in design.
placement of some too steel and the insufficient lap of steel at
splice are the direct causes of structural deficiency in some
Dortions of the building.
In

letter dated November 26,

a

1971 to Walter

J.

Poitrast, Director of tne

Mancuso of Desmond and Lord stated:

"LeMessurier Associates,

BBC,

Alphonse

Inc.

have just completed their investigation of the structural strength of the

R.

above named building .... Sepp Firnkas is still working on corrective measures and
roof showing to support areas where required because of the probability of snow

loads in the near future.

As soon as

these are received and checked by

LeMessurier Assoc., they will be promptly released as
report."

a

supplement to this

9

The report prepared by LeMessurier Associates identifies 72 individual

structural items as contributing to the structural inadequacy of the library.

As

discussed below, the 72 items dealt with structural deficiencies witnin tne
cantilevers, roof slabs, waffle slabs, beams, and columns.
Al

A

cantilever is

members that support it.

a

projecting beam or slab that overhangs the structural
For example,

protruding from the side of

a

the beams or slabs that

form

a

balcony

high-rise apartment complex are cantilevers.

Within the Salem State library structure, many of the cantilevers were designed
and/or built with inadequate moment and shear capacities.

The reinforced

concrete cantilevered slabs and beams could fail by shearing away from tne rest
of the structure,

them unusable.

or deflect away

from the structure to such an extent to make

The shear and moment stresses in

are carried partly by the concrete and,

steel.

a

reinforced concrete cantilever

more significantly,

by the reinforcing

This reinforcing steel was found to be inadequate in strength.

The fact

-
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that much of the steel was incorrectly placed during construction only compounded
this design error.

A

sufficient load of students, books or desks on the

cantilever would cause it to deflect (bend) and possibly break off completely.
B)

The major structural defect in the roof slabs was insufficient

reinforcing steel for the load.

Again,

this basic structural design error was

exacerbated by incorrectly placed reinforcing steel at the time of construction.
C)

In

some sections of the library,

concrete floors in

a

the waffle slabs,

the reinforced

multi-story structure, do not have adequate shear capacity.

This again results from structural design errors.
slab meets

i.e.,

At the point where

the waffle

supporting column, there is insufficient reinforcing steel to

a

prevent the slab from cracking and failing.
D)

A

large number of the library's supporting beams do not have adequate
The structural design violates the various building design

shear strength.
codes,

in

this case by not providing sufficient shear reinforcing steel in the

form of stirrups.

Beam stirrup steel serves as vertical reinforcement in the

concrete beams that rest on the supporting structure.

The inadequate design and

incorrect placement of steel could cause the building to fall apart.
E)

Structural columns are the vertical structural members that carry the

load to the foundations.

The LeMessurier Associates report

found that the

reinforcing ties in all but two columns- have ties at spacings in violation of tne
American Concrete Institute code.

The columns therefore thus designed with

inadequate strength to support the floors.

Examination of the library at Salem State College by LeMessurier Associates
revealed structural problems of incompetent design, incorrect approval of snop

drawings of that design, and incorrect placing of reinforcing steel during

construction.

All

the major structural components of the building were designed

within adequate strength to support the loading.

While the library was

originally scheduled for completion on August 20, 1971 or at the outset of the

1971/1972 academic year, major structural proolems were just coming to light at
that time.
1972,

In his

report of the Bureau of Building Construction activities for

the Commonwealth of Massachusetts State Auditor Thaddeus Buczko wrote:

Representatives of the Department of the State Auditor
visited the Salem State College on January 24, 1972 to review
the condition of the new library building under construction.
The structure is a four-story reinforced concrete building.
The
following observations were made:
Cracks were observed on all floors around many of the
columns and along the floor line outside the column of the small
cantilevered study rooms and the large cantilevered function
room on the fourth floor north (front) of the building.

Construction jacks had been placed to support all areas in
question pending corrective action.

1°

1

-

-
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Some 100 probe holes have been made in the floors and the
as requested by the architect, to cneck placement of the
reinforced steel in the concrete slabs.
It appeared that the
Walker ducts, imbedded in the floors to receive telephone and
other wiring may have weakened the floors in their immediate
The probe holes revealed that some of the reinforced
areas.
steel in the floor and roof slabs had moved down from its
original design specification, a condition which could have been
caused by workmen standing on it while pouring the concrete.
roof,

When Attorney General Quinn made

personal visit to the construction site on

a

1972 at the request of the general contractor, he stated:

January 21,

"A very

recent investigation by the Contracts Division of my office indicates that the

building may be unsafe...

a

potentially dangerous hazard to the safety and lives

of college students and personnel.

Consequently,

I

am calling upon the

Department of Public Safety to close this building immediately ... for the

protection of the construction workers and those who may pass in the immediate
vicinity."

1

Two months

later,

corrective work at

a

the BBC agreed that the general contractor would perform

construction cost not to exceed $1,200,000; the general

contractor would also receive $131,015 for costs due to the delays.
costs of the needed repairs, the BBC transferred $580,000 from

a

To meet

tne

construction

contingency fund and the Legislature voted an additional $500,000.

Costs

continued to increase, however, and by July 1972, an additional $69,750 was

transferred to the project's accounts, thus raising the total amount of funds

designated for the project to $5,664,750. 12
During the structural deficiency discovery, observation and correction
period, many discussions regarding the responsibility for the defects took place

among the Office of Administration and Finance, the Attorney General's Office,
the Bureau of Building Construction,

Company,

Palandjian and Sons,

Desmond and Lord.

Inc.,

tne St.

Paul Fire and Marine Insurance

the Continental National American group, and

The BBC finally issued

a

Certificate of Substantial Completion

(signifying 99 percent completion) effective Novemoer
months behind schedule, and with

a

9,

1973,

two years and two

final construction cost of $5,268,040.

13

This amount is 28 percent larger than the original bid price, and 75 percent

larger than the oroject the Legislature had requested for in 1969.

Problems continued, however, because funds previously set aside for

furnishings and equipment had been used up to complete construction.
the general contractor, who has since gone out of ousiness,

Moreover,

left uncompleted

punch list items amounting to some $20,000 to $25,000 worth of work tnat were
oaid for out of the operating budget.

1

A

-

The state college
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'

finally occupied the building at the start of the academic

year 1974/1975, using old library furnishings and equipment until the Legislature
.

voted an additional $40,000 for replacements.
was officially executed on April

3,

1974.

The certificate of use/occupancy

In May

1974,

the Attorney General

filed suit against Desmond and Lord to recover $1.5 million for the costs of

corrective work, delays, and losses relating to structural design errors.
November, the Commonwealth and the architects'

insurance company reached an

out-of-court settlement of $200,000. 15

Exterior wall crack, and deflected exterior facina.

In

-
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BOSTON STATE COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

The Boston State College Tower Building illustrates the consequences of poor

architectural design.

Research by Commission staff indicates that among the

myriad problems are faulty heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems
(HVAC),

lack of firestODS and adequate fireproofing throughout,

a

auditorium balcony, and five floors of wasted space.
the college of some defects,

a

useless

Aside from the expense to

such as the troublesome heating system, other

problems -- notably the lack of adequate fire protection -- constitute

a

violation of all fire codes and adversely affect the safety of the entire
structure

.

distinct
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Boston State College Tower Building.

Photo by Deborah Fennick

BACKGROUND

Construction began on the S15 million project in February 1973.
called for

a

13 story glass enclosed structure housing

auditorium and
1976,

several

a

a

Tne plans

library, classrooms, an

While originally set for completion on March 13,

cafeteria.

faculty members and administrators decided in winter 1974 tnat some

rooms should be eliminated from the plans to allow new room arrangements.
that point, the building was 75 percent "finished.

suagestions, the BBC issued
ceased on January 14,

1975.

The project architect,

a

As

a

At

result of the redesign

stop-work order on floors 5-13 and construction
(Appendix Exhibit 1.)

Charles

A.

Maguire and Associates, issued revised

plans in May 1975; in August, Franchi Construction Company, the general

contractor, submitted an estimate of $135,000 for the revisions in the form of
change order proposal.

(Ex.

2.)

a

The BBC rejected the cnange order.*

Almost three years later, on May*l4, 1978 Franchi submitted another change
order for delay incurred costs totalling $1.5 million (Ex. 3.) which the BBC also
Franchi is now suing the Commonwealth for tnese damages.
rejected.
(Ex. 4.)
This action is Dending in Suffolk Superior Court.

-

After

-

nine-month delay, the BBC ordered work to continue according to the

a

original design on September 10, 1975.
(Ex.

49

The revisions were never incorporated.

Construction proceeded through 1976 and on November 29, the architect

5.)

3nd the BBC certified the building for use and occupancy;

it

received the BBC's

final acceptance in January 1978.

DEFICIENCIES

Fire Protection Methods
The fact that the BBC ever accepted the Boston State College Tower Building

much less certified

for use,

it

remains astounding in light of the many defects

that both threaten the safety of occupants and severely impair its usefulness.
The building's fire protection system is at best inadequate,

catastrophic.

Both Dr.

John Woollett,

School of Design, and James

C.

Deveney

associate professor at Harvard's Graduate
,

technical consultants to the

P.E.,

Commission, have gone so far as to call the building

inferno."

Specifically,

a

partitions between floors) are mandatory

floor,

"potential towering

(the exterior section of the building).*

structure safe in the event of fire,

firestops, however,

a

six-inch gap exists between the basic structure of

the building and the outer curtain wall
To make such a

at worst,

.

firestops,

(flame-resistant

The architect did not specify

in the design of Boston State.

If a

fire broke out on any

could spread rapidly up the building with the gap between the curtain

it

wall and structure acting as
from C.E.

a

draft or chimney.

Despite

a

June

6,

197& letter

Maguire architect Charles Chaloff, asking Franchi Construction for

a

change order to close off the gap with insulation and gypsum board, no action was
taken.

(Ex.

1

6.)

The Commission staff also discovered that some steel structural members are

not adequately coated with fireproof material to prevent them from losing

strength in the heat of

a

fire.**

Typically

a

building's steel beams are covered

fire-resistant asbestos or similar heat resistant

in a thick

layer of

compound.

Without this treatment, the beams, and, thus, the building would

a

collapse in the case of fire.

* Ordinarily,
FFTe basic structure should meet the curtain wall; however, at
Boston State the curtain wall and curtain wall frame ate tieo into the oasic
structure only at intervals.

**

e.g.,

in mechanical

rooms #7-21 and #6-18.2

3

•
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Firestops and structural protection are standard practice in nigh-rise
buildings: such protection is also required by all building and safety codes.
Yet crucial firestopping details have noticeably been left out of the architect's

design specifications.
was left unnoticed.

What is more perplexing though,

Before construction begins,

a

is how this

deficiency

general contractor or

subcontractor routinely prepares shop drawings, i.e., plans of how he will
construct the building based on the design specifications, which are then
returned to the architect for aoproval.

Neither the architect nor the general

contractor nor subcontractor seems to have been alerted to the problem.
According to Dr. Woollett, the lack of firestops between floors reflects gross
incompetence on the part of the BBC building inspectors, the general contractor,
the subcontractor and the architect.

HVAC System
in poor

Defects in the HVAC system of the Tower Building have resulted

:

temperature control, inefficient heating and air conditioning, pipe

leaks, and pipe

f reeze-overs

.

It

has needed constant repair.

The Commission

staff found that most of the system's troubles stem from the fact that the pipes
run through

a

poorly insulated space between the curtain wall and interior

partition of the building.

4

Although of the type specified and accepted by

both the architect and the BBC, the rigid insulation on the curtain wall was

nonetheless insufficient and installed incorrectly.

Intended to protect the

piping, it was constructed with large gaps between sections, such that the pipes
are exDOsed to winter temperatures..

the curtain wall in many locations

even if properly insulated,

The rigid insulation is also falling off

(e.g.,

penthouse mechanical room).

However,

the pipes are vulnerable to cold weather Decause they

lie too close to the curtain wall.
The design of the HVAC system requires that it be entirely shut down for

repair, even if

a

freeze-up or other problem occurs in

a

single location.

In

the

winters of 1977 and 1978, the heating pipes froze solid, then burst,

necessitating

a

complete shutdown of the system, the closing of the building and

extensive repairs.
Auditorium Design
An equallv dramatic

Although

it

is not

flaw in the building is the design of the auditorium.

defective from

a

safety standpoint, the area's function is

limited since it is impossible to see the stage from the balcony,

contains one-third of the seats.

5

The view

a

section that

from many of the seats is totally

obscured so that the people standing on the stage cannot be seen at all.
from the best seats,

a

tall person can see less than half the stage.

Even

The balcony

also interferes with the projection from the Dooth onto the movie screen so that

.
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both are unusable.

These errors reflect exceedingly poor design resulting in

costlv wastefulness.
The design failings aside,

construction of the building was less than

perfect, as shown by other Commission staff findings:

one suspended exterior

ceiling is dropped approximately A" below the other ceilings (filed sub-bid
area); no caulking was installed around many exterior joints, e.g., where the

tallest exterior columns meet the exterior suspended cement plaster ceiling
cause of leaks)

(a

(filed sub-bid area); various concrete blocks are out of plumD,

e.g., at elevator lobbies #6,7,8,9,10 (filed sub-bid area).

At

various ceiling

locations, gypsum board was used where acoustic tile had been specified (filed

sub-bid area); loose fibrous material on the cafeteria ceiling is peeling off
(filed sub-bid area); hardware is falling off doors and door stops are coming
out.
in

Finally, whether

a

design or construction defect, glass has been oreaking

the exterior curtain wall windows.

View of stage from balcony seats at Tower Building, Boston State College.
Photo bv Amv Seemes

-
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View of Rigid Insulation Falling
Off Tower Building Curtain Wall

View of Gap Between Building
Structure and Outer Curtain Wall
of the Tower Building,
Boston State College

.
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Underutilized Space
The auditorium is not all

that is being wasted at the college.

Tne top five

floors of the 13 story building were not occupied or utilized from 1975 until the

summer of 1980.

Presently they are not used and do not serve the purpose for

which they were designed.

Thus,

fully one half of tne usable space in tne

building has been wasted, and the Commonwealth has paid to heat, air condition
and maintain the space for five years.

Boston State College's official

exDlanation for this waste is that the floors could not oe used as

a

library, as

originally intended, because there is no single control point for security ana
checking books;6 there are instead public entrances, elevators and stairways,
Library security features were not included in the design plans,

on each floor.

which implies that the architects never addressed this problem.

Rather than

posting guards at each exit, the college has decided to leave the area
*

unoccupied.

To address

this problem long after the building's completion,

recommended librarv security changes, reprogramming the elevators.
May

6,

197/i,

in a

As early

as

letter to John Berlinquet, the Principal Civil Engineer of tne

State College System, changes were recommended at
(Ex.

the architect

a

cost of less than $9000.

Despite subsequent letters from both Berlinquet and Edward Rossi, tne

7.1

Associate Director for Engineering Services for the State College System, dated
December 15,
the BBC,

1976 and May 17,

requesting

unsecured.

(Exs.

1977,

respectively, to Walter Poitrast, Director of

contract for the modifications, the library is to this day

a

8,9.)

Although

a

security problem does exist for floors 9-13,
The Department

it

could have been corrected inexpensively in the last six years.

o f

Public Safety (DPS) never actually certified the entire building for use and

occupancy, however.

In

to chief DPS inspector

him to inspect

and"

a

July 16,

1979 memo, DPS inspector Alfred Downey wrote

Jonn Oisen that

in

1975 Boston State College had requested

certify the new Tower Building.

7

However,

the college could

not locate either the proposed or as built plans for the project.

Witnout these

documents, an inspector cannot adequately compare the finished aesign and

construction to the design plans and specifications.

Because of the college's

request for space for September classes, Downey nonetheless inspected and

approved the first three floors as safe for occupancy.

Even after repeated

conversations with Boston State College officials, the inspector received no
olans

It

would be possible to steal books by taking them down the many entrances

8

*
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When remodeling contractors applied to do work at the school in early 1979,
the plans reappeared.

Downey then inspected the rest of the building, only to

find it illegally occupied from the fourth to the eighth floors.

He also noted

numerous safety violations, such as areas with insufficient egress, and the

problematic auditorium balcony.
elevators.

In

July 27,

a

In

addition, he recommended reservicing of the

1979 memo to Chief Olsen, Downey stated that upon

further investigation, he found deficiencies in the building's fireproofing and
f

irestopping
In

,

and in the application of wall insulation in mechanical rooms.

response to the Department of Public Safety's concerns over violations

under the existing construction contract, the BBC retained Amsler Hagenah Maclean
Architects,

to establish

Inc.

completed or repaired.

a

definitive list of items to be corrected,

The corrections of items in the contract would then allow

the DPS to accept the building and to issue

a

final certificate of occupancy.

As

determined by Amsler Hagenah MacLean, the total cost of the corrective measures
would be over $300,000.

9

(Ex.

10.)

CONCLUSION

All the defects of the Boston State College Tower Building significantly

reduce both the safety and usefulness of the structure.

firestopping deficiencies, each
damage from

a

a

With the present

violation of state fire codes, the resulting
This problem,

fire could be devastating.

together with errors in

auditorium design and the lack of security on the building's upper five floors,
has resulted in

a

The faulty HVAC system, which has

totally wasteful project.

since been remedied,** represents

a

further example of inept or at least

inattentive design.
Overall, the project has suffered from

a

literal hodgepodge of improper

design programming (particularly on the part of officials at Boston State College
for reguesting room changes and the BBC,

for accomodating and then rejecting the

reguest), incompetent design, and inferior construction.

That the BBC certified

this building for use and occupancy and even granted it final acceptance, despite

blatant safety violations and design failings, is remarkable in itself.

Concerning the firestopping deficiencies, Amsler Hagenah MacLean is now
conducting a further report to determine the extent of the problem and what
measures should be taken to correct it.
**At

a

cost of nearly $10,000, the college in late 1979 added more insulation
inside the building.

to the curtain walls and rerouted some pipes
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The Tower Building will not officially meet DPS safety standards and receive

certification until corrective measures, as itemized by Amsler Hagenah MacLean
Architects Inc., have been completed.

The firestopping problem, which the

Commission's technical staff considers of utmost importance, remains unresolved.
Oddly enough,

John Olsen,

the DPS chief inspector,

stated in

a

November 20, 1980

Commission staff interview that the lack of firestopping in the gap behind the
curtain wall, although part of the reason for the DPS

certification, does not appear to be that hazardous.

'

s

refusal to issue

He said,

however, that the

department is waiting for the results of Amsler Hagenah MacLean's report on the
problem. 10

in

a

November 21, 1980 interview, Boston State College's Director

of Planning and Development, Bill Morrissey, denied that

even exists.

a

firestopping problem

Furthermore, he had no explanation as to why the DPS would not

certify the building.

H
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SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS UNIVERSITY

PHYSICAL EDUCATION BUILDING

SWIMMING POOLS

Introduction
The history of the Southeastern Massachusetts University

provides

a

(SMU)

swimming pools

clear example of inordinate repair costs to the Commonwealth resulting

from poor initial design decisions.

components, and especially of

a

The use of

a

particular combination of

major component with

relatively limited

a

lifespan, may have saved money in the short run: as in much of the Commonwealth's

construction,

however,

it

appears that long-term costs and use did not receive

adequate consideration.
Another aspect of the poor design of the SMU pools was the unnecessary

SDecif ication of an exoensive waterproofing material.

waterproofing work was done

a

When the original

change order was processed to eliminate the

installation of the material, but the credit subsequently granted the

Commonwealth was inordinately small.

Description of Physical Problems
The SMU dooIs,

known as marcite.

completed in 1971, were lined with
By

marblelite plaster finish

spring 1977, chunks of the marcite surface had begun to

detach from the underlying concrete shell.
a

a

The marcite had also deteriorated in

more general way, sloughing off its outer layers in the years preceeding that

soring.

The resulting silt strained the pumps,

filter, and vacuum cleaners,

when the pools underwent repair in 1978-79, Foster Jacobs, SMU Director of

Planning and Plant, said that workmen found that "the pipes were full of
marble

.

"1

The pools lacked an automatic chemical
it

feeding or monitoring system, making

difficult to maintain the chemical balance of the 375,000 gallons of water.

Chemical imbalances not only wreaked havoc with the marcite surface,

caused corrosion of the piping and equipment.
pools'

3

By

2

the spring of 1977,

but also
the

filters and pumps were operating at only 50 percent of their original

capacity.

4

The destruction of the

filtering and circulation systems,

accelerated by the presence of calcareous marcite silt, made maintenance of
chemical balance even more of
A

a

problem.

report on these problems, co-authored by SMU's athletic director, Harry

Connelly, and director of plant, Foster Jacobs, stated,

marcite surfacing with

D.E.

w.

"The combination of

[diatomaceous earth] filter with no automatic

chemical monitoring system, processing the amount and nature of our water spells

6

.
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trouble." (appendix exhibit

l^ 5

-

Yet at the time the pools were designed,

both

automatic chemical control and efficient filter systems were commonly in use.
Although the use of marcite rather than ceramic tile, the more common

institutional finish, had probably allowed the Commonwealth to ouild the pools at
a

substantially reduced cost, omission of an automatic chemical control system

and the installation of

less efficient filter could only generate small

a

Indeed, when an automatic chemical monitoring and feeding

short-term savinas.

system was installed during the repairs eight years later, it cost $5,338.7
In

their report,

to service

Connelly and Jacobs asserted,

"It is impossible

375,000 gallons of water daily by hand. "8

for one man

Although some may

disagree with the strong wording of their statement, such servicing would in fact
be

difficult to manage.

Hand monitoring and introduction of chemicals may also

result in surges of high chlorine levels and low PH levels.

chlorine are highly corrosive; water having
surfaces.

9

In

large semi-public pools,

pool's chemistry. 10

fluctuations in

a

be done several

times daily,

is

Large amounts of

low PH will attack pipes and

a

large bathing loads also contribute to
The monitoring of chemicals,

which must

usually assigned to lifeguards—positions which

have frequent turnover; therefore,

the monitoring is not done in

a

consistent

manner
The manufacturer of marcite recommends that pools lined with it be drained

annually for cleaning.

Thus,

every year the SMU pools were filled with raw water

and the balancing process had to begin anew.

further damage before

a

balance was achieved.

Each time the surface sustained

H

Marbelite plaster surfaces are mixtures of plaster and white Georgia marble.
The compound is calcareous and alkaline
in

a

pool

high,

is

the finish will

in nature.

"act like

a

Ha

When the chlorine level

giant alka-seltzer tablet, "lib

When the calcium hardness in the water is low, the water will pull calcium right
out of the plaster.

He

Under the best of circumstances, marcite finishes have relatively limited
One contractor specializing in marcite pools considered 15 years

lifespans.

good length of service from such

a

finish. 12

a

Much depends, however, on the

quality of the application, the mixing of the material, and the water chemistry
to which the surface

is

subjected. 13

(That the SMU marcite began to detach

from the concrete shell after only six years also indicates that the original

application was deficient
be wholly

replaced.

.

1

4)

Once

a

marcite finish has deteriorated,

it must

Replacement ccsts always exceeo the cost of the original

application because the old surface must be entirely remeved, usjally by
sandblasting

.

~
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Repairs
In

SMU administrators began seeking funds to repair both

the spring of 1977,

the swimming and diving pools in the university's physical education building.
In

SMU received an appropriation of $200,000 for the repairs

the summer of 1977,

The Bureau of Building Construction

from the governor's special emergency fund.

waived its right to supervise the project in order to expedite the work.

SMU

itself opened bidding on the repairs almost immediately 14
.

Extensive repairs were necessary to bring the SMU pools up to standards.
Corrosion had taken

a

toll throughout.

All of the above ground piping was

Pumps were equipped with new propellers

replaced.

.

1

Corroded heaters that

5

had supplied the pools with erratically fluctuating temperatures^

replaced.

I"7

installed. 18

The worn D.E.

filter was removed and

a

6

were

more efficient sand filter

New hand vacuum cleaners replaced the automatic vacuum cleaners

Before

that were at the point of requiring repair for the third time.1 9

refinishing the concrete shell, the badly deteriorated marcite had to De
The application of the marcite had been so inconsistent that

removed.

places it could be chiseled off easily, while in other areas

necessary. 20

a

in some

jackhammer was

The pools were then resurfaced with ceramic tile.

Part of the $200,000 appropriation SMU received from the governor's special

emergency fund also paid for alterations to compensate for poor diving boara and
roof vent designs.

$18,000 paid for roof repairs necessitated by construction

methods typical of those used on other SMU buildings.
Altogether,
in

21

Especially

repair costs for the SMU pools totaled $175,254.00.

light of original construction costs,

these costs are inordinate.

The

original contract for construction of the entire physical education facility,
awarded in June 1969, totaled $2,624,000,

preparation,

a

sum that includes funds for site

foundation, exterior structure, and roof;

conference and training rooms; equipment, laundry,

a

large gymnasium; team,

first aid and locker rooms;

a

concession area; and numerous offices.
Finally it should be noted that,
to be made,

in order to allow

for the necessary

repairs

SMU had to close its pools--and discontinue related programs--f rom

July 1978 until September 1979.

Under-priced Change Order
Original pool specifications called for

underneath the marcite.

layer of ironite waterproofing

When the marcite was removed, however,

that the ironite was absent.
it

a

it

became obvious

Ground water began to seep into the pools, making

impossible to lay ceramic tile without first waterproofing the pools'

surface 22
.

lower
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Investigation revealed that
had indeed been processed,

a

-

change order for the deletion of the ironite

(appendix exhibit 2)23

Marcite itself is

a

waterproofing material and no sealer should be necessary ordinarily; the ironite
would thus have been redundant.

This fact was not mentioned, however,

documents supporting the change order.

It

in

the

was asserted instead--one document

refers to an engineer and the marcite manufacturer as sources

might very well bleed through the marcite. 24

— that

the ironite

The change order documents

proposed to compensate for the supposedly necessary waterproofing quality of the
ironite by "densifying" the concrete in the shell. 25

Since densif ication is

a

troweling procedure that simply brings more of the cement's particles to the
surface,

its contribution to waterproofing would be negl igible 26
.

Moreover,

the percentage of iron filings in ironite is so low that the probability of its

bleeding through the marcite would also be negligible 27
.

The credit allotted

the Commonwealth for the change order was about $9,000 less than it should have

been

.

*

Building Construction Cost (1979 ed.) lists the following
figures for metallic waterproofing TTncluding the costs of material, labor,
overhead, and profit):
1" thick application on floors - $2.20 s.f.
5/8" thick application on walls - $4.50 s.f.
The pools had
The cost index for 1971, given 1979 costs as 100%, is 58. 256.
should
the
credits
Thus,
s.f.
of
walls.
4,780 s.f. of floors and 3,100
have been:
($2.20 x .582) x 4,780 = $6,118.48 for the floors.
($4.50 x .582) x 3,100 = $8,990.00 for the walls.
Instead, the change order gave credits of $2,772.00 'or the floors and
The difference between what the credits snould
$6,200.00 for the walls.
have been and what they were added up to $8,972.00.
* Means

1
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BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
ATHLETIC FIELDS

Introduction
The Bridgewater State College Athletic Fields are the product of poor

fraudulent construction, poor construction supervision, and pressures

Dlanning,
to

occupy and use the fields prematurely.

The results are frequently unusable

playing fields plagued by an uneven surface, lack of drainage, improper grading,
and

Although evident at the time, these problems did not

incorrect dimensions.

affect the decision to accept the work as complete.

Investigation by Commission

staff and test borings conducted by consultants indicate that suDsurface

conditions do not meet specifications and virtually guarantee the lack of
drainage that is the source of many of the playing fields' problems.

Background
ChaDter 633 of the Acts of 1970, approved on August

7,

for outdoor athletic fields at Bridgewater State College.

three months before appointing the designer,

1970,

provides funds

On August

20,

1970,

the College requested permission to

preDare planning specifications and seek proposals for survey work before winter
set

Their goals were to provide the facilities six months earlier than

in.

scheduled and to reduce escalating construction costs.
The Commissioner of Administration & Finance granted designer approval on

September 17, 1970, with

a

total project cost of $761,000.

One month later the

Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) authorized the continued services of
designer John Guarino,

A. I. A, 2 w ho

Bridgewater State College:

a

had completed three design contracts at

feasibility study for the proposed athletic

facilities; preparation for athletic facilities; and additional site preparation
for athletic

On May

facilities.

19,

1971, Walter Poitrast,

Director of the Bureau of Building

Construction, transmitted final plans and specifications for the Bridgewater
State athletic facilities to Joseph Granzulis, principal civil engineer for the

Division of State Colleges (more recently known as the Massachusetts State
College System (MSCS).

While the College was asked to review the documents and

return the appropriate sets with their comments, no correspondence in eitner the
BBC or MSCS files indicates that they requested any substantial changes to the

working plans and specifications.
In

an

interview with Commission staff members on June 10, 1980, Lewis Perry,

Staff Associate for Planning and Development at Bridgewater State College, stated
that the area developed into the athletic fields was constantly wet and there

7

:
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were early indications that this condition was

during the planning stages,

a

cause for concern.

Perry had advocated developing

thoroughly eguipped with drainage systems.

a

Indeed,

smaller area more

Nonetheless, officials at Briagewater

State College returned the plans and specifications with their notations, and
John Guarino was notified of final working plan and specification approval on
June 14,

the lowest qualified bidder,

received the construction contract in the amount of

$561,824 on October 21, 1971.3
November 11, 1971 with

Construction of the playing fields began

A

on'

scheduled completion date of March 31, 1973,

a

approximately six months behind schedule.
$596,495.22.

Gerald Leone and Sons,

The project subsequently went out to bid.

1971.

Final construction costs totaled

certificate of partial use and occupancy was granted on March 22,

1973^ and final acceptance received on September 30, 1973.

5

Construction and Acceptance
Although construction continued on schedule, poor drainage conditions were

immediately apparent and correspondence and discussion on the problem became
regular event.

Despite several change orders to reduce the water-ponding effects

fields were nonetheless accepted,

and many problems still exist today.

Arthur Berube, Clerk of the Works,

indicated

an

in

that during and after
level

in

a

for the Bridgewater State College athletic

interview with Commission staff members on June
rain storm,

6,

1980,

the grade stakes would be oelow the water

certain sections of the field, demonstrating that the area would be

under water once the field was in place.
May 1,

The athletic

the situation remainded uncorrected.

of the drainage problems,

fields,

a

1972,

6

In

a

letter to Walter Poitrast dated

approximately one year before the athletic fields

completion date.

E.

1

scheduled

Edward Rossi, Assistant Director for Engineering Services at

Bridgewater State College, stated:
As you have undoubtedly heard, there is a poor drainage condition
in the area of the softball field in the southeast corner of the

Plymouth Street lot.
This softball field and the adjacent area drain to a pond hole
which has no outlet and is situated in an impervious material sucn
This condition will keep th_s f ield wet and unusable
as clay.
In addition this pond hole creates an attractive nuisance
[sic].
for the neighborhood children ar,d should be filled in and replaced
with a catchbasin connected to the proposed drainage system.
As

the construction of the new athletic fields and facilities progressed,

poor conditions continued to manifest themselves.

With the fields still

incomplete, Catherine Comeau, Chairperson of the Women's Health and Physical

Education Department at Bridgewater State College, made the following comments in
a

letter dated November

3,

1972 to David Flynn, Director of Planning and

Development
We are very much concerned about the condition of the new fields
and tennis courts and we hope that before they are acceotec they
are carefully scrutinized.

8
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1.

2.
3.

4.

Problems which we would like to bring to your attention are:
Puddles on tennis courts after rain, which would indicate an
uneven surface.
Unlevel fields and lack of proper drainage on the fields.
Lack of sufficient outfield area on softball fields, that are
elevated from rest of area.
Lack of growth of grass in some seeded areas.

To alleviate

these problems,

a

change order was executed in the amount of

$9,521.85 to extend the 12" pipeline from catchbasin #11-1 to the softball field
at

the southwest corner of Plymouth Street,

thus allowing installation of

additional catchbasins to dispose of the excess water.
nothing to correct the drainage problem.

This did little or

On February 26,

the certificate of use/occupancy was to be executed,

1973, one month Defore

Joseph Granzulis, Principal

Engineer of the Massachusetts State College System, wrote to the BBC:
The College and this office have been watching the
construction of the baseball field near Plymouth Street with a
great deal of concern regarding the drainage of this field.
The contractor has had considerable difficulty in working in
this area which did not dry out at all during the whole summer.
The field is constantly wet, a condition which will prohibit the
growing of a good stand of grass much less a field which could be
used to play baseball,
we have deliberated on this problem at
considerable length and feel this baseball field (the only one at
the College) will not be usable through the baseball season, unless
we have a major drought. 9
On March 13,

1973,

a

memorandum from Catherine Comeau

,

Harry Lehmann,

and

Edward Swenson of the Bridgewater State College Athletic Department to David
Flynn, Director of Planning and Development, officially requested permission to
use the newly completed tennis courts.

The memorandum also outlined the numerous

problems which existed:
We have looked at the new fields and tennis courts which are presently under
construction.
We have found the tennis courts to be acceptable with the
exception of rough areas on the surface of the tennis courts which according
to Mr. Berube, Clerk of Works, will smooth out with use.
If this is so, then
we would accept the tennis courts and as stated in our last letter to you, we
request that these courts be made available for our'use on Monday, March 26,
1973.
We would request that the tennis posts and nets be installed by the
contractor by Friday, March 23.10

Shortly thereafter, on March 30, 1973,

Joseph Grazulis, Principal Engineer of

the Massachusetts State College System, wrote to Dr.
of Bridgewater State College,

Adrian Rondileau, President

and offered the following response to the College's

request to use the tennis courts:
In accordance with the College's request we have asked the
Bureau of Building Construction for Use/Occupancy of the tennis
courts.
Because of the location of the courts we have been asked
to include all facilities on the southerly side of Burrill Avenue.
We wish to make it clear that use and occupancy of any
facility is not acceptance of the facility as completed and does
not relieve the contractor of any liability to complete the work
according to the plans and specifications or guarantees required by
the contract.
With your concurrence we will execute the Certificate for Use
and Occupancy.il

On May

A,

1973,

Dr.

Rondileau wrote to

E.

Edward Rossi to indicate the

conditions of her approval of the partial use/occupancy:

:

.
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In reference to your letter of March 30, requesting my
concurrence to executing the Certificate for use and Occupancy of
the tennis courts and all facilities on the southerly side of
Burrill Avenue, it is my understanding that such concurrence does
not relieve the contractor of any liability according to the plans
and specifications required Py the contract.
An inspection of the
fields by our personnel did find several conditions that did not
at the present time appear to meet specifications.
With your
assurance that the specific items found to be below specification
will be rectified I will certainly concur with the executing of the
certificate.
Enclosed please find the list of conditions that do
not appear to meet specif ications 12
.

The

following is

summary of the problems as mentioned in Dr. Rondileau's letter:

a

The area between the comfort station and the start of the 100
1.
and the 330 on 220 on the runway of the track collects water and
a drain should be installed.
Two additional drains similar to the ones installed on the
outside of the football field should be constructed in the northern
area of the football field where water is also not draining.
Underneath the visiting team bleachers additional loam or
3.
gravel should be leveled out because water collects in this area to
We question the wooden
form a small pond underneath the stands.
footings under the portable bleachers and their durability in that
wet area.
4.
All of the fields and the bank in front of the dormitory
should have additional grass seed, and gulleys caused by washouts
should be filled.
5.
Part of the track near the comfort station has to be
resurfaced and finished off as it has been damaged during the
winter by contractors.
6.
Lane lines need to be painted on the track.

therefore
2.

Also we have several guestions.
relative to

what progress has Peen made

The installation of the field event circles, pit, shoot and
runways for all of the field events?
The need for drainage under the present baseball field or
2.
relocation of this field?
The electrical service for the comfort stations?13
3.
1.

Upon mutual agreement,
and all

a

certificate of use/occupancy for the tennis courts

facilities on the south side of Burrill Avenue

midnight, March 22,

1973.1*

was executed, effective

This certificate of use/occupancy did,

in

fact,

start the clock running on the one-year guarantee period.
On February

1974,

8,

Robert

E.

Allard, Head Administrative Assistant of the

notified the MSCS that the guarantee period would expire on March 22, 1974;

BBC,

if any work

repairing as

performed under this aspect of the contract required replacing or
a

result of any work defects, the BBC must be notified in writing on

or before March 14,
In

1974.15

response to the BBC's memorandum, the MSCS reguested Bridgewater State

College to outline any existing problems in writing.

Catherine Comeau dated March

Development (MSCS),
1

.

Football
A.
C.
G.

-

8,

The lengthy response by

1974 to David Flynn, Director of Planning and

included the following complaints:
Soccer field inside track

Unlevel grade with depressions and nollows at various
places all over the field.
Cross bar of football goal pests nearest building is not
level
One zone of sprinkler system on football field will net
shut off.

.
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Baseball field
A.
Needs to be rolled.
Infield needs to be top dressed.
Home plate apDears to be below specified grade.
C.
Practice football fields
A.
Unlevel grade witn depressions and hollows.
C.
Lawn hydrants above ground near wooded area, and outside
southwest corner of fence around football field.
Soccer Field
A"!
Unlevel grade with depressions and hollows.
Softball fields
A.
Field nearest water tower has two large rocks in outfield
which must be removed.
D.
Grass cover on softball field (north of ridge separating
the two softball fields) shows very poor growth and there
are hollows and depressions that collect water.
Unlevel grade with depressions and hollows on all
E.
softball fields. 16

3.

k-.

5

6.

field guarantee period expired on March 22,

The athletic

1974 as scheduled.

Although the College made their dissatisfaction known within the prescrioed time,
the Commission could find no

indication from the College, MSCS, or BBC files that

any corrective work was undertaken,

with the exception of two change orders

approved in November 1972 and June 1973.

Change order no.

was in the amount of

3

$2,525.00 for the installation of six additional open-point catchbasins
order no.

7,

in

the amount of $2,618.62,

additional drain.
Nearly

a

;

change

called for the installation of an

Neither of these measures corrected the drainage problem.

decade has passed, and many of the playing fields remain unusaole.

Current Condition

On December 19,

of Fields

1979,

members of the Commission's staff visited the athletic

fields at Bridgewater State College to observe the severity of the problems.

The

fields are not level and have many depressions and hollows that are constantly

flooded; one ball field is often completely under water.
fields have puddles and many areas were unusable.

The large playing

On one baseball

field,

home

plate is lower than first base and the bases are not aligned at proper angles.

During the tour, Lewis Perry made several comments to Commission staff about
the drainage problems,

stating that the conditions are "indicative of

non-compliance with the specifications."

Perry also stated that, during his

tenure as superintendent, he found tombstones in the fields, and that tne grading
was done by bulldozer without grading stakes. i7

On January

8,

1980,

another

Commission member toured the athletic fields with Perry, who reiterated the list
of problems that beset the athletic

fields.

Nearly all problems apparent during

the construction and acceptance period were more than evident on this visit:

graders were not used, there is an inadequate stand of grass,

low spots are

constantly flooded, and one ballfield is frequently under water.
main football area,

there are no drains.

Except in the

The specifications concerning soil

contained an apparent typographical error that substituted the word "cleaning"

.
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for screening;

debris.

the top soil was therefore not screened for large rocks and other

On the baseball diamond,

the grade lines are quite far off the required

specifications, the pitcher's mound is high, and home plate is low. 18
In

questioning before the Special Commission on June 11, 1980, Perry was

asked about the memorandum written by Catherine Comeau, Chairperson of

Bridgewater

'

s

Health and Physical Education Outdoor Facilities Committee, to

David Flynn, Director of Planning and Development for the Massachusetts State

Colleqe System,

in

response to the BBC notification that the one-year guarantee

period was due to expire:
0.

Now, sir, what I would like to do is ask you some questions
about some of the items which were listed by Miss Comeau on
Perry Exhibit No. 3.
In order to save time, what I am going
to do is run through quickly a number of references to unlevel
grades with depressions and hollows at various places wnich
think it's fair to say under every item with the
appear.
I
exception of Item No. 2, for Items No. 1 through 9,
specifically the football, soccer field, inside track, the
practice football field, the soccer field, the lacrosse [sic]
field and the archery area, sir, would you agree with Miss
Comeau's in this exhibit with resDect to each of those
particular fields that as of March, 1974, they did have
unlevel grades with depressions and hollows?

A.

Yes

0.

Sir does that condition exist today with respect to each of
the fields so identified in the document which is Perry

,

sir.

Exhibit No.
A.

Yes,

it

3?

does. 20

Perry concluded his testimony by answering questions about the grades of the

baseball field:

Can you describe for us, in terms of grades, where the home
In other words, in terms
plate is in relation to first base?
of elevation, are they at the same elevation?
The home plate is lower than the first base.

A.

No

Q.

So,

A.

Slightly, yes. 21

it's fair to say in order to get from home plate to first
base you have to run up hill?

Test Borings
To determine the cause of the problems plaguing the Bridgewater State College

playing fields, the Commission retained the services of James

professional engineer.

C.

Deveney

,

a

Deveney recommended that test borings be taken at random

locations throughout the playing fields to investigate soil composition below the
surface

Accordingly, on February

4,

1980,

nine borings were made at locations

determined jointly by the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, the boring
company representative, and the Commissicn

analyzed by Bay State Test Boring,

Commission's technical staff.

Inc.

'

s

consultant.

The soil samples were

and the results were reviewed by the

64

According to the contract documents, the surface material of the playing
fields was to be excavated until the natural subsoil was exposed.

removal of all foreign material.
had quicksand to

a

For examole,

depth of eight feet and

a

if

a

This requires

section of the playing field

two-foot layer of peat aoove tne

natural subsoil, all of the quicksand and peat would have to be removed since
these materials do not constitute

a

proper base for the added subgrade.

The

contract documents also require that well-graded sand and gravel replace the

unsuitable materials, and that nine inches of topsoil would remain after
settlement

.

*

The nine test boring samples obtained by the Commission indicate that tne

subsurface composition of the current playing fields do not meet the contractual
specifications.

All nine borings demonstrated excessive topsoil,

five feet, with an average depth of over two feet.

In only one

graded sand and gravel replace unsuitable materials.

from one to

case did well-

Traces of silt,

loam and

wood fill, with brown fibrous silty peat, were found beneath the excessive

topsoil in most areas.
were silt,

Below what was supposed to be well-graded sand and gravel

traces of fibers, and inorganic material instead of the natural

subsoil 23
.

The following quote from Deveney's testimony before tne Special Commission

summarizes the results of the test borings:
0.

think what we will do, since the others have already been marked
I
and are included in the exhibits, rather than going through them
individually I think what I will ask you is whether in the case of
the substantial majority of the nine borings that were taken with
the samples obtained from those test borings do not meet with the
specifications under the contract?

A.

In my opinion there was only one boring that indicated tnat the
work was done in accordance with or in performance with tne
contract document, and that was Boring No. 1.24

Lewis Perry also testified about his findings in the course of installing two

runways for the field events track area.

excavating the topsoil, specified to be

aDoroximately 80 feet and
aoprox imately

4

a

width of

4

Preparation for the runways entailed
9

inches deep,

feet.

for

Perry went to

length of

a
a

oeptn of

feet ana still could find no subgrade material. 25

Because of the excessive tODSoil on the playing fields, there is inadequate
drainage.

witnout proper topsoil composition and level, water will remain in tne

surface instead of filtering through into the natural subsoil.

As Deveney

stated:
I
think the fundamental cause of tne water condition, the
oredominance there at the Bridgewater State College athletic field,
was because proDer subsoil was net installed in accordance with tne
You need gravel to provide runoff of the
contract documents.
water.
That is the surface water: otherwise you will nave
Donding.
Further, I concur with the superintendent's testimony
that the levels were incorrect and improper ... 26
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Conclusion
Although drainage problems historically plagued the athletic field areas,
however, the planning process for the Bridgewater State College playing fields

With the

was nonetheless hastened by extreme need for these facilities.

exception of
of the

a

minor delay, construction began and finished on schedule.

Parts

field were accepted prematurely, and final acceptance was granted despite

the numerous problems existing then and now.

Investigation by Commission staff demonstrates that subsurface conditions of
the playing fields do not meet contractual specifications and thus guarantee poor

drainage.

The unsuitable subsurface material allows for excessive settlement

which will only continue in certain areas.

Pending legislative funds for

corrective work, Bridgewater State College presently has only limited use of the
athletic fields.

According to the Commission's consultant, the entire playing

area must be re-excavated to the natural subsoil, covered with well graded sand
and gravel, graded,

and then covered with topsoil to maintain

inches after settlement.

a

depth of nine

The cost of this corrective work would be approximately

four times the original cost of the playing fields contract, about $2.5 million

* According to contract specifications of which the pertinent sections were
reproduced as aopendix exhibit #19.

27
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UKASS/AMKERST LIBRARY

Introduction
"The world's tallest library" according to the Guinness Book of world

Records l

,

the UMass/Amherst Library had

appropriated between 1964 and 1969.

In

a

September 1979, the university closed the

building after the consulting firm Loomis
in danger of "oeeling off"

total project cost of $16,840,000,

Loomis reported that the facade was

&

in an earthquake.

The library currently remains

closed to general use; it has been open for use by not more than 500 persons at
one time since December of 1979.

1980,

In

the Massachusetts legislature approved

$2,500,000 for repairs and renovation to the library.
Another consultant's report issued in January 1980
design and construction.

cites serious defects in

Although the Commonwealth has brought suit against tne

estate of the architect; the case is still pending.

Building Construction has initiated

The Bureau of

project for the masonry repairs, with an

a

estimated construction cost of $1,250,000.

This project is currently in the

designer selection stage.

Background
The library building consists of

a

300-foot tower, with 32

reinforced-concrete columns on its 108' square perimeter, plus

a

measuring 348'

Tne main

x

204', under which are two additional floors.

floor is the upper of these two underground levels and has
to the South College building.

(exterior).

plaza aecK

Horary

connecting tunnel

a

Entrances are to tnis level and to tne Plaza decK

The tower has eight three-story segments,

floors of stacks and one of study carrels.

eacn segment naving two

The library has

a

capacity of 2.5

million volumes, and was planned as the university's central repository for

collections previously kept

in

the old central Goodell Library and other

libraries in the university's various schools.
Design of the library began in 1964, and groundbreaking occurred in April of
1969.

The building was formally accepted on January 21,

construction cost of $14,485,170.67.
deceased)

of

New York City,

1973, with

The architect was Edward Durell

the consulting engineer was C.

E.

final

Stone (now

Maguire of waltham;

and the general contractor was Daniel O'Ccnnell's Sons of Holyoke.
is

a

The library

Stone's only public project in Massachusetts while Maguire and O'Connell have

each had several other state contracts, before and since.

Construction (BBC) was the contract-administering agency.

The Bureau of Building

-
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William

A.

waldron, Commissioner of Administration, selected the architect on

December 18, 1964 to prepare
library.

preliminary reocrt and study for the UMass/Amherst

fee of $40,000 was allocated from

A

3

a

640 of the Acts of 1954 (Item 8065-82)
to the preliminary stage.

(DS3)

in 1966,

it was

a

BBC fund established by Chap.

feasibility studies and design work up

for

Before the creation of the Designer Selection Board

standard procedure for the Commissioner of Administration

to choose project architects.

After Stone completed the study and tne

legislature appropriated $600,000 for the design, UMass/Amherst president
Lederle wrote directly to Commissioner John

J.

John

McCarthy, requesting tnat the

architect's services be continued on the rest of design work (thus bypassing
selection by the newly created DSB) "without delay as this [project] has the
highest oriority in our building program. "4
Stone's continuation on October 27,

1966.

Commissioner McCarthy approved

5

The Amherst library is one of the ten most extremes cases of gross increase
in

estimated construction cost (ECC) among the 940 BBC projects the Commission

investigated.

The earliest Known ECC is $8,600,000,

letter to the designer dated March

7,

1967.6

which appears on the A-5

on April

4,

1967,

Stone informed

the BBC that the ECC at that time was in fact $12,908,855 (including

contingency')?,
22.

1967,

a

a

and returned unsigned copies of the proposed contract.

revised contract was executed with an ECC of $12,300,000.8

percent

9

On May
it

wa s

and is standard practice for the BBC design agreements to stipulate that the

scone of work mav not increase the ECC without prior written approval of tne

BBC's director, and that the designer must notify the director whenever the ECC

exceeds the approved amount.

This was not stated in the contract or A-5 letter

of aopointment sent to Stone,

but was later added as an amendment on August 24,

1967.

This is the only case of such an omission or amendment that tne Commission

has found.

working plans were approved on November

lowest bid received was $14,436,515, however, giving

1,
a

1968,

at

the same ECC;

tne

total construction cost

increase from design to contract award of $5,836,515, or 68 percent. 10

Because of the complexity and uniqueness of the library's plan, Stone

requested during contract negotiations that the designer's fee be set at seven
percent.

roblems

He cited

the lack of repetition in floor plans,

in the design of the

several technical

tower which "demand more than tne typical library

building...", the site conditions and the need to tie the building into its
neighbors, and the structure's monumental and landmark status on campus. 11
BBC engineer,

James -Cusack

Stone claimed, however,
reDeat.

,

Tne

felt that the licrary was net as extraordinary as

and contestec tne assertion that the floor plans did not

Cusack recommended that the fee be set as osual en tne BBC si. ding-fee

scales, or 4.7 percent. 12

with an ECC

o f

$3.5 million, Stone's proposec fee of

-

7

68

-

percent represented an increase of $186,000 over the usual rate.
the dispute was settled with

1967,

a

compromise fee of 6.25 percent. 13

the date of last payment in 1975, Stone received $909,619.17,
of $13, 07a from the $40,000 study

In Marcn

As of

including

credit

a

fee previously paid.

Bids for construction were received on January 30,

1969; the lowest bidder

was Daniel O'Connell's Sons at $14,264,000 which included allowances in four

sub-bid areas:

metal windows, waterproofing, glass and glazing, and escalators.

When three of these areas were re-bid on February 19 (with

a

net increase of

$300,214 over the allowances, or 59 percent), and two alternates (including the
deletion of the allowance for escalators) were deducted (net deduction of
$143,081), O'Connell's adjusted contract price increased to $14,436,515.15
The total project cost still exceeded the funds available by $2 million.

The

designer's contract had the BBC's standard clause allowing the director to
instruct the architect to revise the construction documents at no additional

compensation to bring the ECC within the approved amount (Article V).
however, decided to seen additional funding from the legislature.
was approved in

a

The BBC,

This amount

special capital outlay act, signed by the governor on April

5,

1969.16
The contractor was notified to proceed with construction on April 9,

with

a

projected completion period of two years.

completion was January
months or 87 percent.
acceptance for the

1,

I"7

1973,

The date of substantial

however, representing

a

construction delay of

21

Although the effective date on the certificate of final

library was

January 21, 1973, the date of signatures on the

certificate are dated 19 months later, August
September

1969,

5,

1974.

A

BBC memo dated

1974 (Salice to Poitrast) states that this delay occurred because

9,

"the original papers were lost by the designer" and that Stone had "changed

project engineers three times when this project was being finalized "18
.

During

this period several problems arose that may also account for the delay:
(1)

On June 1,

1973,

E.

J.

long list of deficiencies,

Ryan (UMass physical-plant engineer) submitted

a

including badly fit doors; gaskets, base moldings

and desk tops loose or missing; and bad water leaks.
(2)

Flooding and water damage occurred in the Mechanical Room in the spring

or summer of 1973.
(3)

A

dispute arose between the architect and contractor regarding adherence

to painting specifications
(it)

1973).

Daily malfunction of elevators occurred from the very opening of the

building
(51

(Sept.

In

.

the summer of 1973,

pieces of brickwork began to fall from the facade.

69
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Tnis problem is discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
final construction cost as of the date of last payment (June 22,

$16,555,220.92,

Description of the Amherst Library Facade
1)

Bricks

.

The Amherst-library facade is composed of

.

water-struck Goodrich brick, bound by Type

a

The column facade is one thickness,

veneer of

exterior mortar, which hangs on the

N

faces of the 32 concrete columns supported by metal orackets,

behind.

1976) was

increase of $118,705.92.19

net

a

The

or wythe,

or relief angles.

of brick deep, with

a

cavity

Because of the triangular shape of the column exterior, the brick face

panel acts as

"folded plate" rather than as

a

a

Between columns and

plane.

windows there are two wythes of brick, the interior wythe resting on the concrete
floor slab, the exterior resting on short metal angles, attacned to the floor
slab.

Tnrough headers -- bricks at right angles -- connect tnese two wythes.

Special lipoed brick is used on the first course above eacn metal oracket, to
hide the metal edge of the shelf and the wider gap under the first course.

Two

types of liDped brick are used, the majority of which have one straight lio on
the long side,

the rest having

apex of the column.

a

lip along two adjacent sides,

to be used at the

Although these lip bricks were designated to have oeen

pre-molded, many, especially those with lips on two sides, were sawcut on the
site.

This sawcutting resulted in kerfs, or overcuts,

in many lip oricks wnich

figure in later investigations of the brick proPlems.
2)

Relief angles

.

Six different shapes of metal relief angles are used to

suDDort the 30-foot brick panels.

Two 5-foot lengths are used along the column

faces; two others are used at the four "re-entrant" corners of the building; and
two irregular short shaoes are used to support the exterior wytne of Oricx on

either side of the windows.

All of these metal brackets are attached to the

column face or side of the floor slao by wedge inserts bolted into the concrete.

Factors relevant to the safety of the relief angles include:
the bolts and the concrete:

the strengtn of

the rotation of Dolts under the weight of the bricKS;

deflection of the shelf under the weight of the bricks; and the widtn of the
shelf and its distance from the face of the column.
3)

Expansion joints and caulking

.

To

accommodate differential movements

between the facade and its support, the wall is divided into ten sections, each
aDout 30 feet, or three stories,

noncomoressible

,

high.

Since the brick panels are inflexible and

underneath each metal support

joint is filled with

material in front.

a

If

is

a

wide expansion joint.

compressible filler behind, and
the expansion joint

is

a

filled w_tn

This

waterproof caulking
a

noncompressiDle

material such as mortar, as was done at Amherst, the pressure of unrelieved

.

-
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movement will build up in the wall panel and its supports.
be designed or built too narrow,

conditions.

Finally,

Or the soft joint may

and will close up over time, creating the same

related matter concerning pressures on brick panels is

a

that all other elements to which the brick is attached must allow for movement.

wall cavity

41

The Amherst

.

facade is designed so that the face of the

independent brick panel is seven inches in front of the face of the concrete
The cavity behind the brick is about

column.

3

and 1/2 inches wide;

a

two-inch

thickness of rigid insulation (polystyrene) is attached to the face of the
concrete.
5)

The rest of the cavity is empty.

Flashing and weep holes

.

Water may penetrate through the slightly

porous brick, or through cracks in the brick, entering the wall cavity.

The

water is carried away by metal flashing and weep holes placed above each
bracket.

This is to prevent accumulation of water and the resultant freezing,

cracking and heaving of bricks, mortar, and concrete.
6)

Wall ties

,

wall ties placed at regular intervals throughout the panel

prevent the brick panel from toppling over and falling, particularly under

pressure from the wind.

Noncorrosive metal ties are inserted into long,

dovetail-shaped slots in the concrete; the other is embedded in the mortar of the
brick panel 20
.

Construction and Design Defects
-

-

Problems with the Amherst library's brick facade have occurred intermittently
for the last

five years.

Pieces of brick are found on the plaza;

a

study is

performed and perhaps some repair work is done; then the problem apparently
desists.

This scenario has occurred three times:

in 1973,

1975 and 1979.

The first episode of falling bricks occurred in the summer of 1973,

after the library opened.

On August 29,

1973,

Kris K.

just

Jain of C. E. Maguire and

Leo Liberman of the UMass physical-plant department examined the condition of the

library's facade.

Maguire's report to the architect stated that the breakage was

primarily on the south face of the building, closest to the metal orackets and
the apex of the column.

The expansion caulking "appeared fairly satisfactory,"

and the problem was not considered to be structural

building's structure).

(due to movement of the

The most likely cause of the breakage was the omission of

weep holes in the first course of bricks, which led to the entrapment of water
and subsequent freezing.

The omission of weep holes was the contractor's

responsibil ity21
On October 5,

brick.

1973,

the contractor personally inspected the protruding

The weep holes were

found to be present and "generally in order."

mason replaced four bricks that had broken.

A

The general contractor attributed
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breakage to the sawcutting of some brick which was required Dy the design of the
svstem 22
.

No

further problems were reported until November 12,

1975,

wnen the

university notified the architect that "Two weeks ago another instance of falling
brick was reported as narrowly missing

a

pedestrian."

A

telescopic survey

"located 38 instances of defective brick" on the east, west and south faces.

On

December 12, Roger Karlsson, of Edward Durrell Stone's office, inspected the
facade.

He

found that the "nature of the damage is

a

shearing off of the face of

the brick directly over the control joint.

In

carried through three courses vertically."

Although water damage was not evident

in

some areas,

the shearing has

the wall, mortar was found underneath the metal angle behind the caulking,

and

caulking in some joints showed wrinkling and extrusion caused by compression.
Sawcuts in apex bricks often resulted in overlapping kerfs (overcuts), weakening

material at the apex. 23

The contractor then proceeded with emergency wotk to

reoair south face brick and remove loose pieces of brick on the east and west
These repairs cost $7,156.24

faces.

On February

12,

1976 Ronald Jackson,

P.E.,

representing C.E. Maguire, maoe an

inspection of the building along with representatives of the architect, the BBC,
and UMass.

Jackson reported that the major cause of the problem was tne presence

of mortar in the expansion joints.
o p

This resulted in "a transfer of load Downward

the entire weight of the brick facade instead of having this weight relieved

at every third

floor level as was the specific intent of the contract drawing ana

specifications...."

The weakened sawcut apex brick broke unoer the sheer force

caused by the improper distribution of weight.
properly constructed,

Had the control joints been

"the damage would not have occurred since the bricK facaae

panels would have been free to move independently of one another during

conditions of thermal expansion and contraction.

Also,

the vertical loaa on any

one brick panel ... would never be greater than the actual dead load of the panel

itself."
out

as

to the

Pressures caused by the shrinkage of the concrete columns was ruled
a

cause since the bricks located on either side of the windows, attached

floor and ceiling slabs,

in the brick were

concluded that

a

showed no signs of breakage.

Since some sawcuts

found to be overcut or the lips were too narrow,
lack of quality control

unnecessary weakening of brick lips.

in

JacKson

the sawcutting resulted in

Jackson therefore recommended that the

mortar be removed from control joints, that sawcut bricks oe replaced by

oreformed brick, and that the attachmej-it of relief angles to the concrete be
checked and,

if necessary,

supDlemented with additional bolts. 25

:
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On February

27,

1976,

the architect reported the substance of C.E.

Maguire's

findings to the BBC and provided specifications and cost estimates for remedial
work.

The contractor was to restore the expansion joints to the designed

condition; this work consisted of removing the mortar, substituting preformed
brick for all sawcut brick, and replacing any defective relief angles.

estimated cost of this repair work was $181,000.26
never done is unclear.

In

The total

why tnis remedial work was

November 1976, Daniel O'Connell's Sons began replacing

broken bricks on the east and west faces, as had been done on the south face in
1975.

This work was estimated to cost $15,000, with O'Connell's agreeing to pay

not more than half.

The final cost was $16,132,

of which the state paid

$7,500.27
During the next two years, two inspections were made.

protective barrier around the building was removed. 28
a

in

In

August of 1978 the

May of 1979, however,

library clerk found four pieces of brick on the ground near the building29.

Consequently, on July 18, 1979, George Norton, pnysical plant director at the
Amherst campus, authorized consulting engineers Loomis
brick facade and relief angles.*
the bricks,

September

4,

&

Loomis to evaluate the

Unlike previous studies that had focused on

this study examined the steel relief angles and bolts.
1979,

Issued on

the report stated that the metal supports were seriously

inadequate
A.

B.

C.

D.

"The concrete insert assemblies ... are grossly indequate to safely
support the 4" brick veneer using a pair of inserts per panel of
veneer .... "30
Deflection of the middles and ends of the relief angles is "about 15
times more than what I've seen previously reported," and sucn deflection
should have closed the horizontal expansion joint. 31
Differing deflection of the ends of the two relief angles at the apex of
the column "sets up high local stresses in the brickwork at the

apex. "32
"The large pullout forces on the inserts is extremely dangerous ana
extreme measures should be taken immediately to protect life and
property.
...Based on my conclusions, I would expect an earthquake
loading to 'peel' this building of brick veneer. "**33

Based on the Loomis report, the university immediately closed the library on

September

5

and started moving books to the another building. 35

visit conducted on September 19,

An on-site

1979, with representatives of BBC,

Maguire, O'Connell, Loomis, and engineers LeMessurier and Thompson

UMass, C.

E.

&

Lichtner present, examined relief angles at the 15' and 45' levels on the
library's south face.

Mortar over 2" thick was founo underneath the angle,

*Loomis & Loomis had recently done an evaluation of another UMass-Amherst
building, the CarnDus Center gnrage, that had been experiencing spalling (a kind
of chipping) of concrete from its structural support beams.
**The university did seek the opinions of two other engineers, Giloert
Their
Small & Co of Needham, Mass. and John L. Agnoli, of East Lonqmeadow, Mass.
reports, submitted on September 7 and 5 respectively, altnough brief, did not
dispute Loomis's findings.
Small concluded that "a potential structural defect
may exist in the lintel [Shelf] support .... "34
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PHOTO:

Entrance of UMass/Amherst Library, showing hay baies placed on plaza.

indicating that "the relief angle was essentially in contact with the top
course of brick below the relief angle."

mortar in this SDace to make
next panel,

a

flat surface for the first row of brick of the

and later only partly cleaned out the gap. 36

On October 19,

1979,

the BBC hired the Cambridge engineering firm of Simpson,

Gumpertz and Heger (SGH) to conduct
facade.

The contractor apparently laid the

a

thorough investigation of the liorary

Submitted on January 11, 1980, their report addressed the problems

associated with the brick and mortar, relief angles, wall ties, the plaza's
structural strength, and use and repair of the building.
1

.

Bricks and ^ortar
The brick spalling is confined to brick,

adjacent to the structural
relief angles, which typically support 30 ft. nigh sections of orick
veneer on column and corner faces.
The spalling results .primarily from
stress concentrations produced by mortar placed in "soft joints" below
relief angles.
This was done to facilitate erection of the facing, and
was intended to be completely rakea cut after the mortar joints aoove
hardened.
In many locations, however, ail of tne mortar was not removed,
thereby producing the hard spots and stress concentrations.
Breakage is
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worst in lip brick, which are used to conceal the relief angle, out are
also more susceptible to breakage than typical brick due to their
geometry. 37
SGH stated that "The presence of mortar in the soft joints causes severe stress

concentrations in the masonry by restraining free movement, "38 and that the
highest stresses occur in the mortar in the "soft" joint.

Several factors

contributed to the placement of mortar in the expansion joint:

"The spalling

problem generally occurred because of the contractor's failure to remove all
mortar from the soft joints.

However, this problem arises because of the

imoractical detail orovided in the amended design which required the temporary
suoport of the initial brick courses on each relief angle during

construct ion "39
.

"Documents indicate the contractor requested, and the designer permittee,
change in the size of relief angles from
in.

X

5/16 in.

6

in.

X

6

in.

X

5/16 in. to

during the shop drawing phase of construction.

5

in.

X

a
5

This was probaoly

requested to avoid possible interference between the tip of the angle and tne
inside of the lip brick by creating
this change,

it was

a

larger tolerance.

impossible to place brick on the

5

However, as

a

angle shelf witnout

in.

temDorary or Dermanent support from below, such as the mortar noted.
brick face measured 6.5 in. to 7.9 in.

result of

Since tne

from the column face, virtually all of it

required some support as it was first built.

The above situation couid have been

alleviated by proper provision for shimming the relief angles over iheir full
height at connection points, but this was not done. "40

Moreover, SGH continued, even if the joints had not been filled with mortar,

spalling or other forms of deterioration would probably have occurred, Decause
(1)

the relief joints were not designed wide enough to allow for normal movement

of the brick panels;

SGH also noted that in several places where there was no

mortar in the joint, the gap had closed, resulting in the compression of caulking
and the breakage of brick^l

(2)

sawcut bricks "are very susceptible to

cracking"42 (3) insufficient weep holes were provided or were caulked shut; and
(A)

flashing does not extend to the outside face of the oricK (43).

two items do not currently pose problems,

The latter

but may result in water problems in tne

future. 44
2.

Relief Angles
"Insert supoorts for relief angles do not have the capacity to provide

(a)

adequate assurance that relief angles can safely carry the weight of
height
(b)

o f

masonry

a

30 ft.

"
.

"Relief angles on column faces have excessive stresses because insert

soacing is too great and orick far out on the sfielf ieg."*

1

^
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SGH concluded that "the insert column provided for support of masonry veneer
at

tyDical columns have inadequate strength, Pased on conventional design
SGH's observations and

assumDtions and normally used safetv factors."

calculations regarding the strength of the metal angles and inserts, moreover,
were "in essential agreement with the results ootained by Loomis and loomis,"46

although they did not agree that the veneer would probably fail by peeling off
the building. 47

of the wall,

identified several factors that may increase the strengtn

sqh

including the presence of mortar in the expansion joint48 and tne

possible contribution of support by relief angles near windows or at corners.
While the presence of mortar restricts movement, as noted above, SGH also notes
that the brick itself
has enough column strength to support safely its own weight over the full
30 stories but the deformation involved in such support is uncertain
because both the existing gap width and the amount of mortar in soft
joints below the relief angles vary. 49

However, these factors do not increase the strength of the facade

sufficiently to accept the existing connections as adequate for long-term
strength

:

Based on our calculations and observations, our best estimate of tne
probable safety factor against failure of the veneer is aDout 1.2 to 1.4
without any heiD from direct support through partial bearing down to tne
This is too low to avoid strengthening for long-term
plaza level.
conditions, but high enough to permit use of the ouilding, with tne
precautions described in Chapter 9, during the time needea to design and
construct remedial work. 50
3.

Wall Ties

SGH's calculations for the loads on wail ties, which prevent the wall panel
from falling away from the face of the column,

showed that "the ties nave

adequate strength to resist overturning effects,

if they are properly emoedded

the masonry and attached to

In

a

dovetail slot. "51

in

the course of

investigation, however, partial voids were observed in the mortar under tne

embedded end of several wall ties, making the connection less secure, and one tie
was not secured to the column52.

Such observations "indicate

a

need for

further invest igation "53
.

4.

Plaza structural strength

Although SGH thougnt such

a

catastrophe unlikely, if the brick veneer failed,

the plaza deck could support the loading conditions 54
.

People on the level

beneath the plaza deck would therefore be out of danger should the wall fail.
5.

Use and Repair of Building

"Because

o r

the questionable strength of the existing inserts and the danger

of falling brick chips,

level doors,

access to the library shculd be prohibited from plaza

and limited to the entranceways and tunnels below plaza level,

until
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the relief angle supports are strengthened and the brick problem corrected.

Plaza

level doors may be used as emergency exits. "55

Other than the precaution of keeping the library plaza closed, SGH does

recommend that "it is safe to use the library. "56

Although SGH's report was

submitted in January 1980, the University has still not (at the time of this
writing) rescinded its policy restricting use of the library to not more than 500

persons at one time. 57
6

.

Recommendations
The repair procedure that SGH suggested58 called for

a

contractor to (1)

extend the shelf leg by at least 1" (thus restoring the effective shelf width to
the 6" originally called for in plans);

(2)

weld an inclined plate to the

horizontal and vertical legs, behind the brick in order to strengthen the
bracket;

(3)

add

a

drilled-in bolt attaching the bracket to the concrete column

for at least every 16";

and

(A)

remove all mortar from expansion joints and

increase the expansion joint width to at least 1/2" by sawcutting or replacing
top course of brick of lower panel.

special thin brick.

All lipped brick would be replaced Dy

Weep holes are to be provided wherever necessary, and

flashing replaced that extended to the outside face of the brick.

To avoid

dissassembl ing the entire brick facade, repairs would begin at the top level of
the library and proceed sequentially in 24" segments along each relief angle.

SGH's remedial program also called for additional testing of tne existing

inserts and angles before starting the repair work.

SGH suggested that "such

tests be carried out as mock-ups simulating actual conditions" and that the test
load be taken to determine "ultimate failure of the inserts in combined shear ana

pullout."59

sgh also recommended that an investigation be carried out at this

stage to determine the probable extent of wall-tie deficiencies.

.
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Repairs and Remedies
In

1976,

the legislature approved

a

wording change that maae the Palance of

the 52,000,000 voted in 1969 available for "certain masonry repairs. "60

As

noted above, however, this work was never done, and the amount of money in the

account remained constant for the past four years.
1979,

At

the end of fiscal year

the balance was $268,261.61

In

1980,

the legislature approved an additional $2,500,000

renovation to the library buildings. 62

of this amount,

"for repairs and

$1,350,000 is slated

for corrective action on the masonry veneer, making the total project cost

reoairs approximately $1,618,000.

for

The remaining money is intended for interior

renovations that are not connected with the brick problem.
The repair work has been designated

a

BBC project with an estimated

construction cost of 51,250,000.
The scone of work calls for the structural engineer to:

det°rmine causes and remedies for structural distress in the masonry work and
prepare contract documents and supervise construction for repairs to the
library.
Structure is a 28-story reinforced concrete frame coverea with a
brick veneer.
A recently completed engineering study has examined and
Pertinent;
documented existing conditions and evaluated structural movement.
statistical information will be extracted from the study and provided to the
three or more finalists recommended by the DSB for this project. 63
In

Seotember 1980, the DS3 named three finalists out of

a

field of eleven.

Although fee proposals have been solicited from these three, the final selection
has not vet occurred.

Conclus ion
In

February 1980, the Massachusetts Attorney General's office filed

a

civil

action in Suffolk Superior Court against the architect's estate and the successor
firm to Edward

Durell

Stone Associates.

The civil action included six claims,

including breach of contract, negligence and breach of warranty, Dut did not

mention

a

sum as damages for the cost of repairs,

books, and loss of use of the facility.

investigations,

The contractor is not

a

removal of

defendant in the

civil action.
At

the time of this writing,

still pending.

the Commonwealth's action against the designer is
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THE TILLSON FARM POWER PLANT

Int roduct ion

The Tillson Farm power plant was designed and built

earlv 1970s to serve the heating and electrical needs of

UMass/Amherst campus.

A

the late 1960s and

in

still-growing

a

1.5 mile-long underground "tie line" was to deliver

steam produced at the plant to campus heating systems and generators.

In

the

winter of 1974-5, the plant was started up and partially operated, but was closed
in

April of 1975 because the $3 million tie line failed to function properly.

Although the plant itself is in operating condition,

it has

been idle for
Four

over five years because it could not deliver the steam to the campus.

portable soace heaters were installed in 1975 to prevent the pipes from
freezing.
the
in

The plant was never properly deactivated,

and "it appears tnat many of

instruments, valves and piping have not been maintained but only turned off
1975 and left to corrode and rust."
1977,

In

the university trustees decided to put asioe the S9.3 million

facility and spend an estimated $2.5 million to upgrade the existing coal-ouming
^Sharply decreased enrollment and energy conservation measures in the

plant.

1976 estimates of tne cost to

1970s had reduced estimates of energy needs.)

reoair the Tillson power plant ranged as high as $6.3 million.
broucjht

suit

f or

Altnougn tne BBC

$7 million against the designer of the power plant,

Commonwealth received

a

tne

settlement of $975,000.

Background
In

the late 1960s and early 1970s the enrollment at UMass/Amherst was

projected to eventually reach 35,000 students.

1

The legislature approved

$120.6 million for the construction of academic buildings in tne years
1962-1971.-2 in addition to this amount,

this period

SDent $81.5 million for 25 dormitories,

and the Campus Center.
A

the UMass Building Authority
4

dining halls,

during
a

stadium,

3

coal and oil-burning plant at the center of campus,

capable of producing

420,000 Dounds of steam oer hour, served the steam heat and electrical power needs
o

c

all campus buildings,

academic and resident ial

.

k

$team is distriouted

through underground conduits directly to buildings for heating purposes, or to

steam-turbine generators for the production of electricity.
is

so extensive,

constant upgrading has been necessary.

Because the system

The legislature has made

yearlv aooropr ia tions since 1946 for improvements to the Amnerst utility
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from 1960 to 1967,

system:
year.

$6,767,000, an average of nearly $1 million per

The Boston firm of Jackson

5

4

Moreland (J&M) designed many of these

improvements, although work was also done by Whitman
Nichols.

6

a

4

Howard and by Anderson

numoer of studies were done during the 1960s to assess the future

energy needs of the UMass campus in light of the expansion of the campus.
In

January 1967,

Jackson

4

Moreland was appointed to perform

a

7

feasibility

studv for the new power plant at Tillson Farm, located 1.5 miles from the center
of the campus.

8

This new plant was intended to replace,

rather than

supplement, the existing coal plant which was not only old, but failed to meet
air pollution control standards.
In

9

the trustees voted to proceed with the new plant.

1969,

Discussion at tne

meetings of the UMass Board of Trustees in February 1969 indicated that
serious problem of air pollution has arisen in connection with
the high rise buildings in the center of campus, including the
new library.
Smokestacks from the power plant are so located
that effluent may enter the air intake of the Library, creating
a health hazard.
The issue was described as whether to
construct a new 350 foot stack for the power plant in the
rapidly congesting "Gulch" area or rebuild the entire plant on
the Tillson Farm property. 10

a

In

April, upon recommendation of the School of Engineering staff, the Master

Planning Committee of the university, the BBC, and the staff of the physical
plant department the board concluded that (a) the utility system should be

converted from coal to oil and natural gas, and
to

the Tillson site.

(b)

the plant should be relocated

Thus the board voted that

the University construct a new oil-fired boiler plant (with
provision for use of gas as a secondary fuel) along the railroad
siding at the Tillson Farm in Amherst, using the existing
coal-fired plant as a standby facility for the duration of its
useful life. 11
The legislature had already voted funds amounting to $3.75 million in July

1968 for improvements to the steam plant and the utility-distribution system;
$9 million was approved for an entirely new

August 1970,

Jackson

1969.13

4

facility. 12

Moreland was aDpointed designer through continued services in

As ultimately designed and built,

the project consisted of four

separate contracts, summarized as follows:^ 4
Contract
#13
Boiler Plant
i3A Steam Generator

Est. Cost of
Constr. (ECO

Last ECC

Orig. Contract
Price

$2,500,000

$4, 750, 000

$3,352,500

4

Appurtenances

1,049,022

1,650,000

13B Combustion 4
Feed Water Control

Systems
16

Tie Line

60,000
3,777,000

$7,587,000

4,350,000

43,156
2,988,000

$7,432,^78

Design was completed in 1970, and construction contracts were awarded to
general contractors as follows:^

in

.
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Construction Award
2/28/71
3/10/71
3/18/71
8/09/71

#13
13A
13B
16

Orig. Contract
Pries

Contractor

Date

E. J. Pinney
Riley Stoker
Honeywell
Inc
Holyoke Valve &
Hydrant

Final Cost of
Construction

352,500
A3, 156

$3, ,582, ,975
1, ,613, ,545
63, ,371

,988,000

3, ,158, ,880

57, ,432,678

$8, ,418, ,766

S3,

1. ,049,022

,

2

Construction for the boiler-plant building was substantially complete as of
December

4,

two certificates of substantial completion for the tie line

1974:

contract were issued, one effective as of December
October 16.

5,

1974.16

The plant

(contracts #13,

13A,

and 13B) consists of three oil-fired boilers,

one or two for use at any given time and one for backup.
a

the otner effective

1973,

21-day supply of fuel.

A

Two storage tanks hold

1.5-mile underground tie line was intended to deliver

the steam to campus buildings.

The tie line conduits consisted of two parallel

steel steam pipes ranging in diameter from 20" at the source to 14" at tne

distribution center; the piDe was covered with 2-1/2" of insulation witnin an
outer steel casing.
back to the plant.

A

separate, 10-inch pioe carried condensate from the line

Sections of the pipe were joined by

21

manholes containing

bellows-type expansion joints made of corrugated stainless steel.

Tnese joints

were to absorb movement in the line caused by extreme temperatures and pressures

during oosration.

Gaskets made of woven asbestos cloth treated with ruober linec

the interiors of the bellows joints to prevent heat loss and leakage of steam
into the manhole

.

I"7

Appearance of Problems in Operation.
As

1974-5

.

the construction of the power plant and connecting tie line neared

completion in the summer of 1974,

Jackson

&

Moreland began testing tne system, as

normally done before the delivery and start of such systems.

In

tne

boiler-performance testing, problems of wet steam became apparent.
to

J&M

reportea

BBC that
An abnormal

condition appears to exist somewhere in the
approximately two-mile run of underground piping wnich
periodically is causing visiDle water carryover at the campus
distribution center.
As a consequence, the University cannot
utilize the steam from the Tillson Farm Boiler Plant as a supply
to their turbine generators until the magnitude, source, and
nature of the water carryover problem is determined and as
necessary, corrective measures taken.
At the present time, the
cause of the problem cannot, with the data available, be traced
to either design Geficiency or equipment mal function 18
.

At

the request of the BBC,

J&M submitted

a

proposal

at

this time

for an

investigation wnich involved installing instruments to measure the temperature
and quality of steam in the plant toilers and the tie line.

The cost of this

procedure was not to exceed S5.00C for engineering fees, plus S3, 500 for

is
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instrumentation and installation.

-

The instrumentation was to be left

place

in

after testing for future use. 19
The results of these tests,

J&M's "Summary Report,

Performance Test:

Farm-Utility Tie Line," were forwarded to the BBC in September 1974.
from Jackson

A

Tilison
letter

Moreland to the BBC dated Decemoer 29, 1977, states that this 1974

&

report indicated that "the tie line was serviceable and successfully delivering

superheated steam from the Tilison Plant to the steam distribution center during
that period. "20

On the basis of this

finding, the BBC issued

use and occuoancy for the tie line on October 24,
1974.

1974,

a

certificate of

effective October 16,

Total outstanding work on the attached punch list was $19,000.21

The Dlant was started up at about this time and operated on

throughout the winter of 1974-5.

a

limited basis

Excessive amounts of steam regularly leaked

from manholes in the steam line in the vicinity of the Northeast dormitories; at

times,

the steam was so dense as to endanger the safety of peaestrians crossing

Eastman Lane. 22

By soring of 1975,

the plant was shut down.

deLesdernier

,

the tie line's exDansion joints

failed anc

letter dated February 27, 1975 to tne SBC,

In a

P.

T.

chief utility engineer of the UMass physical plant department,

outlined the problems as follows:
1.1
2.)
3

.

)

4.1
5.)
6.)

7.)

excessive condensation of steam ("wet steam") in the lines,
and inadequate traDoing and drainage of condensate;
excessive temperature drop between plants, maKing tne steam
unusaole for generation of electricity;
failure (leakage) of several valves in manholes;
failure of several expansion joints;
excessive steam emitted from manholes;
insulation of steam line is aooarently inadequate to allow
ODeration of plant at low levels (required by
decreased enrollment figures and low summer loads);
road grade is such that surface water and road salt enter
manholes, causing deterioration 23
.

In

ADril of 1975,

following the plant's shutdown, representatives of tne BBC,

J&M, .Holyoke Valve & Hydrant,

site.

and the university held several meetings at tne

J&M subsequently submitted

a

proposal for an investigation, stating that:

Recently observed conditions indicate that an aonormal condition
exists which aopears to be causing corrosion failure, squirm,
and liner damage to the existing expansion joints.
Until tne
magnitude, source, and nature of the problem is determined,
necessarv corrective action cannot oe taken.
As a consequence,
use of the Tilison Farm Boiler Plant as the main source of steam
for the University is questionable with the utility tie line in
At the present time, with the data
its present condition.
available, the cause of the problem cannot be traced to
equiqment malfunction, water source, water treatment, or outside
contamination 24
.

J&M's oroposal provided

f or

well as water and steam samoles,

damage had occurred.

a

laboratory analysis

o f

material samples, as

and the replacement of joints and liners wnere

The BBC approved

a

on the condition that payment be withheld

sum not to exceed $7,0C0 for J&M's

"until

a

fee

determination is made as to

liability for the corrective measures to oe taken. "25
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J&M estimated that this project would increase the contractor's work by
The BBC,

$30,000.

of that amount,

however,

issued emergency change order #11 for only

portion

This work was given final approval as change order #21,

$10,000.

on October 19,

for $9,825.96,

a

1976.

This was the first of

a

series of changes

initiated over the next several years, totaling $96,492 in construction-contract
costs alone, that did not solve the problem or even locate its source.*
In

July of 1975,

the BBC engaged the services of Charles

T.

Main of Boston to

investigate the engineering problems at the Tillson Farm plant, for
exceed $23,000.26

Since the plant was not yet operating,

a

fee not to

four propane-gas

space heaters were installed in December 1975 to prevent damage to the machinery
from moisture and freezing. 27

May 1976,
the tie
1.)
2.)
3.)

1

Main's two-volume report,

issued in April and

found several types of failures to the bellows expansion joints along
ine

.

i.e.:

collapse of the interior rubber sleeve, restricting the
flow of steam through the line;
distortion of the metal bellows joint, apparently caused by
overstress in the material;
corrosion of stainless-steel corrugated material in one
joint

.

Main found that

a

major cause of the failure was that the line had apparently

been used to carry steam from the coal plant to Tillson Fram to heat the new plant

during the latter stages of construction; the tie line was intended to carry steam
only from the Tillson plant to the campus center, and was not designed to withstand

pressures caused by steam carried in the opposite direction:
Failure of expansion joints occurred in various modes including
collapse and crushing of the internal sleeves, failure of the
bellows corrugations in permanent deformation, corrosion of the
bellows, and several combinations of these modes.

These change orders
Emergency C.0.#
''$36,000)

are as follows:
C

.

21

23

#12 (NTE 15,000)

25

#15

26
27

''NTE

23,000)

#

18A-12
19B-19
20

#11 Not to Exceed
(NTE 10,000)

.

28
32

Description

Final Costs

Replace steam and
condensate lines
Install certain drains
and vents, due to
excessive steam pouring
into roadway
Remove exp. joints for
investigation
Remove insulation and
cover for investigation
Labor and material for
investigation
"

"

"

"

Necessary removal, replacement and testing of
valves, traps, joints, etc..
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

'•

TOTAL

$43,339.30

14,396.85
9,825.96
3,142.38
2, 270. 03

8,938.70
3,846.14
6,886.39
3,846.14

$96,491.89

1
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We believe the expansion joint failures in the form of collapse and
crushing of the internal sleeves was due to the introduction of
steam from the end of the tie line opposite to that of the design
flow direction. 28

Tnis failure may also have been cue to inadequate guides used to align the

piping:
It is our opinion that failure of the bellows corrugations in
permanent deformation was the result of inadequate guiding,
and/or possible misalignment during construction.... It should
be noted that the bellows units comply with the drawings and
specifications; however, there was no allowance made for lateral
or angular deflection in either the construction drawings,
specifications or the shop drawings. 29

According to Main, the presence of impurities (chlorides) in the steam line that
became trapoed between the rubber sleeves and the metal bellows joint material
had caused the corrosion of the corrugated metal joint.

Main said that such

impurities had probably come from city water used in the testing or start-up of
the line. 30.

in

addition, Main found that the insulation in the line had

become wet, causing excessive heat loss, as much as 45 to 95 percent greater than
the calculated heat

this waste

steam,
to

it

f uel,

but

loss based on the soil conditions at the site.
if the university

Not only aid

wished to generate electricity using the

would be necessary to run the steam through the pipe at

a

higher rate

produce an acceptable temperature at the generating turbines at tne other
(Below

end.

a

certain temperature, steam will have excessive moisture and cause

damage to the generating equipment.)

Consequently, the rate of steam flow

required for the operation of the turbines was much greater than the flow

typically used during tne off-peak heating season.
operate the turbines efficiently,

it

If the

university wished to

would be necessary to solve the heat loss

problem by drying or replacing insulation, shortening the tie line, or relocating
the turbines closer to the plant. 31

The Main report outlined six schemes for correcting the expansion-joint

problem,

ranging

in

estimated cost from $1.15 million to $6.56 million.

Main did

not recommend the two measures that called fcr re-use of existing undamaged

joints because either scheme "simply reconstructs tne original aesign and does
not modify the conditions which led to the failure of the pipe line. "32

Tne

four preferred approaches -- involving the replacement of the expansion joints

with improved materials,

realignment of the piping, and installation of proper

guiding devices -- ranged in cost from $2.4 million to $4.5 million if only one
line was rehabi
of the

itated 33 or from $2.6 million to $6.36 million if ootn parts
,

line were to be rehabilitated.

Main estimated that tne cost

o f

dismantling and re-erecting the Tillson plant at the center of campus to De
$6. 6 million

.

34
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Renovation of-Coal Plant
At

this point.

UMass/ Amherst and the BBC faced

a

difficult decision:

the

choice between an outmoded facility that did not meet air pollution control

standards and that had been scheduled to cease operation in 1974, and

million facility that

did not operate.

a

new $9.3

Whichever facility the university

decided to use, additional capital outlays would be necessary to continue
With the environmental protection division of the attorney

producing heat.

general's office pressing for
to abandon the

a

solution,

the university decided in May of 1977

Tillson Farm plant and to proceed with repairs to make the coal

plant meet environmental guidelines.
In

a

letter to the Committee on Buildings and Grounds of the Board of

Trustees, UMass President Robert Wood stated that meetings between the university
and the BBC in April 1977 had resulted in two schemes,

both of which "involve

initial investments very substantially below most of the solutions proposed oy
the consultants."

One approach was to improve the coal plant;

the other was to

reDlace either all of, or just the damaged expansion joints in, the tie line.
The dramatic

increase in oil prices, however, made oDsolete the original 1969

calculus used in choosing fuel types; Wood cited the figure of $740,000 as

minimum annual savings from the continued use of coal.

a

Enrollment projections as

well as energy-consumption limits had also changed significantly.

Wood stated

that "with the intensive conservation measures initiatea after the 1973 oil

embargo, the steam requirements at the campus are now within the capacity of the

original coal-fired plant."

He therefore

recommended that the new plant "be

mothballed so as to prevent any further deterioration, and... could oe reactivated
five years or more

in

so

.

if

tecnnological and price changes make it feasible to do

"35
On May

4,

1977 the board's Committee on Buildings and Grounds met at

UMass/Boston to discuss the matter.
on the coal
15 to

21

plant was estimated at $1.3 to $1.8 million, to oe completed within

months.

coal plant,

The cost of the air oollution control wo:k

While committee members were generally in favor of using the

they also expressed concern that efforts Pe made to determine

responsibility for the tie line's failure.

^6

On the

following day, planning

officers of UMass met with 9BC engineers who raised "very serious new concerns
regarding apoarent defects or deterioration in the tie line casings wnicn nave
recently been under investigation by the designer...," proolems that apparently
resulted in "the failure of the conduits to maintain the air pressure...."
the engineers'

Since

findings made the possibility of repairs to the tie line even more

uncertain, the BBC "suspended all repair work en the tie lines until the cause of
the

failures has been identified."

investigation

o f

the problem. 37

It

then directed J&M to proceed witn an

:
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At

its next meeting,

on May 24,

the Committee on Buildings and Grounds

1977.

voted
...to recommend that the Board of Trustees approve development
of a program and design for renovations of the coal-fired boiler
Dlant at UM/Amherst to meet fly ash emission standards. 38
In

early May 1977, representatives of UMass, the BBC, the Department of

Administration and Finance, and the attorney general's environmental division met
to agree on

new schedule for compliance with the environmental quality

a

standards. 39

October 1977,

in

The schedule set

consent judgment was signed by all parties.

a

forth in the judgment called for the execution of

contract not later than August 26, 1977; the submission of
request for the necessary funds not later than October

1,

a

a

design

capital outlay

1977;

the final

approval of working plans and specifications within 36 weeks of the legislature's
approval of funds; the award of

a

construction contract within 12 weeks of

working plans approval; and the completion of work within 30 wee*s of contract
award. ^^
to

The Reading,

PA engineering firm of Gilbert/Commonwealth was engaged

perform emission testing, and to estimate costs of the possible approaches.

This study was used for planning,

select ion ^1

On June

.

29,

1977,

budgeting and as background for designer

the Designer Selection Board (DSB) selectea

three firms as finalists for BBC project UA76-2: on the following day,

Commissioner of Administration named Stone
In

Webster as the aesigner.^2

&

1976 the legislature had approved SI.

5

improvement, and extension of utility systems,

adjustments:"

a

the

million "for the repair,
including power-plant

language change was now proposed, that would allow for the use of

this money for renovations to the steam-generating plants and for air pollution

prevention, providing for

a

total project cost not to exceed S2.5 million.

Although this language change was not approved, the legislature did aporopriate
S2.1 million

f

o: renovation to the plant

the October 1977 consent judgment,

approval

o r

in

January 1978. A3

Under the terms of

this appropriation date meant that the

working plans and specifications should take place no later tnan

November 1978; and the completion of construction no later tnan Septemoer 1979.
3efore this appropriation was made, however,

the BBC requested and receivea

permission to expend up to $20,000 from its planning funds in oraer to expedite
planning. 44

Accordingly, Stone

&

Webster was directed on August 10,

1977,

to

oroceed with preliminary plans ("Phase IA"), the arcnitect's fee on this wotk was
to

be

"applied as

January 1978 Stone

attaching
approval.

a

credit against the total fee for the project. "^5

a

&

in

Webster returned its executed copies of the contract,

list of amendments and intercretat ions of the terms for BBC
The proposed conditions defined the extent of the designer's liaoility

and specified the amount and type of insurance the contractcrs must carry.

On

-

88

advice from the attorney general's office, the BEC was unwilling to accept tne

proposed terms 47 and contract negotiations ceased.
amicably agree to

a

contract and Stone

&

"The parties cannot

Webster having completed tne air

pollution study, does not wish to proceed further with the assignment "48

The

.

work performed by the designer totaled S37.1A7.81, almost twice the amount

authorized on August

1977.49

8,

Although an executed contract did not exist,

the fee was paid since the designer "was officially authorized and did in fact

perform services for

a

consideration (also)

..

.both parties concur with the work

product prpduced."50
The loss of Stone & Webster's services left the BBC "several months behind

the schedule established in the consent decree signed by the Attorney General's

office, Bureau of Building Construction, and the University..."

Accordingly,

George Kaludis of the UMass president's office requested that the Commissioner of

Administration select one of the other DSB finalists selected in June 1977,
stating that since the schedule
calls for the University's Amherst Campus to conform to air
quality regulations or to cease operatipns of the campus, it is
essential that the project not experience further delays by yet
another designer selection process. 51
On May

5,

1978 the Designer Selection Board named three finalists,

two of

whom had been on the previous list; on May 10, the Commissioner of Administration
chose Syska

&

Hennessey,

Inc.

(S&Hi

of New York City,

for the project. 52

The

estimated construction cost at this point was $2.3 million.
Work was again delayed for several months because S&h requested an increase
in

the designer's

fee to

10 percent,

arguing that "the work involved must be

classified as alteration or renovation type work of considerable complexity."
July 24,
on

the BBC agreed to

September
In

8,

a

On

and the contract was executed

fee of 9.56 percent,

1978.53b

January 1980, Syska and Hennessy delivered

a

report on the Amherst

energy-use options, titled "Economic and Feasibility Study of Energy Alternatives
for Campus Operations."

Their analysis considered the capital costs of operating

maintaining and replacing equipment as well as the fuel costs for seven basic
options.

These options included the continued use of the coal plant

necessary air pollution control measures),
plant,

the construction of

a

(with

new coal or oil

and several schemes for rehabilitation of the Tillson tie line.

optipn met current state and Federal air quality standards.

(S &

Each

H's

construction costs were "order of magnitude" estimates "for comparison purposes
only and should not be used for construction funding"54)

as

Syska and

Hennessy's table (see next page) indicates, coal was the least expensive option:
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Our basic recommendation is that the University continue to utilize
coal as their main energy source for the future.
This can be done
by either a phased rehabilitation of the existing coal fired
heating plant or the construction of an entirely new coal fired
heating plant.
The implementation of either of the above
approaches will require further detailed study relative to site
location for a new heating plant, required equipment replacement in
the existing plant, air pollution requirements for either scneme,
etc. 55

Although the initial capital investment for coal equipment is larger than for
similar oil installation, differences in the cost of fuel make coal cheaper in

a

the

long run. 56

Indeed,

the use of coal.
fuel oil

the higher the price of oil,

During the preparation of

for the plant

S

4

the more desirable was

H's report,

the cost of numoer

increased from 37.5 to 48.6 cents per gallon. 57

and Hennessy pointed out that

a

6

Syska

recent Act of Congress, the Power Plant and

Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, directed new power plants "away from liquid and

gaseous fuels and toward solid fuels. "58

indicated that capital costs represent

operating cycle of such projects.

a

Syska

4

Hennessy's chart also

relatively minor portion of the 30-year

(Even for the recommended option,

equipment

represented 9%; operation and maintenance, 27%; and fuel, 65% of the total
30-year costs

.

)

Sysxa and Hennessy's recommended option (#1) called for the installation of
air pollution control

(APC) equipment in 1960;

Ib/hr.) boilers in 1932:

the replacement of four

the replacement of the three remaining

(20,000

(80,000 Id/hr.

)

boilers in 1986, 1987 and 1988, and the installation of additional APC equipment
in

1987 to meet the plants increased steam production59 capacity.

Tnis option

Dresents the most economically and technically feasible
alternative for tne continuing utilization of energy at the
Amherst Campus of the University of Massachusetts
It is
anticipated that within the near future more emphasis will oe
placed on the technology of improved, high efficient burning of
coal.
A very attractive, additional advantage of Option No. i
is that since the boilers are scheduled to be replaced over a
number of years, the University can purchase future 'State of
the Art' equipment, as it becomes feasible. 60
.

Syska and Hennessy estimated that the least costly option using the Tiilson
Plant was tne rehabilitation of only one tie-line,

investment of $7.5 million (Option 6d

.

)

requiring an initial

Disassembling and moving the plant to

the center of campus would cost more than twice as much, $19.6 million (Option
5),

not only because of labor costs,

but also because of the additional wear on

the eauipment caused by such an operation and the need to install air pollution

control equipment on any facility placed at the center of campus. 61 Options 7a
and 7b, conversion of Tiilson to coal or to coal gasification were also

considered, but were even more expensive, with initial investments

o

$34.3 million respect ively 62

fuel mixture

.

The use of an experimental coal-oil

r

$23.9 and

(Option 7c) was not recommended because the technique is still not fully

developed, and natural gas (Option 7d

uncertainty

o f

supply. 63

)

was also ruled out because of tne

91

Conclusions reached in the report eliminate any future use of
the existing Tillson Farms oil-fired Heating Plant.
This is
basically due to the current and anticipated future higher cost
of oil when compared to coal and the necessity of either
replacing the one and three quarter mile long underground steam
tie line or moving the entire plant closer to the existing coal
fired plant and steam distribution center, either of which costs
are economically prohibitive.
Our recommendations and
conclusions relative to the Tillson Farms Heating Plant and the
tie line should not be construed as making a judgment relative
to their engineering design or operation. 6A
The scrap value of the Tillson Farm building and equipment,

if not used in the

option finally chosen by the university, was estimated to be $500,000.65

September 1979, the deadline passed for completion of air pollution

In

control measures.

This put the university and the 8BC in violation of the

consent decree of October 1977. Consequently, in July 1980

an amended consent

judgment was drawn up revising the schedule for compliance with air pollution

regulations.

This schedule called for advertising for bids on three major pieces

of equipment by November 1,

January 15, 1982

February 15, 1982
April 15,
In

1982

-

1980,

and delivery deadlines of:

Draft fan system;

-

Ash collecting system;

Baghouse system;

addition, the schedule called for the advertising for bids on the installation

of the system by September 15,

1981 and the completion of construction of the

system and start of operation by February
On May

29,

7,

1983.66

1980 the project was divided into four contracts, as follows:

Estimated Const.
Contract

Title

#1

Preourchase induced
draft fans
Prepurchase baghouse/
collector system
Prepurchase ash
collection svstem
Improvements to
coal-fired plant

2
3
A

two years,

In

$3, 165 000. 5A
,

Fe«

Fee

168,000.00

14.355

$

AAA, 800. 00

7.3%

105, A70. AO

367,500.00

9.3%

3A.10A.00

-1,184, 700.00

10.0%

118, A70.00

$3,165,000.00

8.9%

$282, 068. AO

Cost

$
1,

2A,02A.00

the total ECC had thus increased from $2,300,000 to

working plans for the three contracts for the prepurchase of

equipment were approved in September 1980.67

The BBC project schedule calls

for bidding on the coal plant improvements in November 1981.68

The

"Mothballino"
of -the Tillson Plant
i

At

a

cost of about $2,000,

space-heating systems

in

UMass Physical Plant engineers installed temporary

the Tillson Farm plant building in December 1975 to

prevent damage from freezing and high humidity. 69
totally successful, however.

This measure has not been

Althougn Presioent wood had recommenced in 1977 to

the Committee on Buildings and Grounds that the plant and tie line

"be motnballed

92

Photo:

so

The Tillson Farm power plant,

as to prevent

showing unused equipment.

any further deter ioration "70 it is unclear what steps,
,

any,

the university or the BBC took to do so.

BBC.

the state auditor's office recommended that

In

its Fiscal

if

1979 audit of the

"the Bureau expend the

necessary funds to properly de-activate or mothball this facility.

It

was notea

during the visit that portable heaters are being used to maintain an above
freezing temperature in the plant.

could cause serious damage.

It

Their failure during severe winter weatner

also appears that many of the instruments,

valves

and piping have not been maintained but only turned off in 1975 and left to

corrode and rust." 7 ! The BBC has recently initiated

a

study to determine

alternative uses of the Tillson plant. This project is currently oefore the
designer selection board. 72
The attorney general's office

the power Dlant,

Jackson

4

filed

a

civil action against tne designer of

Moreland, seeking the recovery of $7,000,000.

The

complaint filed cited breach of contract for errors and omissions in tne design
of the plant;

breach of warranty for the design of the plant which was
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inadequate, and not usable for its intended uses;" negligence in the

"unsuitable,

execution

o

r

the oroject;

and for the representation that "steam could be

introduced into and conveyed through the
flow'

Plant

i.e.,

in

.73

.

.

-

...

tie

line in

a

so-called 'reverse

direction from the old power plant to the new Tilison Farm Power

a

in

October 1980, the Commonwealth received as settlement

$975,000.

Conclusion
failure of the Tilison Farm power plant left the Bureau of Building

The

Construction and the University of Massachusets in an unenviable position.
available option had serious drawbacks.

Every

The S3 million pipeline was by ail

estimations totally useless, and its repair or reconstruction would cost far more
than the original construction.

plant unusable.

This rendered the brand new $6 million power

Moreover, even if the pipeline could be rebuilt, the

skyrocketing orice of oil in the 1970s had made coal

is

However,

faced with

a

choice between spending millions of dollars in oraer

use oil and soending millions to use coal,

right choice in staying with coal.

It

is

tne university prooaoiy maae tne

similarly nard to second-guess tne

original decision to build the Tilison plant.
in

1969,

plant.

from the start,

hard to say whether the University still would have aecided to go with

coal.
to

far more attractive energy

Had the Tilison plant and tie line functioned properly

source.
it

a

7

'1

*

With the energy crisis unareamt-of

the university probaoly made the right choice in planning the new

(whether the plant had to be located so far away from tne campus,

with space available adjacent to the old plant,

is

another question.

)
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Yet tne

combination of the two choices has, tragically, left tne university with an
unused, $10 million white elephant, and still-unfinished repairs to the coai

olant it started with.

As a

result,

improvements to air quality at the center of

camous will not be effected until 1983, ten years later than the date Tilison
Farm was supposed to have started operation, and $10 million of the taxpayers'
money will have been spent to no end.

UMA5S BOSTON

Introduction
The Columbia Point campus of the University of Massachusetts-Boston

constitutes the largest building project ever undertaken by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

Comprised of 14 buildings located on

Harbor, the master plan details the number,

required to accommodate

a

Phase

The estimated cost of the

The legislative acts of 1969 approved

2-3/4 year crasn design-construction program representing 40 percent

a

I,

90-acre site on Boston

size and physical relationships

total of 15,000 students.

original 10-year plan was $355 million.

a

of the planned development, with appropriations of $150 million.

Executed by associated architects Pietro Belluschi and Sasaki, Dawson, DeMay
Associates,

Inc.,

of Watertown,

the university's masterplan calls for six

autonomous "colleges"--each with instructional facilities for 2,500

students—surrounding

central core containing the library, science center,

a

student activity center and administration building.

The open space thus created

would be equivalent to the "yards" found in traditional campuses.

Parking for

6,000 cars would be located in decks under the buildings, and all structures were
to be interrelated with both vertical and horizontal circulation systems.
As an

integral part of the building complex,

a

main utility system would

distribute communications, electrical services, and heating and cooling services
to

individual mechanical and service areas.
A

closed pedestrian system, located at the second floor level was designed to

connect the main instructional floors of the "colleges," Science Center, Fine
Arts Center and Physical Education building,

providing an enclosed,

weather-protected circulation path from building to Duilding by means of elevated
bridges

.

Because of the size and complexity of the U/Mass Boston project, the Bureau
of Building Construction called in the construction management

McKee-Berger-Mansueto
and construction.

execute Phase

I

MBM

in an

Inc., of Boston and New York

.

'

s

(MBM)

to

firm

coordinate in design

responsibilities were to provide the expertise to

economical, expeditious and satisfactory manner using

efficient construction cost planning and control programs, computerized

management information and control systems, and schedule planning and control
programs related to budgeting, purchasing, accounting and cost effective economic

analysis

.

The construction process of the Columbia Point campus was unique in that the

project was conceived as one entity but involved several concurrent building

activities.

It was

the responsibility of MBM to coordinate the construction

processes of separate structures, each designed by

a

The general structural system selected was steel
-

94 -

different architectural firm.
frame and concrete slaD,

-

°5 -

with red brick exterior cladding as the visually unifying element.

architectural firms were retained

in

Several

order to avoid the monolithic sameness that

characterizes many other large urban projects.
Six general contractors received awards

Phase

I

for the eignt basic elements of the

program; these contracts are listed in the Table reproduced on the following page

The building program schedule was tight:
15 months to complete were scheduled

normally take up to

4

for 6 to

designs that normally require 12 to
9

months; construction that would

years was scheduled for 2-1/2 years.

View Through Library Window; sheared
Brick Cladding at 10th Floor Level.
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From the beginning, the U/Mass-Boston project was beset with numerous

problems that taxed the talents and vision of its planners, designers, engineers
and managers.
in

Columbia Point is noted 'or its constant high winds, and it lies

the path of low-flying planes

from nearby Logan Airport.

Local fresh water

suoplv is limited and the available water pressure is lower than that required to

service such

a

large and demanding project.

however, was that only about

The most serious consideration,

14 acres of the site were originally exposed tidal

marshland: the added acreage resulted from extensive dumping of refuse and

burning of combustible rubbish over
A

a

period of about 40 years.

garbage dump, offering relatively inexpensive land ($1,750,000 for the

nearlv 90 acres),

is poor

support for construction.

The existence of underground

fires that had been burning for years added to the difficulty of clearing the

dump materials:

piles of solid rubble such as bricks and broken concrete slaos,

broken battery casings, abandoned metal safes, glass bottles, abandoned ana

gutted automobile bodies, and household appliances such as refrigerators and

kitchen ranges.

Rodents infested the area and the potential existed for the

presence of dangerous methane gas.
Halev and Aldrich,

exploration,
pits.

that

supervised

a

program of investigation and subsurface

including bar probes, land and water drive sample borings, and test

From the results of the soil sample tests, it was determined
friction piles of 40 to 60 feet would be necessary to support most of the

construction.
in

Inc.

Point bearing piles up to

certain specific areas.

a

maximum of 160 feet were also required

This solution appears successful since regular

monitoring of the completed structures reveals little or no settlement has
occurred because of soil conditions.
Maier Problem Areas

Construction began in the spring of 1971, and certificates of occupancy were
awarded in time to open for classes in January 1974.

Since that time,

five major

problem areas have surfaced that require special attention as well as significant
past and future approDr iat ions

ventilating and

a

:

the condenser sea water system; heating

ircondit ioning systems in college building (010); the roofing

system of college building (010); the water proofing/caulking system of utility

building (160) and at its interface with the library (090); and the brick cavity
wall system of the librarv
"pnrjenser Se^ Water

(090).

Coolant System

Designed by Charles

T.

Main,

Inc.

in

1970-71 with suosequent construction oy

Flahert v-Sand Co., the university's cooling system makes use of four chiller
conH 9 nsers to cool tne circulating fresh chilled water.

In a

clever oit of

engineerina, se3 water was to be pumcec in directly from Boston Haroor,

"
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desalinated and filtered, run through the heat-exchange elements of the
refrigeration units supplying the chilled water, and returned to the ocean.
Early on, however, the refrigeration units showed signs of internal corrosion and
the BBC engaged the Battelle Columbus Laboratories of Columbus,

investigate the problem.
1975,

not

stated that:

a

break-in period, during which the flow of sea water

through the plant is carefully controlled,
.

.

.

is

submitted on January 31,

The subseguent 80-page report,

the time of the start-up of the chiller condensers it was

"At

fully appreciated that

per formance

Ohio to

to be obtained ... It

some of the equipment,

is

is

essential if optimum

apparent from the corrosion behavior that

particularly the traveling screens, malfunctioned during

the initial period of operation and allowed foreign matter to pass on to the

condensers

.

Some filter screens either were not yet installed or did not function

properly during at least part of the the start-up period.

To

remedy the

resulting corrosion, the Battelle Report recommended the following:
To correct deficiencies in the design of the sea water
1.
system:
the addition of settlement pools and the introduction
of chemicals to remove and inhibit the build-up of sediment and
marine growth.

To further control marine life:
filters in the pumping station.

2.

the addition of screens and

3.
To facilitate flow of sea water:
increasing the size and
changing' the composition of the piping.

In

mid-1975 the BBC awarded Charles

investigation of the corrosion problem.

T.

Main,

Inc.

a

contract to run

a

new

Their report dated March 1976 indicated

that the existing large piping was repairable but that some smaller piping would

have to be replaced.

The Main report concluded that the existing damages due to

corrosion were minor and that the estimated cost of repairs would be

approximately $125,000.
The Main report also provides the following summary of the general events

that occurred during construction and operation of the condenser sea water system

Substantial completion of part of the system was established by
the Bureau on October 1, 1973, with the introduction of sea
water into Chiller #1 for condensing purposes.
Chiller #1 had
been operating from July 13, 1973 on domestic water.
On August 1, 1973, the University of Massachusetts took over
operation of Chiller #1.
On June 21, 1974, approximately one year after initial start-up
on domestic water and eight months after operation on sea water,
the condenser on Chiller #1 failed in the form of a corroded
drain on the condenser water box.

Subsequently, Chillers #2, 3 and A failed from condenser head or
tube failure on April 12, 1974, June 2, 1974, and July 4, 1974,
respectively.
A rather lengthy and in-depth investigation
followed concluding with replacement of chiller water boxes,
retubing of condensers for Chillers #3 and 4 and installation of
cathodic protection in Chillers #1 and 2.

.

.

-
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The above failures were investigated and reported on by Battelle
Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio and Carroll Engineering,
Inc., Ballardvale, Massachusetts for the Bureau of Building
Construction and by A.W. Swanson, corrosion consultant for
MAIN.
These reports are a matter of record and will not be
discussed herein except for reference.
On September 21, 1974, Chiller #2 had to be taken out of service
because of a leak in the sea water piping system.
A 6" by-pass
The corrosion was
developed pinholes at welds due to corrosion.
attributed to loss of pipe internal coating caused by improper
Piping was
preparation of pipe and weld area prior to coating.
repaired in house by welding by U/Mass. plant personnel and
Chiller #2 was returned to service.
On June 1, 1975, a 14" dia. by-pass line between the 42" supply
Tne elbow was
and return headers developed a leak in an elbow.
temporarily patched and subsequently the system was shut down on
a weekend for more permanent repair with fiberglass.

Our in g the shu tdown intern al i nspe ctio n of the 1 arger p lping
(36") by U/Mas s. pi ant per sonn el r evea led some 1 oss of pipe
coati ng with m inor corrosi on a nd a hea vy b uild-u p of se diment
with live mari ne gr owth
Disc over y of the marin e growt n and
sed im ent combi ned w ith the app aren t lo ss
f pipe coatin g and the
elbow fai lure cause d consi dera ble cone ern for th e integ rity of
the e ntire sea wate r syste m
Thus thi s in vestig ation a nd report
Chi orinati on o f th e se a wa ter fo r conde nsing was
was i nit iated
not m ade opera tiona 1 until Nov embe r, 1 974.
Nume rous
diffi culties d elaye d the s tart -up, inc ludi ng deb ugging of the
chlor i nation s ystem
fouli ng o f th e sa mpli ng sys tern, el ectr ical
delayed
probl ems, oper ating error caus ing loss of hypoch lorite
repla cement of hypo chlorit e
a nd o bjec tion s
lat er resc indea, by
the
Subse quently
the c hiller ma nufac turer t o ch lori nati on.
chlor ination s ystem has be en p lagu ed w ith failur es of v arious
compo nents and has been op erat ed o nly inte rmitte ntly in botn the
autom atic and manua 1 modes
F olio wing apo arent satisfa ctory
ooera t ion oft he eh lorinat ion equipment it was discovered tne
equipment instal led -was basically fresh water equipment and gave
erroneous readings wnen monitoring tne chlorine content of sea
water
Readings'were off Dy as much as I ppm
.

.

,

,

,

,

,

.

-

.

Chlorination thus has been less than satisfactory.
added.

]

[Emphasis

100 -
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The manufacturer of the equipment,

Trane Corporation, now claims that it

never intended to supply either data or equipment for use witn sea water,
was never informed of that need, nor was

it'

that it

capaPle at that time of rendering

such services.

Willard Prince, Director of Facilities Planning and Development at

U-Mass/Boston

,

-wrote to the BBC on May

25,

1976 to challenge some of the

assertions of the Main report and to suggest that the problem was indeed more
serious than previously thought.

His letter states the opinion that the location

of the by-pass that returns unneeded sea water to the harbor is

faulty, and tnat

the chlorination system was put into operation late because it had not been

completely installed.

Prince also charged that operating and maintenance

instructions were inadequate and misleading and that there was no designer

supervision of the start-up process.
Finally,

the BBC contracted with Francis Associates of Sippican Consultants

International,

Inc.,

to

investigate alternative solutions that would prevent

comdete deterioration of the system.

Submitted in early 1978, the report

suggests the following three options:

Alternate I - Immediate and extended program to improve the'
existing system at a project cost of $400,000 for the
replacement of most piping and an extensive amount of the
equipment with no hope of fully eliminating the problem of
corrosion
.

Alternate II - Interpose plate-type heat exchangers between the
condensers and the pumping station to minimize the extent of
contact between the sea water and the refrigeration units.
The
total cost of the new installations would be approximately
$2,100,000 (The annual operating cost was estimated at $379,000.)
Alternate III - Install cooling towers to allow the use of fresh
water only throughout the system, entirely eliminating the sea
water.
The annual operating costs would be higher because of
the need for additional electrical power to operate the tower
fans and for replacement water.
Alternate III was estimated at
a total
installation cost of $2,304,000 to $2,910,000 depending
on the location of the new cooling tower.
The annual costs were
estimated at $386,000.
In

1978 the Legislature appropriated $1,600,000 to rebuild tne system using

plate-type heat exchangers and fresh water for primary and seconaary cooling in
the refrigeration machine

(Alternate II).

Tne Commission's technical

investigation indicates that the problem occurred because of improper design
based on claims by the refrigeration machine manufacturer about satisfactory

experience with condenser tubing under corrosive (sea water) conditions.
HVAC Systems:

-

College Building (010)
-

-

Two serious problems that plague college building
an uncomfortable environment

for its users.

(010) continue to make it

The HVAC system fails to control

humidity so that condensation occurs regularly on the first level rooms along the

northeastern side of the building.

As designed and

installed, the ducting

produces insufficient air flow, thus limiting the heating capacity of the units.

-

In
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1977 the consulting firm of Helden Associates,

perform

Boston was hired to

Inc.,

survey of the building's 13 separate HVAC systems.

a

The results of

their investigations indicate that all 13 systems exhibit examples of the

following deficiencies:

:

1.
Improper duct construction creates excessive drops in
pressure in the supply air system.

Many fire dampers are missing and some are inaccessiDle

2.

.

Capacities of units are insufficient to heat, cool and
3.
ventilate the areas of the building they were designed to serve.
Units are improperly mounted and allow excessive vibration
transmitted into the building structure.

4.

to be

There has occurred improper substitution of medium pressure
5.
units when job specifications and schedules on the "as-built"
drawings call for high pressure units.

Faulty installation and workmanship, combined with questionable design

procedures, have thus resulted in

a

failing system.

Legislative appropriations

totaling $935,000 have allowed replacement or renovation of the duct distribution
systems, additional fans and adjusted performance characteristics of existing
fans.

*

Roofing:

-

Ool lege Building

(010)

-

-

For more than six years,

the leaking roof of college building 010 has createa

unsightly damage in the top-floor classrooms and meeting rooms; ceiling tiles

Investigation oy

fell out so repeatedly that they were no longer replaced.

Simpson Gumpertz

&

Heger,

Inc.

suggested the likelihood that the zonalite

insulating fill under the built-up roofing was so competely water-soaxed that the
roofing membrane could not be properly anchored.

susceptible to wind damage,

The membrane is thus

"hignly

including blow off of large portions at wind

velocities which are normally expected in this area."

is

It

presumed that

improper installation techniques are to blame.
Heavy rains probably soaked the poured-in-place insulation just before the
felts and gravel were applied; strong winds then lifted the felts,

further penetration of rain into the zonalite.

allowing

The subsequent deterioration

allowed water to seep freely into the roof covering, reacning (by several routes)
the interior ceilings.

The shoddiness of the ceiling is largely due to caved in

ceiling panels as well as to the large plastic buckets suspended under the most
vigorous leaks.

Until the current repair process (under

a

$200,000 contract)

allows removal of the roofing elements, however, it will remain uncertain exactly
why the roof failed so badly.

Waterproofing and Caulking:

Utility 3uildinq (160) and Interface with Liorary

(090)
In

February 1975, the engineering firm of Thompson and Lichtnei Co.,

Inc.

conducted field investigations to determine the pattern of leaks occurring in the

"

-
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rod* of the utility building and along its interface with the library.

time temporary measures were taken to minimize water infiltration and
of caulking was begun.

warrent

a

3y mid-summer

a

that

program

1978 the problem oecame severe enough to

second investigative contract.

Associates,

At

That July 1979 report of Scnoenfela

to the BBC describes the extent of the problem:

Inc.

"The Utility Building (number 160) roof level forms a courtyard and piaza as
well as a vehicular turn-around to the Library Building (number 090) and the
adjacent campus buildings.
The main library is raised up on a series of pylons
above the plaza level.
The library support facilities are located below the
plaza level and abut the levels of the utility building.
A series of walKS,
planting beds, ramps and multi-level gravel beds form the transition from the
main campus promenade level under the elevated library building to the plaza
which is the roof of the utility building.
This plaza is a prominent entry to
the surrounding campus.
The vehicular ramp along the west side of the plaza is
surfaced with bituminous concrete.
The vehicular and median surfaces are precast
concrete and the perimeter sidewalks are constructed of cast-in-place concrete
edged with granite curbs.
Planting beds, benches and four large flag poles all
contribute to the monumental appearance of tne area.
The utilitv building itself is a multi-level structure housing the main boilers
for the entire campus together with related mechanical and electrical equipment,
offices and storage facilities.
The central boiler room space extending
vertically to the underside of the roof is surrounded by the support facilities
on various levels.
These support facilities abut the oelow grade portion of the
library along what is designated the 'H' module line as shown in tne utility

building drawings.
The structural system of the utility building roof is composed of a reinforced
concrete slab, integral reinforced beams and girders, and concrete columns most
of which are readily accessible from the main level of the boiler room.
A
hatchway is located at the east side of the roof to allow for the removal of
various equipment.
The surface above the hatchway is paved over with precast
paving blocks and the hatchway is not designed to be opened witnout first
removing the blocks above. 3
The pattern o f leaks as described in the Thompson & Lichtner Report
and as confirmed by our field investigations is as follows:

Utilitv Building

:

Leaks through roof generally scattered throughout the building and
affecting all areas.
Heavy leakage around the hatchway at the east side of building roof.

Heaw leakage along

the interface line of utility building and
library building known as the 'H' line limited to the area underneatn
the pedestrian ramp.

Library Building Below Pedestrian Ramp
The building side of tne

interface H line underneath the pedestrian
ramp showed heavy leakage.
The portion underneath the planting 'beds
did not show signs of leakage.
'

'

In both the library and utility buildings sand bags, polyethylene
protective coverings and related structures are being employed to control
the leakage water and are evidence of the volume of water as well as tne
disruptive nature of the leakage condition to the intended uses of the
spaces affected
.

The report then raises several questions about the methoas used to install

the waterproofing membrane under the plaza area, which was also oeing used as

staging area for tne construction of the adjacent library building.
plvwood

was"

laid over the installed membrane,

this measure was

a

Although

Schoenfeld Associates suggest that

inadaquate protection against damage caused by the movement of

equioment or the weight of construction materials stocked upon it.

It

was discovered,

too,
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that the interface seam line was detailed differently

on the two sets of working drawings:

one set

for the

library called for

pre-molded joint filler/seal (neopreen gasket); the other,
building, did not.

If the

a

for the utility

sequence of construction were only slightly altered,

the gasket--which must be in place before the concrete slab is poured—might have

been dealt with as intended, but it appears that the omission was not noticed

until it was too late to remedy.

Shoenfeld's report estimates that the cost of repairs, i.e., removal and
reolacement of significantly affected structural elements, will run as high as
$300,000.
Brick Cavity Wall:

Library

The tallest and most

-(

090)

impressive of the campus buildings is the library,

designed by the internationally known architectural firm of Harry Weese and
Associates.

Weese engaged Walter

Pulsifer, Jr. and Associates to act as their

H.

The major portion of the library building is raised above

on-site coordinators.

the plaza level by masonry-covered steel columns extending as high as 40'
The steel

west side.

on the

frame and concrete (floor) slab structure has an enclosure

svstem of cavity wail-type construction in which the outer face of orick rises

parallel with, but at
block.

a

distance of 1-1/2" from, the inner wall of concrete

The cavity thus produced provides

dead-space temperature control.
practice and
To

is

It

is

a

for water proofing as well as

structural design technique of long

common to most brick buildings.

maintain accuracy in the parallel construction of the cavity wall, and to

ensure the integrity of its structural capacity,

it

is

necessary to "tie" the

walls together using simple metal devices called brick ties or anchors.
the anchors are set into the inner wall while it is being erected,

Usually

and they are

allowed to extend far enough to be embedded securely into the mortar bed joints
of the brick coursing.

In

this manner that space is kept even ana the walls are

encouraged to behave as one unit.
to use anchors;

It

is

standard procedure in the masonry traae

this practice is written into the building codes and included in
The exact location of the anchors is generally

all Commonwealth specifications.

left to the discretion of the master mason,

brick ties should be engaged in
In

a

but all specifications state now many

given square foot area. 4

1975 the early signs of problems in the integrity of the cavity wall

system became apparent.

Exterior facing brick was cracking, spalling, ana

becoming dislocated or displaced.

At

first the damage was attributed to

settlement of the large, heavy structure because of the poor soil conditions on
the site.

University personnel began

a

program of caulking tne cracks as they

apoeared, esoecially in the higher floor levels, and the BBC launcned an

-
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investigation and monitoring program to determine the extent of settlement that
had occurred and/or was occurring.

Although the results of the monitoring program indicated that no significant

settlement had taken place and that the building was structurally sound, the
spalling and dislocation of the face brick continued at an alarming rate.

By

1979 the Commission's staff noted cracks in the surface of the brick up to 1"

wide in some key locations, particularly at the upper (10th and 11th floor)

corners: vertical splits also occurred along the edges of the building that pass
in

a

straight line through at least four stories of brick coursing and shearing

the brick as well as mortar.

Even after the BBC and the university conducted several investigations,

cause of the problem remains unknown.

the

Steco Engineering Corporation performed

preliminary tests that provided sufficient evidence of the need for furtner
investigation, and $250,000 has been appropriated to correct some immediately
dangerous conditions.

At

present, barriers to pedestrian traffic are in place on

the ground level around the periphery of the building to protect people from

falling pieces

of

brick.

The university has itself supervised some so-called destructive testing on

limited scale,
Use of

a

the results of which suggest the followinq explanations:
a

cavity wall enclosure system on

a

building of the size ana

height of the library is questionable in the first place;
The number of expansion joints which compensate for thermal expansion

and contraction differentials
is

a

seems inadequate for so broad

a

surface; and there

significant shortage of brick ties; none, in fact, were found in

aoorox imately 30 square feet of the area inspected.

This leads to the conclusion

that for whatever reason (the tight schedule perhaps), supervision of tne masonry

subcontractors was negligent.
It

is

unlikely the problem in the library walls can be corrected without

major capital expenditure.

a

The possibility exists that the entire cavity wall

will need total restructuring.

^
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UMASS WORCESTER
Intro duct ion
The first

legislative action on tne University of Massachusetts Medical

School occurred in 1962 when $100,000 was appropriated for tne preparation of
and another $100,000 was set aside to hire

plans,

develop an educational program.
an additional

a

dean and otner personnel to

Three years later,

1

the legislature approved

$100,000 to continue work on the plans.

2

1965 $1,750,000 was

In

appropriated for, among other things, the purchase of land in the City of
Worcester,

3

a

choice that seems to have been

compromise between tnose

a

Trustees who favored Amherst, the site of tne main University campus, and those
who preferred Boston.
Tne general plan for the Medical School called for

Basic Clinical and Sciences Building [BCS3]),
power plant to run the large complex.

a

classroom ouilding (tne

400-oed teaching nospital, ana

a

a

Tnere were also various site work

projects, as well as the need to allow for possible expansion of the scnool to
include dormitories and other facilities.

This project was the largest the

Commonwealth had ever attempted, and one of the most complicated.
To meet

formed

a

this challenge,

the Dean of the Medical School,

Dr.

committee to study and interview prospective designers.

consisted of trustees and members of the staff

o f

Architecture.

The committee

and had the advantage of

consultants from outside the University, including
Dean of the MIT School

Lamar Soutter,

Pietro Beiluschi, the former

The committee recommended tne Arcnitects

Collaborative of Cambridge, along with Ellerbee Associates of St. Paul, Minnesota
as consultants.

John

J.

This recommendation was made to Commissioner of Administration

McCarthy, the official responsioie for awarding of state design

contracts, as well as to Governor John

A.

Somerset in Boston on October 26, 1965.

Volpe

in a meeting at the Hotel

,

University President Jonn Lecerle,

Treasurer Kenneth Johnson and Soutter attended this meeting, and left witn tne
impression tnat Volpe agreed with their recommendations.

Specifically, Soutter

later testified Volpe told McCarthy to "go ahead and appoint" the recommenced
firms.

6

on

January 12, 1966. however, McCartny aopointed the Boston firm of

Campbell, Aldrich, and Nulty (CAN)

for the BCSB

(project U66-3 #1) and tne power

plant (U66-3 #4), and the Brookline firm of James Ritchie and Associates for the

teaching hospital
1966.8

r

U66-3 #2).

7

Selection was formally completed on March 14,

Ellerbee was added later as

a

consultant.

^

DesDite the fact that CAN was an alternative proposed by tne Trustees, tne

selections caused an immediate uproar.

The inevitable charges of favoritism (tne

Medical School review committee had not even considered Ritchie) led to

a

special

Senate investigation of the selections and of tne designer contract award process

generallv.

During the puolic hearings, tne Senate Committee, cnaired by Senator
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James A.

Kellv,

(0-0xford), uncovered little hard evidence of favoritism or

Jr.

outright corruption,

altnouah Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) Director

Horace Chase did testify that he conferred with the Governor's brother,

Peter

S.

VolDe, before making his recommendations for designers on at least 46 projects.

Chase testified that he did so at McCarthy's instructions. 10

The Committee

report criticized the behavior of the Governor, his brother, McCarthy and Cnase,
but Attorney General Brooke found no grounds

for

legal action. ii

One

recommendation for reform led to the creation of the Designer Selection Board,
(DSB^,

intended to provide

independent recommendations to the Commissioner of

Administration for designer contract awards. (See discussion in Volume 4.)
The Senate

investigation brought the entire medical school project to

and Ritchie did not enter into
16,

1967.12

Five days later,

a

halt,

contract with the Commonwealth until February

Chase wrote to Ritchie setting out tne estimated

S3A.2 million for the school and power plant ana $26.

costs of the projects:

million for the teaching hospital -It

a

a

k

total project cost of $60.6 million. 13

should be noted that the Commission's investigation of tne UMass Meoicai

School project centered on construction of tne teaching nospital.

Althougn tne

oroiects overlap to some extent, the focus here is on this part of tne project.
The Medical School attempted stay abreast of the project by forming

a

Building Decision Committee which included Dean Soutter, Associate Dean Jonn
Stockwell, and Physical Plant Director Leslie Greig.

On May

1,

the Building Dec sion Committee met with representatives of the 3BC,
;

Ellerbee to work out

a

memoers of

1967,

Ritchie, and

schedule for construction of tne teaching hospital.

Among

other goals, the plan called for the preparation of oid documents oy Decemoer
1968.

award of the construction contract in March 1969, ana completion of tne

hospital by August

1,

1971. 1*

The design team was completed

in

August 1967

when the BBC approved Ritchie's selection of Jackson and Moreland, now a division of

United Engineers and Constructors (UE&C), as the engineering consultants for tne

project .15
In 1967 the legislature appropriated $45 million for tne planning,

construction,
of anv

furnishing, and other expenses at the Medical School.

Expenditure

this money was originally contingent upon assurances that at least

o f

S22.5 million in federal funds would be available for tne project. ^6

requirement was eliminated

a

year later,

while federal approval was sought. 17

In

This

perhaps to allow the work to proceed
any event,

it

seems clear that tne

appropriation was for the BCS3 and Power Plant rather than the Teaching Hospital.
work on the hospital

estimate

;

n

S62.333.000,

lagged far behind tne May 1967 schedule.

A

BBC cost

January 1969 estimated the total project cost to have reacnea
a

far cry

from the $26,400,000 estimatea two years earlier.

As
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Leslie Greig noted, either one estimate or the other was sadly mistaken 18
.

As

Ritchie and UE&C continued to prepare the plans and specifications, the

BBC began its review process.

plans and specifications:
are developed;

in

the "B" stage,

In

schematics and preliminary drawings

they are refined until the documents are ready

"C" stage,

the

for bidding purposes

There are two stages involved with preparation of

The steps in the process are numbered as

(step "C-ll").

they are transmitted from one participant to another;
for the designer to submit certain plans to the BBC,

BBC sends those plans to the operating agency,

for example,

"B-4" calls

"B-5" is the point when the

and "B-6" follows when the agency

returns the documents with corrections and revisions. 1°

The most important

step is probably "C-9", when the BBC approves the plans and specifications to be

These documents determine how

used as the bidding documents.

a

building is to oe

constructed and the construct ion .cost 20
.

The "C" stage for the Teaching Hospital was reached in the spring of 1970.
The BBC was determined to expedite this process as much as possible.
23,

An

April

1970 letter from Peter Moyes to Walter Flaherty, the BBC engineer in cnarge

of reviewing the project plans,

stated that BBC Director waiter Poitrast had

Specifically, the architect was allowed to

approved an abbreviated procedure.

utilize the earliest "C" stage drawings, with corrections, as the oid
documents 21
.

Ritchie submitted the "C-9" drawings to the BBC on June
by a transmittal

sent Ritchie

letter from Moyes to Poitrast. 22

1970,

5,

Also on that date,

accompanied
the BBC

letter instructing the firm to continue aeveloping the project at

a

an estimated construction cost

(ECC) of $43, 318 635. 23
,

yielded another letter to Ritchie dated June

5,

The BBC files also

this one purporting to transmit

approved copies of the "C-9" plans and specifications wnile authorizing continued

development of the project at an ECC of $42,400,000 -- nearly
lower than the first ECCI

November 17, 1970. 2A

This letter was stamped "received" Dy Ritcnie on

6,

1970.25

inconsistency between the June

submittal and the June

6,

5,

1970 letter approving the "C-9"

1970 approval stamped on the plans is explained by tne

fact that both were back-dated.

documents alone:

million dollars

The plans and specifications used on the project are

dated approved as of June
The obvious

a

This inference is reasonable oased on the

there is no way the BBC could review the construction plans and

specifications in one day, or send out two letters on the same day witn estimates
differing by almost
November 17,

a

million dollars.

1970 makes the June

5,

And, of course,

the Ritchie date-stamp of

1970 letter with tne lower ECC probably the

one that was back-dated.
But there

is

more evidence.

A

BBC interoffice memo datec October 30,

1970

"
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from Flaherty to his superior, Daniel Leite(with

copy to Poitrast) accompanied

a

Flaherty's recommendation for approval of Ritchie's "C-9" submittal, and outlined
Flaherty wrote that he was told that

the chaotic review that had taken place.

the "extremely high rate of escalating costs," reaching $20,000

a

day,

led to the

Flaherty maintained that

"unusual deviations" from standard review procedures.
his"

own examination had resulted in nearly $1 million in cost reductions despite

the

"confused situation that this project was in when it was assigned to me in

its

final stages.

The critical dates established to be met did not allow

for

reviewing these documents from an engineering viewpoint or with respect to the

coordination of other buildings

... in

my opinion,

impossible task establishing this project to
for bidding purooses

project."

in

'qualified'

basis. "26

"qual if ied.

27

This memorandum,

came after the June

in
6,

1970 date stamped on the plans themselves.
5

1970,

2,

In

fact,

Robert Allard of the BBC

rescinding the June

1971 stating,

the dating of the olans and specifications,

1970 date." 29

6,

It

is

Further, the

letter stamped "received" on Novemoer

and replacing it with the lower figure.

wrote to Poitrast on December

the June

a

essence the staff recommendation to tne Director, plainly

wrote to Ritchie on November 17,

to

was assigned to tne

Flaherty in fact signed the approved documents

and must have followed Flaherty's review.

ECC of $43, 318,635.

I

[recommends] that the plans be approved on

cost reductions are reflected in the June
17,

reasonable format and procedure

the relatively short time in which

then "reluctantly

He

a

this has oeen an almost

5

letter that set an

2^

Finally, Moyes

among other things,

"with regard

we understand that we are to use

then clear that certain documents including

the contract plans themselves were back-dated,

and that this occurred by design

rather than error.
In

1970,

the legislature also passed the main Teaching Hospital

appropriation.

Chapter 633 set aside $53.2 million for construction of the

Hosoital, as well as the costs of furnishings and equipment.

As with the

School

portion of the project, expenditure of any of this money was contingent on

assurances of federal funding of not less than $16 547 000. 30
,

,

Unlike the School portion of the project, where the federal funding

requirement was eliminated,
Hospital.

a

far more difficult problem arose

for the Teaching

According to Dean Soutter, federal officials rejected Ritchie's

submission as "too fancy." and insisted that redesign taKe place oefore they
would issue the necessary approval.
and the new plans were ready,

By

the time the second design was finished

however, the Nixon Administration had deleted

hosDital aid funds from the federal budget.-51

This

failure to ootain federal

funding and the legislated prohibition against spending state money without it is
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the most likely reason why bidding on the project was delayed from Novemoer 1970

until Decemoer 1971.

When it became clear that federal approval was not

forthcoming, the legislature again deleted the stipulation, and took out any

references to using the appropriation for furnishings and equipment as well. 32
Tne University planned to apply

federal funds retroactively, out

for the lost

there is no indication that they were successful.

Consequently, tne Commonwealth

spent $16 million that it fully intended tne federal government to provide.

Elimination of the federal funding requirement was apoarentiy the last nurdle
The plans and specifications were

to clear before the project went out to bid.

made available to general contractors and subcontractors in Decemoer 1971, and
bids were opened by the BBC in February,

1972.

In

however,

the interim,

interested bidders as always raised questions concerning tne bid Documents.
replies,

issued as addenda, became part of the contract documents,

the unclear or erroneous earlier portion.

suoplier,
SDeci

f

Park

icat ions

|_.

.

raised

Davis Co.,

a

question concerning the ductwork

i.e., specifications for that part of the mechanical system

question was,

was referred to in

it

Ritchie's Gerald Pike dated January

1972.33

7,

January 14, 1972 {Addendum No. i), there is
SDec float ion
i

for

in

:

the issue concerned the

the plans and specifications.

tnr°e different

Although it is uncertain

"pressures" for

a

a

transmittal letter to UE&C from

a

in

an addendum issued on

reference to tne ductworK

"pressure" of tne ductworK system caileo

This is important

oecause tnere are

ductworK system (low, medium, ana nign), ana

each has characteristics suitaole only under certain conditions.
low pressure ductwork handles

velocities than high pressure.

in turn,

handles less air and lower

Should the wrong system Pe used, excessive

leakage, or bursting might occur in any part or throughout the

Equally important, at least to tne bidders,

svstem.

For example,

less air at lower velocities tnan medium pressure

ductwork; and medium oressure ductwork,

vibration,

superseding

One prospective suo-oiader or

responsible for delivering air throughout the building.
what Davis'

The

differential between systems, and bidding

a

is

that tnere is

a

cost

more expensive system will De

a

disadvantage under the Commonwealth's filed sub-bid procedure.
The problem that Davis may have caught

call

f or

a

low pressure

Dressure svstem.

As

is

tnat the specifications seemec to

system wnile the drawings pointed to

a

the definitive resolution of any conflict,

meaium or low
tne addendum

stated that "All ductwork serving Level 6* air handling units snail oe Classified
as

low oressure ductwork. "34

Although this seems to De

a

clear statement, at

least one sub-bidder realized an inconsistency still existed ana Did tne svstem
as

one

requiring at least

a

suDStantial amourt of medium pressure ductworK.

Needless to sav,' this firm was not the low bidaer.35

The lowest Piaaer

for the
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heating, ventilating,

and air conditioning

firm of H.H.

Bean,

the

and F.E.

a

bid of $4,694,674.

One of the

of Cambridge,

Tne general contract

an adjusted low bid of $44,201,927.36

first tasks of the successful subcontractor is to prepare

"coordination drawings".
in

at

New York

3ean was accepted as

"lowest responsible bidder" and got the HVAC contract.

went to Vappi and Co.

for

with

Co.

(HVAC) work was the Syracuse,

These drawings show more precisely what wotk is called

particular trade, and take into account the other sub-contractors'

a

resoonsibil ities
immediately.

In

In

.

a

preparing the HVAC drawings, Bean ran into trouble almost

letter to Vappi dated July

Camino stated that, while Addendum No.

1972,

called for

a

Bean's Vice Presiaent Joel

low-pressure system in tne

"when actual engineering calculations were

lower four floors of the hospital,

taken on the distribution ducts,

1

7,

it

became apparent that tne pressures and

velocities are far in excess of the SMACCA [Sheet Metal Air Conditioning

Contractors Association] low pressure standards and in reality on the oorder line
between medium and high pressure standards."

Camino wrote that

complete

a

engineering redesign was therefore necessary, and that the extra cost involved
"could verv easily amount to several hundreds of thousands of dollars," as well
as

delav construction generally.
The

-*

7

fact of this large-scale error,

and tne suosequent neeo for

engineering redesign, was apoarently unquestioned.
work accomol ishing it.

Accordingly, UE&C was put to

Rather than hold off on each drawing until the entire

system was oerfected, each section (divided by
to

complete

a

a

North and South unit) was sent

the architect for transmittal to the contractors upon completion 38
.

j

n

order to avoid delays, this section-by-section approach continued in tne actual

construction work -- even though tne cost of the change from low to medium
pressure ductwork bad not been decided.

Whenever
a

a

change is required in the contract documents during construction,

"change order" must be processed.

The BBC,

the operating agency

Medical School), the architect, or the contractor
subcontractors') may initiate

a

change order.

(

representing

,

as

(i.e.,

necessary, his

The arcnitect prepares

"Clarification Memo" covering the change, and submits

it

to

the

a

tne contractor

for

a

price proposal or "quotation"; if the quotation is rejected, additional

negotiation follows.

Once the quotation is acceptea,

the general contractor,

clerk of the wotks, architect, and BBC personnel process the actual change oraer

document,

verifying that the work has oeen done and listing the price.

It

is

a

cumbersome and less than thorough procedure; of the three BBC signatures requireo,

Level

"3" air nandling units

served the lower four levels:

B,A,1 ana

2,

Ill
the

final two reviewers are mainly concerned that the basic documentation exists,

rather than that the change is cost-ef f icient 39
.

the case of the ductwork change orders,

In

additional element.

Since it was clear that the cost would oe suostantial and

that several change orders would be required,

changing from

the process included one

a

standard price was set for

low pressure to medium pressure duct.

a

The unit used would be

a

"per pound" measurement, by which the number of pounds needed could be multiplied
the dollar amount.

to get

The cost per pound was to include materials and

installation.
first mention the Commission found of

The

October 11, 1972 memorandum to file by John
manager, who noted that Bean submitted

a

a

H.

per-pound figure was in an
Fullerton, uE&C's engineering

price quotation of $3.25 per pound on

the first clarification memos relating to the ductwork change.

that Bean considered the price "fair. "40

It

Fullerton wrote

was then UE&C's joo to checK tne

reasonableness of this offer and to recommend acceptance or rejection to their
client, the architect.
In

letter dated October 20, 1972 to Ritchie Vice-President Roland

a

Martineau, Fullerton stated that UE&C "would normally expect to see
the neighborhood of $2.25 per pound

that,

light of

in

a

for medium pressure ductworK."

a

He

w.

price in

added

further review, he told the contractor that UE&C would

recommend approval at $2.50 per pound, at which time the contractor reduced nis
($1.05 for material and $1.95 for laoor

quotation from $3.25 to $3.00 per pound
to make

the installation).

Fullerton concluded that UE&C "continue[s] to hold

the view that $2.50 for material and labor is appropriate," and noted tnat

Martineau indicated that Ritchie would do some investigation of this matter on
their own

.

41

Fullerton wrote another memorandum to the files on Octooer 25, 1972,
indicating that BBC Chief Project Engineer Eugene Malloy had approved Bean's
Drice submittals for the material only on the first two clarification memos

(H-62A and H-67).

It was

Malloy's intention to set

after the labor factor could be studied,

ductwork.

a

total per pound price only

following actual installation of some

Malloy approved H-62A at $88,039 (including the general contractor's

percent mark-up

1
*

5

These quotations were approved excluding

and H-67 at $91,008.

cert?in requested additional costs, such as the cost of drawing and direct
project and non-working supervision.

Malloy rejected the extra costs, Fullerton
The

wrote, because they are "unjustified."
had last asked

f or,

i.e.,

$1.05 per pound.

indeed conduct their own invest igaticn

,

final material price was what Bean

Fullerton then noted that Ritchie did

however belatedly, and that Martineau nao

also found prices far lower than those Bean sought.

Pitchie's mechanical
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supervisor, Dave Miller,
of $2.00 per pound,

reported that two of his sources estimated

one cited $2.25,

and another $2.35 per pound.

"independently concluded that $2.50 per pound would be

a

a

total cost

Miller

good compromise

for... the Worcester job." 42
The final

resolution of this question came at

meeting" in the BBC office at the work site.
of the BBC,

UE&C,

Vappi, Bean, and

a

In

a

November

1,

1972 "special joo

attendance were representatives

clerk of the works.

After noting tnat the

material quotations for H-62A and H-67 had received tentative approval (though
without the drawing, direct project, or non-working supervision costs), Vappi's

memorandum of the meeting stated:
After considerable discussion it was determined by all parties
concerned that a solution based on a furnished and installed
unit price of $3.00 per lb. for medium pressure ductwork was
agreeable.
This $3.00 per lb. unit price would also include
Bean Company's direct project non-working supervision and
drawing costs.
The combined quotations would be made up of
units totalling $3.00 per lb. for furnishing and installating
[sic] medium pressure ductwork ... the possibility of verifying
this unit by a time and material method [as Malloy has earlier
planned] was mutually discarded. 43
The total cost

for the

first change orders was $185,622 for H62-A (Level A) and

$192,230 for H-67 (Level B).

AprU

11.

These change orders received final approval on

1973. 4A

The changes relating to the material and

labor of tne ductwork were not the

only extra costs incurred because of the design error.

affected and of course submitted their bills.

Other trades were

Nonetheless, the duct work

accounted for the largest single part of the change, with the cost and number of
pounds of medium pressure ductwork installed as follows:

Section

Level

#

of Pounds

39160

$
$

88,244
97,378

(material)45
(labor)46

40666

$ 91,007
$101,123

(material)47
(labor)48

North
South

16820
11928

$

North
South

61966
44580

$170,

The total changes amount to $980,618,

pressure ductwork.

covering 215,120 pounds of medium
tne credit

(for tne

The emphasis on the price

excluding even the lowest quoted prices, nad

the "compromise" figure of $2.50 per pound

alone.

760^

$211,493"

installed) is already included.

per pound is now perhaps clearer:

a

73,008 49
$147,605 50

This is the net cost to the Commonwealth;

low pressure duct not

accepted,

Cost

that Fullerton suggested been

savings of more than $100,000 would nave resulted on these changes

Nor can

it

fairly be said that this $3.00 figure was proper because Bean
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included their drawing and non-working supervision costs; since Mailoy rejected
these attempted charges as "unjustified" on October 24,
final settlement.

they had no place in the

Certainly the net cost increase -- excluding any re-evaluation

of the credits offered,

which, at fully 50 percent less tnan the mecium pressure

auctwork seems out of line with tne medium pressure price according to the Means

Standard Construction Guide and UE&C's investigations -- was substantial.

Tne

inability of the Commonwealth to secure the $2.50 per pound price, itself
inflated as
In

a

"compromise," is perhaps more lamentable.

a

November 29,

1972 letter to Peter Moyes, UE&C vice President Freo

Lindquist exDlained the reasons for the change from low to medium pressure.

Referring to the design error, Lindquist stated that the early detection of the
problem allowed the redesign to progress so as not to hold up the job:
revisions were made en

a

"...the

floor-by-floor basis consistent with tne contractor's

fabrication schedule. "^^
The duct error was brougnt to the attention of tne public in

1972 article in the Boston Herald-Traveler/Record American

,

The article referred to

a

doubled to $2 million in June 197&.55

to

estimate the

cost of over $1 million,

a

and this must have come to the attention of public officials. ^4
SI, 000, 000 estimate was confirmed at

November 25,

in wnich Moves

referred to the "honest mistake" of the engineers but was unaole
total cost of the correction.

a

Tnis

BBC meeting in April 1973, and then
it

was also determinea that tne total

change order bill might reach $4 000. 000. 56
,

About this time budgetary problems began to occur.

Director Poitrast requested an additional 5500,000

contingencies" at the project,

a

f or

June

In

1974 BBC

"unanticipated

request that was granted

a

month later.

^7

Also in July, the legislature added the wares "including the partial costs of
f

umishings and equioment"*

set aside S3.

5

aooropr iat ion

,

to the original

million for the purpose.

teaching hospital legislation, and

Althougn Governor Sargent vetoed the

the House and Senate overrode the veto. 58

ext r a $500,000,

Together witn the

the $3.5 million was the first amount added to tne main

aDoroDr iat ion of $53,230,000.

Chapter 1180

of tne Acts of 1973 restored the words

"including tne cost of

furnishings and equipment" to the original legislation.
revision of that chapter.

This,

then, was

a
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Tne addea construction costs,

cue in large part to the ductwork error,

to attract attention on Beacon Hill.

Attorney General

'

s

o

ff ice

-

In

Decemoer 1976, Poitrast wrote to the

formally requesting that tne Contracts Division examine

the teaching hospital design error "with an eye" toward

summary

c f

the oroblems

oegan

1

it igat ion

.

59

a

followed shortly, 60 and in July 1975, the Commonweaitn

filed $3 million suit against Ritchie Associates for alleged design

def cienc ies 61
.

i

in

September

1975,

Ritchie filed

a

third-party suit against

UE&C to recover all or part of any damages the Commonwealth might receive. 62
These actions have not yet been resolved.

Tne Governor's Council also noticed

the cost overruns and conducted its own hearings.

The Council suosequently

withheld hundreds of thousands of dollars from Vappi for some few months, and
placed
As

a

far more extended hold on payments to Ritchie. 63

the teaching hospital work continued,

The BBC prepared to execute
1976,

a

Certificate

the BCSB project was winoing down.

of Suostantial Completion in July

but the Medical School refused to approve.

In

an August

6,

1976 letter to

University President Robert Wood, Dean Soutter listed several areas where worx
remained unfinished and expressed concern that it might never be completed.

unacceptable condition was the excessive noise created by the HVAC system.
Evidence of the HVAC problem was noted in an April 10, 1975,

Prc'essn? Guide Majno, M.D., to Acting Dean R.w. Butcher:

One

&u

memorandum from

•
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Cuido ILrjuo,
H.

Vf.

11.

ih;tch:-c,

April 10,

D.

Th.

I).,

.'.nav-

U75

T.v.-.r

D-sar D-a^-n ISutcher:

Thia Le.ttar Is an

e::?*riiu>int.

I veuld li!-^ to.iii.--l cut, ir. the r^na of this Department, -./nether the epcatruetiaa
of State huildir.ns in under the rule of the lav, ccnp^tanca, and ccrtr.cn senaa* or
whether it la oataiaa fchaau ordinary eonacr.ainta.

We bava occupied this buildiac for 12 cov.tha. At that: tirr.t the leval of coiea
daa to th-3 air-uc-adi.iijuia-.'; systac w«a such thai clr-*i"fl rcajd no; b-s hold ; c- tha
first day, farad with a class that could out hoar r.-a, I -.sada such a fuss that car
cva 1-hy.v.i.cal Plans otaff cm:a una cwda scos rake-shift repairs, although it "jr.aii act
Chair job to do so.
Th^ and of our corridor, near tha rooa where va hold our Departmental aeetia.sa
In ay cwn laboratory (?2-26) , there is a lou-i btfa
(?2-14), ecucaa lih* an airport.
cu two notes, such that sccsaiinas even the wtLaroscepsa vibrates and the ira^u shake-;;
De^ida*,
if I triad to photograph u-edar such conditlor.3 , you c?s isierlaf: £ns result.
The savas is trvv. o'c c ::v>-r
tha noj.s« aa?. lts-*.lf mikes work uaT!la?.9aat ar.i tirasc~e.
rsars in this Derertrsaec - and elseuhara tco, 1 aai told.
:

—

<•*«!? -^•' *•>
rth-r ~r~':_."t jf this faculty "u.«v.- sssn
Letters of conplaint fro-o
forwarded ay ?3ean Scatter t« tha appropriate State authorities; absolutely r.a
Apparan^iy tha ccrp-ar. ant individuals, it r -._ -;'
corractivis Treasures have be.*-, token.
th^y cwsaarva thin iur.j, ate r.ot even courteous saovaph to advise us a.:- f:o any action
that sitht brt anticipated. To sake aai*.car~ <.;orna, I "aasstssa fra- ilr. Greig _:;a;:
; :ithe BSCiiitsnd.-5 to call t?.z cratrae- "c;-:l^v- ,-/' .a- or M-y 1, 1973.
aayc-«* wo
ceil -i-.i~- contrast corpl^r:: should b? csndamad to vcrh wita in perpetuity with the
ncist ta_: \m have to bear.
:*

.

*

la our ovh field, Madisina, if a prsf ?.33isnai aiscake is -ire, cr if a pattsnt ialieved r.o t ,o with the treaca*nt ir.cs-jjpiste, /a ail knr? "hat h:ippecs. IV.-.ra, tha
architect left, the builda--; are out. an:! ashotiy seerjs to cars sboac the buildla3 vh.Zh.*±y have put to^sther.
Should oot tno architects lihe tj i:rov h.cv the peopia liv:inriida their building, onta Eh.-'.y havij pnt it ::p2
Or do they '/r:;far r.o ro 2:1 an.r .:'-.•
tr.i>.
th«i a.:.-*, ri.-.'.a'.-^-s elar.Tj'nera?
rs
tco^
c.-rntr-'.-.
And
•'.:

:'•.•".
Sue'.; lac.h of iatartisr and *?v2n c^ur: "~ - is .t raaifentntlan of prcf?. ; 7
;r.-.
ia a'ojulut.-.ly astoirading to ca.
la ordimiry busicess, soneonu v;ovj.d b" fi^-td
;v 5
failure of this kind.
'.

plaase fnr~ir n r.:^ for t v ^ itr*n~ warding, I an no longer rrilli.
to b-j (»At'.CTit abov.t t.-.i uoiS'i in ay Dauartrxinr; an;' aft'^r yoi! will hav.- fr~.v.
icttar t-> tha cr-putsjat ir.dir-i-.v.is I sn.ll e::y.:ot ?,£-;• conjtraccive arasar^s , -..::.la any event,

on^.

.

.-.!

,

Tbsah you for your

h-iip

in this

:

rvitt.'r.

lixctZm'i

cc: L.

il.

Grsig./

'^rp attr. •-..•:• n

-»

u'.arf.r.'sn

ot rntsol:\-y

•

•
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In

January

a

6,

1978 letter BBC Chief Supervisory Engineer,

Jonn Welcn,

informed the Medical School that the BBC would issue tne teaching hospital

project

a

weeks. 66

"Certificate of Final Inspection, Release, and Acceptance" within two
in

a

January 23, 1978 letter, the Medical School Dean, Roger Bulger,

asked that the BBC "reconsider" any decision to certify the teaching hospital as

complete.

Bulger listed specific portions of the work that were unfinished, and

stated that "unless corrective action is taken...

a

recommendation will be

presented to the Board of Trustees that the building not be accepted for final
complet ion

.

.

.

Our concern is most justified in view of the history of the Basic

and Clinical Sciences building contract." 67

Poitrast

The letter was too late:

had signed the required certificate on January 19,

1978.68

The Medical Scnool

nevertheless refused to approve tne building as complete, ana continues to do
so.

This action is more than merely symbolic; nearly $1 million of HEW funas due

the Commonwealth awaits the University's acceptance of the work.

It

is

uncertain

how long HEW will be patient, and the Medical School has already received at

least one extension. 69
The Trustees mav scon agree to accept the building,

Director Ravmond L.Quinlan

told Commission staff that ne is orepared to recommenc

acceptance to the Board of Trustees if

successfullv completed.
of design

7 '-

1

however. Pnysical Plant

a

current project (U66-3 #11) is

This work, at an award price of $413,000 (exclusive

fees^, is listed as "Upgrading Certain Facilities" at the Medical

f
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School. 71

both Quinian's and his staff's opinions,

in

though,

the wor* is

orimarilv remedial and should have been done under the original plans and
snecif icat ions

.

7?

The main purpose of U66-3 #11

is

to provide the Medical School with

a

functioning Supervisory Data System (SDS), which is designed to coordinate the
HVAC and related systems in the BCSB and teaching hospital for energy
For example, the system could be programmed to shut down

efficiency.

particular area automatically at

a

predetermined time when occupancy ceases.

a

Tne

SDS was intended to act as one system for the entire complex; as it is, however,
it

is

It

entirelv useless.

7^

was clear that the Supervisory Data System would present proolems in

specification writing because it was likely that one system might be Did and
installed in the BCSB and

a

different one in the teaching hospital.

ReDresentat i ves of tne BBC, Medical School, UE&C, and Francis Associates
(engineering consultants for the BCSB) met several times to resolve tne
Their recommendations called for deleting certain portions of the

difficulties.
BCSB SDeci

f

'

cat ion and inserting them in the teaching hospital project;

not acceptable to CAN, and since the BCSB

changes, they were not implemented "^
.

soec

i

icat ions

'

As

this was

s

architect refused to accept tnese

a

result,

tne teacning nospitai

included the following catch-all requirement:

If the Control Subcontractor (for the Teaching Hospital) cannot
mate his system with the automatic control systems in the
Medical Science Building and Power Plant, he shall furnish ail
required equipment to make his system work including "but not
limited to. new sensors, trunk cable, field and terminals
cabinets, decoding, relays, etc. 75
,

The anticipated coordination problems nevertheless developed.

One apDarent

deficiencv was the lack of decoder relays that seemingly were explicitly required
in

the teaching hospital specification.

Leigh Smith of Nelson w.
"At

the meeting on Feo.

.In

a

July 25,

1974 letter, however,

Aldrich and Associates (successor firm to CAN) wrote:
27,

1974 with Mr. Ralph Nee (of tne BBC),

it

was jointly

aareed upon that the required decoder relays were not specified as part of either
the Schooi contract or Hospital contract."
The SDS,

as

"installed,"

did not function.

'he BBC decided to

seoarate contract to make the system operational.

On September 18,

fund

a

1977,

the

firm of Aldrich Pounder and Associates, successsor to Nelson w. Aldrich and

Associates, prooosed to develoD specifications to complete the SDS system.
his letter to BBC director Poitrast, Maxwell Pouncer stated:
As per your request, the following additional
work for the Medical Scnool is updated 3S f 5 1
i.

Completion of SDS System:

(emphasis aodea)
1 :

w s

:

In

f
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The SOS system serving the medical School and the HosDital were
competitively bid and suDolied by different manufacturers.
Since these two systems are not compatible with eacn other it is
imooss;ble to interface them without additional wo:k.
Our
outline specification proposes to install equipment and wiring
necessary to permit the Johnson Console in the hospital to
communicate with the existing Powers system installed in the
Medical School.
Estimated cost $176,000.00.77

exclusive of

The total work proposed would cost $310,000,

suggested 13 percent design fee.

a

Pounder concluded:

Because of current administrative procedures the best way to
maintain staff continuity of the overall coordinating Architects
for the Medical Center Project, and simplify contractual
agreements, is to award the design work for the aoove work to
Development of these
Aldrich Pounder and Associates, Inc.
previous proposals has been Pased on that administrative
procedure 78
.

CAN had resisted changes

to allow efficient

Now the successor firm stood to profit,

design work for U66-3 #11:
1979.

Drice

"interfacing" as eariy as 1571.

and Aldricn Pounder in fact received the

Bids for the 365-day contract were opened July 20,

Associates,

The successful low bidder was Worcester Electrical
o f

at

a

"interfacing" portion of the work, titled "Central

The

$413,000.

Inc.,

Control Contract" accounted for $259,000 of tnat total. 79

Eignteen montns

after the bids were ooened, the job is not yet finished. ^0
A

good deal of confusion surrounds exactly wnat happened.

Commission staf f

,

In

interviews witn

representatives of Ritchie and UE&C suggested that the BCS3

portion of the SDS Contract was never completed and tnat the leacning hospital's

coordination with

non-functioning system was tnus impossioie.

a

Rooert Scott of

Ritchie said it would not only have been "unfair" to require Jonnson Controls to
mate with the Powers System but also legally quest

ionade

.

^1

Rooert Terhune of

UE&C also stated that they were told to "stay away" from the BCSB because of the

ications 82

legal rami
to

Following correspondence and discussion, the BBC seemed

.

"droo" the matter entirelv.

It

seems that only after this contract and

other equipment matters are settled will be Commonwealth receive what was

exoected to cost $53,230,000 in 1970.
Conclus ions
It

is

difficult to determine precisely what tne Teaching Hospital project nas

cost thus far, Dartiy because of continuing equipment appropriations and otner

on-going work and oartlv because certain site contracts cannot be charged

entirelv to the BCSB or to the Teacning Hospital.

As of July

$48, 692. 045. 48 had been spent on construction alone,

and consultant's fees.

however,

$3,187,559.08 on designer's

$7,391,697.52 for furnishings and equipment, and

$854,093.89 for "miscellaneous activity",

including costs of tne clerks of the

works, clerical assistance, and testing services.
work,

1979,

is $60 ,125, 395. 97.

84

This total, exclusive of site

Although it is difficult to say how much inflation

.
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contributed to these expenditures, the total project cost is nonetneiess more
than double the $26,400,000 appropriated in 1967.65
The Teaching Hospital was

evaluated in that light.

a

and pernaps must be

unique and amoiticus project

Still, the major proolems occurred from the very

beg inn ing
The architect selection process caused

a

state-wide controversy, reacning to

the Governor's family; the design was wrong and cost the Commonwealth its federal
funds.

Construction overruns, including the duct errors, totaled over

$4,500,000, more than 10 percent of the award price; unanticipated aaditionai
aDpropr iations for furnishings and equipment were also necessary.

Crucial

specification sections, known to be problematic, were not complied witn and nave
resulted in

a

building that, nearly 15 years after the architect was selected,

the Medical School still does not consider complete.

There is no contention that this complex, as it stands,
than

a

wel

1

commented, when he told the Governor's council that
most extra change orders I've seen on any project,"
"it's

a

anything other

But, as Joseph Glynn of the B3C

-functioning university medical scnooi.

disaster in terms of cost effectiveness:

is

"this project had the
the Teacning Hospital was

bad, oad joo."

86

a

PONDVILLE HOSPITAL

Introduct ion
The construction history of Pondville Hospital in Walpole,

Massachusetts,

strikingly illustrates the lack of effective capital planning in the
Commonwealth.

Completed in December 1972, the $7,256,686 facility 1 has

remained so underused that Governor King introduced

legislature on September 25,

1979 to allow sale of the hospital.

legislature passed the bill the following spring.
The hospital's history also
of Building Construction

Pill into the state

a

2

The

3

includes several instances in which the Bureau
and the Department of Public Health (DPH)

(BBC)

accepted unusable equipment and faulty subsystems.
such as an $80,000 x-ray machine,

Most of that equipment,

is still out of service.

Planning and Usage Patterns
During the second Volpe administration,
Alfred

L.

tnen Commissioner of Puolic Health

Frechette suggested to the governor that

determine the future of Pondville Hospital.

a

study be made to

The existing building,

deteriorating wooden structure, would soon have to close.
treat soldiers injured in

cancer treatment center.

World war

I,

a

Originally built tc

the hospital served exclusively as

a

The state legislature had assigned it that role in

1926 when cancer patients had difficulty gaining admittance to general

hospitals.^

The type of facility needed to replace it,

if any,

was thus not

immediately clear.
Volpe accepted Frechette's suggestion, and the Executive Office of

Administration and Finance awarded the contract for the study to the Ritchie
Organization.

News of the study immediately generated

a

heated controversy

involving legislators, Pondville employees, and the general public.

possibility of the hospital's closing drew strong opposition.

concluded its study with the recommendation that

a

Any

Ritchie

new cancer treatment

facility be built on the site.^

Ritchie later received the contract for the design of the new ouilding
and, on August 29,

1969,

Construction Company.

in

the contracts.

7

Construction then proceeded slowly, reacning

°

substantial comoletion

the BBC awarded the construction contract to the Park

a

full

16 months later than the two-year period allowed

When the building finally opened in December 1972,

it

provided the Commonwealth with new bed space fcr 104 patients and new

outoatient facilities capaole of treating 41,600 patients

a

year.

8

The new Pondville Hospitals building has never cperated at greater than

120

i

121
75 percent of its capacity.
35,

In

SeDtemPer 1979 the inpatient census totaled

and had Peen steadily declining.

60 percent

o f

Outpatient use at the time averaged only

the nospital's capacity.^

oatient have been inordinately high.

As may Pe expected,

costs per

Between 1974 and 1978, as the patient

poDulation decreased, gross weekly per capita costs soared 95 percent, from
$883.74 to $1,726.20:1° Poard charges alone rose from $91.01 per day in

FePruarv 1974 to $204.64 per day in March 1977.

H

The hospital's gross

annual costs rose by only 36 percent during this time. 12
The $1726.20 per week per capita figure compares very unfavoraPly with

costs at other hospitals.*

Lakeville Hospital,

a

For example,

the gross weekly per capita costs at

chronic disease facility having aporoximately the same

bed capacity as Pondville, averaged $924.73 in 1978. i3

Lemuel Shattuck Hospital,

in

1973,

were only $1,210. 34. iA

Lemuel Shattuck specializes in acute care, but
larger: as

a

Even the costs at

ha'S

a

Lixe Pondville,

plant several times

state hosoital it also treats patients other facilities will not

ordinarily take, such as prisoners and mentally ill.

Shattuck also has been

somewhat underut lized 15
.

The cost to Pondville's patients of the hospital's under utilization are

not merely financial.

Dr.

William Kaiser, the hospital's Chief of Surgery,

told the State House Reporter in 1979 that over the previous decade the

hospital had experienced "an exodus of talented medical staff," and that "If
the downward spiral continues we cannot deliver quality medical care..."

continued,

"It's reaching crisis oropprtipns [when one radium therapist must

do the work of three because the hospital cannot
At

He

fill positions

the time Frechette suggested the Pondville study,

cancer patients were beginning to change.

].

"16

patterns of care for

General hospitals more willingly

admitted cancer patients as treatment methods improved.
also began to enter the field of cancer treatment

.

I"7

Private hospitals

Presumably, an

in-deoth study would have predicted that such trends would continue and the
demand for

a

specialized semi-rural public facility would dwindle.

The isolated nature of Ritchie's study, however, meant Pondville's closing

could easily be blown out of proportion as
such

a

a

political issue.

Furthermore,

report could be extremely vulnerable to any political opposition.

Without the support or perspective provided by ongoing capital planning,
however, the Ritchie organization would probably have founa it difficult to

*

Per capita costs in different hospitals cannot be compared dollar for

dollar because of the varying comoinat ions of their size and the types of
treatment provided in each.
only

a

The figures

rough perspective on the costs

o f

in

mis paragraph

tnus provide

patient care at Pondville.
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recommend anv other action than

it

did.

Tne decision has only cost more for

the Commonwealth and those whom the facility was designed to nelp.

Unusable Ea'jioment
From the time the hospital opened, certain equipment nas oeen unusable or
faulty.

Most of that equipment is connected with the operating room area.

After the new hospital building's completion, air-conditioning and

new

a

incinerator were installed both of which have also proved to be defective.
The BBC and/or the DPH

approved all of this equipment, sometimes against the

protests of the hospital's engineers and knowledge that it was not fully

operational 17a
.

x-rav machine, purchased for roughly $80,000 when the hospital was

An

built, has never been used because it is incompatible with the hospital's

electrical system requirements.

The DPH accepted it,

operating room, the hospital has thus relied on

a

nonetneless 18

In

.

the

portable macnine inat can

not take as clear an x-ray, or take x-rays from as many angles. 1^

Only in the last year has it been ppssible to use the hospital's no.

operating room.
a

Before that,

half-hour to an hour.

3

the lights would buzz loudly after being on

for

Using the autoclave (sterilizer) in the operating

room when the lights were on would also cause tne lights to buzz. 20

Finally, the humidistat,
room,

machine that controls the humidity in an operating

a

has never worked correctly. 21

accepted the building as
On

July 6,

1978,

a

The BBC accepted these defects when it

whole.

the BBC issued

a

certificate of acceptance for

installed air conditioning unit on the hospital's roof. 22

In

a

newly

1979, nowever,

Ernest Sullivan noted that the filter frames had been installed upside dpwn,
and the unit was not tied into the fire alarm system.
On

July 26,

1976,

the DPH cited the hospital for violating air pollution

regulations with its incinerator.
officials concluded that

it

2^

After an investigation, nospital

would be more cost effective to install new

equipment, than to pay for alterations to the old. 25
the BBC awarded

a

In

On Decemoer k,

1976,

$61,300 contract to Cumberland Bid Corppration to perform

tne general contracting work. 26

incinerator. 27

2^

Cumberland installed

a

Trane Company

completing the Special Commission's quesionnaire

,

in

reference to Pondville's Hospital in 1979, Ernest Sullivan, Principal Civil
Engineer for the DPH. wrote,

"Incinerator never operated satisfactorily.

gone month after month not being in proper running condition.

It

Has

nas never

met hospital needs." 28

Charles Smith, Pondville steward at the time, wrcte to tne BBC en April
10,

1978 to say that the incinerator unit simply did not work,

exhibit

1)

On

(appendix

Feo r uary 27 and February 28,
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1979, the Trane Co.

sent representatives to

suoervise repair of the incinerator's cnarging door.
and Trane personel attempted to operate the unit,

other critical parts needed reolacement.

Once the aoor was fixed

tney found that

a

numoer of

They arranged to send a list of

these parts to Frank Johnson of the BBC, and, on February 28,

1979,

Johnson

released them from the job (apoendix exhibit 2). 30
Parts of the incinerator continue to break down ana the machine has never

oroperlv functioned as

a

unit.

Pondville Hospital pays to have

comoanv remove its paper and garbage wastes.

a

trucKing

Norwood Hospital ourns

Pondviile's pathological wastes free of charge, but Pondville has to pay to
transport them to Norwood.

31

Conclus ion
The history of Pondville Hospital clearly illustrates the need for

effective long-range caDital planning in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
It

also brings into Question the Commonwealth's present system of reviewing

and acceoting equipment and workmansnip on its public works projects.

In

particular, the svstem failed notably in disregarding the recommendations cf
the user facility's engineers.

Exterior view of Pondville Hoscital

^

5

HAVERHILL PARKING DECK
Introduct ion
Owned by the City, the Haverhilll Parking Deck is

a

two-level parking

structure located on Main and Merrimack Streets in downtown Haverhill,
Massachusetts.

The ground level

is

a

reinforced concrete slab, with the upper

level constructed of reinforced post-tensioned concrete.

sections:

The deck contains two

"Area A", which covers 56,700 square feet, and "Area B"

,

which covers

38,700 square feet.

Constructed under the auspices of the Massachusetts Department of Public
Works (DPW) the deck was designed by Anderson-Nichols and Company,
Boston, under contract to the Haverhill Housing Authority.

contractors have worked on the project:

Winchester under

a

DPW contract,

Inc.

of

Two general

Coronis Construction Co.,

and Jackson Construction Co.,

Inc.

Inc.

of

of Dednam

under an arrangement with Coronis' bonding company, the Travelers Indemnity

Bonding Company of Hartford, Connecticut.
The U.S.

Department of Transportation, through the Federal Highway

Administration has provided 51.5 percent of the funding for the parking
facility.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has contributed 22.1 percent,

the remaining 26.5 percent the responsibility of the City of Haverhill.

substantial portion of the city's share has come from

a

with

A

Department of

U.S.

Housing and Urban Development grant.
The deck was conceived in 1974 as

effort.

a

key part in

1978,

downtown revitalization

The City of Haverhill arranged the funding and technical assistance,

the design contract was awarded on June 19,
31,

a

1975.

and

Construction began on January

with an expected completion date of November 3,1978.

At

construction started, design costs were expected to De $89, 400.

2

the time
Tne

contractor's total bid for construction was $2 158, 000.
,

Construction of the parking deck is still unfinished.

If

completed on the

currently anticipated date (April 15, 1981), delays will have extended the

construction period by 290 percent.

Design costs paid or approved now total

$209,215, over three times the original figure.

If claims

for an additional

$148,000 in design costs are approved, the total design cost will be 490 percent
of the contracted amount.

Total anticipated construction costs are currently

estimated at $3,564,369, or 165 percent of the original bid.
parking deck will contain 88 fewer spaces than specified:

4

In addition,

the

its total of 345

parking spaces barely replaces the 320 parking spaces lost to Haverhill's urban
renewal program

.
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Defects in Concrete Beams
Of the

factors contributing to construction delays and cost overruns,

the

most significant problem has been extensive cracking and spalling in tne concrete
beams,

airders, walls, and slabs in the upoer level of Area

Tnese defects

A.

became apparent in May 1979, soon after tne forms were removed from the recently
poured concrete.^
on June

7

problem.

7

They generated enough concern that tne DPW issued an order

to cease all work on the structure,

pending an investigation of the

Tne work stoppage lasted over 14 months.

In

all, concrete defects

have been responsible for delaying the decx's completion by nearly 19 rnontns, and
for well over half of the increased cost.^

During the work stoppage, cracks grew progressively wider and deeper, ana new
cracks appeared.

^

Significant cracking and spalling eventually occurred in

over 100 locations in Area A.l°

At

tne time work was halted,

cracKS in tne

concrete beams, the most important structural memders of the deck, were

particularly alarming.

Even before the engineering stuay was initiated,

tne

locations and patterns of the cracks clearly indicated severe overstress in tne
oeams.ll

It

was feared that the cracKS might be evidence of

deficiency in the beams, and that the upper level of Area
collapse.

A

a

basic structural

mignt oe in danger of

Cracking and spalling in other concrete components, while extensive,

were less problematic because they appeared in less crucial locations.
To perform the

investigation, the deck's designer hired Keitn

Associates of Paramus, New Jersey as
Kelcev,

Inc..

a

consultant.

a

Boston engineering firm.

C

- z

Thornton

The DPw hired Edwards

&

&

Frame Associates Limited of Alexanaria,

Virginia served as consultant to the general contractor.
Keitn Thornton's report dated June 19,

1979,

found that tne beam cracks were

related to the placement of post-tensioning tendons within the beams.

^

Post-tens ioning construction allows concrete memoers to carry additional loaaing;
this technique was used in the deck's construction to increase tne column spacing
and orovide the greatest possible numoer of parking spaces.- 4
In

post-tensioned concrete construction, steel cables ("tendons") are placed

inside the concrete structural members to carry the bending stresses induced oy
loads.

One end of eacn tendon is anchored and the other end left free auring tne

placing of the concrete.

After the concrete has cured, the tendons are stressed

by means of jacks which pull on the

free enos.

In

this manner the tendons,

rather than the concrete, takes much of tne stress placed on the structural

members.

If

tendons are incorrectly located, however, the load-oearing

capacities of the structural members

t

H

e/ help to support may be

reducec.

It

also is possible for incorrect placemert to cause unbalanced stresses witnin tne

structural members, even if overall load-bearing capacities are net af f ected.
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Thornton reported that severe overstress at points within the beams, caused by
the incorrect location of the post-tensioning tendons, 15 was responsible for
the cracks.

He also

stated, however, that the beams'

load-bearing capacities

were acceptable despite the cracks, and that there was no danger of

collapse. ^6

The Thornton report

indicated that the cracks occurred in sections

of the beams where the contractor's shop drawings of tendon locations differ from
the designer's structural plans:

These [shop] drawings deviate to a great extent ... from that
called for in the contract drawings. ...
The stress[es] at the
time of post-tensioning were 50% higher than the stress needed
There is very little reinforcing bars
to crack the beam. ...
[sic] at this location either to distribute the crack or take
the tension forces; therefore the beam cracked. ... Based upon
analysis and observation, it would appear that the beams, as
designed, are structurally sound and, had they been so
constructed, would have no problems.
The beams as fabricated
(shown on shop drawings) will develop cracks, as they have, due
to high stresses.
However, they would still perform under an
ultimate load condition. 17

Thornton differentiates between "the beams as designed", i.e., as shown on
the structural plans drawn by the designer.

fabricated",

Anderson-Nichols

,

indicating the actual beams present in the deck

.

explicitly stated,

it

is

and the Deams "as

Although it is not

apparent that the beams in the deck were constructed in

accorda-nce with the contractors'

shop drawings.

These shop drawings must show

every component and procedure the contractor intends to use and are more detailed
than the designer's plans.

Shop drawings for each component must be corrected

and/or approved by the designer before fabrication of the component may begin.
Due to the precision needed for successful post-tensioning,

designers provide

fairly general schematic designs for this type of construction; the exact details
are left until the shop drawing stage.

Richard w. Sierk, Vice President of Frame

Associates, post-tensioning consultant to the deck's contractor, wrote in
letter dated September 12,

a

1979 that

Structural drawing for bid documents are by necessity schematic
in nature whether the design is of structural steel,
conventional reinforced concrete, post-tensioned concrete, or
any other building material.
This fact is the basis for the
requirement of detailed shop drawings on any project.
The
structural drawings for this project [i.e. the deck] were in my
opinion consistent with the industry in their degree of
completeness. 18

Examination of the structural plans for the deck's post-tensioned beams
indicates that they are in accordance with standard practice, i.e., they contain

information on the beams' necessary load-bearing capacities and schematic

representations of the required dimensions and tension configurations as
envisioned bv the designer, Anderson-Nichols.

The deck's shop drawings,

other hand, contain complete construction details.

on tne

The shop drawings were the

responsibility of the general contractor, Coronis Construction, although Coronis'
subcontractor, King Erectors,

Inc.

of Broomall,

Associates actually produced the drawings.

Pennsylvania, ana Frame

,
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It

also should be noted that Sierk, the contractor's consultant confirmed the

statement of Thornton, the designer's consultant, to the effect tnat the shop

drawings differ from the structural plans in the areas where beam cracks were
present:

"It

is

acknowledged that the profile sketched did not precisely match

that specified on the structural drawings...." 20

Oespite this acknowledgement,

however, there is substantial disagreement among the consultants about

responsibility for the beam cracks.
As the designer's consultant,

Thornton drew

a

sharp distinction between the

beam designs shown on the structural plans and the designs shown in the snop
drawings.

He

stated that the beams "would have no proolems" 2 ^ if they nad been

built according to the structural plans.
to the contractor's shop drawings,

Since they were instead built according

it would seem that

the contractor shoula oe

held responsible for the beam cracks.

Although acknowledging that the beams were built according to the shop
drawings and that the shop drawings differed from the structural plans, the

contractor's consultant nevertheless disputed the conclusion that the oeam cracks
were Coronis'

responsibility.

First, the Frame report appears to attribute the

overstresses in the beams to the designer's structural plans"
...we found that the level of prestressing called for [in the
structural plans] was roughly twice that required by the
This overdesign is not
loading, the codes, or good practice....
conservative prestressing, since it induces loads into the
structure that can be detrimental 22
.

Second, the report asserts that the designer is partly responsible for tne
shop drawings:
These [shop] drawings were reviewed by the structural engineer
The
[i.e: the designer] who made corrections to same.
corrections were accomplished and the drawings resubmitted to
Again there were noted corrections,
the structural engineer.
which were again made and the drawings resubmitted to the
This time the drawings were accepted without
engineer.
changes.
We believe that the structural engineer [i.e.: the
designer, Anderson-Nichols] participated in the development of
the stressing method in question. ...
The structural design for
the deck of course is not the responsibility of the general
contractor or his subcontractors ... 23

According to this analysis, the structural plans may have included the

acknowledged/overstresses in the beams which were simply carried over into the
shop drawings and the actual beams.

In

addition, it would appear that the

designer participated in developing the shop drawings, and tnerefore could share
in

the responsibility for the defects.

beyond the scope of this report.

Resolution of this dispute would be

The cracks in the oeams at the oecK are

nonetheless serious construction defects that have caused serious cost and time
overruns.

Parts of this financial burden have been borne 3y tne Corrmonweaith

the City of Haverhill,
the bonding company.

the federal government,

tne designer,

the contractor and

Determining responsibility for the oeam cracks will become
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important if it becomes necessary to assign liability for these extra costs.
Other Concrete Defects
In

their report, Edwards

&

Kelcey, consultants to the DPW, note spalling in

the walls at points where the concrete beams and girders bear on them, as well as

cracks in the ends of beams and girders.

The primary cause of these defects is

attributed to "differential movement," or the expansion and contraction of the
concrete due to changes in temperature.

This report claims that the concrete

beams and girders were not free to slide over the walls and slab as they expanded
and contracted; when stuck to the walls and slab,

they cracked at the ends or

broke portions of the walls. 24
It

would appear that the plates between the bearing ends of some of the beams

and girders and the walls and slabs did not fulfill their, function of preventing
this friction.

Gordon Guest, Vice President of Anderson-Nichols, states that

many of these plates were placed in several pieces; when the beams and girders
were poured,

forming

a

some of the concrete leaked between these multiple bearing plates,

permanent bond between the beams and girders, and the walls and slabs

they rest upon.

Thus, when the beams and girders began to expand or contract due

to temperature changes,

they did not slide freely.

Mr.

Guest states that the

specifications for the deck call for single-piece bearing plates.

However, he

feels that the contractor was unaware of the possible consequences of this

action. 25

situation.

The contractor and bonding company were unable to comment on this
The Commission is not in

a

position either to support or refute Mr.

Guest's assertions, except to note that James

C.

Deveney, P.E.,

a

technical

consultant to the Commission, has concluded that, "in general, it was

a

good job

of concrete work. "26

Completion of the Deck
When work on the deck was halted in May 1980,

circulated petitions calling for its demolition.

a

number of Haverhill merchants

Frustrated with the excessive

delavs and the long period of inactivity, the merchants felt the decK's site
would be better utilized as an open parking lot. 27

on

June 10,

1980

Haverhill's City Council voted seven to one to request that the Commonwealtn tear
the deck down. 28

However, on August 31,

1980 Jackson Construction Co.,

Inc.

of Dedham resumed

work at the deck under an arrangement with Travelers Indemnity Bonding Company of

Hartford Connecticut.

Construction.
Thornton, 29

Earlier, Travelers had stepped in on behalf of Coronis

Repairs have since begun based on suggestions made by Keitn

with plans calling for completion of Area

A,

C.

out not of Area B.

Area B will not have an upper level, as previously planned.

This measure

apparently is intended to speed completion of the structure, and reduce cost
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overruns, effectively lowering the deck's caoacity from 433 parKing spaces to 345.

containing 92 spaces, was put in place prior

The lower level slab of Area B,
to the work stoppage.

though Area
At

A

On December

12,

it was

opened for parking even

was not (and is not) complete.

the current rate of progress,

finished on April 15,

comDletion.

1980,

1981,

the Havernill Parking DecK will finally be

two years,

five months and 12 days after its intended

The cost will be at least $1,526,184 higner than planned,

fewer parking spaces than planned.

witn 88

Serious concrete defects in the deck's

concrete structural members has resulted in 19 months of the total 29 month
delav, and 80 percent of the total cost overrun.

Responsibility for those

defects, the resulting delays, and the added expenses,

remains to be determined.

Interior View of Haverhill Parking
Deck, With Supporting Jacks

WORCESTER COUNTY JAIL
Int roduct ion

The last project William V.

Masieilo completed as architect under the

auspices of the Worcester County Commissioners was the Worcester County Jail.
The institution

is

composed of three one-story buildings spread out over

area of land in west Boylston, Massachusetts.
inmates,

73 more

large

a

Presently, the buildings house 323

than the number for which the prison was designed.

^

The main building and the service building whicn contains the prison's

heating and cooling systems

were part of the same construction contract.

general contractor, Granger Brothers,

Inc.,

built the two structures at

Tne

cost of

a

$7,573,224.50, an amount within three percent of the original May 1971 contract
price. 2

November 1973, the County of Worcester issued

In

final acceptance for the main building.

third structure,

December 1972.
Within

a

a

a

certificate of

The construction contract

work-release building, was awardea to Schena Construction in

Schena erected tne building at

a

cost of 5328,676.30.3

vear after the Worcester County Jail opened,

prison authorities

discovered that the new structures were rife with serious defects.
slabs and superstructures were cracking.^
the exterior walls,

Concrete

filed sub-bid

f

In

areas."!

1974

a

Tne concrete

inishes--wnite stucco on

floor hardener on the floors 5 and paint,

interior walls--were cracking and peeling.

on the

for tne

tile and plaster

(Plastering and painting are

report noted that one crack in tne white stucco

extended nearly the entire 195-foot length of tne minimum security block.
roofs leaked (a filed sub-bid area).
(also filed sub-bid work)

durability.

6

Tne

The heating and cooling system equipment

frequently needed repair.

Furniture proved to nave low

Problems also occurred in tne security system.

Ail of the physical defects result

from poor workmanship or the

installation of unsuitable equipment or materials.

Most of tne problems will

worsen gradually so that the ultimate cost to the Commonwealth will be the total
of repair bills over many years.
to

Even then the extensive repair burden falling

the jail's usual maintenance and repair crew would not be reflected in tne

figure

.

Structural Deficiencies
A.

in

Concrete and Concrete Finishes

.

Concern over the quality of the concrete

the main service building existed from the time it was poured.

testing firm

o*"

R.J.

Kennev and Associates,

Inc.

frequently recorded failures on

the parts of both the general contractor and the concrete supplier,
Mix,

to meet

project specifications.

Reports oy the

DeFalco Ready

The general contractor nao oeen removing

forms from the new concrete before the time specified.
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The contractor's

•
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Batches of concrete arriving at

finishing process did not meet specifications.
the site were rejected several times

for showing excessive slump

(a

measurement

indirectly indicating low concrete strength and high moisture content).
fair portion of the job,

the aggregates

7

For

a

(particles of sand and stone) in the

concrete mixture were too large.
It

should be noted that these failures to meet specifications occurred in

the 15

percent of the work monitored by the testing firm; the practices followed during
the other 85 percent of the time were presumably worse or at least not any oetter.

Of primary concern in these divergences from specifications is the early

removal of forms.

The practice allows concrete to dry quickly,

moisture but also volume more rapidly than usual.
can lead to cracking.

In

itself,

losing not only

this rapid drying

Early stripping of forms also allows new concrete walls to

sag and deform; drying then occurs unevenly and the concrete's surface properties
are destroyed.

Cracking propensities are thus increased, ine weak and powoery

surface that results from these practices has
not allow

a

low capacity for wear and does

finishes to adhere properly.
Since they usually

Contractors have clear incentives to remove forms early.
receive

lump-sum payment tied to the amount of work done and not to the period

a

contractors have an interest in completing projects

of time which the work took,
as soon as possible.

Forms removed from one wall section

be used that much sooner

in

a

day or more early can

the pouring of another section.

Kenney representatives called the contractor's attention to the early removal
of forms

couple of times before approaching the project's structural engineer,

a

Theodore Weaver Associates, with the issue.

Associates on December

8,

8

Charles Theodore wrote Masiello

1971 about the form removal, and all

&

other previously

mentioned problems with the concrete, urging that the specifications be followed,
(appendix exhibit

l) 9

Although Kenney's field engineers did not again oDserve

forms being removed early,

concrete taken out of forms during the unsupervised

periods showed all the signs of not having cured sufficiently.
to complain

to

Kenney continued

Theodore and to John Wackell, project engineer for the architect,

and they in turn to the contractor 10
.

Later,

sagging and cracking in many of the wall sections became apparent.

Leakage problems in the prison caused by cracks in the concrete have been
serious.

In

many areas, paint and tile are peeling because of water seeping

through cracks in the walls (appendix exhibit

maintaining the cracking floor system
1976 to $1,625.25 in 1979.12

have

2).H

The annual costs of

increased steadily from $261.80 in
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Another major factor in the adherence of finishes to concrete is the

condition of the surface of the concrete.
properly adhere.

While still

either by hand or machine.

fresh,

must be even to allow finisnes to

It

the surface must be smoothed or "floated",

When the surface has hardened, all marks and

indentations from the forms have to be filled with cement.
often receives

a

"rubbing" with

a

Finally,

the surface

rough material such as burlap to remove very

minor surface irregularities.
The finishes

in

however were applied to highly

the Worcester County Jail,

uneven concrete surfaces.

Even though

change in cement mixture eliminating the

a

large aggregate problem was eventually negotiated with the concrete supplier., 13
a

significant amount of concrete having

prior to that. 14

in

a

harsh and bony texture had been laid

addition, the general contractor had only bull-floated

(a

manual operation), not power-floated, the surface, leaving it less smooth and

comoacted than required. 15
fill in the

Most importantly,

indentations left by the forms.

though,

the contractor failed to

When the waterproofing

subcontractor, A.L. Freedman and Co., attempted to spray

white stucco over the

concrete as specified, it became obvious that the thin spray coat could not cover
the gaps in the surface

(apoendix exhibit 3). i6

Freedman, under whose authorization remains unclear, 1? later proceeded with
a

thicker, hand troweled application.

bill

The waterproofing company then submitted

for an additional $20,000 for labor and materials. 18

Freedman's bill to Masiello

a

Granger forwarded

Associates, along with its own claim for $10,000

&

for rubbing the exterior walls.

Rubbing requirements nad been eliminated by an

addenda to the original specifications, but Granger claimed that the unevenness
of the surface warranted the

treatment.^

A^ter reviewing Granger and Freedman's finishing work on the walls, John

Wackell refused to aporove

a

change order for the additional sums.

out that rubbing could hardly remove indentations left by

forms.

He
He

pointed

referred

Granger to the sections of the specifications that required filling of marKs left
by

forms and directed that this be done. 20

when Wackell wrote his response,

however, the troweled waterproofing already covered the concrete surface.

To

cover the defects in the concrete surface, the covering was of varying thickness
and therefore not as stable or durable as

a

usual application.

The cracking in the white stucco finish has been extensive.
on November 9,

1974 and November 15,

buildings in the jail comolex.
examined,

16 contained

Reports drawn up

1974 noted cracks in every wall of the

Out of 26 wall sections of the main ouilding

five or more cracks,

some described as large.

On the

195-foot north wall of the maximum security block, over 30 cracks appeared in the
areas surrounding the windows. 21

-

In
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"

the work-release building of the Worcester County Jail,

ext°rio? walls are made
rather than

o

steel -reinforced

f

ooured concrete.

In

part of the

block and mortar construction

these areas, the use of substandard or

insufficient materials adversely affected strength and moisture resistance.

In

1976, when Kenney and Associates were called in to test certain cnaracteristics
of the walls,

they found that the mortar used in the areas of masonry clock

construction fell strikingly short of project or generally accepted standards.
Rather than meeting the usual strength ratings of mortar used betweem exterior

load-bearing block, the samples Kenney tested resembled that used in decorative
brick work.

In

addition,

the mortar contained double the proportion of sana,

both by weight and volume, than the mix allowed by the soecif ications

mortar transmits moisture much more readily than standard mortar.
of the walls in the prison,

oversanaeo

;

(Like the rest

the masonry walls have evidenced moisture leakage.)

Lastly. Kenney also discovered that reinforcing rods were absent from tne upper

sections of the masonry walls,
strength.

a

condition that decidedly reduces their

22
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Examination of the concrete and block construction of the Worcester County
Jail reveals that the structure itself is severely aefective.

Leakage and

Deelina will eventually work to reduce wnatever integrity the structure coes
Not only will

have.

the concrete defects entail continuing repair costs, cut

they will ultimately reduce the lifespan of tne facility. 23
B

Roofing and Related Problems

.

A

source of leakage that also contributes substantially to tne peeling of

interior walls finishes is the roof and flashing system of the jail.
ooo r workmanship,

Because of

the roof and flashing over nearly all the exterior walls leak.

Leaks in the gym area have been so marked as to cause large amounts of plaster to

crumble away from the walls in the locker rooms.
entrance, water leaks directly

In

tne lobby of tne jail's main

into the cpen area.2^

Most of the roofing over the Worcester County Jail is composed of layers of
felt mopped in tar laid over some form

report

o*"

insulation, and covered with gravel.

A

made in February 1980 of the cordition of the jaii's roofs noted

blisters and,

in

some areas,

splitting of the felts. 25

almost

Tnese processes

invariably begin with moisture being traoped within the felts, wnicn results from

inadequate protection of roofing materials during storage anc the installation of
felts in anything o:her than arv conditions.

vaporize under the sun's heat.

If

Moisture between felts wili

the resulting blisters are oroKen by

foot

traffic or if the felts simply split, more water can then enter into the felt
lavers.

Further blistering and splitting follows, and deteriorat icn acce.erates.
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Left, paint peeling caused by

moisture penetration.
Below, patched roof concrete.

I!
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some areas of the jail,

In

•

sloping concrete joins tar and gravel roof areas

of different heights thus functioning as
to the problems plaguing the concrete

a

These areas ar; suoject

sort of roof.

throughout the building.

Ail of the

sloping concrete is crisscrossed with black lines of the tar needed to repair
cracks 26
.

Roof flashing,

the

flat metal

is meant

to seal

Throughout the Worcester County Jail, the

joint between roof and wall.
is

lining the edges of roofs,

the

flashing

coming loose from the walls; around the gym it can easily be pulled

back to

allow

At points wnere adjacent

view directly into the building.

a

sections of flashing overlap, the metal has often buckled or bent outward.

Tne

flashing leaks uniformly throughout the facility. 27

Furnishing and Equipment Failures
Provision of poor quality goods has resulted in high repair costs and/or the

abandonment of equipment.

furnishings, tne inmate AM/FM

Security equipment,

radio system, and kitchen equipment in the Worcester County Jail have all faiien
of usual

short

standards of durability.

In

findings, this is not altogether surprising.

light of Special Commission
For example,

interview witn

in an

Commission staff on January 16, 1980 William Masiello said that only $75,000 of
tne original $125,000 allowance for

furnishings was available for its intenaed

Graft had consumed the rest. 28

use.

Securitv Equipment
crucial component of the jail's security system is

A

surveillance equipment including cameras.

The money

aside as an allowance item in the original contract.
Inc.

a

network of

for this purpose was set

Tne Fred G.

Walters Co.,

received the contract and supplied the jail with Telesentry equipment.
The poor quality of pictures taken by certain of the surveillance cameras nas

been

a

continuing issue.

Nearly all the cameras have required frequent repair.

The resultant high costs have led prison officials to simply discontinue use of
the cameras in certain areas of installation 29
.

From 1975 to

1979,

repair costs on the cameras have ranged between $1,662.04 and

210,169.37 annually, with
installation
in

o f

a

total expenditure of $23,036.11.30

the system cost $60,000.31

the prison's minimum security block

institution has substituted

a

The automatic cell

has failed altogether,

manual svstem.

Edward Granger Jr. of Granger Brothers,

Inc.,

doors in minimum security were net working. 32

Purchase and
locking system
and the

As early as February

8,

1974,

informed William Masiello tnat the
in

September 1974, Sheriff Smitn

wrote the Worcester County Commissioners that Masiello was attempting to

negotiate

responsibility for repair of the system between the manufacturer, the

Folger-Adams Co., and the installer, Stewart. -Cec3tur Security Systems,

Inc.

13S
Smittn

"This matter cannot be over-emphasized--i

further statea,

exoensive proposition.

t

is

an extensive,

floor of this block is useless from

The entire lower

a

securitv standpoint "33
.

Like so many other of the jail's defects,

the jail's own staff eventually

resolved the minimum security locking problems.

The maintenance crew

individually operated dead-bolt locks on each cell.
still cannot be closed automatically.

though,

to

the

The minimum security cells

Prison administrators now have

a

means,

insure that the cells stay locked when necessary. 34

On February
Inc.

installed

1975,

7,

John Wackell wrote to Stewart -Decatur Security Systems,

following:

... [the locking problem] was finally corrected by tne
Until the recent
maintenance personnel at the institution.
resolution of this problem, the situation has caused much grief
and aggravation to Sheriff Smith, the Worcester County
Commissioners and Masiello & Associates.
At this time we would
like to go on record as stating that we are very dissatisfied
with the lack of cooperation and performance by the
Stewart-Decatur Security Systems, Inc. and the Folger Adams
Company in helping us overcome this serious ana emoarrassing
situat ion 35
.

Furnishings
The contract

for

furnishings was awarded to Commonwealth Stationers for tneir

iow bid of S65.547.76.

Subsequent change orders, providing for fumisnings in

the administrative offices and in what temporarily served as women's quarters,

increased the contract price by $3,335.41.36

Soon after the facility openec,

prison officials noticed the low quality of the chairs in the inmate aay rooms
and staff dining room.

when some of the fumisnings began to breax oown unoer

wear, prison administrators simply replaced them; as tne failure rate increased,

however, most of the chairs, along with

In

few taoles

in

the same areas,

An estimated $17,000 would be necessary

simply discarded.

replacements.

a

the interim,

were

to purchase

furniture from others parts of the jail has oeen

moved to the staff dining room, and the inmate day rooms remain relatively

unfurnished 37
.

Other Equipment
The repair and/or maintenance costs

the jail have also been

for several other types of equipment

inordinately hign.

The

following cnart lists these

expenditures for heating, kitchen, and radio system equipment. JO

in
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Heating Equipment

Maintenance
Repair

434.54
2,419.75

$

1977

1976

1975
$

$4,205.74
3,492.23

693.84
1,858.84

1979

1978
$

4,404.00
7,685.00

$

2,858.00
11,431.00

Kitchen Equipment
1975

881.61

Repair

1976

1977

1978

2,260.55

1,212.80

4,272.69

1979

2,348.43

Inmate AM/FM Radioo by<
System

1976

180.12

Repair

1979

1,070.60

Maintenance

2,348.43

CONCLUSION
Construction defects and furnishing and equipment failures have left the

Worcester County Jail administrators and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with
what staff Sheriff Francis Deignan has called "a terrible situation "39
.

Tne

facility is inordinately expensive and time-consuming to maintain, and in other
wavs cannot perform as intended.

probably find

a

The Worcester County Commissioners will

need developing for

a

new correctional institution much earlier

than they would have expected when providing for the construction of tne present

Worcester County Jail.

PLYMOUTH COUNTY SECOND DISTRICT COURTHOUSE, HINGHAM

Int roduct ion

The Hingham Courthouse project

is

significant not for the substantial costs

entailed in construction delays, but rather in how these overruns relate to

questionable designer and contractor selection.

After failing to circumvent tne

Designer Selection Board in naming its own architect, Plymoutn County nonetheless
managed to see selection of its preferred firm, Tallman, Drake

&

Guay Inc.

In

addition, the contractor selected for the job, although the lowest Didder,

included

a

unit price for ledge excavation four times greater than that of the

next lowest bidder.

Months later, substantial change orders were suomitted to

remove considerably more ledge than the contract specified.

Why was it not correctly estimated in

this increased ledge is the issue at hand.
the contract documents?

Tne "appearance" of

Furthermore, why didn't the BBC verify the estimate,

especially since it allowed such high unit-pricing for excavation?
Background
The additions and alterations to the Plymouth County Second District

Courthouse in Hingham involved mostly new construction rather tnan renovation of
existing facilities.

Plans called for construction of

an exterior masonry wall,

work was also included.

Appropriations for the project totaled 51,650,000, of
The arcnitect was

contract was signed on January
later -- on July 26,

570 days

S-P Construction.

and the general contractor,

Inc.,

one-story ouilcing witn

concrete floor and foundation, steel-joist roof; site

which $1,256,045 was the adjusted bid price.
and Guay

a

2,

Taximan, Drake

Tne construction

1974; the original completion date was to be

1975.

The addition to the existing courthouse building was relatively well

constructed:
errors.

it

suffers from no design defects and few, if any, construction

Its successful completion in April

substantial delays and cost overruns.

1976,

however, occurred only after

Along the way, the BBC granted tne

contractor month-long extensions, ostensibly to excavate additional ledge; S-P
Construction Company went out of business in tne summer of 1975, resulting in the
arrival

o

r

its bonding company onto the site.

several of its subcontractors,
delays,

they too went out of business.*

the change in project coordination,

ccnstruction

is

In

view of tnese

and business failures, completion of

remarkaole.

*5- c
under Donald Pigeon, failed to compensate New England Drilling and Blasting
NED&B nas since oeen dissolved.
of trencn cut rock, @ $9 c.y. = $2340.
.

c.v.

Since S-P could not compensate
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Designer Selection Process
The selection of Tallman, Drake
an

Guay

&

Inc.

interesting study in bureaucratic procedure.

TD&G the architect for

(TD&G)

the project designer is

1970, Plymouth County named

In

new courthouse in Plymouth.

a

as

Charles Drake and Roger

Guay, TD&G's retired and current presidents, respectively, have told Commission

interviewers that their firm received the contract primarily because of the

activities of one of their associate architects, Robert Humphrey.

Regardless,

the courthouse was completed to the satisfaction of the commissioners.

When the county was considering contracting with TD&G for the Hingham joo,
new state law (clll3,

Acts of 1971) came into effect that required BBC

suDervision on large county projects.
on all phases

crocess.

.

a

The DSB reviews tnese

particular project.

which include the firms'

and chooses three or four finalists.

relevant experience and qualifications,
.

The Secretary of Administration and Finance

then reviews the finalists and names the designer.

(A&F)

For whatever reasons,

the Plymouth County commissioners sought to circumvent

this designer selection process.

their understanding witn TD&G,
(Appendix exhibit 1.)

an August

1972 letter to Walter

1,

i.e.,

that the firm should receive the Hingham contract

Director Poitrast agreed with the commissioners'

the extent that he sent
on August 1C,

A&F,

In

tne commissioners tried to impress the BBC Director witn the nature of

Poitrast,

a

including the state aesigner selection

Under state procedures, architectural firms submit applications to the

aoDl icat ions

r

This entailed following state procedures

from design to construction,

Designer Selection Board (D5B) for

o

a

a

request to

memorandum of approval to Rooert Yasi, tnen Secretary

1972 recommending that TD&G receive the Hingnam project on

continued services basis.

His recommendation stemmed from tne commissioners'

insistence that the Hingnam contract had already, in effect, been awarded to TD&G
before the law requiring state supervision was enacted.

decided to accommodate Plymouth County is unknown.
Yasi never aooroved the memo.

returned

it

morning,

I

On that

fact,

to Poitrast on September 6.

3)

2)

Why Poitrast

in any event,

Yasi's assistant, Aloert Zaoriskie,
1972,

with

a

note:

"As we discussed this

am returning memo of approval #73-12 without any action oeing taKen."

same note was

a

message from Fred Kussman, Poitrast's assistant, that

"You're entici^d to more than this.

read:
(ex.

In

(ex.

Official communications are on way."

What these messages mean is open to interpretation, out clearly some

sort of discussion

o f

the memo had occurred that morning.
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On Octooer

27,

1972, more than

a

month and

a

half after Zaoriskie returned

Poitrast's memo, the Hingham project went to the DSB.
was Dosted November 1,

1972;

submitted applications.

Guav,

including Tallman, Drake

total of 65 firms,

a

At

Puoiic notice for tne wor<

the 99th regular meeting of tne DS9,

&

on

November 15, 1972, the board chose TD&G as one of three finalists for the
project.

Present at that meeting was Edward Kirby, serving as Plymouth County's

voting representative.
The names were sent to the new Secretary of A&F,

William Cowin (wno repiacea

Robert Yasi), on November 20 for the final selection.
Cowin selected Tallman, Drake

Second District Courthouse.

&

Secretary

Guay as the designer for the alterations on tne

(ex.

next to the name Tallman, Drake

On Novemoer 29,

&

4)

A dot had been placed on the original

DSB

letter

Guay.

Contractor Selection and Performance
The opening of contractor bids for the Hingnam project began on Decemoer 11,
1973.

Of the dozen firms that submitted bids,

ranging from $1,253,000 to

51,436.000, S-P Construction ComDany offered tne lowest.

(ex.5)

Tne ledge

excavation unit-pricing of S-P's bid, nowever, is clearly out of line with that
of

The BBC pays for ledge removal either at

other firms.

a

pre-set price per

cubic yard for the amount of ledge removed, in which case tne oid does not
include the cost but is determined by how much ledge is found, or the Didaer submits its own

unit price.

Under unit-pricing, the bid includes the architect's estimate of

the amount of ledge at tne site and the general contractor sets nis own rate per

cubic vard for the three tyDes of ledge removal.
Based on unit prices of $43, $51, and $96 per cucic yard for open,
and hand-cut ledge removal,

respectively, and the architect's estimate of 1,050

cubic vards of ledge (800 open.

removal amounted to $53,400.

trencn,

200 trench,

50 hand),

S-P's total bid for iedge

Since the next two lowest bidders nao set total

removal costs at $13,170 and $15,200, S-P's ledge bid appears inprdinateiy hign. (See, e.g.
ex.6)

And since the two non-filed subcontractors'

prices were so low, New

England Drilling and Blasting charging S-P $6 to $9 per cubic yard for olasting,
and w. M.Bates,

Inc.

charging $2 per cubic yard for excavation, S-P stood to

profit handsomely even with the architect's original ledge estimate.

Under section
states:

B

of "Unit Prices" on the general-Did form is

"Any unit-price schedule that contains

or low may be

a

a

quotation which

clause tnat
is

unduiy nign

rejected oy the awarding authority as unDalancec, and thereoy

*See the section of this report entitled "The Award of Design Contracts: An
Overview" in Volume 4 for a discussion of other contract awards to Tallman, Drake
Guay, and for a discussion of the significance of the placement of a dot next to
the name of a selected design firm.

&

,
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affect the total cost prooosal of this contract."
•"unduly high" relative to almost all other bids,

schedule to stand.

it

the BBC nonetheless allowed the

order to charge such extraordinarily high ledge-removal

In

rates and still maintain

where

Even though S-P's prices were

low bid,

a

S-P had to either undercut other sub-bids

could by using its own, low filed sub-bids, or reduce its own Item

''general contractor's worki

the masonry work

(a

price.

S-P chose the former course.

I

For example,

filed sub-bid area) was performed by Scott-Prescott Corp.,

sister comoany to S-P:

William Scott was president of both firms.

a

Scott-

Prescott's price for masonry was $90,000 less than the next lowest Did and
$40,000 less than the third lowest.

Similarly, the waterproofing and caulking

was the lowest sub-bid offered for that work.
On December 18,

the Plymouth County commissioners and BBC Director

1973,

Walter Poitrast recommended S-P Construction Company as the lowest responsible
bidder.
In

Three days later,

April 1973, more than six months before the construction bidding on the

courthouse project began,
site.
lo

S-P was awarded the contract.

C.

From their results,

be removed,

a

L.

Guild Inc. performea 12 test borings of the work

TD&G estimated that 1,050 cubic yards of ledge needed

figure that was subsequently used in the bidding process.

Several months after work began, however, more ledge was uncovered.
1974,

28,

S-P submitted an emergency request to the BBC for funds to remove tne

additional 1,000 cubic yards (800 open cut and 200 trench) at
A

On May

week later the BBC authorized S-P to proceed.

the clerk of the works,

a

cost of $48,600.

Over the next several months,

the project and senior engineers of BBC,

the architect,

and finally the BBC director officially approved change order #5-4;

the final

amount was adjusted to $47,016, based on the removal of 979.51 c.y. of open-cut
rock only.

Once again,

in

September 1974,

335 c.y.

of ledge were found,

over and

The BBC rejected S-P's initial

above the amount addressed in change order #5-4.

request of $16,000, as well as two further requests of $13,000 and $8,700.

November

3,

it

On

finally approved change order #26-18, authorizing $6,772 to cover

the cost of removing the 335 c.y of ledge.
As a result of these change orders,

the BBC granted time extensions on the

contract, extensions that only delayed an already overdue project.

Of greater

significance, though, is the fact that S-P gained more than $53,000 because extra
ledge was discovered;

comoensation

.

in

effect, the company was aDle to double its ledge-removal

What is unclear is how such

a

discrepancy between the actual and

estimated amount of ledge could have occurred.

It

is

conceivaoie that S-P was

manipulating the removal figures, although invoices from bctn the drilling and
the excavating subcontractors state that approximately 2,000 c.y. of ledge were

drilled, blasted, and removed.

The original estimate tnus renains questionable.

;
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ComDletion of the courthouse project itself also raises doubts about the

performance

o

e

the general contractor.

Although 5-P did eventually produce

a

sound building, this outcome was partly due to the efforts of Judge Alvin TamKin.
the presiding justice

of the contractor's

in

the Second District Courthouse.

Prompted oy suspicions

"intolerably shodoy" practices on past public projects, tne

judge actively monitored the daily progress and quality of tne new construction.

Tamkin was familiar with both the contract drawings and the specifications, and

related at least three instances in which he either prevented or corrected

discreoancies between the specified work and the actual work:

an unauthorized

substitution of aluminum for copper wiring, an attempt to substitute

a

lower

grade of floor tile, and an attempt to provide less than the premium-graae wood

veneer panels as contracted.

His mindfulness guaranteed at least the

satisfactory construction of the building. 2*
Though incorporated in August 1973, 5-P changed directors in December 1974
and went out of business in July 1975.

project had been in the public sector.

All of S-P's contracts before tne Hingham
3

Despite this relative inexperience,

its past Der^ormance as Scott-Prescott ** its management changes,
,

unbalanced Hingham bid, the BBC selected

it

as the

anc its

lowest resDonsible bidder.

Conclus ion
T

he

Hingham Courthouse project raises certain issues about the Commonwealth's

designer and contractor selection processes.
Drake and Guav Inc.

an initial

how was Tallman,
Tne course of

selected as project designer?

events leading to the choice is Questionable:
Poitrast for

For instance,

the commissioners'

request to

continued-services contract; Poitrast's memo of approval to A&F

a

rejection from A&F

;

a

formal application with the D53; and finally,

selection bv A&F.
The process

o f

selecting S-P Construction Company's general bid, parts of

which are blatantly overpriced, also remains in question.

Even the most cursory

insoect'on reveals S-P's efforts to balance the bid in order to profit

substantially from the ledge excavation.
actual amount

balanced

;

oe

ledge,

whether S-P did or did not Know tne

its bid was clearly un-

given the estimated 1,000 c.y. of additional ledge, S-P would receive

comoensation well

in

excess of any other bidder.

The drilling,

olasting, and

removal rates charged by the non-filed subcontractors were so low relative to

During tne course of construction, Tamkin wrote several letters to S-P anc
the BBC complaining of the lack of orogress on the site.

Scott-Prescott and S-P were essentially

the same entity.
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S-P's unit prices that the contractor's profit margin was unusually high.

S-P

quoted the lowest overall bid price, however, and the BBC, eitner not

understanding or caring about the purpose of and the resulting irregularity in
the unit prices,
It

approved it.

should be noted that the Hingham Courthouse is located next to

a

quarry.

Before construction began on the addition, mounds of ledge above the ground
were visible on the building site;

it would seem likely that a sizeable amount of

ledge would also be uncovered during construction.

is

It

possible that TD&G's

estimate of 1,050 c.y. was plain wrong; it did not include areas to oe excavatea
for pavement or for water pipes to the site,

widths for the building's foundation.

nor did it include sufficient trencn

Considering the location of the ouiiding

and the surface evidence of ledge all about, however,

certainly in order.

a

higner estimate was

However, the Commission could find no copy of the data on

which the architect based his quantity estimate.
Like the high unit prices,
by the BBC unquestioned.

though,

the 1,050 c.y.

estimate apparently passed

Either way, the BBC was remiss, first oy allowing unit

Dricing on the job, and second by not verifying the figures it approved by

conducting its own quantity survey.

UMASS BUILDING AUTHORITY

Synopsis

Dormitories and dining hails built by the University of Massachusetts
Building Authority (UMBA), representing
from 1960 to 1972,

a

$60 million dollar investment made

suffer from physical deterioration caused oy poor

construction, deferred maintenance and student vandalism and will require
millions of dollars worth of repairs and improvements.

The UMass Building

Authority has also spent approximately $20 million to ouild
and garage complex,

a

Campus Center

the roofs of which leaked even before permanent financing
The repair cost has been estimated to be

of the oroject was arranged in 1976.
as hign as $2.5 to $3 million.

addition, the garage portion of tnis

In

project has had serious cracking and spalling in the structurai's concrete
beams

.

The cost of work needed for all tne Authority's projects was estimated in

1978 to be in the neighborhood of $25 millionl.

Due to statutory and

bonding limitations, the Building Authority may have serious difficulty
raising the money to make these repairs.

The Commonwealth,

the guarantor of

UMBA's $80 million in obligations, may be forced to underwrite the repairs, or
face

a

Building Authority default if the buildings cease generating revenues

before the bonds are paid off.
Much of the information in this report has been derived from four separate

sources:

(1)

1977 consultant's report on the condition of the residence

a

halls alone, which estimated tnat $12.25 million would be necessary for

restoration and improvements;

(2)

a

1979 study of the roofing failures in tne

Southwest dormitory complex at Amherst which found the roofs still not
repaired;

(3)

a

1978 Task Force report wnicn recommended tne expenditure of

S2.& million to make the Authority's buildings accessible to tne nandicapped;
and 4)

a

1978 reoort of an UMBA committee on policies and proceaures of tne

Authority: as well as from interviews with Building Authority memoers and

university employees concerned with the execution and operation of tne
projects

o f

the Authority.

3ackaround
The UMass Building Authority is one of four higner educational building

authorities in Massachusetts, the other three being those at Southeastern

Massachusetts University, tne University of Lowell and the Mass. State College
system.

All

four authorities were established by similar statutes.

Building Authority was created in i960

...

The UMass

"for the general ourpose of ...

providing dormitories, dining commons, and other buildings and structures for
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the use of the University,

its students,

staff and their dependents "2
.

nine members of the UMass Building Authority; serving pro bono
a

,

are advised by

general counsel, the University Physical Plant staff and consultants hired

by the Authority.

The Authority may initiate

of the Board of Trustees of the University.

project only at the direction

a

The Authority issues notes and

bonds to finance revenues generated by their operation and use (rents,
and other income).

projects.
as

The

Thus,

no state funds are used to

fees

finance the Autnority's

However, the Commonwealth has guaranteed the bonds of the Authority

provided in the Authority's enabling act.

3

when the debt on the

buildings is paid off, the buildings become the property of the Commonwealth.
The state's central building agency,

the BBC does not oversee or supervise

any of the Authority's projects, and the Authority executes its projects in
the manner it sees fit,

constrained only by the requirements of its enabling

act and financing agreements.
The Authority may,

by statute,

issue up to $80 million in bonds.

This

bond ceiling has been exhausted by the total project costs of the Authority's

fourteen projects.

If UMBA wishes to

issue more bonds in the future,

have to receive authorization from the legislature.
the Authority,

The fourteen Drojects of

all built at the Amherst campus of the University of

Massachusetts from 1960 to 1971, are as follows:

it will

)
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p ro

Building

ject

One

Brett

Two

(

Year of Construction
LOSt

Bonds
Issuea

Construction

s

Gorman

1963

1,792,678

2,220,000

Orchard Hill

1965

6,611,927

5,150,000

Three

Franklin Dining Common

1965

1

,475,596

1,825,000

Four

Alumni Stadium,

1966

7,185,731

10,600,000

Five

Hamoshire Dining Common, Southwest 1966

2,700,000

2,115,000

Six

3

1966

6,820,000

8,050,000

Seven

Hampden Dining Common, Southwest

1967

2,200,000

2,325,000

Eight

4

1967

4,976,269

5,650,000

Nine

Berkshire Dining Common, Southwest 1968

2,405,000

2,375,000

Ten

3

1968

4,660,000

4,700,000

Eleven

CamDus Center

1970

16,406,337

22, 110, 000

Twelve

Sylvan

1971

8,526,814

10,350,000

Thirteen

North Village

1971

3,854,301

4,000,000

Fourteen

Fraternity Park

&

6

Southwest bldgs

high-rise dorms, Southwest

low-rise dorms, Southwest

low-rise dorms, Southwest
&

garage

not construe ted

67,614,643

61,450,000

Sources
Bonds issued:
UM3A bond prospectus, April 1976, pp. 20-21.
All other information supplied oy UMass Physical Plant Dept.
:

The total

residential capacity of all Authority aormitories is 8,678

students.

(Other residential buildings at Amherst were built by UMBA's

predecessor, the UMass Alumni Building Association.)

Summary of building defects
The poor physical condition of many of the UMass Building Authority's

buildings nas been so serious and widespread as to cause considerable concern
among the students who pay for the upkeep and operation of the buildings.

Tne

oroblems are caused primarily by faulty original design or construction, deferred

maintenance, vandalism by students or outsiders, or

a

combination of these.

Lea xinc Roofs

Roc
are,

f

ing problems are by

for the most part,

far the most prevalent

flaw in tnese buildings,

attributable to tne construction methoas used.^

a

consultant hired by the Autnority in 1979, Holowchak Associates of Simsoury,
Connecticut, descrioed one group of residences thus:

and

«
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Based upon mv exoerience with similar systems ana conditions, a
review of tne construction documents and the field inspection and.
roof probes, the current roof problems can be directly attributed'
to ooor workmanshic.
The roofing contractors were consistent in their inconsistency, as
it relates to their application techniques.
... defects were
common to all of the residences and these defects individually or
in combination or combinations will lead to premature failure of a
roof system ... 5
The design of the roof,

however, also contributed to the problem:

Although the cause of the roof problems can oe directly attriouted
the architect's selection of materials to
comprise the roof system warrant comment.
to poor workmanship,

The materials selected to be the components of the roof system are
excellent materials individually but in a system leave much to be
desired 6
.

Of eleven major repair contracts

let

in the

last

repair to ten residence hall roofs at Southwest, at

years,

3

a

5

have oeen for

total cost of $292,500.

There nevertheless remain seven low-rise dorms at Soutnwest still in neec of

reroofing, one

which has been estimated to cost $58, 500.

of

four Orchard Hill residences

7

Tne roofs at the

(built in 1965), leaked within four years after

comDletion, and all four were replaced within seven years.
Many dining commons aiso

Roof leaks are not confined to tne dormitories.

have leaks which started before the end of the typical life expectancy
roofs.

A

o f

repair was done
These leaks have
[Hampshire

a

the Hamoden Dining Common (built in 1967) began leaking immediately

after completion, and also had to be replaced about five years ago.
the Berkshire Common was replaced in 1977 at
At

new

University official, described the dining commons in 1978:
The roof has had many leaks and even thougn
on parts of the roof, we still have leaks.
caused structural damage in several areas.
Common, built in 1966]9

The roof

o f

the Campus Center, built in 1970,

a

The roof of

cost of $53,000.10

the high rise roof oegan leaking in late

1973 or 1974 and the broad terrace over the concourse level has ieaKed since tne

building was opened.

When the Campus Center project was put on long-term

financing in 1976, an additional $250,000 was raised to pay for the Center's roof
leaks. -1

The high rise roof was repaired by 1976, and that proolem nas not

recurred. 12

However the terrace has not Oeen repaired, and tne problem is so

severe that when it rains, sheets of plastic are draped from the ceiling of tne

concourse below to direct the water into buckets.
Authority hired Construction Consultants,
Drobiem.

Inc.

In 1978 the

of Detroit, Micnigan to study tne

Their report, delivered orally in January of 1979,

outlined two

oossiole approaches to the repair of the terrace, octh of which called for tne
complete replacement of terrace materials above the concrete terrace aec*.

(Tne

drawings presented to the university are included in tne appendix to tnis
report.)

Such

a

project was estimated in 1979 by the University vice Chancellor

for Administration

4

Finance Georae Beatty to cost approximately S3 million. 13
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Other Problems

Problems with the North Village apartments (married students' housing), ouilt
in

1971 at

cost of S3.

a

8

million, have included roof leaks, condensation

problems and inadequate ventilation in the apartments,
the crawl space underneath the building.

in the attic space and

in

The build-up of moisture nas caused

deterioration of painted surfaces; rotting of floors; and damage to carpets
instance, the toilet in an apartment fell through the

In one

and ceilings.

rotted floor when

a

resident sat down on it.

The WFEM report

(see below) noted

of North Village that:

The building construction in North Village is generally very poor,
evidencing a lack of knowledge of good architectural detailing
procedures.... There are virtually no painted surfaces on the
interiors of these buildings.... Both windows and sliding glass
doors appear to be of low quality and need a considerable amount of
maintenance.... A numoer of problems in North Village are inherent
in the building due to the material used and construction
detailing.... The gypsum board backing for tile in batnrooms is not
moisture resistant and deteriorates rapidly.... No vapor oarrier
was installed Petween the acoustical ceiling tiles and ceiling
insulation.
Moisture passes through the ceiling tiles and
insulation and the resulting condensation on the inner surface of
the roof deck drips down and ruins the insulation and ceiling

tiles.

U

ProDOsed remedial roof work included building new roofs over the old ones ana

providing adequate ventilation to remove moisture.

Five years ago, these reDairs

were estimated to cost $575,000;15 today this figure may be closer to Si

million. 16

Neither of these figures includes the cost of replacing damaged

floors and carpets, or repainting.
The structural concrete beams of the $4 million Campus Center garage have

been cracking and spalling since 1976.

water damage as

a

result.

The building also leaks and has suffered

The cause of these problems has not been fully

determined although the consultant hired by the University in 1978, Loomis and
Loomis, noted

provision,

possible lack of reinforcing rods in the beams; lack of

a

in design or

and Door drainage. 17

1978 and 1979.

in construction,

for thermal movement; and water ieaxage

Two repair contracts totalling $97,715 were

performed in

These jobs entailed the replacement of fallen (spalled) concrete,

epoxv injections into cracks to strengthen beams, and tne painting of metal

damaged by water. 18

However,

a

former UMBA member raised doubts as to whether

the cause of spalling had been removed by the work.

done

in

Indeed, some of the work

1979 was to repair patches that had been placed the year before.

Continued inspection of the garage, as proposed by Loomis and Loomis, may well
reveal the need for further repairs and remedies to the garage's structure and

waterproofing

.

I

9

)
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Condition of Dormitories
the Cambridge firm

1977,

In

performed

o r

Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig, Moore,

(wFEM)

physical survey of all residence halls and housing at the Amherst

a

Their recommendations proposed the expenditure of $20.7 million for the

campus.

restoration and improvement of dormitories.
for work
(1)

Inc.

in UMSA buildings.

Of this amount,

S12.25 million was

The WFEM report described three categories of work:

"Restore to original condition," ($4.7 million) whicn included roof repairs

($618,0001, deterioration and damage, especially in painting and carpeting.

wFEM

estimated that $1.2 million of this restorative work was attributable to damage;
(2)

"Selected code items," ($8.7 million) which included sprinkler systems,

fire

alarms, other fire and life safety code work and handicapped provisions for

selected buildings; and (3) "Selected modernization items," ($7.

A

million) wnich

included non-urgent replacement of doors, modernization of heating systems,

laundries and kitchens.

toilets,

WFEM's figures were not derived from the

identification and estimation of each item of necessary work, out rather from
survey of the prevalence of deficiencies.

Ail

a

figures represent 1977 estimates;

and do not include further deterioration which might occur after the report was

issued. 20

aDoendix
In

r

a

copv of the summary from the WFEM report is included in an

.

September,

1979 the Vice Chancellor identifieo $4.2 million worth of work

done since the WFEM report, of which $2.4 million was routine maintenance done Dy
tne Physical Plant Deoartment,

$1.5 million was done oy outsiae contractors, and

$352,000 was done by Physical Plant workers beyond routine maintenance
However,

it

is

.

21

hard to say exactly how much of this work corresponds to worx

recommended by WFEM, esoecially since the WFEM report die not include ordinary
"housekeeping" aspects of maintenance. 22
Conclusions
Given the serious nature of the physical problems facing the Building

Authority, it is all the more distressing tnat the Authority nas been unable
or unwilling -- to take measures to solve them.

chronic for years.

—

Many of these problems have been

Because the projects are built, operated and maintained out

of their own revenues and no state capital outlay funds may be spent on tnem

without the legislature's approval

,

the Authority has oeen forced to defer mucn

needed repair.
A

1978 Committee of three UMBA members estimated that up to $25 million would

be needed

to repair the Authority';

projects. 23

Tneir report not only

identified the construction Droblems discussed above, Cut also descrioed an
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administrative structure and

tangle of agreements and requirements whicn

a

effectively bound the hands of the Authority

in

decision-making and the

University in managing and ooerating the projects.

Especially problematic were the Management and Services (M&S) agreements Dy
which the university manages and operates the projects for the Autnority,

collects rents and fees, and remits to the Authority monies for debt service.
1978 Housing office document also identified

agreements.
example,
in

(An

excerDt

a

number of difficulties with these

included in the appendix to this report.)

is

A

For

these agreements require that all funds from indivioual projects Pe Kepi

seoarate accounts and may not be used for the upkeep of other projects,

creating unnecessarily complicated accounting prpcedures.

Poor accounting

procedures exacerbate the problems with the M&S agreements; this led to the
overstatement, in the 1976 Project Eleven pond prospectus, of the oaiance in the
D roject

Eleven accounts. 24

A

reoort on the accounting error and UM3A's

financial reporting procedures done for the Authority by Clarence Rainess

4

Co.,

certified public accountants, stated that:

The person or persons preparing the financial statements are either
unfamiliar with the data, untrained in its meaning, or are not
working in an environment in which professional care over financial
data is exercised and encouraged.
No individual or deoartment is eitner in existence at the
University, or engaged by the University, whicn has the
independence in professional attitude necessary to review and
critique the financial repprting of the University.

The financial statements are not presented in a consistent manner
or in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 25
.

The 1978 UMBA committee recommended that the Authority address the most urgent repair
nee n s,

devise

a

master olan for the implementation of these repairs. oDtain an

indeoendent financial adivsor, and establish an office on the Amherst campus.
The Authoritv voted on September 20,

1978,

To approve in principle the recommenaat ions of the Policies and Proceoures
Committee as set forth in Part 3 of the Discussion Draft dated Septemoer 20,
1978, including specifically the establishment of an office on campus; the
holding of at least bi-montnly meetings, including at least one meeting on
the Amherst Campus; the holding of at least one meeting by a committee of the
Authority with the Buildings and Grounds Committee of the Board of Trustees;
the estaol ishment of regular meetings by an Authority representative with
University officials with regard to renovations, alterations and repairs of
Authoritv buildings; an analysis of the needs of the Autnority and the
Autnority Dro jects
26
:

However,

it

.

.

.

has not established such an office.

the time of this writing,

December

Indeed,

its last meeting

1980) was on Octooer 31,

1979.

Nor nas the

Authoritv retained an indeoendent financial advisor to determine means for
financial future reoair work. 27

(as of
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In

drawing up its legislative proDosais for the improvement of puoiic

construction in Massachusetts, the Commission felt it vital to oaiance tne
Authority's financial independence

with the need to ensure that these

state-guaranteed projects are properly built and maintained.

The Commission felt

that the Authority should be primarily responsible for the implementation of

DOlicy set by the Trustees and for funding of projects.

Having no professional

staff of its own, the Authority simply could not meet its responsibility for

design and construction suoervision.

For these reasons,

the legislation proposed

by the Commission and passed by the legislature in 1980^8 provides that

Authority projects larger than $25,000 be administered, like other state agency
projects, bv the division of capital operations and planning. 29

Smaller

projects would be administered by the Authority and subject only to reporting

requirements to the central agency.

(Most likely, these projects would be

performed, as in the past, by University professional staff retained by the

Authority.)

ResDonsibi 1 ity for project initiation and funding remains with tne

Board of Trustees and the Building Authority.

Another significant change in the past year has oeen the restructuring of tne
state's higher education system, which placed all higher education institutions
under the jurisdiction of

a

Board of Regents. ^0

This cnange nas led some to

suggest that the four Building Authorities be merged.
o f

such

a

change,

responsibility

f or

Whatever the desiraDility

the Commission feels that it snould not alter the division's

carrying out the design and construction of building authority

projects.
If

the cost of repairing the projects proves so great that UMBA defaults,

state takeover of UMBA
bonds')

'

s

obligations (as provided in the Stale's guarantee of tne

will still not maxe the problems go away.

to live 3nd eat

in

a

Stuoents will have to continue

these buildings, and students and/or taxpayers will have to

pick uo the tab for the continued maintenance and operation of the projects.
For these reasons,

it

is crucial

that the Authority meet to deal with tne

oroblems, and that communication among the participants -- UM3A, university and
state officials, students and the general public -- be openly and constructively

maintained while the problems, both physical and administrative, are solved.

^

5

MCCARTHY APARTMENTS
Introduction

Funded by the Department of Community Affairs
is

a

(DCA)

,

the McCarthy apartments

seven-story housing for the elderly project, located between an elementary

school and

a

shoooing center on Main Street in Melrose.

Tne building's 150 units

reoresent almost one-third of the number owned by the Melrose Housing Authority
(MHA).l

when the McCarthy Apartments opened

occupancy in October 1977,

f

constituted well over half of the town's public housing sto Ck.

2

The Melrose Housing Authority came into existence in 19?68.

already upsueu
aucduv
opened

one dpaiimeni
on:
apartment building
tot the
ouiiomg for
tne elderly,
eiaeny,

the process of commissioning
c
another.

In

it

1971 it had

By

iteeie House
Mouse
Steele

ana
a
oeg

early 1973, the authority contract

with William Krokyn for the architectural wo:k on the second project.

designs, however, underwent numerous revisions.

changed the number of units to be included.

Three times the authorit

Finally,

^

His

3

in Septemoer

1975,

;ne

Melrose Housing Authority awarded the construction contract to the lowest didder,
Schena Construction Co.

Inc.,

and construction began later that year.

The construction history of the McCarthy Apartments

absence

o f

is

an example of tne

meaningful supervision at many levels, and of failure to follow

required change order procedures.

The building constructed differs significantly

from the design plans and specif icat ions

— including

the aosence of critical

supporting materials—making the building structurally unsound.

Althougn the

McCarthy Apartments have been occupied for several year:
years, the Melrose Housing
Authority has never accepted the structure as complete.

The remedial work

required to correct the building's defects is currently estimated at

approximately S4 million, an amount equal to its original cost.
figure, of course, does not include the human costs

e

This

imposed upon elderly

residents whose lives will be disrupted while the corrective worx is done.
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BACKGROUND

Serious problems occurred early on in the building's history.

While

investigating delavs in the construction process in February 1977, Melrose
Housing Authority members discovered

change orders.

7

a

backlog of some 60 to 70 unprocessea

For DCA building projects,

all variations

from the originally

specified plans require approval by the architect, the local nousing authority,
and

representative of the DCA on

a

a

form called

a

change order.

Schena, tne

general contractor, had filed change order proposals with the arcnitect wno not
onlv failed to address them himself but also did not transmit them to either the

While the MHA began processing the backlog of proposals as

MHA or the DCA.

rapidly as it could,

8

the general contractor and sub-bidders had already

oroceeded with many of the changes.
While these change orders did not affect the substitutions and failures to

conform to soecif ications that occurred, they resulted in significant revisions
to

the building's original design.

These revisions introduced new construction

requirements not made known to the contractors and subcontractors--or to tne
agencies that evaluated their qualif ications--at the time tne jod was oia and

contracts awarded.
In

July 1976.

Schena installed

one detailed in the original

propose

a

a

roof that differed suDStant iaiiy from the

specifications.^

(Tne contractor did not even

relevant change order until February 1977.10) Instead of

gravel roof,

a

a

tar and

polyvinyl chloride membrane roof topped the structure.^

Although widely used in Europe, this type of roof had never been installed in the
United States. 12

Present MHA Executive Director Rooert Nason testified oefore

the Commission that Krokyn had justified tne change as providing increased

insulation.
take

a

According to Nason, the architect also suggested that tne authority

S2.500 credit since the PVC roof cost less than

Later the housing authority found that this was

11.14

a

a

tar and gravel

one.-i- 5

false economy (Appendix Exnibit
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9y

the spring of 1977,

bu'ld ng,
;

serious roof leaks affected areas throughout the

Krokyn asserted that the

including the first-floor common room. 15

roof had been installed in an unworxmanl ike manner: 16 it was spongy, had gaps
in many

places, and had standing water in many others.

I"7

Fogel Associates,

consultants hired to investigate the situation, 18 reported that mutually
incompatible materials were used resulting in deterioration of the roof and
inadequate adhesion.

The firm expressed fear that

a

strong wind might tear the

roof from the building (Appendix Exhibit 2).1°

While the last of the roof analysis was underway, the McCarthy Apartments

received its first residents. 20

Melrose Building Commissioner Norman Bianey

had been very reluctant to issue even

a

temporary occupancy permit.

The Melrose

Housing Authority had then thought, however, that the problems were easily

remediable.

The authority allowed occuoancy to begin in resoonse to the

community's immediate need for housing; more than 500 names already filled the
waiting list for the building's 150 openings.

21

Construction and design flaws in the McCarthy Apartments continued to
manifest themselves.

Shortly after the tenants moved in,

a

wave of false alarms

Investigations revealed that the fire alarm sub-bidder had not wrapped

began.

the wiring in metal conduit as required oy the manufacturer's specifications,

thus leaving the alarm system susceptible to short-circuiting by CB radio waves.
It

also became apparent that the defective roof did not account for all the

leakage in the building.

Fogel Associates suggested that the walls themselves

admitted moisture. 22
In

ADril of 1978, the Melrose Housing Authority voted to hire R.J.

Kenney

Associates to examine the problem of moisture penetration of the building. 23
Beyond confirming Fogel

's

ideas,

Kenney

's

initial test findings brought the

entire structural condition of the McCarthy Apartments into question.

The mortar

did not meet minimum standards of the state building code; neither the mortar nor
the brick

signed

a

facing met contract specifications.

The Melrose Housing Authority tnen

contract with R.J. Kenney Associates to have the latter perform

structural testing on the building. 24

jn

January 1978, tne MHA also hirea the

architectual firm of Childs, Bertman, and Tseckares Associates,
January 1978 to examine the building as

a

whole. 25

as

a

Inc.

(CBT)

in

result of these

investigations, the MHA terminated William Krokyn as arcnitect on tne project in
May 1978.26
In

testimony before the Commission, Nason said tnat by Septemoer 1979 ne and

his colleagues realized the full dimensions of the protlems facing their. 27
Bv October.

CBT informed the MHA tnat the bridge connecting the two wings of tne

building could not. theoretically,

supoort its cwn weignt.28

Tne nousing

f

.
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authority quickly shored the bridge with foot-wide pillars of wood. 29 (See

Illustration!.

)

Simoson Gumpertz and Heger, CBT's structural analysts, reported

that "The design of tne main buildings [given their connection with tne oridgej

does not comply with the Massachusetts State Code for seismic resistance"

(Appendix Exhibit 3).29A
CBT found that the tile and carpet supplier had made fraudulent suostitut ions
Thev also reported that the fire pump actually installed differea suostantially
from the one originally specified,

and could only undergo maintenance if the

building's water main was shut off.
R.J.

Kenney and Associates uncovered serious structural deficiencies resulting

from the general contractor's failure to comply with project plans and

SDeci

icat ions

.

The absence o

f

reinforcing rods in many structurally crucial

locations convinced those analyzing the building to shore the entire east wing.
In

onlv

3

out of ICO test instances did Kenney Associates find the

floor ancnors

adequately installed to tie the floors into the vertical support structure.
some cases the structural omissions were unprecedented;

the testing firms cculo

not determine the strength of the existing vertical walls.
the fourth floor,

In

For example,

aoove

the masonry contractor failed to grout the vertical joints

between the masonry blocks.

Unfortunately, completion of the Kenney and CBT reports did not signal tne
end of the discovery of major defects in the McCarthy Apartments.

In

puoiic

testimony before the Commission, Executive Director Nason described how the
housing authority learned,

in

the spring of 1980,

that the plumping hao oeen so

installed that waste water and sewage had to flow uphill, if it flowed at all.
0:

A:

Now, since December of 1979, have any other major problems
been brought to your attention by any of tne consultants
tnat you have hired?
There are many minor problems, but the one that comes to
mind that is a major problem, is the waste line backup.
The entire office waste line system is uphill and as a
function of that we have continual backup in the cffice
area to the point we now have test pits and a bathroom that
and it's ratner difficult ana arcuous
no longer works
working conditions.
,

*

0:

A:
Q:

*

*

We
I'm just trying to make sure I understand tne sequence.
have initial occupancy in October of 1977, ana we are now
almost in the middle of 1980, June of 1960, and it's at the
ooint where we are aDout to get the report on the plumoing
problems running uphill.
It didn't develop until recently, the backup situation.
The building has been occupied for a couple of years,
almost three years?
This relates specifically to the other area.
It was not a
we tncugnt it
major problem within the last six months,
was just traditional backups, the more it hapoenea the more
we looked into it to discover it was net a blockage problem
caused by usage.
It's a construction proolem in terms of
how the system was installed.
And it took that much time for the problem tc become
sufficiently significant, I guess, fcr you authorize the
investigation and to learn trrougn that investigation that
tne piping had Deen laid up nill?
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A:

There were other more critical issues, shoring the building
We haa problems with another building that
is one of them.
demanded a great deal of attention, so the staff oecame
accustomed to the waste problems.

Q:
A:

Did you know that the plumbing had problems originally?
Not initially.
It became apparent after we had shored the
In 1978, the fall of 1978, we did
building initially.
further investigation, and during the latter part of 1979
our plumbing problems became more than what we had
anticipated as customary usage problems.
How did it demonstrate itself?
walked into the office one night at 7:30 and there was a
I
river coming out of the office floor.
What floor is the office on?
It's on the basement level.
The problem of the backup, the problem of the backup of
waste was obviously first a design problem, design mistake,
right?
My
am not in a position to address that issue fully.
I
understanding, as a layperson, it's more construction
related than design.
It's the pitch of the waste line.
That was done by the plumbing filed sub-bidder?
That is correct.

*

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
0:

A:

0:
A:

*

*

Given that present estimates of repairs and related costs equal the

building's original construction costs 33

t

the Melrose Housing Authority considered

Nason testified, however, tnat they found human coses

abandoning the building.

militated against this decision:^

"The reason many McCarthy Apartments

residents continue in occuDancy during construction is primarily
live there,

tr>e

people who

despite the conditions, have no other place to go, they wouia ratner

notwithstanding the voluntary relocation program tnat we have

be there,

initiated.

I

think it's

a

statement on the drastic need for housing in the

Commonwealth. "33
Tne MHA has carried out

a

program of volunteer relocation for those residents

willing to move to comparable units.
Drocess,

the authority

to begin. 36

in

Through attrition and tne relocation

intends to create the 28 vacancies necessary for repairs

the course of the remedial work,

move once, and some twice, within the building.

all resiaents will nave to

Every floor will undergo major

reconstruction. 37

Repairing the building will not be

a

straightforward process, nor will it

produce the building as originally designed.
Commission, Russell
Associates, gave
0:
A:

a

J.

In his

testimony before the

Kenney, director of testing for R.J. Kenney and

brief example of the problems:

My question is. can it in fact be done?
Yes, certainly remedial repair techniques will have to be
developed since none of the mortaring in the entire
building on the loadbearing walls meet minimum cede
requirements.
How do vou fix the mortar joints?
You can't
There are certain types of surface-binding
scraoe it out.
techniques and other techniques that can be used to render
the walls structurally [safe] to take the same fcrces as if
it would have been built correctly. 38
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BUILDING DEFECTS

The rest of this reoort will descrioe the building's deficiencies.

In

most

instances they resulted from the failure of contractors and subcontractors to
perform work according to project plans and specifications.

In

other instances,

contractors and subcontractors made fraudulent substitutions when supplying
materials and equipment.

The discussion

in this

section is grouped, where

possible, by problem category, e.g., structure or leakage, and is presented

approximately in the sequence in which the defects were uncovered.

Moisture Penetration of Exterior -Masonry Walls
R.J.

Kenney and Associates,

reported in July 1978 that, given the

Inc.

"tne original aesign

absence of other provisions in the plans and specifications,

must have contemolated that the primary protection of the interior of tne

building would be accomplished by means of
wall. "39

a

water tight exterior face

yet their 1979 summary of defects related to moisture penetration

began:" Exterior walls easily penetrated by driving rain. "40

Tne reasons were

not difficult to ascertain.
To begin with,

investigators analyzed the brick.

Project specifications set

maximum brick absorption at 10 percent; the bricks used had
percent.

a

rating of 9.88

Kenney 3nd Associates felt that the guideline allowances were extremely

high, given the brick's functions and the climatic region.

Although mortar is not ordinarily considered

a

ii

-

factor in moisture

penetration, Kenney scraped up samples for testing.

Its pnysical appearance

alone raised doubts that the mortar would meet any of the various standards. ^^
Indeed, the mortar failed to fulfill both project specifications and tne minimum

requirements of the State Building Code.^3

Kenney explained to the Commission

that the American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) graded mortar according to

strength.

Consequently, the use of

result in lower water resistence 44
.

a

lower grade mortar would not necessarily

However, the mortar used in tne McCarthy

Apartments varied so far from any ASTM categories that it contriouted

significantly to the moisture penetration problem. 45

)
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The listing below shows the composition of

sample of mortar types in the

a

ASTM classification system:

MORTAR PROPORTION BY VOLUME
Mortar
Parts by vol.
Parts by vol
Type
of Masonry
of Portland
cement
cement

Parts by vol.
of hyarated
lime

Aggregate
measured in
damo conditions

ave. compressive strenth
(ps)

.

M

1

M

1

5
S

1

not less than
2500
2 1/4 and not
more tnan 3 times
the sum of the
1800
volume of cement
and lime used.
750

1/4

1/2
1/4

-

1/2

1/2

-

1

_

N
N

1

1/4
350

—

11/4-1

1

1

1/2

Type M is the most commonly used, and provides the greatest strength.

even the tvpe that provides

a

Note tnat

compressive strength of only 350 pounds per square

inch (psi) allows no more aggregate than three times the volume of cementus

materials

.

Project specifications called for type

and in some places type

5,

N,

mortar.

The following chart comoares the project requirements with samples ta*en from

three a~eas of the building.

Note the volume of aggregate
.

PROPORTION 9Y VOLUME
Proiect soecs
cement
lime

.5

aggregate (sand)

4. 5

(max)
(max

when analyzed by weight,

A

3

C

1

1

1

.73

.75

.73

7.90

6.82

6. 64

:

the average mortar tested yielded 260 percent more

sand per pound of cement than allowed by either the project design or the state

building code.
oorous.

6^

The high percentage of sand made the mortar unusually

Sand is substantially less expensive than cement cr lime.

this mixture is advantageous for

a

contractor to use.^6A

workmanship In laying the mortar only exaceroated tne problem.
the brick

c

bricks,

Tne oack of

facing had hollows in some joints, while excess mortar dripped out of

others (see Illustration 2).
o

Tnerefore

Head joints, the vertical spaces between tne enos

varied irregularlv in size.

/i7

Similarly, worKmanshiD in the

aoDlication of caulking failed to meet usual standards.

Caulking around tne
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windows proved defective in 30-40 percent of all cases.
been

i

nsuf f ciently mixed,

laid on

;

a

Either the caulK had

dirty surface, or just improperly applied.

some instances, an attempt had been made to cover up defective caulKing with

In

new material

.

^8

The absence of provision for general

flashing and weephole systems in the

designs had led Kenney to conclude that the architect intended to rely heavily on
a

water tight external wall.

installation.

A

^9

Illustration

3

depicts

a

typical flasning

sheet of PVC is laid at slab (floor) level between the interior

and exterior walls,

and sloped towards the exterior.

two weepholes are drilled.

At

the base of the slope,

Any moisture that penetrates the bricK facing is

carried off by the sheet of PVC and eliminated through the weepholes.
flashing encircles the perimeter of every floor of
building.

a

Usually,

load-bearing masonry

Project designs required flashing systems only over windows, around

the ground floor,

and partially around the roof and penthouse. 50

Nevertheless, the general contractor installed flashing around tne perimeter
of everv

floor.

However,

the flashing in the McCarthy Apartments only

contributes to the building's moisture problems.

In

most areas, mortar and grout

dropping from the brick facing have filled the flashing, clogging the weephoies
(See

Illustration

2)

The

flashing thus acts to trap rather than to carry off

moisture between the walls.
the

Further,

flashing uo at the interior wail.

in numerous areas

workmen failed to turn

Tne PVC sheets then extend under tne

gypsum dryboard and channel water directly into the apartments 51
.

In

their July 1978 repprt, Kenney and Associates emphasized the importance of

remedying the flashing problem as quickly as possible.

Traoped water had already

seriously deteriorated wall board in the apartments, and would only continue to
do

so. 52

on the seventh

floor,

trapped water that froze actually pusned oricKs

out of the facinq.53

Minor Structural Flaws and Insulation
Among the structural and insulation defects in the McCarthy Apartments is tne

absence of j-molds, which hook around the edges of windows, helping to secure tne
frames to the walls.

The 1978 Kenney and Associates report pointed to

of these aluminum fittings on all

the windows in the project, 54

frequent absence of window blocks, which play

a

When they removed the dry wall near the winaows,

as

the lacK

well as the

similar role. 55

investigators did not find any

insulation at the junctures between the window frames and the masonry. 56
points where interior and exterior walls met also lacked insulation.

The
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Although project specifications required tnat

two-inch cavity surround the

a

the cavities remainec empty. $7

joint and de filed with insulation,

Maior
Structural Defects
w
While performing absorption analyses on brick samples, Kenney's laboratory

tested other samples for compressive strength.

Specifications required that the

brick be capable of withstanding pressures of up to 8,000 pounds per square inch
The strength of the bricks sampled, however,

(psi).
os

;
.

58

averaged only 6,076

Certain details related to moisture penetratipn also contributed to

structural weakness, particularly the oversanded mortar and unworkmanlike
bricklaying.

These conditions alerted the investigators to the possibility of

further structural deficiencies.

reinforced masonry framework carries the weight of the McCarthy

A

Apartments.

other words,

In

the building was designed to rely on

masonrv blocks filled with grout in some areas and,

reinforced with metal rods*.
qrout contains

a

in some of tne

system of

grouted areas,

Though similar to mortar in purpose and appearance,

much higher percentage of cementus materials and therefore,

a

provides much greater strength.

Project specifications required

a

mortar

strength of only 750 osi; the grout had to be capable of supporting loads
exerting pressures of up to 3.000 psi. 5?

According to the plans, load-bearing walls in the first four floors haa to oe
grouted throughout with no.
spaced two feet apart,

rods,

tne fourth floor,

6

rods adding support at wall ends and no.

reinforcing the walls' major portions. 60

the program changed.

4

Above

Grout only had to fill certain oiocks,

including those that contained reinforcing rods and tnose at the ends of wails.
No.
A

rods were still to be placed at wall ends, cut the spacing oetween the no.

6

rods, was to be increased to four feet. 61
An

Illustration

A)

Ivany type masonry block, or something similar, was used throughout the

project.

It

actually form

is an
a

unusual system since the Ivany blocKs that lie end-to-end

cell between them,

Illustration 5).

(see

(See

grouted.

It

is

equal in size to the tnree cells in each orick

The actual points cf contact do not havs to be mortared or

imperative to tne strength of the Ivany system, nowever, that the

cell between the blocks be filled with grout.

Grout also was to be used to

cement blocks laid on top of each other along the horizontal space,
joint? between them

''See

i.e.,

Dec

Illustration 5).

Reinforcing rods are graded accordi r g

For example, a no. 3 rod
tc diameter.
Each successive icwer numbered grade after no. 8 aods
width of 1/8 inch.
on i/8
nch to the width.
Thus, a no. 5 rod has 1/2 inch diameter.

has

a

;

*

',
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Except along one line of the building, the general contractor generally
followed this plan for the first four floors.
install one of the no.

6

rods. 62

McCarthy Apartments, however,
Numerous rods are missing.

Occasionally the crew failed to

Construction of the upper three floors of the

fell drastically short of project specifications.

The contractor not only substituted the oversanded

mortar for grout, but also often failed to use even the oversanded mortar around

reinforcing rods or in block voids.

The cells formed between Ivany blocks laying

end to end in the top three floors uniformly lack any sort of cementus materials

whatsoever 63
.

In

load-bearing masonry construction, reinforcing rods, called shear anchors,

tie the floor systems into the wall system.

The rods go in along with the

concrete floor planking; later, the ends of the planking must be oroken open and
the shear anchors grouted into the walls and planks (see Illustration 6).

Only

3

out of 100 shear anchors that Kenney and Associates examined were properly

grouted.

In

many cases,

the anchor could be removed by hand. 64

The anchor

spaces along one building line did not even have the reinforcing rod ready for
grouting,

leaving

a

void in the connecting space. 65

Reinforcing rods are

useless unless grouted into the components they are meant to support or connect.
Two building lines warrant separate discussion:

Line

one of the two

5. A,

interior bearing walls running the length of the east wing, and line

exterior wall running the length of the same wing.

A. A,

an

Both lines exhibit their

particular deficiency on every floor.
Line

5. A

contains the doorways to the apartments and helps to carry the

weight of the concrete floor planks between it and line

A. A.

In

some places,

it

suoDorts the floor planks in the core of the building as well.

#4

Reinforcing
Steel

Concrete
Masonry
Block

Finished
Floor

Illustrat
6

8 inch
Floor Plan):

#4

Reinforcing
Steel
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SDecif icat ions for the McCarthy Apartments required chat two groutec no.
flank each door opening on this line.

Illustration

(See

for

7

5

rods

depiction of

a

a

typical 5.4 line area)

Investigators did not find the no.
doorway areas tested.

reinforcing rods in any of tne 5.4 line

5

testimony before the Special Commission, Kenney said,

In

"The contractor basically told me that he couldn't

them in,

fit

so ne didn't

put

Frequently those areas also proved to be totally

them in, to put it simply."

hollow or only partially grouted.

Above the fourth floor,

attempts employed only oversanded mortar.

the scattered grouting

Kenney testified that these conditions

along the 5.4 line were what caused Simpson,

Gumpertz, and Heger,

Inc.,

to

recommend that the east wing be shored. 66
project plans and specifications called for the

On the 4. 4 building line,

10-inch piers under all windows to be fully grouted and reinforced with four

evenly soaced no.

5

rods

Shear anchors from the floor planks were to oe

'

.

grouted onto reinforcing rods at the base of the piers.
on

a

bond beam system,

i.e.

onto the general structure.

The design also depended

grouted horizontal reinforcing rods, to tie tne piers
On the lower floors,

plans required two rods below

and one above each window; above the fourth floor,

the architect thought one rod

below each window was sufficient.
In

one

o

f

investigators cut througn

the 4.4 line piers on the fifth floor,

the interior finish and concrete block to find only three no.

placed.

In

a

third floor pier,

reinforcing rod.

rods,

napnazardly

similar tests located only one vertical

Typically, the piers lacked

a

sufficient numDer of

reinforcements, and the ends of the piers lacked grout.
only partially grouted.

4

Frequently tne rods were

Above the fourtn floor, oversanded mortar was again used

for any grouting purposes.

In

general,

the bond beams were absent.

fourth floor, Kenney found two bond beam rods below

a

On tne

window, but they had not

been grouted 68

p-jro

Protection Systems and Floor-Finishes

Leslie Brown,
on

a

registered architect employed by CBT as the project arcnitect

the McCarthy Apartments,

testified before the Commission aoout several

instances in which materials required by the project plans and specifications
were not installed.

The electrical

subcontractors failed to place conduit around

the fire alarm wiring; the fire pump was installed without tne valves needed to

close it off from the building's water supply; and the flooring subcontractor
used inferior quality tile and carpeting.
After

a

series of false alarms,

areas to search for the cause.

CBT employees tore back the drywall in many

They discovered that cnly

a

few

feet of all tne

;

169

circuitry had sheathing. 69
in

at

least two Dlaces,

Exhibit

4

70 plans

1

The alarm manufacturer's instructions underlined,

the need

for placing the wiring in conduit

for the project explicitly stated that any

regarding sheathing should be followed

.

7*

In

(Appendix

instructions

discussions with the

manufacturer, Brown confirmed that the absent wrapping prooaDly accounteo for the
alarm problems. 72

He also estimated the present cost of installing property

shielded fire alarm wiring in the McCarthy Apartments would be between $80,000
and 5108,000.

?3

The fire pump in the project received the approval of the necessary

authorities only after installation.
directly over the water main.

It

has just four valves and is positioned

Any pump maintenance entails interrupting the

entire building's water supply.

The fire pump actually soecified for the

McCarthy Apartments had five valves that could be closed off for maintenance in
If necessary,

sets of two.

the entire pump could have been closed off without

disturbing the building's water supply.
In

the Melrose Housing Authority received an insurance certificate

Julv 1976,

for carpeting in storage at the supplier's warehouse.

Assuming that the

carpeting met project specifications, the authority paid the bill.
the same year,

Octooer of

In

without the knowledge of the authority, the supplier requested

color change, which the architect approved.

When

a

a

housing authority memoer

eventually saw the samples of carpet to be installed, she became suspicious and
alerted Nason. 7 ^
T.

Wellington Carpets, the filed sub-bid supplier, sent two types of

carpeting for installation tnat differed substantially from tne specifications.
One was made of acrylic,

rather than the required nyion.

thinner weave than the type ordered.

It

also was

The second carpeting was of

iignter,

a

straight

a

nylon material which hao no static control and was also too iignt. 77
While walking through

a

bedroom in the McCarthy Apartments, Brown noticed

that some of the tile had cracked and come away from the floor.

turned out to be
of having

a

a

The tile

clearly fraudulent substitute for the type specifiec.

thickness of 3/32 inch,

measured less than 1/16 inch.

the tile T.

Instead

Wellington Carperts installed

This difference means that the tile will oreaK

mor° easily and wear out much more quickly than the material specified.

7^

CONCLUSION

Both the variety and severity of the problems at tne McCarthy Apartments

raise the question of how such

oublic construction.

In

a

building could be built

response to the Commission's

u r der

any system of

enquiries,

the e<perts who

testified about the McCarthy Apartments ioentified several contricutirg factors.

:

.
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Russell

J.

Kenney pointed to the total absence of responsible supervision in

a

system that does not thoroughly examine the qualifications of its contractors and

subcontractors
Havi ng v iewed a 11 t his tes timon y about non-pe rf ormance
acco rdin g to specif icat ions, a re yo u able to make any
judg ment sab out wha t I would s imply call a s a lay man
qual ity ors upervis ion of the work of this pro jec
This is bas ically 65
Yes.
We do many pr ojec ts like this
In o rder for thi s to ha ppen y ou
perc ent of o ur busi ness
cann ot h ave one per son who -- in ot her wor ds
it just c an'
it can 't be just
be a sta te i nspecto r wh o is no t qua lif ied
the cler k of the wo rks
it can •t be a city inspec tor
Everyb ody s ort of has to get
arch itec t, c ontract or.
toge ther to end up with this t ype o f resul t.
In other
The contra ctor
word s, s ome of the area s are o bviou s.
stop ped rece iving g rout from a read y-mix f irm aft er the
four th f loor
He n o lo nger us ed th e pump to pump the g rout
into the wal 1.
He now s imply threw mortar in.
T his sh ould
He f ailed to put any re inforc ing
be o bvio us t o every body
rods int o ex tremely cri tical p iers
He fa iled in about 800
area s to bre ak thro ugh the sla bs an d to gr out the shear
anch ors
So me of t hese are fo ur fo ot on c enter
He us ed
the wron g mo rtar th roug hout th e who le enti re job. .if a ny
one pers on b asicall y. r eligiou sly p erforms their dut ies it
cann ot h appe n.
It* s no t a con spira cy, if s a soc iety o f
peop le n ot p erf ormi ng t heir fu nctio ns
Are you tell ing us in e ffect t hat t here is no one
indi vidu al t o whom the respons ibili ty and accountability
can be a ttri buted but it's a whole system with many
indi vidu als involve d, i ncludin g the superv isor of the
actu al c onst ruction
That is corr ect
And the fact that s ome of the bids are filed sub-bidders,
the cont ract or must take it if he's going to get the award
beca use unde r the M assachusetts cas e the lowest bidder who
has been fou nd to b e qualified ,' or really a test of
qual if ic atio ns gets the job, he has very little control
over tha t fi led sub -bidder who is t he lowest?
It's sup pose d to be the lowest resp onsible filed
The wo rd responsible i s sometimes stretched
sub- bidd er.
beyo nd p eopl e s ima gination. 79
.

,

,

.

.

.

A:
Q:

'

In

his testimony,

producing

a

Leslie Brown emphasized the inherent difficulties of

building when

a

number of contractors are "thrown together" under the

Commonwealth's filed sub-bid laws:
Q:

Just a n obs erva tion and t hen a qu esti on.
I f I may go back
throug h the tes timo ny tha t we hav e he ard to day from you and
from o thers
an d ma ybe so me i n re vers e orde r
we ha ve seen
where resil ient til e and carp etin g ha ve bee n specif ied
substi tutio ns h ave been m ade that wou Id not comply with the
specif icati ons
Th is wor k wa s co vere d by a filed s ub-bid
We saw wher e sp rink lers a nd f ire prot ection work wa s not
instal led i n ac cord ance w ith the plan s and specific ations
That w as co vere d by a fil ed s ub-b idde r.
Wh ere fire alarm
system s wer e in stal led in non -com plic ance w ith the plans
and sp ecif i cati ons
That was cov ered by a filed su b-bid.
The pi umbin g wo rk w as don e
d rain pip es wer e instal led
going uphil 1, a nd m y comm ent that thi s Comm ission d oes not
have t he po wer to e ven su gges t a repe al of the law of
gravit y tha t th at w ark wa s do ne c erta inly i n an
unwork manli ke m anne r tha t wa s co vere d by a separat e filed
bid.
Where the bui lding is s uffe ring from serious
struct ural prob lems due t o ma sonr y co ntract ors
fai lure to
instal 1 rei nfor cing bars
that wa s
str uctu ral grout
clearl y cal led for in the pla ns a nd s pecif i cations
That
work w as co vere d by filed sub -bid s
Where we exper ienced
roof 1 eaks
whe re t here i s a subs titu tion c f anothe r
roof in g sys tern with out th e co ncur renc e of t he Housi ng
Author ity.
Thi s wo rk was cov ered und eras eoarate filed
sub-bi d.
I cou nt s ix fil ed s ub-b icde rs
w ould you comment
on how the file d su b-bid law acte d in this case to protect
,

,

,

,

1

,

.

,

.
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the taxD ayer in the Commonweal th and the occupants of this
building
couldn 't comment how it acted to .protect the
I
The comment that I would like to make is
Commonwe alth.
that if you're going in for open-heart surgery. I don't
think vo u would like to take a bid from various ooctors
around t he country who had never worked together before,
and alio w them to open your body up and operate on your
heart
A building is a technical problem.
People wno have
never wo rked together before don't have a relationship,
understa nding the various idiosyncrasies of the other
contract ors, all of a sudden being thrown together on a
Th ey haven't develoDed a relationship which you
job.
usually see in the private sector where contractors will
work wit h the same subcontractor, not on every project, but
a rhytnm of projects, two or three projects together, and
m a y be wo rk with somebody else and understand that
He knows how he performs, he also can call the
contract or.
guy and say I have a problem, can you get out here today
From what I
and deve lop some sort of working relationship.
have see n of public construction, this doesn't happen.
As
a matter of fact, it becomes an adversary role where
every bod v goes running to their lawyer instead of trying to
Until something is done with the filed
solve th e oroblem.
suo-bids
tnink you're going to continue to have problems
I
like tna t.80
-5

.

,

DUX30RR0UGH VILLAGE
Introduction
Like many state projects,
fact,

Duxborrough Village was not completed on time.

In

the contractor at Duxborrough never finished the required work and

specifically omitted various punch list* items.

particularly noteworthy, however,

that,

is

What makes this project

in the absence of critical

fiscal

controls within both the Department of Community Affairs (DCA) and the Duxbury
Housing Authority, the general contractor received an overpayment of $119,025.

Background
On April

17,

1974,

the Duxbury Housing Authority

(DHA) contracted with the

low bidder, Sarno Construction Company of Winchester,

Village,

a

to build Duxborrougn

multi-unit housing project for the elderly and handicapped.

such project undertaken by the Duxbury Housing Authority,

Tne first

the seven wood-frame

residence buildings and one community building were originally to be built for

51,096,700.**
May

1,

The contract allowed the general contractor one year,
to comolete the project.

1974,

The DHA,

at

beginning

Sarno's request, later

extended the completion deadline to June 15, 1975.
Despite unfinished construction, however, the Duxbury Housing Authority
allowed tenants to begin moving in on August 11, 1975.
time, even though the project architect,

and Associates,

Sarno halted wotk at that

George Phillips of Edward

submitted numerous punch lists to the company.

as well as roof and porch repairs,

adjustments, the installation of

residential units.

a

lawn drain,

and neglected to do general cleaning,

wc rk

on

threshold and door

and additional

The contractor also omitted concrete

Reac

Among the items

carpentry, electrical and maintenance

left undone was various painting,

the community building,

Sears

fencing for the

finisning and painting,

landscaping, and gas shutoff adjustments.

Although Sarno reoeatedly promised to finish the project by November 14,
1975,

the company withdrew all

its personnel and equipment on November 6 and

effectively abandoned the project.

On December 29,

1975,

the DHA voted to

terminate Sarno's contract; in the letter notifying the contractor of this
action, the Housing Authority cited the reasons for termination as failing to

complete work within the specified time and "failure to make prompt payment to

contractors

"
.

On March 22,

1976,

the DHA voted to exercise its option to require Sarno's

bonding firm, Aetna Casualty and Surety Co., to complete Duxoorrougn Village.

*A punch list is a written statement describing incomplete and unsatisfactory
work reauired under the construction contract.
Usually punch lists are drawn up
around the time of a building's completion.

This bid contract Drice was ultimately reduced to 51,073,472.97 oy
twentv-five change orders.
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Aetna never acknowledged the authority's written request.
Tom Joy,

the DHA'a Director of Accounts,

completion on March 31,
to repair and
In

1978,

issued

a

Despite the fact that

certificate of substantial

the housing authority itself spent nearly $27,000

finish the project.

addition to the punch list items, Duxborrough Village has been plagued by

various problems resulting from poor design, poor workmanship, and the

substitution of inferior materials.

For example, the heating and ventilation

system of entrance hallways cannot be systematically controlled; security

hardware is inadequate in each building; several buildings have no water pipe

insulation in the attic; and bleeder valves of baseboard heaters are inaccessible
and therefore inoperable.

In

the buildings

for the handicapped,

the fabricated

metal stairways leading to utility rooms are without railings; the stair treads
are also dangerously small.
To determine how the overpayment
to

understand the DCA

'

s

to

the contractor occurred,

accounting procedures.

it

is

essential

The form used to receive

contractor payment requests on its projects is known as the "periodic estimate
for partial payment."

The estimate requires the approval of the contractor,

architect, housing authority, clerk of the wotks, and the DCA senior construction
engineer.

Once this form has been processed, the DCA

'

s

Director of Construction

Services signs an approval form which is attached to the. estimate and sent to the
Technically, all those who sign and approve the

housing authority for payment.

payment request have verified all the figures.
As with all

DCA contracts, Sarno received monthly installments based upon

percentage of work completed, plus the dollar value of materials to De
purchased.

The overpayment occurred because no central

fiscal control exists to

indicate the total amount paid to date (including retainage).

When Sarno

submitted the periodic estimates through #7 (October 1-31, 1974), the contractor
included the cost of materials already purchased and stored at the site
''$119,025)

in

its totals.

Also,

as inventory was used or installed,

its value

was never deducted from the unused balance of the contract in estimates #8-17

(November 1974-August 1975).

In

effect, the DCA was approving and paying for

build'ng materials that had already been bought and possibly even used.
Aside from Sarno's miscalculations or duplicity, as well as the oversight of
the architect,

clerk of the works, and project engineer, the overpayment resulted

from the DCA's and the DHA's methods of accounting.

On individual projects,

the

DCA only keeps log sheets of payments approved and the dates of approval; no

accounting is made for the value cf inventory on site minus the amount actually
installed.
in

Had the DCA maintained

a

recoro of cumulative payments,

amounts over the contract price would easily have been noticed.

the

increase

'
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Although the project was never completed, Sarno received over 100 percent of
the contract price.

The retainage $53,000,

five percent of the contract price

or

withheld to insure future performance and as security for possible construction
deficiencies, was deducted from the monthly payments.

Even so, Sarno was paid

$1,132,235, over $58,000 more than the contract price.
Overall,
of where

it

too much money was paid out without any strict

thorough accounting

From officials at the OCA and DHA to the project engineer

was going.

and clerk of the works,

no one took the time to

inspect accurately the inventory

on site or the details of the periodic estimates.

While Sarno acknowledged the overpayment on October 20,

1975,

the company has

failed to return the money.
The total

losses incurred by DHA resulting from Sarno's failure to fulfill

its contract obligations

include the following:

-

"ounch lists" items

-

value of replacing and repairing materials and correcting
work

-

$20,790

$

6,856

value of labor and materials paid but not rec'd by DHA

-

loss of rents 6-15-75/8-11-75

-

Add't'l archit.

S

2,285

S

5,301

fees and clerk of works comoensation after

6-15

$

5,740

-

subcontractors legal expenses

$

850

-

overpavment to genr'l contractor

Total losses

In

view of the losses by the DHA,

$119 025
,

$160, 847

the failure of Aetna to fulfill its

obligations, and most notably, the failure of Sarno Construction Company to

complete Duxborrough Village, the DHA has brought
Sarno and Aetna.

a

suit for damages against

'

RANDOLPH HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
Intrcduct ion

Randolph housing for the elderly is

a

relatively small project, standing only

'our stories nigh and budgetea at under $2.5 million.

building

month before schedule and construction costs were within four percent

a

Questionable changes and procedures marked the

of initial contract prices.*

construction process, which was also interrupted by
Most

Tenants occupied the

a

four-month wor« stoppage.

importantly, the structural system was significantly changed well after

construction began, and the resulting major redesign responsibilities were placed
in

the hands of the general contractor.

Presently, the building nas serious defects.

Among them is

system that provides only minimal air circulation.

profuselv.

a

ventilation

The structure leaxs

Droblem largely due to inadequate design.

a

Construction process
Tne Randolph Housing Authority

Nelson Jacobs Associates,

Inc.

(RHA) originally contracted with William

for architectural services

elderly project to oe located on Decelle Drive.

for the housing

for

tne

After the grounooreaking

ceremony on Octooer 10, 1973, the Farwell Construction Corp. oegan work almost

immediately.!

Although Farwell seemed to be in

a

hurry to construct tne

(appendix exhibit 1)2 the company was in no rusn to suomit snop

building,

drawings showing methods of construction and allowing for monitoring of the
ongoing work.

Edward Ross

of Jacobs Associates wrote no fewer than

durinq October and November pleading for shop drawings.

^

At

five letters

points he was

reduced to aporoving the work on the basis of discussions with representatives of
Farwell.

On November 21,

^

he wrote,

"the number of [documents]

in

relation to

concrete and masonry work which are needed in the work at this time by you and
your subcontractors are too numerous to name" (appendix exnioit 2).

^

Jacobs Associates Inc. was experiencing its own problems at the time.

Its

management became increasingly disorganized, and eventually the firm went
bankrupt.

^

architect.
Jacobs,

7

it

The Randolph Housing Authority thus found itself needing another
On December 21,

1973,

had alreadv paid tne firm $80,000 of the $100,000 allocated for

architectural fees on the project.
successor

when the Housing Authority voted to terminate

6

This left only $20,000 to offer Jacoos

.

The original contract price, was $2 337 CCO. 00
Ferijdical
Estimate No. 27, the last in the" Department of Community Affairs
files, covers the Deriod from Noverrber 1, 1976 to Juiy 31, 19 7 7, and
T nis
lists the adjusted contract amount to date at $2,415,915. i9.
oroiect was to have been completed oy OctcDer L5, 1575.
It opened
f
o: occuoancy in early September of that year.
.

,
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On tnat same date,

interim architect.

9

however, the RHA also voted to hire Michael O'Shea as

O'Shea was placed on the Housing Authority's payroll in

the first week of January 1974.10

Because this project was O'Shea's first

major architectural job.H he was willing to work at
a

a

relatively low fee.

former Jacobs employee, he also had some familiarity with the project.

As

The

Authority later appointed him architect for the project's duration. 12
Although the termination of Jacobs and the hiring of O'Shea happened

simultaneously, the project did not have continuity of architectural
supervision.

Jacobs Associates had increasingly failed to fulfill its

contractual responsibilities as time wore onl3; therefore
lacked construction administration by

weeks before December 21.

a

,

the project had

designer on behalf of the client for some

During that time, the general contractor initiated

a

major change in the building's structural design.
In

a

letter dated December 12,

1973, Michael An tell,

Farwell's construction

manager for the project, wrote to Jacobs stating that construction had not been
given priority in fuel distribution during the energy shortage.

He

felt that

Farwell would have to curtail operations once temperatures neared the freezing
point. 1*

The construction of the poured-in-place concrete flooring system

originally designed for the building would have required heating the forms and
the concrete itself in order to produce the chemical bonding in the cold.
In

his letter, Antell then made

a

request:

Our exhaustive research has uncovered what we believe the only
Dossible method in which we may continue construction operations
through the winter season--precast concrete slabs.

Further investigation revealed that although the initial cost of
precast would be more costly than cast-in-place concrete, because
of the- cost of winter heating of cast-in-place concrete and the
overall time saving factor of precast, that we could develop a
break-even situation.
By applying those costs to purchasing the
precast it became apparent that curtailment of construction
operations would cause a minimum of a three (3) month delay to the
oroject (a situation which is beyond our control) and that precast
could reduce construction time by a minimum of three (3) months
thereby resulting in a six (6) month reduction in construction
operations.
By reducing the time span of construction operations
all concerned will benefit.
Also, another problem has appeared on the horizon--reinforcing
steel.
We are informed of the possible unavailability of same
which may cause delays to this project before completion of
cast-in-place slabs.

With all of the problems with energy, fuel, unavailability of
reinforcing steel, all of which spell delays and additional
monetary consideration for all concerned, we respectfully request
that we be allowed to use precast in lieu of cast-in-place concrete
slabs on this project at no change in the contract amount and a
decrease of 90 days in contract time.
Also, we will assume the
cost of any structural re-design necessary. 15
Notes from

a

job meeting on January

U

,

1974 mention that the general contractor's

structural engineer, James Barry, had begun the necessary structural redesign.
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On

January
It

is

1974,

5,

the RHA voted to conditionally approve the request. 16

highly unusual for

responsibilities.
the architect,

Tc

a

a

contractor to take over major design

certain extent, it removes control over the project from

and therefore from the client the arcnitect represents.

The RHA

not only accepted Anteli's structural design offer, Put also required that tne

contractor be responsible for almost all other related redesign as
to

the passing of the relevant change order (appendix exhibit

Substituting

a

precast concrete flooring system for

entails major changes:

a

3).l

a

precondition

7

poured-in-place one

total redesign of the entire structural system; new

electrical, plumbing, and HVAC drawings; and related alterations of architectural
drawings.
exDlicitly
By

All

of these duties,

except the plumbing and HVAC redesigns, were

placed in the hands of the general contractor.

the time O'Shea assumed the position of architect on the project in early

January, the cnanges were well underway even though Farwell had not supplied
plans,

specifications or shop drawings. 18

After consideraoie discussion,

it

was agreed that Farwell could meet some of its reaesign ooligations by

constructing

a

model apartment detailing certain architectural and electrical

modifications accomoanying the floor system change. 19

Toe moaei apartment did

however, release the contractor from supplying other documents supporting

not,

the change such as the plans required by the Department, of Puolic Safety.

Again

the oroject architect had to press the general contractor for shop drawings;20
in

March.

O'Shea backed his requests by threatening

a

work stoppage. 21

Nevertheless, the plans for electrical, mechanical, and other related cnanges
were not forthcoming.

Work had already ceased on the site as
order, written on February 28.

cracking

o f

a

result of

a

building inspector's

1974 (appendix exhibit 4), 22 because of tne

structural piers on the building's arcade.

The

inspector's order

noted the absence of drawings supporting the flooring change.

Although Farwell

submitted plans detailing only the new concrete floor system, 23 tne building
inspector withdrew his cease and desist order on March 14.24
1974,

O'Shea wrote Farwell, placed

i~is

gn March 16,

own stop oraer in effect, and demanded

that the contractor orovide the plans for the accompanying changes (appendix

exhibit 5). 25
Farwell did not comply.

The comoany had already dispersed its crews in

resDonse to the buildina inspector's stop-work order. 26

engineer for Farwell, Robert

H.

jne

senior project

White, wrote to O'Shea asserting that tne firm

had been orevented from completing the mocel apartment tnrough no fault of its

own and was

requests. 27

"thoroughly confuseo" over the reasons for additional dccumentat ion
O'Shea responded immediately with

a

letter stating that the
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contractor had obligations beyond the model apartment. 28

when the wotk

stoopage continued into April, O'Shea again wrote Farwell:
After considerable discussion during the intervening months [since
January], we still do not have your architectural and electrical
The lack of these
submittal complete and ready for review.
submissions has become the basic cause for delay on the project by
forcing us to stop work on the affected architectural and
electrical items until your submission is received, reviewed,
approved and filed at Public Safety. 29

Farwell's financial instability may very well have contributed to tne length
of the work stoppage. 30

Indeed, before the project was completed,

Joseph

Bennett Company of Needham had purchased Farwell in its entirety.-^
An entry

Bank,

in a

standard record file of its creditors kept by the First National

dated January 14, 1974, reads,

difficulties in

a

"Kavanaugh feels they can pull out of their

period of 18 to 24 months.

Their hope for this lies from

possible source of funds beyond those contained in cash projections.
is an

Tne first:

estimated savings of $200/250,000 on Randolph job by reason of an approved

change without price adjustment from concrete floors to precast concrete. "32
RHA Director Joseph Welch said in an interview, however,

presentation

that Farwell's

the change to the Housing Authority did not ever include any

o f

expectations of

a

saving. 33

The relevant change order does not,

in

alter

fact,

the original contract price. 3^

when work resumed in the second week of July, Farwell demanded the passage of

certain change orders as

a

precpndition to returning to tne site. 35

One cnange

order addressed the increase in masons' wages that had occurred during the
shutdown.

O'Shea balked.

Had work continued earlier,

felt,

the increase

Although he signed the change order to expedite

would not have affected the job.
the project,

he

he reserved the right to hold the $9,936 involved as

later suit. 36

the oasis

for

a

Plans detailing changes accompanying the floor system

Change order No.

substitution were not filed until much later.

22 finally

signaled OCA and RHA review and aporovai of the substantial electrical,
mechanical',

August 20,

and architectural modifications.

The first signature bears the aate

1975 (aopendix exhibit 6);37 the project was completed in the

following month of that year.
Current Problems
This section analyzes the building's two major continuing problems:
and inadequate ventilation.

In

combination these defects have

difficulties with mildew throughout much of the housing project.

leaxage

led to severe

Evident even

before the building was accepted, the moisture problems have proved so persistent
and extensive that the RHA hired

a

firm to maxe

years after the project's completion.

a

oreliminary investigation four

The RHA has already repaired the community

building roof and currently is discussing with tne DCA tne possioility of

obtaining funding for further repairs. 38
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Mildew in Randolph Housing for the Elderly,
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leakaae

Leakage problems in the Randolph housing for the elderly have oeen

extensive.

A

list of storm water leaks,

compiled on April 13, 1975 under

O'Shea's direction, noted moisture penetration in nearly 40 percent of the 124
units,

in addition

efforts,

to

stairwell and community area leaks. ^9

leakage continued.

Despite remedial

Hired in July 1979 to investigate moisture

penetratipn in the project, Kenneth

F.

Perry and Associates,

situation largely unimproved since April 1975.

In

Inc.

found the

addition, in the interim the

kitchen and men's toilet in the community building had sustained severe water
damage.

Although recently scrubbed, the two leaking stairwells had developed

substantial mildew growth.

Apartments in the northeast corner of one of the

wings still leaked, some along the floor line; in the hallways and elevator
lobbies moisture had stained the walls, especially near the windows.

The building's original design created the potential

without providing compensatory protection.

40

for moisture penetration

The exterior brick

facing outts

directly against the load-bearing masonry block, rather than having the normal
cavity between the brick and block, or

a

waterproof barrier between the two.

O'Shea claims the brick facing on the building also plays

load-bearing role and

a

the butting of brick and block is integral to the building's strength. ^l

In

keeping with this perspective, when the Housing Authority wanted the bricK work
on the site

work. 42

replaced, Farwell warned that the piers would cracK without the oricK

The contractor maintained that the brick was structurally important in

the building as

a

whole. ^3

Examination of the building's original plans, nowever, does not reveal any
vital structural role for the brick.

9y

its

placement, it buttresses tne blocK

walls against any buckling tendencies, but this is probably unnecessary

.

^

The

later revisions in the building's plans should not have changed this.^^

Although some arcade piers did indeed crack, they were not filled with structural
grout and reinforcing as required. ^6

Regardless of the rationale for the design, abutting masonry will transmit
moisture by capillary action unless interfaced witn
Even with this precaution,

though,

a

a

damp-proofing substance.

small cavity is ordinarily left to allow

moisture deflected before the block to drain off; it may otherwise remain in the
brick and, with seasonal variations in temoerature, cause cracking.

specified that

a

layer of parging

mortar troweled over

-

a

surface

Tne plans
-

separate the

brick ana block.

Requirements for water-resistart components in tne parging were,

however, absent.

Since it is only

a

thin layer

Randolph housing could easily transmit moisture.

c f

cement,

^

the parging on tne

.
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Other major elements in the building's moisture protection system were

affected bv change order 19, processed in March/April

1975.

It

provides first

for the apolication of two coats of silicone over the exterior dricK at

517,500.

silicone coating, however, usually provides

A

seal for only two to four years,
the silicone,

a

viable water-protective

after which it breaks down.

The elements erode

and movements in the ouilding or changes in its components

brick) tear the seal.

new coat must then be applied.

A

cost of

a

Tne

(e.g.,

change order also

allows the deletion of flashing at 80 windows, as well as the deletion of tne

procedure of turning up througn-wall fabric flashing at the interior walls.
the savings to the Authority from these items

the time,

resDectively

and $2,000,

flashing for

The effectiveness of the through-wall

the elderly is questionable.

away water caught in

a

were S6.000

Additional caulking was substituted for the window

.

fee of $500 (Appendix exhibit 7)

a

At

flashing in the Ranaolpn housing for

through-wall flashing serves to carry

Normally,

cavity between

48

the brick and masonry blocK.

Interior

flashing is ordinarily made from sheet PVC (polyvinyl chioriae) or, as in tnis
case,

fabric installed to slope towards

a

structure's exterior facing,

water

seeding through the brick will tnus drip down the cavity and be caught by the
flashing, which will redirect the moisture through small openings, caliec

weeD-holes,
down,

the exterior brick.

in

however,

No cavity

exists for the moisture to drip

and the water is not necessarily deflected at the aloe*.

Should

water actually reach the flashing, there is no open space tnrougn which it can
easiiv move because the flashing is squeezed oetween the layers of oricks and
blocks.

since the flashing is not turned up at the interior walls, water

Also,

moving gradually along the level fabric can actually travel into the apartments.
It

is

not surprising that the building's waterproofing system has proved

totally inadequate, given
seal the wails.

tne tremendous reliance on silicone and caulking to

Other details actually brought in moisture.

In

1978,

the

contractor wrote O'Shea saying that the roof vents admitted so mucn snow tnat
had to be shoveled out.

He

it

also mentioned that the airconditioning sleeves

permitted water to enter the building. ^9

Ventilation
United Mechanical was the filed sub-bidder for the ventilation on tnis
project.

Initial plans for the building reveal tne inadequacy of the system.

only allows air to enter tne apartments through open windows and doors.
of air

Removal

from tne apartments depends solely upon small datnroom fans that operate

onlv when the room light has seen turned

apartments

is

almost totally stagna".

on

.
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£s

a

result, air in the

It

182
The extremity of the ventilation problem caused the white curtains in the

rooms of smokers to turn brown.
room recently occupied bv

a

SDecial Commission investigators, entering

a

smoker, noted that the outlines of the furniture were

clearly visible on the walls.

5i

The pieces of furniture had prevented trapped

smoke from staining the areas behind them as it had the open wall surfaces.

Conclus ion

Needing money, the general contractor

for the Randolph housing for the

elderly project attempted to finish construction unusually quickly, originally

proposing completion 11 months earlier than the contract date (Appendix exhioit
81.52

Construction often proceeded without shop drawings and therefore witnout

effective monitoring by the Housing Authority's representative.

when

a

major

impediment to quick completion arose, the contractor proposed, in effect,

redesign the building.

to

-

Shifting major design responsibilities to the general contractor represents
an abdication of control on the part of both the designer and the client.

The

extensive redesign meant that the building on which competitive bids were taken
was not that which was actually constructed.

In

addition, the difference between

the two was determined by the general contractor.

Finally, the original design, created and approved within the ordinary system
of safeguards,

produced

a

building with serious problems not easily remedied.

^
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THE SYSTEM OF PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION IN MASSACHUSETTS:

AN ANALYSIS OF AREAS OF

CORRUPTION AND MALADMINISTRATION, WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT.

INTRODUCTION

"...external walls falling down, heating systems that don't
heat, structural defects that threaten safety, playing fields
that don't drain ,... external walls and roofs that have such
enormous cracks in them that it makes energy conservation
inriDossible, buildings that are potential firetraps, electrical
svstems that fail, roofs that continually leak. ...Our
Investigation shows that the state and county system of public
buildings produces such buildings as a rule and not the
except ion "
.

Professor John Woollett
"It's not a conspiracy,
their function."

it's

a

society of people not performing
Russel

1

J

.

Kenney

2

"There is an old country saying, "If it ain't busted,
it."
Now, some will argue against the breadth of our
by saving they are too sweeping and suggest, instead,
improve here ana there what we now do.
But it is not
There is no system at all."
system is "busted."

don't fix
proposals
that we
that the

John Will iam Ward^
The General Court mandated the Special Commission to
as a

"investigate and study

basis for legislative action ... the existence of conditions wnich tena or

mav tend to permit the occurence of [corrupt] practices and maladministration;
and the limitations on the powers and functions of tnose charged with the duty of

approving, supervising or overseeing [construction related] contracts or the

enforcement of laws related thereto. "4
this mandate.

The Commission has actively

The Commission recommended to the legislature

of the way the state and counties plan,

a

fulfilled

wnolesaie revision

budget, design, construct ana maintain

public buildings, and in the way the state prevents and detects fraud, corruption
and mismanagement

in

the purchase or sale of goods and services.

Tne Commission

further advised the General Court that the funding of election campaigns for
state office holders has to be set on

a

new footing if repetition of past

scandals is to be avoided.
The Legislature and Governor responded by enacting and signing into law most

of the reforms recommended by the Commission:
A

new designer selection procedure was established;

The management of construction contracts was overhauled;
A

mechanism was put

general contractors;

in

place to set standards for the performance of

-4-

Antiquated and fragmented real property management procedures were

consolidated and modernized;
Budget and planning processes capable of offering useful information ana

analysis to executive and legislative decision makers are for the first
time required on capital outlay budgets;
The organizational

structure performing the commonwealth's building

functions was redesigned to clarify responsibility and allow

accountability
An

;

InsDector General's Office was established to examine the

commonwealth's procurement system in several areas of procurement in
addition to construction and to continue the Commission's work by

investigating for fraud, corruption or abuses of authority in these
areas

.

This action stands as
the Commonwealth.

A

a

tribute to the people and institutions that govern

problem was recognized and the Commonwealth responded.

Painful as it was to know the truth,
to do so.

the legislature created the method and means

with the far-sightedness to undertand that recriminations about the

Dast can have only
new beginning.
the Commission.

a

negative effect on the future,

trie

General Court sought

a

That search was central to the legislature's purpose in creating
The

legislature's commitment to

a

new beginning was carried

through in the speed and breadth of their actons, unprecedented on any matter as
emotion laden and complex.
The major accomplishment represented by the new or revised laws is tarnisned,

however.

Three fundamental flaws revealed by the Commission remain.

First, the

causes of corruption in the funding of election campaigns have not oeen touched.
Second, the failure to repeal the filed sub-bid statue virtually guarantees
future of defective construction on public buildings.

Third,

a

the potential

effectiveness of the new Inspector General's Office was diminished Dy legislative
amendments reducing the Inspector General's powers while needlessly increasing
the political controls on that office.
The source of camoaign contributions for elected officials is the foundation

of the

integrity of our government.

The clear common sense of this proposition

places campaign finance reform at the center of any effort to improve integrity
in Government.

Contributions from individuals and associations of individuals

oblige the recipient of such contributions
a

mir imum to offer special access and

a_t

Pecple with

friendly attitude toward the contributors.

government decisions

-

a

financial stake in

whether legislative, regulatory, or contractual

much elected officials need money to conduct
for the sole purpose of creati r

g

a

-

know hew

campaign and many contribute money

obligations on the part of those they support.

-5-

Commission's study of one kind of government procurement presents conclusive

The

evidence of two points: one, elected and appointed officials must nave

discretionary power if government operations are to be effective and two,
officials abuse such discretion in favor of contrioutors

.

Tnus,

this Commission

sees little cause for optimism concerning the future integrity of government in
the Commonwealth until election campaigns are publicly
The Legislature's

financed.

failure to repeal the cumbersome statutory regulations

which dictate how sub-contracts are awarded on public building projects retains
one of the primary causes of defective construction on public buildings in

Massachusetts.
a

The sub-contractor selection law,

failure by every reasonable measure of

Filed sub-bidding is

a

a

known as filed sub-Didding,

is

sub-contractor selection system.

classic and disastrous example of government oeing

manipulated to over-regulate the private sector to the exclusive financial gain
o f

a

few.

It

is

the position of the Commission that the Legislature snould

deregulate sub-contract bidding and allow the same freedom of choice between
contractors and subcontractors that is normal procedure in the private sector.
Direct selection of sub-contractors will result in better buildings,

lower cost,

and greater integrity in the public bidding procedure.
The structure and powers of the Office of Inspector General were carefully

crafted by this Commission to create an apolitical, professional investigative
bodv to support effective prosecution of fraud and corruDtion by all the forces
at

the public's disposal.

The Legislature,

nevertheless exempted itself from

investigation by the new office, injected political partisansnip into tne
office's controlling InsDector General Council, and denied duly authorized puolic

prosecutors access to the Inspector General's investigative findings.

The

taxpayers of the Commonwealth should find-these dilutions and restrictions

unacceptable

.

The legislation supported by this Commission established an

Inspectpr

General's Cpuncil to oversee operatipns and policy of tnat office ana would have
created

a

interests.

nonpartisan group representing bptn legislative and executive
The

legislation was amended in the Senate to specify party

affiliation of certain members of the Council and to expand its mempersnip,
thereby decreasing the possibility of confidentiality in its deliberations.

Two

substantial policy changes in the legislation were made oy the Senate counsel's
office:

first, the Inspector General was forbidden to refer the results of

investigations to the United State Attorney, even if violations of federal law
were indicated: second, the Inspector General was fcroidden access to legislative
records.

These changes substantially undermine the potential usefulness of the

Inspector General to save the ta<payers' money and to prevent and detect

ccrruption in the gpverning of the Commonwealth.

-
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTIONS WHICH FOLLOW

This section is

a

functioned and the way

reconstruction of the public building system:

the way it

malfunctioned, producing waste, abuse of the public

it

trust and treasury, and faulty buildings.

This section seeks to provide an

understanding of the urgency of comprehensive cnange of this system, as well as
an understanding of the specific changes recommended by the Commission.

Tne

reader will be able to understand what these changes can accomplish and wnere the

efforts of the Commonwealth's citizens and elected officials must continue to be

vigilant or seek further change.
The organization of this secton can be thought of having three parts.

Tne

first part gives the setting and context of the Massachusetts building system and

organization of government.

The first section in this part,

"Scope and Nature of

Capital Investments," describes the magnitude of public construction undertaKen

during the period examined by the Commission (January

1,

1968 to December 31,

1980) and the anticipated building program in the future.

"Formal Organization and Processes," describes (in

a

The next section,

chart) the important

in-titut ional actors in the system and then gives an overview of the management
of building projects bv several state agencies,

Construction.

The legal or

including the Bureau of Building

"formal" relationship which the Bureau of Building

Construction had with other agencies during the period studied is particularly
noted.
The second grouping of sections is the main body of information about the

building system.
in
a

These sections are organized to correspond to consecutive steps

the state and county building process,

from the first articulation of need for

particular project, through budgeting, design ana construction, and down to the

maintenance of the Commonwealth's public building stock.
above gives the titles and order of all sections.)
a

(The TaDle of Contents

Each of these sections treats

separate stage of the building Drocess in three ways.

First, the legal and

administrative requirements that were supposed to govern the stage under
discussion are oresented.

Referred to as the "formal system" of each stage,

these presentations are in the past tense to clarify that these laws and

procedures were in existence during the time of the Commission's inquiry.

In

many cases, new laws reflecting this Commission's work are already on tne books,
';o

go into effect

July 1,

These formal descriptions are not necessarily

1981.

the realities of the Drocess.

It

is the second part of the

stage in the process that details the way

:">ings

instances of fraud, corruption, maladministration
are described in detail

in other

description of

actually happened.
,

a

The

incompetence anc waste which

chapters o* this Report are Projgn: together

here to show the patterns of which they are

a

part.

show how and why such abuses and failures occurred.

The examples and patterns

The

final part of each of

these sections then gives the changes or "solutions" which the Commission

recommends to address the problems described.

As noted above,

most of theses

recommendations have been adopted.
Finally, the "Recommended Budget" is

sections which preceed it.

It

a

fiscal summary of the analytic

states tne amount the taxpayers of Massachusetts

should aporopriate to fund the specific recommendations in this Report.

THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE COMMONWEALTH'S CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM

THE COMMONWEALTH'S CAPITAL INVESTMENT PROGRAM IN THE PAST

The significant stake that the citizens of the Commonwealth nave in an

efficient, effective, and accountable system of public construction can be

illustrated throughout review of the magnitude of the programs with wnich we are
dealing.

These are summarized in Table

1.

The scope of the building program

mandated for line state agencies during the period studied by tne Commission was
substantial.

As Table

1

shows, over $1,593 billion was authorized for fiscal

years 1969 through 1981 inclusive for such projects.

This is an average of

$122.50 million in new authorizations for building construction each year.

Of

the total, approximately $142.5 million, or about 9% of such authorizations, were

made outside of the main capital outlay bills.
The state has

distinctive role to play vis-a-vis county projects.

a

must these be authorized bv the state legislature and the governor,

Not only

but once

authorized they are subject (since 1972) to the supervision and control of tne
Bureau of Building Construction (BBC)
is

(except for some minor exceptions).

This

true even though the inhabitants- of the county must pay off tne bonds issuea

by the county to finance the project.

1969 through 1971,
for count ies

.

a

Thus,

during the period of fiscal year

building program of more than $134.3 million was mandatea

This is an average of approximately $10.3 million per year.

Altogether the building program authorized for line state agencies and
counties during that period was $1,727 billion; this represented an average of
more than $132.8 million per year in authorizations.
This however does not exhaust the capital program of tne Commonwealth, wnich

Public works items for the

includes investments in more than buildings alone.

period in guestion which appeared in the main capital outlay bill as approved

represented about $199.6 million in authorizations.

(A

significant amount

in

authorizations appears in capital cutlay bills other than the the main one; for
and is not included in this number.

See the discussion

example,

for highways,

below.)

Thus the total authorizations for line state agencies (subject to tne

above proviso)

for the period in question were $1,793 billion,

an averaae of $137.9 million ppr year.

If county

the figures are $1,927 billion and $148.2 million,

Distribution Among State Agencies

corresponding to

authorizations are included,
respectively.

-

-
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Distribution Among State Agencies
By

far the largest authorizations were given to projects within the purview

of the then Executive Office of Educational Affairs

(abolished by legislation in

1980) which received $770.6 million, or about $59.3 million per year.

Included

within that total were $152.8 million for the ColumDia Point Campus of tne

University of Massachusetts, Boston; $92.4 million for the University of

Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester; and $73.6 million for the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst.
for particular

These are the three largest groups of authorizations

facilities except for the Executive Office of Transportation ana

Construction Building

in

Park Square, currently under construction,

authorizations currently at $83.6 million.
is

In

real dollar terms,

with

of course,

it

dwarfed by the university projects.
The community college system (soon to comprise sixteen members)

was tne

reciDient of about $261.6 million in authorizations during this perioa.

member state college system garnered aDproximately $126.9 million.

The ten

Tne

University of Lowell and Southeastern Massachusetts University followed with
$31.4 and $23.0 million,

respectively.

Since the various higner education

sectors experienced different paces of construction, the figures for fiscal
1969-1981 do not necessarily reflect their relative total capital expenditures.
The second largest agency recipient of building authorizations was the

Executive Office of Human Services, with $361.3 million during this period.

The

largest portion went to the Department of Mentai Health with $221.7 million

followed bv the Department of Corrections with $89.7 million and the Department
of Public Health with $30.7 million.
to

In

most cases the aggregrate amounts going

particular facilities were considerably smaller tnan those going to

educational institutions.

MCI Bridgewater, with $35.4 million resulting from 16

different aporopriat ions and MCI Concord with $17.4 million from 11 different
aoorooriat ions were the largest recipients.
The pattern of smaller cumulative aporopriations for particular facilities is

reflected throughout the rest of the state agencies.

Thus,

for the next

largest

agency recipient of funds, the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs,

the

$119.8 in authorizations ($60.4 million for Metropolitan District Commission
(MDC);

$46.7 million for Division of Environmental Management (DEM); $12.0

million for Division of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE); and $0.7
million for the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife) were spread over 77
different authorizations.
There are onlv

a

few other very

large items in the total.

During this time

period an additional approximately $37.5 million was provided to the Government
Center Commission to continue its work.

Other sums were provided to the BBC to

10

-

-

complete that work and to the Bureau of State Buildings (BSB) to make certain
changes and repairs in those buildings.
been constructed,
Point

The only otner large

item has not yet

the current $19.6 million State Archives Building at Columbia

.

Distribution Among Counties
The total amount of county authorizations during the period from 1969-1981

was $134.3 million.

Of this total,

approximately $81.1 million was authorized

for fiscal years 1973 through 1981: beginning approximately in fiscal year 1973

county projects became subject to the jurisdiction of the BBC.
The authorizations ranged from $27.3 million (for nine items)

to Hampaen

County and S21.5 million (for nine items) to Middlesex County, to $1.6 million
(for three
In

to Berkshire County and none to Dukes and Nantucket counties.

items)

such as the Middlesex County Courthouse,

some instances,

the post-1969 fiscal

year authorizations represented additions to substantial authorizations prior to
that fiscal year.
By

far the most money was authorized for the construction of new

courthouses.

The second largest sum was

existing courthouses.

for renovations and additions to

The two other significant classes of projects involved

jails and houses of correction and agricultural schools; small amounts were

authorized for recreational facilities, hospitals, county office buildings, ana
police and fire facilities.

Building Authorities
SDecific higher education building authority projects are nominally not

authorized by the normal capital outlay process.
statute,

a

proceed on

Each authority is given by

specific maximimum authority to issue its own bonds; the decision to
a

particular project is made by the Authority in conjunction witn the

associated institution.

However,

if the Authority has

maximum and seeks additional projects,
From January

1,

$185.0 million).

further authorizations are reguired.

1968 to the present,

authorities was increased by
The largest

a

issued bonds to the

the bonding capacity of the various

total of $65.0 million (from $125.0 million to

increase was $40.0 million for the Massachusetts

State College Building Authority.

An additional

$20.0 million was proviaea to

the University of Massachusetts Building Authority and $5.0 million to the

University of Lowell Building Authority.

There was no change for the

Southeastern Massachusetts Building Authority.

Division of School Facilities

-

-
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During the fiscal years 1969-1981, the Division of School Facilities has

received $992.8 million in aopropriat ions toward the construction of local school
facilities.

There has been

steady increase from fiscal year 1969 ($30.0

a

million) to fiscal year 1981

though the amount of increase has

($113.1),

The key to future expenditures is tied to

diminished during the past few years.

the amount of contributions for first annual payments.

Section
1981,

2

(See the discussion in

on Organization of Project Planning and Management).

For fiscal year

the Division was permitted to authorize first annual payments totalling

$6.0 million and was appropriated $2.5 million for actual payments during that

period.

This represents

decline from the peak of $7.0 million in first annual

a

payments for fiscal year 1978.
in other annual

addition,

In

for

fiscal year 1981, $109.7 million

payments were provided for.

The first annual payments and other annual payments represent part of

long-term commitment to

a

locality on the part of the Division.

Division, as of August 18,

1980,

a

According to tne

$1,090.1 million remained to oe paid out on

long-term commitments made up to that point.
The Department of Community Affairs

During the period in question the Department of Community Affairs has

administered

a

range of programs, some of wnich antedated 1968.

These have

included veteran's and relocation nousing, elderly housing, housing for the

handicapDed, modernization grants, urban renewal programs and most recently

neighborhood housing services program.

The total amount of authorizations

a

for

grants by the Commonwealth totalled approximately $923.0 million.
Other Aqencies
Included in Table

1

are other authorizations or appropriations by agencies

other than those just discussed.

Substantial sums of money were authorized oy

the legislature in bills which were not part of the main capital outlay.

These

were primarily for projects administered by the Executive Office of Environmental

affairs and bv the Department of Public Works.

These bills typically authorize

the issuance of bonds by the Commonwealth to raise money for classes of projects

with the expectation that

a

substantial portion will be reimoursed to the

Commonwealth in the form of federal grants.
of

a

separate bill which in part involves

a

The MBTA authorization is also part

raising of the dollar limit up to

which the MBTA may issue its oonds with some specifications of what tne proceeds
mav be used for.

These MBTA bonds are

The Commonwealth is also responsible

debt service on those bonds.

a

contingent debt of the Commonwealth.

for paying

for

a

substantial fraction of the

The authorization also provides

matching federal funds, usually substantial, are available.

f or

expenditures if

2

-

The authorizations

and civic center,
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for off-street parking

facilities and for convention halls

provided for in 1980, are administered directly oy the

Executive Office of Administration and Finance, and the monies are derivea from
bonds issued by the Commonwealth.
The Government Land Bank authorization was oased on statute providing

for

issuance of bonds by the Commonwealth.

Although their powers are ultimately regulated by the statutes creating them,
agencies such as the Massachusetts Port Authrotiy, the Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority, the Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency, and the Massachusetts Healtn
and Educational Facilities Authority, as well as the Higher Education Building

Authorities issue their own bonds.

However,

in

certain instances in the past,

namely ones involving the Building Authorities and MHFA, the Commonwealth has

steDoed in to provide some form of guarantee to assure the fiscal integrity of
those agencies.
the future

Presumably this could be true of the same and other agencies in

.

Table

1.

Summary of Funds Authorized or- Appropriated for
Capital Investment by Public Agencies,
January 1, 1968 - December 31, 1980*
In
1.

Authorization for 8uildings for
Line State Agencies

Millions of Dollars
1,593.0

2.

Authorization for County Facilities

134.3

3.

Authorizations for Public Works for
Line State Agencies (Main Capital
Out lav Bills Only)

199.6

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

Increases in Authorizations for
Higher Education Building Authorities

65.0

Aooropriat ions for Payments Toward
Construction Grants oy Division of
School Facilities

1,056.9

Long-Term Committments for Payments
Toward Construction Grants by Division of
School Facilities

1,090.1

Authorizations for Department of Community
Affairs - Housing Authority Programs
Authorizations for Public Works
(Non-Main Capital Outlay Bill,
Primarily Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs, Department of Public Works
Investments in Facilities by the
Massachusetts Port Authority

Authorizations by Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority

923.0

2,756.6*
372.

15.0

Authorizations for Government Lard
Bank

39.8

.
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12.

13.

-

Authorizations for Off-Street Parking
Facilities Program

12.5

Authorizations for Convention Hall
and Civic Center Program

14.

15.

16.

30.0

Authorizations for Massachusetts
Housing Finance Agency

1,500.0

Authorizations by Massachusetts Health
and Educational Facilities Authority

434.75

MBTA Authorization

795.0**

1,

12,017.8 TOTAL

•Includes

Includes

an estimated $1201.0 million in federal funding
an estimated $1,436.0 million in federal funding.

Commission Review of the Acts and Resolves of the Commonwealth, reports
annual reports by the Massachusetts Port Autnority ana
information supolied by the Division of School Facilities.

Source:
by

the State Auditor,

This

is the period within the Commission's purview.
It is not identical to the
state's fiscal years, but covers approximately fiscal years 1969-1961.

FUTURE BUILDING PROGRAMS
The urgency

f

or reform of tne public construction process stems as much

the vision of future expenditures as

There is

a

from

from the experiences of tne recent past.

common belief that the era of large capital outlay for state agency

projects is past and it is perhaps necessary to dismantle or reduce the structure
for administering such programs.
In

The

facts suggest tne contrary.

his fiscal year 1981 budget proposal,

$633.3 million for capital outlay prpjects.

the governor recommenaed

a

total of

While the recommendations oy the

Secretaries were identical, the requests by the agencies totalled $722.3
million.

whereas the governor's figure for "urgent" items was only $118.7

million, the sum requested by the agencies was $368.3 million.

participants envision

a

»

Tnus, all

substantial capital investment program at least in the

long run
The final

figure aooearing in the main capital outlay oill for fiscal year

1981 was $184.5 million;
rY

81

if capital outlay

(for buildings only) are included,

figure for the past three fiscal years

items in other authorization bills for

the sum is $236.0 million.

(1979,

Tne average

1980, and 1981) was $222.8

million.

The average for fiscal years 1969 through 1978,

million.

In

inclusive, was $123.2

other words, with inflation taken into account, even tne present

limited funoina of caDital oroiects is comparable to the averaae fundinq for the

period studied by the Commission
In

.

addition to the increases in the most recent capital outlay for line state

aqencies there were other projects authorized this fiscal year.

Chapter 490 of

the Acts of 1980 authorized an additional $67.0 mil. ion for elaerly housing,

$90.0 million for modernization programs, and $1.5 million fcr

a

new neighborhood

14
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Another new urban-related program involved grants to

housing services program.

cities and towns for the construction of off-street parking facilities, which

totalled $12.5 million, and one for the construction of convention centers, which
amounted to $30.0 million.
Also,

another $6.0 million in commitments for first annual payments by the

Division of School Facilities were approved.
the state commitment,

this means over

a

Considering the long-term nature of

hundred million dollars in the long run.

addition to the recent authorizations there is

In

a

substantial sum of

unissued bonds and notes for projects previously authorized
the Comptroller reported

notesl.

a

.

As of June

1979

30,

total of $1,310 million in unissued bonds and

This included $930.6 million in General Fund loans,

$104.7 million in

Highway Fund loans, and $210.1 million in Metropolitan Parks, Sewerage and water
Funds loans.
Given the fact that federal funds are also available for some projects, tne

volume of public design and construction contracts which may be generated in the

forseeable future by the above-mentioned authorizations appears supstantial.
The above description, however,

investment programs.

does not exhaust the list of likely capital

The Commission has estimated that hundreds of millions of

dolars in repairs are needed to buildings constructed during the period from 1968
to the Dresent arising out of faulty design and construction and compounded by

inadequate maintenance.

(See the discussion in this report,

Section VII).

At

most modest sums of current capital outlay have been allocated to tnose areas.

Furthermore, there are
need for new construction.

number of areas where there is perceived to be

a

For example,

a

the Commission to Report on the Status

of All Buildings Occupied by the Judicial Branch asserts tnat there are

substantial requirements for those facilities during the coming decade.
June 27,

In

its

1980 report2, the Commission estimated that space needs would increase

from 418.5 thousand square feet in 1980 to 1,031.2 thousand square feet in
19813.

The short-term renovation cost to put buildings into "acceptaoie

condition" was estimated to be between $34.5 million and $98.2 million
("midpoint"

=

$65.8 million).

4

The estimated long-term renovation cost

for

buildings (renovation which is not as "critical" but which merits "consideration"
if

a

facility is to be maintained for court functions for

a

long period of tme,

e.g., change in heating system) was between $57.8 million and $89.1 million

("midpoint"

=

$73.4 million).

5

Another large investment can also be expected for mental health facilities,

construction of new facilities may well be required under consent decrees entered
into bv the state.

Thus, under pressure from the court,

$51.61 million was

)

,

.

-
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appropriated for fiscal year 1981 for the Department of Mental Health (DMH) for
the renovation and upgrading of facilities.
to

However, the Court Monitor appointed

oversee compliance with the consent decrees noted that the administration's

request (and the final oill):
"did not include funds for (1) at least two residential
buildings at Fernald, and (2) various Phase III program building
renovations mandated by the Fernald Decree which will most
In this regard,
likely be ready for construction in FY 1981.
the defendants are out of compliance with the Court's mandate to
seek all necessary funding. "6*
The items would have cost $6 to $8 million.

That request was only for fiscal

year 1981.

The estimates for the period beyond fiscal year 1981 are not yet

available.

However, the preliminary estimate for fiscal year 1982 alone was at

least $35.8 million.

(This was in addition to

a

preliminary estimate of about

$28.3 million in other capital requests by DMH anticipated for the 1982 fiscal
year.

There also appears to be significant -activity in the offing with regard to
the Commonwealth's armories.

Chapter 466 of the Acts of 1980 proviaed the Armory

Commission with funds for independent appraisals of tne Commonwealth Armory in

anticipation of selling it.

The Armory Commission was authorized to sell that

Armory (under certain specified conditions) but only if "the general court shall
have authorized construction of armories to replace the Commonwealth Armory".
More generally, the Commission was

directed to preoare:
an analysis of the operating costs of said armories, an estimate
of the major repairs needed by each such armory,.... a designated
list of sites for new facilities to replace the Commonwealth
Armory, if said armory is sold...(,) the estimated costs cf land

acquisition and construction of new facilities, a determination
of availability of federal funding for such construction,....,
and a comparison of the costs of operating the Commonwealth
Armory with the costs of replacement f acil ities 8
.

In

sum,

term future.

substantial capital outlays can be anticipated in the near and longThe structure and processes that govern these projects will have

a

significant impact uppn the quality of public facilities, the nature and amounts
of subsequent expenditures and the moral climate that pervades the public

procurement process.

(The next page is p.

19.)

United States District Court Monitor, Report of August 1980, pp. 10-11.,
with reference to:
Ricci v. Okim No. 72-469-T (D. Mass., filed Feo. 2, 1972);
McEvov v. Mahoney
No. 74-2768-" (D. Mass., filed July 23, 1974); and Gauthier
Mahoney
No. 75-310-T (D. Mass., filed Sept. 7, 1975).
,

,

v
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FORMAL ORGANIZATION AND PROCESSES

This section describes the agencies involved in building and public works

projects and the roles they play in the procurement and construction process.
is

divided into two parts:

1)

It

Organization of the Commonwealth lists ana oriefly

describes the major responsibilities of each agency and, in some cases, the
facilities under its aegis;

2)

Organization of Project Planning and Management

describes the methods by wnich the principal agencies concerned with buildings
are suDposed to fulfill their obligations in the process.
in mind that

The reaoer snould oear

these are descriptions of formal organizations and processes -- tne

way agencies are supposed to be organized and the way. they are supposed to

function -- and that the descriptions refer to the period under the Commission's
ourview, namely January

1,

1968 through December 31,

1981.

The Statehouse, Boston

Organization of the Commonwealth
The Commonwealth o

f

Massachusetts is involved in the full spectrum of

activities necessary to deliver the physical facilities required for the
implementation of the State's public programs.

Tnese activities include

olanning, design, contract award, construction ana cicseout conducted under the
aegis

o f

one or more agencies of state policy.

Tne agencies involved are

(a)

state agencies, including boards, departments, divisions, bureaus ana commissions

20

-

thereof;

-

"public benefit corporations," including suDdivisions as funded,

(b)

financially assisted or reviewed by the State.

While the agencies are concerned

with the same basic construction process, they differ in the management structure

through which they organize their programs, the terms of capital financing

reguired to fund the programs, the terms of capital financing required to funa
the programs,

them.

and the legal and procedural frameworks which frame and govern

Moreover, each program reflects

a

specific mandate of

a

state agency to

perform certain functions or achieve certain goals defined by statute,

administration regulation, or executive policy.
Table

2

Following the table is

lists and describes these agencies.

a

list of

agencies which, while outside of the formal state agency structure, are important
in

the Commissions investigations.

Table

2.

Major Responsibilities and Facilities

of Agencies

Involved in Building and Public

Works Projects, January

1968

-

December 31, 1981

AGENCY

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES AND FACILITIES

Executive Office of Administration
Finance (A&F)

Overall administrative planning ana policy
direction and managerial control.

Central Services Division (CSD)

Support services, capital outlay, real
property, energy conservation.

&

1.

Bureau of Building
Construction (BBC)

On each state or county building project,
responsible for technical review of
capital outlay request and oversignt of
designed and construction stages.

2.

Bureau of State Buildings

Operations, maintenance, and security for
state buildings, disposition of surplus
properties, approval for lease of premises
not owned by the state.
Facilities: State
House, Saltonstall, McCormacK & Hurley
Bldgs., Lindemann Mental Health Center,
Springfield State Office Builaing.

(BSB^

3.

B.

1,

Designer Selection Board (DSB)

Selection of project designers for
building projects not being undertaken oy
an agency of the Commonwealth.

Fiscal Affairs Division
1.

Budaet Bureau

Review and evaluation of all requests for
appropriations and estimates of revenue;
preparation of governor's oudget
recomendations and administration, through
a system of budget controls, of all
appropriation acts.

C.

Comptroller's Division

Insure lawful and proper use of
Commonwealth's funds; perform audits on
Commonwealth's obligations to be paia via
the treasury.

D.

Purchasing Agents Division

Central screening and acquisition point
for most suoplies and equipment and some
service ;, required for operation of tne
agencies of the Commonwealth.
-

.

-

.
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E.

Off-Street Parking Facilities

Provide public, off-street parking
facilities within predominantly commercial
areas of cities and towns.

F.

Convention and Civic Centers

Provide convention and civic
cities and towns.

1 1

:enters

for

Executive Office of Human Services (EQHS)

.

A.

Office of Veteran's Services

9.

Dept.

of Youth Services

C.

Dept.

of Correction

(OYS)

(DOC)

Care, custody and rehabilitation of
delinauent youth committed by the courts.
Facilities: Judge Connelly Youth Center;
Hampden County Oetention Center; Worcester
Secure Treatment Center; Stephen L. French
Youth Forestry Camp.

"Isolate and secure dangerous offenders
who present a threat to society.
MCI (Mass. Correctional
Facilities:
Institution) Walpole; MCI Concord; MCI
Framingham; MCI Norfolk; Bay State
Correctional Center; Southeastern
Correctional Center; North Central
Correctional Facility; Park Drive
Pre-Release Center; Prison Camp at
Warwick, Boston State Pre-Release Center;

Shirley & Lancaster Pre-Release Center's;
Pre-Release, Medfield, Norfolk, 4 Plymoutn,
D.

Dept.

of Puclic Welfare

Deliver of financial and medical
benefits.
Facilities: rented office space

E.

Deot

of Social Services

Deliver of social services.

F.

Dept. of Public Health

1.

G.

.

Regional Health Districts

Deot. of Mental Health (DMH)

III.

Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs

Deliver of Health Services.
Facilities:
Lakeville Hospital; Lemuel Shattuck
Hospital; Pondville Hospital; Rutlana
Heights Hospital; Tewksbury Hospital;
Western Hospital: Plus district nealth
offices; State Laboratory Institute; Mass
Hospital Scnool.
construct, improve and renovate
3uy
buildings for use by the district. Dept.
of Public Health must certify expenditures
submitted by regional board of health.
,

Provide services for the mentally ill and
mentally retarded.
Various state
hospitals, state scnools, mental nealth
center and other facilities.
Protect and improve the quality of the
environment and provide recreational
opportunities
.

A.

Office of Coastal Zone Mgmt.

Protect state's coastal zone areas.

B.

Division of Conservation Svs

Provide assistance to cities ana towns
through conservation districts and
conservation commissions to acquire land
through partial reimbursement by state
funds

C.

Dept.

of Environmental Mgmt

Office of Planning

Develop the Statewide Outdoor Recreation
Planning Program (SORPP).
Plan and manage major capital outlay
pro jec ts

.
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D.

E.

2.

Division of Forests

3.

Office of Acquisition

G.

Parks

&

Control

-

provide and manage recreational
faciflities outside the Metropolitan
District Commission (MDC) area.
Provide engineering services related to
land acquisiion and administer the
development and constuction of park
programs

Division of Water Resources

Plan and administer the state's water
resources and flood control, including the
small dam and watershed construction
program

Bureau of Solid Waste

Provide assistance to communities in the
planning and reorganization of resources
recovery facilities for the dispoal of
solid waste.

of Environmental Quality
Engineering

Dept.

1.

Division of Water Pollution
Control

Administer grant programs leading to the
planning, design and construction of
publicly owned waste water treatment
facilities as well as drinking water
treatment and filtration plants.

2.

Division of Waterways

In charge of lands related to tidal
waters; manages construction of piers and
related structures, and work related to
tidal and non-tidal rivers and streams,
great ponds, haroors, etc.

3.

Bureau of Environmental
Sanitation

Manage a construction grants program for
the planning and construction of water
supply purification facilities.

Dept. of Fisheries, Wildlife,
and Recreational Vehicles
1.

F.

&

.

Division of Fisheries

&

Game

Manage, maintain and protect the state's
fishland wildlife resources and maintain
facilities to stock fisn and game species

Metropolitan District Commission (MDC)
Recreation Division

Administer a regional park and
recreational program and maintain
parkways, boulevards, and a major commuter
roadway system all witnin the Metropolitan
Boston area.

1.

Parks

2.

Engineering

3.

Water Division

Operate and maintain the entire water
supply systems from Quabbin and other
resevoirs into the local water systems.

A.

Sewage Division

Collect and treat waste water from the
Sewage District and operate and maintain
the facilities involved.

&

4

Construction Div

Planning, engineering and construction
supervision of the major projects of the
MDC, including improvement and repair of
park and recreational facilities,
roadways, bridges, landsurveys, hydraulic
investigations, materials, testing water
and sewerage analysis, architectural
services, landscaping and dam inspection.

Dept. of Food and Agriculture
1.

Division of Agricultural Land
Use

Deveicp orograns to preserve land for
agricultural, use by purchasing development
rights and plan commercial farm orograms
and the improvement of agricultural land.

.

-

IV.
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Executive Office of
Transportation and Construction

Plan, design and maintain public
transportation services throughout the

(EOTC)

state.

A.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority (MBTA)

Operate mass transit services within 79
cities and towns.

B.

Massachusetts Port Authority
(Massport

Owner, and in charge of operation and
maintenance.
Facilities: Mystic River
Bridge; Logan International Airport; Port
of Boston; Hanscom Field Airport.

C.

Massachusetts Turnpike Auth

Maintain and operate one turnpike, one
turnpike extension and two tunnels.
Facilities:
Massachusetts Turnpike; the
Turnpike Extension; Sumner Tunnel;
Callahan Tunnel.

D.

Regional Transit Authorities

Increase public transportation
availability

)

.

E.

Massachusetts Aeronautics Comm

F.

Dept.

of Public Works

Plan the state airport system and dispense
state and federal airport development aid.
Plan, design, construct, and maintain
state highways and bridges; play a major
role in transportation planning; assist
cities and towns with the bridge and road
program; acquire, relocate and manage

(DPW)

property
V

.

Executive Office for Educational
Affairs

.

Beard of Higher Education

A.

[V. and V.A. have been replaced
by the Board of Regents for

Higher Education

Universities
1.
University of Mass.

B.

Oversees the development of higher
education programs including, review of
budgets and capital outlay plans for
individual institutions and the higher
education system as a whole.
Three universities (Univ. of Mass. with
three campuses: Amherst, Boston and
Worcester
)

2.
3.

Southeastern Mass. Univ.
Univ. of Lowell

(SMU)

C.

Division of State Colleges

Oversees ten institutions.

D.

Board of Regional Community
Colleges (BRCC)

Oversees fifteen community colleges

E.

Dept. of Education

Provide planning, financial and technical
assistance for elementary, secondary, and
adult education in the Commonwealth.

1.

Division of School Facilities

F.

Board of Trustees of the State
Library

G.

Board of Library Commissioners

VI

A.

.

Executive Office of Economic
Developmental ana Manpower
Affairs
Dept. of Labor
(DLI)

&

Industries

Administer financial aid programs to
cities and towns for school building
construction

Responsible for the State House Liorary
which serves the entire state government.
Facilities: Finegold Library

Create jobs in the private sector; improve
the state's economic climate; resolve
specific business problems; protect and
enhance the economic welfare of employees.
Insure that every place of employment is
free of occupational safety and health
hazards administer and enforce those
statutes protecting employees' economic
rights.
Enforce prevailing wage laws;
assist in the enforcement of the oidding
laws on construction contracts.
;

)

..

-

Dept.

1.

of Industrial Safety

B.

Dept.

C.

State Office of Minority
Business Assistanc-e (SOMBA)

VII

.

VIII.

2k

of Commerce & Development

Develop policy guidelines.

Coordinate and implement programs which
strengthen minority enterprises in the
Commonwealth

Executive Office of Elder
Affairs

Provides programs addressing the health and
service needs of eiders in the
Commonwealth

Executive Office of Public
Safety

Protect the puolic from injury to persons
and property by natural forces and numan
actions
.

A.

Dept.

of Public Safety

1.

Division of State Police

2.

Division of Fire Prevention

3.

Division of Inspection

B.

Registry of Motor Vehicles

C.

Military Division
Armory Commission

1.

Supervise and control the construction of
all armories or air installations taken,
purchased, or erected by the Commonwealtn.

Executive Office of Consumer Af fairs

IX.
A.

Division of Registration

Regulate, license, handle complaints ana
hold disciplinary hearings, with regard to
a range of trades and professions,
including those in architecture,
engineering and land survey.

Executive Office of Energy
Resources

Establish an energy audit program, an
energy conservation improvement program
and energy programs to provide alternative
energy sources for buildings and
facilities.

A.

Office of the Secretary

B.

Department of Energy Resources

C.

Energy Facilities Siting Council

Located in Executive Office out not
Oversees the
subject to its control
planning, development and siting of major
electric, gas and oil facilities in the
Commonwealth.
;

XI

.

Executive Office of Communities
ana Development

(EOCD

Primary responsibility for achieving the
objective of providing adequate housing
for low income households and eider
citizens, through its programs for new
housing construction, rent suPsidies, and
urban neighborhood renewal.

A.

Department of Community Affairs

Responsiole for the state housing
assistance for low and moderate-income
families, elderly, and handicapped.

B.

State Building Code Commission

Responsible for standardization and
enforcement of building codes throughout
the Commonwealth.

1.

Bureau of Housing Development

Supervises the planning, design and
construction of pudlic housing authorities
undertaker cy lGcai housing authorities.

2.

Bureau of Housing Modernization

Administers state and federal funds for
major maintenance and modernization
projects to upgrade existing state-aiaed
public ncusing.

-

The Commission found the

investigation.
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following agencies to be important to its

Those agencies, although created outside of the formal state

agency structure, generally have some connection with that structure usually
through approval, regulation or participation by state officials in one of those
public agencies.

Gov't. Land Bank

Assist in the development of property surplus to
state government and more generally, redevelop
decadent, substandard or blighted open areas in
the Commonwealth.
Operates independently within
its statutory framework.

Conservation Commission

Promotes and develops natural resources and
protects watershed resources.
Office of
Environmental Affairs must approve projects and
reimburses 50 percent of its cost.

Industrial Development
Financing Operations

Promotes, constructs and expends new or existing
industrial development projects in critical
economic areas so as to combat unemployment.

Massachusetts Housing
Finance Agency (MFHA)

Finances the building or renovation of low and
Also finances
moderate rental housing.
construction and permanent loans.
Located in
but not subject to Dept. of Community Affairs.

Massachusetts Home Mortgage
Finance Agency

Assists uroan neighborhoods to prevent
deterioration of their housing stock by
providing for reduced interest rate mortgages
for low and moderate income households to
purchase, rehabilitate, ana maintain one to four
unit structures.

Urban Redevelopment Corp.

May be created to develop a single project out
of concern for a blighted open, decadent or
sub-standard area.
Dept. of Community Affairs
sets standards for project plans and estaolisnes
rules and regulations.

Massachusetts
Parking Authority

Established to design, construct and operate a
garage under Boston Common for tne parKing and
Located within,
servicing of motor vehicles.
but not subject to the regulations of the Dept.
of Public works'.

Massachusetts
Health & Educational
Facilities Authority

Makes loans or grants to offer mortgages to
institutions for higher education and hospitals
in the acquisition, construction and financing
Financially and operationally
of projects.
independent of the state government.

Government Center Commission was authorized to construct Health, welfare and
Education Building, one state office building, a
Division of Employment Security Building and
numerous other facilities over tne fifteen year
Was almost entirely
period of 1960 - 1975.
independent from any branch or government
agency, and located though not subject to the
regularities of the Dept. of Public works.
Woods Hole, Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket
Steamship Authority

Provides transportation to the islands of
Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard which includes
among its responsibilities the purchase,
construction and maintenance of necessary
Authority members
vessels, Pocks, ana wharves.
re appointed by three county commissioners of
the three respective counties.

Massachusetts Wholesale
Electric Co.

Acquires electric power and energy ana sells it
to cities ana towns and to other public and

-
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private utilities within and outside of the
Commonwealth.
South Shore Incinerator
Authority

Authorized to acquire land within the towns of
Hingham, Hull and Weymouth to construct, operate
and maintain disposal facilties.
The Commission
has found no evidence that it was ever in
existence
.

Eminent Domain Fund

A

Regional Planning Districts
and Commissions

Commissions are mandated to study tne resources,
problems, possibilities and needs of their
districts including recommendations for
physical, social, governmental or economic
improvement of the district.

Advisory Council for the
Planning, Construction,
Operation, or Utilization
of Community Health Centers

Advise en the need for community health centers
and certain other nealth care facilities.

Advisory Council for the
Planning, Construction,
Operation or Utilization of
Facilities for the Mentally
Retarded

Survey the need for facilities for the mentally
retarded and community health centers; develop
programs for construction of such facilities.

Health Facilities Appeal
Board

Hears appeals from the Dept. of Public Health's
determination of need

Health

4

fund containing monies intended for persons
entitled to damages awarded under eminent domain
procedures, who are under a legal disability
which prevents then from receiving payment.

Welfare Commission
and
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ORGANIZATION OF PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
facilities which are required to house the State's many programs

The physical

have been planned and managed in
to distinguish several basic

a

Nonetheless,

myriad of ways.

is possible

it

schemes of planning and management used by public
The most common approach and the one most directly

agencies of the Commonwealth.

related to the Commission's work has been used by "state agencies" (basically
line agencies) which are nominally under the control of the Secretariats in which

These agencies conduct two sets of activities distinguished by

they are located.

different sets of statutorily specified procedures:
works projects.

is

It

building projects and public

the former set of activities, buildings, which has been at

the core of the Commission's inquiry.

Agencv Structure
A

brief description of the structure of

a

The agency placed the function of

useful background for this discussion.

facilities management in the hands of

typical state agency provides

a

a

Chief Engineer, whose office was in the
The Ch±ef Engineer answered to an

administrative services section of the agency.

Assistant Department head for administration, who in turn answered to the
This line of authority was distinct

Department head.

from lines of program

authority, which flowed separately from the Department head through sources other
than the administrative services section.

certain cases,

In

management or engineering may have been within

a

fiscal section, which was in

For example,

turn located in the administrative section.

facilities

in the case of the

Department of Corrections, prior to 1979 facilities management had Deen within
program development and planning section separate from administration.

a

But

during the time of the Commission's inquiry the situation changed, with

facilities shifting from the planning to the administrative section.
Going up the line, the agency head (for example, Commissioner of

a

Department) was responsible to an Executive Office Cabinet Secretary who,
turn, headed

structure that included administrative,

a

in

fiscal, and program

planning functions.
Going down the line to individual facilities within large departments, eacn
was headed by

programs.

Director, answerable to an Associate Department head for

a

The Facilities Director may,

Administrators and

a

in

turn,

have had one or more Program

separate administrative services section,

including

a

Engineer or Plant Manager, thus replicating the department level structure.

Chief
Some

Engineers have had design capabilities, while others were managers.
There were, of course,

individual variations by agency.

the recent reorganization in higher education,

educational
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group of schools such as the

Massachusetts Board of Community Colleges.

addition,

In

in those

situations the

Board of Higher Education played an intermediate review role prior to, or

parallel with, the Secretary for Educational Affairs.
Normal Capital Outlay Process
is within

It

this basic framework that the need for

and typically did arise.
to meet

follow.

a

project was supposed to

The further inquiry into, definition of, and decision

that need was governed by the processes described in tne sections that
In brief,

this meant review by the appropriate Secretariat, analysis Py

the Bureau of Building Construction

(BBC),

review by the Budget Bureau in iignt

of whatever priorities had been set for them,

a

recommendation by the Secretary

for Administration and Finance to the Governor and then submission by the

Governor to the legislature as the capital outlay portion of the budget for the
upcoming fiscal year.
The normal procedure
by the

(prescribed by statute) for projects which were approved

legislature and signed into law was that they were placed within the

control and supervision of the BBC which shepherded projects through the design
and construction stages.

The first step in this process was the selection of

project designer or other consultant whose joo it was to design or make
The responsibility

preliminary study for the project.

a

a

again

for such selection,

prescribed by statute, was placed with the Designer Selection Board (DSB).

Tne

generally with the advice but not necessarily with the consent of the

BBC,

so-called using agency, then proceeded to work with the designer, administer the

competitive bidding statutes for selection of the construction contractors and
oversee that stage of the work.

Upon completion of the project it was turned

over to the using agency.
The phrase "normal procedure" is used because the statutes permitted tne

procedure to be avoided or circumvented under certain circumstances.
A

second group of projects, namely, certain public works projects sought by

state agencies, were governed by procedures which only during their earlier

phases bore any resemblance to those for state agency building projects.

Tnese

projects tvpically arose out of the functions performed by the Executive Office
of Environmental Affairs and the Executive Office of Transportation and

Construction.

In

comparison with state building projects where the funds were

almost always state funds, there has
funds.

There also tended to be

a

o

'ten been

a

strong admixture of federal

more highly elaborated agency planning

procedure closely linked with federal standards or requirements and often
intimate involvement of tne Secretariat in the formulation of plans.

a

more

Moreover,

such projects tended to be administered by specialized agency units performing

-
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functions roughly analogous to those of BBC.

somewhat unusual procedure, only vaguely defined by statute, was provided

A

for by

Item 2120-9801 of Chapter 798 of the Acts of 1979 (the 1980 Fiscal Year

capital outlay bill).

It

made available $23.

5

million to the Department of

Environmental Management (DEM) for:

acquisition and development of Urban Heritage State Parks in the
cities of North Adams, Gardner, Holyoke, Lawrence, Lynn,
Springfield and the Dorchester and Allston-Brighton districts of
the city of Boston, including the costs of furnishings and
equipment, and including equipment of historical significance.
Presumably, many of the projects would involve building alteration,

rehabilitation, etc.

However, the provision explicitly excluded those projects

from the jurisdiction of BBC (otherwise applicable by c.

7

s.

Thus,

40).

the

projects would be under the control and supervision of the DEM.
Chapter 512 of the Acts of 1980 amended that provision to permit the DEM to
enter into agreements with the above-mentioned municipalities or the

redevelopment authorities in those municipalities (in the case of Lynn, the
Economic Development and Industrial Corporation) "for the purpose of acquisition,

development and associated costs in connection with establishment "1
prrks.

of the

The transfer of funds to the municipality was apparently left to the

discretion of DEM.

Transfers to

a

redevelopment authority or economic

develoDment and industrial corporation were subject to "an agreement
among ...[ the

]

department, the municipality and such public entity in the

municipality, which has been approved by the secretary of communities and

development "2
.

There was no further specification in the statutes of the

nature of the parks or the agreement into which the DEM might enter.
The principal similarities in the process for building and public works

Drojects occured during the planning stage.

The requests were subject to the

same statutory procedure for agency requests for capital outlay items and were

presented by the Governor in his budget of such items to the legislature.

(BBC

played no role and the Budget Bureau played little role in those stages of the

process.)

Once the bill was submitted,

transportation projects

few related to the Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission

-

-

except for

a

were split off and

considered by the legislature and simply do not appear in the principal or main
capital outlay bill.
bill.

Rather,

they appeared as part of

a

separation authorization

These public works projects were not subject to the DS3 procedure.

Instead, the designer selection procedures were largely left to the agencies.
The contractor selection procedures were also regulated by different and somewhat

less restrictive statutes and there was no connection between the project

management procedures used by agencies and those of BBC.
The projects described above exhaust those classes of building and public

.

•

-
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works projects which proceeded through the "normal capital outlay process".

Projects which originate outside the normal capital outlay process included

housing overseen by the Department of Community Affairs (DCA) and carried out Dy
local housing authorities; projects conducted by the Massachusetts Housing

Finance Agency (MHFA) and certain projects administered by the Division of School

Facilities

&

Related Services.

Department of Community Affairs
Bonding authorization requests were filed as Pills by the Department opf

Community Affairs (DCA) or by individual legislators and were enacted as

amendments to the enabling statute.

DCA's own housing agenda was said to be

based on its Housing Needs Study, derived from the 1970 census and updated in
This Studv described community housing needs in terms of program type and

1979.

amount.

There apparently was no coordination of planning with the agencies

responsible for subsidizing housing development in Massachusetts, the

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency (MHFA) wnich was located in, but not subject
to,

DCA and the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
The DCA bonding authorization did not specify prototype costs or project

location.

The DCA had established procedures for locating piojects which were

based on regional needs and competition among local housing authorities anG wnich
were meant to reward community commitment and good management of previous

projects; to consider building reuse by authorities; and to distribute projects
widely.
After the project was approved, DCA signed

a

two-phase contract for financial

assistance with the chosen local housing authority.
a

The first phase consisted of

grant to carry planning through the preliminary design stage.

In

this stage,

under mandated DCA procedures, the local authorities were expected to publicize
the need for designers of the project in

a

local newspaper as

news item.

a

Architects' brochures were reviewed and previous clients were contacteo before
the authority created

a

The selection

short list of designers to be interviewed.

was made by ballot with the support of at least three authority memoers.

The

names and backup information of all interviewed firms were then sent to DCA for

approval
The local housing authority was given considerable latitude in site

selection.
on

The authority and the architect

four to six sites,

neighborhood support.

filled out site feasibility reports

taking into account possible cost, existing utilities, ana
Sites were approved by DCA.

The architect

solicited

proposals for soil testing services *hich were also approved by DCA.
Once schematics were prepared by the designer and

a

satisfactory tot3l

project cost was determined, the execution of tne seco^c phase

c

e

the project was

.

-

The architect's fee for this second phase was determined

then approved.

according to

a

-
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schedule approved by DCA and embodied in the contract with the

local housing authority.
The local housing authorities were subject to the provisions of the state

bidding law (c. 149, sections 44A through AAL), as are virtually all public

building projects.

The local housing authority approved,

The architect supervised construction through

sub-contractors and contractors.
his clerk of the works,

and DCA commented on

who was also approved by DCA.

inspectors, who visited sites once

a

Tnrough its field

DCA approved cnange orders and

week,

payment, and checked "compliance with the construction contract," but had no
The local authority chairperson or the

formal relationship with the contractor.

authority's delegate signed all contract documents.

When finished, tne project

was maintained by the local authority.

MFHA

characterized by the agency itself, the Massachusetts Housing Finance

As

Agency (MHFA) "functions like
This included

a

a

bank under

a

well defined, public charter".

3

statutorily defined (but very large) overall debt limit and

Amendments to the

certain generally defined criteria for projects it finances.

debt limit or other criteria were not considered within the framework of the

normal capital outlay process, nor for that matter in the bills concerned with
Except for these criteria, the matter of planning and managing projects to

DCA.

completion was left to MHFA.

Allocation of monies and basic criteria for lending

were matters decided by MHFA (except when the criteria and requirements of HUD

pertain to federal financing.)
MFHA decided both which projects and which development teams to take.

developer took out

a

construction loan and

a

permanent loan, and

a

Tne

mortgage.

developer was owner of the project and was not permitted to resell it for

The

a

number of years.
A

preliminary submission by

developer included site information,

a

information on the development team (including resumes describing the experience
and competence of all members,

consultants),

a

including the arcnitect, contractor and all

financial statement and

a

market survey, and

a

development

concept
If

the preliminary submission was approved,

solicit an Application for Mortgage Financing.

the Executive Director could then
The application included economic

information about the project including estimated income, operating and fixed
expenses and development costs.
the feasibility of project rents,

A

market needs study was conducted to determine
the need for housing in the area and suDsidy

-

requirements.

Also examined was the experience, credit history and financial

capacity of the development team.
by design,

-
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In

addition there were comprehensive reviews

technical, management and equal opportunity departments coordinated by

the Mortgage Department.

Before construction started,

a

detailed construction schedule with

anticipated completed date had to be submitted to the design and technical
department.

An MHFA

field representative was assigned to each development to

monitor construction and review progress payments.

supervised construction.

The development arcnitect

No changes could be made

without written MHFA approval.

in plans or

specifications

The design and technical department approved all

developments for completion and all units for occupancy.

Certification of all

costs was required.

Division of School facilities
A

&

Related Services

six-month post-occupancy review to identify outstanding problems on each

development was performed (by the developer, architect, management agent, MHFA
Finally, MHFA haa the

management analyst and MHFA field representative.

resoons ibil ity to supervise each development it financed during the life of the

mortgage loan in order to maintain fiscal and management quality.
The procedure for funding certain capital

facilities

administered by the Division of School Facilities

&

-

namely those

Related Services

-

was

carried out through the operating budget portions of the Governor's main oudget
bill

(H -

1).

As

it

reached the legislature the request for these funds had

taken the form of three different appropriations:

those for the first annual

payment on projects to be financed; those for suosequent payments on projects for
which the first annual payment had already been made; and certain other grants
effect,

and reimbursements,

include those for planning or surveying costs.

the second category

(subsequent payments) was an authorization for future

In

appropriations which would amount to many times the one for first annual payments
and, broadly speaking,

was analogous to

The Division of School Facilities

&

a

capital outlay commitment.

Related Services arrived at

its authorization request by prioritizing all

a

figure for

requests that had come into its

office, estimating which approvable projects were likely to receive necessary
local

funding, and estimating the amount of first annual payments.

Apparently,

the Executive Office of Educational Affairs did not get involved with the

determination of those figures; they were

a

matter between the Board of Education

and the Legislature.
The approDriation requests were determined by calculating the estimated

annual payments due on all projects committed in the past.
the Division,

They were prepared oy

and might be revised by the Commissioner cf Education and/or the

-

-
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Apparently the Office of

Board of Education before submission to the Governor.

the Secretary of Education Affairs did go over these figures with A&F Dased on

judgements as to the estimated progress of the projects already approved.
when,

The process of actually determining which projects would be financed,

and to what extent was

a

Projects were

matter for decision by the Division.

always initiated by the local community with the Division being involved only
when that community requested financial assistance.

was the local

It

government's responsibility to select sites, draw up plans, hire any architects
and consultants as might be needed beyond its own in-house staff (if any),
out bids,

put

sign contracts, oversee construction, meet the Division requirements,

accept the completed project, and provide up-front funding prior to reimbursement
The role of the Division was to guide the community in meeting

by the Division.

state standards and to certify that those standards are met before recommending
state financial assistance to the Board of Education.
Thus,

after the community had presented

needs there was

a

a

long-range plan of school system

conference at which the community presented

for the Droject and

a

a

documented neea

cost-benefit analysis comparing alternatives of new

construction, renovation, and acquisition of other existing buildings.

Zvery

three months, the Division was supposed to prioritize projects in light of

expected local funding approval and the priorities
soelled out in recent amendments to the law.

projects which were

.for

The Division viewed proposed sites,

assisted in the development of educational specifications, and ultimately
reviewed preliminary plans prepared by the architect for the locality for

compliance with educational specifications.
After the project had met all Division approvals for site (for safety, size,
cost, conformity with statutory requirements), educational specifications,

preliminary plans and final working drawings, the locality had to vote funds for
the entire project.

Only then did the Division submit the project to the Boara

of Education for its approval of partial reimoursement

put out to bid and

estimate cost form.
started,

in the

a

After the project was

.

contract was awarded, the community had to submit
State reimbursement began

a

a

final

year after construction actually

form of equal annual payments for the length of the bond.

During construction, the Division staff might visit the construction site to

determine that the project was being built as approved, and it had to review the
facility in operation and conduct

a

final audit of actual costs after the project

had been completed and accepted by the school committee.
The three county agricultural schools

(in Bristol,

Essex and Norfolk

counties) used this same procedure, but in school construction matters the BBC
served the role of the building committee to plan and oversee construction and

.

-
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orovided the Division with necessary plans,

certifications

figures, justifications and

.

Decisions by the Division might be appealed to the Commissioner of
Education
and then to the Board of Education.

Higher Education Building Authorities
All the Building Authorities were governed by members who had been appointed
by the governor,

and included members of the boards of trustees of the associated

institut ion(s)

Planning department staff at the institution made recommendations to the
board of trustees (perhaps through one of its subcommittees) based on their

estimate of future needs.

This might be preceded by some degree of informal

exchange between college staff, the Board of Trustees and the Building
Authority.

The proposal at this stage was typically

general statement of the

a

needs for the facility.
The next stage involved

a

feasibility study which may be done in-house (as in
After the totai project cost was

the case of the University of Massachusetts).

determined, the Authoritv executed

a

Contract for Financial Assistance (CFA) with
The CFA described the terms of

(on behalf of the Commonwealth).

the Trustees

project develODment, how plans would be executed, and
might include

Authority.

a

a

maximum project cost.

It

guarantee by the Commonwealth of bonds ana notes of the Building.

The Authority issued temporary notes

construction, and at

a

for the

financing of

suitable date soon after occuoancy refunded these notes

with long-term (20-30 year) bonds.

Designer selection was carried out by

a

committee appointed by the Building

The program for the building project was developed in consultation

Authority.

with the Trustees and the Building Authority.

Authority,

a

Committee of the Trustees (e.g.,

Design plans were reviewed Dy the
a

Committee on Facilities) and

Physical Plant or Buildings and Grounds personnel.

The character of the

Authority review varied widely, the State College Authority having

a

fair amount

of staff expertise and the University of Massachusetts Building Authority

relying heavily on the staff and resources of the University itself.

documents were approved by

a

(UMBA)

Final

formal vote of both the Authority and the Trustees.

Bidding was carried out pursuant to the same statutes wnich applied to BBC
projects.

Project supervision included meetings of the Authority staff,
of the user,

representatives

perspnnel from engineering services of the associated institution

and the contracting parties.

Again the involvement oy the Authority varied

widely according to the in-house technical staff ^none in the case of umba to
few for the State College Authority);

the burcen,

if any,

was :ren shifted to

a

.

-
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staff of the associated institution.
After completion of the building, the university or college assumed occupancy
and the institution and the Authority signed

a

Management and Services Agreement,

whereby the institution operated and maintained the facility for the Authority.

Revenues (fee, rents) were applied to debt service, operational
costs, and overhead.

maintenance

The building belonged to the Authority until such time as

the bonds were paid off;

Commonwealth

&

thereupon the building became the property of the

36
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CAPITAL PLANNING AND BUDGET

INTRODUCTION
The work of the Commission and this Report deal with the process of puolic

construction and the ways in which that process has been mismanaged.
of mismanagement

converse: appropriate management.

a

"Systems" chapter what is implied is

of this
is

implies

mandated by law and which,

the system,

if adhered to,

rather than "maladministration".

a

The concept

Within tne context

system of puDlic procurement that

would constitute "administration" of
In

order to understand the ways in

which the system has failed it is therefore necessary first to descrioe tne

procedures whereby the system is supoosed to work--the formal system, as embodied
in

laws,

rules and regulations and administrative procedures.

This will be tne

goal of the opening parts of the sections that follow, each of which describes

stage of the public construction Drocess.
formal system (wnen it exists) will be

a

a

Following the description of the

description of the actual results of

system operation, the problems revealed by the Commission's work, and suggestions
for

remedying those problems.
The discussion of the formal system refers to the period of the Commission's

work.

In

many cases the system has already been changed,

the Commission's efforts.

In

have yet to be implemented.

large part through

some instances the changes have been enacted
In

a

bur.

number of instances the formal system described

here is still the legally operative one.
in

in

No distinction will be made among tnese

describing the formal system that applied to the period of the Commission's

work; the entire system is discussed in the past tense.
THE FORMAL SYSTEM OF CAPITAL OUTLAY

Aqency Reouests
The first step in the formal capital outlay process,

(General Laws) c.

29,

s.

7

according to G.L.

was for "[e]ach agency of the commonwealth desiring

a

project" to "prepare and submit to the Commissioner of Administration, at sucn
time and in such

form as he nay require,

For purposes of this process,

a

its request

for tne project."

"project" was defined by G.L.

c.

7

s.

20 as

any one "subject to the control and supervision of [the airectcr of the bureau of

building construction]...." includino

-
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(a)
any project undertaken by the commonwealth or by any county, financed in
whole or in part by appropriation, bond issue, or federal funds, the
estimated cost of wnich shall exceed [$10,000]... undertaken for the
demolition of or construction of any building and appurtenant structures,
facilities and utilities, including original equipment and furnishings
thereof; and
(b)
any project the estimated cost of which in the case of the commonwealth,
shall exceed C$10,000]..., and in the case of a county, shall exceed
[$50,000]...., for the alteration, repair or addition to any existing
building and appurtenant structure, facility and utility; provided such
alteration, repair, or addition requires alteration of the structural or
mechanical design of the building, structure or utility

Not

included in this process were:
(a)
projects involving the ordinary repair or maintenance of such buildings,
structures or utilities not requiring structural or mechanical alterations;
(b)
any project undertaken by or on behalf of any city or town or other
local authority, or

(c)
aDpurtenant buildings or structures which are required to be constructed
as integral parts of the development or improvement of sewer, water and

highway systems.
In

practice, the Budget Bureau prepared

a

Procedures Manual "For Preparation

of Department or Agency Capital Outlay Request and Secretarial Recommendations"
for any particular

fiscal year.

Typically, the manual was distriouted to

agencies in July of the fiscal year preceding the one for which capital

authorizations were sought and contained the proposed schedule for considering
the requests,

them.
c.

capital outlay instruction forms and instructions for completing

The Procedures Manual made provision for the statutory requirement of G.L.

29 s.

7

that the requests be

itemized and classified to indicate those which are most urgent, those wnicn
are essential but may be delayed and those which are dependent on the future
long-range development plans of the agency
and that each request

include a statement of the estimated annual operating and maintenance cost of
the facilities to be constructed, shall indicate whether the project is to
repair, enlarge or improve an existing properly identified structure or
whether it is to replace an existing structure or to provide entirely new and

additional facilities.

Administration and Finance (A&F)
Upon receipt of the agency's request the Commissioner of A&F was,
to that

same section,

according

required to

assign the examination of the project to the director of building
construction for the preparation of recommendations on the technical
feasibility of the project, the type and design of construction and
preliminary cost estimates (and to)

designate the budget bureau or other appropriate agency ... with: n the
executive office for administration and finance to study the requested
project to determine its financial impact on the budget and its effect on the
policy and program of development of the Commonwealth's services.
Agency capital outlay requests were due to A&F in early September although
they might in fact straggle in weeks or even months later.
to

the Budget Bureau,

They were forwarded

the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC), and the

-

approoriate Secretariats.
c.

29 s.

4
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This review by the Secretariats was mandated by G.L.

which required that before submission to the 9udget Bureau,

recommendations or petitions by officers and heads of departments "for the
expenditure of money by the commonwealth from any source of revenue, including

expenditures to be met by assessments or the issue or notes or bonds" (for any
purpose other than ordinary maintenance of the agency) be "first submitted to the
secretary of such executive office on or before

a

date set by him" (and that each

secretary) "review the same and make such additions thereto, deletions therefrom
and modifications therein as he deems appropriate"

.

1

Prior to the actual submission of recommendations by each Secretary,

generally in mid to late October, public hearings on capital budget items were
The statutory requirement which apparently pertained here was that of G.L.

held.
c.

29 s.

A

which provided that before

"shall conduct public hearings,

a

Secretary made his recommendations, he

for which he shall give five days'

puolic notice

prior thereto, on all items for which he shall submit to the governor

a

recommendation for an appropriation of one million dollars or more."
Bureau of Building Construction Review

Review by the Bureau of Building Construction was carried out by the Long
Range Planning Section at roughly the same time as that of the Secretariat, with
the Bureau often awaiting the Secretary's recommendations before making its own.

According to one BBC report ("8BC Report on the BBC Enabling Act, dated May 22,
1978

)

,

the responsibility of the long-range planning division included

(a) reviewing and evaluating all requests, (b) making site inspections, (c)
comDiling information on any existing studies or plans, (d) preparing cost
estimates oased on the above and/or upon costs of similar construction
projects, and (e) forwarding their findings with estimated costs oack to A&F
for further review and refinement.

During late October and early November, according to the Manual,

the

proposals and recommendations were reviewed by A&F with the Budget Bureau, and
the BBC (and during the Dukakis administration,

the Office of State Planning).

At

this stage the SBC might also formulate certain requests pursuant to G.L. c.

s.

46,

7

namely,

the director

.. .may develop projects of his own whenever in his judgment the
maintenance of state-owned property requires such improvements to prevent
deterioration of costly future repairs ... [to the extent of] such sums as
may be appropriate or otherwise made available thereto".

In

addition, G.L. c. 29

s.

9,

to

"meet the expenses incurred" under that section

in any case where the general court fails to make an appropriation to carry
out the construction, alteration, repair or development asked for, reasonaDle
amounts in compensation for such preliminary stuoies, specifications and
estimates not exceeding one percent of the estimated construction cost of the
work may be expended; provided t K e genera.', court makes an approcri3t icn

tnerefor

.
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There were,
for funds

in

fact,

-

numerous instances of requests being made and approved

for repair projects,

preliminary studies, and other kinds of projects

which were in the lump-sum rather than project-specific requests.

whether any

such request and approval had had it's genesis or rationale in the specific

provisions quoted above was not clear.
Governor

's

Recommendation

The remainder of October and the month of November were generally reserved
for review by A&F of the capital outlay request,

appeal by and negotiation with

the Secretariats (and others) and final decision by the Governor.
G.L.

c.

29 s.

6,

Pursuant to

the budget director was supposed to "study and review all

estimates and request and other authorizations for expenditures of state funds"
which were to be submitted to him pursuant to the statutes discussed above so as
to enable him to

"prepare

a

budget for the governor, setting forth such

recommendations as the governor shall determine upon."

This budget was to be "classified and designated so as to show separately

estimates and recommendations for", among other things
(c) new construction, additions, improvements and other capital outlays; (d)
interest on the public debt and sinking fund and serial bond requirements;...
and shall include in detail recommendations of the governor relative to the
amounts which should be appropriated therefor.

The precise content required of the presentation of capital outlay related

items was further detailed

in G.L.

c.

29 s.

7A,

as follows:

All estimates, requests and recommendations for the expenditure of state
funds, by which such expenditures shall be defrayed by borrowing or by the
issuance of notes, bonds or other obligations, for new construction,
additions, imorovements and other capital outlay programs and projects shall
be submitted by the governor to the general court and shall be itemized and
classified to indicate those requests which are most urgent, those wnich are
essential but may be delayed and those which are future, long-range
development olans of a state agency; shall show separately: - (a) the request
of the agency desiring such program or project, (b) the recommendation, if
any of the secretary of the executive office within such agency shall be and,
(c) the recommendation of the governor; and shall include a statement of the
estimated annual operating and maintenance cost of the facilities to be
constructed, shall indicate whether the project is to repair, enlarge or
improve an existing, properly identified structure or to provide entirely new
and additional facilities.
The governor shall transmit therewith a statement
showing the total indebtedness proposed to be incurred under each capital
outlay program or project and the fund to be charged therefor, and a
statement relative to the condition of the state debt.

Submission to Legislature
This budget was, according to G.L. c.

29 s.

6,

to be submitted by the

governor to the general court "annually within three weeks after the general
court convenes in regular session."

Strictly speaking, the s-tatutory requirement was not in conformity with the

constitutional requirement of Section
governor

2

of Article CVII which provided that the

"
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recommend to the general court a
all proposed expenditures of the
those already authorized by law,
means by which such expenditures

-

budget which shall contain a statement of
commonwealth for the fiscal year, including
and of all taxes, revenues, loans and other
shall be defrayed.

The budget was to be arranged "in such form as the general court may by law

prescribe, or,
In

the case of

date was,

in default
a

thereof, as the governor shall determine."

governor who had not served in the previous year, the submission

in some cases:

"within eight weeks after the convening of the general

court" and in other cases "within three weeks after the convening of the general
court

.

The distinctive character of the capital outlay budget was also manifested in

the reguirements of Section

3

of Article CVII of the Constitution, namely that

"[a]il apporpriations based on the budget to be paid from taxes or revenues shall
be

incorporated in

a

single bill which shall be called the general appropriation

bill."
No other appropriation bill might be enacted

before final action on the general appropiration bill
recommendation of the governor.
This was reflected in what happened to

t.ie

...

.except on

budget, which incorporated capital

outlay and non-capital outlay items, when it was submitted to the legislature.
House Ways

A

Means Report

The entire bill went to the House Ways and Means Committee

for its

consideration but practically speaking the only portion which was seriously
considered first was the general appropriation bill portion, reflecting the

constitutional reguirements noted above.

The specific directions on tnat bill

were embodied in House of Reoresentatives Rule 27 which reguired that the House
Ways and Means Committee "report the general appropriation bill not later than
the second Wednesday of May."

There was no similar provision with regard to when

any capital outlay bill was to be reported out.
The only provision concerning timing of consideration of capital outlay bills

was House Rule 28 which excepted both capital outlay bills and appropriation

bills from the regular procedure concerning timing of consideration of, voting
on,

and the reguired vote for motions directing the House Ways and Means

Committee to report on matters to the House or motions discharging it from
further consideration of such matters.
The Rules did not regulate how the Committee actually was to consider the

bill.

However, there was

a

statutory reguirement that the committee on ways and

means of each chamber or the joint committee

"conduct Dublic hearings ... .on all reouest and recommencat ions for capital
outlay programs and projects which the governor SuDmits to the general court;

.

.

-
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provided, however, that.... in the case of requests and recommendations for
capital outlay programs and projects said committee shall give five days
public notice prior to holding such public hearings." 2*[N0TE: sections 33,
34, and 35 of that same chapter regulate the timing, means and substance of
the notice required.]
There were, however, rules which regulated the format of how the House was to

present the bill.

Rules 22 and 23 provided for certain means to identify bills

or resolves providing

the Commonwealth.
out,

loaning or pledging the credit of

for borrowing or giving,

According to Rule 20, when the capital outlay was reported

had to be printed in form "at least seven calendar days prior to

it

consideration

... by

the House."

When the bill was reported out, the Committee was required by House Rule 21
to make available to members

report which includes an explanation of any increase or decrease of five
percent or more which results in an increase or decrease of one million
dollars or more for any item which the governor had made a recommendation,
and an explanation for the deletion of an item recommended by the Governor,
and for the addition of an item for which the Governor has made no
recommendat ion

a

Senate Consideration
After the House considered and voted upon the bill it was sent to the Senate
Ways and Means Committee.

required

a

The Senate,

however, according to its Rule 27B,

much more elaborate presentation of

"

C

a

]

1 1

bills providing for capital

outlay programs and projects" reported by Senate Ways and Means, namely, that
they be "itemized and classified to indicate those requests which are most

urgent, those which are essential and may be delayed and tnose wnich represent
future,

long-range development plans" and stated:

(a) the request of the agency desiring such program or project; (b) tne
recommendation, if any, of the secretary of the excutive office within wnich
such agency shall be; (c) the recommendation, if any, of the Governor, and
(d) the recommendation of the House Committee and the Senate Committee on
Ways and Means.
In

addition the report had to include

"a

statement of the estimated annual

operating and maintenace cost of the facilities to be constructed" and an
indication as to "whether the project is to repair, enlarge or improve an
existing, properly defined structure or to provide additional or hitherto

unprovided facilities", as well as

a

statement showing "the total indebtedness

proposed to be incurred under each capital outlay program or project and the fund
to be charged

therefore" (and) "a statement relative to the condition of the

state debt."
This language very closely tracked the language in G.L.

c.

29 s.

7A defining

the content of the governor's submission of the capital outlay portion of his

budget

-
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Conference Report
The Senate version of the bill was reported out
and voted upon by the

Senate.

If there were

bill was submitted to

differences between the Senate and House version, then the
committee of conference to the extent and only to the

a

extent that there were differences.

At

this point Joint Rule 11A required that

"the clerk of the branch requesting said committee" shall cause to be printed and

make available to the members of the General Court"

a

list of the matters of

disagreement identified by item number and item purpose and showing the amount

•

appropriated therefor by each branch of the General Court, and any other matters
in

disagreement and the position of the said branches with respect thereto."
The Rule regulated the timing of the report,

namely that it could not be

"considered or acted upon by either branch" until copies of it "shall have been
in print and available

exceDt that

a

to the public and to the members of the General

Court,

report from such committee or conference that is unable to agree

may be considered and acted upon the same day that such report is filed."
The content of the Report was also regulated by the rule to the effect that
it

was to consist of

matters of difference so referred and so identified, showing the amounts
appropriated therefore by each of the said branches and other matters in
disagreement and the position of each branch with respect thereto, and shall
state said committee's recommendations with respect to the matters so
referred.
Matters on which there exist no disagreement between tne branches
shall not be disturbed by the committee.

Governor's Action
Assuming there was agreement in the conference committee, it was then put to
a

vote of the House and Senate and then submitted to the Governor.

The Governor

might veto the bill in whole or in part; this might involve the total elimination
of an item or

subject to

a

a

reduction in the amount authorized for it.

Such vetoes were

two-thirds override by both houses of the legislature.

COUNTY BUDGETARY PROCESS
Agency Requests
Annually, on or before December 15, county agency directors submitted their

budget estimates to the county commissioners.

These estimates included

personnel, supplies and equipment and principal and interest due on bonds for

capital facilities.

From these estimates, the county commissioners compiled tne

county budget request, including receipts, expenditures, and repair and

construction of county buildings.
Submission to State
By January- 31,

the estimates were recorded by tbe county clerk and submitted

to the State Department

of Revenue's Director of Accounts.

classification, the Director of Accounts, by March

1,

After analysis and

sucmited the budget request

-

as

A3

-

single appropriation bill indicating the separate amounts to be allowed each

a

county.

The bill was heard by the Joint Committee on Counties.

These county

budget bills were reported to the House of Representatives by the Joint Committee
on Counties and were processed and enacted according to the usual procedures

bills before the General Court.

for

Since county appropriations are based upon their

tax revenues3 they are not subject to the governors powers of reduction or

vetos

.

After the budgets were passed, detailed schedules of the sums appropriated

were filed with the Director of Accounts who filed
with the county treasurer and commissioners.

certification of the amounts

a

No liabilities or expenditures

could exceed the certified amount.
Project Approval
Prior to any contract for the erection, addition,

repair or construction of

county building, the county commissioners had to reguest and receive

authorization from the General Court.
project bill with the general court.

A

The county commissioners filed

a

These bills consisted, in general, of

a

description of the project, authorization for the type of work, i.e. plans and
soecif ications

,

construction, land acguisitlon or

amouint that the project was not to exceed.

In

a

combination thereof, and an

the same project bill,

the

commissioners could request authorization to borrow the necessary funds.
The bills were reviewed by the Joint Committee on Counties.

After

consideration of the bill, the committee reported the bill to the General Court.
Only upon passage of the bill by the General Court and approval of the Governor
was the county authorized to take further action upon the project.

course of

a

During the

project, more than one project bill could be passed by the

legislature, each authorizing different phases as the work progresses.

a
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Results of Capital Planning

The systemic weaknesses which characterize the capital planning process have

resulted in the loss of millions of tax dollars and delay or failure to meet the
needs of the Commonwealth's inhabitants.

Serious problems have occured at all

phases of the project planning process resulting in abandonment of projects

during or after the design stage, delay between stages of

a

project awaiting

a

decision to proceed, the building of projects which are unnecessary and the

building of projects which are either under-utilized or never used for their
intended purpose.
Numerous projects have been abandoned during or after completion of the
The consequences are funds wasted on design fees,

design stage.

of staff in unnecessary projects,

orojects.

To date the

planned facilities.

the occupation

and the loss of resources from higher priority

Commission has unearthed numerous examples of such poorly

Tney represent millions of dollars in design fees and

thousands of hours of review or administrative work by state employees.

The

problem repeats itself throughout all state agencies, out is not unique to them.
Nearly SI.

2

million dollars was wasted on the design of the ill-fated Health,

Welfare and Education Building as part of

Education Center.

a

proposed Health, welfare ana

The most remarkable aspect of the building project, which was

abandoned before the construction stage, was that the design fees were spent on
two different designs and that the second design was awarded even though it was

aDparent that funds were not available for construction.

In

this respect the

State Auditor observed:
The present practice has existed for many years
and ... architects
plans representing literally millions of
dollars in taxpavers funds are gathering dust in the files of
various state agencies .. .as a result of the fact that the
proposed construction was never implemented.!
'

In
in

the case of the Norfolk County Superior Courthouse approximately $223,000

design fees were wasted for

because of

a

a

building which was never built, apparently

failure to take into account local historical and environmental

requirements.

The courthouse was placed in Dednam,

district in the county.
Charles River.

The plan called for

a

an older and nistorical

high-rise building near the

This was unacceptable to the community --

a

have been determined before expenditure cf the design fees.

result that could
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September 1976, two years after the designer had been engaged (and after

the project had ballooned from $6 million to $13 million)

Commissioners decided to discontinue the project.
develop further plans.

the BBC and the County

There was no authorization to

The courthouse was never built and no new ouilding has

yet been authorized.

Lack of coordination and failure to plan was one of the problems which

There were numerous

plagued the never to be built South Shore Community College.
studies,
years.

including inquiry into the environmental impact, over

a

period of

Several appropriations and approximately $300,000 in expenditures after

the start,

the project was abandoned.

These difficulties were by no means peculiar to projects administered by

state agencies.

University

of

For example,

one such costly fiasco was administered by the

Massachusetts Building Authority.

The project, called the

Fraternity /Sorority Park, was initiated in 1971 to provide housing accomodations
for 600 students at the University of Massachusetts campus at Amherst.

This was

done even though in December 1970 the trustees of the university had voted to
limit enrollment growth,

resulting in vacancies in dormitories and in Amherst

apartments in the fall of 1970.

Had

a

growth study been prepared to ascertain

needs for housing, the project may never have been initiated.
were prepared anyway, at considerable cost.

Full working plans

These events, among others, prompted

one management company advisor to recommend that:

...for future projects, more comprehensive planning and
definitive determination be made before making such significant
major expenditures as land purchases and architects' fees. 2
By 1975, over $570,000 had been expended for the purchase of land,

architects'

fees,

interest expenses and appraisal and other fees and expenses;

yet the project lay dormant.

It

was abandoned ultimately

.

The Authority's

notes could no longer be rolled over, so the already incurred expenses of over

$610,000 were paid from

a

land may some day be used,

fund for dormitory renovations to avoid default.
but

it

now remains underutilized.

The
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District Courthouse,
Gardner, Mass

Sometimes projects are not abandoned, but are delayed for years while

decision is made whether to oroceed from one stage to another.
increase the cost of
of the double digit

a

These delays can

building substantially over the initial budget as

inflation

.

a

result

Such delays also entail expensive redesign of

outmoded plans when construction is finally authorized.

Massachusetts University,

a

for example,

the plans

At

Southeastern

for one building were

and accepted six years before construction was authorized.

By

were finally appropriated for construction, needs had changed.

finished

the time funds
The program for

the facility had to be completely revisea and the design modified.

For over

a

year, while the new program was being developed, no work was dene on the design.
To

this date,

no construction has yet begun.

Delays may arise not only from faulty conception of the project, Put from
failure to take into account other planning requirements.

For example,

in

1967,

$1,000,0C0 was appropriated for land acquisition and for preparation of plans for
playing fields and additional parking facilities at Lowell Technological
Institute.

The contracts which were ultimately generated oy this appropriation

were not comoleted until 1979, over ten years later.

One reason for the celay

was that in 1974 the Department of \atjral Resources Commissioner vetoed the

project, apparently because it called for filling in
River

.

a

porcioi of the Merrimac*
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Unnecessary projects seem to occur in various ways.

In

some cases,

a

particular project chosen for funding is simply not the best choice that could be
This was typified by the case of the new waste water treatment plant at

made.

MCI Concord.

This facility was constructed at

a

cost of over half

a

million

dollars, although the town of Concord had offered to accomodate the prison's
needs in

a

new,

federally-funded waste water treatment plant it hoped to

The town had also offered to renovate the existing plant on an

construct.

interim basis to meet the facility's needs until the newer, larger plant was
complete.

Had the town's proposal been accepted,

taxpayers over half

a

it

would have saved the

million dollars in construction costs.

It

may nave also

realized continuing and substantial savings in operating costs.
In

other cases, unnecessary projects represent the culmininat ion of

of unplanned decisions made in the absence of statewide priorities.

absence of

Thus,

in

the

state-wide policy on locating district courthouses, each county and

a

town that wanted

requests.

series

a

new courthouse went directly to the legislature with its

a

The result was that Worcester County,

with

a

population of 637,037 has

eleven district courthouses, only one less than Middlesex County, with

poDulation of 1,398,397.

Essex County, with

a

a

population of 637,887, has nine

district courthouses, wnile Norfolk County, with

a

population of 604,854, has

only five district courthouses.

Sometimes
not needed.

a

project is completed and then it is discovered that it really was

For example,

in

1980 the legislature, at the Governor's request,

authorized the sale of Pondville Hospital in walpole.

The hospital,

built at

cost of $7,000,000 in 1972, was being used at 34% of its full capacity.

It

a

had

been designed as an acute care center which specialized in the treatment of

cancer patients.

Although it had

a

capacity of 104 in-patients, just prior to

the authorization for sale it treated only 34 in-patients and outpatient use was
at

60% of capacity.

Moreover, there never was

capacity exceeded 75%.

a

time when use of in-patient

The loss in these cases is not merely one of time and

resources required to build the facilities but also the inefficiency in operating
them.

Thus, while use declined, operating budgets at the hospital rose

about $3.8 million in 1974 to nearly $5.7 million in 1979 with

a

from

similar

proportional rise in the net cost to the state.
A

similar fate was suffered by the Student Union building at Southeastern

Massachusetts University with more costly consequences to both students and
taxpayers.

One participant referred to the Student Union as "an expensive

mistake sponsored by an overzealous SMU Building Authority."
it

He added that

"if

proved necessary for the Commonwealth to purchase this facility to get it on

permanent financing, we should insist that this action be accompanied by changes
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the enabling legislation of the SMU Building Authority to force accountability

Another individual responsible for evaluating that

for such disasters..."

Durchase observed that:
The Building Authority blithely went forward at that campus and
constructed a huge 'white elephant' that cannot be supported
through assessments on students.
The model

for the SMU Campus Center apparently was the University of
The expectation was that revenues would come

Massachusetts Campus Center.

from

student activity fees and profits from various stores and businesses in the
building.

the Amherst Center had many more businesses and the school

However,

more students.

As

a

result, the student activity fees around 1976 were half as
The uproar over the resulting high fees resulted in

much at Amherst as at SMU.

facility by the Commonwealth for approximately $4.6 million.

the purchase of the

Some projects are completed and then not used for the intended purpose.
1974,

for example,

construction of

a

a

$4.2 million dollar contract was awarded for the

dormitory complex at the Fernaid State School.

to be designed with homelike

an effort

In

to comply with

It

«as supppsed

features such as individual rooms and kitchens.

the requirements of

a

In

consent decree the Department of

MenMental Health relocated many residents to the new facility.

The new

dormitories became overcrowded and the living and activity rooms were converted
into more sleeping areas.

staff found
to

it

Individual kitchens were never used because tne school

more economical to cook in

the dormitories.

As a

result,

a

central location and distrioute food

the "homelike atmosphere" never materialized

and after two /ears of occupancy the dorms are being used contrary to the

original program.
Another project which was never used to fulfill the originally stated needs
was John Augustus Hall in Oakdale.

The

former Worcester City Training Center was

acquired by the Department of Youth Services (DYS) for the internment of youtnful
The original ourchase,

offenders between seven and twelve years old.
of the existing building and construction of

$450,000.

In

a

renovation

new dormitory building cost over

1966, another $1,091,000 was appropriated for construction of

a

combination gym-auditorium and an administration-cafeteria-classroom building.
The facilities were designed for young children.

juvenile

in

wired glass.

All the

furniture was

size and the building had no security features such as windows with
iA

legislative Post Audit report stated that 23 youths escaped from

the facility within

a

However,

two-month period.)

decided to use the facility for teenagers.
the detention center was abandoned as Such.

in

the late 1960's tne DYS

Because it ^ad no security measures
"he

C v5

then proceeded to use the

facility as an administrative headquarters for processing expenditures but this

function was then transferred to another

facility.

T he

School was abandoned and
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the Department later transferred the facility to the Executive Office of

Administration and Finance in 1974.
At

times,

problems in using

needs for ancillary services.-

facility arise from faulty estimates of future

a

A

case in point is the boiler plant at Tillson

Farm of the University of Massachusetts in Amherst.
of over $9.5 million to date it has been in
for

a

Completed in 1974 at

a

cost

(partial) service only once, namely

period of eight months from 1974 to 1975.

Among the spate of problems

which have plagued this venture are ones associated with estimates of the campus'
future needs.

Apparently the Board of Trustees of the University, relying on an analysis in
1969 showing that there was

a

price advantage of oil over coal, sought the

construction of the oil-fired facility.
one need not

fault the University for its decision in light of the unexpected

events of 1973 and after.
Wood,

in

a

Assuming that the analysis had merit,

However,

University of Massachusetts President Robert

1977 Memorandum to the Committee on Buildings and Grounds stated:

In addition [to the 1973 events] significant changes have
occurred in the assumptions regarding the ultimate size of the
campus and in overall energy consumption.
With the intensive
conservation measures initiated after the 1973 oil embargo, the
steam requirements at the campus are now within the capacity of
the original coal-fired plant. ..3

Although Wood characterized the changes as ones "which no one could have foreseen
in

price and demand"^ the fact that the old facility can meet campus needs

suggests that the original decision was not
It

a

sound one.

should also be noted in this context that the old plant was located at the

center of the campus, the new one was placed over 1.5 miles away, ostensibly to
decrease air pollution on campus, to avoid trucking fuel into the center of
campus, and for aesthetic reasons.

However, the State Auditor in 1978 in his

report on the BBC and its projects observed that:

There does exist next to the old plant sufficient land space to
have accomodated the new plant.
If the new plant had been built
in this available area it would have negated the need of the
long pipeline and resulted in a much more efficient and

economical installation
It

.

5

was the 1.5 mile connection between the power plant and the campus which

was the source of serious technical problems which made the venture

a

fiasco.

Other problems which occur in the planning process stem from lack of clear

definition,

lack of coordination,

and lack of clear planning criteria.

definition is illustrated by the following example.

The Director of Fiscal

Administration at the Department of Youth Services sought to have
in

the contract specifications for

a

Worcester facility.

authorization for the facility called for

a

LacK of

a

pool included

The legislative

multi-purpose program wnich he felt

included that pool and the inclusion would result in no increase in the project

9

6

8
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cost.

the legislature had wanted

a

multi-purpose pool, they would have said pool.

Joan Belle-Isle of the Department of Corrections empnasized that the lack of

articulation of the project and the association legislative authorization led to
numerous disagreements.

She stated that she spent

well over half of [her]. ..time trying to negotiate some
agreement on the intent of projects, what projects were to
include what, what they weren't to include.
What was intended
to be undertaken by these capital outlay authorizations
.

One case involved

Correctional Center.

a

project for

a

security improvement at the Northeast

Because of concern about escapes by some inmates, the

Department requested:
money.. .to repair the doors, and to put up a fence along the
prooerty line to discourage inmates in the event that they were
in the process of escaping from at least going in that
direction. 7

Belle-Isle then observed:
Through an oversight probably on my part the security fence was
not specifically mentioned in the capital outlay request
although in all discussions we had over that request it was
clear the genesis of it was that the particular escape which had
all the potentials of turning into a real tragedy, and I
proceeded after the money was appropriated to argue with the
Bureau ud until the time I left whether or not that security
fence was or was not to be included in the work to be done.
A

similar problem wnich caused considerable delay and threatened the wnole

project concept arose during the renovation of several buildings on the grounds
of the Gardner State Hospital

Department had specified

a

for conversion to medium security prison.

The

double chainlink fence for the security perimeter.

However, at some point during the design phase:
[T]he BBC engineer on that project proceeded to question the
need for literally all of tne security aspects of that project.
He suggested that because the fencing was so sensitive and such
a major part of the project wouldn't we be better off having a
single double fence, and seeing the reason we had to put toilets
in the individual rooms where the doors are locked, could we not
do without the locks.
We spent easily six months going around
and around about those issues which were so funcamental to the
basic functioning of what that facility was intended to be.
If
we had capitulated to the engineering concept of wnat that
project was all about, the Department could not have opened that
facility in good conscience.
It would have been just plain
dangerous
.

In

some instances the problems combine poor planning with failure to

coordinate with other agencies' requirements, and just poor administration.

A

case in point was the Northeast Training Center and Residential Unit wnich tne

legislature,

in

1969,

decided would replace the Institute of Juvenile Guidance.

The Deoartment of Youth Services was authorized to expend $2.5 million for the

purchase of the former Maryknoll novitiate property in Tcpsfield, for renovation
and alteration of the existing buildings,

construction cf

and for purchase of necessary furrishincs ana equipment.

a

new swimming pool,
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1971,

after the DYS had expended over $1.3 million for

purchase of the property and had begun the initial phases of the project tne
State Auditor wrote to then Governor

Sargent

stating:

The Department of Youth Services is fully aware at this time
that the ultimate cost of this oroject will far exceed the
amount appropriated and it appears that they are proceeding with
undue haste in expending the funds appropriated.
It is my
considered opinion that their present activities are based on
the premise that if the $2,500,000.00 appropriated is expended
the Legislature will be compelled to provide additional funds or
monies already expended will have been wasted. 10
The State Auditor observed that no provision had been made

for a permanent

sewage disposal system which would add to the cost of tne project and if not

provided for would cause the facility to be closed down within eighteen months.
In

a

DYS memo to A&F explaining the agency's failure to comply with the

legislative mandate stated that it had "really never got

a

program going for

which the site was purchased" because of community opposition "II

in

.

addition,

the local Department of Public Health had "determined that the sewage system was

designed so that

it

youngsters

plus fifteen staff [in

Finally,

in

it

was not adeguate to support
a

a

program with twenty-five

facility that had housed 150 nuns]."

the Department of Public Safety had "determined that tne gymnasium and

classroom area had structural damages sufficient enough so that they foroade us
to use

it

for program use."

The legislature's Committee on Post-Audit

itself observed that the DYS had

made no effort to correct the structural damages in the gymnasium and classroom
area and never used this facility as

Department had "no reason, or excuse,

a

replacement for Br idgewater
for this

Though DYS closed the 3ridgewater facility,

through 1974 it spent $50,000

a

.

"

Tne

failure."
it

never replaced it.

year to maintain it.

From 1970

Although the facts are not

entirely clear the major or perhaps only occupant (free of charge) was

a

private

corooration concerned with the rehabilitation of youthful offenders which was
paid

a

weekly sum for each child under DYS custody housed at tne facility and

enrolled in the program.

After

a

fire the private corporation departed and the

facility was transferred to A&F.
The Government Center complex,

now maintained oy the 8ureau of State

Buildings (BSB) offers an odd twist on poor coordination, namely, the case of an
agency failing to coordinate plans for two of its own projects.

$500,000

in

Approximately

renovations was reguired by the BSB for the olaza between the

Saltonstall and McCormack Buildings.

concurrently with

a

This project was in the planning stage

handicapoed access project, also raguested by the BSB and

estimated to cost $500,000.

Despite this, the plaza renovation was completed

without coordination with the handicapped access.

In

order to complete the

:
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latter it will be necessary to pull up the very expensive brickwork and prooaoly

necessary to work on the electrical conduit in order to put in the front doors
that will be required.
In

some cases,

a

substantial responsibility for planning, including tne

allocation of funds from

a

lump-sum authorization,

falls on an agency

the Department of Community Affairs) as part of its mandate.

(sucn as

There can oe and

there have been problems of lack of clear planning criteria at the appropriation
stage and of an excess of political influence at subsequent stages.

Thus,

when

asked what kind of planning goes into preparing the omnibus authorization for

housing projects, Steve Demos, Chief Architect at DCA replied:
That is an arbitrary numDer.
One would like to think that it is
based on some sort of look at fiscal capacity of the state and
they feel they can take on another hundred million dollars of
bonding authorization; but, as far as I know, it is
arbitrary 12
.

The

request:

could come from CHAPA 'Citizens Housing and Planning
Association).
It could come from outsiae of the Department.
Somebody puts in a bill ranging as far flung as to meet tne
housing needs for the whole state which would probaoly be God
knows what, five hundred thousand units of housing or something
to more modest sums, and then it is negotiated until—usually
they said the last two times and I suspect this time it came out
as one hundred million dollars.
It is a nice round number. 13
The hundred million

demographics." 13a

figure did not "represent

a

figure based on

Even though the "ecomom'c size" of

a

project

"would probably average between eighty and one hundred" the average project is

"between sixty and eighty."
"by

To

some degree there can be justification for that

the social and environmental context;" but Demos also noted:

[w]e are in a political system and the more ways that you can
cut the oie, the more peoDle get bene fits [,]... [e ]ven though the
individual cost for a person house may be more expensive. 14

Although the authorizing legislation specified no allocation criteria the

Deoartment had developed some and had attempted to follow them.

However, Demos

observed
To be frankly honest at this point I feel many of the criteria
The allocations
were overlooked when the final allocation came.
were made in a very political climate.
It was made during they were made - round one was last spring and round - or last
winter and was, I think, fairly honestly followed the criteria
they had set.
Round two to three were made in the summer and
the fall.
That was in the midst of camcaigning and it seems
that many of the criteria and many of the projects in fact that
were specifically given low rate and did get awarded. 15

Another state agency responsible for overseeing tne expenditure of large sums
of money

for building construction

is

the School Building Assistance Bureau

(SBAB) which nas been characterized as suffering from similar proolems cf poor or

inadequate planning.
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in

its 1975

report^

on the

School Building Assistance Program of the Department of Education ooserved:
the last five fiscal years (1971-1975) the Board of Education
has aoproved new school construction at a cost in excess of
The estimated state grant commitment for this
$1,380,200,000.
will exceed $1,150,320,000.
The level of such activity has
taken place in the absence of any comprehensive long range
capital planning process and this despite school enrollment
projections published in 1971 by the Department of Education
indicating an absolute decline in pupil enrollments over the
coming decade.
In

Even though

a

shift in funding priorities was required:

[no] capital facilities plan has been prepared, however, which
indicates when, where and what type of facilities must be
replaced and no priorities for such replacement activities have
been established.

The Committee concluded:

Planning by the SBA3 is virtually non-existent at the present
time.
Each city, town or district comes to SBAB upon
recognizing a need in its community and the SBAB and tne Board
The need
of Education react to the local perception of need.
for short- and long-range capital planning and budgeting on a
comprehensive basis is apparent. 17
Among its findings were that the Board of Education had:
failed to develop and Dublish criteria, carrying the weight of
rule and regulation, for approving school construction projects
for participation in the program. 18

Moreover, the program as then administered was "characterized by

a

arbitrary and judgmental process for project design and acceptance 19
.

largely
no

minimum or maximum program or facilities standards, as authorized by law, had
been "promulgated by the Department of Education to rationalize the

Commonwealth's construction assistance program. "20

In

addition,

"[no]

significant comprehensive capital facilities or budgetary planning for public
school

f acil

it ies"21

was being conducted by the SBAB.

The result was that

although replacement of aging facilities was the principal need,
ha[d] been done... to determine the timing level,

replacement "22
.

"[njo planning

location or cost of such

*

*
In the mid- seve nt i es legislation
To some degree the situation has improved.
was passed which established specific priorities for classes of groiects and
In addition, an elaborate set of reflations
criteria for evaluating specific ones.
However, the orocess is still one characterized
has fleshed out that approach.
by projects being developed at the initiative of localities and evaluated
sequentially on an individual case by case basis within the framework of some
Thus there is no articulated or comprehensive
pre-established funding limit.
This may
planning policy in light of which particular decisions are made.
reflect a policy i udgment that, for whatever reasons, the initiative should
indeed remain with the localities.

There

is

no

Daae
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GENERAL FACTORS INFLUENCING CAPITAL PLANNING
The list of horror stories could go on
is

for many more pages.

The issue then

what in the nature of the system for procurement of capital facilties permits

or causes such problems to arise.

The answers are not all clear cut.

there are different kinds of answers.

Moreover,

On the one hand are those that

address

immediate structural and organization failings and those norms for action which
can be written into statutes.

Answers and solutions of this kind were among the

principal tasks of the Commission; they are reflected in the proposals for

legislation discussed throughout this report.

On the other hand,

there are other

"answers" which reflect the fact that the problems are either not readily

amenable to solution by statute or even by administrative directive,
regulation.

In

rule or

the "problems" are manifestations of the system of

this view,

political values which inform all the activities discussed.

It

is

important to

touch on these other "answers" for two reasons: to define the boundaries of the
area within which remedial action suggested by the Commission was sougnt and to

understand the limits placed on those remedies within the area they are supposed
to

operate.
The principal factors,

discussed below, are:

The capital budget receives less attention than the operating Pudget

1)

because it is nominally smaller;
The

2)

e f

fects of the capital budget are long-term, while political actors

are concerned with the short-term;

Capital planning is based on long-term factors (programmatic,

3)

technical

and fiscal), many of which cannot be precisely anticipated;

CaDital budget items tend to be both large and geographically localized,

4)

resulting in great interest among
among others

a

small group of people and little interest

;

State agencies have few resources and little incentive to engage in

5)

long-range olanning.
The state's operating budget is

a

matter of higher priority than the capital

budget and considerably more resources are allocated to it.
manifold.

The nominal amounts involved in the capital Dudget are much smaller.

The current state budget is approximately $6 billion.

^uctuate from vear

to year

larger sums is not so evident.

long-term cash cost of

The capital Pudget may

from tens to hundreds of millions of dollars but

relative to the operating budget

true,

The reasons are

a

it

is

small.

That it tends to "leverage" much

Depending upon the current interest rates the
project can be doubled.

The payback periods are
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long and so the impact of current decisions is

especially true of the cumulative effect of

a

felt years

later.

This is

series of capital decisions.

Annual re-payments of principal and interest are about 7.5 percent of the annual

operating budget.
Not only are the costs of

a

capital budget not felt immediately out also tne

benefits are not experienced for some time to come.
develop and complete

caoital project is

a

even stretch that into

a

The

time its takes to

matter of years and mismanagement can

decade or more.

a

This long time scale is very significant

for participants

the oolitical actors the significant time periods are short:

years and for legislators two years.

especially for new oarticipants

-

in

the system.

for governors

For

four

Even those are probably overestimates

-

since each must be concerned with learning now

the system works and then devote time to being re-elected.

appointees the time frame is probably egually short,

if

For executive

for other reasons.

is

It

unlikely that any of these actors are much concerned with being called to account
for the consequences of their decisions years after they may be out of office

elective or appointive.

To

a

-

lesser extent the same is true with regard to tne

long-term benefits to be derived from those decisons when contrasted with the

short-term benefits to be gained or lost from supporting tne start of
particular project in

a

the capital budget

felt only indirectly and in the aggregate.

is

particular locality now

a

Moreover, the cost impact of

.

The precise

timing for the actual issuance of bonds and expenditures of funds is of interest
to

very few.

The actual effect

is

submerged in the overall impact of many other,

diverse projects wnich were authorized at very different times.
The

formulation of

longer-range planning.
incremental.

capital budget involves

a

-

or should involve

Changes in the operating budget tend to be piece-meal and

Decisions can be based on solid figures derived from relatively

well -documented recent experiences.

But capital budget items involve projects

which will be completed years from now and whose effects

financial

-

-

will be even more long term.

-

programmatic and

The resources to plan even

for

reasonable projects can be considerable and the probability of success may be
low.

This

is

especially true when the fits and starts of the future workings of

the oolitical process are

factored in.

when capital items are connected with new

programs the evaluation of the programs and their impact may be no mean task.
Public discussion of capital items is inhibited by the complex nature of

capital planning.

A

the program for which

proposed facility change is generally justified in terms of
It

is

intenaed,

in

terms of the technical efficacy of tne

change and in terms of the costs involved.
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The extent of such public discussion is also bound up with tne

fact that many

capital budget items are not only large but also tend to be "discrete" and

geographically localized in nature.
generallv geographically based
for most

Thus,

for certain individuals or groups

there is intensive interest in the issue.

-

-

But

individuals not so affected there is little or no interest, creating

very narrow public audience for the discussion.

a

Most likely the only plane on

which discourse occurs will be that of the cost of tne project; and even tnen the
issue may be the relation of the cost of that project to the entire capital

Droaram rather than the cost of the project itself.

Operating budget issues, in

contrast may affect diverse constituencies across the Commonwealth.

The

programmatic aspects may be as or more important that the financial ones; or the
focus may be on the cost of the program itself and not merely the impact on the

overall fiscal integrity of the state.
T he

fact that the operating budget tends to have higher priority and more

resources devoted to it than the capital budget is, to some degree,
The creation of the Commission and the issues

of the status quo.

presumably will create more interest in the latter.
still other factors which tend to nave

a

reflection

a

it had

raised

Nevertheless, there are

negative impact on capital planning.

Generally speaking, planning resources at state agencies are meager; ana the
resources for capital planning tend to be more meager.

To some degree

this may

reflect the fact that the political nature of decision-making in government

operates against long-term planning.
of short terms

in

As

noted above, given the prospect or risk

office, electea and certain appointed officais will not

necessarily be concerned with the long-term effects of particular decisions.
corollary of this

is

planning functions.

that there are no great incentives for institutionalizing

There is no need to institutionalize an activity whicn

serves no one's interests.

Also,

such activities can be expensive but the

benefits are netheir obvious nor immediate.
fact that agencies operate within
is

to

apply these resources in

crises.

A

a

a

This tendency is reinforced by tne

frame of very limited resources;

the pressure

stop-gap fashion to stem or avoid immediate

There seem to be too many demanding present needs to afford tne luxury

of an activity that will not obviously satisfy one of them.

Another set of reasons for the limited availability of planning resources has
to

do with the

either.

fact that the ancillary or supporting resources are not available

This means the capacity to collect, manipulate, and present data.

Generally speaking the technical infrastructure in Massachusetts ccverr.ment for
such activities is hopeiessly irac'equate and

enterprises of comparable size

Ln

f ar

less advanced tttan that of

the private sector.

Even if trere were an

active demand for these activities there are no technical resources to meet it.

-
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addition, data collection, manipulation, and presentation can involve large

In

investments of caoital in the form of equipment.

Here too,

the costs are

immediate, but the benefits are long term.

These benefits moreover, are

generally not at the final service stage of

a

program but at some intermediate

managment or administrative stage.
There may also be strategic reasons why allocating resources to planning in

general and capital planning in particular is not

a

high priority.

Those having access to information C3n use it as

be power.

their purooses or as

justification,

tool for acnieving

a

weapon for defeating others' purposes.

a

for defense and

for review and criticism,

those means then becomes extremely important.

Knowledge can

It

is a means

for control.

for

Control of

Should the resources be in the

management offices of the executive or should they be allocated to the
secretariats mandated to oversee groups of allied programs?

Are they oetter

placed in the office of the secretariat or in one or more of the agencies within
What about the relative distribution between the executive and the

it?

And within the legislative branch, what staff and other resources

legislature?

The result of all these conflicting

should there be and who should control it?

concerns may be that none of the participants gets those resources,

for the

threat of strategic advantage or disadvantage results in each of the parties

neutralizing the other.
Finally,
a

it

must be recognized that long-range and comprehensive planning is

relatively new phenomenon in state government.

Indeed, comprehensive and

unified operating budgets only emerged in the first few decades of this century.

Especially with regard to capital appropriations the area is relatively
uncharted.

This also means that there is

a

limited body of knowledge and limited

expertise and there are fewer models which can orovide justification or guidance
for planning efforts.

Finally, planning, particularly capital planning, tends to be fragmented in

Massachusetts.
in

There is no clear-cut definition of responsibility for planning

the statute books,

diffuse than that.
vertically.
say,

It

and practically speaking,

Responsibility

is

the situation is even more

fragmented both horizontally and

varies according to the Secretariat because of what the statutes

because of the particular relationship that any given secretary may have

with the governor through and outside of Administration and Finance, and because
of the

imoortance of the Secretariat at

according to the agency within
say,

a

a

particular time.

It

also varies

Secretariat, again because of what the statutes

because of the relationship of the particular agency head with the executive

or with

a

particular interested legislator or legislators, and because of tne

resources the agency has.

The seemingly centralized organization chart wnich
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emerges from the statutes becomes much more diffuse when -it is recognized that
the Secretariats are of much more recent vintage and were in
on

the ore-existing structure of agencies.

To

a

real sense imposed

some degree the fragmentation

reflects the diversity of processes whereby state agencies and non-state agencies
gain capital projects and the funding of those projects

.

-
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SPECIFIC SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS IN THE CAPITAL PLANNING PROCESS

The Commission has

isolated specific system characteristics and practices

which produce the waste,
are

inefficiency and faulty judgment discussed above.

These

:

(a) Lack of an executive agency capable of performing capital
outlay review;
(b)

Lack of resources and expertise for long-range planning;

(c)

Lack of clear-cut policy decisions and long-range plans;

(d) Lack of resources and ability to articulate needs, garner
resources and implement plans;

Inability to assess
facilities
(e)

a

stated need in light of existing

;

(f) The ability of agencies to secure appropriations for capital
outlay projects without relationship to state-wide goals;
(g) Participation by legislators exercising inordinate influence
during the agency deliberation process;
(h) A process for making decisions on capital projects which is
often disorganized, haphazard, and irrat'onal;
(i) A hasty and relatively ill-informed review of the capital
budget by the legislature;
(j) The insertion of unevaluated projects into the budget on the
floor of the legislature;
(k) Lack of a unified, Comprehensive Executive Capital Outlay
Reguest and Authorization.

Each of these is discussed below.
Lack of an Executive Agency Capable of Performing Capital Outlay Review

There is no executive agency which has either the mandate or the resources to

carry out capital outlay review.

Force stated:

"It

is not

Indeed the 1979 Governor's Management Task

clear which agencies are currently responsible for

coordinating and analyzing capital outlay budgets.
Task Force observed:

"1

In

1976,

the Governor's

"There is no clear identification of responsibility for the

coordination and analysis of the capital outlay budget... "2
puzzled group in 1979 stated:

"It

is not

And

a

seemingly

clear which agencies are currently

responsible for coordinating and analyzing capital budget outlay requests. "3
As noted earlier,

the only agencies which are in any degree responsible by

statute for review of capital outlay decisions are the Budget Bureau within tne
Fiscal Affairs Division of A&F and the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC)

within the Central Services Division.
The Budget Bureau has a brief and vague statutory mandate and is largely

subject to the discretion of the Secretary for Administration and Finance.

Practically speaking,

-

the Budget Bureau has played only

a
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marginal role in the formulation of the

capital budget, let alone capital planning.
Only one member of the staff at the Budget Bureau appears to have been

assigned to capital outlay matters.

That person's function is basically one of

compiling the various capital outlay requests for presentation in the final
budget document and is largely removed from consideration of any policy issues or

in-depth analysis of capital outlay proposals.
Lack of Resources and Expertise for Long Range Planning
The BBC plays the only signficant role in the capital planning process.

The

very limited staffing and expertise of the Bureau in this area has been evident,

however,

for

a

One study done in 1972 concluded:

long time.

The LRP [Long Range Planning] designation is a misnomer,
little long-range planning is expected or accomplished.

since
This
6-man group is a service unit controlled almost exclusively by
A&F for whom they process project requests, evaluate sites and
carry out other special assignments ... A
Not much appears to have changed in this regard.

Joseph Glynn, long-time

head of the Bureaus's Long Range Planning Section stated that he had "a clerk,
two other people" and himself.

His assistant was

5

a

registered engineer and

did "planning in terms of the planning we are discussing here," and the other

person was not

registered engineer.

a

That person worked "in terms of

compilation and putting this material into summary sheets" and did "go on site
and look at the various locations. "6

when asked to describe the implementation of current policy and long-range

planning, Glynn remarked:

certainly hope we are doing a better job.
Years ago we had
former commissioner of A&F and he thought the only long-range
planning the Commonwealth did was where they were going to
lunch, so I hope we are better off than that. 7
I

a

The focus at the Bureau is on cost and square footage and of priorities are

defined through

haphazard process.

a

section's review, Glynn, using

a

When asked about the character of the

Department of Corrections project as an example,

stated that the concern would be with the "program"; namely,
cells, whether it's
be

a

medium, maximum release. "8 The "initial program" had to

"approved by the respective Secretaries," Glynn said9; in other words, that

kind of judgment wasn't in his section's hands.

recommendation was in terms of "the dollar value
is

"what size, how many

urgent or essential or long-range ... "10.

with regard to

a

is

... [and

]

if we agree this project

When asked precisely what was done

particular project, he stated that he made

requests" and used as

Commonwealth

But then he added that his

in

a

"a

summary of all the

"starting point... what the fiscal condition of the

terms of how muchreally can we afford or how much we think we

can give you in capital outlay. "11

-

How would that judgment be made?

oroject...at the just

i

f

information obtained at
13

it

was

a

-

They would look at "the description of the

icat ionH_L2and consider "some verbal
a

input" or

talk "on site" although it "would not be written down."

matter of "looking at the long,

looking at the justification,
it
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[sic] looking at the priority,

looking at the projected costs. .."14.

aopeared that BBC had no role at all in the deliberation process.

Sometimes
Glynn, when

asked, noted that there had been projects which had come into the proposed House
Bill

1

To

"that the BBC never saw. "15

Glynn,

the categorization of items as "urgent,"

"essential," and

"long-range" (the statutorily required means for agency expression of priorities)
was the way agencies,
He

indicated

a

"do their own individual plans or long-range planning."

desire to "look

at

five years"

1

as

a

planning period but

conceded that he did not have the technical expertise "in long-range planning to
do

the evaluation,

to

see how well the plans have been arrived at,

the checking back of the budget and planning from year to year

budget exoenditures"18.

how well they have been done,

He also noted that such expertise

the Secretariats, or agencies.

the

resided nowhere else

The perspective on the agencies offered

in

A&F,

by

Glynn was confirmed by inquiries at and about the agencies.

For example,

Joan

Belle-Isle, the one staff person at the Department of Corrections (DOC) who had
been responsible for capital outlay budgets,

described the situation as follows:

Prior to Commissioner Hall [1975], each institution was for
intents and purposes an independent system.
Program
priority, both for general budget purposes and for construction
or capital maintenance programs were largely set by the
institution's superintendents and the superintendents by and
large had backgrounds in either social services and have very
little understanding of the brick and mortar kind of issues
except to the extent if they have a roof leaking and now they
need to have it fixed.
When Frank [Hall] centralized a lot of the administration
of the Department, departmental priorities started to be set.
It wasn't, however, until some three years later that enough of
that groundwork had been laid that it was possible to pull in
the capital projects as well.
It was a very confusing kind of
Everyone had their pet projects
decentralization of authority.
or lack of them and there was just no commonality about
direction, what had priority, what didn't have priority, how
projects were to be pursued or anything of that nature. "19
all

After the centralization,
what

its

the Department was "at the very least aware" of

"shortcomings were" and pursued "the kinds of projects that were

consistent with what the agency as
then be spent
for

a

whole wanted to do."

Time and effort could

"dealing with institutions that were high on the agency's priority

improvement rather than relying on this superintendent's perception

or impressions of what ought

to be

done there. "20

During Joan

Belle-Isle's

tenure the Department of Corrections capital outlay budget was prepared by the
facility planning unit.
been made to develop

a

By

the

time she left the Department,

some efforts had

capacity based on evaluation of past projects although

only limited progress had been made.

f
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Another former DOC planning staff member reiterated those points, stressing
that other problems which have turned up at specific facilities were not as

important as the Department's overall lack of planning.

existed in the Department until

a

No long-term plan

document called "DOC Goals and Objectives" was

produced in 1976.
lack of agency resources to do planning was not always

The

a

result of

a

general disinclination on the part of an administration to make such resources

available.

In

the case of the Department of Youth Services,

staff person suggested that the agency was refused money for

for example,
a

one

comprehensive

facilities study by A&F because there were "political problems":

there was

a

the program was unpopular, and treatment policy had

lame duck commissioner,

changed radically over the years and was still in transition.

was also

It

suggested that this was in sharp contrast to another agency (DMH) which received
money for

study that they didn't even request.

a

The general lack of resources and expertise at the agency level meant that

even if the BBC were capable of making use of it,

information relevant to the

planning of projects would not be forthcoming from the agencies.
"we have difficulty getting the complete total

put it,

to have. .."21

"[

I

As Joe Glynn

information we would like

Ideally ... everyone would like to see it [the initial

submission] done in terms of square footage, we would like to see it done whether
it's

a

schematic layout or in-depth description of the work, but

I

think the

agencies don't have the expertise, they don't have the resources to arrive at
that... "22

And,

indeed,

it

was only recently that

a

capital outlay request

which was "incomplete, not very accurate or put together well"23 was not

recommended "through A&F or the Governor. "24
Lack -of Clear Cut Policy Decisions and Long-Range Plans
-

From this picture,

it

is

hard to isolate precisely who was responsible for

making oolicy decisions and whether there was any clear-cut,
long-range, policy for forming those decisions.

let alone

Glynn was asked again whether

there was "any body, ...an agency which makes. ..[the decision]" as to which

projects among many should be done "and where and when and is that the right
This time Glynn opined that it was "a

building at the right time and place."

joint decision" involving the "Budget Bureau,
A&F. "25

"greater

Each one of them has
...

a

the respective secretariats,

"special ty "26

BBC,

A&F's concern was

.

than just the financing" but involved the responsibility "to carry out

the program,

the capital outlay program. "26

pick and choose priorities.

was the Secretary who "has to

It

This is the first job,

essentially... he's head of educational
the secretary's recommendation ... "27

a

fairs

.

.

.

so we have to rely on

[w ]e

have to rely heavily on

The "final decision has to be made by

-
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A&F" but A&F did "rely very heavily" on BBC's "professional input in terms of

cost^.

.

"28

Lack of Resources and Ability to Articulate Needs,

Garner Resources and Implement

Plans
Even in those areas where the BBC had explicit responsibility and attempted
to exercise

it,

the effort tended to

fall short of the mark.

In

part tnis was

because of the inability of agencies to articulate these needs, and in part

because of the lack of information supplied by the agencies.
the

fact that the Bureau had the

Glynn reiterated

"primary responsibility for developing cost

estimates that go to the legislature." 2aa

At

this staqe of

consideration the "square foot cost... is the only information you have
28b

available."

agency and "it's

j

a

n

sorne

cases when there was

cost estimate from the

a

very specialized request" he might "[accept] that estimate...

sometime because of the special involvement." ^8c

He was not

surprised to learn that "individual agencies arrive at. ..[their] estimates by
calling contractors or
for

a

a

contractor with whom they have worked in the past to ask

rough estimate" 28d.

indeed, that

was

"a

very aood idea."

Even where long-range plans may have existed, their existence did not

necessarily mean that they could have or did have any role in forming decisions.
the Massachusetts

some seven years or so after its establishment,

For example,

Board of Regional Community Colleges,

issued in May 1967,

so-called master plan

a

Prepared

aimed at producing "Access to Quality Community College Opportunity."
by Dr.

Donald

E.

Deyo,

it

was supposed to serve "as

framework for the Board through 1975." 28e
logical form goals and objectives,

It

a

basic policy-making

"set out

in

the status of the colleges in 1965,

curriculum

descriptions, projected enrollments and priorities, space and capital needs... and
the role of the central office in the system.
By

1975

a

„

28f

preliminary study suggested that the Deyo Report was "out of date,"

that the factual base "was obsolete," that the priorities "had changed" and that

some of the "strategies for implementation" were "no longer applicable."
»

Detailed recommendations for data collection and goal and priority setting for
new master plan were provided.

No such master plan was ever prepared and

a

it

appears that none of the data collection efforts were carried out.
The Deyo Report itself appears not to have functioned as

a

master plan.

Several knowledgeable participants have characterized that "master plan
that matter,

agencies

-

as

and,

for

similar "plans" by other public higher educational institutions or
" i

f-

I-had-my-druthers" or "wish" lists.

document was never seriously considered as
to

-

a

The suggestion is that the

framework for judgment, out rather

justify post-hoc or rationalize judgments made on other grounds.

Indeed,

to

-

date,
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the Commission has been unable to obtain

MBRCC or anyone else,
Dlan was viewed

a

a

from the

copy of that plan,

fact that suggests the lack of seriousness with which the

.

irrelevance of the Deyo master plan to the

The reason for this apparent

planning process may be ascribed to the lack of staff and resources available to
the agencies,

including the community colleges, to do that second level of

planning necessary to implement
For example,

system.

of State Needs,

a

very general master plan for

higher education

a

the report on March 1958 of the Special Commission on Audit

entitled "Needs in Massachusetts Higher Education" proposed the

establishment of

a

state-wide system of community colleges.

It

stated that:

The exact locations of the proposed regional community colleges,
and the exact definitions of regions should be left to the
Board, after careful professional studies of the potential
enrollment and special educational needs, including the needs of
business and industry, in each part of the state. 29
The report suggested eight regions which most likely would Pe served by the new

Governor Furcolo's July

system.

1,

1958 Special Message to the Massachusetts

Legislature entitled "The Responsibility of the Commonwealth in Higher Education"
referred generally to:
such professional staff as is necessary shall prepare an overall
plan to meet the need for post high school community college
education in the entire state
and that the Board would

establish and maintain regional community colleges at suitable
locations in accordance with the overall plan. 30
The message noted nine likely areas to be served by the colleges.
Bv

July 1961,

the Board was to state in "A Progress Report" that several

sites had been selected.

Its overall plan was to locate colleges

"so that they

[would]... be accessible to the homes of 95% of the high school graduates of the

state."

But

it

had:

proved desirable to establish a college in a community whose
needs have been surveyed by a volunteer survey committee, in one
that does understand and want a college, and is something more
than enthusiastic about working to provide the many small
services which amount to real community support.
By this point,

four new colleges had been established but there was no

indication of what relation they or any future schools would have to the eight or
nine regionally-based schools proposed earlier.

colleges have been established.
in

1967.

To date,

fifteen community

The only overall plan was the Deyo Plan prepared

Little professional planning within that framework appears ever to have

been done either through the Board's own staff or on

a

consultant basis since

resources were simply never available for such planning.

The data for decision-

making were derived from the surveys by volunteer committees which seemed more or
less closely linked with chambers of commerce.

The "surveys" which the

-
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Commission has reviewed seem more like promotional documents for and from the
regions seeking

a

community college; they contain numerous, brief expressions of

local business and community support and letters from prominent public officials,

particularly local legislative representatives.

It

seems likely that in the

initial stages decisions about whether, where, and what kind of college was

contemplated were based on some ad hoc judgment derived from those surveys.

The

direct concern for expressions of "interest" or "support" most certainly offered
a

clear opportunity for legislative lobbying at that stage.

and isn't necessarily inappropriate; but the lack of

a

Such lobbying wasn't

framework of criteria or

priorities most certainly made improper influence that much easier.
To the extent there

is

interchange between the BBC and the agencies, other

decision-makers are not necessarily beneficiaries of the information exchanged or
the understandings reached.

submission of

a

There is no agency-BBC planning liaison prior to the
One staff member indicated that there used

request by an agency.

to be annual visits to agencies to discuss plans;

but apparently changes in

administration and agency philosophy made planning difficult.
Glynn,

"the oral interchange ... between the BBC and the individual department" may

not be "recorded as such" 31 and therefore,

legislature.
merely

According to

a

is .not available

to the

This means that the full extent or precise nature of the project is

matter of an understanding not available to those otherwise responsible

for evaluating and apprpving

a

project.

It

also may contribute to disputes and

delays at an advanced stage if personnel at the Bureau or the agency change or if
there are changes in agency philosophy.

Inability to Assess Stated Needs in Light of Existing Facilities
The Dober report had included within the suggested format for

College master plan

a

a

evaluation

Community

survey of space utilization which had been discussed at

length earlier in the report.

including

a

Such

a

survey,

in conjunction with other surveys,

budget analysis survey, was intended to guide policy formulation and

.

The report stressed the importance of such

a

survey:

Space is an institutional resource whose presence or absence can
affect significantly institutional goals and objects.
It

was

a

means to:

establish priorities in capital funding ;... justi fy operating and
maintenance budgets ;... help measure accessibility ';... identify
special characteristics of programs, buildings, colleges, or the
system as a whole; and. ..help bring, over a period of time,
balance, in the availability of physical resources at the
individual colleges.
'

But although some general reports submitted on an annual basis to the

federal

government (the so-called HEGIS reports) described the "size, distribution, and
type of space",

the "actual utilization of space" was "not recorded

-

systematically." 32

As
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to evening programs and other educational services

programs which were deemed to be of increasing significance, the
on their particular space needs,

if any,

[w]as missing." 33

"[ i

Indeed,

Information
the

consultant noted that it was:
not... able to carry out a more thorough study of the physical
facilities because some of the information provided does not
conform to general experience, and thus raises questions about
the validity of the information" which they had not had time to
check. 34
This lack of basic data gathering is reflected at the BBC stage of review.

According to Glynn, information as to what the agency "want(s) to do,... how much
space thev need" is "not as

a

rule" forwarded to him.

35

Only when the

architect starts work might that that kind of information be available.
The problem is

a

long-standing one of which many administrations were aware.

The Governor's Management Task Force noted in 1976:

Capital request forms ask indirectly for information from which
However, no data are
space per capita might be calculated.
provided on present space utilization standards available as a
guide ... 36
And in 1979,

the Governor's Management Task Force observed:

[T]here is little evidence of attempts to coordinate space
requirements within a comprehensive plan. 37
Thus,

less

a

it

appears that the process of agency formulation of proposals reflects

systematic evaluation of needs in terms of sets of criteria or goals

informed by policy judgments that

it

does an ad hoc, negotiated, and

strategically oriented process.
The Ability of Agencies to Secure Appropriations for Capital Outlay Projects

Without Relationship to State-Wide Goals
Unlike operating funds, capital outlay decisions seem to be

"on/off."

a

case of

Because capital

Once the spigot is on, cost control seems minimal.

outlav represents bonded debt, not immediate tax revenues, the usual political

pressures are lessened.

Control of project administration costs does not appear

to be high on

agendas, as evidenced by the fact that several agencies'

the users'

pay for in-house engineers from operating funds, when they could have conceded
all capital operations to the BBC and consultants,

capital outlay, respectively.

paid from the A&F account and

The reason for this may be that the extra project

costs are off-set by the benefits of direct agency control over

Perhaps the highest agency priority is acquisition:

a

project.

getting sufficient

facility space to operate programs, even if that space does not properly meet

program needs.

If,

for

instance, circumstances have caused

a

project of

considerably lower priority to an agency to have an excellent chance of making it
into through the capital outlay process, the agency would be unwise to refuse the

unwanted benefit; they might be seen as ungrateful.

A

more extreme case occurs

-
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when an angency is pressured into accepting

a

facility or project which runs

counter to agency needs, generally through legislative influence.

J

(See this Report on Concord/Danvers/

Building at MCI Concord is one such case.
Gentile)

The story of

.

Another factor which may come into play at the agency level is "equity" or
the "fair share."

For example, at the state colleges, project requests generally

originate at the institutional level.
Colleges is responsible for

a

The Chief Engineer of the Office of State

series of informal meetings and one formal meeting

with the president and other officials of the colleges.

assembles the college requests and prepares
own experience and knowledge and
of State Colleges) will approve.

a

a

The Chief Engineer then

priority list.

It

is based on his

"feeling" for what the Trustees (of the Board
Highest priority tends to be given to those

projects already in progress, i.e., construction funds, then design, then
planning, etc.

The list

is

then formulated on an "equity" basis.

projects are listed in groups of ten with
each group of ten.

A

That is,

project for each college being in

a

given college's projects may be high in some groups of ten

and low in others.
It

appears that this equity notion and probably

a

careful gauging by the

Chief Engineer of the preferences of participants whose approval is required

smooths the process of approval.

The list

is

approved by

a

"Council of

Presidents" with no or minor changes and is generally passed by the Board of
Trustees without change.

To some degree this may

reflect confidence on the part

of presidents and trustees in the "disinterestedness" of the Chief Engineer.

Precisely what this informal process has to do with any formal plans of
college or state college system-wide plans is not clear.
made available in 1965,

1966,

and 1968 for

a

Planning funds were

system master plan but it is not

evident that any attempt to update such plans was successful.
the Worcester State master plan called for
to be completed in 1978,

a

So,

for example,

classroom and lecture hall building

but in the fiscal year 1981 budget this item was Long

Range item number 45 behind several repair projects.
in

a

Of 54 projects considered

fiscal year 1981 only two or three were deemed likely to be approved.

Participation by Legislators Exercising Inordinate Influence During the Agency

Deliberation Process
Another factor which enters into the agency's decision making process is the
degree and kind of legislative intervention which occurs during deliberation.
The intervention is not inherently bad but affords the opportunity for abuse,

which has indeed occurred.
corruption,

From the perspective of the agency, the issues of

favoritism, or fair competition among those seeking to influence the

-
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agency from without are of lesser concern than, and may readily be subordinated
to,

the pursuit of further acquisition.

legislator may have any of three

a

motives for pushing departmental projects (at this and at subsequent stages):
(1)

constituent support of the program;

(2)

pork barrel for the district; and (3)

personal gain, resulting indirectly from the choice of

consultant.

a

certain site or

The agency need not concern itself with the legislator's motives

(unless there are questions of personal gain for the agency person), but rather

only with his ability to deliver and the extent to which the legislator's needs
will require variations from the Department's needs, particularly as to siting or

forcing

a

shift in priorities (e.g., institutional construction vs. shift to

community-based facility).
that acceptance of

a

Even these problems may be offset by the expectation

legislator's agenda today will produce support for the

agency's agenda tomorrow.
A

Process for Making Decisions on Capital Projects Which is Often Disorganized,

Haphazard and Irrational
The typical agency product as it appears on the capital outlay forms is

schematic and offers neither

a

strong sense of agency priorities nor much hard

supporting data on the projects themselves.

information leads to

a

This lack of rationale and of

decision making process which is often disorganized,

haphazard and irrational.
For example,

staff people at the Regional Board of Community Colleges

suggested that the cost of construction was basically

a

"guesstimate."

The

figures on the CO-1 capital outlay form were characterized as "a numbers game."
Not surprisingly,

there is

a

general tendency to make high estimates in

anticipation of legislative changes.
may also reflect

a

The tendency to make approximate estimates

sense that too much accuracy or detail is not worth the

trouble since the legislature will make whatever changes it wants anyway.
In

addition to the dollar sum sought to be authorized, the capital outlay

form also contains language describing the project-language which becomes

crucial, according to BBC staff,
project.

The language is frequently cryptic,

program with some flexibility.
to

in describing and limiting the scope of the
in order to encompass the agency's

The cryptic language may be taken so literally as

lead to arbitrary limits or to the need to go through the once-a-year budget
Or it may describe the project with so much flexibility as to cause

cycle again.

problems later on.
For example,

reference to

a

in one

appropriation for

a

community college, there was

a

physical education building in compliance with the master plan.

Apparently the school wanted to include

a

swimming pool in the project but the

BBC objected that the language of the appropriation wasn't specific in that
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The problem dragged out

regard and did not include the pool.

administration supporting the inclusion of the pool and

administration arguing against the inclusion.

a

for years with one

suDsequent

This was characteristic of

a

more

general post-aopropriation procedure (see below) which involved successive

administrations, as someone put
to make

"changing the rules of the game," attempting

it,

changes far into the advanced design stage, thereby causing signficant

delay and substantially raising costs.

ludicrous examples discussed earlier

-

The equally frustrating and almost

those at the Gardner State Hospital and

the Northeast Correctional Center-are also cases in point.

This causes consideraPle tension between the Bureau and an agency like the

Department of Corrections.

In

describing the BBC review relative to Department

projects, Joan Belle-Isle described it as ideally including both technical ano

policy review.

It

would depend upon:

the extent they knew the institution or the situation well
To the extent that
enough to be able to do it on that level.
there were many institutions that hadn't been seen in a long
time and were aware of their current situations, then they
tended to be more policy review than technical review. 38.

There were numerous disputes over the Bureau substituting its policy judgment for
that of the Department.

As

Belle-Isle put it,

"On many occasions ... it caused

Meetings

just incredible lengthy problems that had to be negotiated, worked out.
that just went on forever." ^° a

Part

course be ascribed to the agency.

Another former Department of Corrections staff

of the problem can of

member noted that the lack of coherent policy statements in writing,
on sentencing practices,

design

resulted in

a

lack of

a

for example

rational basis for facility

.

These time consuming and expensive struggles over construing legislative

language can be traced back to the lack of definition of the project.
stated that once

a

project was authorized,

it was

Joe Glynn

the responsibility of his

office to interpret "the legislature's language in the capital outlay budget at
the scope of

a

particular project." 39

Starting with the legislative authorization for the project, which would run
"probably four,
Bill

1,

"at

submitted

.

"

five,

six lines" 40,

he would look at

the back-up for the particular project,

the material that was

41

When asked how he would determine the scope of, say,
a

language of House

the

school which might run anywhere from

that he would

1

to

a

gymnasium project for

10 million dollars,

Glynn replied

:

Drobablv look at the last two or three done and see price range
and see how many students they have and if the usage is
approximately the same, I would have to fall back on of wnere we
So, we do know tne
are going... You know, really and truthful.
price range, we may be talking two, two and a half million
roughly. 42

-
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Certain information which would be extremely important in determining botn the
need for

a

particular project,

its

impact on future (operating budget) costs, and

hence the cost-effectiveness of the project was either not availaole or was
simply not used.
The requirements discussed

in

have been honored in the breach.

"Schematic of Capital Outlay Process" 'appear to
Indeed,

the Governor's Management Task Force of

1979 noted that no formal use was made of the data on anticipated changes in

operating costs, personnel requirements and revenues related to construction of
proposed facilities.

There was an absence of standard analytic procedures for

evaluating the data that existed.
"to help determine the need

As

a

result there was no way to use such data

for the requested facility,

identify possible

alternatives and establish appropriate funding priorities."
This was by no means

a

new problem,

for the task force under the previous

Governor stated in 1976:
Caoital request forms ask for estimated changes in operating and
personnel costs as well as revenues expected to result from
This is important information, but
approval of a new facility.
receives only informal use.. .A3
The problems created during the "executive" phase of the budget process spill

over into and can be compounded during the "legislative" phase.

The story of

J-Building at MCI-Concord, described at length in the Section on Concord/Danvers/
Gentile,

is

The project, which stretched out over two

suggestive in this regard.

decades, was characterized in its early phases by shifting priorities which

resulted in long delays in that project and threatened delays in other related
The separation of funding for design and for construction,

facilities.

in

combination with the substantial increase in costs, contributed to the failure to
build the structure as designed.
In

its

later phases,

personnel and

in

the project was characterized by continual turnover in

policy which contributed to the abandonment of the design and

waste of the fees expended on it.

These further contributed to delay and

additional increase in project cost.

But during the later period the situation

was exacerbated by pressures exerted by the designer who,
in

a

discussions as to whether and how such

a

in effect,

project should be funded.

participated
These

pressures are especially striking in light of the reluctance of at least one and
perhaps two Corrections Commissioners to have any project at all.

Further distorting the planning process was the apparent alliance of the

Drospective designer of the project with

a

powerful legislator.

That took the

form of active involvement during the agency phase of project planning and active

intervention at several points during the legislative process.

A
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similar tale has been told with regard to the development of Holyoke

Community College.

That the new facility was ever built or at least when it was

built is interesting in itself.

community colleges
other.

-

The long term result was the location of two

Holyoke and Springfield Tech

within

-

a

few miles of eacn

The history of deliberations on both those colleges is a story of

seemingly ad hoc judgments based on the various tugs and pulls of communities,

politicians, and other interested parties.

Such pressures can be expected.

cannot be rationally assessed, however, when there is no framework for

a

They

clear

policy and no set of priorities that can offer guidance and justification for
choices.

the course of the hastily called meetings after the fire at the

In

temporary Holyoke facility, Board Chairman Chase could report that Senate
President Maurice Donahue (of Holyoke), House Ways

&

Means Chairman Anthony

Scibelli (of Springfield), and Representative David Bartley (of Holyoke, later to
become President of Holyoke Community College) had assured him that money for

construction of

new Holyoke Community College campus "would be forthcoming,

a

over and above money needed for the other colleges."

legislators with

a

The ability of such key

strong interest in the project to seemingly commit the

legislature well in advance of any deliberation is disturbing, if real, and

troubling even if it was
A

a

matter of perception.

Hasty and Relatively Ill-informed Review of the Capital Budget by the

Legislature
However disturbing such substantial influence by legislators may be, the

situation would seem less serious if there were institutional and procedural
checks for scrutinizing the recommendations that result.
appear to be absent from the current system.

Such checks, however,

As noted earlier,

it

is the

operating budget, not the capital outlay budget, which has greater significance
and which draws the lion's share of attention by participants.

The capital

outlav budget typically is not considered until very late in the legislative
session; indeed,

it

may not be passed until well into the next fiscal year ;

The

time for review by the respective ways and means committees is substantially less

than that given to the operating budget and the staff also is considerably
smaller.
The documentation offered for the capital outlay budget by the Executive,

although voluminous, is neither illuminating nor readily penetrable.
clear set of policies

-

programmatic or fiscal

-

There is no

against which the

recommendations are set on the A&F, Secretariat or agency level.

Any legislator

relying on his own resources and limited staff would find it difficult to wade

through the mass of unrelated and poorly articulated material.

necessarily

a

lack of data but the lack of meaningful data.

The issue is not

.

Of course,
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similar problems tend to plague legislators' attempts to evaluate

the operating budget or other legislation,

for that matter.

And as in those

cases they are forced to rely on the judgments and recommendations of their

colleagues through the committee system.
ways and means committees.

This means looking to the respective

But after dealing with the operating budget,

the

community turns its attention to the fiscal impact of other proposals on the
The guality of evaluation and documentation on the capital budget is

budget.

thus substantially different from that provided for the operating Pudget.

Moreover, according to the rules of the legislature, particularly those of
the house,

the information reguired to be presented on the capital budget and its

format are left largely unprescribed.

This means that

a

meaningful ccmparison of

the house and/or senate versions with the governor's recommendations and the

implications of the changes is very difficult to achieve.

Practically speaking,

the time span available to legislators to absorb whatever information is

available before deliberating on the capital budget and casting
be very brief indeed.

a

vote on it can

During the most recent session, the senate version of the

capital outlay budget was made available to legislators, deliberated and voted
upon in
at

a

matter of hours.

The situation is further exacerbated by changes made

the last minute either in committee or on the floor of either chamber,

changes

that might seem small, but which may involve tens of millions of dollars in the
long run.

There generally is neither the legislative expertise nor, practically

speaking, the opportunity to debate and cast an informed vote when projects are

presented.

Moreover,

in other situations,

in this as

particular committee members form

a

the prestige and power of

sufficient justification, rationale or,

perhaps, excuse to accept the proposal proferred.
The final legislative check on the capital budget prior to the governor's

decision is the conference committee.
incentives involved there may be

differences in the bills.

Depending upon the circumstances and the

tendency either to retain or to eliminate

a

However,

the perception tends generally to be that

Although the bill as

there is enough pork in the barrel for two.

important to few legislators,-

a

a

whole may be

particular provision, probably because of its

local character and impact on the community, may be of considerable importance.

Unless the issue involves an item such as

a

prison, certain mental health

facilities or certain kinds of housing, criticism is probably to be expected only
if

the facility is not obtained.

If one

is

a

prospective loser, the better part

of valor may be to wait one's turn and be next on line for the succeeding
fac il ity

The entire process involves

parties involved.

It

is

a

multiple series of negotiations among all the

probable that facilities directors, program

:

-
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administrators, engineers and department heads all lobby various items with
cabinet secretaries, A&F, the Governor, Ways and Means members and staff, as well
as

individual legislators, depending upon their connections and their insulation

from criticism by parties higher in the administration who disagree with their

Most departments also have legislative lobbyists to push the

priorities.

official version of their budget.

Private interest groups (and private

individuals such as actual or would-be contractors) and department constituent
groups may also push items that further their own agendas.
It

such

a

should be reiterated that there is nothing necessarily insidious about

procedure.

If,

however, the entire process is characterized by lack of or

limited access to information, or if there are limited opportunities to evaluate
it,

or if it is subject to

improper influences from specially situated,

interested, or powerful legislators or their allies, then the formal system can
be completely subverted.

Occasionally, even when relevant information has been available to the
legislature, the information seems not to have affected its decision whether or
not to fund

project.

a

As Joan Belle-Isle described

it:

My impression is that it [such quality of information] had
little effect.
The legislature was more interested in broad
definition of 'I got a leaky roof or 'Public Health tells me
that the ventilating system doesn't work.'
They were not
particularly interested in finding out 'how many fans I needed
to get ventilating at Walpole to function.' kh

The same seems to have been true of the broader new construction projects:
New construction again, it was the sort of thing that we were
concerned about and where, they tended not to be interested in
cellblocks versus housing units versus 'you feed them in a small
dining room' versus 'you feed them in a large dining room.'
Their concerns tended to be just the very broad kinds of
conceptual kinds of issues. 45

Indeed,

the interest on the part of A&F itself may have been even less than

that of the legislature.

Belle-Isle observed that she had "never experienced

request directly from A&F" 46

appropriation

f or

greater detail prior to

a

a

capital

.

Given this coarse net of review, projects of lesser import could easily slip

through.

So Belle-Isle noted that at least before the centralization in the

Deoartment
An institution superintendent would decide if he would
pursue a capital outlay project, he would decide what project
and frequently do his own lobbying for that project with the
Now, it might have been a pet project of his and
Legislature.
the context of the entire project was so low on any kind of
priorities as to be one that one would ordinarily, simply
ignore 4 7
.
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The Insertion of Unevaluated Projects into the Budget on the Floor of the

Legislature
As noted

the section describing the capital outlay process,

in

there are

means by which funds may be allocated to projects largely outside the normal
These funds are made available by virtue of provisions in capital

process.

outlay bills for lump-sum accounts.

expenditures for
selection of

a

a

These accounts involve the authorization of

project and an allocation of funds is done administratively by the

BBC in conjunction with A&F and typically,

During the past twelve years

Committees.

According to the authorization, the

broad class of projects.

the house and senate Ways and Means
a

total of 56 such authorizations have

been made, authorizing almost $130 million in expenditures for unexpected

contingencies (design and construction), feasibility studies, special repair
programs, energy conservation projects,

fire protection improvements,

handicapped

renovations, unexpected contingencies (in land acquisition), demolition and

planning funds, sewage treatment facilities, and air pollution abatement
facil ities.
The authorizations are typically one to
a

a

few lines in length,

of which only

line or so is concerned with actually describing the class of projects being

authorized.

Only in the case of renovations for the handicapped is there

reference to

a

statutory standard and that concerns itself not with criteria for

project selection but the details of code-like requirements.
In many

abatement,

instances (sewage treatment, planning and demolition, air pollution
fire protection improvements) the only direction is that projects are

to be allocated by the Director of the Bureau of Building Construction with the

approval of the Commissioner of Administration.

In

the case of land acquisition

the allocation is by the Commissioner with the approval of the governor.
In only

two instances are any specific project criteria offere'd and,

strictly

speaking, they are restrictions on the amount of money which may be spent, rather
than what it may be spent on.

price to

a

The land acquisition provision limits the purchase

figure related to the land's assessed valuation.

The unexpected

contingency fund provision limits the allocation to:
a percentage of the amount appropriated for the project in this
or any other act, said percentage to be not more than five
percent plus the percentage increase in the cost of building
construction as determined for the period involved by the
commissioner of administration from available building cost
indexes 48

In

three cases, the legislature through the committees on ways and means

plays some role in the allocation process.

Copies of the allocations for

unexpected contingencies must be "filed" with those committees.

Similarly,

apDroved schedule" of feasibility studies must be "filed" with the committee

"an

-
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"fifteen days prior to the initiation of any study."
at

least on its face

is

-

The strictest provision

that pertaining to maintenance and repair funds.

-

One

version required that:
the need for said repairs shall have the prior verification py
the house and senate committees on ways and meansA9

and another required that the allocations be:

based upon schedules approved by the house and senate committees
on ways and means, a copy of which shall be deposited with the
commissioner of administration and shall be expended upon
recommendation of the said commissioner and certification by the
house and senate committees on ways and means. 50
The actual and precise manner in which funds are in fact allocated to

projects remains largely veiled in mystery.

As with many other activities

it

is

very difficult to determine who has and does exercise responsibility for such

decisions.

It

appears that the process of allocation is one which is not

characterized by any formalized procedures or standards, let alone written ones.
Selection seems to be

a

haphazard process with the notion of first-come,

first-served being the rule of thumb.

is not at all clear that

It

definition of how much can and should initially be alloted to
much it may be supplemented.

a

there is any

project or by how

There is no evident criterion which

a

decision to

provide funds to projects otherwise authorized (except in the case of the

unexpected contingency fund) and those which will be started by such an allotment,
In

a

number of cases there have been several allotments to and then

subsequent withdrawals of part of the allotments from

a

single project.

Such

multiple changes go beyond the question of funding different phases of the same
project.

Depending upon the fund, relatively disproportionate sums are given to

one agency or Secretariat.

Whether this

a

result of some plan or consistent set

of intentions or the consequence of random decisions is not oPvious.

Study funds are intended to be for "project feasiPility studies,

environmental impact reports" and for "preparation of preliminary plans and
descriptive specifications" (and most recently "project programming").

Over the

years, however, allocations from such funds have typically not gone to projects

which could be described in that way.

Rather, the language in every

authorization appears to be linked with the fulfillment of the Director of the
BBC's responsibilities under (currently) chapter seven,

section six of the

general laws, namely "the maintenance of state-owned property [which]

requires

...

Indeed,

several staff people at the BBC have indicated that the Bureau until

improvements to prevent deterioration or costly future repairs."

recently has had the resources to pursue its mandate under that statute.
since 1968, study funds have been authorized eleven different times.

51

But,
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There has been very little attention drawn to these various funds; perhaps
they are individually small

(though cumulatively large), apparently serve

uncontroversial purposes and are handled

in a

non-public manner.

However, the

Governor's Task Force of 1979 did remark that the unexpected contingencies fund
was not adequately monitored to "identify the rate of consumption of such monies

during the course of

a

to capital outlays."

52

project" so as to "reduce unexpected cost overruns related

The enormous diversity and complexity of capital facility projects which are

carried out by the state government, supported by it, regulated or are given the
state's sanction and require its review, were discussed earlier.
the particular kind of project and the nature of its funding,

According to

the impact on the

state finances is large or small, direct or indirect, long term or short term.
In all

cases, because of the state's involvement, there is

a

relationship between

and among each of those projects and important state programs and policies,

whether those are highly articulated or not.
projects in

a

Even the effective execution of

given geographical area may be dependent on the scope, nature, and

timing of the phases of projects by several public agencies.

In

spite of these

very important interrelationships there is no state agency with the mandate or

ability to take cognizance of those relationships, to act upon them or, at least,
assure mutual awareness and

participants

a

minimal coordination of the activities of

.

The lack of coordination and review in the financial area is reflected in the

lack of

a

unitary budget as presented by the governor to the legislature.

Only

capital outlay for state agency projects is included in the Governor's bill.

Moreover,

it

is

the practice of the legislature to separate out transportation

orojects which are evaluated at least initially by the Transportation Committee,
County projects are treated by the Committee on Counties.

not Ways and Means.

Authorizations for projects overseen by DCA are treated separately.
these goes through

a

separate process; the decisions are made at

a

Each of

different time

from the Governor's capital outlay appropriations bill and without an obvious

consideration of the relationship among the various bills.
In

conjunction with the absence of any systematic means for collecting

information on the scope, nature and progress of various public agencies, this
legislative procedure means that there is no effective way to evaluate the
current status of projects or the fiscal impact of those project authorizations.
This means that capital projects,

particuarly those for state agencies, tend to

accumulate while they disappear from the consciousness of both legislators and
the public,

but not from that of potential bond holders.

A
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nominal limitation on this problem is the expiration after five years of

capital outlay authorizations for state agencies (others can be more

open-ended.)

However,

the review of such authorizations at or near their

expiration date appears to be perfunctory and renewals are routine.
Governor's Task Force of 1979 noted,

for example,

The

that the justification for

renewing capital appropriations had not "taken into consideration increases in

construction costs or changes in building codes." 53
Finally, there is no specific or clear-cut statutory definition of items

which should be included in

administrative practice.

a

capital outlay budget;

it

is a matter of

This can and does result in items being included in the

capital budget which should not be so included.

The Governor's Task Force in

1976 observed:

Many projects included in this (capital outlay) budget cannot be
Normal maintenance expenses
classified as capital expenditures.
and other noncapital items should be covered by current
operating budgets, not financed by long-term debt. "54
In

almost exactly the same terms, the Task Force in 1979 stated that:

Manv projects are incorrectly included in the capital outlay
budget.
These short-term items are thus financed by long-term
debt instead of paid for - as they should be - by the current
operating budget. 55
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GUBERNATORIAL AND LEGISLATIVE REVIEW OF THE MAIN
CAPITAL OUTLAY BUDGET
It

is the

and present

it

responsibility of the Governor to prepare
to the legislature

branches, which may add,

It

.

is

capital outlay oudget

a

then reviewed by both legislative

increase, delete or reduce items.

Upon receipt of the

final legislative version, the Governor may delete or reduce (but not add or

increase) any items in that version.

Finally, the legislature may, by

a

two-thirds vote, override those deletions and reductions.
The Commission has reviewed this process as it occurred over the past 14

fiscal years (1968 through 1981).

This review provides still more empirical

evidence of the dearth of planning and coordination that goes into the capital
outlay budget.

Dramatic

the legislature,

changes have occurred in the budget after submission to

indicating that either the executive or the legislature (or

both) have failed to approach the process in

a

systematic fashion.

Legislative

additions to and deletions from the Governor's proposals from 1968 to 1981

represented

a

change of 40.6%.

When the governor has chosen to exercise his

power to delete or reduce items in the bill passed by the Legislature, the

changes have been small.

The Governor's control of the capital outlay budget

after submitted to legislature is thus seen to be minimal.
The present format for the Governor's recommendations involved labelling them

according to whether they were "urgent" (U), "essential" (E), or "long range"
(LR).
in

This procedure was first used in fiscal year 1977 as

statutory requirements for budget presentation.

a

result of changes

Before that time capital

outlay requests by the Governor took the form of one or more separate submissions
without any distinctions among the items sought.

Indeed,

in fiscal years 1973

and 1976 there were no gubernatorial requests at all.
It

is clear

that the currently used "urgent" category involves those items to

which the Governor expects the legislature to give most serious consideration.
(NOTE:

This may not correspond to what the Governor,

the Secretariats or

individual agencies regard as worthy of serious consideration for that fiscal
year.

For fiscal years 1977 through 1981, the Governor recommended

a

total of

$1,864.3 billion in "urgent," "essential," and "long range" items; $457.0 million
'or less than 25%)

of this was in the "urgent" category.

By comparison,

individual agencies sought $2,393.6 million in projects of which over 50%, namely

$1,223.0 million, were in the "urgent" category.)
through 1981 the Governor requested

a

Thus,

for

fiscal years 1977

total of $457.0 million in "urgent" items

(an average of $91.4 million per year).

This can be compared with the total

request for the corresponding period of $1,864.4 million (an average of $373.9

million per year).

Indeed,

of the $457.0 million in urgent items approximately

-
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$42 million were deleted by the legislature

reduction of about 9.2%).

(a

The

largest cut in "urgent items" by the legislature was in fiscal year 1981 when

approximately 25% ($21.6 million) of the $86.3 million in reguested items was
deleted.

By contrast,

a

very large fraction of "essential" and "long range"

items are cut by the legislature.

For example,

in the fiscal year 1981,

94.7%

($141.6 million out of $149.6 million) of "essential" items and 98.6% ($338.0

million out of $342.7 million) of "long term" items were cut by the legislature.
This suggests that the current "urgent" category corresponds to the single

category of reguests presented by the Governor prior to fiscal year 1976.

Thus,

from fiscal year 1968 through fiscal year 1975 (including two years in which

there was no main capital outlay bill) there were

total of $924.3 million in

a

reguests by the Governor of which 6.1% ($56.8 million) was deleted by the

legislature.

By

far the largest deletions occured in fiscal year 1975 when 21.2%

($37.7 million out of $177.7 million) of the Governor's reguest was rejected by
the legislature.
If the

"urgent" category is treated as comparable to the pre-1976 fiscal year

reguests, then of

a

total of $1,381.3 million in reguests, $99.1 million (or

7.2%) was eliminated by the legislature.
The relatively small

fraction of reductions by the legislature does not,

however, mean that the final budget appears basically as the Governor reguested
it.

Rather, substantial sums have been added by legislators, which never

appeared in the proposed budget for that year.

For recent years,

the item did not appear in any pf the "urgent",

"essential", or "long range"

categories.

this means that

Determining the precise scope of such additions is difficult since

a

comparison of each purported new item must be made with all proposed items.
Nonetheless the Commission believes that the following findings are substantially
accurate.
From fiscal year 1968 through fiscal year 1981

a

total of $462.2 million in

new items was added by legislators to the reguests of the Governor.

If we take

the currently used "urgent" category and the previously used single category as

indicators of serious gubernatorial reguests, this means that $462.2 million in

additions were made to the initial $1,381.3 million in serious reguests, an
increase of 33.5%.

For the period before fiscal year 1977,

million in additions to reguests totalling $924.3 million

(a

there were $196.7

21.3% increase); for

the subseguent period there were $265.5 million in additions to reguests

totalling $457.0 million

(a

58.1% increase).

Using the same indicators, legislative additions and deletions for the entire
14

years represented

a

change of $561.3 million in comparison to initial

gubernatorial reguests of $1,381.3 million

(a

change of about 40.6%).

The change

-
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for the pre-1976 fiscal year period was 27.

ASK;

that for the subsequent period was

67.3%.

These figures are in large measure reflected in the capital outlay bills

voted by the legislature for submission to the Governor.

For the entire period,

the amount so voted was $1,840.0 million compared to initial gubernatorial

requests (including "urgent" items only) of $1,381.4 million--a difference of
$458.6 million.

This represents

a

net change of 33.2%.

legislative budget also reflects

a

different "mix" of items.

This larger final

Less dramatic changes are effected by the Governor after submission to him of
the bill voted by the legislature.

During the 14 year period, governors cut

$103.2 million from the $1,737.5 million voted by the legislature.
million, $85.5 million were made by

a

reductions in the size of the items.
in fiscal years 1968 through 1972,

all

in

Of the $103.2

complete veto of items and $16.8 million by
However, there appear to have been no cuts

and there were no main capital outlay bills at

fiscal years 1973 and 1976.

However,

for every year after 1973 in which there was a bill passed by the

legislature, the Governor did exercise his power to veto or reduce items.
for seven caoital outlay acts passed in fiscal years 1974 through 1981,

Thus,

the

$103.2 million in gubernatorial cuts were made in the first two years in which
the Governor exercised his power to veto or reduce;

1975,

in

fiscal years 1974 and

the Governor cut $60.2 from bills voted by the legislature totalling

$295.5, corresponding to

a

23.3% cut.

In

fiscal year 1974 alone,

the Governor

cut the bill presented to him by 43.9%.

Legislative overrides of gubernatorial cuts are rare.

The only record of

such an override found by the Commission for the 14 year period was for fiscal
year 1975, when the legislature overrode $18.3 of the $22.6 million in vetoes and

reduced items.
in

Thus,

in

the pre-1977 fiscal year period there were $35.8 million

legislatively sustained gubernatorial cuts.
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SOLUTIONS TO SPECIFIC PROBLEMS:

LEGISLATION PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION AND ENACTED INTO LAW

The Commission has submitted proposals to meet the needs described in the

foregoing sections.

The proposals seek to provide expertise and resources

for

the comprehensive and coordinated planning and completion of capital projects

that do not now exist.

While centralizing authority for capital projects, the

proposals also aim to do so in

a

manner that addresses other needs, namely the

need to be sensitive to real differences among public agencies--their mandates,

financing mechanisms, relationships to the executive and distinctive procedures
and pr iorit ies--and the need to consider what in the existing order might be

reformed and what needs to be replaced.

These proposals are discussed below.

Division of Capital Planning and Operations
The Commission submitted
on March 12,

proposal to the Committee of State Administration

a

1980 (see appendix) as part of the Commission's revised legislative

package calling for the creation of
Qperat ions

.

a

new Division of Capital Planning and

This division was to be located within the Executive Office of

Administration and Finance parallel with other Divisions, such as those for
Fiscal Affairs, Central Services, Purchasing, etc.

The Commission-sponsored

proposal, originally filed with the legislature on December
the creation of two agencies:

Capital Planning.

a

5,

1979, had proposed

Division of Capital Operations and

a

Division of

The latter agency was to carry out the required planning

The former agency which was to manage or oversee authorized projects from

tasks.

the early planning stages,

conclusion.

through design and construction, to

After much comment and extensive deliberations,

refined the December

5

a

successful

the Commission

proposal and jointed the two divisions into one.l

Relat ionships to the Budget Bureau and the Operating Budget

Questions also arose about the role of the Budget Bureau and formulation of
the operating budget in relationship to the capital outlay budget.

operating budget was not

a

Although the

direct concern of the Commission in its work,

issues

which arise out of capital outlay matters have an impact on operating budget
matters.
built,

Such issues include the annual operating cost of facilities to be

including maintenance and heating issues, the expense of programs housed

within the facilities, and the annual cost of payments for principal and interest
on bonds

floated to pay for the facilities.

It

was thus necessary that the

relevant agency or agencies take account of the mutual relationships involved.
The budgeting process and the Budget Bureau have been the subject of critical

review from diverse quarters.

The substance of the anticism was in many ways

typical of the kind characterizing agencies concerned with capital facilities,

-

and indeed of many other agencies:

standards,
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lack of planning,

inefficient administration, etc.

poor data resources,

lack of

Neither the mandate nor the

resources of the Commission were appropriate to the task of more carefully

evaluating those problems.
an

informed proposal for

a

Without such an inquiry it was not possible to offer
single agency with

a

structure and procedures for

handling both the operating budget and the capital budget issues.
assumes that such

a

Indeed,

that

single agency would be appropriate in the first place.

states have judged otherwise.

Moreover, this would mean that more dramatic

changes would have been required.
have made the effort to create
The affirmative arguments

Many

The turmoil,

in the short

run at least, would

single budget agency self-defeating.

a

for separating capital outlay budgeting

preparation of the operating budget were even stronger.

from

Two Governor's Task

Forces had noted the virtual absence of capital outlay capabilities and resources
in

Most certainly there would be little or no change required

the Budget Bureau.

to be made

in

From

the Budget Bureau if another agency handled capital outlay.

the perspective of the Budget Bureau itself,

they recognized that they had their

hands full in accomplishing their own tasks. The work in capital outlay was

distinctive enough, and the proposed reform involved such fundamental issues that
the change was best effected by

a

new agency.

The Commission concluded that the best solution would be to keep the

executive's capital planning and budgeting process within the proposed single new
Division.

The necessary coordination with the Budget Bureau and the mutual

relationship between operating and capital budget issues could be achieved by
instituting proper procedures

.and

standards.

(See the discussion below.)

Internal Structure of the Division

Before proceeding to describe how the Divison will avoid many of the problems

discussed earlier and provide long-range, coordinated, and comprehensive planning
it

is

necessary to understand the internal structure of that Division, the

concept which informs it, and the relationships of its various elements.
particular,

In

the Commission's proposal includes three offices within the Division:

the Office of Programming

Facilities Management

.

,

the Office of Project Management

The establishment of those offices,

,

and the Office of
in effect,

abolishes

the Bureau of Building Construction (currently within the Division of Central

Services).

Additionally, the Bureau of State Buildings (also currently within

the Division of Central Services)

is

renamed the Bureau of State Office Buildings

and located within the new Office of Facilities Management.

This arrangement aims to bring within the new Division the capabilities to:

perform, review, and manage specific project planning prior to the design stage
(the Office of Programming); manage major new construction or renovation projects

-
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from the design stage through construction to completion (the Office of Project

Management^; manage repair, energy conservation and other smaller specialized
projects through the corresponding stages; oversee the maintenance of existing
facilities (Office of Facilities Management); and work closely with the agency

specifically responsible for maintaining the state office buildings (Bureau of
State Office Buildings).
The legislation also permits the creation by the Deputy Commissioner of

unit concerned with real property managment,

with

a

a

in order to provide the Executive

clear mandate and the necessary resources to manage the real property

owned, acquired or disposed of by the Commonwealth.il
Most of the information gathering functions of the Division were given to the

staff of the Deputy Commissioner.

They could coordinate and process those data

whether related to real property or to repair and maintenance issues.
the case,

the close connection between planning

the alternatives for purchase,

leasing,

That being

decisions for construction and

rehabilitation, etc. loomed larger.

The

resources and expertise were best located in the same place as the source of

recommendations.

Hence,

the real property management staff is required by the

legislation to be part of the Deputy Commissioner's staff.
flexibility, however, he has the discretion to establish

a

To

afford him maximum

separate unit

pertaining to those matters or to organize his entire staff in some other, more
effective manner.

Responsibilities of the-Deputy Commissioner
This notion of

a

distinctive staff for the Deputy Commissioner, apart from

the above-mentioned Offices and Bureau, arises not out of an explicit statement
in the

enacted Commission legislation, but rather follows from the specification

of the Deputy Commissioner's responsibilities in those new statutes.

regard, too, the new Division has
in

A&F or other Secretariats.

In

In

this

a

distinctive character as compared with others

a

number of instances

comparable official oversees his agency with
primarily on policy-oriented decisions.

a

a

Deputy Commissioner or

relatively small staff focussed

Personnel matters, day-to-day support

activities, and even substantial decisions related to agency functions may be

-

as matter of statute or administrative policy-left to the units within the

This is not the concept embodied in the statutes pertaining to the

agency.

Division.

Rather,

the idea

is

that the Deputy Commissioner,

relatively large staff, will provide
for all

a

the Division's component units.

through his

centrally managed support infrastructure
He will

thereby exercise considerably

more authority in the review and setting of policy for each of those units than
is

typically the case.

-

reasons for such

The
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structure are several-fold.

a

First of all, the very

choice of units which are concerned with distinctive aspects or phases of

building projects requires that there be

a

single place where clear authority

Distinct but mutually dependent activities have to be coordinated and

resides.
have

a

locus for final decisions as to priorities or policies

Secondly, the

.

structure avoids duplication of resources or services which all units may, to
some degree,

require.

Thirdly, it best facilitates the collection, recording,

analysis, and distribution of data.
The Division Jurisdiction over Planning

With this general structure and its rationale in mind, the way in which the

Division is to provide the desired planning can be examined.

Of particular

concern are agency planning, Division planning, and the relationship between the
This necessitates an understanding of the agencies involved and to the

two.

extent of their involvement.
For the reasons described below,

responsibility to prepare

a

capital budget based on it.

is given the

the Deputy Commissioner (1)

unitary, long-range, capital facilities plan and
It

is unitary

sense that it is intended to

in the

reflect the capital facility concerns and priorities of all public agencies,
insofar as they relate to capital facility projects in which the Commonwealth has
an

important interest.

facility" and

a

Toward this end, the statute defines both

"capital facility project".

(2)

a

"capital

The former corresponds to the

Dhysical object in which the Commonwealth is making
example,

a

a

long term investment-f or

building which is to be occupied or other public work.

includes the managerial and technical aspects of procuring such

a

The latter

capital

facility and the financial means and mechanisms for paying it.
The description of capital

facility includes

specific listing of kinds of

a

buildings and other facilities roughly corresponding to the functional mandate of
various public agencies.

The definition of capital

facility project focuses

primarily on financing by the issue of bonds, notes, or other evidences of

indebtedness by the Commonwealth or any public agency of the Commonwealth, but
also permits consideration of capital facilities which are paid for through an

annual budget or other appropriation.*
and "capital

However,

facility" project are terms of art.

the terms "capital facility"
The particular meaning lent to

them varies according to the type of physical facilities desired, the lifetime of
the physical investment made, and the manner and duration of means to finance
that

investment.

For that reason,

the articulation of

a

more precise (or

elaborate) definition of each is left to standards established by the Deputy

Commissioner within the framework of the definitions provided.

-
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These definitions were drafted with the intention of providing the broadest

ooportunitv for the Deputy Commissioner, the Governor, and the Legislature to be
aware of the plans of the public agencies which the Commonwealth controls,

regulates, or funds, or for which it has specified policies, purposes, or

standards for the pursuit of projects for capital facilities.
of" is extremely important here because

a

The word

"aware

certain confusion seems to have arisen

about the precise role to be played by the Division with regard to the projects
of public agencies with widely varying relationships to the state.

Distinction Between Jurisdictions as to Planning and Jurisdiction as to Operations
The role of the Division vis

a

vis other public agencies is essentially

specified bv the statutory provisions concerning the "jurisdiction" of the
Division.

Chapter

There are four levels of jurisdiction, described in section AOA of

7.

The lowest common denominator for jurisdiction is

requirement imposed on all public agencies.

a

record keeping

The new statute provides for

establishment by the Division of "requirements for record
keeping and reporting by the administering agency as to control and supervision
of capital

facility projects"(3) so that the Division "may assess the nature,

scope and programs of all planned or current capital facility projects and
fulfill its responsibilities as defined by this chapter and other relevant

statutes" (A)
.

In

other words,

for the Division to prepare unitary and

in order

comprehensive planning recommendations

it must

have information about planned or

current capital facility projects of all public agencies.
The distinctions afforded by paragraphs

(1),

(2),

and (3) of the same section

correspond to the responsibility of the Division in its operations aspect.
Operations involves projects that are not only planned, but are to be carried
out.

Suffice it to say that at this

Those distinctions will be discussed later.

point the Division has an operations role only in regard to the classes of

projects defined by paragraphs (1),

(2),

and

(3)

of section AOA of Chapter

state agencies, building authorities and DCA housing projects,

7

-

respectively.

Direct Division involvement with the DCA projects is minimal.
The Content of Long Range Plans

Within this framework, the specific responsibilities of public agencies in
the planning process are articulated beginning with the newly enacted c.
7A.

In particular,

required to prepare

every public agency other than
a

a

29,

s.

city or town (see below) is

"long-range capital facilities development plan

-

with

There is nothing which bars the Commonwealth from paying for capital items
Indeed, a number of
wholly out of the operating budget rather than by borrowing.
states do precisely that.
But if that has been done to any appreciable degree by
the Commonwealth other than reimburseming cities and towns for school building
construction, it has not been evident and seems unlikely.

-

estimates for

a
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period of five years or more

-

and revise it annually or at sucn

other appropriate period as the Deputy Commissioner determines."

The planning

period of five years is within the typical range required by other, which tend to
The effective planning period may vary since

mandate three to six year periods.

the revisions need not necessarily be done every year.

Variations will depend on the content of the plan and revisions.
content of each is defined by the newly enacted
effect, will contain
as an

a

c.

29,

s.

The minimum

Each plan,

7B.

in

description of the agency mandate by law and rule, as well

interpretation of each by the agency itself and

consideration of

a

The plans will itemize the capital facilities used

potential factors for change.

by the agencies according to their physical character,

detailing the kind and

There will follow an articulation of the

extent of current and future use.

capital facility needs based on the aforementioned factors.

Other sections will

translate those needs into specifications of the scope, cost, schedule, and
financial, programmatic and other impact of the projects desired to satisfy those
needs.

Any revision of a plan will,

of course,

reflect changes in those

How far the plans will go beyond the minimum content will be

estimates.

determined by the Deputy Commissioner.

Presumably that will vary with the agency

and the Deputy Commissioner's ability to produce and evaluate the information

sought,

its value,

and the precise relationship the state government has with the

Clearly, the demands on

a

line state agency will be very

different from an agency which requires only

a

nominal approval of its authority

agency in question.

to

issue

a

certain aggregate in bonds.
cities and towns have a
Cities and towns are not required to submit long range plans,

The Department of Community Affairs

distinctive role.
or budgets.

Rather,

(DCA),

such submission is the responsibility of the "state agency

the authorization of which is otherwise required for capital facility projects of
one or more cities and towns. "(5)
The Commission concluded,

after considerable discussion, that requiring

localities to submit plans, even if concerned only with capital facilities in
which the state otherwise plays
duplicative.

It

a

role,

was unduly burdensome and potentially

seemed appropriate to place the responsibility for securing and

aggregating the required information (which may already have been obtained by the
state agency in its dealings with the locality) on the state agency whose

approval is otherwise required.

The same section provides that any plan,

revision, or budget requested of c.

121B operating agencies be "prepared and

submitted by the [Department of [Community [Ajffairs".

The rationale here is

similar to that for the previous provision. Also, the DCA has
in

a

distinctive role

allocating monies to various operating agencies for housing projects and in

overseeing the planning and execution of such projects.

-

In
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addition to submitting long range plans, the relevant public agency is

also responsible for preparing an annual capital facility budget. (6)

This is

intended to embody the specific capital facility budget requests that the agency
is

seeking for the next fiscal year.

Specific and Lump-sum Requests
Chapter 29 Section 7C distinguishes between two kinds of requests: those "for
a

class or classes of similar or related capital facility projects" and those for

"individual projects."

The distinction accommodates the actual historical and

likely future usage by agencies such as OCA, Division of Environmental Management
(DEM),

or Department of Public Works

of projects.

(DPW) of blanket authorizations for classes

The allocation of the sums involved might be made by the relevant

agency in light of certain specified guidelines and procedures.

The statute

reflects no judgment about the appropriateness of the procedure.

It

does

however, require that if such requests are made, the class be clearly defined,
the reasons for making the request be stated, the priority and allocation

procedure be specified, and

a

suggested initial allocation be presented.

This

information, in conjunction with the reporting requirements on the progress of
projects(7)' is believed to provide an effective means for critical review and

control of such blanket authorizations.
Budget Requests

-

For individual projects the minimum content of capital facility budget

requests is determined by

c.

29 s.

7C.

Some of that content has in recent years

been required in the capital outlay manual prepared by the Budget Bureau.

Beyond

the now statutory mandate to provide such information,

data on certain other

significant project characteristics must be included.

Such data include

information on the proposed project schedule and cost estimates based on that
schedule, along with

a

characterization of the accuracy of the estimate. The

appropriation history of the project and the progress made in light of that
history must be documented.

Furthermore, there must be estimates of the impact

on the operating budget once the

of the project.

facility is put into use and of the useful life

Much of this information is intended to provide

definition of the project and, where relevant,
so as

to assure cost

a

a

stricter

perspective on its development

review and control, particularly by the Legislature.

Resources for Planning
It

should be obvious from this discussion that public agencies, particularly

state agencies, will have greater demands placed on them to do planning and to
report the resulting plans.

The legislation addresses some of tne means which

may be available to public agencies to meet these demands.

First, to avoid

misdirection and wasted resources the Deputy Commissioner, after consultation

.

-
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with the Governor and Commissioner of Administration,

is to prepare and send to

public agencies:
a capital facility planning policy statement to inform them in the
formulation of their long range capital facilities development plans and
capital facility budget requests. 12
Second, at his discretion, the Deputy Commissioner may "provide technical

assistance to those public agencies lacking sufficient resources to
prepare.

.

.plans"(8) and "capital facility budget requests (9)*

Third,

.

individual agencies or Secretariats may include in their capital facility budget
requests sums to pay for comprehensive (agency or Secretariat wide) or individual

project planning.

Fourth,

there is

"capital facility planning fund" made

a

available to state agencies other than counties by

c.

29 s.

2G.

The precise

procedure for use of that and other funds is discussed below.
This fourth provision gives priority to those projects which form part of

a

legislatively or administratively approved long-range or master plan and which
must make rapid progress to prevent excessive increases in project costs or to

avoid serious delay in use of the projects.

Among other possibilities, the sums

may be used to prepare environmental impact statements and to acquire options on

land or buildings for the project.
on the use of this and similar

addition to the financial and other checks

In

funds (see discussion of c.

approval of the relevant Secretariat head is

condition for allocation.

a

29 s.

2F below),

necessary but not sufficient

This was deemed appropriate because the judgment of

the Secretariats in overall planning priorities is mandated by the statutes

creating the Secretariats.
advance of projects

-

at

Thus,

the Secretary should have control over the

least by this route.

An additional check on administrative allocation of such monies is that no

request may be satisified if it was rejected during the most recent capital
outlay process or is currently being considered.

sufficient.
then

a

Finally,

if the project

is

One bite at the apple should be

indeed funded beyond the planning stages,

sum equal to the allocation is to be deducted from the project

aopropriation and returned to the fund.
charged for the true total cost and

planning fund.

a

This will assure that the project is

means is available for replenishing the

As a whole this should provide a means

for supporting agency

planning while expediting projects of particular urgency by

a

speedy but well

regulated mechanism for financing planning outside the yearly capital outlay
process

*

See detailed discussion in

"

Programming " section, below.
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Reviews of Plans and Requests

Bevond the requirements for long range plans and capital facility oudget
requests, standards for the content of those plans and requests, and the

resources for preparing them, the enacted statutes make certain specific

provisions for

a

series of reviews of the requests submitted to the Deputy

Commissioner of Capital Planning Operations.
The first provision involves

controlled or to be controlled

"potential users and staff of the facilities

by-

notice" of the proposed plans and requests and
comment thereon."

1

They must be given "timely public

the agency".

"reasonable opportunity

a

Because there is no framework specified for the public

notice or the public comment, there is maximum flexibility.
thus be abused.

... to

The provision may

However, the Deputy Commissioner may "provide guidelines to

agencies for soliciting and reporting on such views."

This,

2

in conjunction

with public monitoring will, hopefully, prevent abuse.
The second set of provisions concern review by other state agencies and by

the legislature.

This is achieved by submission of the proposed plans and

requests to "the secretaries of all executive offices,

the director of the budget

bureau, the state treasurer ,... the Commsissioner of the department of revenue,
and the house and senate ways and means committees"

*.

(In

the context of the

then current law, the provision was intended to include the Secretary of

Educational Affairs for

institutions of higher education; under the recent

reorganization, the appropriate body will be the Board of Regents.)
The Secretaries are to report

"on the consistency of any public agency's

plans or requests with the programs and policies"

^

of the Secretariat,

assuming that the public agency is located in the Secretariat.

This kind of

review is consistent with the responsibilities of the Secretariats

and could

include specific recommendations for approval or disapproval of any part of
Dlan or proposed project.

impact on the ability of

agencv is located

-

environmental impact
in

In
a

certain instances

Secretariat

to carry out
in

-

a

particular project may have an

other than the one in which the public

its mandate.

Two such examples are:

the case of Environmental Affairs and energy conservation

the case of Energy Resources.

Hence, the statutes provide the opportunity

for the Deputy Commissioner to request of any Secretariat
on the plans and requests"

also

a

plans,

a

*

"a

report on the impact

of such extra-Secretariat agencies.

There are

provisions for public hearings by the Secretariats and suomission of all
requests, and reports to the House and Senate Ways and Means Committees

and the Committee on Post Audit and Oversight.
In

order to assure coordination with the Budget Bureau and sensitivity to

operating budget issues, the Bureau is required to report "on the impact of

-

proposed agency plans and requests
programs

-
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based on state and projected overall agency

on the agency's operating budget

-

-

for the next

lonqer period as the deputy commissioner might request.]

five years tor for such
6

impact would

The

involve the demand on state revenues when the facility is actually in operation:

physical maintenance and facility operating costs, staff and other resources to
use the facility.
the latter context the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue is

In

required to report "on the impact of proposed agency plans and requests on their

requirements for and product of revenue for at least the next five years (or for
such longer period as the deputy commissioner shall request)."

7

The intent is

to make the Commissioner of the Department of Revenue aware of how the demands

for and creation of revenue will be built into the project,

to help the Deputy

Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations better able to estimate the
efficiency of the proposed project(s).
response to the concern about overall fiscal management of the capital

As a

outlay orogram, the Director of the Budget Bureau and the Commissioner of the

Department of Revenue are required to submit their reports to the State Treasurer
The State Treasurer "may if requested by the deputy commissioner report

as well.
in wr

;

ting...on the impact of all plans and request, separately and as

a

whole on

the financial health of the Commonwealth and make such recommendations as to the

form and nature of the financing as s/he deems necessary." °[N0TE:

Commission sought

legislature

a

mandatory report but

it

The

was changed to an optional one by the

.

Planning by Capital Planning and Operations is oriented toward state programs
and services and facilities.

The provision of such programs,

location of such facilities may have
in

a

services and the

significant impact on economic development

the Commonwealth in general and cities and towns in particular.

reason,

it

For this

was seen as appropriate to assure some minimum and recipocal awareness

of that impact by the state and localities.
Thus,

in addition

to the

"user" and "staff" review afforded by c.

29 s.

7C

the statutes as enacted provide that copies of the proposed agency plans and

requests be submitted "in

a

timely manner to each of the regional planning

agencies" and that such agencies submit to the Deputy Commissioner "a statement
of their comments and recommendations

including those of cities and towns in the

region which are affected by such plans and requests.
The converse of this submission is to some degree

provision that the Deputy Commissioner "be notified in

°

found in the newly enacted
a

timely manner by the

agency designated as the state clearinghouse (as provided by the federal

Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of nineteen hundred and sixty-eight) as to any

-
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capital facility projects reviewed by said agency."

^

To

the extent that such

projects might impact on "current long range capital facility plans and other
programs and policies of the Commonwealth" the Deputy Commissioner is to submit
his comments and regulations to that state clearinghouse.

11

Indeed it is

a

specific responsibility of the Deputy to advise the Governor and the Commissioner
of Administration "on the means and methods available to coordinate capital

facility project plans and programs of all public agencies and the federal

government in order to establish relative priorities and to avoid duplication of

conflicts." ,5
Toward that end and toward meeting his specific responsibilities in the

planning and budgeting process, the Deputy Commissioner is to establish

a

"central depository" for such planning (pre-design) documents of all public

agencies as he may define by rule and regulation which are to be submitted to him.
It

the responsibility of the Deputy Commissioner to study and review the

is

information submitted to him and then to prepare

a

"capital facility budget" for

the governor including "an integrated and comprehensive capital

facilities

devlopment plan and capital facility budget request" and "such pther

recommendations as the governor shall determine upon." ,,
i;>

The task of finally

preparing the plan and budget request will be carried out by the Deputy

Commissioner's own staff.

However, considerable technical evaluation of the

specific projects must be carried out before completion of the analysis and
judgements.

According to the specific mandate of the enacted statutes and the

directives of the Deputy Commissioner, it is the responsiPility of the Office of
Programming, the Office of Project Management, and the Office of Facilities

Management to provide the Deputy Commissioner with technical analysis of the
feasibility, cost, and schedule of proposed building projects; their operational
and maintenance characteristics; the relationship to space allocation and

utilization standards; and the character and quality of the associated studies,
programs, designs and other supporting documents.

,a

Since the mandated responsibil ites and staff duties of the Division in the

operational sense are oriented to building projects within the purview of state
agencies

it

is

not necessarily the intention of the legislation to have the

Division or Deputy Commissioner responsible for any extensive technical review of
public works projects or certain classes of building projects (such as housing

projects).

In

some instances it seems wiser to rely on the technical expertise

of the administering agency intimately involved with such projects.

For tnat

reason, the enacted statute provides that the Deputy Commissioner may ask "the

head of the public agency which administers or would administer

a

capital

.

facility proiect

-

other than

a

building project
93
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-

or consultants hired by

-

him/her for that purpose" for technical evaluations of those projects.

The

latter choice provides the opportunity for the Deputy Commissioner to obtain an

independent evaluation if there is no specific staff expertise within the
Di vis ion

Although it is intended that there be flexibility in how the Deputy

Commissioner prepares the final documents it is intended that they closely follow
the form and content of plans and budget requests submitted to him in accordance

with the statutory prescriptions described earlier.
be

the information is to

Thus,

"classified and designated to present at least the same kind of quality of

information as are required of plans and requests" submitted by the
agencies

.

1

5

To

assure coherence in the formulation of plans and requests and

to assure consistency with the guidelines given to the agencies the Deputy

Commissioner

also to submit to the governor "an evaluation of the proposed

is

plan and budget request in terms of

statement

.

(

that )... capital facilities planning policy

^

"

Mandated Studied and Programs
-

In

addition to specifying requirements for supporting data and analyses and

the manner of presenting both plans and capital facility budget requests the

statutes mandate that the Deputy Commissioner, both in his recommendations to the
Governor in his budget, include certain specific recommendations.
First,

agency"^

7

"for each building pro ject

.

.

.

for which the using agency is

a

state

there is required "a recommendation as to the need for and where

appropriate,

a

request for,

for performance of,

a

study and program as

a

prerequisite to contracting

or allotment or expenditure of funds for any design or

construction related activities."

-,g

If no such

recommendation is made "the

governor and deputy commissioner shall include the reasons therefor
'

.

"

I 9

This provision arises out of the total inadequacy of pre-design planning

building projects of state agencies.
essential that

a

The Commission believes that it is

study and program should be done for each building project, and

should be completed prior to the design and construction stages.
The latter provision should be read
29 s.

7K which

in

conjunction with that contained in

states that:

[e]very appropriation or authorization for the design or
construction of a building project for which a state agency is
the using agency shall be deemed to require the satisfactory
completion of a study or program before any services for the
design or construction of such project may be constracted for,
oerformed by contract or otherwise, or funds allotted,
encumbered or expended therefor, unless such appropriation or
authorization specifically states that no such study or program
need or shall be done.

c.

-

In
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other words, the presumption extends to the legislative deliberation and

decision process itself:

a

study must be done, unless the legislation

specifically mandates that no study or program be done.
These requirements still provide flexibility for both the executive and the

legislature; they do not require
inapproDr iate

,

a

study or program if that is seen as

but only after action by the executive and legislature is taken to

avoid doing so and only after (in the case of the executive) justification is
given.

This is especially important in those situation where entirely new or

substantially different projects are initiated in the legislature itself.
it

These,

may be recalled, will typically have undergone little or no scrutiny by the

executive or for that matter by the legislature.
of course,

Approval of such projects is,

the constitutional prerogative of the legislature

(assuming

concurrence by the executive) but then special effort will have to be made by
proponents of such projects to justify not studying and defining the scope and
costs of such projects.

The intent of the provisions is to provide

a

basis for

a

subsequent decision to fund the design and/or construction stages and to provide
additional time for the legislature to reflect (perhaps again) on the viaPility
of the proposal.
The two above-mentioned requirements are in turn linked to

a

third which

provides an additional check on the progress of projects which may be

insufficiently defined to justify progress to

a

later stage.

In

particular,

[N]o provider of design services for any building for which a
state agency is the using agency shall be selected by the
designer selection board or by the administering agency .... and
no design services shall be per formed ... for any building project
for which the satisfactory completion of a study or program is
required prior to the design or construction of that project,
unless and until 20
a

series of reviews have been made and certifications been given.

Not only must

the study and/or program have been "satisfactorily completed" but also the using

agency must certify that at that time they conform to current needs and long
range plans; one or more directors of the Offices within the Division after

review requested by the Deputy Commissioner certify that the study and/or program
reflect the stated needs, are accurate estimates, can be performed within the

appropriation or authorization, and should advance to the next stage; and the
Deputy Commissioner certifies that they are in conformity with the appropriation
and authorization and legislative intent in regard to the agency's plans.

Should

the certification not be forthcoming the project cannot continue and that fact
and reasons for it are to be reported to the House and Senate Ways and Means

Committees.

Further legislative action would then be required before the

ill-suited project can advance any further.

.
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Phasinq of Procurement

Another recommendation required of the Deputy Commissioner and the Governor
in their budget

proposals involves the "phasing of procurement", that is whether

the approval is to be sought

for the design stage only or for both the design and

construction stages.

recommendation is for other than combined phasing

If the

the Deputy Commissioner and Governor are to "state in detail the reasons

therefor."

If the necessary

pre-design planning has been done, including the

setting of overall priorities as well as study and programming, then it is the

Commission's belief that the purpose, nature, scope and cost of the projects will
have been so thoroughly reviewed that the project can advance speedily and

directly through the design to the construction stage.

Should there be some good

reason not to proceed in that manner then those reasons should be given.
Still another requirement concerns the mode of procurement itself.

The bulK

of the procedures recommended by the Commission and embodied in the statutue are

rooted in the concept of the so-called "sequential method" of project

development, which involves clearly defined pre-design, design, and construction
Not only are the activities readily distinguishable but so are the

stages.

actors at each stage ("programmer",

"designer",

of the Commonwealth in overseeing them.

"contractor", etc.), and the role

But there are other modes of procurement

such as construction management, design/build, turnkey, and so on,

in which the

stages are not so distinct and the talents, roles, and responsibilities of the

actors are different.
The use of modes of procurement other than the sequential one can offer

considerable savings in terms of time, money, and perhaps improvements in
quality.
fail.

they may also entail considerable risk if the method should

However,

The degree of success is contingent upon the expertise and acumen of the

"owner," in this case the Commonwealth, and in certain instances involves

considerably more discretion on the part of those exercising authority on behalf
of it.

Moreover,

the notions of equity,

free competition and fairness must be

translanted into the new frameworks because the conventional procedures for
selection of private contractors are typically not amenable to these other

approaches
The exoerience of the Commonwealth with these other methods has been minimal,

particularly in regard to projects for line state agencies.
have been used to

projects.

a

Such other modes

limited degree by other agencies, such as in OCA housing

However, the sorrow-filled experience with "construction management"

as carried out by MBM has

tended to discredit any attempt by the Commonwealth to

try alternative procurement methods.

government have experimented

in

Moreover, when other states and tne federal

this area,

they have not enjoyed unalloyed

-

success.
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Because the sequential process is so rooted in the statutes and

practice of the Commonwealth and many parties

botn public and private

-

vested interest in preserving the status quo, there has hardly been

a

-

have

rush to try

anything dramaticlly new.
Under other circumstances

somthing dramatically new.

a

Commission such as this one may have recommended

But the evidence is overwhelming that the ability of

the Commonwealth to adminster even the conventional sequential process is sorely

lacking.

is,

It

its ability

therefore,

first necessary for the Commonwealth to strengtnen

in that area before

moving into one which typically requires

considerably more expertise, resources, and judgment.

Nonetheless the Commission

feels that although no new procurement process should be written into law at this

staae,

it

is

matter which those responsible for building projects should

a

reflect upon and, when appropriate, should make recommendations for new

appraoches on
Thus,
in

a

case by case basis.

the legislation requires that the Deputy Commissioner and the Governor,

the budget recommendations

also include a recommendation as (to) the mode of procurement of
such facility, including but not limimted to, sequential,
construction management, turnkey, design/build
procurement ... .which will most efficiently, economically and
21
best serve the interest of the commonwelath
.

If an

alternate mode

is

recommended they shall

also recommend the method by which design and/or construction
services shall be procured for such project, provided that such
method shall be compatible with the policies and procedures for
the selection of designers in sections 30B through 30P and with
the policies and procedures for the selection of contractors in
section 44A through 44H of chapter one hundred and forty-nine,
to the extent feasible. 22
The suppporting information is to be provided by the Director of the Office
of Project Management,

namely,

(tine director shall ... recommend to the deputy commissioner the
method for procuring design and construction services when an
alternative construction method is recommended; such
recommendation shall be in writing and contain the reasons for
not complying with the standard selection and bidding laws
provided that the legislature shall approve the method for such
project and provided that such procurement method shall comply
with the policies and procedures of sections thirty. B through
thirty P, inclusive, of chapter seven and sections forty-four A
through L, inclusive, of chapter one hundred and forty-nine, to
the extent feasible. 23
In

addition, the Director is to

develop guidelines regarding the types of projects that would
most benefit from use of alternative construction methods and
shall periodically evaluate their effectiveness. 24

-
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Other Provisions of the Legislation
The Deputy Commissioner and Governor are also required to include in their

budget recommendations specific provisions for certain other accounts, the

Durposes of which and the manner of administering them being determined by
statute.

In

particular, they are to include provisions for

a

"design and

construction contingency reserve account" 25 and an "emergency repair reserve
account" 26,
The aim of the

former is to

provide monies for the design and construction of capital
facility projects by state agencies which, because of
unforseeable circumstances, not within the cintemplation of the
using or the administering agency, and for justifiaPle reasons,
would cause the project cost to exceed the sums then
appropriated or authorized therefore. 27
Priority is to be given
to projects for which the delay in seeking monies through the
normal capital budget process provided for by this chapter would
cause a serious loss in use of the capital facility if it were
unavailable when needed or cause a percentage increase in total
project cost substantially larger than that for other projects
at a comparable stage of progress. 28
To avoid

circumventing of normal procedures and the normal capital outlay

process, no request is permitted if

similar request is currently being considered according to the
capital budget process for the current fiscal year..., or which
was so considered during the capital budget process for the
previous fiscal year and failed to receive an appropriation or
authorization. 29
a

These monies are not intended to finance significant changes in project scope

which should be the subject of legislative review

-

-

but their aim is to deal with

"unforeseen circumstances" in the execution of the project.

Hence, there can Pe

allocation of the Deputy Commissioner
finds fa)

that the proposal foruse of such monies will result in
substantial deviation from any study or program for the
project most recently approved by him/her or from any design for
the project most recently approved by the administering agency
or (b) that the proposal for use of such monies will result in a
cumulative increase in the number of gross square feet to the
constructed in the project in excess of ten per cent of the
number most recently specified in an appropriation or
authorization for the project. 30
a

In

this instance (as compared to the capital planning fund discussed aPove)
This is oecause the

no approval of the request by the Secretariat is required.

sums are not to be used for changing the programmatic concept of the facility in
any substantial way.
and

a

The concern of the Secretariat is that there be

a

project

programmatic concept in the first place, not the contingencies of executing

that project.
The aim of the "emergency repair and reserve account"

is

to

provide monies for the performance of repair projects of such a
nature that funding through the capital budget process ... would
be burdensome 31
.

.
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Top priority is to be given to

funding requests for projects designed to remedy clear and
present dangers to the health and safety of the users of the
facilutv in questions;

second priority to
funding requests for projects that would prevent imminent
destruction or damage of property or equipment beyond reasonable
reoair
;

and third priority to

funding requests for projects, that would restore use of a
faciluty or part of a facility to its user, where the loss of
use has seriously disrupted the agency' functions. 32
Here,

too,

outlay process.

provision is made to deter the circumvention of the normal capital
For the same reasons as noted above,

require approval by the Secretariat.
the area of repair and maintenance,

requests for funds do not

Because of its special responsibilities in
the Office of Facility Management is

permitted to make requests for such funds, in addition to state agencies (other
than counties

)

The Commission proposed the establishment of the capital planning fund and
the specific requirement to make recommendations for design and construction

contingency reserve and emergency repair reserve accounts because of the
(The distinction between an on-going "fund" and

imoortance of those areas.

a

yearly "account" arises out of the difference between the ongoing character of

planning and the "one-shot" nature of project contingencies or repair projects.)
The definition of purposes,

the specification of priorities and restrictions

concerning when and by whom requests may be made or approved are intended to
remedy the poor definitipn and inadequate fiscal control characterizing the

lump-sum accounts discussed earlier.
The

funds and accounts specified in the statute do not exhaust the

possibilities for "lump-sum" funding of specialized activities.

Requests for

such funding may, of course, be sought during the capital budget process.

In

particular, the legislation as enacted provides that
[t]he governor and the deputy commissioner ... in their .... plans
and capital budget requests and the secretaries (may include
among their plans and requests ones) for one or more
contingency, or other lump-sum or reserve accounts, including
but not limited to planning, design and construction
contingency, preventative maintenance, emergency repair, energy
conservation, life safety, and architectural barrier funds or
accounts. 33
In

doing so. they are able to include recommendations about the "purposes" of

such funds or accounts and "the priorities and procedures for allocating the

monies kept therein."

,.

For the above mentioned funds and accounts such

purposes, priorities and procedures are defined.
accounts,

it

is

In

the case of other funds or

the responsibil ty of the Deputy Commissioner to estaolish such

-
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accounts "in conformity with the terms of the appropriation authorizing then and

legislative intent in terms of long-range capital facilities development plans."
35
In

the case of the statutorily mandated design and construction contingency

account, the Deputy Commissioner,

establishing such priorities and procedures,

in

must

establish specific limits for the amount of money which may be
allocated from the account for any particular project excluding
price inflation contingencies, and the amount which may be
allocated for the construction of any particular project for
price inflation contingencies. 36
Greater specificity is necessary for cost allocations in this area because of the
large sums involved.

A

distinction should be made between the contingencies

caused by price inflation and others, which typically arise out of unforseeable
The 10% limit on allocations to

physical events.

particular project does not

a

mean that another cushion (as currently) cannot be built into the basic

appropriation sought by the agency.

should, however, receive close scrutiny

It

when the appropriation is being considered.

It

should be closely linked with the

expected contingencies of such projects, the accuracy of the cost estimates for
the project program,

and any special project characteristics or uncertainties.

The statute also defines the procedure for making allocations in light of

those specified purposes and priorities.

This is intended to place authority

where expert judgment and institutional responsibility reside.

Thus,

an

allocation may be made only if the using agency certifies that the project
"corresponds to

[

its ]... .current needs

(

including long range plan )"; after one

or more directors of the division offices .certify the accuracy of "project

requirements, cost and schedule" and the ability to complete the project "within
and the Deputy Commissioner certifies that

the limits of the funds requested";

the request is "in conformity with the terms of the appropriation or

authorization" and his "priorities and procedures."
allocation

Finally, he must approve tne

.

All requests are reported to the Commissioner of Administration and the House

and Senate Ways and Means Committees.

reasons for disapproval.

The Deputy Commissioner must state his

This should provide

a

further check on aDuse of

discretion, while leaving responsibility for the final decision soley in the
hands of the Deputy Commissioner.

Reports on Projects
To provide

the chance to evaluate the efficacy and administration of such

funds and accounts,

there is to be

a

yearly report

(

due by February 15

)

by the

Deputy Commissioner, describing the projects using such monies and the status of

-

-

This reporting requirement is one of several included

the funds or accounts.

within the statutes.
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They are aimed at addressing the absence or poor quality of

record keeping which hinders efficient administration and the coordination of

programs, and which may obscure,

intentionally or otherwise, the reasons for

decisions and the identification of those responsible for the decisions.
The Deputy Commissioner is required to prepare quarterly

"comprehensive

report(s) on the progress of all capital facility project subject to the

jurisdiction of the division" 37 except for those of cities and towns.

A

similar report must also be prepared on an annual basis but contains more
information,

including data on projects of cities and towns.

may be treated as one of the quarterly reports.

)

(

The annual report

The information is to be

suDplied persuant to the reporting provisions applicable to all capital facility
These are subject to the jurisdiction of the Division as defined by c.

projects.
7

39C and described above.

s.

Such information will serve the Director as

a

means to evaluate and compare

the efficacy of various capital facility programs, particularly building

programs.

It

will assist in their coordination and aid in the preparation of

recommendations concerning future programs.

It

will also aid the relevant

legislative committees and interested legislators in grasping the nature, scope,
progress and overall impact of the Commonwealth's capital programs.

To

facilitate this, the Deputy Commissioner is to include in his annual report

statement of the problems which have arisen in the capital
facility procurement programs and procedures of public agencies
and his/her specific recommendations for administrative and
legislative action which in his/her view are necessary to remedy
such problems. 38

a

For similar reasons,

annually

a

the Deputy Commissioner is also required to prepare

report including

an analysis of the utilization, cost and method of acquisition
of real property acquired for the use of state agencies; the
sale or rental of such real property and revenue realised

therefrom.

.

.

39.

This is to provide an analysis of the problems which have arisen and

recommendations to solve them.

Adv isory Counc il
To

further assist the Deputy Commissioner there is also mandated an "advisory

council on capital planning and operations," which is to meet no less often than
once every three months.

From this the Deputy is to

seek information, advice and counsel as to the recommendation,
establishment, and evaluation of priorities and schedules for
Those
(c. 7 s. AOM) ... the progress of capital facilities.
"executive officers of public agencies directly responsible for
administering capital facility projects are to attend such
meetings as the Deputy Commissioner may request 40.
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REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Efficient and effective capital planning requires
property management.
a

a

working system of real

The Commission found the present system to be defective in

number of important respects.

There is

a

lack of information about the real

property owned and occupied by the state and there are no systematic procedures
for the redistribution,
In the

acquisition or disposition of the state's real property.

sections that follow, we briefly describe the "formal system" of real

Droperty management that was employed during the period studied by the
we then describe the consequences of this structure

Commission,

management of real property by the Commonwealth.

for the

Finally, we describe the

Commission's recommendations--both those enacted into law and those which have
not been implemented.

Each part is organized according to the real property

management functions of information management, allocation, acquisition and
disposition.

THE FORMAL SYSTEM OF REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

The formal system of real property management by the Commonwealth was based
on

a

disorganized statutory and administrative framework.

The brief outline of

relevant laws, regulations and procedures involved, presented below,

illustrates

that there was no real "system" of real property management.

Information Management
Both the Comptroller and State Treasurer were required by law to keep records

pertaining to real property owned by the Commonwealth.
that the Comptroller keep

a

G.L.

c.7 s.18 provided

"distinct account ... of public property."

G.L.

c.29

s.41 required that "all deeds and instruments conveying real estate to the

commonwealth shall, when recorded, be deposited with and safely kept by" the
State Treasurer.
In

1976

a

position of "Director of Space and Property Allocation" (SPA) was

created administratively within the Executive Office for Administration and
Finance (A4F).

According to the transition papers of the Dukakis administration,

one of the Director's responsibilities was to execute

a

computer program to

inventory use of state property by state agencies and private, non-profit
entities

.

.

-
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Allocat ion
State agencies were assigned control over real property by the General
Court.

This assignment was accomplished through

to construct a

facility or the passage of

a

capital outlay authorization

a

bill tansferring jurisdiction over

property from one state agency to another.

Land transfer bills were

(and

continue to be) reviewed by the legislative Committees on State Administration,
and Ways and Means.

Alternatively, some agencies obtained control of property

through statutory authority to acquire real property by gift or other means.
Once an agency established jurisdiction over real property,
into agreements with other state agencies or private,

their use of the property.
any such use had to be,

it could enter

non-profit agencies for

Under Section 17 of Chapter 329 of the Acts of 1980,

"approved by the general court after recommendation by

the commissioner of administration."

In

fact,

these agreements were reviewed on

behalf of the Commissoner of A&F by the Director of SPA for the length of the

Director's tenure (1977-80), and the Bureau of State Buildings (BSB) in his
absence.

In

both cases,

they also received the apprroval or disapproval of the

chairs of the Ways and Means Committees.
The allocation of space within state office buildings used by many agencies

was the resoonsibility of the BSB, through the Superintendent of State

Buildings.

Under G.L. c.8 s.lOA, the Superintendent was authorized to,

...under the supervision of the governor and council and with
the approval of the commissioner of administration, assign the
rooms in the state house and rooms elsewhere used by the

commonwealth

.

The same section,

.

however,

removed from the Superintendent's authority to assign

"either branch of the. general court, except with the written consent of

rooms to,

the presiding officer of the branch using the rooms."
The BSB was also assigned responsibility,
for the allocation of space within so-called

administratively on behalf of A&F,
"surplus properties."

also one of the duties of the Director of SPA during his tenure.)

(This was

These

properties included former state hospitals, and centers occupied by the
Department of Youth Service which were vacated as

deinstitutionalization policies.*
detailed

a

a

result of

A&F Bulletin 77-10,

dated October 28,

process through which properties not needed by

turned over to A&F for use by other state agencies.

a

1977,

state agency were

The procedures to be

employed included the agency's notif ictiation of the appropriate secretariat,
•Gardner State Hospital, Grafton State Hospital, Lancaster Industrial School
Lyman School for Boys, John Augustus Hall, South Huntington Avenue and
Topsfield properties.
The BSB also assigned space in the Springfield Office
Building and Madonna Hall, Pittsfield.
for Girls,

-

preparation of

a
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detailed description of the property in question, and

reassignment of the property to another state agency where appropriate.

Acquisition
Many individual state agencies had been given statutory authority to acquire

property.

In most

cases such acquisition was dependent on the appropriation of

funds through the capital outlay process.
for the acquisition of
by the time the
In

that

a

a

Most commonly,

funds were requested

building site, which may or may not have been selected

request was made.

some cases, capital outlay authorization language included requirements

certain number of appraisals or the approval of the Ways and Means

Committees be obtained before an acquisition was made.

acquisitions conformed to the following scheme:
site and hired one or two appraisers from

a

Otherwise, most

the using agency selected the

list prepared by the Department of

Public Works; the using agency negotiated for purchase of the land; the purchase
was approved by A&F and the Governor's Council and was made in the name of the

Commonwealth "through and by" the using agency.
The acquisition of real property through rental

procedure.
space for

followed

a

different

Under G.L. c.8 s.lOA, the head of an agency was authorized to lease
a

term not exceeding five years, with the approval of the

Superintendent of State Buildings, Commissioner of A&F, and the Governor.

An

outside section of the annual appropriations act (most recently, Section 17 of

Chapter 393 of the Acts of 1979) further required that:
...no lease ... nor any agereement providing for a tenancy at
will or other space rental shall be signed by the executive or
administrative head of a state department, courts, commission or
board or approved by the state superintendent of buildings and
by the governor and council and by the commissioner of
administration unless it is in accordance with schedules filed
by the budget director with the house and senate committees on
ways and means prior to the passage of this act...

Furthermore, A&F Bulletin 79-2, dated March 28, 1979, required that agencies
justify their need for rental sspace by first performing

a

search for vacant

state-owned property.
The procedures followed for space rental were somewhat different from those

suggested by statute.

first step, an agency submitted

As a

prerhaps accompanied by rental forms, to the BSB.

a

request letter,

These were sent to the Budget

Bureau for verification of the availability of funds in an agency's operating
budget space rental account.

Request forms were reviewed by analysts in the

House Ways and Means Committee who recommended approval or disapproval of the
rental to the Chgir.

When

a

number of such requests had been approved,

sent to the Senate Ways and Means Committee for similar treatment.

they were

They would

-
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then be reviewed by an analyst in the BSB for recommmendation to the Commissioner
of A&F and the Governor.

With the 1980 appropriations act, the Ways and Means Committees removed

themselves from the process of reviewing individual rental agreements.
16 of Chapter

Section

329 of the Acts of 1980 required instead that the Commissioner of

A&F report to the Committees on such agreements on

quarterly basis.

a

Disposition
Again,

a

number of state agencies had been granted the authority to dispose

of real property under their jurisdiction,
On the whole,

through sale or rental.

however, agencies were unable to sell or to otherwise transfer

title to property without the approval of the General Court.

The requirements of

Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution were (and are) such that two-thirds
of the members of the General Court must vote for

property acquired as

a

natural resource.

a

change in use of real

The judicially-derived "Doctrine of

Prior Public Use" was generally considered to require

a

General Court for any other transfer of state property.

transfer between state agencies, these transfers to
passage of

a

a

majority vote of the
As in the case of a land

new owner required the

bill which had been reported out of the Committees on State

Administration, and Ways and Means.
A&F Bulletin 77-10 established

a

"Surplus Property Reuse Committee," no

longer in existence, to advise the Commissioner of A&F in making recommendations
to the Governor and the General

an entity other than

of SPA,

a

Court about disposing of state-owned property to

state agency.

The Committee was composed of the Director

the Director of State Planning,

Commerce and Development,

representative.

a

the Commissioner of tne Department of

city or town official and

The Bulletin stated that,

two appraisals had to be prepared,

a

regional planning

in the case of such a

along with

a

recommendation,

reuse proprosal outlining the

economic and environmental impact of the transfer on "local, regional, and state
policies and programs."

PROBLEMS OF REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Introduction

Implementation of plans for an individual construction or renovation project
requires that an appropriate site be selected and acquired.

The site so chosen

must be well-placed for the intended users and must be suitable for building.
The complexity of site selection is rooted in the regional,

community and private

interests which are affected, as well as the environmental and economic concerns

-

of

a

number of state agencies.

mean the choice of

a

-
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When the selection process breaks down,

it

can

property which is inappropriate for social or technical

reasons.*

widespread perception of such selection problems is evidenced by the

fact that

"inadequate analysis precedent to site selection" caused the Secretary

of Administration and Finance to establish

a

board,

in 1971,

to evaluate sites as part of the capital outlay process.

with responsibility

1

Difficulties in the selection or acquisition processes can also affect the
design or construction phases of
a

a

project by causing expensive delays.

fact,

"no single

consultant to the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) wrote that,

factor,

In

with the possible exception of inadequate facility definition, causes

greater delay than failure to acquire

a

site when it is needed. "2

Project

delays which occurred in connection with the Lowell Technological Institute,
South Shore Community College and Norfolk Superior Courthouse further underline
the importance of proper site selection and acquisition

.

Commission findings regarding planning, design and construction revealed
inadequacies in the Commonwealth's management of its valuable real property
assessed at $1.4 billion.

3

Management tasks include "allocation"

-

the

distribution of

v

"acquisition"

the procurement of land and buildings through purchase,

-

he Commonwealth's

land and building space among its agencies;

taking by eminent domain or otherwise; and, by logical extension,
the rental,

-

rental,

"disposition"

sale or other type of transfer of state-owned property.

-

The

Commission took as its responsibility, therefore, the investigation of procedures
employed in the performance of these functions, in order to determine how
resulting problems might be eliminated.

The Lack of
In

a

Real Property Management "System"

Dursuing its investigation, the Commission found

information concerning real property management.
agencies.

No useful

a

significant lack of

Records are scattered among

figures have been prepared on the number of land parcels

purchased, sold, rented or owned, or monies spent or accrued as

transactions.**

In

a

result of such

fact there are no figures available on the amount of usable,

unoccupied space available to agencies in need.

As a

result, any analysis of

real property management must be based on the personal observations of

For example, as cited in the planning section of this report, community
opposition to the Department of Youth Services program in Topsfield left
facilities there unusable.

The

Commission was able to determine, through the use of records in the
Comptroller's office, that $173,295,435 was spent for land acquired on behalf of
state agencies during fiscal years 1969-79; and $108,803,395 for space rentals by
state agencies for fiscal years 1970-79.
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knowledgeable individuals.

In

-

all cases where comments are not attributed,

they

were made off the record.
In

discussions with these individuals, the Commission found that, as with the

other aspects of building procurement discussed in this report, real property

management suffers from the lack of any true "system."

Contact with the many

participants in the process, from agency personnel to staff members of the
Committees on Ways and Means, the Bureau of State Buildings and the Executive
Office of Administration and Finance revealed to the Commission that few

individuals understood how real property transactions were carried to
with each inquiry the Commission found that it was able to provide

completion,

participants with as much information about procedures as it received.
example,

a

For

capital outlay analyst for the Senate Ways and Means Committee told

the Commission that the Bureau of Building Construction was responsible for site

selection; the BBC told the Commission that it was not.

discovered

a

The Commission also

number of independent efforts being made by state agencies to track

down elements of the "system," from space rental to the disposition of

state-owned property.

Furthermore, the Commission began to receive inquiries

from citizens who were interested in
to

parcel of state property and were unable

a

locate anyone in state government who could help them.
A

discussion of the details of real property management, linking the

participants with procedures employed, and both of these with cases of

maladministration, will follow below.

In

creating

a

broader perspective from

which to view the particulars, however, the Commission has identified three major
flaws of the "system."

These are:

1)

a

serious fragmentation of responsibility

among agencies which prevents the development of an effective decision-making

capability;

2)

a

lack of expertise and resources at every level; and 3) the

insinuation of inappropriate political considerations into the execution of real
prooerty transactions.

Fragmentation of Responsibility
The Commission was struck,

for example,

by the absence of any entity which

has the statutory power necessary to protect the state's interests in its real

property.

Instead,

responsibility is shared within the executive by the Bureau

of State Buildings and its secretariat,

and Finance;

the Executive Office for Administration

responsibility is shared within the legislative branch by the

Committees on State Administration, and Ways and Means, as well as the General
Court itself; and,

finally, numerous state agencies are granted power to acquire,

manage and dispose of real property.
for the performance of real

The resulting diffusion of responsibility

property management functions has meant

lack of coordination and uniformity among the offices concerned.

a

serious

-
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The granting to state agencies over the years of authority to manage real

oroperty has created
agency for guidance.
one person,

a

real reluctance on their part to look to

a

coordinating

Agencies follow their own procedures, often developed Py

of acguiring,

distributing and renting property.

A

sense of

"ownership" over property assigned to their use has developed among agencies
which have had responsibility for actually finding and negotiating the

acquisition of space when this has been mandated by the General Court.

The fact

that the legislature holds the only central power to mandate changes in the use
of real property contributes to the agencies'

sense of control.

This sense,

however, has made full use of state-owned property difficult, if not impossible,
to achieve.
At

the central level,

where legal responsibility for oversight of agency

allocation, acquisition and disposition of real property does exist, it is

divided within the executive and between the executive and legislative branches
in a way which causes delays and

unnecessarily complicated approval processes.

Legislative involvement has often been of

a

narrowly political kind.

to say that the legislature does not have a legitimate
a

interest in the process or

The legislature ought to play

legitimate role to play.

This is not

a

monitoring role,

within clearly established procedures and informed by accurate and timely
information.

It

also has

a

legitimate political interest in land use--ref lecting

.
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the interests of the various constituencies affected by these decisions.

But

this involvement needs to reflect established systematic procedures and has to be

structured so as to avoid interference in what are properly executive branch
functions

Lack of Expertise and Resources
In most

state agencies there are few persons trained in real property

management; and it is generally not possible to find one staff person familiar
with,

and responsible for,

the real property controlled by that agency.

absence of comprehensive guidelines and advice from

a

The

central agency, together

with this lack of qualified personnel, has often led to non-fulfillment of

minimum standards in the procedures followed.
The lack of personnel at the central level is certainly as striking.
of six within the Bureau of State Buildings,

A

staff

along with legal counsel for A&F, is

responsible for carrying out all real property tasks assigned to the executive.
The vast majority of staff time is taken up with the evaluation of new rental

agreements.

Furthermore, staff to the Committees on State Administration and

Ways and Means have no real estate training and are given no means by which to

evaluate real property transactions.

Rapid turnover among concerned personnel in

both the executive and legislative branches also means that what expertise

develops is usually lost.

Inappropriate Political Considerations
Finally, the lack of an enforced set of requirements concerning advertising,

disclosure and community involvement allows for the operation of inappropriate
political considerations by state agencies, the executive and the legislature.
Making the public, and all interested parties, aware of potential transactions
seems to be the only way to ensure equal access in

favoritism and outright corruption.

a

way that eliminates subtle

Yet the only advertising provision affecting

real property is that which requires that notification of

lease request must be

a

placed in the office of the Bureau of State Buildings 30 days prior to execution
of the agreement. 4

The same section of the law mandates disclosure of true

lessor interests as part of the rental agreement,

provision which requires disclosure of
property.

5

a

intersecting with another

seller's or lessor's interest in real

These prpvisions have been largely disregarded.

disposition procedures followed by state agencies indicate
community needs and involvement.

Finally, the
a

lack of interest in
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These larger issues

-

the diffusion of responsibility,

importance of political considerations
abstract.

The

-

lack of resources and

are almost impossible to attack in the

-

following discussion, therefore, breaks these down into specific

structures and procedures which have created problems in the real property areas
but which the Commission believes can be rectified.

Information on -Property
The State Comptroller is responsible, under the law,
The Real Estate Manual

"public property."

,

to keep a

record of

published annually pursuant to this

provision, does describe real property in terms of the controlling agency,

location and condition.

The Manual

which facilities are occupied.

,

however, does not indicate the extent to

Nor does it include information on independent

Many people interested in this kind of

authorities such as the MBTA or Massport.
information hesitate to use the Manual
a

because it is perceived to be inaccurate,

perception which is heightened by the fact that no verification is made of

reports submitted by agencies.

Instead, the Comptroller simply sends the
The temptation to

previous year's copy of the Manual to agencies for an update.
send back the forms as received is obvious.

The Comptroller does recognize that information concerning real property

should be of benefit to the "Ways and Means Committee, the Budget Bureau and the

Division of Building Construction "6
.

in

the preface to the 1979 Manual

most recent version available), dated 1971,
of Chapter

(the

the Comptroller refers to Section 31

(actually deleted in 1966) which gave the Commission on

7

Administration and Finance the power to authorize additions to or deletions from
This reference suggests that the inventory was designed to offer

the report.

help in A&F
In

'

fact,

s

evaluation of agency requests for the acquisition of space.
the one effort to make such use of the Comptrollers

which the Commission is aware was not successful.

Property Allocation,

in

s

Manual of

The Office of Space and

existence within A&F from 1977-80, did prepare lists,

manually, of property owned by county and town or city for use by agencies in
The same office made this information available to capital

search of space.

outlay analysts for A&F.

In

the former case,

the lack of indication of facility

utilization made the list of limited use to the few agencies aware of it.

In

the

latter case, the procedure was abandoned in 1979.
The lack of

a

system for locating deeds and other real property records

underlines the difficulty of assessing the existence and condition of the state's
land and buildings.

By law,

the State Treasurer is required to keep,

and instruments conveying real estate to the commonwealth."
the Treasurer's office,

In

"all deeds

conversation with

however, Commission staff was told that it keeps only the

few deeds which are sent to it by state agencies.

-

Ill

Allocation
Given the fact that there exists no useful analysis of the amount of space

which the state owns, rents or leases out, it is impossible to assess on

a

comprehensive basis whether space is unevenly allocated; or whether state
property is going underutilized while more is being acquired.

Individual

instances described below, however, suggest that systemic problems in real

property management have resulted in underutilization in certain cases, and

overcrowding in others.
The executive and the legislature are currently responsible for assigning the

use of space in the Government Center, other state office buildings, and

so-called surplus properties, while individual secretariats and state agencies

generally perform this function regarding buildings which they occupy.

But

administrative procedures employed within this framework are not carried out in
coherent, coordinated fashion.

a

The management of real property by individual

state agencies has not lent itself to equitable space use.

The involvement of

both the executive and the legislature in the execution of certain real property

transactions has resulted in lengthy delays and the operation of inappropriate
political concerns.

Furthermore, the lack of important information and expertise

available to perform substantive reviews brings into question the usefulness of
these approvals.

Findings of the Governor's Management Task Force of 1976, that the amount of
space used per person in Massachusetts' state buildings exceeded the normal

industrial standard by 42 square feet, suggest that real property has indeed been

underutil ized

.

This discrepancy can most likely be attributed,

8

to the placement of responsibility

controlling state agency.
use of space by
in a

a

in large part,

for sharing state-owned space with the

Under this system, the "host" agency assents to the

"using" agency, setting terms of duration and maintenance costs

written agreement.
It

is

symptomatic of the real property management system that few

participants can cite the legal basis for agency "control" which governs the
allocation process.

Citations have been made of statutory grants of power to

agencies to administer property in accordance with special trusts, or to

administer grants or devises of land; the force of capital outlay authorizations
which mandate the acquisition of property for
of land transfer bills,

a

particular purpose; and the force

whereby the legislature assigns control of real property
Furthermore, because only in the

to an agency through the passage of a bill. 9

case of two state agencies does the law explicitly require that real property be

acquired in the name of the Commonwealth, some real property is in fact held in
the name of an agency,

board of trustees of

a

facility, or other entity. 10

-

-
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While the Commission finds in these requirements no legal impediment to

coordinated space management,
barrier.

it

is clear

that current attitudes do act as

a

illustration of difficulties encountered in the current system is

An

provided by the fact that

a

request made by the Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering to use vacant space at

a

facility under the jurisdiction of

the Department of Mental Health was turned down when

a

new Mental Health

Commissioner decided that he wanted to keep the unused space.
The difficulties encountered by

reflects

a

legislatively-mandated land use program

similar lack of coordination among agency interests.

a

The Department

of Food and Agriculture is authorized by statute to rent out state land for

agricultural purposes, but must contract with other state agencies to administer
the land.

The Department

finds,

unwilling to share land with it.

however, that most agencies,

including A&F

,

are

This is especially interesting given the

current situation in which DMH, the state agency which holds the largest share of
real property,

is

DMH memo states,

planning the disposition of properties under its control.

A

in describing the planning process:

The Department of Mental Health is seeking to dispose of about 600
acres of land in the coming fiscal year... the potential reuse of
the excess land associated with some of the Comonwealth s large
institutional facilities presents an exciting opportunity to
support economic and community development goals... The basic
priorities for the re-use of the sites have been defined - creation
of jobs and tax revenues is the paramount concern, with secondary
interest in residential development.
Therefore we assume that
other types of uses - open space and recreation, institutional,
etc. - have a lower priority, and in fact would be considered only
for parts of the sites judged unsuitable for income-producing uses,
or where there is a clear case to be made for a public use, and
presented by appropriate agencies or by the local governments
involved 11
'

.

Finding ways to use space in

a

way which implements the programs of other state

agencies is clearly, then, not the priority of any individual agency.
Where

a

central agency is involved in the approval of arrangements to share

space, one might expect the state's interests to be better protected.

In

fact,

both the executive and legislature are responsible for approving AF-16 agreements

entered into between

"host" and "user" state agency to share state-owned space,

a

acting respectively through the Bureau of State Buildings, and the Committees on
Ways and Means.

The legislature makes its role in this process explicit through

the inclusion of language in the annual appropriation act.

Although The Bureau of State Buildings is now performing as thorough and

expeditious

a

review as possible, serious backlogs have occurred, causing

approval delays in some cases of 1-2 years.
this time period make

a

The unauthorized moves made during

mockery of the requirement for approval.

usefulness must be questioned for two other reasons as well.
unclear exactly to whom this provision applies.

Its current

First,

it

is

Some agencies submit agreements
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for what the 8SB would consider an internal matter,

while others do not.

Second,

neither the BSB nor any other agency has the authority to alter space

arrangements between agencies or to mandate that space be shared.
responsibility for space allocation, therefore,

is

The focus of

difficult to find here as well.

Even where the executive and legislature do have statutory authority to

assign the use of space, it is difficult to locate decision-making

resDonsibility

By law,

.

the Superintendent of State Buildings assigns the use of

rooms in the State House, Government Center area buildings (McCormack,

Saltonstall, and Lindemann), and state office buidings in Springfield and
Pittsfield, with the exception of those used,

"by either branch of the general

court or any committees or officers thereof, except with the written consent of
the presiding officer of the branch using such rooms." 12

It

is

formally

acknowledged, then, that the Speaker of the House and Senate President control
most of the space in the State House.

The Commission was also told that,

officially, space allocation in the other buildings is carried out by the

Assistant Superintendents of State Buildings who occupy the individual structures.
Unofficially, however, the political basis of space allocation in all of the

Government Center buildings has been raised many times in conversation with those
involved in the process.

One building superintendent described orders being

handed down to him by the Superintendent of State Buildings to approve space use
for agencies with poliical clout,

inauguration of

a

a

phenomenon particularly associated with the

new administration.

The same Assistant Superintendent told

Commission staff that he was unable to keep track of space assigned because many
agencies moved in, without his authorization, during the weekend.
be

should not

It

surprising, then, that an A&F administrator found that 66 square feet per

person had been allotted to one agency in

Government Center buildings,

a

far

below the standard mentioned in the Governor's Management Task Force Report of
1976.

Nor should it be surprising that resultant overcrowding or

underutilizat ion and adverse effects on weight distribution and heating and
ventilating systems within
building,

for example,

a

building occur.

space was used in

a

In

at least one Government Center

way which unnecessarily required an

increase in air-conditioning capacity.
The operation of political
of course,

considerations in the allocation of space is not,

confined to the executive.

Concerning an area strictly under

legislative control, the Special Commission- found that it was impossible for

legislators holding meetings to which the Commission was invited to secure the
use of rooms in the State House which are controlled by the House Speaker.

difficult to define, but apparently more pervasive,

is

the effect of

a

close

More

-
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relationship between the legislature and the Bureau of State Buildings on space
allocation in the Government Center buildings.

Distribution of spaces within the McCormack building parking garage provides
an

illustration of the lack of accountability in allocation of space.

In

investigating the possibility of charging rent for the spaces, an A&F manager
found that garage personnel had been instructed not to talk to him.

find,

He did

however, that there was no system in place for distinguishing between individuals

currently authorized to park there and others.
park, on the other hand, does not seem to follow

Granting of authorization to
a

rational model either.

It

is

apparent that the legislative leadership is responsible for allocating spaces

within that branch, and that legislative staff memoers sometimes receive parking

privileges before higher-ranking executive branch personnel.
Where responsibility for allocating space is clear,
vacuum.

The Bureau of State Buildings,

for example,

it

tends to operate in

a

assigns the use of space in

surplus properties, the great majority of which were Mental Health and Youth
Services facilities closed in 1974.

Although there are currently only seven such

properties, there is an administrative procedure in existence for agencies

wishing to vacate facilities and turn them over to the Bureau. 13
Many of the surplus properties had been neglected, however, to the point

where major renovation was required before they could be used.
in

Topsfield in 1971,

for example,

Property acquired

was "ravaged," in the words of one local

resident, by arson and vandalism during

a

six-year period of vacancy.

A&F seems to have recognized the potential for use of such space in

request for renovations to state-owned property,

unexploited.

In

remains to

it

the absence of any major renovation effort,

a

a

Although
1979 budget

large degree

then,

there seems to

have been little interest in making the best use of these surplus properties.
1976,

for example,

the Governor's Management Task Force wrote that,

In

"many

state-owned buildings are totally or partially vacant, particularly in
institutional areas," and that, as

a

result,

"unnecessary lease expenses are

being incurred. "14

Similarly, the General Court's responsibility for approving transfers of

jurisdiction over land operates in

a

kind of vacuum.

The legislature assumes

sole authority for the transfer of control over land between agencies (as well as
the transfer of title to land between the Commonwealth and another entity).

Indeed,

that,

Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution is explicit in requiring

"lands and ea.sements taken or acquired ...[ for

]

the conservation,

development and utilization of the agricultural, mineral,

forest, water, air and

other natural resources shall not be used for other purposes or otherwise

disposed of" except by

a

two-thirds vote of the General Court.

The Commission
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believes that the legislature has overreached, however, in citing the judicially
derived "Doctrine of Prior Public Use" in asserting

sovereign right over all

a

While the "doctrine" applies to land whose use is changed to one

land questions.

inconsistent with its preceding use, the legislature makes no distinction between
land transfers in this way,

requiring at least majority approval of its members

for transfers in land use.
The Commission raises this legal question because it feels that the

legislature has been functioning in this regard without sufficient information
about overall land use issues.

In

fact,

politics has been described as the

overriding factor in consideration of any land bill which goes before the General
Court.

All

such transfers must be put in the form of

a

bill and are reviewed by

the Committees on State Administration and Ways and Means only, before being sent
to the

legislature.

staff person for the Committee on State Administration

A

suggested that it had no way to evaluate the real property transfers filed with
it.

Many bills reappear year after year, being passed or rejected primarily for
The suggestion here is,

political reasons.

clearly, that such transfers must

relate to some kind of land use policy, and not attempt to take the place of

management prerogatives to reassign use of building space where necessary.
To recap,

on the agency level there is little ability or incentive to insure

that existing space is evenly distributed and utilized before more space is

acquired.

On the central

allocation powers in

level the executive and the legislature share

way which results in lengthy delays at best, and the

a

operation of inappropriate political considerations at worst.

It

seems unlikely,

furthermore, that any review performed is thorough, as in no case does the

approving agency, committee or body have available to it information which would
inform decisions concerning use of space or the acquisition of more space by any
one agency.

Acquisition
While similar systemic problems appear in the acquisition of real property
from selection to appraisal,

title search and negotiation

-

-

it seems that

responsibility is even more diffuse and procedures even harder to discern than in
space allocation.

In

appropriate funds for

the case of most state agencies,
a

the legislature must

particular purchase or taking by eminent domain.

Generally, the legislature makes an agency responsible for the acquisition in
capital outlay language and may impose some limited requirements on the number of

appraisals required before the acquisition is made.

In

certain circumstances,

however, the Secretary of A&F is mandated to make an acquisition and is further

responsible, as the state's fiscal officer, to approve purchases of real

-
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Finally, where agencies have funding sources separate from that of the

property.

General Fund -- as in the case of the Department of Public Works (DPW), the

Highway Fund -- broad acquisition powers have been granted and no such approval
is consistently

required. 15

The Commission has found it extremely difficult to track down the procedures

employed in the acquisition of title to, as opposed to
real property by any of the entities mentioned.

temporary rental of,

a

Only in the case of the DPW,

where federal guidelines are followed because of funding sources, were written

standards available.

Where Commission staff was able to find personnel nominally

responsible for property acquisition, they were often referred elsewhere for
information.

What the Commission did learn indicated

serious lack of expertise

a

and guidelines to aid in the acquisition process.
The legislature receives funding requests for acquisition of real property
for inclusion in the capital outlay budget.

Within the capital outlay bill

itself, parcels to be acquired are occasionally left unspecified.

In

some of

these cases no supporting material is, in fact, provided to describe the intended

acquisition because no land has been chosen.

According to

analyst for the Senate Ways and Means Committee, where
the act,

a

a

capital outlay

parcel is unspecified in

the Ways and Means Committees retain approval power over the

Capital outlay language also may mandate required appraisals, but

acquisition.

the variety in the number required reveals no consistent pattern.

analyst suggest one.

Nor could the

Furthermore, although prices have not been negotiated, the

legislature appropriates an amount which may be spent, sometimes based on vague
projections.
The procedures employed by the General Court in this area raise

questions.

number of

The lack of analysis which can precede an item's inclusion in the

capital outlay bill has already been identified as
in the

a

acquisition of sites of inferior quality.

a

cause of delay and

a

factor

The entrance of inappropriate

political considerations has been facilitated by the lack of contextual or
factual data.

The legislature does not have a staff adequate to review an

acquisition before or after capital outlay authorization.

Finally, the amount of

money appropriated for acquisition has coincided in some cases surprisingly

closely with appraisal figures.
The executive does not

fill the gap here.

It

has no further capacity for

analysis, potential real property acquisitions, either before or after capital
outlay authorization, than does the legislature at this point, except in an

occasional crisis situation.

In

fact,

it

has been suggested that its

considerations are also largely political and that it often causes delays itself.

-
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then, no effective oversight of agency acquisitions, although

There is,

agency procedures vary.
for example,

117

The chief engineer for the Department of Mental Health,

told the Commission staff that he felt it was unnecessary to do

technical review Pefore acquiring property.
funds for site studies while others are not.

distributes to state agencies

a

Some agencies are able to secure

Furthermore, although A&F

list of appraisers prepared by DPw,

each agency to review the appraisal itself.

a

it

is up to

Only the DPW has its own appraisal

review board.
The Commission can use its best known subject matter,

of Massachusetts at Boston,

to

that of the University

illustrate problems of delay and lack of technical

investigation which can result from an unorganized acquisition process.

Because

the University had not anticipated that site selection would take as many years
the institution increased enrollments while the project was at

as it did,

standstill.

a

Furthermore, its final choice became controversial when the

possibility was raised that the Columbia Point landfill contained lethal methane
gas.

fact,

In

the legislature delayed work on the project so that

be done to determine whether the site was

a

study could

indeed suitable for building.

The

design firm of McKee-Burger-Mansueto was awarded extra compensation in November,
1972 because of cost increases which occurred during the delay. 16
An area of acquisition in which the roles of the exectutive and legislature

have been extremely visible, on the other hand,

is that of space

Until

rental.

the passage of the FY 1981 appropriation act, agreements for the $14 million

spent annually for space rentals were reviewed by the Superintendent of State

Buildings, the Budget Bureau, the Committees on ways and Means, the Commissioner
of A&F and the Governor.

has had

a

quality.

The cumbersome and confused proliferation of approvals

negative effect on the Commonwealth's ability to rent space of decent
The length of the procedure

-

on the average,

from 60-80 days

-

has

caused lessors to withdraw proposals, and has made them generally reluctant to
rent to the Commonwealth.

Despite the intricate approval process which has been followed, no central
agency has until very recently been available to advise agency personnel in

search of rental space.

Each agency is on its own in trying to locate vacant

Acceptable rental

state-owned space and, subsequently, rental opportunities.

rates have even differed between the Committees on Ways and Means, and the Bureau
of State Buildings.
In

many cases,

then,

the Commonwealth has been put in

acquire inferior rental properties.

illustrates this point.

A

a

position of having to

case in the Department of Public Welfare

Space which it occupied in Fall River was described as

"substandard," with "roof leaks and poor heat distribution," as well as
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"...inoperable doors...," poor repair service, and an undependable elevator.

I 7

Furthermore, photographs shown to the Commission staff of agency rental

properties have suggested that the occurrence of such problems is not limited to
a

few instances.

Disposition
Disposition of real property has been the most difficult of the three
processes (allocation, acquisition, disposition) to uncover information about.
It

is

clear that the legislature votes on transfers of title to state-owned

property, the vast majority of which are to cities and towns.

The Universities

and DPW have extraordinary powers here, being authorized to sell property which

they occupy. 18

The legislature also claims the right,

through the AF-16

process, to approve agreements made by state agencies to allow,

"any private

agency the use of such land, buildings or facilities under its control or

jurisdiction "19
.

Yet

a

number of state agencies also have the right to rent

out property under their control.

These include the Division of Drug

Rehabilitation, the Department of Natural Resources, and the Office for Children,
among others. 20
in some

The Commission has been told that these powers are carried out

cases without legislative approval.

Whoever has the official authority for disposition, however,

is apparently

it

in other

no more possible to focus responsibility

in this area than

categories of real property management.

The Committee on Post Audit

it

is

found,

for

example, that proceeds from rentals were being deposited in the Quinsigamond

Community College Scholarship Fund with the knowledge of administrators, rather
than into the General Fund as required

21

In

other cases, unauthorized private

non-profit agencies were found to be occupying state property.

In

still others,

the state had never charged for maintenance costs.
In

most jurisdictions, other governmental bodies are canvassed to determine

their need for surplus property before disposition to the private sector.

The

disposition of state-owned property by individual agencies or by A&F does not
present these opportunities systematically.

Neither the disposition, the acquisition, nor the allocation processes inform
or

include representatives of affected communities.

Strong opposition to

administrative plans cannot be surprising under these circumstances.

One role

served by having planning done by all interested parties is that of keeping the

process open and political judgements and decision-making above-board.

Advertising and disclosure also serve this purpose.

-
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SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS OF REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

The Division of Capital Planning and Operations

Attempts are being made to improve real property management by the state.
The infusion of expertise into the Bureau of State Buildings has stimulated the

organization of records, increased communication among state agencies, and the
development of

a

management information system.

The Facilities Management

Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been working with the
state to computerize existing information on rental properties.

As a result,

the

Bureau expects to be able to analyze costs, the advisability of consolidation,
and other factors in the rental planning process.
In

addition to these improvements, however, there is

need for

a

a

central

authority that possesses both expertise and adequate resources and that operates
within the framework of

a

clear legal structure and systematic guidelines, to

manage the allocation, acquisition and disposition of the Commonwealth's real
The Commission has recommended such

property.

solution, and the

a

recommendations have been embodied in Chapter 579 of the Acts of 1980.
The Division of Capital Planning and Operations will be responsible for

preparation of the capital outlay budget for

A

4

F.

Central to the function of

the Deputy Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations,

establishment and maintenance of
owned,

"a

therefore,

is the

comprehensive inventory of the real property

rented or otherwise occupied by public agencies."

The inventory is

required under Section 40K and will serve the planning efforts which currently
suffer from
earlier.

lack of information, as well as the allocation functions described

a

Building reuse efforts advocated and aided by the Department of

Community Affairs should be helped by the inventory's "general description of the
size,

type and use of real property under the jurisdiction of" independent

agencies, counties, cities and towns, in addition to the "detailed description of
the allocation, utilization and condition of real property used by state

agencies "22
.

The Division will also be responsible for collecting and maintaining, under

Section AOK "all certificates of title, copies of deeds, records of sale,

rental

agreements and other pertinent records relating to the real property acquired for
the use of state agencies."

property records include "(1)

The Comptroller's office has itself suggested that
a

copy of the deed and registry receipt,

of the voucher(s) paying for the property

(3)

report(s) regarding the particular property,

available and (5)
acquisit ion(s

.

)

"23

a

a

(A)

(2)

a

copy of the appraiser(s)

maps and/or pictures,

if

cooy of the legislation providing the funds for the

where such records are necessary to the functioning of

a

copy

-
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state agency--that is, where it has an active real property management staff--tne

Director of Caoital Planning and Operations will be able to aelegate
resDonsibil i ty for record maintenance to the agency, retaining oversignt of
agencv record-keeping.
The distinction made in the record-keeping responsibility of tne Division and

the existence and legitimate ooeration of agency concerns and expertise is

embodied in the Commission's legislation.

accountability is focussed on

A

&

the real property management area,

In

as the manager of the state's assets.

F

The

numerous interests involved in acquiring and using property, however, are

recognized in the power granted to

A

&

erform various acquisition tasks; and

F

to delegate

tne authority to actually

the direction given to

to consult

F

4

ft

with agencies and secretariats in the execution of transactions which affect
them.
to

In

most cases,

power is assigned to the Commissioner of

the Deputy Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations.

then,

A

&

F

rather than

If anytning,

the Commission's legislation is based on the premise that real property

management by the state is not and cannot be performed in

rigid fashion.

a

The real property management provisions of Chapter 579 of tne Acts of 1980

(SECTIONS 7-12; Sections 40D-40E) centralize responsibility for the allocation,

acquisition and disposition of real property on behalf of state agencies.
agencies thus affected include those defined under Section 39A as

"a

State

state

section or commission of the

agencv, board, bureau, department, division,

commonwealth or county," but counties are excluded in real property matters.
Included, therefore, are Universities,

Commission.

the DPW and Metropolitan District

Section AOE clarifies the status of existing delegations of

authority which have historically prevented the development of responsible
management.

Accordingly, the Deputy Commissioner is to "acquire, control and

dispose of real property in accordance with the terms and provisions" of tnese

delegations.

"the deputy commissioner may

Furthermore, under Section AOE,

delegate to state agencies responsibility for the acquisition, control, and

disposition of real property" as provided for in Chapter 579.
responsibility is delegated to

a

state agency,

"When such

the written approval of the deputy

commissioner shall be required before the transaction is finalized."

Standards

and guidelines are to be promulgated by the Deputy Commissioner to aid agencies

which they do engage in real proDerty management activities.
is

the creation of

The result,

then,

supervisory entity with the available resources and

a

flexibility to Derform the function where

it

is

judged to be appropriate.

With the preceding basis established, the following paragraphs outline the

responsibilities assigned to the Division of Capital Planning and Operations, and
the Commissioner of

A

&

F

as

its superior.

In

some cases,

requirements have

-

accompanied assignment
become aware

o f

-
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such responsibility.

o f

In

otners,

impressive real property management procedures employed in other

jurisdictions but did not write them into law because of

overly-specific and rigid.
f

or

tne Commission nas

desire to avoid oeing

a

Further recommendations have tnerefore been included

implementation of the legislation.

still other cases the Commission is

In

concerned with the way in which the legislation was altered during the
legislative prpcess, and recommends

a

return to its original version.

Allocation
Under Section 40F, the Deputy Commissioner of Planning and Operations is made

responsible for the assignment of space currently under the jurisdiction of tne
Bureau of State Buildings.

resppnsibilities.

The Bureau will no longer have any space allocation

Under SECTION 23 of the legislation, the current procedure for

obtaining written permission of the legislative leadership for the use of certain
rooms in the state house is retained.
The Deputy Commissioner is also required to "assist in the preparation" and
to

"approve of plans for the organiztion of all space witnin and around ouildings

and appurtenant structures used by state agencies."

activities cf the Division will

be

posing

aaency "control" over occupied space.
to

real

property held

in

a

Essentially, then, the

challenge to the familiar notion of

The reauirement of SECTION 10 that

the name of or on behalf of

transferred to the name of the commonwealth"
from allocation to disposition,

is

to

state agency shall

a

"title
be

insure that its management,

will "be subject to tne jurisdiction of tne

division of capital planning and operations."
The Deputy Commissioner is also given explicit authority to transfer the use
of space,

within buildings and under limited circumstances, between state

agencies.

Section 40F, which grants this power, stipulates that "no such

transfer within or between state agencies which involves either

purposes for which such building is currently used or
of fifty percent of the usable
of the general court."

floor space,

a

..

change in use of excess

shall be without the prior approval

Further, the Deputy Commissioner can only make such

transfer with the written approval of the Commissioner

determinat ion

change in the

a

o f

A

&

F

,

and "oased on

.made with the advice of the executive heads of affected agencies

and secretaries of the executive offices in which such agencies are located,

such property is not needed,

under current conditions."

is

tnat

underutilized, or is not oeing put to optimum use

Finally, the Ways and Means Committees must De

notified of any such transfer thirty days prior to its final authorization.
In

fact,

a

the Commission's legislative real propery

Deputy Commissioner, with the checks provided above,

recommendations gave the

the authority

to

transfer

-
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use of buildings and land without the limitations imposed above.
the bill,

In

rewriting

the Committee on State Administration argued simply that without the

check provided by its review of real property transfers between agencies,

agencies would be in

a

position to make important programmatic changes with no

authorization from the legislature; e.g., the establishment of
public health facility.

prison in

a

a

The Commission argued in response that review of space

use was not the place to establish legislative oversight of agency programs.
The Committee's change also makes its disposition procedure inconsistent.

That is, under Section 40F,

the Deputy Commissioner may, with the advice of state

agencies and secretariats,

"determine that real property is not needed for the

use of any state agency."

After such determination, the Deputy Commissioner may

enter into agreements with public agencies, other than state agencies,
such property for up to five years.

to use

The same approval conditions apply here as

to transfers between state agencies.

The General

Court has said, then,

that the

state's real property manager can transfer the use of space and land between the
state and other governmental bodies; but that he or she can only transfer

building space, and under limited circumstances, between state agencies.
The Commission also takes exception to the requirement imposed by the

Committee that any transfer "shall only be made when the General Court is in
session" except when "the deputy commissioner certifies in writing that an

emergency exists."

"Emergency" is defined under Section 40E as "any situation

caused by unforeseen circumstances which render currently used real property

unusable or unavailable for the purpose intended and which creates an immediate
need for other real property to preserve the health or safety of persons or

property."

In

the status quo.

requiring this language, the Committee insisted that it reflected
They argued that the executive is currently limited by

legislative session in approving or entering into space use agreements.

The

Commission subsequently learned that the executive is not limited in processing
AF-16 agreements during this period and sees such

limitation as

a

a

severe

impediment to proper space management.
Finally, SECTION 11 of Chapter 579 recognizes the asserted barrier posed by
the "Doctrine of Prior Public Use" by making explicit the General Court's intent

concerning transfer disposition of state property.

It

also recognizes the effect

of the requirements of Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution on the

transfer and disposition of real property.
The Deputy Commissioner is required to promulgate standards
of making the procedures employed by his or her office public,

for the purpose

and to provide

guidance to agencies which are delegated responsibility for space management
functions.

Under Section AOL,

these included "(a)

a

determination of the amount

.
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and type of real property needed to accomodate functions performed Py agencies of

the commonwealth...,

needed,

is

prpcedures for determining when real prpperty is not

(e)

underutilized, or is not being put to optimum use and (j) the

organization of space within buildings to maximize utilization."

Acquisition
Under Section 40F,

the Deputy Commissioner is authorized to "acquire real

property by gift, purchase, devise, grant, eminent domain, rental,
rental -purchase or otherwise on behalf of state agencies."

As has been mentioned

previously, he or she can delegate resppnsibility fpr any or all aspects of
physical acquisition--f rpm selectipn to negotiation

— to

a

a

state agency, while

Standards promulgated pursuant to Section AOM,

retaining approval powers.

relating to the acquisition of title to real property include "(g) the method of

prpcurement of independent appraisals, the number of appraisals, and the review
of such appraisals

and terms

required;

prpcedures to be employed in determining prices

rental or purchase of real property as mandated by law

for the sale,

and regulation;

(h)

"...and

"

(

i

)

the satisfaction of requirements for the acquisition

and disposition of real property as mandated by law and regulation."
(i)

Subsection

addresses the problem of coordination between agencies with interests in

property which has been noticed in

a

number of instances of site selection by the

state
In

the intended operatipn of the "Capital Outlay Review Board,"

this context,

established under

A

&

in 1971,

F

suggests some potentially useful procedures.

The Board was unable to carry out its purpose successfully because it was never
.

adequately staffed.

Its

resppnsibility, however, was to review sites previous to

submission of request for funds in the Governor's capital outlay budget message.
This included requests of the appropriate state agencies "to review sites for

health,

safety, environmental and engineering considerations."

found to be technically acceptable,

If a

site was

the Board authorized up to three independent

appraisals of the prpperty depending on its estimated value.

A&F reviewed the

appraisals, as did the Right of Way Bureau of the DPW in special cases.

acceptance of the appraisal, the Board approved funds for
which, when received, was forwarded to

General for approval.

A

4

F

a

Upon

title examination

and the Office of the Attorney

With an approved appraisal and clear title, sale

negotiations would be held. 24
The goals

of interests,

represented by the procedures outlined above--namely

,

coordination

and oversight of technical investigation, appraisal and negotiation

procedures—are commendable.

The Commission is not necessarily endorsing the

specifics of the procedure, since it recognizes the difficulty in aligning

.
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planning efforts with capital outlay authorizations.

It

does recommend, however,

that the executive attempt to employ substantive and timely investigative
The Commission also

procedures in fulfilling its obligations under Chapter 579.

suggests the use of options on the purchase of land to encourage

a

closer

relationship between technical investigation and enactment of the capital outlay
budget

addressing problems uncovered in the area of space rental, on the other

In

hand, the Commission found it necessary to revise in specific language the roles

played by the executive and legislature.

First of all,

the Division aids in the

process of appropriating funds for space rentals by reviewing agency requests for
such funds, under Section

of Chapter 29.

3

Secondly, under Section 40G,

the

Deputy Commissioner recommends to the Budget Director "the maximum rate to be
paid for the rental of space by type and geographical area."

The Budget Director

then recommends "the approval of such costs by the General Court, as part of the

annual appropriations act."

The Deputy Commissioner is subsequently able to

enter into rental agreements at rates which do not exceed those approved by the
General Court.

The Ways and Means Committees are notified 30 days prior to the

final authorization of any such agreement.

there is

Again,

a

limitation on the

processing of agreements to the period when the legislature is in session.

The

Commission recommends that this provision be eliminated.
Section 40G also specifies that the Deputy Commissioner's budgetary review
include

recommendation on "the maximum percentage to be paid for the

a

escalation" of rental costs.

To date,

the executive has interpreted the

requirements of current law to prohibit the use of clauses in rental agreements
which would allow lessors to pass on increases in operating or tax costs.
Instead,

lessors must submit proposals for five-year leases which take cost

increases into account.

Lessors renting to the state, therefore, have favored

the use of tenancy-at-will agreements which enable either the tenant or lessor to

change the terms of the rental.
under these TAWs.

A

In

many cases costs have risen dramatically

recent opinion of the Attorney General makes clear that the

executive does not have the legal authority to make use of escalator
clauses. 25

The Commission hopes that the procedure outlined under its

legislation will enable the Commonwealth, like the Federal Government and other
jurisdictions, to make use of these clauses in

a

way which attracts lessors.

The General Court has itself revised the rental approval procedure with the
FY 1981 budget.

Section 16 of Chapter 329 of the Acts of 1980 requires simply

that the Commissioner of A

&

F

"report quarterly to the house and senate

committees on ways and means any lease negot iated
for

a

tenancy at will or other rental of space."

.

.

.

or any agreement providing

These quarterly reports "shall

-
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include by agency, the amount and location of such rental space, any new or

additional space, the duration of the lease or agreement, the cost per square
foot of such rental space,

any increase or decrease in said cost, and the cost of

the preceding lease or agreement."

The Commission is pleased that in the period

before its legislation takes effect, rental approval procedures will be

streamlined.

It

also pleased that

is

a

regular provision of law, as opposed to

budget section, will regulate the process beginning on July

1,

a

1981.

Disposition
One disposition method available to the Deputy Commissioner has already been

mentioned.

He or she may,

"with the written approval of the commissioner,"

"enter into agreements for the use of ... available real property by public

agencies other than state agencies or the federal government,
exceed five years."

It

is

for a term not to

required that the Commonwealth "be reimbursed for at

least the cost of maintaining real property under such agreement."

Where the rental of state-owned real property to

private entity is

a

concerned, however, the approval of the General Court is required.

The

Commonwealth must charge fair market rates in the rental of such property.
the case of rental by the state to other governmental entities or to

a

In

private

entity, the Deputy Commissioner is mandated to establish rates to be charged

under Section AOL.

Furthermore, under Section 40F, the General Court must approve agreements for
the use of state-owned space by governmental entities

for a period to exceed five

years, and any transfer of control or title over state-owned property to any

entity.

It

the Deputy Commissioner's responsibility here,

is

of the Commissioner,

sale,

"to recommend to the general court

rental or other disposition of real property."

disposition

initiated by

is

a

with the approval

for its approval,

In addition,

the

where any such

source other than the Division, it is required to

"expeditiously review and recommend approval or disapproval" of any such proposal
to the

General Court.

real property to

There are

a

Again,

fair market rates must be charged in the sale of

private party.

a

number of provisions relating to the management of real property

included in Chapter 579, which apply more generally to allocation, acquisition
and disposition functions.

Under Section AOH,

for example,

or sale of real property by the state must be advertised

proposal can be accepted.

any purchase,

for thirty days oefore

These advertisements must be placed "in the central

register published by the secretary of state," and additionally,
over 2500 square feet of property,

newspaper(s) with

a

rental

in the case of

"once each week for four consecutive weeks in

circulation sufficient to inform the people of the affected

a
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Also to be placed in the Central Register is the name of "the

locality."

individual or firm selected as party to any such real property transaction, and
the amount of such transaction."

Opening up the processes to public inspection and the widest possible

participation should not stop with advertising requirements, however.

Under

Section 401, therefore, the law requires that at least 60 days "prior to any
purchase, rental, sale, or significant change in use of real property," that
local and regional officials be notified of the intended change.

Furthermore,

when the change involves more than two acres of land, at least thirty days "prior
to

such sale,

purchase or change in use"

a

public hearing must be held "for the

purpose of disclosing the conditions or reasons for the proposed action."
The timing and coordination of efforts to notify agencies of available space,

local officials as required,

to notify

to advertise,

negotiate and to hold public

hearings; as well as to receive General Court approval is clearly not simple.
Yet

real property management is not

a

simple task.

Procedures to accomodate the

needs and interests of all parties, once in place, should facilitate the

Furthermore, it is indisputable that other jurisdictions have put these

process.

systems in place.

There is no permanent barrier to Massachusetts' ability to do

the same.

further provision specifically addresses the potential for

One

conflict-of-interest and corruption in real property management.

In

Section 40J

the Commission has combined and expanded two sections of the law which required

that individuals renting or selling property to the Commonwealth disclose the

names of all persons with beneficial interest in the property.

Section 40J

consolidated these provisions, expanded them to cover situations in which the
state was disposing of real property, and provided that the names and positions
of public officials or "any employee of the division of capital planning and

ooerations disclosing beneficial interest in real property pursuant to this
section" be supplied to the State Ethics Commission.

Section 40J also addressed

first time those who plan to acquire beneficial interest in the property

for the

in question.

Through this provision the Commission hopes that cases in which

"straws" are used to purchase property and any apparent instances of favoritism
in

real property transactions will minimized.
In

in

sum,

the Commission drafted legislation which would focus accountability

the performance of real property transactions on the public official and

agency most familiar with its potential and effect -- namely, the entity

responsible for capital facility planning and construction in the Commonwealth.
It

added

a

public element to these processes in the inclusion of advertising,

notification, hearing and disclosure requirements.

Lastly,

it

has addressed

-
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specific deficiencies in the availability of information and record-keeping as
well as standards.

The legislation has,

therefore, directly addressed the

problem of statutory fragmentation described earlier.

It

has created the

potential for making resources available by centralizing expertise and

establishing an management information system; and has tried to minimize the
operation of inapprppriate political considerations through publicity
requirements.

In

all three areas,

however, the success of these legislative

reforms will be dependent upon cooperation among individual agencies, the

executive and the legislature, and the appropriation of adequate resources by the
General Court.
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INDIVIDUAL PROJECT PLANNING

PROGRAMMING:

The building program

— the

-

essential initial element in every capital

project--has been the most neglected element in the Commonwealth's capital outlay
activities.

The program is

a

detailed statement of the functional needs of

a

building's prospective user: the background, assumptions, objectives, budget and
scheduling requirements.

It

is intended to serve as a

prospectus in the planning

process for the using agency, the BBC, Administration and Finance and the
legislature.

It

is

for the architect.

also intended as
It

a

set of guidelines and design requirements

has further implications for the construction process and

the post-occupancy evaluation process.

This section will discuss the problem and

the Commission's proposed solutions.

RESULTS OF INADEQUATE PROJECT DEFINITION

Lack of good programming is one of the most serious problems facing the

Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) according to its own Director, Stuart
The BBC does not have the staff or expertise to prepare programs

Lesser.

projects under its jurisdiction.

for

Joseph Glynn, Chief of the BBC's long-range

planning section, told the Special Commission that the responsibility for

programming lies with the user agency;

yet the agencies,

like the BBC,

the in-house resources with which to prepare programs for buildings.

lack

Even when

programs are prepared (usually by paid outside consultants), the BBC does not
make

a

substantive review of the program.

Other agencies administering their own

building projects demonstrate as little (or less) capability to do programming.
For some agencies such as the Department of Community Affairs (DCA) which builds
one type of building over and over,

programming.

there is not necessarily

a

pressing need for

Some agencies, however, have been charged with the development and

planning of complex and unique projects, such as campus centers and mental health
centers; in
As a

suc*h

projects initial programming plays

a

crucial role.

result of the BBC's and the agencies' lack of programming capability,

projects often are authorized by the legislature before an adequate program has
been developed.

Joseph Glynn said that, at least in the past, project requests

have been sent to the legislature with incomplete or inadequate program

information, even in terms of the basic BBC form (C01) which, itself, is not
sufficient to be the basis of

a

thorough program.

The descriptive language

appearing in the capital outlay authorizations of the acts of the legislature
provides similarly inadequate definition of program requirements.

Also,

projects

-
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are often added in legislative sessions -- also without adeguate programs having

been prepared.

Under these circumstances,

it

is hard to see how the legislature

can make informed decisions on the millions of dollars it is committing itself to

spend.
The experience of the Department of Corrections well illustrates the

Commonwealth's chronic lack of programming capability.

Corrections, which has

had one of the largest capital outlay programs of any department under the BBC

($89 million authorized since 1968),

*

has never had the in-house staff

necessary to prepare adeguate programs, either for capital construction or for
capital maintenance projects.

Because of the department's erratic workload in

capital projects, full permanent staffing has been considered impractical,

according to Joan Belle-Isle,
department.

former head of capital planning for that

For years each institution was left on its own to plan, conceive,

and program its projects.

Even when some of these functions slowly began to be

centralized, starting in 1975, Ms. Belle-Isle found that "freguently the

institutions did not have the information at hand to adequately describe the
Other state agencies were unable to lend technical personnel to

project...."

Corrections because they had their own staffing problems.

Nor could the BBC fill

The result was that the information provided to the BBC and the

the void.

Legislature was less than adequate for decision-making; cost estimates were often
not accurate; and designers were appointed to projects that were not ready for

design because the programming stage had not been completed.

Inordinate

delays and cost increases; inadequately conceived or planned facilities; and
frequent disputes over the intentions of the department, the BBC, or the

legislature were the consequences.

Delays due to inadequate programming have

been as long as seven or eight years, according to James Cusack, head of the BBC

design review section.

Delays
Across the board, delay is the most common and most immediate result of

inadequate programming.

Many designers complained to the Special Commission of

being awarded projects for which there was no adequate program, and of having to

prepare

a

program, even though it was not officially part of their job and the

designer is usually not compensated for the extra services involved in filling
the gaps of

a

poorly defined program.

For example, the designer of the

Fitchburg State College Special Education Center, appointed in 1966, had to wait
five years while the using agency hired a special consultant to prepare

and establish criteria for the project.

a

program

During this time, the estimated cost of

construction rose from $1,375,000 to $9,000,000.

When complete construction

.

-
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documents for the center were finally prepared, the legislature declined to
approve construction, and the building was never built.

testimony before the Special Commission, Foster Jacobs, director of

In

Planning and Plants at Southeastern Massachusetts University (SMU), described

five-year delay in the implementation of

building at SMU.

a

a

science and engineering academic

When the design was revived in 1979, the program had to be

completely re-done to suit the changed needs of the school.

Moreover, the

redesign had to be limited to changes in interior arrangements of rooms only,
since the structure and shell of the building had already been designed from the

original program and changes to the structure would have been prohibitively

expensive

9

Even after plans are accepted and construction begins, program problems can

delay

a

project.

in the recently constructed academic building for

For example,

Boston State College, the project was stopped in the middle of construction for
almost nine months partly because the using agency decided that it did not like
the building designed and wanted something different.
The contractor gave an estimate of the increased cost.

high for the state,

New plans were prepared.

This proved to be too

so work was resumed based on the original plans.

The

contractor is now suing the Commonwealth for damages caused by the delay.
The problems caused by inadequate project definitions in the planning stages

have often been exacerbated by ambiguity in the language of the authorization

passed by the legislature, leading to time-consuming arguments as to whether or
not a particular item could legitimately be included in the program.

For example,

the BBC and the Department of Corrections spent six months arguing about whether

double chainlink security fence was included in an authorization for a project
A similar dispute occurred
,,
to upgrade security
:urity at the old MCI Concord Farm. 1
in connection with a project to renovate Gardner State Hospital 12

a

When the legislative authorization is unambiguous, it sometimes proves too

restrictive.

If the

program has not been fully developed before the passage of

legislation, as in most cases it has not, it may turn out that the needs of the
user agency, when finally articulated, no longer fit the language of the

appropriation.

The result is

a

return to the legislature to amend the

appropriation language, and more delay while this is done.

Cost

Increases
Design projects with inadequate programs are often beset by costly program

changes as the user agency tries to decide what it really wants.
scope,

cost,

or even

function of

on quite a large scale,

a

Changes in the

project can be made during design, sometimes

without anyone having to justify or take responsibility

^

-

for the changes.

-
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in the case of the Mental

For example,

Health Training,

Treatment and Research Center in Boston, design was delayed and costs rose from
$6 3/4 million to $12 million as the Department of Mental

program consultant.

and requested the architect to carry out major

program changes in the building.

As noted above,

reprogramming.

medical

a

The department later rejected the first set of working plans

on this project at $12 million,

two years after the

Health hired

The second set of working plans was approved

first, at $17.4 million.

1 ^

the designer is often forced to absorb the design costs sof

This issue is especially important if the Commonwealth expects

the architect to negotiate his fee for the project after being named as one of
the three ranked finalists by the Designer Selection Board (DSB).

If the design

project is ill-defined, the architect will be less able to calculate, and the

Commonwealth less able to evaluate, the fee.

Indeed,

even with the standardized

sliding-scale fee arrangements used in the past, the BBC and the designer have
often ended up haggling for months over the proper fee, because of differing

perceptions as to what the program entailed.

Poor project definition can also

prevent the DSB from selecting the best possible designer, as the DSB cannot

properly choose the designer best suited for the job if it does not have

conception of what the project is.

a

clear

*

Design Failures
Delays and construction cost increases are not the only programming problems
Perhaps the saddest result of deficient programming is

in Massachusetts.

buildings which fail to meet adequately the needs of the users, either through
erroneous or imprecise initial statements of needs by the user or through cuts in
the scope of the project caused by delays and cost increases as discussed above.
A

notorious example of poor programming occurred in the Middlesex County

Courthouse, where

a

jail was built on the top floor.

Because of

a

failure to

consider or express the special requirements for this type of facility, the jail
was designed with substandard size cells and inadequate fire exits.

been used as

a

It

has never

county correction facility, as originally planned; it cag only be

used to detain prisoners brought to the courthouse for trial.

Another example occurred in

organisms are handled.

a

Jamaica Plain laboratory building where dangerous

The exhaust and fan system specified in the plans did not

result, essential testing for

adequately protect against contamination.

As a

serious diseases has had to be curtailed.

This failure was probably due to the

program's failure to specify the special needs in this area clearly enough or,

although this is less likely, to the BBC's failure to insure that the design
conformed to the program.

5

-

-
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Such problems are not confined to the BBC.

the Lindemann Mental Health

At

Center in Boston, built by the Government Center Commission, psychiatric

consultation rooms were designed and built without proper sound insulation, so
that

a

rooms.

person in one room can overhear conversation and noise in the adjoining
Thus,

facility is

a

only every other room is used.

fact, the whole layout of the

In

constant source of frustration to patients and staff.

mezzanines in this mental heatlh center were built with only
protect people from falling:
prevent

a

possible tragedy.

used in this project,

a

6

The

banister to

ceiling-high barriers had to be installed to
Even though

medical programming consultant was

a

the building still failed to meet the needs of the agency

when it was finally built, because of confusion and changes of goals on the part
of the user agency,

and chaotic administrative procedures by the Government

Center Commission.
At

several projects built by local housing authorities and overseen by the

Department of Community Affairs, programming, if any was done,

adequately consider the needs of future tenants.

A

failed to

housing for the elderly

project in Cohasset was designed and built with steps leading to each apartment,
which rendered them inaccessible to handicapped persons in wheelchairs.

Temporary sloping walkways were installed later; however, these were too steep to
be used by

persons in wheelchairs.

of occupancy.

At an elderly

The town has refused to issue a certificate

housing project in Duxbury, no safety railings were

provided on metal stairs in areas to be used by handicapped persons.
Other instances of poor programming include

a

power plant which has

a

capacity several times larger than necessary for the facility it serves, and

a

multi-million-dollar power plant at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
which has never been used because it was (needlessly) located so far from the

faciliities it serves that, when the long connecting pipelines developed
problems, they could not readily or economically be repaired.

Programming

failures have also resulted in the State's getting almost totally misconceived

buildings such as the $600,000 underground chapel at MCI Concord, located in the
middle of the inmates' ballfield and use* only occasionally on Sundays.

In

addition, many design features at Concord are not consistent with the most

efficient principles of prison security.

On a smaller scale,

but no less

ridiculous, towers were designed for MCI Concord with searchlights on top, but
with no access to change the bulbs except by helicopter.

Ab a ndoned

1

R

Projects

Poor programming may,

in extreme cases,

result in

a

project having to be

abandoned or substantially curtailed after plans have been prepared.

For

example, the bids for the ill-fated Health, Welfare and Education (HWE) building
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were thrown out by the Government Center Commission in 1968 because, towards the
end of the bidding,

it became apparent

100 thousand square feet too small.

that the building was approximately 90 to

(Also,

the lowest bid was $21 million,

substantially higher than the architect's estimate.)

A

subsequent re-design

produced plans estimated to cost $51 million, and in 1969 the project was
halted.

Over $1.2 million had been spent for the design of this building.

original plan was for

a

three-building state service complex consisting of

building, the Lindemann Mental Health Center, and the HWE building.

The
a

DES

But the

aborted HWE building has left these departments without the home intended for
them,

and has left the state service center visibly unfinished

—

literally stops in mid-air (see photograph in "Design" section).

the building
7

While poor programming does not always create disasters such as those

described above, its lesser hampering effects are present in many other state
buildings.

The result of poor programming may be no more than the annoyance or

inconvenience of offices which are too small or too large, spaces which are too
inflexible to be adapted to new uses, work areas which are noisy or unpleasant,
or areas which cannot be

fully or efficiently used.

the more infamous disasters, poor programming makes
it

But in these cases, as in

building less useful than

a

could be, wasting taxpayers' money, both in the unnecessary or exorbitant

original cost, and in the added cost of inconvenience and limited utility.
At

the heart of the problem of poor programming lies the failure of the

Commonwealth to recognize the need for programming and the consequences of poor
programming.

As

the preceding discussion indicates,

programming does exist in Massachusetts.

a

glaring need for good

Yet the Commonwealth has rarely

invested the necessary resources to do adequate programming, and too often the
poor results have been blamed on other parts of the process

agency,

the contractor.

Of course,

—

the designer,

the

the causes of the many disasters in our

buildings have often been ones in which planning, programming, design,

construction and operational problems are complex, interrelated and seemingly
inseparaable

.

However, the real problem lies not with that complexity, but

rather with an inscrutability in programming:

while the problems in design and

construction defects are legion, widely publicized and much analysed, programming
simply has not been considered, and therefore, not found as

a

cause of some of

these problems.

HOW PROGRAMMING SHOULD WORK

The Purpose of Programming

Programming begins with the earliest statement of need (e.g.,

"we need

a

new

.

-
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hospital") as part of the planning process, and continues until the buuilding is

occupied (changes made during construction that affect the user involve
However, the standard program period may be

programmatic decision-making).

thought of as beginning when the decision is made to go ahead with at least the
design or planning phase of

a

project, and ending with the hiring of an architect

to actually carry out the design work.

The user agency is often expected to develop its own programs,

Programming is often

no no reason why this need necessarily be so.

asking the right questions.

but there is

matter of

a

Indeed, an independent and trained observer can

often ask questions and elicit basic and essential information which the user
These questions can include

agency may not have come up with on its own.

standard questions such as how many people will occupy the structure, what work
these people will do, whether any specialized equipment will be used in the

building, what relationships should exist among the functions, equipment and
people in the structure, whether

a

one-story or multi-story structure is

acceptable, or whether special materials need to be used.

A

professional

programmer may well be needed to help the agency formulate its answers to such
questions and to determine what additional, more specialized questions need to be

answered
usages, characters, sizes, and, if

The program articulates the functions,

necessary to the functions, the shapes and relationships of areas of
However,

a

program is not

set of goals

for design.

a

design, or even

preliminary design, but rather

in the past,

have gone further, drawing schematics for

greatly in extent of detail.

a

building.
a

The program should tell the architect what to design,

but not how to design -- although,

(e.g.,

a

a

a

consultants hired to do programs

building's design.

The program for

a

Programs may vary

repair project may be brief

"repair leaking roof"); whereas the program for

complex project, such as

a

hospital, may outline in detail the special requirements of each area and space

within the building.
A

program is also not strictly

a

these two have often been combined.

feasibility study, although, in the past,
While the goals

o*f

a

program are to clarify

the user's needs in terms of functions and activities and to use those criteria
in determining the necessary intrinsic requirements of the project,

the goal of

the feasibility study is primarily to determine the reasonable external limits

(e.g.,

of budget) which will determine how, or whether,

the project will be

carried out.

Programming and planning, while not identical, are intricately linked.

Some

programming must necessarily be involved in planning (as in determining budgets
and in weighing costs and benefits of

a

proposal), and some planning is involved

-

in programming
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(programs must keep within existing budget limitations).

Drastic

changes of priorities and policies, such as have happened often in the Department
of Mental

Health, Department of Corrections, and Department of Youth Services,

wreak havoc with the programs for buildings.
of programming is its use as
of

a

At

the same time,

planning and managerial tool.

a

crucial purpose

Lack of definition

project, while not the same as lack of need or desirability, may shortchange

a

the project in the planning process.

For example,

the Fitchburg Special

Education Center may have been needed, but the lack of

a

clear program, and the

resultant delays and cost increases, led to the legislature's abandonment of the
project.
One of the major benefits of thorough and clear programming is in improved

cost estimating.

Cost estimates cannot be accurate when no program exists that

adequately defines the project and the user's needs.

The preparation of an

adequate program forces the user agency to articulate its needs; it creates

a

permanent record of these goals and needs to which the agency may be held, or to
which later plans and estimates mays be compared; and, finally, it vastly
improves the initial cost estimates ('conceptual estimates') that are made in the

planning stages.
As

John Kenny of the American Association of Cost Engineers told the

Commission,

a

cost estimate based on the sqaure foot area of a building can be

within 15 percent of the actual figure, given one hour's effort by
estimator.

Furthermore,

a

a

professional

"systems type estimate, based on the types of

functional and mechanical services included in the building, accurate to 10
percent, can be made at

a

very early stage of the project.

20

This should be

compared with the much wider margin of error, of up to 1/3 or 1/2, which has been
found in the BBC's and other agencies'
A

cost estimates.

final element of programming occurs after the building has been constructed

and occupied:

a

post-occupancy evaluation by which the users of the building

measure the success of the design.

The Commission has found little evidence that

such evaluation of design has taken place in the Commonwealth on any but the most

informal and sporadic basis.

Whatever is learned in the process of design,

construction and occupancy is not fed back systematically to the project's
planners and participants, and thus cannot be used to improve future programs and
designs.

Such evaluations could be easily instituted, most likely at the time of

the expiration of the construction guarantee one year after the acceptance of the

building.

All those associated with the project could have valuable input

using agency and its clients (students, patients,
but also the architect,

—

the

residents) most particularly,

contractor and administering agency.-.
Such an

evaluation would assess not only how well the design fit the program, but also
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how well the originally stated program fit the users'

agency's policies have changed so that
next time such

needs (or perhaps how the

different program might be needed the

a

facility is built).

a

Responsibility and Resosurces for Programming
While it is generally accepted that the users of

a

proposed facility should

involved in programming (whether they do it themselves or hire

be most closely

consultants), the using agencies in Massachusetts are given little support or
Agencies must be given either staff to do

structure for developing programs.

programming, or access to central programming resources.
are too small to have full time programming experts,

other source of programming capability.

Because many agencies

it makes sense to have some

One possibility is

a

central agency

capable of providing programming expertise to those agencies which need it.

In

order to avoid potential problems created by giving the central agency the power
to decide how all

planning and programming funds are to be used,

funds for

programs could be earmarked for specific agencies or for specific projects.
Other states provide central programming expertise.

In

California, any user

agency can "hire" the State Architect's office to prepare, or help the agency
prepare,

a

program by transferring funds from its account to the State

Architect's office to pay for the services.

The State Architect's office either

has one of its staff architects or engineers work on the program,

or hires an

outside consultant, depending on the nature of the project and the current

workload of the State Architect's office. __
Several other states, including

Wisconsin andd Illinois, also have central agencies which provide programming
assistance, sometimes for
It

a

"fee," to individual agencies.

is also possible to provide agencies with programming assistance on

consultant basis, allowing each agency to request that
hired whenever they need to develop

a

new project.

including Texas and New York, have such

a

system.

a

a

program consultant be

Several larger states,
There are problems with such

a

decentralized approach, however, and one is the problem of selecting programming
»

consultants.

The programming decisions are probably the most important ones made

in the course of a project;

is,

therefore,

made in

a

a

the degree of expertise and ability of the programmer

matter of vital concern.

The choice of programmers should be

professional manner, and the DSB shoulld choose program consultants for

all projects which cannot be programamed in-house by the agency or by

centralized programming agency.

a

Administration of consultants' contracts, and

supervision and review of programmers' performance should be the responsibility
of a central agency.

Whether programming is done on

a

centralilzed or decentralized basis,

-

in-house or by consultants,
on

a
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This should be done both

funds have to be provided.

project-by-project basis and by establishing general planning and

programming funds.
is clearly

For extraordinarily large projects

warranted.

a

separate appropriation

For other projects, especially when speedy project

development is required, it makes sense to have
can be allocated on

a

case-by-case basis.

If a

a

general fund from which monies

centralized agency has

a

role in

programming, it would also need some funds of its own to maintain its core
planning and programming staff.
such

a

In

California, the State Architect's office has

general fund which consists primarily of unspent planning and programming

funds turned over to that office by individual state agencies.

Standards for Programs
In

addition to resources for programming, there must be some quality control

over programs which are prepared.

If

agencies use their own staff for

programming, there must be assurance that the results will be adequate.

Even

when consultants are used, agencies may vary widely in their ability to work well

with consultants and insure good quality work.

Perhaps the most important role

for a central agency which assists agencies in programming,

prepares some

programs itself, or hires and works with consultant programmers, is that of

developing and implementing uniform minimum standards for programs, regardless of
who prepares them.
The question of whether it is practical to have a centralized agency develop

minimum standards or guidelines, when each program must to
unique, has been answered in the affirmative.

a

certain extent be

Experts consulted by the

Commission felt that guidelines could be developed.-.
Federal agencies such as
the GSA, and some state agencies, do require much more detailed standard program

information before deciding on

a

project.

Even if resources for programming are provided and minimum standards for

programs developed, there will still be programming problems unless there is some

incentive or requirement for agencies to develop adequate programs.
knows that it can submit
it

a

If an agency

project request to the BBC at the last minute and have

included in the Governor's capital outlay request without an adequatae

program,

it

will continue to do just that.

The only way to prevent this is to

require that the central agency charged with reviewing capital outlay requests
for the Governor refuse to submit or endorse capital outlay

based on an acceptable program.
be

The only exceptions to this

requests that are not

requirement should

requests for planning or programming appropriation only, not for

appropriations for the actual project.

-

Even such

a
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system would not be foolproof if the legislature continued to

entertain capital outlay requests initiated in committee or on the floor of the
House or Senate which had not gone through the central agency for review.

One

state which has done something to deal with this problem is Michigan, where the

legislature passes

a

"planning act" identifying projects by cost and priority,

and authorizes programming and planning before it appropriates any funds for

actual design or construction of

a

project.

In

California, such legislative

proposals must be reviewed in detail by the lelgislative analyst's office which

consults with the agencys for which the project is intended.

The legislature

could follow the Michigan or California examples, or could simply refer requests

which are unaccompanied by

a

program to the appropriate executive agency and

request that they be put through the established planning and programming

procedures before any subsequent stage of the project may proceed.

SOLUTIONS

In

addressing, essentially for the first time in recent Massachusetts

history, the problems posed by inadequate programming, the Special Commission has

identified and advocated three primary goals:
1.

The planning and budgeting process must insure that programs are

prepared prior to the start of design, and preferably before the

decision is made to approve construction funds.
2.

Agencies must be given the capability -- in-house, in
or through the use of consultants

—

a

central agency,

to prepare programs which

accurately describe the needs of the agency, the scope of the project,
and the task of the architect.
3.

Continuity and responsibility for decision-making throughout the
project, including during program development, must be focused on one

individual:
In

the project manager.

detail, the measures proposed by the Special Commission and passed by the

legislature in July of 1980 (Chap. 579) provide for improved programming in the

,

following ways:

Programming in capital planning and budgeting
Each year,

public agencies, other than cities and towns, shall submit to the

deputy commissioner of capital planning and operations an annual capital facility

budget containing their requests for individual project authorizations, which
will serve as the basis for the governor's submissions to the legislature for the

year's capital outlay bill.

The minimum content of such agency submissions'24

must be detailed justification and description of the project;

:

.

-
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analysis of the investment of work, time and money it will entail; and discussion
of the effects of the project on the agency's operating budget

maintenance costs).

Any planning or design documents or summaries must be

appended to the project request.
projects,

(including

These requirements are such that,

for many

program will have to be prepared either by or for the agency.

a

Furthermore, the budget procedure provides that proposals submitted by

agencies for the annual capital budget shall be reviewed by the director of the
bureau of programming (or the directors of project management or facilities

management, when appropriate).

The director of programming then shall report to

the deputy commissioner of capital planning and operations as to (among other

things)
....the technical feasibility, cost and schedule of proposed building
projects ...[and] the accuracy and adequacy of any planning and design
documents and any other documents prepared in relation to the stated
25
needs.
.

It

.

also provides that the governor's capital facility budget shall include,

for

items requested by state agencies:

...a recommendation as to the need for and where appropriate, a
request for, a study and program as a prerequisite to
contracting for, performance of, or allotment or expenditure of
funds for any design or construction-related activities.
If a
study or program is not recommended the governor and deputy
commissioner shall include the reasons therefor.
The expectation that studies or programs will be prepared for projects prior to

their initiations extends to the legislature as well, in that:

Every appropriation or authorization for the design or
construction of a building project for which a state agency is
the using agency shall be deemed to require the satisfactory
completion of a study or program before any services for the
design or construction of such project may be contracted for,
performed by contract or otherwise, or funds allotted,
encumbered or expended therefor, unless such appropriation or
authorization specifically states that no such study or program
need or shall be done.
Also,

no designer selection shall be made and no design services shall' be

performed unless necessary studies or programs are satisfactorily completed.

The

using agency and the appropriate people in the division of capital planning and

operations shall review and certify, in writing, that such studies or programs
are consistent with the current needs and long-term plans of the agency; that

they are accurate in terms of the project requirements,

budget and schedule; and

that the projects can be accomplished within the appropriation or

authorization 26
Finally,

"No allotment,

encumbrance, or expenditure of funds

approved by the comptroller" for the design or construction of

a

...

shall be

project, and no

contracts for such services shall be entered into by the head of an agency,

-
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unless similar assurance is given that the program is adequate, 27
Inasmuch as the past lack of long-range planning has had disastrous effects
on the

little programming that has been done by the Commonwealth,

programming will also be vastly improved in the context of

a

future

comprehensive and

coordinated planning program as described in the section on planning and
budgeting, above.
An Office of Programming

Within the newly created division of capital planning and operations is the
office of programming, 28 which has control and supervision over programming and
studies for all capital facilities projects under the jurisdiction of the

^
division 29
-

.

it

is expected that the director of programming

(appointed by the

deputy commissioner, with the prior written approval of the commissioner of

administration) shall have extensive experience in the study and programming of
buildings.
The major purposes of the office of programming are to ensure that programs,

studies and master plans are done as part of the planning process and prior to
the appointment of

a

designer; and to set and maintain standards for the

preparation, revision and implementation of such plans.

The director and his

staff will review studies and programs presented by the using agencies as part of
their long-range and annual capital plans and requests (as described above).

On

request of the agency, the director may also assist them in the preparation of

project descriptions and proposals as part of this process.

If

programs are

inadequate, the director may assist the agency in programming, or may assist
other consultants hired to do programming.

To ensure adequate quality

in such

programs, the director shall recommend to the deputy commissioner standards and

guidelines for their preparation, and assist the deputy commissioner in
evaluating the effectiveness of previous programs and studies.

Along similar

lines, the director may also conduct post-occupancy evaluations on projects of

substantial size to determine the appropriateness, utility and quality of
programs done and designs prepared from those programs.

Programming consultants

Programmers are placed under the jurisdiction of the Designer Selection
Board.
an agency,

This is to ensure that outside programming consultants, when used by

demonstrate sufficient competence in this field; and that such work be

distributed fairly among qualified contenders rather than being monopolized by
few informally selected firms.

designers hired to do

a

a

Since the Commission has found numerous cases of

preliminary study being given continued services

contracts for millions of dollars' worth of work, continued or extended services

-
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contracts are not exempt from the jurisdiction of the DSB 31

(For more

discussion see the section on designer selection, above.)

Funds for Programming
As part of the capital budgeting process,

the agencies may request and the

legislature approve money for the programming and planning of specific projects.
It

is

expected that such projects will be rather large and complex.

Any programs

prepared from such funds must, of course, stay within any limitations (such as of
cost) stipulated by the language of the appropriation.

Reserve funds for the purposes of planning and design may be authorized, to
be allocated by the deputy commissioner.

Programs and plans funded in this way

are anticipated to be much smaller than those funded specifically by the

legislature, or arising out of an urgent and unforeseen need, for which the delay
in seeking funds through the normal procedure would cause

development and use of the proposed facility.
could not be used for projects for which

a

a

serious loss in the

Money from these reserve accounts

similar request was being made in the

capital budget or had been made in the previous year (and not approved by the

legislature).

Also,

for allocation from the reserve fund to be made,

the agency

and the director must certify that the proposal fits the current needs and

long-range plans of the agency.

Cost Estimating

Past cost estimates have been seriously inadequate for accurate budgeting and

design management.

While better planning and functional programming will

certainly improve preliminary project cost estimates, it is equally necessary
that professional cost estimators be employed in the office of programming to

prepare cost estimates and to review those submitted by agencies and consultants.

The Role of the Project Manager

Finally, the project manager (whose functions and duties are described in

greater detail in the section on construction project management) will perform an
essential role in facility programming.

Like the staff of the office of

programming, the project manager may review and comment on proposals, and, when

appropriate, may recommend that

a

study or program be undertaken.

importantly, the project manager, as the mediator

and.

Most

manager responsible for the

development and progress of every stage of the project, will guarantee that the
design produced conforms to the program developed.

If this

final control is not

exerted, designers and agencies will find, as they have found in the past, that
the size, cost, and scope of the project may easily be expanded beyond the

program approved by the legislature.
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DESIGNER SELECTION
The pattern of corruption

the award of state contracts for the design of

in

public buildings is best described by the statement architect Frank R. Masiello

attributes to Albert

P.

("Toots") Manzi:

"Your involvement in obtaining

additional work from this administration will be directly in relation to the
amount of money you can contribute and the amount of money you raise for

fundraising activities whenever
design contracts is

I

request it of you. "1

The award of public

Decisions

process that lends itself to ccrruption.

a

concerning selection of

a

designer and evaluation of design services involve many

intangible factors; the subjective nature of these decisions buffers the decision
maker from any rigorously objective standard of accountability.
of circumstances,

a

Under the best

positive effort is required to establish standards of

accountability and to articulate the criteria by which

a

third party or the

general public could judge the subjective selection process.

The political

traditions of the Commonwealth have hardly created ideal circumstances.
Political support and loyalty in Massachusetts are traditionally rewarded by the

dispensation of those government benefits which the politically successful have
at

their disposal.
In

the presence of these conditions,

beginning

in

the early 1960's,

co incidentally

,

the boom in state construction,

could only have

a

catalytic effect.

Perhaps not

the population in need of services provided by government --

education, housing,

incarceration, mental health treatment, hospitalization,

among others -- grew substantially at the same time that greater activism in the
role of state government in providing such services became politically accepted.
The average annual capital outlay

for state buildings reached

a

peak of over $286

million in 1971, and the per capita debt service reached $813 million in 1976.
As

in

previous sections of this chapter, this section begins by describing

the procedures

formally required by law for selection of designers and certain

other consultants.

The section

by the Commission to

1968.

then reviews the evidence or empirical data found

reflect how designers have actually been selected since

The next part of the section analyzes the evidence and gives the

Commission's conclusions, particularly about what parts of this process fail.
Finally,

this section offers the Commission's recommendations,

discussion of the

rol.e

of designers'

fees

in

including

the selection process.
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FORMAL DESIGNER SELECTION PROCESS
After

a

project was authorized, it proceeded to the next stage which could

either be

a

study or design.

According to G.L.c.

7

s.

30B:

Any project subject to the control and supervision of the
director of building construction which is not being undertaken
by the operating agency as provided in section [40], shall be
referred by the commissioner [of Administration] to the
[Designer Selection] board, which shall promptly provide
suitable public notice of the proposed project.

There was no definition py statute of the kind of public notice required.
a

matter of practice the Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) long-range

planning section prepared

a

short description of the designer services required

and transmitteds this to the Designer Selection Board (DSB).

Then:

The DSB prepares a Public Notice listing of projects
requiring designers' services and this listing is made available
in scattered geographical areas of the State, including the
offices of BBC, A&F, and the various professional societies in
The societies are requested to notify their
Massachusetts.
membership of the availability of projects.
The Notice contains
a blank application form with instructions that the form may be
reproduced.
Further, each list details the Master File Brochure
Data required by DSB.
A Public Notice advertisement (usually 1 column by 2
inches) is placed in at least the two Boston newspapers, a
central, western, southern and northern newspaper, plus the
Dodge Reports advising designers of the availability of a list
as well as establishing an application cut-off date.
Copies are
A copy of Public
also sent to the State House News Service.
Notice is also posted on the BBC and the A&F Bulletin Boards and
copies sent to the DSB members and the operating agencies for
whom projects are contemplated.

Composition of the-Designer Selection Board; Receipt of Applications
and Recommendations by the DSB
The Designer Selection Board,

located within the Executive

Office for Administration and Finance, was according to
30B,

c.

7,

s.

composed of "the director of building construction ex-officio

and the five members appointed by the Governor, of whom two shall be

registered architects and two shall be registered engineers."

The

appointed members served overlapping terms of two years.
In

addition, that section provided that

The operating agency shall delegate a representative to
deliberate and vote with the [DSB] on its recommendations to the
commissioner [of Administration] concerning the selection of a
designer for the project.

After receipt of the applications,

the DSB met to consider the applicants.

As

-

The general manner
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in which the DSB was to make

was also described in c.

7

s.

30B.

In

its decisions and recommendations

particular, the board

it deems appropriate, and after
review
of
information
submitted
by all persons applying for
a
appointment and interviews, where appropriate, [is to] recommend
to the commissioner [of Administration] at least three designers
for each project, stating the reasons therefore, and
transmitting to him all material made or received by the board
relating to such recommendation.

on the basis of such criteria as

The recommendation was to be "in writing" and constituted "a public record".

was "advisory to the commissioner".

(The requirement for

It

written

a

recommendation was added by amendment in 1978.)
The statute provided that if the board

"deems it appropriate" it could

"recommend to the commissioner [of Administration]
a

project designer."

a

design competition to select

The board was to "establish the scope and rules for such

However, there was no provision in the statute as to the

competition".

circumstances under which the DSB might recommend such

competition.

a

Selection of the Designer by the Commissioner of Administration
It

was the responsibility of the Commissioner of Administration under c.

s.

7

after receiving the DSB recommendations, to appoint the project designer.

30B,

The DSB was permitted to "recommend" and the commissioner to "appoint more than
if in his opinion such action would benefit the commonwealth."

one designer,

the Commissioner decided to hold

a

If

design competition it had to be done "in

accordance with the scope and rules established by the board" and the
Commissioner was required to appoint the winner in such
event,

competition.

a

In either

the Commissioner notified the director of the BBC of the appointment and

"the reasons for making the appointment" and then instructed the Director to

enter into

a

contract with the project designer "forthwith," "subject to such

to

for the Commissioner

The requirement

conditions as the commissioner" set forth.

give his reasons was also added by amendment in 1978.
1980,

In

a

new procedure, not mandated by statute,

supplement the provisions described above.

was established to

The three finalists submitted by the

DSB were required to submit sealed fee bids (as

a

percentage of the estimated

construction cost of the project) to the Commissioner.

It

was not formerly clear

what weight these bids played in the selection of the designer.

(See below.)

The only restriction placed on the designers who could be selected was found
in c.

7

s.

30B which provided that:

No person shall be appointed unless he is
or a registered professional engineer.

a

registered architect

Non-DSB Designer Selection: Waivers
The above procedures were those applied to BBC projects.

jurisdiction of the BBC could be waived.

In

particular,

c.

However, the
7

s.

40 provided that

-
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the Commissioner of Administration could "direct that any

.

.

.

pro ject

.

.

.

be

undertaken by the operating agency free from the control and supervision" of the
The only requirements for administration of such a project were that:

BBC.

far as feasible, the standard contract documents and
specifications [used by the BBC] be used in connection with the
project; that no person... be engaged as a designer on the
project who [does] not have the qualifications required by
section thirty B; that the operating agency ... file with [the]
director certified copies of the working plans and
specif icat ions for the project and of all changes therein; that
the commissioner may at any time or times add such other
conditions to such exemption as in his opinion would benefit the
commonwealth; and that the commissioner shall transfer from the
bureau of building construction to the operating agency the
funds available for the project.
as

The "qualification" alluded to involved being

engineer.

a

professional architect or

Otherwise, the designer selection process was nominally left to the

ooerating agencies when BBC jurisdiction was waived; the Designer Selection
Procedures outlined above did not apply.
Non-DSB Designer Selection:

Continued and-Extended Services

Two other means by which DSB jurisdiction were avoided were by so-called

continued and extended services.

the former case,

In

war selected by the DSB for one phase

(say,

of project design was engaged by the BBC,

Administration, to carry out
the latter,

a

a

a

designer who originally

the study or preliminary plans stage)

with approval by the Commissioner of

subsequent project phase of the same project.

similar process resulted in the designer performing any or all

design services for an entirely different but arguably related project.
cases,

In

In both

the DSB played no role in approving such continuation or extension of

services.

decision

Recently the DSB was being informed (but only informed) of the

.

PATTERNS OF CORRUPTION IN DESIGN
CONTRACT AWARDS
Unlike maladministration or poor planning, which reflect the lack of
or method,

a

system

corruption often exists in spite of elaborate decision-making

procedures and is itself perpetrated in systematic ways that fall into
recognizable, repeated patterns.

A

review of the known instances and allegations

of corruption in the award of state building design contracts investigated by tne

Commission reveals

a

clear pattern of corruption which, when further analyzed,

points to the conditions which make corruption possible.

When combined with an

analysis of the other failures of the Massachusetts designer selection process,

particularly failures leading to poor design quality, an outline of necessary
reforms emerges.
The most persistent pattern to emerge from the available evidence is the

routine manner in which architects and engineers were required to make
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contributions to the election campaign of the governor then in office in order to
be awarded

a

what was really
in

The word "contribution" was used to describe

state design contract.
a

The relative size of the contributions were reflected

bribe.

Often the

the relative size of the contract and the fees paid.

"contributions" were set at

a

percentage of the fees to be received;

a

ten

percent payoff was not unusual; five percent seemed to be about the "going
rate."

The same pattern appears

The Commission's

for county contracts.

investigation found in addition that specific payments were solicited for
specific projects, either to ensure
the scope and

a

funding of the project.

contract award to the designer or to affect
These project-specific solicitations may

have occurred because of the designer's past lack of involvement with the

political arena, because of the special size of the particular project, because
the designer adopted

a

"pay-as-you-go" strategy, or -- it would appear in certain

cases -- because of the crudeness of the government officials.

suggest that every designer of

a

This is not to

public building won the contract because of

political contributions rather than merit.

Nor was any evidence presented to

show any occurrence of this pattern during the Dukakis administration.

Instead,

this pattern suggests that the process of designer selection made architects and

engineers the target of opportunity for elected officials in need of substantial
campaign funds.
The testimony and documentary evidence presented to the Commission include

design contracts awarded by the Commonwealth during the Sargent, Volpe, and
Peabody administrations, and county and local housing authority contract awards.
The details of this record are presented elsewhere in this report.

It

is

worthwhile, however, to review the major points of the record regarding each of
these aspects in order to make the patterns visible within the details.
The Sargent Administration

Albert Zabriskie, Deputy Commissioner of Administration and Finance who was

nominally responsible for the Bureau of Building Construction and served as

a

liaison between the A&F Commissioner and the DSB, testified that during the

Sargent Administration

-

after Donald Dwight had ceased to serve as Commissioner

of A&F and had become Lieutenant Governor

(1971-1974)

-

Dwight continued to have

input into the selection of designers for state building projects.

3

Shortly

after Dwight took office, Zabriskie testified, Dwight asked Zabriskie to bring
him the letters from the DSB to the Commissioner of A&F (Shepard,

Yasi,

Cowin or

Marchand) through which the DSB notified the Commissioner which designers were
the finalists

for state contracts and from which the Commissioner was to pick the

contract winner.

Zabriskie affirmed that throughout his tenure Dwight did

receive these letters from him and made

a

.

-

notation --

a
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dot or check -- next to one of the three finalists named by the

The Commissioners knew that the notations reflected Dwight's choice for the

DSB.

award because Zabriskie told them that was their purpose.

It

should be recalled

that the statute governing designer selection at this time placed the sole

responsibility for selection from among the finalists on the A&F Commissioner and
makes no mention of the Lieutenant Governor.

4

The statute did not,

however,

provide any guidelines or limitations on the criteria or sources to be used by
the Commissioner in reaching

a

decision.

Allegations that notations were made by persons other than the A&F

Commissioners prior to their selection of designers were denied by various A&F
Commissioners, but were supported or modified only in their details by several
other witnesses.

Handwriting expert Elizabeth McCarthy testified that she found

checkmarks or dots on 117 out of 127 letters of transmittal of finalists
named.

5

in

nearly every case, the firm so noted received the contract award.

Testimony corroborating Zabriskie's statements includes that of Victor
Zuchero (Sargent fundraiser), Harold Greene (Governor Sargent's patronage

secretary), and designers John Carr,
Healy.

R.

Scott Quinlan, Abraham woolf and Edward

According to Zuchero, Harold Greene would occasionally inquire of him

whether the principals of firms nominated as finalists had made contributions to
the Sargent campaign.

Regardless of past contributions, Zuchero said, the

6

principals of firms named as finalists would be added to the campaign

contribution solicitation list.

It

is significant

to note that Zuchero also

regarded Greene as an appropriate official with whom to put in
certain designers applying for state projects.

a

good word for

The designers Zuchero claims to

have thus sponsored were all awarded state building contracts by the Sargent

administrat ion
Green testified that on ten to fifteen occasions Zabriskie brought him copies
or originals of DSB

f inalist-transmittal

other notations on them.

7

letters and that he then made dots or

For the purpose of understanding the patterns of

corruption of state designer selection, it is less significant whether Dwight or
Greene actually made the notations than that they were made by persons other than
the A&F Commissioner based on the political contributions of the design firm's

principals.

The corroborative testimony regarding one particular set of DSB

minutes which was introduced into evidence before the Commission (the minutes of
the July 26,

1972 DSB meeting) appear most revealing in this light.

Harold

Greene testified that the notations next to the names of various firms nominated
as

finalists were made by him.

Greene's handwriting.

Some of the notations appear not to have Deen in

The notations were the intials

-

"DD" and the names
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Greene affirmed that the basis on which he

"Vic" and "Toots".

made these notations was the campaign contribution of the designer.

8

The

corroborative testimony was given by principals of four firms listed and noted,
and in each case the name of the person to whom they expressed

a

desire for state

work (Donald Dwight, Victor Zuchero or Toots Manzi) corresponds to the initial or
name noted beside their design firm's name.

9

in

contributed to the Sargent election campaign.
cases,

in the case of every other

as

In

each case, these witnesses had
each of these corroborating

firm in this group with

a

name or initial

noted beside it, the firm so indicated received the design contract award from
the Commissioner of A&F.
The four A&F Commissioners who served during the Sargent Administration

Charles Shepard testified that

dispute all or parts of this version of events.

there were neither checkmarks nor notations on the DSB letters when he received
them from Zabriskie.

with Donald Dwight. 1°

He stated that Zabriskie never told him about consultations

Robert Yasi stated before the Commission that he relied

on the advice of Albert Zabriskie in making his selections,
no explanation

and that while he had

for the notations on the DBS letters he would not be surprised to

learn that Zabriskie had consulted with Dwight.

H

William Cowin testified that

recall any notations being present on the DSB letters when he received

he did not

Similarly, David Marchand denied that any notations had been present

them. 12

when he received DSB letters, and stated that he chose designers for public

buildings at random unless Albert Zabriskie advised him that
already was under contract for

a

great deal of state work.

a

Mr.

particular firm
Marchand did

confirm that Victor Zuchero sometimes called him with names of firms. 13
It

is

significant to note in light of Mr. Zabriskie's testimony that all four

A&F Commissioners during the Sargent Administration relied primarily on Deputy

A&F Commissioner Zarbiskie's advice.

It

is also

significant that all four

Commissioners agreed that the Designer Selection Board forwarded to them no
information about the finalists other than their names.
testified that in one typical session with Mr. Zabriskie,
chosen in

a

maximum of one hour's time. 14

Commissioner Shepard
fourteen designers were

Commissioner Yasi offered his view

that Zabriskie was under "tremendous .... fantastic pressure" of people calling him

regarding designer selection, and that he would not be surprised if such

consultations included Lieutenant Governor Donald Dwight and patronage secretary
Greene. 15

Both Commissioners Marchand and Cowin testified that. they relied

completely on the DSB's selection of

a

finalist as indication that the firm was

qualified, to the point that Mr. Marchand could justify random selection and Mr.
Cowin stated,

"I

could not have assessed [the
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design firms'] quality and skills regardless of how much information

I

had". 16

Two particular projects investigated by the Commission shed further light on the

procedures and motivations for design awards during the Sargent Administration.
These are the Springfield Mental Health Center and the University of

Massachusetts Boston Harbor Campus.
William Masiello attributes his firm's award of the Springfield Mental Health
Center design contract directly to his promise of $2,000 in cash contributions to
the Sargent/Dwight campaign. 17
a

The promise was allegedly made in the course of

meeting with Lieutenant Governor Dwight which Masiello had sought through the

intervention of Victor Zuchero, and during which Dwight allegedly sought
contribution.

In

it was

order to have gotten to this point,

Masiello's firm to be among the DSB finalists.

$5,000

necessary for Mr.

Masiello became

Mr.

a

a

finalist,

according to his own account, through lobbying with the representatives to the
DSB of the using agency and of the BBC.

This choice of points of access may be

juxtaposed with former A&F Commissioner Cowin's testimony!8 that during the
course of his tenure, he came to understand that in the case of county projects,
the DSB routinely included among its finalists the firm favored by the county

commissioners, the using agency on county projects.
The investigation into the award of the construction management contract for

the UMass campus at Columbia Point has produced

a

wealth of information

concerning the activities of various political figures, the principals of the

construction management firm involved, and the attorney and former governor who
acted as its business agent.

Again,

this information is presented in
For the purpose of

chronology and narrative elsewhere in this report.

understanding

a

a

system and pattern larger than any single contract, project, or
is sufficient to

review

few of the sworn

even gubernatorial administration,

it

statements regarding UMass.

uncontroverted that the MBM construction

It

is

management firm found it necessary to employ

a

former governor to sell its

technical services and to act, in his own words as
paid based on

a

a

a

"lobbyist" 19, and to be

percentage of the proceeds of the contract.

Former Governor

Peabody testified that he was selected for this lobbying role precisely because
of the introductions he,

as

a

former governor, could provide the firm, that he

used this position to discuss the contract with Deputy Commissioner Zabriskie,
and that Zabriskie assured him that there was no need for him to directly contact

then A&F Commissioner Dwight to lobby for the contract.

Evidence was presented

that the MBM firm had some notification of the award being made by Dwight, prior
to Dwight making the

formal selection.

The Commission

.
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heard detailed testimony on numerous methods by which MBM generated substantial

amounts of cash and camouflaged political contributions 20
.

Both Frank

Masiello21 and William Masiello 22 testified about conversations with Albert
Manzi: William Masiello described

a

meeting at the Parker House in Boston at

which two principals of the MBM firm were present, during which Manzi complained
of the firm's failure to follow through on its commitments to make contributions
to the Sargent campaign.

William Masiello further testified that one of the

firm's principals described to him an explicit arrangement for

kick-back in exchange for the contract.

a

five percent

The former state comptroller

testified23 that he periodically provided Manzi (who had no official duties
relating to UMass) with running totals of payments to MBM on the UMass Boston

contract
At

the very least,

the conclusions to be drawn from this testimony are that

the firm employed the services of

political lobbyist paid on

a

a

contingent fee

basis to use his contacts and influence to win the contract, that cash was

generated from the firm for political contributions, and that the governor's
chief fund raiser took direct interest in the payments to the firm.

conclusions may be drawn from

a

While other

these findings alone

law enforcement perspective,

are sufficient for an analysis of the contract award system.
The Volpe Administration

Three specific examples were developed in the course of the Commission's

hearings of design contract awards during the Volpe administration.
same pattern.
by Albert Manzi

All fit the

According to Frank Masiello's testimony2A he was advised in 1965
that design awards would be determined by political

contributions, he then engaged actively in fundraising for the governor's
campaign, and went about obtaining

a

design contract award by inquiring of Manzi,

who took him to see the governor's patronage secretary, who specified
for which Masiello's firm would be awarded the design contract.

subsequently awarded to that firm.

a

project

The contract was

All this took place before the establishment

of the Designer Selection Board.

Former A&F Commissioner Anthony DeFalco testified25 that when the Designer

Selection Board came into existence, he picked designers on
rule,
In

a

random basis as

but modified this procedure in favor of firms with which he was

the case of the Massachusetts Maritime Academy,

familiar.

he stated that he made the

award on the basis of the firm's principal being active in Republican Party

politics

a

.

.

Commissioner DeFalco also testified, with regard to the award of the Holyoke
Community College design contract to Daniel, Mann,

Johnson, Mendenhall, that the

designers of this $9 million facility were chosen at random.

As

described

-
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elsewhere, Frank Masiello's account of the award of this contract differs

markedly from DeFalco's.

For this analysis,

narrative26 are the following: that

in

the essential points of Masiello's

seeking the contract, Masiello and OMJM

officials solicited the support of the highest ranking Bureau of Regional
Community Colleges (BRCC, the using agency) staff, of top BBC officials including

Walter Poitrast and Frederick Kussman, and of Commissioner OeFalco (it should be
recalled that when the DS8 had come into operation, the BBC and using agency

would cast votes in the DSB selection process); that Holyoke Community College
set up its own selection committee headed by Donald Owight

(who was not then

a

government official); that Masiello believed OMJM sought out an association with
him because he was known to be politically well connected;

Albert Manzi to become involved in the selection process,

contribution, and to make
not make

a

it

that Masiello expected
to demand a political

impossible for any firm to win the award if it did

contribution; the Manzi was thoroughly informed through his own

sources, of the significant events related to the contract,
had solicited support

including that OMJM

that they had applied for the contract, that

from OeFalco,

thev became DSB semi-finalists, and -- prior to any party receiving formal

notification of the award -- that OMJM was told that they had been awarded the
contract; that Manzi insisted on

contribution if OMJM was to get the contract;

a

that while Manzi could not control the DSB selection process, he could had would

control the actual contract award: that the sum Manzi originally demanded in

exchange for the contract was 10 percent of the fee and the sum actually agreed
upon was closer to

5

percent of the fee; that Masiello was expected to pay

a

share of the contribution pro-rated on the basis on the percent his consulting
fees

(to DMJM)

to DMJM

represented of DMJM

'

s

total fees; and that Manzi recommended MBM

for use as consultants on the Holyoke Project.

Peabody Administration

Former Governor Peabody, 27 his A&F Commissioner William waldron28 and
Peabody fundraiser Sherwood Tarlow 29 all testified that design contracts were

awarded during the Peabody administration as patronage.
to

Tarlow and waldron met

discuss selections and Waldron usually accepted Tarlow's recommendation.

Again,

this was during 1963 and 1964, several years before the A&F Commissioner

was even limited to choosing from among the DSB finalists.

Tarlow identified

several firms which benefited from this procedure, and the firm that was the
largest contributor -- Desmond

Peabody administration.

&

Lord -- received the most contracts during the

Frank Masiello corroborated this procedure^ with

regards two contracts he received, and he identified several other design firm

orincipals who made campaign contributions and received state contracts.
procedure was justified by former Commissioner

The

-

Waldron

in
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his testimony before the Commissioner when he asked,

"If we had a

political supporter who was qualified to do the job, why shouldn't he do the
job? "31

Local Housing Authorities

&

Department of Community Affairs

The evidence heard by the Commission regarding the selection of designers by

the local housing authority in Shrewsbury shows corrupt activities different in

form from those activities exhibited regarding state contracts awarded through
the Designer Selection Board process.

Public housing projects funded by the

Commonwealth through the Department of Community Affairs were not within the

jurisdiction of the DSB during the period which the Commission studied.
In the

example of the Shrewsbury Housing Authority and also the Taunton

Housing Authority evidence presented to the Commission showed that the design

contract was obtained after payments were made to members of the Local Housing

Authority (LHA) board or other persons known to be in contact with board members
and in

a

position to influence the contract award.

The payment to board members

would be in marked contrast to payments described above at the state level in
that the pattern of corruption on state contracts did not involve direct payments
to

persons officially charged with responsibility for designer selection or

contract awards.
is

Another distinguishing feature of Taunton and Shrewsbury cases

that the payments most directly connected to contract awards were not made

under the guise of campaign contributions.
The Commission also heard public testimony

from Stephen Demos,

Chief

architect for the Department of Community Affairs, 32 that, prior to 1976,

a

group of twelve design firms held the majority of design contracts that had then
been awarded by local housing authorities.

The Commission's own review of such

contracts for the period between 1971 and 1978 found that eleven firms (of

a

total eighty-seven that had won any LHA design contracts) held forty-six percent
(46%) of the LHA design contracts awarded,
of the total contract values. 33

representing fifty-two percent (52%)

The group of twelve, mentioned in testimony,

was referred to as the "dirty dozen."

One particular firm exhibited the repeated

pattern of assisting the local community to establish

a

housing authority as

a

means of gaining access and favored status for the subsequent award of design

contracts by the authority.
in the

This firm held

western part of the state.

a

concentration of design contracts

-
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WHAT THE -EVIDENCE SHOWS: AWARDS INVOLVING THE DSB
An analysis of the award of design contracts should reveal the general

strategies

of the officials and designers involved and the points of access or "weakness" in
the design contract award system.

This analysis proceeds on the Pasis of what

individual stated they did and believed,

(including both statements made under

oath in public and private hearings and the more analytic descriptions of the

process offered in interviews and discussion groups), what Commission

investigations show to have occurred, and what Commission empirical research on
agency operations found.

No single source is relied upon exclusively.

Of equal

importance to this analysis as answering the question of how certain patterns

developed is answering why these events took place; if repetition is to be
prevented,

a

mere understanding of the methods that were used will be

insufficient.
discovered.

The causes will have to be addressed,

lest new methods be

This analysis will examine the evidence for causes of these actions.

The conclusion of the analysis that follows is that the Designer Selection

Board is

a

creative concept and potentially outstanding tool that has been

undermined and misused almost since its establishment.

The Board is not given

the information about applicants or projects which is required to make

appropriate selections.
in

It

has not had the human resources to correct these gaps

information or to process the information available to it.

The Executive

Office of Administration and Finance has intentionally minimized the role of the
Board by minimizing the information coming out of the Board and by permiting the

Board to be by-passed.

The evidence suggests that in certain cases the Board may

have been abused and caused to function as

decision.

In

a

laundering process for

a

political

certain cases it also appears that the internal operations of the

Board may have been compromised.
DSB Operations

After the establishment of the Designer Selection Board,

in 1967,

the

strategy adopted by designers seeking state work involved two tiers: first,

successful consideration by the DSB, and second, selection by the A4F

Commissioner from among the three DSB finalists.

The strategy was less

complicated before the DSB's operation, and continues to be less complicated in
those jurisdictions and on those projects beyond the scope of the DSB.

William Masiello affirmed that during the years 1970 to 1973 alone, he

entertained public officials on

a

least 880 occasions3A

)

in various ways

ranging from dining and gifts of liquor, to sporting event tickets to elaPorate
trips.

As Masiello

further explained in analyzing for the

-
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Commission the voting procedure used by the DSB, the tremendous value of

obtaining two or three "first choice" votes of DSB members made the
reoresentati ves of the using agency and of the Bureau of Building Construction
essential figures in any strategy to become one of the DSB finalists. 35

The

procedure described by Frank Masiello and used by Daniel, Mann, Johnson
Mendenhal (DMJM) to obtain the Holyoke contract parallels this route.

&

The value

of this practice was also explained by former A&F Commissioner Cowin's testimony

that as the user agency,

the County Commissioners'

was always among the DSB finalists.

recommendation for designer

This phenomenon was noted in 1975 by the

Massachusetts State Association of Architects (MSAA) in its "Report on the
Designer Selection Board."

Commission research found that it is not simply the voting procedure itself
which accounts for the weight accorded the recommendation of one or two of the
seven DSB members.

The basis for this influence extends into the entire

operation, procedure, and composition of the Board.
The DSB does not establish specific criteria for selection of designers for

Given the absence of

individual projects.
is

a

program for almost all projects it

hardly suprising that the DSB cannot be very specific about what it expects

from applicants.

selection by the DSB is extremely subjective;

As a result,

there is no guarantee that all DSB members are applying the same criteria for

selection on any particular project.
pointless to have

a

The lack of established criteria makes it

staff to pre-screen applications.

As the result of this

situation, legitimate designers have little to guide them in deciding whether or
not to apply for

arbitrary

job; many designers feel the DSB selection process is at best

a

.

After interviewing past and present members of the DSB, the Commission has

concluded that the most frequently used criterion in the selection process is
each individual DSB member's personal knowledge and opinion of the applicants.
Dean of the MIT School of Design and

As William Porter,

DSB put it,

a

former chairman of the

the members must rely upon information from "verbal grapevines"

regarding appl icants 36.
.

members, may have

a

a

small or new firm, which is unknown to the board

hard time getting

a

DSB job.

(This was also the opinion of 57

Dercent of designers responding to the Commission's questionnaire.)
The reliance on subjective evaluation by DSB members,

lack of clearly established criteria for each project,
the unavailability of necessary program information.
or reliable cost estimate,

necessitated by the

is due

in large part

to

Without an adequate program

the DSB is unable to decide exactly what

qualifications to look for in

a

designer.

It

is difficult,

for example,

to know

:
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what size design firm is needed when the DSB does not have

a

realistic estimate

Nor can it decide what specialized skills or

of the size of the project.

experience are called for when the specialized needs of the facility have not
been spelled out in

a

program.

David Carlson, present chairman of the DSB, explained the problem to the

Commission
the projects come to us with no professional program
established, and the architects don't know what they are
offering their services on, and we often find even in the cases
where a using agency has the staff to work out the using
program, it is not agreed upon between the using agency and the
Administration and Finance, Bureau of Building Construction, and
it comes to us with those conflicts still going on, and we have
had reports of conflicts after the contract has been awarded to
the designer and you have got to establish the scope of the
project 37
So,

.

In

addition to

a

lack of necessary information about the project,

lacks relevant information about the applicants.

the DSB

Although almost all memPers of

the DSB and approximately three quarters of all designers answering the

Commission's questionnaire felt that former clients of applicants should be
contacted to see how the applicant performed on prior jobs, this is not done.
Neither is there any formal evaluation of past performance on BBC projects nor on
other state jobs.
for each job,

As a

result, even if the DSB wanted to set up formal criteria

it would not

have the necessary information to apply them.

This lack of information can be traced, at least in part,

to a

lack of DSB

staff to collect and verify information.
The 1975 report on the DSB by the MSAA states that generally the DSB reviews

approximately 70 applications

-

which its members see for the first time at the

meeting--and that it eliminates 75 percent of them in about 20 minutes.

The

remaining 15 or so applicants are then discussed and the list reduced to the
three finalists, within

a

relatively short time.

Usually the whole selection

process for five to ten projects is accomplished in one three to four hour

Occasionally consideration of semi-finalists for

meeting.

postponed to allow interviews with the semi-finalists.

investigation and hearings confirmed these findings.

a

large project is

The Commission's

With so short

a

time

devoted to each application, and in the absence of advance information to the DSB
members about either the applicants or the details of the project,

believe that every firm applying for
system.

a

it

is hard

to

job gets careful consideration under this

There is not time to rate each firm on the basis of established

criteria, even if such specific criteria were used for each project.

Neither cynicism nor hindsight are necessary to question the reason for the

absence of

a

budget for staff.

It

is

now apparent that no part-time volunteer

board could conceivably collect and use the appropriate information about

,
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applicants.
clear.

Regardless of the reason, however, the effects of this failure are

The DSB has not had any staff of its own, other than

a

secretary and an

administrative assistant on loan from the BBC, with which to administer files, to
check references given by applicants, tp inquire of their performance on prior
projects, to verify information in their applications, to develop and proppse

specific criteria for individual projects, or to pre-screen applicants on the
basis of

a

scoring system.

Given the DSB members' lack of time and the lack of

support staff to collect information and analyze the applicaticns

,

it

is hardly

surprising that the primary factor in selection is any DSB member's personal

knowledge of the applicants.
The following quotation from the 1975 M.S. A. A Reports^8(p 10) aids in the
.

understanding of the DSB procedure from the profession's viewpoint.
No records are kept regarding criteria and their applicatipn or
At
reasons for elimination, whether objective or subjective.

the initial phases pf the eliminatipn process are
superficial, lacking an objective methodology which might
survive public scrutiny.

best,

General criteria have been published by t he Board in a number of
its Annual Reports; the Committee knows o f no instance where
criteria have ever been made specific to projects when they were
advertised, nor has any record of consist ent application of
criteria come into view.
Thus, such crit eria as are applied in
the review of applicants are generally un known to the profession
at large and oriented to the reduction of a given list of
applicants for a given prpject on a given agenda for a given
meeting.
An example from the regular mee ting of 15 April was
explored in this regard; its was clear th at the Board had
rapidly achieved a consensus that a firm of more than one
and
principal (continuity), with from 9 to 15 staff (size)
located in Norfolk County (proximity), sh ould be sought.
Th is
enabled a rapid reduction of the list to manageable proporti ons
and undoubtedly facilitated the deliberat ion.
Quite apart f rom
the waste of time and effort on the part of professionals wh o
were clearly ineligible on this basis, th e absence of attent ion
to technical competence or creative abili ty is again apparen t;
these questions might arise only after so me 80 percent pf th e
The almost comple te
available applicants had been eliminated,
reliance on simple, quantitative measures for the bulk of
applicants may be convenient from certain ppints of view; it
hardly merits the time of persons who sho uld be otherwise
qualified to make judgments in the select ion of prpfessional s to
serve the Commonwealth and flatly contrad icts the repeated
assertions of the present board that orga nizatipn and screen ing
of applicants by qualified staff wpuld su bvert the Board's
professional judgment.
,

The DSB apparently relies
n the aggregate experience and
scuttlebutt of its members relating to an applicant's
capacities.
Yet none of the DSB members could have such broad
experience or knowledg
iye of professional reputatipns as would
enable that mem ber to make reliable judgments on that basis
alone.
The erne rgence of new firms and the reorganization of
existing firms is endemic in the design professions, and clearl;
requires a more sensitive mechanism.
i

No organized method of review of performance by designers

previously selected exists, other than the possible awareness of
the Agency and/or BBC representatives.
The relative weight accorded the opinions of these two representatives is

therefore hardly suprising.
The effect of the lack of such criteria and information is apparent even

-
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aside from evidence that political and personal considerations have taken their

Designers are sometimes selected who are not well qualified for the

place.

particular job for which they are chosen or,
project.

For example,

very large new project

BBC jobs.
years,

in the late
a

for that matter,

1960's, the DSB selected as

for any state
a

finalist for

a

designer who had previously been awarded two other large

One of the two previous jobs had already been in progress for ten

the facility was not yet fully occupied,

of litigation.

The second job,

still

a

and the project was the subject

year from completion, was already over

3/4 years behind schedule in the construction phase alone.

nearly one year of that delay to the designer.

2

The BBC attributed

Objective criteria, including

past performance and the amount of other pending work, would probably have

excluded this designer from consideration.
as a

Nevertheless, the designer was chosen

finalist and awarded the new contract, which was abandoned by the BBC after

much delay and expense, ten years later.

Many other examples exist of the DSB

selecting designers over the years when their former BBC projects had resulted in
delays, poor design, and litigation.

The State Auditor's Report on the BBC for

fiscal 1977 noted that the DSB had recommended among its finalists three firms

with 81 design disputes then pending on BBC projects.
By-Pass of DSB
These inherent shortcomings of Designer Selection Board procedures reduced
the effectiveness of the Board severely in achieving the goal of competitive

merit selection.

Nevertheless, the very existence of the Board as an added tier

through which designers had to pass in order to obtain state contracts can be
seen to have had some effect.

A

review of all public design contracts held by

the Masiello firm (in its various incarnations) through 1977 shows

(see

accomoanying chart) that after establishment of the DSB, the firm relied
primarily on awards that did not involve the DSB.

The procedures that allowed

this firm and others to receive state contracts without any DSB review deserve
the further examination below.
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The specific

-

information on the distribution of awards to the Masiello firm

and the Commission's examination of state design award procedures generally has

shown two primary methods to eliminate DSB review and indeed any competitive

procedure for designer selection.
approval of

a

frequently employed device is

The most

"continued" or "extended" services contract for

under contract for

a

the BBC Director and approval of the A&F Commissioner.

project.

a

designer already

This procedure requires the recommendation of

BBC project.

frequently employed device is

a

The second most

waiver of BBC jurisdiction over

Again, the BBC Director recommends,

a

particular

typically at the request of the

using agency, and the A&F Commissioner approves.

neither case does the DSB

In

judge the appropriateness of the procedure as applied to the particular project,
nor is there any competition for the contract award.

In

the case of BBC waivers,

the DSB is not even informed of the procedure's occurence.

Continued or extended services are, in

a

sense, contract amendments

appropriate for relatively minor changes in the scope or timetable of
Reasonable people might differ on the exact point at which such
a

a

a

project.

change becomes

new project but this procedure has been used in the Commonwealth to authorize

contracts for what few would disagree are entirely new projects.
There are numerous examples of this problems over the past ten years.

Concord, the Masiello firm was hired to do

a

master plan in 1961.

At MCI

The BBC then

awarded every design contract for every project at that facility to the firm up
until 1978 on

continued basis.

a

Even buildings not contemplated in the original

master plan, and not within the facility walls, were awarded to the designer in
this manner.

Ironically, the firm was awarded and paid on several contracts to

renovate its own buildings, which needed repairs because of original design
errors

another case, the state hired

In

a

replacement of an old county facility.
out to another firm.

later

a

designer to do

a

feasibility study for

The designer then subcontracted the study

The project did not move beyond the study stage.

Ten years

The original designer was

fire partially destroyed the old facility.

then hired, on

a

continued service basis, to renovate the facility.

The project

was not advertised, nor were any other designers considered.

Other instances of the abuse of continued and extended services were brought
to the attention of the

awarded

a

contract for

Commission.
a

A

designer who had designed one facility was

completely different facility in another town as

a

continued services contract, on the theory that the two facilities were similar
in
a

purpose and therefore could use similar design.

designer did an initial study or master plan for

Other cases were found where
a

multi-building project, and

was then awarded the design contract for all the individual buildings in the
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project as continued services.
The waiver of BBC jurisdiction over

agency requests as
from

a

a

project is typically justified in user

procedure to save time generally, to spare the BBC staff

relatively small project, or to allow the user agency's allegedly more

a

specialized engineering staff to directly supervise the project.
the waiver is also to waive DSB selection procedures.

In

The effect of

the Department of

Mental Health this appears to have happened with great frequency.
has hired designers with which it already had

That agency

longstanding relationship,

a

instead of offering other interested and capable designers the opportunity to
work with the agency.

An agency might also avoid the DSB by obtaining

waiver to use its own in-house design staff.

a

BBC

Whether the waiver involves the use

of the agency's in-house project supervision staff only, or both in-house project

supervision and design staff,
usually conduct

a

a

problem may still exist.

review of an agency's request for

a

The BBC does not

waiver adequate to

determine whether the agency has the capability to handle the project on its
own.

For example, according to Joan Belle-Isle,

former planning director for the

Department of Corrections, at least one inappropriate waiver was granted to her
department in 1974.

The project "just took forever to design because we really

bit off more than we could chew."

The project was not ready to go out to bid for

construction until the fall of 1979.39
Benign intentions cannot be assumed in every case of in-house design in light
of the extensive evidence of corruption and kickbacks between outside designers

and contractors and suppliers.

Political control of the methods to bypass the DSB lies with the Commissioner
of A&F.

The availability of these avenues meant that designers already inside

the system could be pressured to continue their political contributions or bribes
in

exchange for elimination of the risk and bother involved in participating in

another round of DSB competition.
would result in

a

Failure to make the demanded contribution

decision to "throw it [the contract] back into the Designer

Selection Board". 40

It

was the testimony of William Masiello in regard to the

Holyoke Community College Phase II contract that Albert Manzi influenced whether
the contract was awarded through the DSB or on

a

continued services basis.

A&F Design Contract Awards
The bulk of evidence presented during the Commission's hearings on designer

selection concerned itself with the process whereby the Commissioner of A&F
selected from among three or more finalists recommended by the DSB.

The crucial

issue regarding this part of the process is the criteria used by the Commissioner
of A&F in choosing the contract winner.

The legislation creating the DSB and

mandating the two-tiered nomination/selection process gives no clue of what the

-
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Commission research

basis of the Commissioner's decision is expected to be.

found neither DSB members nor A&F officials able to articulate any criterion to
be applied by the Commissioner other than

a

vague sense that he may have

knowledge or access to information that the DSB did not possess.

The only sort

of information any source could specify in this category was whether the designer

was involved in litigation with the Commonwealth or otherwise under investigation
by

the criminal division of the Attorney General's office.

The nature of the

Commissioner's office, the demands on that office, and the already noted paucity
of time devoted to the selection process all suggest that the Commissioner would

rely heavily on the opinion of the DSB in judging designers.

As previously

noted, however, the Board communicated nothing to the Commission in this regard

other than the name of the finalist and their address.
M.S. A. A.

As stared

in the 1975

Report:4l

Over the years, recommendations from the DSB have gone to
the Secretary of A&F in two ways.
Under Commissioner's
McCarthy and DiFalco [sic] nominees were ranked in order of
preference; the DSB ballotting was attached.
Otherwise,
nominees have been ordered alphabetically, and no record of
The early
DSB votes has been sent up to the Secretary.
experience of ranking produced, according to the Chairman,
criticisn of the DSB and wl.s, therefore, abandoned.
It is of interest to note that Commissioner DeFalco initiated the procedure
of DSB finalists'

Dreferences 42
.

it

names being forwarded in alphabetic order, rather than with DSB
is

difficult to discern what benefit the Commissioner hoped

to achieve by this change,

or what basis exists for the idea that three or more

firms of equal quality could be found for every state building project.
flaw in this procedure,

it

is not necessary

To

find

to reach the harsh conclusion that

any administration intentionally sought to eliminate any basis of accountability
for its award of design contracts or to give itself

a

free hand in developing

some basis other tham merit on which to select from among the three finalists.
At

a

minimum, the shortcoming of this system is as stated in 1975 by the M.S.

A. A:

A3

"The [M.S. A. A.] Committee believes that the two stage
nomination/selection process, involving DSB and A&F, contains
certain inherent hazards.
The Committee was struck by a view at
the DSB level that, as A&F was required to make the final
choice, DSB was absolved of ultimate responsibility for designer
selection; while A&F, in making its choice, took comfort from
the fact that all the names before it had been carefully
screened by DSB, and it would, therefore, avoid criticism as
long as it chose from the three."
The limits and hazards of blocking all information from flowing between the

two tiers of this process are increased by the absence of
or institutional practice which would have created

the Commissioner's office.

a

a

statutory requirement

flow of information out from

The only record known to exist of why the various A&F

Commissioners selected the finalists which they did, in fact select is the record
created by the Special Commission's investigation and the inquiry of the
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Legislative Post Audit MBM Sub-Commiittee

The A&F Commissioners'

.

own accounts

range from having no recollection of any reason for making the selections they
did to having relied on the somewhat random selection methods of taking the DSB's

alphabetically arranged list and serially choosing the first, second, or third
name listed in

a

repeating pattern.

This system speaks very poorly of either the

A&F Commissioners' ability as managers or of the relative importance they placed
on the quality of design of public buildings.

stretches credibility to

It

believe that if this were the system preferred by A&F Commissioners that some
less random criterion would not soon come into play.

procedure places

a

Commissioner of A&F in

a

a

this

Faced with

design award, the Commissioner

provided even the slender defense to such pressure of having to record his

or her reasons
a

the least,

vulnerable position.

pressure from any source of any degree regarding
is not

To say

for the choice made.

The mere fact of selection of a designer as

finalist by the DSB is enough to hide behind when no reason need be given for

the Commissioner's choice of one of those finalists.
The whole process is well characterized by a parenthetical comment reported
in an

unrelated Boston Globe Magazine article^ about

official, who states,
to be

"You tell them,

important, Significant.

have any heavy soeci f ications
notes,

".

.he knows that

.

are no specifications,

none,

I

.

it

'I

a

prominent elected

want something built there.

want you to provide this and this, but
Let's see what you come up with."

want it

I

I

don't

The writer

makes his final choice more subjective.

If

there

then there are none to meet, none to be checked against,

indeed, to be held to."

Housing Authority Pro jects
-

:

The investigations and research by the Commission of the design award process

used by the OCA and local housing authorities presents an organizational

situation that has changed remarkably during the period under study.

It

is

essential to recall that in the mid-1970's the Department underwent major

orocedural reforms directed at the designer selection process.

The highpoint of

these changes was the attempt to use design competitions to generate

list of

a

designers qualified to design public housing in the Commonwealth.

According to

the testimony of Steven Demos, chief architect for the Department,

at

Commission hearing on Oct. 10,
identify

a

a

1979 the intent of the competitions was to

large number of designers who were competent in the design of housing

for the elderly and interested in design contracts with local housing

authorities.

A

list was developed as

SDonsored by the department.

However,

a

result of one of the design competitions
legal action, brought on behalf of

number of the architectural firms that had enjoyed

a

large number of local

a
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housing authority contracts prior to the design competitions, lead to the

department aPandoning the use of

a

"qualified" designers list.

the Department promulgated

the same time,

authority from awarding

At

approximately

rule forPidding any local housing

a

design contract to any design firm that had two

a

projects under development in any current cycle.

The intent of this rule was to

Preak up the concentration of design contracts in the hands of tne twelve

designers (mentioned aPove) who dominated local housing authority work in

Massachusetts.

1978, the DCA published

In

Housing for Older People" and

a

a

booklet entitled, "Developing

set of program descriptions for housing for the

The "Developing Housing" booklet includes architect selection

elderly.

guidelines which recommend

series of questions every local housing authority

a

should seek to answer regarding each design firm applying for
Implicit in these questions

-

and occasionally explicit

design contract.

a

series of

Formal guidelines did not exist prior to this

criteria for designer selection.

publication

are

-

a

.

Substantial advances have thus been made by the DCA in offering guidelines
and information to those local housing authorities seeking to improve their own

Despite these advances, the statutory and

designer selection procedures.

regulatory framework in Massachusetts for designer selection py state and local
public housing agencies remains
to control,

a

system potentially subject to abuse, difficult
This results from

and not easily susceptible to public scrutiny.

a

highly decentralized system of authority and responsibility, the absence of

mandatory procedural safeguards, and the absence of effective record keeping
mechanisms.

In

analyzing this system, is

necessary to examine the local

it

housing authority, the DCA, and the relationship between the two.
Local housing authorities are composed of lay people.

The elected and

appointed members typically have no experience in the selection of an architect
or engineer.

The lack of expertise of board members is severely compounded by

the absence of staff qualified to engage in

procedure.

a

successful designer selection

Most housing authorities have little staff of their own; the typical

staff consists of

a

maintenance person, or perhaps an executive director who

functions as manager of the housing projects in addition to
crew.

small maintenance

a

The lack of staff in this case is even more harmful than the aPsence of

staff for the DSB because of the composition of the local housing authority
boards.

Even when armed with guidelines or instructions, or

the board is rarely in

a

a

set of questions,

position to effectively investigate the Packground and

past projects of all applicants,

or to necessarily Pe in

a

good position to

evaluate the information that is presented to them Py applicants.
would not necessarily know of

a

A

local board

bad experience another housing authority may have

-

had with

a
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designer under consideration for

a

contract.

Faced with an unscrupulous design firm and collusion between the designer and
a

board member, those board members who would prefer to see selection of

designer based on merit are in

a

designer and the advocacy by

board member for that designer.

a

a

weak position to balance the presentation of one

Although useful

information may be lacking, Authority board members are nonetheless subject to
the salesmanship of design firms.

states,

As the DCA "Developing Housing" booklet

"some firms send public relations experts to interview with LHA's."

This

appears to be an understatement.
The guidelines presented by the DCA to the local housing authority outlined

three requirements:

they must send the Department

a

"short list" of

approximately 15 designers being considered during the first round of screening
of applicants;

they must do likewise with approximately six names being

considered during the semi-final round of screening; and the local authority must
advise DCA of the name of the firm they have selected.

Despite these

requirements, the selection procedure actually used, and the ultimate choice of
designer, still remain almost exclusively in the hands of the local board.

The

board does have to produce some documentation to indicate some compliance with
the guidelines,
as such.

but the guidelines are not regulations and have not been enforced

Similarly the review by DCA of the "short list" and of the selected

designer is not, technically, an approval or veto process.

Testimony45 before

the Commission limited the role of this review to an opportunity for the

Department to make suggestions or recommendations to the housing authority.

selection process remains

a

one tier process, unlike the procedure for state

agencies required to use the DSB.

The evidence before the Commission suggests

that the lack of required procedures,

the lack of information and the lack of

professional expertise by the selection board
authority board

-

The

all make the buying of

a

-

in this case the housing

design contract through influencing

from one to three board members entirely possible.
The evidence presented to the Commission regarding the minutes of board

meetings shows inadequate record keeping.

Those are important for the purposes

of determining whether guidelines were adhered to, whether votes were taken and

exactly what procedures were used in the designer selection process by the local

housing authority.
The DCA does not and cannot make up for these shortcomings on the part of

local housing authorities.

The Department does not have statutory

regarding the selection of designers by local housing authorities.
Stephen Demos before the Commission in

a

responsibility
As stated by

hearing on October 10, 1979, 46 p

.

27,

-
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think generally what we have said is checking the credentials
I
We
of the architect is the housing authority's responsibility.
will pass over to them as much information as we can.
We will
We will give
make their decision process as easy as possible.
them guidelines.

Although it would appear that the Department has authority (under the
decision in Commissioner of Department of Community Affairs vs. Bedford Housing
Authority ^ 7

-

to issue regulations binding on local housing authorities;

not done so.

has

Any attempt to do so might require further clarification by the

court of the Department's authority.

three points:

it

The Department's intervention is limited to

first, explaining the guidelines they have promulgated; second,

advising LHA's regarding the short list of approximately 15 architects, based on
any information the department may have regarding those architects; and third,

reviewing their final selection.

The review of the local housing authority's

Those criteria are that the firm is

selection is limited to four criteria.

licensed to do business in Massachusetts, that they have an operating office in

Massachusetts, that they are not being sued at that time by another housing
authority, and finally that they do not have two other projects in development in
that funding cycle.

In

the words of Stephen Demos,

"if they don't fall into

those four categorical ways, we have to approve them even though we may be

wishing we didn't."

The DCA therefore does not operate as

designer selection process, neither in

a

a

second tier in the

way parallel to the Commission of

Administration and Finance in making the final selection nor in
to the DSB of receiving

a

manner parallel

applications and performing the initial screening of

applicants for subsequent selection by the local housing authority.
Even the limited role played by the DCA is further hampered by

information on the part of the Department.

As stated by Mr.

a

lack of

Demos in his

testimony 48
:

MR.

FORBES:

THE WITNESS:

MS.

BURKE:

THE WITNESS:

Do you maintain a performance record of
architectural firms which have worked for you in
the past?

there is no formal performance
evaluation of the architects.
We do not;

Does the local housing authority have the staff
to make that prejudgment?

Probably not.
To get right down to it, a small
authority that has only one project has only a
secretary working that is working only half time
They
or a maintenance man working half time.
probably do not have the expert ise .... We do work
with them... Generally, though, it falls on the
voluntary people that are the authority board
If they have an
members to check through this.
executive director, they can help alot.

The most well-intentioned housing authority board would,

able to use the DCA to perform designer selection for it.

necessary information and evaluations do no exist anywhere.

therefore, not be

Evidently the

-

It

is
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unfortunately the case that even the reforms instituted in 1977 do not

necessarily prevent collusion between
authority board.

a

designer and

a

member of

a

local housing

Certainly the rule limiting designers to two projects has been

an important step in distributing public housing design work.

The efforts and

courage of those who instituted that rule stand as an example of effective

administrative change and they are to be commended for their work.
the rule must not be regarded as
the difficulty of insuring

a

a

Nevertheless,

cure for either the problem of corruption or

selection system based on merit.

The shortcoming of

the criterion limiting designers to two projects is illustrated by the testimony
of William Masiello before the Commission 49
:

...I was at a NAHRO convention, (National Association Housing
Redevelopment Organization) [sic], and the conference was being
held at the Wentworth-By-The-Sea in Portsmith, New Hampshire.
At about the same time we, the architects, were finding it very
And many of the
difficult to get contracts from DCA.
architectural firms that were in business for years were
a member
I was confronted by
receving them in large quantities.
of the DCA, and he asked me, he said, "How do you stop one
architect from getting 10, 15, 20 contracts? I though about it
and I decided a great way.
I
said, "Why don't you limit two
He said "Yes,
He thought about it.
contracts to one architect.
Why don't
do you think it will work?
said, "Just a minute.
I
it
they
carried
only.
If
in
design
limit
contracts
it to
you
through, I had two contracts under construction and they would
have automatically eliminated me because I was working on the
Yorkford Housing project and the Pembroke Housing project which
was sure I was going to receive.
So they in turn did in fact
I
make that part of the criterion.
in doing so, the architect of record, Oxford, who I was
trying to knock off, automatically disqualified him from that
project and that is how I was able to obtain the Oxford Housing
project and keep my two contracts that were under construction.

So,

These remarks indicate that the rule only serves to limit the number of

housing authorities that any one firm may seek business from at any one time.

It

does not change the way any firm goes about seeking business.

Another characteristic of the DCA/local housing authority designer selection
system is also illustrated by Mr. Masiello's testimony regarding this same
regulation.

Mr.

Masiello went on to testify,

"...I received a phone call from DCA and he informed me that
Senator Kelly had called over and says that the Oxford Housing
Authority were desirous of using another firm other than
Masiello 4 Associates.
Well, naturally, being close to Senator
Kelly, I called him and I said, "Jim, I said, I am in line for
this contract.
He said that the architect who came in that
originally had the contract said that you were complaining
about, you were also complaining about the two design contracts
I
said Jim, I will be very happy
that DCA put on the criterion.
to get to him and to offer him one of the two I am going after.
What if you get three?
If we get three, we will change the
rules.
So, anyway, as a matter of record, Senator Kelly backed
off and left the two design system in."
These remarks indicate the vulnerability of the administrative reforms

instituted by the Department.

Fortunately, in this case and to date, the

Department has been able to maintain this rule.

It

is

in the nature of

administati ve regulations, however, that they are readily changed by new ^.administrators.
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THE QUALITY/CORRUPTION CONNECTION
It

as

is

important to understand how the Commonwealth's selection process fails

merit selection process but

a

a

discussion of

a

better system should not

proceed without first clarification of the larger flaw of the procedure, beyond
its failure to meet the ostensible goal of merit selection.

political contributions and bribery is none the less
served the Commonwealth for over

a

decade,

a

A

process based on

process, and it apparently

if not considerably longer.

Buildings

were built and are standing, and if many are defective it is arguably more

a

problem of design review or supervision than of how the designers were selected.
It

is

worthwhile to understand whether the Commission's inquiry produced any

connection between the designer selection system it found and the quality of
building design and construction in Massachusetts.
of patronage as

a

Regardless of any higher view

political or social engine that powers our public life, the

testimony before the Commission is that for the business people involved, it is

a

purely commercial matter that quickly converts patronage and political

contributions into buying contracts with bribes.

If

political contributions or

bribery or "simple favoritism" are the determining factor of

a

firm's success in

obtaining state contracts, then members of that firm and all other firms know
that they need not perform well on currently held contracts to obtain future

contract

.

The implication of corruption on the quality of design and construction is

clear and extensive.

A

recurrent theme in the Commission's findings and in this

report is that the method by which the Commonwealth selects

a

firm to provide

services will have overwhelming effects on the quality of services that the firm
provides.

A

selection system in which quality of past service is not the

paramount criterion will not produce good service in the future.
system is

a

The selection

powerful statement to all concerned whether the Commonwealth regards

the quality of

a

firm's work as an important element in its performance of

services
The general public's distaste

many quarters of patronage as

a

for bribery may be balanced by an acceptance in

procedure in state business.

The defense of

oatronage is that it reflects reality and enhances our political leaders' ability
to

lead and govern.

Proponents assert that it is only reasonable to

differentiate among qualified applicants for

a

state job or contract who

supported an elected official and his or her policies and those applicants who
did not.

It

is theorized that a

supporting, loyal team is desirable in every

aspect of government services and programs over

a

system whereby disinterested

persons serve continually regardless of the person or party in power.
There is much to be said in rebuttal to this view aside from the effects on

-

the quality of services rendered,

services.

It
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in this case

architectural and engineering

limits competition to those who can or will contribute or bribe,

and denies access to government contracting to those who cannot or will not.

It

supports some political candidates, particularly incumbents, at the public
expense; the candidates are gaining the support of the few in exchange for

contracts paid for by the many, the citizens of the Commonwealth.

The unfairness

affects not only politicians, but extends to distort the entire political and

electoral process when certain candidates can cash in or gain support based on

distributing government contracts that are not within the power of other
candidates to distribute.

The public's choice is limited by the imbalance in

access to campaign funds based on
money.

a

closed distribution system of the public's

Additionally, it must cost the public something if in addition to the

expenses and profit usually associated with building design, the system must also
produce

a

substantial amount of bribes and campaign funds, evidently from five

percent to ten percent of the cost of design services.
The expense of bribery and political constributions cannot be viewed as being

limited to designers'

fees and contained totally within the design appropriation

in the capital outlay budget.

designers' consultants,

The evidence before the Commission regarding

falsified time sheets, bid rigging, specification

rigging, materials substitutions, and change orders all shows that designers
forced to carry

large overhead in political costs will recoup those costs

a

during the life of

a

project.

This chain of kickbacks cannot occur without

a

reduction in time and materials appropriated to public projects.
It

is

only logical that an entrepreneur like William Masiello who had the

objective of maximizing returns would conclude as he did that paying up for

contracts not yet received would result in being "burned," when the contract
never materializing 50
.

After participating in general fundraising on the

promise of future state design contracts and finding those contracts not

forthcoming to

a

satisfactory degree, Masiello concluded -- and advised others --

that it is more prudent to contribute only

a

small down payment if at all in

advance of the contract award, and to then contribute in installments pro-rated
on the basis of actual payments received

from the state.

General patronage based

on general contributions does not make as much business sense as bringing to

purchase specific contracts, and thus the former quickly becomes the latter.
AN IMPROVED DESIGNER SELECTION PROCESS

Structuring an effective designer selection procedure requires

a

"top-down"

approach, beginning with the goals the procedure should achieve or the values it
should maximize and proceeding to describe

beginning.

a

process from its conclusion to its

The advantage of starting at the conclusion is that it will enable a

.

-
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clear view of what information must exist and what procedures should already
have been gone through when the final decision is to be made if that decision is
to conform to

the stated goals and maximize the values that are agreed upon.

It

then remains to structure the early steps of the process to properly make

available whatever is essential for the final decision.

In

other words,

the

early steps in the designer selection process should be structured to serve the
final selection decision,

rather than allowing the final decision to be

structured and limited by some early steps in the process that happen to be in
Dlace
The Commission proposes that the goal should be to obtain the best possible

design services available within

a

given fee limit, and to do so in

a

way that

leaves particpants in the process accountable for the part they played.

Tne

process must place ultimate responsibility for the final selection in one,
focused place (preferably with one individual, ultimately), and allow third

parties to understand the particulars of any one selection decision after the

decision has been made.

Despite actions taken in the past which mitigated
few public officals today would openly

against achieving some of these goals,

disagree with most of what has been stated above.
Strong disagreement exists, however, about the first portion of tne stated

objective, namely maximizing professional merit within

a

given fee limit.

Disagreement comes from two sources and the alternatives proposed would have
significant effects on the procedures to be structured.

It

is worthwhile to

examine the disagreement on goals before describing the recommended process

Widening Distribution
One source of disagreement advances the alternative goal that selection

should distribute contracts widely among the profession but with preference for

designers based in Massachusetts or even in the locality in which the project is
This view holds that there is some essential unfairness in any one

to be built.

firm garnering the lion's share of public contracts of any sort.

contended that the very possibility that
merit make it harder to discover when

firms.

A

is

further

firm can be favored for reasons of

firm is favored for other reasons,

influence, and tends to legitimize

as political
few

a

a

It

a

such

concentration of awards to

a

strict rule limiting the number of contracts one firm can hold

would eliminate the possibility of any firm being favored for political reasons.
Such is the procedure used by the Department of Community Affairs in regulating

designer selection by local housing authorities as noted above, and which was
instituted to break up the group of politically influencial designers wno had

dominated public housing design work in the past.
The Commission rejects this view as

selection.

It

is at

a

general principle applied to designer

once too broad and too narrow.

If the economic policy of

.

-
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the Commonwealth is to favor firms based in Massachusetts,

then that policy

should be explicitly applied to all state purchasing of goods and services.
note that it is difficult to apply to

explicit criteria and

a

subjective selection process unless

scoring system are employed.)

a

(We

If there

is something in

the nature of any particular project that requires that the design firm be

located near the project site or near the central office of the using agency, or
have extensive experience in

a

specialized field of design, then that factor

should be made an explicit public criterion in the judgment of professional merit
of the firm to be selected.

The Commission further sees nothing in the nature of

public contracts (not grants) that compels that wide distribution of such

contracts is an essential "fairness" to be afforded the citizenry.

Contracts are

awarded for services to be rendered, based on performance, not as entitlement.

Concentration of awards in the hands of

a

few firms is inexcusable when the

quality of service performed is inferior, as has been the experience of the

Commonwealth with regard to construction subcontractors in certain trade

Meritorious performance should be an advantage in seeking public

specialties.
contracts, not

purpose in

a

a

bar.

We do agree that the DCA "Rule of Two" serves a valuable

system as decentralized and nonprofessional as the network of local

housing authorities and favor its continuation in that context.
Fee Bidding
The second source of disagreement with the goal stated above advances the

notion that it is insufficient to maximize professional merit within

a

fee

This view holds that fees should be made as low as possible through the

limit.

use of fee bids.
The Commission rejects fee minimization as

a

goal of the designer selection

process as counter-productive to cost reduction, as

diminishes the value of professional merit, and as

a
a

factor which inevitably

precursor of procedures

which can do as much to hide as they can to reveal the workings of the designer

selection process.

The Commission strongly endorses cost reduction as

a

goal of

designer selection and believes that selection based on professional merit within
a

fee ceiling or range of fee limits is the best way to realize significant

reductions in the total cost of constructing, maintaining and operating any
build ing
In

reaching this conclusion, the Commission relies heavily upon the extensive

study and thought devoted to this question over the past thirteen years by

various agencies of the federal government, the Congress of the United States,
and the American Bar Association,

in addition to the

produced by our own research and hearings.
sources is essential to

a

A

information and statements

complete reading of all these

thorough understanding of this issue; the analysis

.

-

herein must not serve as

a
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substitute for that review.

The benefit of these

oast studies is to articulate the major supporting arguments for and indeed the

nature of the alternative available methods of designer selection.
The debate about price competition in designer selection is the most heated

question facing procurement specialists and design professionals today.
proper role of fee in designer selection is

a

discussing it in the abstract is unproductive.

The

sufficiently vexing question that
It

is only by defining a

set of

practical alternatives that the benefits and shortcomings of each approach become

apparent
the Alternative Views

Fees:
In

the existing literature, three alternative mpdels for the role of fees in

designer selection are presented.
"Competitive Selection",

For this analysis,

they are termed

"Competitive Negotiation", and "Restricted Bidding."

The 1974 Report of the General Services Administration Special Study Committee on

the Selection of Architects and Engineers Subcommittee Five on the Feasibility of

Competitive Bidding Applied to A-E Procurement (hereafter, the "GSA Report")
defines competitive selection as follows:51

The awarding authority conducts discussion with three or
more competing firms to evaluate each firm's qualifications,
and past performance as well as anticipated concepts and
the relative merits of alternative approaches to the
The awarding authority then selects one firm as
project.
best qualified and negotiates a fee based on a detailed
analysis of the value of services to be rendered.
It is
important to note that price of services is not discussed
before selecting the A-E deemed best qualified; price is
discussed before award of contract.
The traditional

federal procedure applying this method outlined in the American

Bar Association Model Procurement Code Report by the Subcommittee on

Architect-Engineer Contracts (hereafter, the "ABA Report") includes these
steos 52
:

"public announcement of prospective oppprtunities inviting all
interested prpfessionals to apply;

submission of professional qualifications by interested firms;

discussions with three or more firms regarding their approach to the
project;
selection, in order of preference,
be most highly qualified; and

of no less than three firms deemed to

negotiation with the highest ranked firm to arrive at a contract price
the agency head determines to be fair and reasonable to the government.
If an agreement cannot be reached with this firm, negotiations are
Thereafter, negotiations are begun with the second ranked
terminated.
firm and so on until a contract is consumated."
As

the GSA Reports notes53,

"price is one of the factors in awarding an A-E

contract" but the client will only "engage in serious price discussions after

"
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selecting the firm most qualified to perform the particular project."

The GSA

Report supports this method, as does the ABA Model Code, the Study Group 13-B of
the Commission on Government Procurement

(but not the Report of the entire

Commission), the Congress of the United States.
the Defense Department,

Practice is employed by the GSA,

most states -- with the exceptions of Maryland,

Massachusetts, and possibly Kansas -- and, according to the ABA Report54
"Federal and state authorities are in near unanimous agreement that fee

competition should occur only between the selected A/E and the government
client." (Emphasis added.)
The alternative most

frequently proposed to replace competitive selection is

termed "competitive negotiation", which is defined by the GSA Report55 as:

..."as "maximum number" of A-Es would present "technical
and price proposals" in response to a scope of work
circulated by the awarding agency in a Request for
Proposals.
The agency would rate the technical proposals
first, then attach corresponding price proposals, and
select the A-E whose proposal best serves the government,
It is important to
price and other factors considered.
note that "competitive negotiations" requires consideration
of the price of services before the A-E is selected for a
.

project

.

The meaning of "price and other factors considered" is amplified by the

majority report of Commission on Government Procurement 1972 (hereafter, the CGP
Majority Report" 56 in

a

way that places fees in

a

particular context, that is:

taking into aecount-the technical competence of the proposers,
the proposed concept of the end product, and the estimated cost
oT the pro ject
including fee. -The Commission's support of
competitive negotiations is based on the premise that the fee to
will not be the dominant factor in contracting for
b~e" charged
professional services" The primary factor should be the
relative merits of Droposals for the end product, including
cost, sought by the Government, with fee becoming important only
The practice of initially
when technical proposals are equal.
selecting one firm for negotiation should be discouraged, except
in those rare instances when a single firm is uniquely qualified
to fill an unusual need for professional services.
,

The 1976 Report of the General Accounting Office on this subject57

(hereafter the "GAO Report") recommended

considerations as

a

factor."

a

selection system which included "fee

"The Federal Government should select

architect-engineer firms and award contracts on the basis of the best value in
terms
and,

o f

design performance and life-cycle cost," according to the GAO Report,

"The focus should be on the proposed project rather than past

performance" 58
.

To accomplish this,

the GAO recommended further:

The Congress should consider provisions for reimbursing the
losing architect and engineer competitors for costs

:
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incurred in preparing technical proposals and life-cycle
cost estimates, where the nature of the project has unusual
requirements or characteristics.
GAO proposed a nine step selection procedure to implement this

recommendation,

including three screening and evaluated phases to be conducted by

the government prior to the final award.

The first evaluation is for "technical

qualification" of the firm; the second evaluation is of "technical proposals" of
the remaining firms "from the standpoints of (1) potential

for meeting functional

requirements and (2) aesthetic appeal;" the third evaluation is of the remaining
firms'

"fully developed" proposals, which includes their proposed fee, and is

when "the project proposals of the firms are ranked on the basis of design

excellence and life-cycle cost considerations.

Fee is considered only where

competing proposals are relatively equal. "59
A

system of this type is operating in Maryland, although not by any means as

elaborate in application as the GAO model.
The third classification of selection system is one usually called

Competitive Bidding, which this report will refer to as "Restricted Bidding."
Under restricted bidding, some set of applicants -- either all applicants, or
those selected as semi-finalists or finalists -- submit sealed fee bids.

The

bids are not project proposals, but only concern themselves with total fee,

either as

lump sum or as

a

a

percent of construction costs.

At some point,

a

group of applicants is selected and judged to offer equal qualifications.

The

award is made to the firm among these which has presented the lowest bid.

The

system is "restricted" in that fee is the

deciding factor, but oly as among

a

group considered to be qualified to provide the services.
The study report which led to Maryland's competitive negotiation system 60

noted in regard to restricted bidding that it is not

a

generally practical

procedure

.we recommend that the boards for selection should have
the responsibility of proposing bidding for professional
services when it has determined that a project may be so
completely and definitively described as to lend itself to
that process.
The number and nature of such projects
remain to be demonstrated in the boards' continuing
deliberations and recommendations.
Long experience makes
abundantly clear that adoption of this route, as the sole
procedure, would not be in the public iterest and would
result inevitably in dissatisfaction, controversy and
ultimately in long court actions.
.

.

The Task Force is strongly of the belief that with some
exceptions, price competitive bidding, with award to the
lowest bidder, is hazardous and uneconomical.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts became the only state to use

a

restricted

bidding procedure when it was instituted by the King adminstration in 1979 over

-
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the protests of the majority of the Designer Selection Board.

In

its statement

of the alternative designer selection procedures under consideration,

the 1974

GSA Report:^! stated,

The Subcommittee found very little support for a thir,d
position, requiring award of contract to the "lowest
qualified bidder".
Even those who favor increased
competitipn oppose any law or procedure that would exert
pressure on the awarding authority to base his decision on
the lowest price.

The case for competitive negotiations
as stated by various cources,

is that

,

in which

fee is

a

factor in selection,

it:

Emphasizes the design proposal, npt the proposer, thereby
improving design and opening government contracting to less
experienced firms;
Saves money, either in fees or in life-cycle cost;
Is

a

practical way to decide among equal firms or proposals;

Safeguards against ccrruption in design awards.
The case for restricted bidding can be summarized as:

Saves money in fees;

Safeguards against corruption;
Is

a

practical way to decide among equal firms.

Proponents of competitive selection, in which fee is negotiated with

a

firm

only after it is ranked as the foremost applicant, offer rebuttals to each of

these ppints, suggesting primarily that in either alternative system:
Price invariably becomes the dominant factor;

Quality suffers;
Total costs rise;

Small firms suffer;

Corruption goes on, while only its appearance is lessened.
Each of the points and counterpoint deserve careful analysis.
Fee Bidding:

-Particulars

"Possibly the major improvement" to be derived from competitive negotiations,

according to the GAO
on past experience

.

,

"62

"is

focusing attention on the project proposal rather than

This assumes that there will be well developed

proposals, and offers the possibility that competition among proposals will
result in more creative design solutions and in better access to new firms which
may not have the track record of others but which may have

propose.

Paul Schnitzer,

a

better idea to

Associate General Counsel for the GAO Procurement

Matters stated this case at

a

1977 ABA conference,

essentially on the basis of proposals,

that selection should be made

"not on the basis

-

of somebody's history,
of this view,
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experience, education, and accomplishments."

he cited the use of design competitions

In

support

for the White House and the

the use of competitive selection to choose the designer of the Rayburn

Capitol,

Office Building, and the failure of the Army to solicit
Wright Brothers

f or

a

proposal from the

the initial development work on airplanes.

By analogy,

he

contends that using competitive selection has results comparable to having "Joe
DiMagio.

.still playing center field for the New York Yankees instead of

.

selling coffee machines on television. "63
Obviously, this approach will cost somebody something in the preparation of
proposals.

The GAO recognizes this fact and suggests government funding:64

In developing life-cycle costs and preparing project
proposals, expenses are likely to vary depending on the
In some cases .the expense might
complexity of the project.
be prohibitive to small or medium size firm and might even
We believe
be somehwat of a burden on larger firms.
therefore, that consideration should be given to paying
A-Es for these expenses where the nature of the project
merits this action
,

;

Mr.

Schnitzer likewise recognizes the cost of proposal preparation as

potentially discouraging the "new" design firms which this system is suppoed to
help.

He

stated,

"I recognize that, and I think I have an answer for that.
There is a parallel in other parts of government procurement.
That is that if you can find come kind of low, common
denominator, whatever it may be, in terms of the project, in
terms of the concept, then you will be able to have some kind
of competition on that.
It would then be possible to award
the contracts.
I
say that advisedly in the plural because I
would suggest paralell development which is now being used, as
you probably know, on major weapons systems in the federal
government, and those further developments could be funded by
the governmental agency.
.those people who have been in the
semi-finals, you might say, will have been funded."
The fallacy of of this advantage lies in its not deriving from the use of fee
.

as

a

selection criterion.

Placing greater emphasis than is currently done on

proposals rather than past performance is

laudable goal, and is the basis of

a

the familiar concept of the design competition.

factor, of itself,

does nothing to promote

of the kind advocated by GAO.

a

The use of fees as

a

selection

proposal oriented selection process

As the GAO Report and their Associate Counsel

acknowledge, the logical extension of this approach requires some government
funding of the competitors if many firms are to be encouraged to take the risk of

competing.

As the GSA Report noted, 65 "A-E

if they are

forced to prepare written proposals in order to be considered for

projects.

firms would incur increased costs

Such proposals are expensive and the procedure would favor larger and

well capitalized firms."

The use of government funding to offset this effect

results in greater government spending during design, rather than the economies

.

-
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put forward as another advantage of competitive negotiation.

appear that in order to achieve
be achieved without using

fee as

It

would thus

goal -- emphasizing proposals more -- that can

a
a

selection factor, the introduction of

competitive negotiation will either exclude smaller firms or increase government
There are certainly projects of

costs.

nature to justify the increased costs

a

associated with design competitions, but we decline to recommend such costs as

a

built in part of the designer selection for every project.
It

should also be noted that the advantages of

gained using the restricted bidding system.

a

proposal orientation are not

Restricted bidding involves no

proposal development, and logically so, in that it makes no sense to compare bids
on proposals that are different in terms of the product they will deliver.

Regardless of the merits or drawbacks of

a

proposal orientation,

it

is entirely

inapplicable to the Massachusetts restricted bidding system.
The next most frequently cited advantage of competitive negotiations is the

savings to be realized from fee competition: savings in designers'
the total cost of public buildings.

Neither the GAO nor the Commission on

Government Procurement held out the reduction in designers'

fees as

be served or benefit to be gained from competitive negotiations.

GAO Associate Counsel, does however,

fees and in

a

purpose to

Paul Schnitzer,

in his remarks to he ABA Model Code

Conference 66
:

.how much difference is there between the way you
appraoch price [competitive negotiations] and the way
Alternative A [competitive selection] approaches price?
Certainly, if in Alternative A the company selected does
not agree to what the government representative considers
to be a reasonable price, then there is no necessity to
contract with them... the difference is that if I
know... that you have selected me, then the 'reasonable
price' which I can negotiate is going to be perhaps
considerably different than what I might be willing to
consider if I think there are two or three more people
directly behind me still in a position to possibly win the
.

.

race
The Massachusetts restricted bidding system is largely justified as reducing

costs at

a

time of hard pressed operating budgets and high interest rates for

capital outlays.
Indeed, of the first forty-four design contracts awarded through the designer

selection board process since the King Administration established restricted
bidding, the administration claims to have saved $477,416 in design fees.
If

competitive negotiation or restricted bidding were justified solely on the

basis of saving money on designers'

fees,

be no justification

It

for

it

at all.

scale study on this subject,

it

is the

is our

conclusion that there would

overwhelming opinion of every large

including the GAO, that fee savings do not warrant

the use of competitive bidding and are not

a

valid goal in designer selection.

-
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The reduction in designer fees is almost universally regarded as a false economy,

eaten ud by the cost of funding the preparation of proposals under the

comoetitive negotiation process and likely to increase the cost to construct and
operate most buildings in any case.
A

closer look at the results of the King administration's procedure show the

immediate saving to be far less than alleged and insignificant in context.

The

savings ascribed by the administration is the difference between the winning fee
bid and the fee which would have applied under the old BBC fee schedule.

At

time when federal agencies were limited to paying no more than six percent as
fee,

a

the old BBC schedule offered fees ranging up to fifteen percent for some

small projects.

The old BBC schedule was consistently inflated unreasonably in

favor of designers.
it

a

The only thing to be said in favor of the schedule is that

may have been reasonable in light of the pre-design work which was required on

all public contracts to make up for the lack of planning and programming on the

Dart of state agencies.

A

more realistic comparison is afforded by the fee which

the Designer Selection Board is publishing as
A

a

suggested fee for each project.

comparison between the winning fee bids and the DSB suggested fee shows

savings of approximately $359,000.

a

The most significant fact about this

reduction is design costs, if it were realized in the final fee actually paid
designers, is that it represents only 1.7 percent of the total estimated project
cost of the forty-four contracts involved,

Any real

valued at $21,088,134.

savings of any percent would be welcome, but apparent saving of less than two
percent of project costs is more than offset by the potential increase in future
cost that can result from poor design of these projects.

Support for this view is widespread.

The reasoning used by state courts in

exempting designer selection from bidding statutes relies heavily on this view.
This statement of the Texas Court 67 is typical.

The coun ty was vita lly inte rest ed i n procur ing the services
of a ski lied a nd ex peri ence d pe rson or cone ern to d raw up
the nece ssary plans and sup ervi se t he work whil e go ing on.
To hold that c ontra cts for this kin d of wor k mu st b e let to
the lowe st bid der w ould ine vita bly result i n th e co unty
being pi aced i
osit ion whic h wo uld requ ire it t o accept
on e who
Natur ally
the serv ices o f inc ompe tent per sons
has no s kill, exper ienc e
o r te chni cal know ledg e
c ould
underbid one w ho po sses ses the skil 1, techn ical kno wledge
other
and expe rience
In
to perf orm this kin d of ser vice
words, t o cons true the stat ute cont ended fo r wo uld place a
premium upon i ncomp eten cy a nd p rodu ce an un fort unat e

nap

,

,

,

,

.

,

situatio n.
This statement applies as well to restricted bidding among

minimally qualified firms as
The

it

a

group of

does to open bidding among all firms.

importance of design services in the larger cost context was stated by

i

,

-
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Study Gtoud 13-B of the Commission on Government Procurement 68
:

While the direct design cost of the A/E services represents
only a small part of total project cost, these design
services have a profound effect on the construction,
maintenance and operational costs and the life of the
structure
.

The ABA Report"69
as

dubs this role of design services

"the leverage effect".

The 13-B Report went on to say:70

At this point, a pyramiding of costs would occur, with
construction being performed in accordance with outmoded
contract documents that provide for facilities that are
expensive to build and maintain.
This would be the final
result of the designer's inability to provide full
cost-saving services to the client -- in this case the
Government -- due to inadequate compensation for innovative
and thorough work.
In

reaching the same conclusion, the GSA Report described more fully the

effect on designer's services:?!
The savings that might accrue from a reduction in fees are
small at best.
In one A-E were willing to undercut his
fellow professionals by 33%, the owner could hope, at most,
for a 2 percent savings in the total cost of design and

construction.
It is not likely that a firm can operate for 33% less than
another firm comparably staffed for a project and equally
qualified.
Possibly one firm could bid 10% less than
another and save the owner an apparent six-tenths of one
percent of total costs.

This am ount is no t me aning ful to t he own er, e speci ally if
he cons iders life -eye le co sts
but it is sign if ica nt in the
operat on of an A -E o f f ice
T esti mony a t the Publ ic
Hearing s (Re f. 7, pg. 52) sugg ests that a "ba re bo nes" fee
may for ce an A-E to t ake s hort cut s and reduc e his costs in
order t o kee p his bus iness goi ng.
The p rofes sions do not
profit from capit al i nvest ment s in machi nery or th e like
They pr ovide manp ower and brai npow er for whic h the y are
reimbur sed.
Redu ctio n in cost s in variab ly me ans a
The A-E will be fo reed to CO nsider
reducti on in effo rt.
fewer a Item at ive sol ut ion s, r educ e chec king of de sign and
drawing s an d set tie for s tand ard practi ces.
This
reducti on in effr ot m ay we 11 c ontr ibute to hi gher project
costs f ar ou t of prop ortio n to any reduc tion in de sign fees,
.

,

It

is

ironic that in 1974, the GSA Special Study Committee foresaw these

consequence resulting from

a

maximum 2% savings in total estimated project costs,

almost exactly the result on fees of the Massachusetts restricted bidding system
in

1980.
In

addition to he effects already cited, the study committee established by

the state of Florida to advise the Governor on designer selection procedures also

-

sounded this cautionary note:
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72

the relationship between the professional engineer or
architect and the client requires a higher level of trust
and confidence than in normal commercial transactions.
The
Committee is of the unanimous opinion that care must be
exercised in setting up professional selection procedures
attitude in
so as not to create a 'let the buyer beware
.

.

1

either government procurement officials or professionals
seeking state work.
In

contrast, competitive selection offers no free ride to designers.

An

essential aspect of competitive selection is that the client is not stuck with
whatever fee the most qualified designer thinks is reasonable.
the government never has to pay more than what it regards as
the services to be performed.
an informed,

It

is the

On the contrary,

reasonable fee for

a

responsibility of the government to set

intelligent maximum for itself and to stick to it.

Using

competitive selection and negotiating fee with the first ranked designer, the
government knows what it is sacrificing if it seeks
less qualified firm.

a

lower fee by turning to

a

The 1972 House Committee of Government Operations Committee

Report which recommends competitive selection saw its financial advantages this
way

:

Under this system, A/E's are under no compulsion to
compromise the quality of the design or the level of effort
they will contribute to it in order to meet the lower 'fee'
They are free to suggest
quotations of other A/E's.
optimum design approaches that may cost more to design, but
can save in construction costs and otherwise increase the
quality of the building or facility to be constructed.
This system protects the interests of the taxpayers.
Having won the competition on the basis of capability, the
He must
winning A/E must then negotiate his fee.
demonstrate on the basis of projected costs that his fee is
He must accept whatever adjustments
fair and reasonable.
the Government demands if he wishes to obtain the
contract.
He knows that if he holds out for an unfair or
unreasonable fee, the Government will terminate the
negotations and award the contract to another A/E at a fair
and reasonable price.
As Paul Schnitzer said,

(though in the opposite context), the designer who is

negotiating knows that if his fee is not acceptable, there are two or three other
firms waiting in the wings.
No one argues that restricted bidding will

reduce total project costs, but

the GAO does contend that competitive negotiations can have that effect.

than focusing on

a

the GAO's "proposal oriented" approach would

fee proposal,

have the government include projected life cycle costs as

a

Life cvcle cost is the total acquisition and ownership cost.
cost in evaluating proposals is
on their fees,

Rather

a

and the GAO Report

far cry
7^

selection factor.
Using life cycle

from differentiating among firms based

admits many drawbacks to this approach,

including the cost of proposal preparation and rudimentary state of the art of
life cvcle costing.

The Special Commission sees

-
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great merit in using life cycle cost projections in addition to an evaluation of
the oast performance of design firms,

but strongly cautions against an extensive

reliance on it until the reliability of life cycle cost projections are more

thoroughly proven.
develop

a

For the present, we are more concerned that the Commonwealth

state-of-the-art capacity to apply traditional cost estimating

techniques on construction alone.
Fee Bidding:

-the C oncept of "Qualified"

Underlying the systems of both competitive negotiation and restricted bidding
is the

notion that for all design projects it is possible to find

least three firms (sometimes referred to as

a

a

set of at

"maximum set of offerers") whose

qualifications (including proposals) are so equal that it is reasonable to use
small variations in their proposed fees to differentiate among them.
is

typically stated in

a

This notion

proviso to the effect that fee is to be one of several

factors considered, and only to be the deciding factor when all other things are
equal.

As

a

guiding concept it is very nearly explicit in the new Massachusetts

system of restricted bidding, in which only the three or four firms recommended
as finalists are actually bidding against one another.

These firms are not

ranked by the DSB, and are all assumed to be qualified.
The weakness of this notion is twofold.

Price doesn't really remain as the

factor of last resort in practice and it is rare to find two applicant firms and

proDosals of exactly equal quality for

a

given project at

Model Procurement Code rejects the use of fees as

a

a

given time.

The ABA

selection factor principally

factor it invariably becomes the predominant factor"

because "where fee becomes

a

(ABA,

the ABA echoes the finding of the special study group

p.l).

In

so saying,

of the Commission on Government Procurement,

which concluded that it is in the

nature of government and bureaucracy to rely exclusively on

a

factor like price

when it will be difficult to justify award to other than the low bidder.

This

seems particularly true in light of the source from which most calls for

competitive negotiation and restricted bidding arise, that is, as

a

means of

eliminating subjectivity and executive discretion in designer selection systems
alleged or proven to be corrupt.

It

that no official

is close to a certainty

would risk the appearance of favoritism which would inevitiably arise from

chosing other than the low bidder when the fee is to be
process.

This,

of course,

is

a

factor in the selection

the experience of the current Massachusetts system,

despite the fact that when it was originally introduced by the King

administration,

fee bidding was proferred as one of several

selection process, not the only factor.

factors in the

As previously noted,

the absence of

ranking of finalists by the Designer Selection Board and the lack of information
about applicants and projects leaves the Commissioner of A&F without any criteria
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of professional skill and merit by which to judge the

finalists.

It

is only

natural that the lowest fee bid has come to be the exclusive deciding factor
among finalists unless fee bids are identical.

This is just as the ABA and Study

Group 13-B predicted.
The result

in Maryland has been similar,

to the GAO Associate

although not identical.

According

Counsel, the low bidder has been chosen for the design award

on 60 percent of the contracts under consideration since Maryland began using fee

bids.

7Zt

The AIA study of the Maryland system's first year and one-half of

operation found,

"Price has clearly emerged as the primary criterion, with the

technical proposal only window dressing" 75
.

Beyond the practical difficulty of keeping short-term financial

considerations from dominating the designer selection decision is the larger
problem involved in assuming that three or more firms and proposals of equal

excellence can typically be found.

It

is

this line of thought that underlies the

justification for the favoritism and patronage that made the Massachusetts system
so corrupt.

To

the testimony of

fully comprehend this point,
a

it

is invaluable

to review some of

former A&F Commissioner who admits that designer contracts

were handed out as political patronage, and sees nothing wrong with that:
The Witness:

....you said simple favoritism, and I think that
That is, assuming the
tried to do.
person was qualified, fitted the project as best
we could from advice from the BBC, and our own
instincts, so to speak, then we favored the
person who had been one of the Governor's
supporters ....
is what we

The Commission

... My question is, don't you think it is rather
presumptious on the part of someone who had
really no architectural background to determine
whether a building in which people live and work
and which is expensive and which is important and
would last, hopefully, for a long time could be
relegated to the level of bonuses for a political
contribution because it didn't require expert or
first class effort?

The Witness

.most of the state work can be designed by
competent but not outstanding designer...

The Commission

What would you look for as the capability or
competency of an architect who you might be
selecting to design a college dormitory?

The Witness

Well,

.

.

a

it is all a matter of, in my estimation,
suppose -- I know architects like
relativity.
I
lawyers vary, and the question I suppose is, is
there sort of an average competence which is
adequate to the Commissioner.
Now, you could say
that is a bad standard, that what we should seek
is the very best, the very best architects.
Well, how do you determine who the best architect
is to do a dormitory?
I
don't know how to
Architects vary as lawyers do.
determine it.
Who is the best lawyer in Boston? I don't
know. ..But, it is a relative matter, and it seems

76
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to me when you are faced with practical decisions
that have to be made, what you want is somebody
who is competent to do the job and you just don't
have the time to search all over the Commonwealth
to get the best you can.
The job isn't big
enough to have a prize competition, and it is

just sort of a practical approach.
is there
evidence that the -- you studied the records, but
is there evidence that the design of any of these
buildings -- say the design of the dormitory, a
design contract that was awarded in [our]
Administration, design as distinguished from the
construction, the design is faulty?
The Commission

Cape Cod Community College awarded August 11,
1964 is now a three million dollar lawsuit
against the architect.... One of the most
important things to me both as the occupant of a
building and as a taxpayer paying for the cost of
that building is the function and utilization of
it, and I think an important thing in design is
to have a designer who is able to squeeze usable
space rather than creating unusable space which
might cost the same amount of money as the usable
portion.

The Witness

...[our] standards... were, number one, general
competency, not the best in the Commonwealth but
general competency; and two, competency to do the
particular job.
if a subsequent
I cartainly,
administration didn't use those standards, then
you have bad work.
Now, I can't as far as Cape Cod goes, I just
don't know enough about it, but a lot of those
problems can be overcome at the supervision
The plans, after all, have to go through
stage.
-- the architect's plans have to go through the
BBC before they are acted on.
It is up to the
BBC and it did traditionally try to find bugs in
the architect's plans.

The flaw in this thinking should be as obvious as its result.

the face of

In

the one criterion political and bureaucratic officials understood,

all other

criteria vanished; the search for excellence was too demanding, and it soon gave
way to being satisified with "competence," which in turn soon became

standard, resulting in costly failures.

In

a

very low

simple terms, the government cannot

get everything it wants, both excellence and the lowest available price.
no more than any other human endeavor,

allows of no "free lunches."

The

Design,
idea

that public buildings should be designed by the least expensive competent

architect, rather than the best the government can secure at

a

reasonaDle price,

either ignores these realities or demeans the public that pays for and uses
Dublic buildings.

To

attempt to undo this logic by resort to call for rigorous

suoervision and control by the BBC or any other project management agency is to
fail to understand the nature of most design work and the distinction between

design and construction.
good design.

Good management is essential,

but no substitute for

The selection system should be geared to minimizing

maximizing -the need for costly supervision.
cannot be specified in

a

-

not

Further, design services usually

scope of work the way plans and specifications detail

the work to be performed under

a

construction contract.

It

is not

that

-
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construction requires any less skill and professionalism, but that the end
product is known in advance and described in minute detail.
process,

In

the design

the best that can be known is the exact nature of the problem to be

solved, the functions the design is to serve, and the goals the user hopes to

achieve.

In

the words of the dissent to the Maryland Task Force Report: 77

..."competitive bidding is not an acceptable procedure in
the interests of the client because of the impossibility of
adequately defining the scope, extent, nature and details
of the project, hence there is no valid basis of comparison
of the price proposals."
As the whole concept of bidding requires that all bids be compared,

the

difference in professional merit among firms and the impracticality of adequately
specifying almost all design services make this procedure unacceptable.
Fee Bidding:

Integrity

The remaining advantage claimed for competitive negotiations

(using fee as

a

selection factor) and restricted bidding is that they reduce the opportunity for

corruption allowed by the exclusive use of more subjective criteria, and that
they increase public confidence in the selection system.

78

The initiation of

restricted bidding by the King Administration was in response largely to the same

allegations which brought about the establishment of the Special Commission.
The ABA Model Procurement Code Project concluded that,

"None of the A/E

selection procedures studied will solve the problems of corruption and illegal
conduct by professionals and politicians.

However, the likelihood of this

occuring is minimized when the selection process requires open competition,

documentation of why

a

particular firm was chosen, opportunity for public

scrutiny, and the selection decisions were made by individuals insulated from

political influence"

.

79

we concur,

particularly in light of the Commission's

extensive investigation into corruption.
the exclusive basis

Only the use of the lowest fee bid as

for selection has the remote possibility of eliminating the

corruption of more subjective factors.

When fee is one factor among many and the

low bidder does not necessarily get the contract,
an effort to determine why the chosen

not

a

factor.

the public is no better off in

firm was selected than it is when fee is

Even the use of fee as the decisive factor among the finalists

offers no certainty that political favoritism or corruption did not influence the
process, because subjective features would be used to narrow the universe of

applicants to the small group of finalists.

The Commission's investigations have

shown that many factors beside merit have been brought to bear in some firm's

selection as finalists by the DSB.
The drawbacks of using

a

pure bidding system or even

a

restricted bidding

-
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system are, as developed above, so extensive in terms of quality and cost of

projects that they are not counterbalanced by the misleading appearance of pure

objectivity to be gained by fee bidding; misleading because of the subjectivity
of the narrowing process, misleading because bids can be rigged,

and misleading

because of the extent of corruption that can and does occur after the contract
award.

Although it should not be taken to diminish the extent or gravity of

corruption in the obtaining of awards, the testimony of William Masiello is that
to designers and politicians the opportunities

for kickbacks and payoffs after

the award and during design and construction are at least as important and

lucrative as the initial design award.

Much in the same way that

whose fee is reduced by the necessity of paying

a

a

designer

bribe feels obliged to make up

this expense by shaking down contractors and suppliers and by falsely billing the

government, so too might

designer feel the need to recoup the losses incurred

a

through an apolitical reduction in his other fee.

For unscrupulous designer firm

principals, award via

a

just such practices.

The Commission's research also discovered that upward

low bid may be sought and obtained on the expectation of

adjustments of fee during the design process are common on state projects,
practice which, if continued, makes the initial fee largely irrelevant.
fee bidding has done nothing to reduce the opportunities

a

Again,

for corruption in the

post-award adjustment of fees but instead has hidden that possibility oehind
facade of incorruptability
Fee Bidding;
In

-

a

.

Conclusion

conclusion, the goals of the designer selection process should not include

minimizing designers'

fees.

save the taxpayers' money.

Making fee part of the selection process will not
Rather the practice is likely to increase the

ultimate costs of the public building system due to

a

reduction in design

quality, while at the same time offering no actual benefit insofar as reducing
the opportunities or occurence of corruption.

To

restate the goal the

Commission finds appropriate, it is to obtain the best possible design services

available within

given fee parameter or limit, and to do so in

a

a

way that

leaves all participants in the process accountable for the part they played,

places ultimate responsibility in one,
-- the

that

focused place, and that allows all parties

public, the media, the losing designers,

supervising officials, and any

future investigative bodies -- to understand the particulars of any selection

decision after that decision was made.

We endorse the criteria proposed by the

ABA Model Procurement Code Project for designer selection systems, and now turn
in

this report to

a

description of the elements of the system the Commission

proposes for Massachusetts.
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

Achievment of the stated goal requires that the choice of designer be made on
the basis of information about the proposed project,

the type of services and

special characteristics (if any,) required of the firm,

and the quality of any deisgn

of the personnel which will work on the project,
(as distinct

the quality of experience

from fee) proposal which applicants are required to submit.

In

order to meet the objectives, these judgements must be made by people who

themselves are qualified to establish such criteria for
weigh how well each applicant meets the criteria.

a

given project and to

The potential applicants must

have ready access to the information about the project and the selection

criteria, and the selectors must likewise gain access to the relevant information
about the applicants.

The process must proceed and be recorded in such

to make clear that the selection

way as

a

flowed from the criteria, not vice versa and not

from any hidden criteria such as political influence,

friendship, or personal

gain.
The process should result in

a

recommendation of the firm most qualified to

perform the required services, but in recognition of the general uncertainties of
life and the specific bargaining disadvantage the government would place itself
in

if there were only one selected

firm and an undifferentiated group of other

"unqualified" applicants, the process should also result in

a

recommendation of

several firms exceptionally well qualified to perform the services but ranked in
the order of their qualification.
fee negotiations,

As a general

rule, and barring unsuccessful

the first ranked firm must be awarded the design contract if

the process is to result in applications from the highest quality designers,

the award to the most qualified applicant,

in

and in public confidence in the

government's selection process.
The value of this process would be minimal if,

system,

it

is

for all the integrity of the

applied only to certain classes of public contracts.

As

far as

practical, all government design contracts should be awarded through such

procedures, whatever the modifications to any individual jurisdiction's resources
and needs.

To avoid a waste of expertise and the potential

for

a

multiplicity of

idiosyncratic implementations, one process should be established.
Models
It

:

would not be worthwhile to describe and analyze every precise alternative

form of implementation that could adequately embody these requirements.

Previous

studies have shown that there are numerous ways of achieving the stated goals,
and that common threads run through existing systems.

state of Illinois found

a

A

study conducted for the

set of ten principal characteristics most usually

observed in selection systems.80

They are:
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Project Identification
Establishment of selection criteria and weights;
Public advertisement;
Response by interested A/Es and/or agency maintains
comprehensive qualification list;
Pre-select ion or screening function to "short list";
Interview of final A/E candidates;
Evaluation, scoring, and tabulation of two or three beast
qualified firms;
Approval of ranked A/Es by agency head;
Fee negotiation by agency and selected A/E;
Execution of contract.

1.
2.
3.
A.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Not all these characteristics existed in every system studied.

As

they

noted :81

These repetitive characteristics were seen, to one degree
or another, in almost all the selection systems reviewed in
the study; to a greater degree in the Federal systems
(although not always in the given order) and to a lesser
degree in most state systems.
In the latter case, it was
often observed that while not every characteristic was
provided for in every system, its absence was usually the
result of a specific legislative requirement which
pre-empted it, or a long-standing custom of the
construction agency which made its employment in the system
an incongruous part of it.
As

a

summary of their findings, the Illinois study offered an information

matrix on how four federal agencies, nine states, and three "public benefit

corporations" compared on twenty-five characteristics.
appears here as figure

_

_.

The

A

copy of that chart82

Illinois board study concludes with an outline of

three "model" selection procedures83 in the form of flow charts, all of which
are presented here as figures.

Lest these charts be taken too literally as

blueprints, it should be noted that the study refers to them as "skeletal
The American Bar Association has developed
a

a

forward85 fundamentally those we recommend.

ABA Model Code Project describes

a

To achieve

The goals they

these goals, the

series of laws, regulations and procedures

86 which are relatively general by their very nature as a model.
to note

84

model procurement code, based on

careful study of the essential elements of existing procedures.

put

".

It

is useful

that the Model Code recommends among its many provisions the following:

Advertisements for applicants should include the selection
criteria that will be used;
Applicants should file and annually update information
about their firm;
Following the initial screening process, at least three
firms should be chosen for discussions of "anticipated

;

-

-
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concepts and relative utility of alternative methods of
approach; "87
The three finalists must be ranked;
Selection criteria should include (but not be limited to):
specialized experience and technical competence with the
services required; capacity to perform within stated time
limits; past performance on public and private contracts as
to such factors as cost control, work quality, and
adherence to schedules;
Documentation should be made of each step in the process,
including a record of the fee negotiations.
The Model Code also suggests that

"desirable optipns" include:

Prohibition of contingent fees;
Prohibition against any public employee benefiting from the
contract
Certification of truth-in-negotiations

;

and

Establishment of a public advisory panel for use by all
units of state and local government.
Of even more specific application is the study conducted in 1975 by the

Massachusetts State Association of Architects Select Committee on the Designer
Selection Board.
of

a

At

that time,

new governor, who had been

the M.S. A. A. was taking advantage of the election
a

champion of designer selection reforms while

a

state representative, to review the working of the OSB ten years after it was

created by legislation introduced by Senator James
of the State Administration Committee.
in

this report,

of the DSB.

In

A.

Kelly, Jr., then chairman

addition to the findings already noted

above the MSAA Report recommended improvements to the operation

Where appropriate, their recommendations are noted among our

recommendations, which follow.
Specific Recommendations
The recommendations of the Special Commission have now taken legislative form

and, with amendments,

been enacted.

Presented here are the new designer

selection procedure and those of our recommendations which were not enacted, both
without amendment and in non-legal prose.

(Noted throughout are citations to

Chapter 579 of the Acts of 1980, which is the Construction Reform Act.)
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Unless otherwise noted, all references are amendments (contained in Section 51 of
to Chapter

the Act)

7

of the Massachusetts General

Laws.)

An asterisk

(*)

aDoears following the recommendations which were not enacted in 1980 but which
the commission recommends should be either an amendment to the law or implemented

administrat i vely
Selection
The firm ranked first by the Designer Selection Board as most qualified to

provide the services required for the particular project under consideration is

normally to be selected for award subject only to successful negotiations of

reasonable fee (see below). 88

a

The Deputy Commissioner of Capital Planning and

Operations is to be responsible for any fee negotiations that are to occur,
executing the contract, and making the award. 89

for

The Deputy Commission must be

provided not only with the names of recommended firms in ranked order, but also
with information from the DSB on the criteria used and how those firms meet the

criteria. 90

The Deputy Commissioner should receive

applicants for each project.

a

list of all unsuccessful

(*)

The Deputy Commission will have to justify in writing any award to

a

finalist

other than the highest ranked, and the justification is to be based on the

criteria established for the project or on his/her failure to successfully

negotiate

a

reasonable fee with that finalist.

9^

DSB Procedures

Selection criteria are
is

a

prerequisite to every selection procedure.

not required to adopt specific criteria for each project,

92

The DSB

which may be

prepared by the Division of Capital Planning and Operations (DCPO) and the DSB
staff, and which may include general criteria applicable to classes of projects
The criteria should be based on the program for the project and may be

(*).

weighted (*).

Criteria must be adopted before applications are requested to

enable unqualified designers to refrain from applying and to guarantee the
integrity of the process. 93

Requests for applications must be atjvertised in the Commonwealth's Central
Register and in appropriate private publications to reach designers

9Zj
.

The

advertisement must include the estimated construction costs of the project (if
known),

a

description of the project sufficient to enable designers to know what

specialized skills are required, the time period within which the project is to
be

completed,
iii),

95

the selection criteria or where they are available (Sec.

the availability of

a

program, information about any briefing

30.E.b.

-
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session to be held to further describe the project or the selection process, 96

whether the fee is to be negotiated or has been set, and if set, the amount of
the fee. 97

Advertisements should be prepared by the DSB staff as per MSAA recommendation
6.1:

Project descriptions shall be prepared by the Executive
Secretary in collaboration with the Operating Agency
representatives and [DCPO] for [DCPO] projects or with
Agency representatives for non-[DCP0] projects.
Prior to
issue, they shall be reviewed by DSB which shall be
responsible for their final form. (*)

Applications are to be by use of two forms: an annually updated general
information form98 and
project criteria. 99

a

form with information specifically relevant to the

The annual form should contain information about

projects as per MSAA recommendation 6.4:
a)

Projects for which the firm or any officer or partner was the
Architect/Engineer of record.

b)

Projects for which an officer or partner was not the
Architect/Engineer of record, provided the name of the
Architect/Engineer of record is given and a description of the
responsibilities and scope of the services rendered by the officer
or partner.

and such further information as is necessary to identify the principals of
the firm and the firm's part and current projects. 100
The specific project applications should include the information recommended
by MSAA recommendations 6.4.1

(referred to here as the "letter"):

Each such letter should speak to the specifics of the
project outlining the firm's design goals and particular
The letter may
attributes for meeting the criteria set.
cover the firm's current work load, principals to be in
direct charge, key personnel to be assigned and preferred
consultants. 101
A

model application form should be prepared by the DSB for use at the

option of awarding authorities not within DSB jurisdiction 102
.

The identity of Consultants to be used may be one of the criteria of

select ion. 103

when appropriate the DSB may require that

a

list of up to

three consultants be provided by the applicant for each category of

consultants deemed appropriate to list!04

and

that use of one of the listed

consultants, subject to successful negotiation of

a

reasonable fee, be

condition of the award of the primary design contraction

a

-

239
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All review and screening of applicants must be based entirely on the

project criteria. 106

Information about any firm used to measure how well

they meet criteria should be limited to items of record, whether from the

application form,

from an affirmative inquiry by the D5B,

of the firm held by DSB members.

from knowledge

or

Firms disqualified on the basis of

(*)

violation of pertinent state or federal law, according to the debarement
procedure recommended by the Commission (see "Contractor Qualification) are
not to be considered for design awards during the period of their

debarment 107
.

The initial screening to arrive at

a

"short list" of semi-finalists

should be based on those criteria susceptible to objective judgement 108
.

DSB staff should be permitted to recommend the short list provided their

recommendation notes the basis on which each firm was disqualified and the
names of both the recommendations for further screening and those recommended
to

be set aside.

(*)

For the screening of those firms not disqualified by

technical objective criteria,

affirmative inquiry of

a

a

necessary part of the evaluation is an

firm's past performance, at least as to cost

control, timeliness of performance, adherence to contractual requirements,

quality of plans and specifications, quality of construction superintendence,
and quality of design. 109 This inquiry is best performed as

function (see below.)

(»),

a

staff

but the judgement of the significance of the

information must be strictly the responsibility of the members.
the DSB should

In

so doing,

(as per MSAA recommendation 2. 4. A. 4):

Compile relevant information on each applicant firm which
shall summarize fields of specialization and
accomplishments.
Verified weakness in past performance may
These reports shall not be part of the public
be noted.
record, but each applicant firm may see its report on
The ability of small firms to expand their staff
request.
should be recognized provided they have a sufficient number
of principals and senior staff to handle the needs of a
large project.
The profile of departmentalized firms
working in several specialities should identify the
strengths of each department.
For example, a large firm in
terms of overall staff may be a small firm in the strictly
architectural field. (*)

Evaluation of finalists by the Board would benefit greatly from
interviews and particularly on major projects, the submission of design
concept or approach proposals

.

1

10

The DSB will continue to recommend at least three finalists for

every contract award, but must rank the finalists in the order of their

qualification based on the project criteria.

HI

The report of the

ranking should summarize the vote of the DSB (or panel), see below,

240
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and note the most important criteria in differentiating among firms and the

basis for the ranking. 112

Careful records must be kept of the DSB's and the Deputy Commissioner's

actions and decisions.
information,

Files for each project should include the program

the selection criteria and weights,

semi-finalists, and finalists, and
finalists 113

a

the names of all applicants,

report on the ranking of the

The D5B will prepare and make public an annual

.

report

including the projects considered (with project number and dollar size of ECC
and design contract),

the number of applications for each contract award,

finalists (with ranking) for each award, and the selected designer. 114

the

it

would be useful for this report to also analyze the distribution of finalists
and contract awards for factors such as repetition of selection, new firms

entering the pool of finalists and contractors, and firms with minority
orincipals.

(*)

As per MSAA recommendation 6.5:

Meetings of DSB shall customar-'ly be open, in accord with
General Laws -- Chap. 30A.
When the Board votes to go into
Executive session, the reason shall be entered into the
minutes of the meeting.
No votes shall be taken in
executive session. 115
Fees
The fee for design services should not be

process.
fee,

a

criterion in the selection

The fee is to be set by one of two methods:

or negotiation up to

a

maximum limit.

establishing

a

fixed

The method should be chosen for

each project by the Deputy Commissioner (DCPO) before the project is

advertised

.

H6

For fixed fee projects,

the fee is set by the Deputy Commissioner and

announced in the advertisement requesting applications

.

H?

The

fee should

reflect current market conditions, the cost of providing the required scope
of services,

overhead,

a

reasonable profit and the capital outlay

appropriation for the project(*).
designer as

a

The award must be made to the first ranked

rule, and the Deputy Commissioner must justify in writing

selecting the second or third ranked designer on the basis of the project
criteria and information on record about the firm.HS
When the fee is to be negotiated,
by

the Deputy Commissioner.

a

maximum fee should be set in advance

After selection and ranking of

.

-

finalists by the DSB,
firm,

241
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fee proposal

a

to be

is

supported by cost and pricing data. 119

requested of the first ranked
firm must supply

The

a

truth-in negotiations certification, attesting to the validity of the
data. 120

The Deputy Commissioner,

with the assistance of legal counsel and

such technical staff as can be drawn upon from the Division, should attempt
to arrive at an agreement with the designer of

a

fee that reflects market

conditions, the scope and cost of services required for the project,
overhead,

a

reasonable profit, and the capital outlay appropriation for the

project (*).
(*).

Memoranda should be prepared of the minutes of all negotiations

If within

be terminated.

30 days,

negotiations do not result in agreement they are to

The Deputy Commissioner is then to begin this process with

the second ranked designer,

and should such negotiations fail after the

alloted time, the Deputy Commission should similarly request

proposal and

a

negotiate with the remaining finalists in the order of their ranking. 121
After the award of the contract,

the memoranda on each negotiation should be

made public and should specify any unresolvable disagreement (s) that

prevented execution of

a

contract with

designer with whom negotiations were

a

conducted (*).
Fees should be stated in the contract as

regardless of how arrived at. 122
of other costs,

a

total dollar amount,

Fees should not be stated as

or as unit prices.

a

percentage

Reimbursable expenses not included in the
with

fee should be categorized and defined,

a

limit placed on each or on all

such expenses (*)

Conditions of Awards

Contingent fees are prohibited and

a

sworn statement that they were not

used is required of every designer. 123

The truthfulness of all

contained in designers' applications

a

is

information

condition of the award, and

a

material misstatement will be grounds for termination of the contract. 124
The DSB should be able to recommend termination of the contract if the

personnel specified in the application as project supervisors and staff, or
the consultants if their identity was
to be changed during the

a

criterion of selection, are proposed

life of the contract

(*).

Notification to the

Deputy Commissioner of such proposed changes is to be

a

condition of the

award, and the Deputy Commissioner is to inform the DSB (Sec.

30.1.a4c).

DSB may specify additional conditions of the contract award that are

The
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criteria in the selection process and are essential to their recommendation
of

a

final ist 125
.

Jurisdiction

Designl26

contract awards for all county and state agency building

projects with estimated construction costs of $10,000 or morel27

must be

the result of recommendations by the DSB according to these procedures 128
.

State agencies are those whose operations are funded by the General Fund,

including the Metropolitan District Commission and all projects under the
control and supervision of the Division of Capital Planning and Operations,
and those of the various public higher education building authorities 129
.

DSB jurisdiction is not to be lost because

a

state agency looses or

waives construction management responsibility 130

proposes to use staff

,

designers 131 or proposes
,

a

continued or extended services contract. 132

Proposals to use staff designers must receive DSB approval, based on the
project program and explicit criteria for designer selection,

indicating that

the agency staff is competent to perform the required design services. 133
The procedures described apply to all design services defined by the

Act.

Standing lists should be used only to indicate qualifications based on

general criteria for particular services of

additional applications for

a

a

given scope, but must not limit

given project or be used to indicate

qualification for specific projects. 134
The Department of Community Affairs should continue to play

a

central

role in the control and supervision of state funded design and construction

projects of local housing authorities.

The DCA should to use the services of

the DSB and require that local housing authorities award design contracts

only to finalists recommended by the DSB in the same manner as the DCPO.

The

DCA should also have the option of establishing unique designer selection

procedures provided they comply with these recommendations and meet with the
approval of the DSB. 135 See DCA recommendation below.
Public agencies that serve more than one municipality are liKewise

required to comply with these procedures, whether by requesting the DSB to

recommend finalists and choosing among them in the same manner as is
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required of the Deputy Commission or by adopting their own procedures which
comply with these recommendations and meet with the approval of the DSB. 136
The DSB approval process

procedures puts

for DCA and other public agency

the burden on the DSB to show in what way(s)

those procedures do not comply

with the laws requirements and allow the agency proposing the procedures to

revise them.

Denial of DSB approving results in the DSB serving to receive

and screen applicants and recommend finalists 137
.

The Commission recommends that municipalities
the procedures described here

(*).

(cities and towns) to use

Smaller municipalities may not have the

financial or human resources to accomplish this, or the frequency of capital
outlay programs to sustain and justify the necessary institutional
framework.

A

tradition of local autonomy, even in cities of

a

size to

warrant these procedures, makes mandatory use of the DSB unlikely to meet
with local acceptance.

Municipalities should be able to use the services of

the Designer Selection Board to recommend finalists 138 subject to
,

for DSB staff services

(*).

The DSB should prepare

a

a

fee

model application form

and model procedures for municipalities' optional use. 139

All

municipalities are required, however, to select designers using certain
minimum standards to assure selection based on merit.

These include:

Advertisement for applications to include a project
description, the estimated construction costs, the
selection criteria, and either the fee or the method for
setting the fee;lA0
Adopting written selection procedures before applications
are received, providing for equal procedural treatment for
all applicants in order to narrow consideration to a
smaller group of at least three finalists, and also
providing for equal procedural treatment of the three
finalists ;14l

Ranking of the finalists and a public statement of any
vote taken and the reasons for the ranking;142

Selection of the first ranked or justification for any
other selection (*);
total dollar amount in the contract;143

5.

Fees stated as

6.

Reporting to the public and the state on the selection
procedure, the steps taken to comply with it, and the
result 144

a

;

The lack of professional resources in most municipalities makes the

setting of fees through negotiations unwise, and makes preferaole the
use of

a

fixed fee set in advance of advertising for applicants (*).

;

-
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DSB Staff
The DSB must have

a

staff of their own selection if they are to

accomplish effective review of applicants.
an Executive Secretary who must be a

The DSB is authorized to appoint

registered architect or engineerl45

who should possesses the skill and experience to perform the duties

recommended here (*).

The Executive Secretary should have an explicit job

description with duties, to include (*):

1.

Liaison with the Division of Capital Planning and
Operations (DCPO);

2.

Preparation of advertisements, in collaboration with the
DCPO;

3.

Recommending project criteria to the DSB, in
collaboration with the DCPO;

4.

Administer the collection of applications and conduct
the affirmative inquiry to verify applicants' statements
and compile relevant infprmation on their past

performance
recommend semi-finalists

5.

At the request of the members,
to the DSB;

6.

Prepare all DSB reports, memoranda, and minutes
including the memoranda informing the Deputy
Commissioner of the DSB s recommended finalists;
'

Supervise any other DSB staff, have responsibility for
all DSB administrative matters as delegated by the DSB,
prepare an annual budget request.

7.

The DSB should also appoint

a

full time clerical person to assist the

Executive Secretary, and such other staff as are necessary to fully execute their

responsibilit ies 1*6

A

account^ 7

fund at least the two positions described above at

.

a

nd should

budget line item should be established for the DSB
a

level aDpropriate to their responsibilities and sufficient to attract highly

qualified personnel (*).

The DSB should initiate

a

budget request to the Deputy

Commissioner during the usual budget cycle of the Commonwealth (*).

Costs of

project advertising should be set by the DCPO and most properly is part of the
capital outlay for each project, as it is

a

one-time project-specific cost (*).

DSB Membership
The Designer Selection Board should be large enough so that members are

available to conduct

a

thorough review of information about applicants, using

extensive information about applicants and projects.
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The preceeding requirements and recommendations can be expected to generate

substantially more information about each project and each applicant that is
currently the case, contemplate more time spent in
selection for each project than is presently the case, and are likely to
result in more projects being referred to the DSB.

For these reasons,

the

number of board members will be increased to allow for panels of fewer than
all DSB members to make select ions 1*8
.

The Governor should appoint the DSB members

(the legislature allowed

three professional associations to each appoint one DSB member, despite the

Constitutional problems of this approach) and do the utmost to obtain the
services of highly qualified individuals who are not identified as political

Appointments of professionals should be made with the advice of

supporters.

the professional

nominees.

societies, but not necessarily exclusively from their

MSAA recommendation 1.1.1 stated:

All persons appointed to the DSB should be knowledgeable
of design and construction, having a reputation for
objectivity and fairness and have a commitment to
obtaining maximum quality in the State's building
program.
Moreover, such persons should be generally
acknowledged by the profession at large to possess these
qualities.
A mix of ages on the board is desirable to
provide both the perspective of long experience and also
contact with newer trends and developments. (*)
The Commission concluded that while DSB membership should be predominantly

composed of professional architects and engineers,

in equal numbers,

DSB

deliberations would benefit from public membership and the expertise of

construction contractor.

To

a

avoid an imbalance in the influence of members,

and to focus selection on the basis of the recorded program and information

available about applicants, neither the Division, nor the Office managing the
project, nor the using agency will have voting membership on the DSB.
DSB is to be composed of eleven members:

four registered architects,

The

four

registered engineers, one general contractor, and two public members.

The

persons -- other than the ex officio members -- sitting as members when the
Act takes effect will continue for the length of their term.

have

a

All members

two year term and are eligible for reappointment only once.

expansion in the DSB

'

s

The

size will be phased so as to allow the Governor,

the

professional societies, and the public to focus attention on each

appointment 1*9
.

The DSB may appoint panels,

composed exclusively of its own

members, to conduct the selection procedure.

Panel size is to reflect

-
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project size and complexity.
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Panel composition should reflect the

professional expertise predominantly required on the project.

Panels of

fewer than all DSB members will be more conducive to thorough

discussion, easier to convene, and offer more focused responsibility.

Panel

membership should be rotated to distribute expertise and prevent regionalism
or personal

identification with

a

project of class of projects.

Panels are

not to be used to set DSB policy or regulations or to select staff,

pass on the validity of any agency's procedures 150
.

or to

Procedures that do not

compromise any of these recommendations may be tailored to project and panel
size. 151
To prevent conflicts of interest

by members,

they are not eligible for

contracts awarded through the DSB process, and must not vote on applications
of firms in which they have any interest. 152

The necessary and reasonable

expenses incurred by members in the performance of their duties, such as for

transportation to and from meetings, will be reimbursed by the
Commonwealth. 153

Recommendations Regarding Housing Authorities
The designer selection system for public housing design contracts should be

restructured along the lines recognized and noted above that are appropriate for
any designer selection system.

The areas most in need of improvement are the

information systems and the susceptibility of the procedures to improper
Information systems must be improved to ensure procedural conformity

influence.

to minimum selection standards.

This would increase the amount of information

available to designers and about designers, and would increase the ability of the
DCA and the general public to review the selection process and the decision

making of
In

a

local housing authority regarding any particular design contract.

proposing changes to this system, the Commission recognizes the tradition,

embodied in statute, of local decision making and control of public housing in
the Commonwealth and in the country at large.

No

doubt the overall

administration of public housing must recognize this political reality.
if affordable and

However,

well-built housing is to be available to low-income people in

the Commonwealth it

is

appropriate to dispassionately observe which elements of

the administrative structure of the public housing system most benefit

from local

control and which elements suffer thereby.
It

is

the judgment of this Commission that the designer selection process in

the Commonwealth has suffered in the name of local control.

The aspect of

designer selection for public housing that is most essentially local in character
is

the articulation of the needs of potential tenants and neighborhoods in each

locality. The criteria for designer selection should be based on well-developed

.
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general program specif icat ions for the type of public housing to be constructed
(e.g.,

family housing, elderly).

It

must also include criteria based on tne

program variations desired by the local housing authorities working in

conjunction with the local Citizens Advisory Committee.

The nature of the

designer selection process in the past, however, left each local housing

authority board to act on its own without adequate staff to review designers'
credentials, and without the safeguard of
over the local authority's decision.

a

second party's review or approval

These conditions create an insufficient

mechanism to insure the selection of highly qualified designers and do not
preclude the exercise of improper influence.
It

is our

recommendation that most of the functions involved in designer

selection be performed by persons other than the local housing authority board,
acting under strict statutory requirements as to procedures and record keeping.
Local boards,

requirements.

in

conjunction with the OCA, should describe local program

Our recommendations leave in place the ultimate authority of the

local housing authority board for the selection of
It

should be noted,

in reference

a

designer.

to the models offered by the

Illinois Study

cited above, that the one-to-two million dollar cost of most public housing

projects would place the designer selection system for those projects under the

recommended model

A

or model B.

Both of these models are two-tier systems

involving explicit selection criteria developed prior to the review of
appl ications
As

a

.

general matter this Commission believes that the interests of public

housing authorities, tenants, local communities, and the Commonwealth, would be
best served by extensively using the services of the DSB in choosing architects
or engineers.

A

less preferred alternative, but nevertheless an improvement over

the present system,
as their DSB,

would be for housing authorities to use the DCA to function

provided the DCA had an adequate review system put in place.

A

third level of preference would be to regionalize designer selection staff

functions on the part of several housing authorities in geographic regions of the
The regionalized staff would perform

state.

functions for several housing authorities.

a

variety of information management

This system would still require

review of the selection process by an authority, presumably DCA, outside the
local housing authority.

improved bv

a

Whichever approach is adopted, the system must be

set of mandatory selection procedures and record keeping

requirements
The recommendations of the Commission which have been enacted create

a

statutory framework for designer selection by local housing authorities which
allows

a

great deal of flexibility in implementation.

The law requires that the
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Department of Community Affairs develop

a

proposed designer selection procedure

which must be approved by the Designer Selection Board.
is

Although the procedure

considered approved unless the DSB acts to disapprove it, the control

mechanism and review are clearly in the hands of the DSB.

The statute,

as

enacted, enunciates standards for the DCA/LHA procedure that are closely parallel
or identical with,

to,

the DSB procedures.

however, allows the DSB to

The law,

exempt local housing authority projects from DSB jurisidiction if the DCA

procedures meet with DSB approval.
DSB and DCA flexibility to decide,

The effect of this provision is to allow the

together, whether to use the DSB as

professional screening mechanism or to establish

a

separate, but equally

a

professional, screening mechanism solely for housing.
Having recommended that the law contain this flexibility, the Commission,

nevertheless, has concluded that using the DSB for designer screening on housing
projects would be far superior to duplicating this function within the DCA.
The Commission strongly recommends that local housing authorities should use

the DSB to receive and screen applicants and should recommend to the authority at

least three ranked finalists for selection by the local housing authority.
DCA, working in conjunction with the local housing authority,

Tne

should provide the

DSB with the selection criteria and program information for each project.

A

set

of general program requirements and criteria should apply to all housing projects
of

a

particular type, e.g., housing for the elderly.

The DSB should use the same

procedures recommended above for other projects to request and evaluate
The local housing authority

applications.

agency and the DCA should function in

a

(in

role parallel to the using

a

role parallel to the Division of Capital

Planning and Operations) should serve as non-voting participants in the selection
process.

When the DSB had recommended three or more ranked finalists for each

oroject, the local housing authority should act in

role parallel to the Deputy

a

Commissioner of Capital Planning and Operations, selecting the designer to be
awarded the contract.

The local housing authority should be required to select

the first ranked designer or state reasons based on the agreed upon selection

criteria for selecting the second or third ranked designer.

In
in

the alternative,

a

review process established by the DCA should function

the manner described above for the DSB, creating

a

two-tier process.

The DCA

must be equipped with appropriate staff to perform this function and would have
to establish procedural

Department.

safeguards not presently in existance within the

The selection procedures employed by the DCA should closely

those recommended for the DSB, but must recognize the dangers inherent in

selection system using in-house staff only.
staff rotation.

At

a

minimum, such

a

follow
a

system requires

Reliance on an in-house selection panel also requires the use of
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scoring systems and record keeoing that provides more information on tne role of

individual staff members than is required in DSB record keeping.

The DCA,

under either recommendation should function as

information on housing designers and designs.

clearing house for

a

The Department should perform

evaluations on the responsiveness of designers to the design program, the
technical quality of plans and specifications,

the adherence to contract terms,

and other factors in the designers performance.

The Department should keep

records of these evaluations and should also keep records of the design solutions

proposed or used for housing authority projects.

These records should be

available for use by the Department, the DSB, and the local housing authority.
The DCA should be responsible for

comprehensive annual

a

This reoort should include

selection of desiqners for public housinn proi'ects.
the names of finalists for all

report on the

housing authority proiects and the names of all

designers awarded design contracts.
As with

state agency design

should be prohibited for all
with the general

contained

in

the material
All

contracts, the use of contingent fees

public housing design proiects

accordance

The truthfulness of all

recommendations above.

designers' aDplications should be
in

in

a

information

condition of the award, and

this statement should be grounds for termination of the contract.

persons involved in the selection process, whether at the local

housinn

authority, the DCA, or the DSB, must not be eligible for contracts awarded through
this process and must

firms

in

not

oarticipate

any way in the selection process renardino

in

which they have any interest.

Imp lementat ion

The

law revising designer selection procedures,

and enacted,

our initial

as amended by tne legislature

defers implementation of these requirements until July

1,

1980.

In

recommendations, the Commission sought to provide the present DSB

members and A&F with sufficient lead time to prepare for these new procedures.
Because most laws take effect ninety days after passage, the Commission

originally recommended that an additional ninety days be allowed to elapse before
the designer selection law revisions took effect.

In

granting

a

full year

between enactment of these requirements and the effective date of the whole Act,
the

legislature eliminated any need for

a

designer selection provisions of the Act.

separate, later effective date for tne
There is now no reason to implement

the new designer selection law any later than July
to

1,

1980.

The only exception

this situation -- which does not require legislative action -- is that it
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would probably be unwise to commence fee negotiations at the start of operations
of the new Division.

That process should wait until the legal and project

management staff has had some opportunity to settle in.

The Commission therefore

recommends to the legislature that chapter 579 of the Acts of 1980 be amended to
make these provisions, embodied in section 51 of the Act, effective on July 1,
1980.

-
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DESIGN
"No one in their right mind goes into a
public building except on business." - J.B. Jackson

The previous sections of this

report have portrayed an approach to planning

chaotic that the state is often unable to know what it wants,

so

programming so negligent that the state is unable to say what
and

a

method of

thinks it wants,

system of designer selection in which politically favored designers

received contracts over more qualified firms.
design in

a

This section discusses project

manner parallel to the earlier discussions of other phases in the

capital outlay process.
it

it

a

First,

the "formal" process of design is described, as

was supposed to occur during the period examined by the Commission.

Second,

this section will describe what happens when those designers are handed the task
of giving substance to such ill-conceived plans and ill-defined programs.

results,

the Commission found,

designs produced,

The

were defects in th functional and technical

substantial delays in projects, increases in project costs,

improper fee arrangements and payments, and illicit agreements among architects
and suppliers.

Finally, this section will examine the causes of these problems, including
those faults in designer selection, planning and programming already mentioned,
and inadequate and misdirected design review process,

lack of control over the

selection of consultants to designers and, most significantly,

a

lack of

accountability when things go wrong.

THE FORMAL SYSTEM OF PROJECT DESIGN

Preparation of the Design Contract
After appointment of the designer, the design contract was prepared on the

basis of standard 88C design contract.

According to

c.

7

s.

41,

the contract

between the designer and the Director of the BBC must include
in consultation with the operating
that the designer shall:
agency and subject to its initial approval prepare plans and
specifications for the project for submission to said director
for his approval; as far as feasible, use standard contract
documents and specifications which said director shall have
prepared and made available in the [BBC]; [and] be charged with
general supervision of construction of the project.
In

addition, the contract had to provide for

a

"qualified clerk-o f-the-works"

who was to be appointed and employed by the architect but who must be
by

the director".

(See below,

*

The basic qualifications

"Project Management".)

This page properly follows

p.

2

50

"approved

for such clerks was laid out in c.

7

.
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The responsibilities of the clerk were to be specified in the contract as

including

devot[ing] full time to the work of the project, oversee[ing]
continuously the detail of construction, keep[ing] informed at
all times of the financial status of the project, and mak[ing]
such investigations for and reports and recommendations to the
designer or the director as either may require.
According to the statute, the contract was to provide that, subject to the
approval of the director, the designer was to be "currently reimbursed for all

expenses incurred in connection with the employment" of the clerk-of-the-works
The BBC sent notice of selection to the designer, usually with the estimated

construction cost (ECC) of the project and fee, and enclosed five contracts for
More specifically, the BBC sent

execution.

a

the designer with the "1A" (study) phase only.

so-called A-5 letter authorizing
(Subsequent letters would

authorize the "IB" (preliminary plans), "2" (working plans) and/or "3"

(construction supervision) stages.)

The designer sent a letter to the BBC

accepting the appointment and any conditions or exceptions thereto.
Approval of Consultants
At this stage or after the contract was executed,

the designer might request

BBC approval of those consultants the designer wished to hire.

Report on the BBC Enabling Act such approval was required.

delineated

a

G.L.

According to the
29 s.

c.

procedure for A&F approval of the use of consultants "in all

departments, offices, boards, agencies, commissions and institutions".
it

29A

However,

did not appear that such provision was the basis for any approval exercised by

A&F in these situations.

However, the provisions of another statute, concerning disclosure by such

consultants, had been
7

s.

a

part of designer contracts with the BBC.

Namely,

G.L.c.

14A required that:
No contract to provide consultant services shall be awarded by
the commonwealth or by any department, board, commission or
other agency acting in its behalf, unless the person signing
such contract ... files with the comptroller a statement under the
penalties of perjury setting forth the names and addresses of
all persons having a financial interest therein (greater than 1%
of the capital stock of a corporation contracting to provide
such services).

Execution of the Contract

Negotiations with the designer were then completed and he returned five
executed contracts to the BBC.
the contracts

According to the Report

for complete execution

(e.g.,

,

the BBC Director checked

signatures, insurance,

financial

disclosure), signed three contracts and sent them to the Attorney General for
approval only as to form.

contracts section.
to

The remaining two contracts were held in the BBC

The Attorney

General approved the contracts (again, only as

form) or indicated what adjustments were to be made,

and returned the
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The adjustments were made

contracts with corresponding instructions to the BBC.
and

a

copy of the executed contract was sent to the designer and one to the

comptroller.

Contract negotiations

The third copy was retained by the BBC.

might take place concurrently with design work.

Thus,

if the estimated

construction cost and/or fee rate was not firm yet, the designer might be
instructed to proceed on

a

per diem basis.)

Initial Project Conference
The selected designer,

Plan Examining Section and

upon notification by the BBC met with
a

member of the

a

representative of the operating agency.

of the meeting was to determine and/or review the scope,

The purpose

function, and cost of

the project as well as to familiarize the parties with other technical aspects of
the project.

This conference might also involve

construction site.
and cost

a

meeting at the future

After an understanding had been reached about scope function

(reflected in part in

a

conference memo prepared by the designer), the

designer was directed to prepare and submit at least two schematic "solutions".
When the schematics were complete they were reviewed by the Plan Examining

Section and the operating agency.

The latter returned the schematics with

comments and/or approval to the BBC.

Preparation of Preliminary Plans and Specifications
Contingent upon approval of the schematic documents, the designer was
instructed to proceed with preliminary plans and specifications.

Provision was

made in the statutes for appeals from decisions of the Director of the BBC

disapproving plans, specifications, contracts, etc.
subsequent stages of the process.

In

It

had bearing on this and

particular, it stated:

Whenever the director of building construction disapproves
specification, contract, appointment of a
clerk-of-the-works or payment for any project, he shall
forthwith notify the requesting party, the designer and
operating agency in writing of his reasons therefor.
Within
three days following receipt of such notice the requesting
party, the designer or operating agency may appeal such action
to the commissioner [of Administration], in which event the
commissioner shall decide the matter.
"Any such appeal shall set forth in writing the reasons
therefor and a copy thereof shall be furnished to the director
at the time the appeal is filed with the commissioner.!
any plan,

During the preparation of preliminary plans and specifications there might be
further conferences at the BBC or the site, attended by the BBC, the designer,
and the operating agency,

to

discuss the progress of the work.

Prior to

completing those documents, the designer must have had one set stamped
"tentatively approved" by the Department of Public Safety.

The documents were

then submitted along with cost estimates to the BBC Plan Examining Section.
At

this stage,

the documents included:

A

1.
2.
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site plan;

Architectural plans with room finish schedules, elevations,
and typical wall sections;
Structural plans with alternate selections for economy in
design, foundations;
Plumbing plans;
Mechanical plans (including heating and ventilating); and
Electrical plans.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Only the principal

features of the last three items were required.

The documents were then reviewed by the Plan Examining Section and by the

operating agency in

a

manner similar to that described above in the section on

Organization of Project Planning and Management.

Depending upon the results of

resubmissions by the designer might be required, subject to the

the review,

appeal procedure described above.

After the necessary approval, the designer was

instructed to proceed to the preparation of working plans and specifications.
The designer was required to notify the Director of any increases in ECC and one
or more changes might be approved during any design phase.

Preparation of Working Plans and Specifications
A

major conference including the BBC Plan Examiner, the designer, and

a

representative of the operating agency was held at this stage to review the
comments and corrections on the approved preliminary plans and specifications and
certain other matters such as the project schedule, other required approvals, etc
The designer then prepared working plans,

specifications and cost estimates.

Prior to submission to the BBC the designer must have had one set stamped

"approved" by the Department of Public Safety and/or by the State Examiners of
Plumbers.
statute.

Certain technical requirements were demanded of the specifications by
In

particular, G.L.

c.

30 s.

39M prescribed the following:

"[specifications for contracts awarded pursuant to the
provisions of [c. 149, ss. 44A-L, i.e., building contracts]
shall be written to provide for full competition for each item
of material to be furnished under the contract; except however,
that said specifications may be otherwise written for sound
reasons in the public interest stated in writing in the public
records of the awarding authority to anyone making a written
request therefor, in either instance such writing to be prepared
Every such contract shall
after reasonable investigation.
provide that an item equal to that named or described in the
said specifications may be furnished; and an item shall be
considered equal to the item so named or described if (1) it is
at least equal in quality, durability, appearance, strength and
design, (2) it will perform at least equally the function
imposed by the general design for the public work being
contracted for or the material being purchased, and (3) it
conforms substantially ... to the detailed requirements for the
item in the said specifications.
For each item of material the
specifications shall provide for either a minimum of three named
brands of material or a description of material which can be met
by a minimum of three manufacturers or producers, and for the
equal of any one of said named or described materials."
Payments to Designers
The only statutory provision directly concerned with payments to designers

concerned the authorizations required before such payments can be made.

In

-

particular,

G.L.c.

7,

s.
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42 required that:

"No obligation shall be incurred or payment made for preparation
of any plans or specifications for any project without the prior
approval of the director of building construction; and in the
case of a project undertaken on behalf of the commonwealth, no
plans or specifications shall be prepared until a special
appropriation shall have been made therefor or for the project
or until federal funds or assistance shall have been made
available therefor.
No other obligation shall be incurred or
payment made in connection with any project until such
obligation or payment shall have been approved..."
As noted above

(see the section on Organization of Project Planning and

Management), the total payment made to an architect was expressed as
of the total construction cost of the project.

In

addition, different

schedules of percentage applied to different types of projects.
were based on whether

a

percentage

fee increased with the size

The

of the project although the percentage decreased.

a

The distinctions

construction project was new and on the particular types

of buildings involved.

Thus,

there was one schedule (with the percentage decreasing with size) for

new construction of college classroom facilities, gymnasiums,
so on,

police stations and

whereas there was another schedule for new construction of armories,

dormitories, skating rinks and similar facilities.

An entirely

separate set of

schedules was provided for work which was principally of an engineering nature
and yet another set for alteration projects.

Finally, provision was also made

for payment of the designer at standard hourly rates and for the time of any

technical employee or consultant at

a

certain multiple of that rate (to cover

overhead and profit) if the arrangement was not
In

fixed percentage one.

addition to the straight fee just described, the designer might be paid

for certain reimbursibles.

calls,

a

These included certain travel expenses,

telephone

and the services of special consultants not otherwise specified in the

contract (whose expense was, in effect already, included in the designer's fee).
The last might

include testing, surveying and subsoil exploration which involves
soil sampling and laboratory tests,

the taking of borings,

etc.

The cost of the

clerk-of-the-works, hired by the designer and approved by the BBC, was reimbursed
to

the designer with an additional sum (most recently 23% of the salary) to cover

overhead and profit.

Also, arrangements might be made for extra services,

as those arising out of unanticipated changes in the

work (because of

a

such

requirements for the design

modification in the agency program or because of site or

construction problems).
The actual payments to designers were made according to the progress of the

work.

Thus,

under the most recent standard provisions (which might be subject to

negotiation), 15% of the fee was paid upon submission of completed preliminary
plans, outline specifications, and

a

cost estimate; 25% (cumulative) upon

-
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approval of those plans, specifications and estimate; 45% when the working plans
and specifications were 3/5ths complete; 65% when the completed working plans and

specifications, proposal forms and construction cost estimate were submitted; 70%
when those items were approved;

75% when the construction contract was awarded;

80% when l/5th of the construction work (in dollar value) was complete; 85% when

2/5ths was complete; and 90% when 3/5ths was complete; 95% when 4/5ths was

complete; and 100% upon completion of acceptance of the construction contract.
principle,

In

if within six months of completion of the working plans and

specifications, the low bid for the construction contract exceeded the dollar
cost within which the designer was required to design the project (the so-called

"fixed limit construction cost") the designer might be obligated to revise the

working plans without additional compensation, to bring the cost within the

specified limit.

PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN SYSTEM

Poor design quality
the course of its technical investigations,

In

the Commission has found a

disturbing number of cases of poor design in work done for the Commonwealth in
the last twelve years.

Some buildings in the Commonwealth are failures from an

aesthetic point of view because of poor design.
often

a

While aesthetic criteria are

matter of taste, there have been some spectacularly ugly buildings, such

as the MCI Concord Chapel.

The blame for this lack of quality lies,

in the designer selection process.

if anywhere,

While lack of beauty may not exact

a

quantifiable toll in terms of the cost or usefulness of the buildings, it doers
bespeak

lack of care on the part of the state and its designers and fails to

a

inspire citizens' confidence in or admiration of the state's work.
the buildings fail

programming.

More often

functionally, usually because of poor design and poor

Failures of this kind are more than cosmetic, and may have profound

consequences for the original cost, the operating cost, and the useability of the
buildings.

Most of the examples discussed in the preceeding section on

programming problems are also failures in design.

As noted

in that section,

poorly designed programs reduce effective control over the project so that the
design produced often does not adequately meet the users'

functional needs.

Moreover, poor project definitions on the part of the agency cannot completely

absolve the architect of responsibility for failing to prevent gross programmatic
errors.

Examples include the inadequately soundproofed psychiatric consultation

rooms at the Lindemann Health Center,

the ventilation system at the State

Laboratory in Jamaica Plain, which is not adequate to handle toxic materials, and

-

-
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the omission of wheelchair ramps at the Cohassett elderly housing project.
One of the most infamous design disasters is the $15 million Boston State

College Tower Building, housing

library, auditorium and classrooms.

a

As

discussed in the previous section, construction of this project was stopped for
six months when the user agency sought programmatic changes.

resumed,

the original scheme was unchanged.

When construction

which occupies the top

The library,

five floors of the building, has no single control point for entry and egress for

checking books; instead, there are public entrances on each floor.

Rather than

staffing each entrance during library hours, the College has chosen not to use
these five floors of the building.
years.

The HVAC (heating,

building was zoned in such

a

a

result, been empty for four

ventilation and air-conditioning) system of this
a

cooled for those four years,

critical

These have as

way that the vacant floors have been heated and

(although the HVAC zoning may not have been as

failure had the library actually been in use).

auditorium is designed at such

a

The balcony of the

low slope that the stage is not visible from any

seat in the balcony.

Design errors are not limited to those which affect the appearance or

usefulness of

a

building; many errors are of

technical nature, involving the

a

structural soundness or mechanical operation of
Boston State College building is

a

a

building.

The aforementioned

Commission technical

case in point.

investigators found two serious fire hazards in the structure;
glass facade
slabs,

is designed without adequate

in an arrangement

which could act as

the exterior

fire stops between it and the floor
a

chimney in

a

fire; and some

structural steel is not adequately protected by asbestos, making it susceptible
to stress

fatigue in the intense heat of

a

fire.

(For more detailed discussion

see the section in Chapter VII dealing with Boston State)

Structural design errors were found in numerous buildings.
in some cases have been exacberated by poor construction.

These errors may

Many projects are the

object of multiple consultants' studies and of litigation to determine the exact

causes and to establish responsibility.
for months or years.

For example,

This often results in delays of repairs

the construction of the Salem State College

library building was halted when it became apparent that second-story cantilevers
were designed with insufficient structural support.

The library had to be

closed, redesigned and reconstructed before it even opened; the occupancy of the

building was delayed three years and the construction contract cost increased by

$1,145,000 or 28 percent over the original contract price.

The state

received

a

$200,000 settlement from the architects' insurance policy, although the actual
costs had been much higher.

This case represents one of the few times the state

recovered damages from designers.
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In

almost every building at Cape Cod Community College, there were serious

design errors: cantilever floor slabs were deficient,

resulting in numerous

cracks and openings in the exterior wall system; vertical rain leaders and

horizontal gutters were inadequately designed; masonry walls were structurally
unsound and both the design and workmanship of flashing were inadequate.

(These

and other construction related problems, especially relating to roofs, are

discussed in the section on construction below.)

As a result,

the buildings leak

profusely, causing severe interior water damage and loss of heat.

cantilevers have had to be shored up at

a

cost of $300,000.

The

The estimated cost

of repairs to the buildings at Cape Cod Community College is $1.5 to $2 million.
In

a

parking garage at Haverhill, designed and built with joint BBC and

Department of Public Works supervision, major structural cracks developed even
before the two-story structure was complete.

Construction was halted in June of

1979 and cannot resume until an examination of the design of the foundation and

structural systems is complete.

One consultant, hired by the DPW,

advised that

the building may have to be torn down and rebuilt.

Another common technical problem invloves HVAC systems.
due,

in part,

to

faulty construction, they are more often the result of design

and specification errors.

there was

a

While these may be

At

the University of Massachusetts teaching hospital,

multi-million dollar error in the design of the heating and

ventilation system.

There is no temperature control and no ventilation in the

mechanical equipment room at MCI Concord.
100 degrees F.
for the elderly,

As a result,

temperatures often reach

HVAC problems have been observed at the Duxbury housing project
at

the University of Massachusetts

the State Laboratory in Jamaica Plain,

at

1

Columbia Point campus, at

the Worcester County courthouses in

Gardner, Dudley, and Uxbridge, at the Massasoit Community College Fine Arts

Building, and in the McCormack State Office Building.

An

HVAC problem on

a

much

larger scale occured at the UMass Amherst Campus when the one and one-half mile

conduit connecting the Tillson Farm power plant to the campus failed, rendering
the $9.3 million project totally unusable.

Many other design problems have been brought to the attention of the

Commission.

At

the Cohasset elderly housing project,

kitchen stoves were placed
the UMass Amherst

so close

to the walls that the walls were scorched.

library,

the design of exterior brick panels and their supports contributed to

At

the brick problem which forced the closing of the building in 1979.

detailed discussion of this case in another part of this report.)

(See the

Design errors

relating to security in courthouses and correctional facilities were uncovered
with disturbing frequency.

Such problems were found in the mechanical equipment

-

room at MCI Concord

-
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(security view window), at the MCI Concord Chapel

(unpoliceable areas), at the lock-up in the Worcester County Courthouse in
Gardner

(

understrength cell doors and lock hardware), at the Worcester County

(light fixtures in cells,

Jail

cell doors).

Delay

Projects undertaken by the BBC sometime remain in the design phase for
years.
(or

a

During that time, construction costs escalate, program changes are made

program is first developed), building codes change, and the state's

priorities and needs change.

As a result,

when the design is completed many

years later, the project is considerably above budget and the designer has been
paid,

or has to be paid,

extra fees for repeated changes in design to meet

changes in program and in code requirements.

Then,

if the legislature has

changed its priorities, the project may be abandoned or shelved for several more
years, during which time the plans may again become obsolete,

when the project

finally reaches construction, its cost will exceed the original appropriation

significantly, requiring an efficiency appropriation or

a

reduction in project

scope.
The Commission has seen many examples of this problem; witnesses have

testified to delays during design of 10 or 12 years or more.

For example,

the maximum security facility at MCI Concord, mentioned earlier in this report,

This has been mostly

has remained in the design phase since the early 1960's.

due to changes in planning goals and programming criteria in the Department of

Corrections, resulting in changes in projects, the creation of new projects, and
the scrapping of plans and projects.

Delays are often caused by bureaucratic procrastination or confused agency
goals.

Often they are

a

result of inadequate programming, as in the Fitchburg

State College education center, which required over

6

the state college sought consultants and re-appraised

revised program was not completed until March, 1970,

appointment of the designer.

years for design as DMH and
a

1965 program.

This

four years after the

When the working plans were finally ready for

bidding, the ECC had increased to $9 million; the legislature did not approve

construction and the building was never built.

The contract to design athletic

fields and parking space for Lowell Technological Institute was delayed for

months by the Department of Natural Resources because it originally called for
the filling in of

a

portion of the Merrimack River.

This project,

in various

forms, has been taken on and off the shelf for ten years.

Delays in site selection often hold up the designer's work.

For example,

although the designer of Bunker Hill Community College was appointed in January
1964,

design did not begin until June 1968 as the Board of Regional Community

A

-

Colleges searched for

a

site,
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and created

a

-

new college (Mass. Bay in Wellesley).

Renovation projects often require long design periods:
design periods are for renovation.

For example,

a

4

of the 10 longest

significant portion of

$2.

a

million renovation project at Lowell Technological Institute was not ready for
bids until

years after the start of design, because work "had to be adandoned

7

to bring the project

appropriated.

"
.

to a stage where bids could be

received within the funds

3

.

Another cause for delay is the requirement for approvals from the legislature
and the governor when changes are made in the scope of the project,.

example,

study done in 1967 for

a

a

For

$75,000 renovation to the sewage filter beds

at MCI Norfolk was invalidated when the Department of Natural Resources required

that an entirely new facility be built.

The Legislature approved $385,000 for

this purpose in 1968, but progress was further delayed when the estimated cost

doubled.

A

deficiency appropriation was not made until 1973 and working plans

approval and construction award took place in 1974, six years after the design of
the new facility was begun.

Perhaps the most costly delay incurred by the Commonwealth was the one which

caused the loss of $16,547,000 in Federal Assistance for the construction of the
UMass Medical School teaching hospital in Worcester.

This case is discussed in

greater detail below, in the section dealing with project cost control.
Another reason for delay is that the BBC design review section is

understaffed for the functions it performs.

According to testimony before the

Commission, each of the eleven engineers (there are no architects) in that
section is responsible for supervision of over twenty projects.

A

manageable

workload for the functions performed would be six to eight projects per
With this sort of work load, it is not surprising that the project

engineers cannot keep each project moving.

In

fact,

it often takes months

for

a

needed approval by the plan examining section, while the designer cannot proceed
to

the next stage of design until the previous stage has been approved.

Delays also result because the plan examining section of the BBC is expected
to do too much in terms of design review.

Unnecessary review is not only

time-consuming, but adversely affects the designer.

One architect,

Terry

Rankine, pointed out to the Commission that extensive design review reduces

a

designer's sense of responsibility for the design.
Joan Belle-Isle,

formerly head of capital planning for the Department of

Corrections, described how inappropriate review by the BBC can delay projects.
The Department was given an appropriation to convert some buildings at the

Gardner State Hospital into
hired and

a

medium security prison.

After the designer was

schematic drawings prepared, the BBC project engineer objected to

-

needed security devices, such as
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double chainlink fence and locks on inmates'

a

cell doors, because of their expense.

The Department,

the designer, and the BBC

spent six months arguing about these aspects of the design before the BBC

approved the schematics, including the fence and the locks.

Of course,

detailed program, prior to design, might have averted this problem.

a

6

Another factor which contributes to delay is that the engineer assigned to

a

project, while responsible for reviewing the design, does not have primary

responsibility for the project as

a

whole.

The engineer will therefore not be

held personally accountable for delays in the project.

Not having one person in

control of the project throughout its life not only fosters delay, but also makes
it

harder for the designer to do his or her job since there is no one person who

will make necessary decisions during the course of

project.

final contributor to delays may be the designer.

A

push

a

a

design,

Because the BBC does not

designer to keep to deadlines in the design phase but may itself delay the
a

design.

designer may not feel that there is any urgency in completing the
The designer may,

as a result,

put off BBC work whenever there is other

work promising better or more prompt payment.
Delay in getting BBC projects through design and into construction was

identified as

a

serious problem by Senator Atkins.

He

pointed out that there are

now $1.4 billion of authorized debts for capital construction which have not yet

been encumbered (in other words,

for which actual construction has not yet been

started).

over $350 million was authorized by the

Of this $1.4 billion,

legislature before 1974.

This pattern of delay results in projects being built

that were authorized ten years earlier, that may no longer be needed, or that may
be

inappropriate to present needs.

a

With funds for capital construction unused for years,

it

becomes difficult to

keep track of who is spending or can spend the Commonwealth's money.

David Flynn

described his experience in this regard as Deputy Commissioner of A&F:
"In the history of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, there
was never debt management .. .no one knew how much they spent, so
you didn't know how much you could spend [on capital outlay]." 9

When all the delays on different projects are added together, the cost to the

Commonwealth is enormous.
that in 1974,

Former Deputy Commissioner Flynn told the Commission

delay on BBC projects alone cost the taxpayers $20 million in

inflationary costs, 10
Cost control
The estimated cost of construction
or his cost consultants at several

management of the design phase of
in Massachusetts work,

(ECC), which is submitted by the architect

stages of design, plays
a

project.

a

crucial role in the

The Commission found,

however, that

the ECC had often been so inaccurate an estimate of the

-

actual cost of

a
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project as to make it virtually useless as

a

management tool.

projects the ECC soared beyond amounts originally authorized; on others,

On many

the ECC's fluctuated without apparent cause.
for only

61,

or 25% was the

Out of

a

sample of 248 contracts,

final cost within 10 percent of the original estimate.

Cost control during design depends on two things that are often lacking in
the BBC:

a

good program and

good cost estimate.

a

Without these basic

prerequisites, it is often difficult or impossible for
plans within the agency's original budget.

problem by not insisting that
it

a

a

designer to prepare

The BBC often exacerbates this

designer keep to the original budget.

frequently approves increases in the estimated construction cost of

Instead,

project

a

during design, sometimes by as much as 100 percent, without prior legislative
approval.
turn,
In

It

also countenances and at times causes delays in design which, in

causes the price of the project to escalate.

approximately 75 percent of the projects studied by the Commission, based
the ECC increased from the time the design contract was awarded

on BBC records,

to the time working plans and specifications were approved.

For example,

the

University of Massachusetts Medical School teaching hospital started with an ECC
of $26,200,000 in 1967.

By 1970,

when the working plans and specifications were

virtually complete, the ECC had gone up to $42,400,000, an increase of

$16,200,000 or 61 percent.

This greatly exceeds any increase that could be

attributed to inflation alone.

The UMass Medical School is discussed in detail in section

was over $60,000,000.
VII of this report.

The final project cost of the teaching hospital

In

another example, the legislature authorized design of

South Shore Community College at an estimated construction cost, in 1970, of

$870,000.
changed,

By

1973,

the whole concept and program of the

and the estimated cost was up to $16,000,000.

$26,000,000.

In

1978,

the project was abandoned.

spent on site studies for this project.

facility had been
By 1974,

In all,

it had

reached

over $300,000 was

Other projects show similar patterns.

A

boiler plant for Fitchburg State College was estimated to cost $1,070,000 in
1972.

It

eventually cost over $2,000,000 in 1975.

A

mental health treatment and

training facility was begun with an estimated construction cost not to exceed
$6.7 million.

By

the time the building was completed nearly 13 years later,

construction costs had reached almost $17 million.

A

classroom and library

building at Northern Essex Community College increased in ECC from $3,400,000 to
$7,959,414, or 135 percent.

The estimated cost of the chemistry building at

Lowell Technological Insitute increased from $2.8 million to $6.7 million, or 141

percent.

(This last ECC was still far less than the bids received

— $10.8

million.)

Sometimes projects increased dramatically in scope and cost over the years,
as existing plans were expanded and new buildings added,

often under pressure

-
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from the using agency for whom the project is being built.

decided to convert the old Springfield Armory for use as
an estimated cost of $750,000.

$1,600,000.

In

1970,

By

1969,

a

In

the State

1968,

Community College at

the estimated cost had risen to

the master plan was amended to increase the scope of

renovation and to add two new buildings; the estimated cost was then up to
$6,700,000.

The project kept mushrooming during the next few years.

$8,000,000 biology building was added to the package.
(under $1 million) original project had,

multi-million dollar endeavor.

In

1974,

In

an

The relatively small

little by little, grown into

a

major

this case, as in many others like it,

the same

designer was awarded all subsequent design contracts for the project under the

provisions for continued services.
Design work for renovation is equally subject to enormous increases in ECC.
A

project to renovate several buildings at Lowell Technological Institute

increased in estimated cost from $1,200,000 to over $3,000,000.
this work was executed.

$2.2 million of

Another renovation project, at Boston State College,

increased from $196,000 to $880,600, an increase of 350 percent; when bids were
received for this project, the lowest bid was $1,074,000, representing an

additional 20 percent increase over the architect's last estimate.

Before the

construction contract could be awarded, $200,000 had to be transferred from an

appropriation account originally intended for land acquisition at Boston State,
and $72,000 from

a

BBC contingency account.

Cost increases are not confined to the BBC alone.

The three buildings in the

Health Welfare and Education complex administered by the Government Center

Commission started with an estimated cost of construction of $24 million in
1962.

By

1967,

the cost of two of the buildings had eaten up the $34 million

appropriated for the three buildings, plus an additional $9.5 million.

Bids

received on the third (HWE) building, at $21 million, were rejected partly

because of insufficient funds and partly because the agency wanted

a

redesign produced plans with an ECC of 51 million, also never used.
this HWE complex,

the state auditor wrote:

"It

regard to

a

percentage of

The first design for the South Terminal at Logan

Airport increased from $45 million to $54 million,
years.

In

a

20 percent

increase in two

The UMass Building Authority's Campus center at UMass Amherst originally

planned at $8 million,

finally cost $11.3 million,

a

41

percent increase.

Cost estimates given by the architect or his cost consultants often prove to
be grossly inaccurate.

A

is perfectly obvious that we

cannot expect economical designs by architects who are to be paid
actual construction costs."

redesign.

However, there is no consistency to the poor estimating:

some projects turn out to be grossly underestimated,

others are overestimated.

The results are undesirable in either case.

received are too high,

If bids

ik.

sufficient funds must be made available from
project must stop while
The

m

showing parking lot where third building was to be

HWE complex,

legislature.

"hi.,

a

a

BBC contingency fund or the

special deficiency appropriation is made by the

legislature has approved $75 million for BBC contingency funds

since 1968, and $208 million specifically for deficiencies in 115 individual

projects;

a

increases.

significant portion of this has been used to make up bidding
Alternatively, if the bids come in much lower than estimated, the

money remaining in the accounts is often regarded by the using agency as its own,
to be used as

it

sees fit.

Poor estimates also wreak havoc with the designer's

finances in that, anticipating
and money in

a

a

higher fee, the designer may invest more time

project than he reasonably should.

In

addition, artifically high

estimates can be used by the designer to generate early fee payments,

constituting in effect,
below,

in the

a

free

'loan'

from the state's money.

This is discussed

section dealing with fee arrangements.

The BBC has tried to enforce cost estimates by

a

contractual clause stating

that if the low construction bid exceeds the ECC by 10 percent or more, the

designer must redesign the facility, at no additional compensation, to bring it
within budget.
For several

This often means the elision of much needed parts of buildings.

reasons,

redesign has not worked to control increases in ECC.

First,

the contract only requires redesign in cases where the bids are received within
six months of approval of the working plans.

must sometimes wait

for an appropriation

Because the BBC moves slowly, and

from the legislature before soliciting

-

bids for
bid,

a

-
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the six-month deadline usually passes before the project is

project,

rendering the redesign clause unenforceable.

Furthermore, the usefulness of

the clause is completely vitiated when the designer realizes that the design is
not kept within budget,

and convinces the BBC to authorize an increase in ECC

immediately, prior to soliciting bids.

This has happened with disturbing

Finally, even in cases where the redesign clause is enforceable, the

frequency.

BBC has rarely chosen to use it.
to get the project built,

One reason

for this is strong agency pressure

no matter what the cost.

addition,

In

redesign means

delay, and thus further cost increases, usually more than negating the cost

saving measures taken.

As a

the design of the Lowell

result,

the state gets less

An example is

for more.

Technological Insitute chemistry building: the lowest

bid received in August 1969 was $10,134,000, more than $4.1 million or 61 percent

greater than the architects last estimate.
redesign and

a

More than

a

year later, after

a

deficiency appropriation, the lowest bid received was $743,000

more than the first rejected low bid.

The South Terminal at Logan Airport is

another case of poor estimating: the lowest bid received in 1968 was $83,250,000,
$29 million or 55 percent greater than the architect's last figure.

were scrapped,

and

a

These plans

substantially reduced terminal was built for $43 million.

Some designers seemed to have an easier time than others getting increases in
the ECC.

For example, one designer had 13 projects with ECC's of over $1,000,000
On seven of these projects,

from 1968 to the present.

during the design phase by an average of 55.3 percent.

the ECC was increased
Two of the projects had

their ECC increased by over 100 percent during the design phase.
ECC was increased on these seven projects,

Even though the

the increases were not sufficient to

meet the actual bid prices, which averaged 20.4 percent over the final adjusted
ECC.

Only two of these seven projects came in below the final ECC (4.7 percent

and 4.5 percent); they were still well above the original ECC, however (20.6

percent and 154.3 percent).

Of the six projects on which the ECC was not

during design, the firm did no better in keeping to cost.

raised

The average by which

the low bid in those projects exceeded the original ECC was 34.4 percent.

Not

a

single one of these 13 projects experiences final low bids that came within 10

percent of the original ECC.
of six similar contracts*

This appears to be an extreme example.

A

sampling

for other designers shows that on two the low bid was

within 10 percent of the original ECC, and the average by which the low bid

Because of the size of these contracts, there were only a limited number of
contracts of similar size for similar buildings which could be studied for
comparison purposes.
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exceeded the original ECC was 24.8 percent, as compared to 61 percent for the
first architect studied.
The BBC does make some effort to control cost during design by having the

designer submit periodic cost estimates.
this system.

First,

There are two serious problems with

the BBC has no professional cost estimators on its staff to

check the designer's estimates.

According to James Cusack, head of the design

review section of the BBC, they do not have the time "really to go into

estimate in detail

— we

just use rule of thumb to check situations."

a

cost

Therefore,

the BBC is put in the position of relying on the designer's own cost

estimates.''

Second, when cost estimates have shown that the design will

exceed the budget, the BBC has proved only too ready to authorize an increase in
the ECC,

with the expectation that the legislature will authorize the increased

expenditure for construction.
The BBC's willingness to increase the ECC during construction has been

matched by the legislature's readiness to ratify the increases by means of

deficiency appropriations.

As noted earlier the Legislature authorized $208

million for increases in individual projects; in addition, $14 million was
approved specifically for furnishings and equipment budgets that had been
depleted by design and construction increases.
Commission,
is

As one state senator told the

"Once you get the architects appointed and make the plans--the point

that the legislature will continue to pour money into that project."

Finally, under the standard contract, the designer has

control costs.

If

the designer is paid on the basis of

a

a

disincentive to

percentage of

construction cost, the fee will be increased if the ECC and the final low bid
price are increased.

In

the example given above of the designer with the 13

contracts for projects over $1 million each, the designer's fees were increased
by

a

total of $4,617,722 or an average of 71.1 percent, because of the increases

Conversely, if

on the costs of these projects.

design

a

a

designer is skillfull enough to

building for less than the ECC, he or she will be rewarded by having the

fee reduced.

As may

be expected,

this does not often happen.

Fee arrangement
The Commission has
set

found

a

number of cases in which the fee arrangements, as

forth in the designer's contract, are manipulated to generate higher payments
This usually happens at the instigation of the designer,

to certain designers.

but also requires the cooperation of the agency administering the contract.
is

done in

a

This

number of ways.

The basic fee for

a

BBC project is usually calculated from one of four

"sliding scales" which relate fee percentages to estimated costs of

construction.

The higher the cost of construction,

the lower the percentage fee

-
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to
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the presumed economy of scale of larger projects.

scales relates to

Each of the

different class or complexity of building.

a

scales are to some degree standarized,

four

While these

fees are still subject to some negotiation

after the contract award, such as when the designer and the BBC disagree over the
proper category in which the project belongs.

Some projects have been held up

for months when such disputes have taken place.

There is no guarantee that two

designers will get the same fee percentage for similar projects.
Because the sliding scales offer higher fee rates for smaller projects, large

contracts are often split into multiple contracts, thus increasing the overall
For example, one sample contract was estimated to cost $9 million.

fee paid.

the particular sliding scale used,
In

the middle of design,

fee rate was 5.26 percent,

the

Sliding Scale
Rate

Fee to be Paid

#1

1,000,000

7.50%

#2

3,500,000

6.10

213,500

#3

2,700,000

6.42

17 3,340

#4

1,800,000

6.97

125,460

75,000

587,300

9,000,000

for no extra work,

or $473,400.

this contract was split in the following manner:

ECC

Thus,

On

6.5 3%

the fee was increased by $113,900,

type of split has been made with disturbing frequency.

or 25 percent.

This

Sometimes the split has

been approved after working plans approval.

Another abuse of fee arrangements consists of improper levels of payment.
The fee is not paid to the designer all at once,
the designer receives 15% of his

In

25% on

several instances, the designer was paid,

part of his fee earlier than called for on the schedule set

contract.

For example,

fee on submission of preliminary plans,

alproval of those plans, and so on.
a

but in stages:.

forth in the

This amounts to an interest-free loan to the designer.

value for early payments to one designer amounted to over $2,000.

The interest

Another method

used by architects to generate early payments is to overestimate the cost of

construction.

Thus,

overpayment is made until the correct cost is later

determined (usually by the receipt of construction bids) at which time the fee is
adjusted to the proper level.

(If no construction is bid,

this may never be

-

adjusted.)
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The interest value of such early payments to the same designer

mentioned above amounted to $18,000.

one isolated case

In

designer) the fee was paid to the 75% level for

construction contract was never awarded:

a

(not the same

project for which

a

75% of the fee is supposed to be paid

only upon the award of the construction contract.

several cases, duplicate plans were submitted for different buildings, but

In

fee was paid for each set of plans.

the full

One designer submitted identical

plans to two local housing authorities on the same day.
agency,

the OCA,

paid in full

Although the central

notified the two authorities of this fact, the architect was

for each project.

In

Worcester County, the same set of plans for

a

court house was used four times at the request of the county commissioners.

While the architect gave the county

a

15% or 25% discount on the three duplicate

buildings, increased construction costs on the later buildings resulted in
increase of the fee.
fee),

full

In

The designer received $69,000 for the

a

net

first project (his

and an additional $222,000 for the other three.

some cases,

described above.

a

single design firm regularly used the gamut of fee abuses

One designer studied in detail by the Commission was awarded 37

state and county contracts.

Fourteen of these contracts showed evidence of

unusual fee arrangements of some type; some contracts more than one.

The total

value to the designer of these special arrangements was $1,098 million,

20

percent of the total fees paid to the designer for the 37 contracts.

Specifications and supplier scams
A

final problem area relating to the work of the designer is the abuse of

specifications.

The Commission uncovered several cases of illicit arrangements

between architects and suppliers which were intended to subvert the competitive

bidding process, especially spec-rigging on allowances.

(This problem also

relates to the selection of contractors and, in some cases, to filed sub-bidding,
which are discussed in later sections of this report.)
The plans and specifications which are prepared by the architect constitute

the contractual requirements for the construction of the project.

Specifications

are the written descriptions of special characteristics of products which the

architect has chosen for

a

project.

However,

specifications must not only

describe clearly the architect's and client's intentions, but also provide for
adequate,

fair, and open competition among all contractors and suppliers able to

deliver the product.
The Commission found that specifications have been used in several ways to

circumvent competitive bidding (including filed sub-bidding) procedures.
one such arrangement,

the architect let

a

Under

preferred vendor know, in advance of

bidding, that the contractor would not be held to the exact requirements of the

-

drawings:
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this allowed the contractor to bid lower than others.

This practice,

called bid-rigging, is discussed in more detail below in the section of this
report dealing with subcontractor selection.
In

other ways, too, the architect's role in specifying materials for projects

gives him/her

a

great deal of power regarding the ultimate selection of

contractors and suppliers.*

By law,

specifications must be written so that at

least three manufactured products may meet the requirements.**

specify

a

The architect may

name brand (a "proprietary spec"), but all specifications must include

the provision for the use of any

"equal," meaning

quality, durability, appearance,

strength and design," and which will perform at

a

product,

"at

least equal in

least equally in function, and conforms substantially, even wth deviations, to
the item described or named in the design documents.
It

is usually left to the designer to determine whether bids

submitted by

contractors or suppliers do meet the intentions of the architect and needs of the
client (whether

a

functional or

a

proprietary specification is used), particularly

when the client is inadequately educated in the building process.
low bidder's product does not meet the specifications,

If an apparent

that bid may be

This is usually done by the awarding authority on the

disqualified.

recommendation of the architect.

Thus,

the architect is in an extremely

influential position as regards the selection of vendors and may be in
to gain by

it,

if willing and unsupervised.

sometimes the case.

As

a

position

the Commisson has found,

this was

Some architects have consistently and deliberately written

specifications which describe only the product of

a

favored vendor,

for reasons

other than the intrinsic qualities of the supplier's product.
This has happened particularly in conjunction with the improper use of

allowances.

An allowance is a

or awarding authority,

fixed dollar amount, determined by the architect

to cover a

specified portion of the work.

All general

contractors include this amount in their bids and do not bid competitively for
that portion of the work.

The actual cost of the work is determined after the

award of the general contract, either by negotiation or by

a

separate bidding

The reader must bear in mind, of course, that the power to specify
materials, responsibly applied, is an essential and indispensable part of the
This discussion of abuses of specification writing cannot
architect's services.
be used to argue for the elimination of the architect from such a role.
however, that said specifications may be otherwise written for
**"... except
sound reasons in the public interest stated in writing in the public records of
the awarding authority or promptly given in wirting by the awarding authority to
anyone making a written request therefor, in either instance such writing to be
prepared after reasonable investigation." (Ch. 30, S.39M, Para. b).
In some
cases, usually in facade brick and finish items, the architect has specified a
single product and been upheld by the awarding authority in the choice.
However,
the dividing line between proper and improper use of such criteria is very thin,
as we shall see.
,
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There are two types of allowances.

procedure.

One occurs in the context of

filed sub-bidding when there are too few sub-bids in

particular trade to allow

a

sufficient competition or when the sub-bids received are judged to be excessively
high.

In

such cases, the awarding authority may

(but

is not

required to)

rejectthe sub-bids in that area and instruct general bidders to carry an

allowance for the item, based on the designer's estimate.

The availability of

this procedure is required by the peculiarities of filed sub-bid law (see more

discussion of filed sub-bidding in the sub-contractor selection section of this
report).
work,

The second type of allowance occurs most often under so-called

that is,

the work of the general contractor.

"Item I"

Allowances of this type are

used primarily when the designer is unable to prepare specifications for

portion of the work prior to bidding, or when the item is

a

a

"long-lead" item,

which will not be delivered to the site until the final stages of construction.
In

both types of allowances, the general contractor's contract is adjusted by

a

change order in the appropriate amount when the actual cost of the allowance item
is determined.

found evidence and received testimony showing that

The Commission has

allowances have been abused by

a

number of architects, resulting in the

monopolization of contracts by

a

single supplier; unduly high prices being paid

for goods in the form of inflated allowance prices and uncompetitive bidding; the

use of inferior materials with the architects' consent; and kickbacks to

architects, public employees and political fundraisers.

William

v.

Masiello testified that, as the architect on numerous state and

county contracts, he participated in such schemes with

number of suppliers and

This was largely confirmed in testimony by several of these

contractors.
vendors.

a

Masiello estimated that he received or transmitted approximately

$250,000 in goods, services and cash from the favored suppliers from 1970 to
1977.

For instance, on most Masiello projects for which selected vendors

(Shawmut Hardware, Provost Brick) received contracts to supply materials in filed

sub-bid areas,

the contracts were awarded as allowances rather than through the

intended filed sub-bid procedure.

alternates instead of

a

The specific advantage in the use of

normal bidding procedure was the informality of the

allowance method; the architect often solicited and opened bids for the awarding
authority.

Indeed, one supplier testified that Masiello had allowed him to tear

up and rewrite his bid after the others had been opened.

Masiello wrote the

specifications to fit the product of the favored supplier, or the supplier
himself wrote the spec's for Masiello, thus guaranteeing the award to that
supplier.

In

addition, the architect's estimate of the value of the allowance

was inflated to allow for

a

suitably high bid, or

a

change order was issued
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Some of this money was returned to the architect.

during construction.

Sometimes the architect tolerated (or the contractor supplied, in spite of the

architect's objections) inferior materials or workmanship, thereby increasing the
take on the state's money.
In

several areas of Item

I

work, also, architects

(including Masiello, but

not Masiello alone) arranged with suppliers to rig the selection process.

One

such area was kitchen cabinets for elderly housing projects awarded by local

housing authorities (LHA's) and approved by the central agency, the Department of

Community Affairs (DCA).
found that all LHA awards for kitchen cabinets have been made

The Commission
as allowances,

firm,

and that

Driscoll-Weber

.

a

significant proportion of these awards were made to one

In 1973,

for instance,

this firm received 23 out of

total of 25 awards, and in 1974, 19 out of 26 awards.

a

Moreover, the award was

often made to Driscoll-Weber when the local housing authority, on the

recommendation of the architect, rejected the one or two other bids lower than
Driscoll's.

This record was achieved through the architect's use,

almost

verbatim, of specifications supplied by Driscoll, and an arrangement by which
a

portion of the proceeds of contract awards to the architect

by making political

contributions in the name of the architect, or by providing

Driscoll returned

free goods or services to architects or officials.

from inflated bids,

other suppliers.

Money for such purposes came

since the bidder didn't have to worry about competing with

The architect's estimate for the allowance was suitably padded

to give the appearance of a proper bidding procedure.

discussion of Driscoll-Weber

'

s

(For

a

more detailed

arrangements with Masiello and several other
While Masiello and other architects

architects, see Volume IV of this report.)

have claimed that they specified Driscolls' cabinets becuse they were

intrinsically good ones, the need for such illicit arrangements raises doubts as
to the
it

ingenuousness of such assertions.

Even if the cabinets were acceptable,

is clear that the state paid more than was necessary

for them.

ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS

The problems of poor design management,

which are outlined above,

stem from

a

number of causes involving mainly the architect, his or her consultants, the

contract administering agency, and the using agency.

Many of these are linked

with other issues of the building process which are discussed in other sections
of this report.

Programming
°oor programming can seriously impair the design process by failing to define

)

-

the project adequately for the architect.
an overtly bad design,

-
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If poor definition does not

it may still cause unnecessary delays,

design changes in midstream.

result in

cost increases, and

Cases of such programming failures as the Boston

State College library are discussed in the previous section.

Designer Selection

Another activity having

selection of

a

designer.

a

crucial impact on the design process is the

Whether

a

poor selection is made as

a

result of

deliberate corruption or out of inadvertance and mismanagement, the result may be
How the architect is chosen is

the same.

an earlier section of this

report.

results of the improper selection.

serious problem, and is discussed in

a

The emphasis of this section is on the poor

The selection of an architect who is

incompetent, or who has not had sufficient experience in the design of the
desired type of buildings, can result in technical and functional problems

throughout design and construction.
design

a

For example,

one firm that was chosen to

$10+ million college academic building had never done such

a

building

design project before, but had specialized in engineering projects such as
The resulting building had serious

bridges.

as a client,

functional shortcomings.

The state,

may wish to provide opportunities to design firms getting into new

areas of work; but this desire can be beneficial only to

a

certain degree.

The

state must be extremely wary in the selection process of firms getting entirely
out of their depth.

While improper selection, corrupt or accidental, need not always result in
such overt building fiascos, there may be other hidden design costs, such as

inflated fees to pay for bribes and unnecessary construction costs caused by

incompetence.
selection

(For more discusson,

see the section dealing with designer

.

Consultants
An area related to the selection of the designer and the impact of the

selection process on the quality of design, concerns the consultants with whom
For most

the architect sub-contracts some specialized parts of the work.

projects, especially large ones, consultants are routinely used by architects for

structural engineering, mechanical and electrical engineering, and cost
estimating.

Others include specialists in acoustics, wind engineering,

landscaping, and interior design.

Such consultants may perform

portion--of ten as much as half--of the design work.
most crucial part of design,

significant

this work may be the

such as structural engineering, on which hinges the

sucess or failure of the entire building.
Salem State College library,

Indeed,

a

for example,

The failure of the cantilevers at the

was in large part attributed to the

designer's structural engineering consultant.

-
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the state exerts little control over the architects' use of consultants.

For BBC projects,

an architect

is usually

asked, by the DSB, to list the

consulting engineers he or she is likely to use on

a

The DSB should

project.

consider that list an important part of the designer's application.
the designer signs the contract with the BBC,

when

there is no requirement that the

consulting engineers listed on the DSB application be used.
is

Yet,

that the BBC approve the actual consulting engineers.

The only requirement

Furthermore, the

architect can change consulting engineers with easily obtained BBC approval.
Therefore,
used,

the DSB actually has little control over the consulting engineers

and little effort is made by the BBC to screen out consultants who have

done poor work in the past.

In

addition, since the state is not party to the

consultant's contracts with designers, it cannot exert control over the fees paid
by architects to their consultants.

In

some cases, these fees have been

surprisingly small.
since the consulting

These problems represent serious defects in the process,

engineers may do 40% to 60% or, or more, of the design work on

designer can substitute

a

less qualified engineer or one at

quality of design of the whole project will suffer.

problem is to require

a

a

a

project.

If the

lower fee, the

The only way to avoid this

designer to use the consulting engineers listed on the

application to the DSB, and to monitor the fees paid to the consulting
engineers.

Changes in consulting engineers should, perhaps, be referred back to

the DSB.

Other states have chosen to exercise control over the use and selection of

architects' consultants.

In

New York's State Office of General Services,

example, the specific consultants are
a

a

for

significant consideration in the award of

design contract, and are interviewed along with the prime designers.

Design Review
The state's management of the design process is most directly affected by the

agency staff which reviews plans during design.

The Commission found,

that this review capability was fragmented among agencies,

however,

that the agencies were

often understaffed, and that staff was often underpaid or underqualif ied to

perform this function adequately.

At

the BBC,

the review has been done by the

plans examining section for large projects and the mechanical/electrical section
for renovation projects.

In

addition, plans are reviewed by agency staffs for

conformity to the needs of the agency.

Independent agencies such as DCA and MBTA

have their own staffs for reviewing plans.

Smaller, independent

instrumentalities such as counties, the Government Center Commission and the
educational building authorities have had little, if any, ability to review

8
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plans.*
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The poor results of such inadequate review include design, errors,

and increased costs,

delays

as described in detail above.

Design Quality.
The principal purpose of the BBC staff review of plans is to check for

errors.

However, BBC engineers cannot review design drawings well enough to

catch all structural errors, in part because of understaf fing in the BBC.

As

noted above, BBC engineers are commonly saddled with twenty or more projects when
a

more reasonable load would be six to eight projects.

To compound the problem,

the BBC does not pay salaries competitive with private industry; consequently,

does not get the most qualified people.

As Pat

it

Alibrandi, of the Massachusetts

Construction Industry Council told the Commission:

When you are producing a $50 million or $100 million project,
you don't turn that over to someone who is getting paid $15,000
or $20,000 a year, not because the dollar amount should have any
relationship, but.. .that somebody with the capabilities of
producing those properly is not going to be working for $15,000
or $20,000, not with the pressures and the demands of the
outside world. I 7

Werner Tikkanen, President of the Massachusetts Society of Professional Engineers,
told the Commission that engineers in government ought to be registered and

adequately paid, noting that,

"(i)t is

a

false economy to allow the review of

plans by (those) less than minimally qualified, especially when it is required
that such plans be prepared by those qualified."

1

However, the problem of poor technical quality cannot be laid entirely at the
door of the BBC.

It

after all, the designer and consulting engineers who make

is,

If the state held the designers

the initial mistakes.

responsible for those

mistakes, that might be better insurance against errors than any checking that
staff engineers might do.

Indeed,

some witnesses before the Commission, as well

as a management consultant's analysis done

plans is essentially

a

for the BBC,

felt that the review of

waste of time, and that engineers' time would be better

spent in active management of fiscal,

schedule and performance activities.

1

9

Delay of Design
As described above,

the plan examining section of the BBC is not equipped to

prevent delay during the design phase.
the

function it performs,

it

In

fact,

because it is understaffed for

causes much delay of its own.

In

addition, the lack

of an adequate program guarantees at least some delay in most projects.

the BBC is in the process of introducing

In 1971,
the counties.

a

Although

computerized system of tracking

the legislature removed the jurisdiction over large projects from
The BBC now manages such projects.
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projects during the design phase, that system has not yet proved effective in

controlling delay.
The commission has looked at how other jurisdictions control

design.

California,

In

for example,

a

set at the time of the appropriation,

capital outlay appropriation.
for the design services.

A

time limit for design and construction is

based on

a

less

a

program developed before the

The contract with the designer sets

a

time limit

monthly schedule is established by the state's project
The designer is paid on

manager, after consultation with the designer.
basis,

delay during

25% retainage, on the condition that the designer show that the

schedule is being adhered to.

While the design might be reviewed at key stages by

special engineers, as happens in the BBC, monthly progress is checked by

manager.

In

monthly

a

a

project

this way, continual monitoring of the design process is possible.

addition, both the possibility of withholding

a

In

monthly payment and the retainage,

which is payable on completion of design, are deterrents to delay.
the design is not completed within the contract period,

Finally, if

the designer cannot be

paid for work done after the completion date in the contract unless the contract
has been formally amended.

Officials in California have stated that they are

reluctant to extend the time for design contracts, and do not experience

tremendous delays at this stage.
In

contrast' to the California system, designers on BBC projects are paid only

at the completion of a distinct phase of design when review takes place,
at

completion of preliminary plans.

Unless there is such

a

such as

checkpoint, the BBC

does not necessarily know whether the designer is on schedule.

Since these

checkpoints may be months apart, the BBC project engineer cannot keep close
control over the designer's progress.

There is no project manager to fulfill this

function and the design review engineers are too overworked to keep track of all

projects.

As a result,

a

project may be months behind schedule before the BBC

management is even aware of

a

problem.

By that

time,

delay is virtually assured.

Since the BBC can informally extend the time for completion of design, the design
stage tends to stretch out.

One solution is to increase control over delay by

assigning responsibility for keeping to schedule to one person and by penalizing
designers who do not keep to schedule.
While increasing controls over the designer and placing accountability for

keeping to schedule in one person may help reduce delays caused by the designer,
these measures will not avoid all delays in RBC projects.

Delays caused by lack

of an adequate program must be dealt with in the planning and programming stages,

before the designer is selected.

Delays caused by understaf f ing of the BBC plan

examining section can be dealt with only by increasing the staff or by curtailing
their responsibility for review.

Because of the cost implications of any delay,
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the office which is responsible for fiscal control should be involved in decisions

which may lead to delays in design.
Cost

Control
Cost control during design can be approached in several ways.

However, the

first prerequesite to any system of cost control is knowing when costs are

increasing beyond budget.

This requires regular review of the design by

professional cost estimator working directly for the Commonwealth.
estimator should, of course, have made
program stage, prior to hiring
realistic ECC as

a

a

a

a

This cost

detailed conceptual estimate at the

designer, so that the project starts with

a

baseline for costs.

Even if the BBC is given the resources to make professional cost estimates andto move projects along rapidly enough to avoid tremendous cost escalation due to

inflation, the problem of keeping to the original estimate still remains.
The Commission was told that in California it is extremely difficult to get

the legislature to increase an appropriation for reasons other than inflation.
a

result,

they do not have

problem with cost increases during design.

a

Massachusetts, on the contrary, the legislature, once committeed to
tends to approve whatever cost increases seem necessary.

As

In

project,

a

Therefore, one incentive

for staying within budget is lacking in Massachusetts.

The BBC and other agencies

could of course serve as the brake on cost escalation.

The DCA,

was told,

the Commission

does enforce its initial budget limitations, requiring the designer to

redesign if the project bids come in over budget.

Most agencies, however,

fail to

do so.

Another aspect of cost control is having one person responsible for keeping
the project within budget.

designer.

If

On BBC projects that person could be the consultant

the designer takes the budget restrictions seriously,

the project will stay within reasonable limits.

If the

as some do,

designer does not take the

budget restrictions seriously, because he or she knows the original cost estimate
was arbitrary or is not concerned about cost, or because he or she knows that

increasing the cost of the project will increase the fees, costs will be difficult
to control under the present

As noted above,

system.

the BBC's design review

section has neither the staff not the expertise to monitor costs.

A

project

manager, assigned to the project from the program stage, and with professional
cost estimating support could do so effectively.
The legislature could also play

a

part in keeping project costs down.

If the

BBC were prohibited from increasing the ECC during the design phase without prior

legislative approval beyond

a

fixed amount for construction cost escalation, it

would be forced to think very carefully before increasing the ECC.
the very least,

have to offer

a

It

would, at

substantive justification for the increase.

This
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requires an effective system to monitor the designer's cost estimates.
best be done by assigning responsibility to
of

a

a

This could

project manager, with the assistance

professional cost estimator.

Lack of Accountability

Closely related to issues of project design review is the problem of

insufficiently defined responsibilities for decisions made on state projects.
There is no continuity of managerial responsibility during the course of

project.

For example,

the BBC's long-range planning staff loses sight of

project as soon as the designer is hired.

Managers of project phases lack

both an overall perspective on the intent and history of the project and
of responsibility

for the final outcome of the project.

the management of earlier and later stages of the project

other sections).

a

During design another section oversees

and during construction yet another.

the project,

a

a

sense

Aside from its effects on
(which are discussed in

This situation results in the poor control of design quality,

costs, and schedule documented throughout this report.

Without

a

sense of their own responsibility, project managers fail to hold

other participants in the project accountable for their actions.

Thus,

the BBC

often approves increases in fee and ECC requested by designers with little fuss.
The consistent

failure to enforce the redesign clause of the designer's contract

when construction bids exceed the last ECC is another case in point.
At

other contract administering agencies, accountability is often disregarded,

largely because of the limited professional staff available to these

authorities The free reign in the use of allowances given architects by local
.

housing authorities has permitted the abuse of specifications, as previously
described.

Even when serious problems

authorities have ignored the problem.

are brought to their attention,

For example,

the DCA commissioner notified

two local authorities that one architect had submitted nearly identical plans to

each one noting:
"you should know that you are not getting the individual
You
attention which we encourage and for which you are paying.
should have an architect preapred to give you a design best
This duplicated submission
suited to your site and your town.
by [the architect] does not inspire any such confidence. "20

However, the authorities were apparently not disturbed by this,

for they paid

the architect his full fee for each set of plans.
A

final

factor relating to the states'

poor record of accountability is the

independence of the various small agencies administering construction projects
such as the Government Center Commission and educational building authorities.
Not only do many of these authorities lack expertise in contract administering as

noted above, but they also follow and closely defend their own autonomy of
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This independence further obstructs accountability by fragmenting

procedure.

record-keeping and hampering information management.
Lack of Formal Evaluation
The Commonwealth does no formal evaluations of either the performance of

designers (and contractors) or of the aesthetic, functional, or technical
efficacy of the results.

In

the area of design, this has resulted in the

selection of designers who have not performed adequately on previous projects to
do additional state work,

and in the failure to identify which buildings or parts

of buildings have been successful and which have been failures.

While some

informal evaluation and learning may have taken place in the normal cause of

building design, construction and use, it is important that the state evaluate
its projects regularly and consistently.
The experience of administering agencies in working with designers in the

past should be included as an important part of the deliberations on the

selection of firms for new projects.

performance of designers at the end of
point in the course of

a

project.

Agencies should actively evaluate the
a

project and at any other appropriate

Not only should the technical quality of

a

design be considered, but also the designer's ability to meet schedule and cost

limitations, to work with the parties involved in the project, and to supervise

construction.
discussed in

Evaluation as
a

a

part of the designer selection process is

previous section of this report.

Another type of evaulation considers the buildings themselves, particularly
the functional quality of the design rather than its technical competance.
an evaluation would rarely be made

the designer,

Such

for the purpose of fixing blame or penalizing

but rather to be used in future planning, programming, and design

of similar projects.

This type of evaluation often called post-occupancy

evaluation, is discussed in the section on programming.

Solutions

Planning, Programming, and Designer Selection
As described in detail in the previous

sections, the Commission's legislative

proposals provided for an improved planning process which ensures that an
adequate program which accurately reflects current user needs is prepared prior
to the

start of design.

Further, the changes to the designer selection procedure

are intended to remove that procedure from improper political pressures to ensure
that the most qualified and appropriate architects are chosen to design state

buildings.

In

addition, the inclusion of the project manager as

a

non-voting

member of the designer selection board will ensure that the selection is in line
with the goals of the program, and that the supervisor of the design and

-
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construction phases of the project is aware of the criteria used in selection of
the designer.

Approval of Consultants
When appropriate, the designer selection board may require that applicants
list the consultants which they are likely to employ.

It

is intended that

this

will occur most often when significant or complex portions of the work of the

designer are involved, particularly in areas such as structural and mechanical

engineering; although other area may well be appropriate (e.g. accoustical

consultants for an auditorium).

No consultant who

public work by the division (pursuant to Ch.

is currently debarred

149 s.

from

44C) may be employed.

Any

changes or additions to the list of consultants named by the architect must be

approved by the deputy commissioner and the designer selection board must be
notified of the change, along with
change.

a

written statement of the reasons for the

"

91

Project Management
The use of project managers is an essential part of the Commission's

proposals.

Its aim is to provide continuity of project management

from the

planning stages to the initiation of occupancy, and to focus on one individual,
the responsibility
of those decisions.

for decision making and accountability for the consequences

During the design phase, the project managers and the office

of project management will be responsible

for the control of estimated

construction cost, the schedule, and the review of plans submitted by the
architect.

The project manager will have exclusive authority to make decisions,

representing the using agency, but it is necessary that he or she consult with
the using agency and take into consideration its recommendations and desires.
Cost

1.

;

99

Before approving plans during design review, the project manager

must certify that the project can be accomplished within the legislative

authorization for that project.

(Or,

if only

funds for design have been

approved, then within the stated project cost in the language of the

appropriation.)

To assist

the project manager in these duties,

project management will assign

a

the office of

professional cost estimator to review the plans

and cost estimates submitted by the designer

93

Legislative approval must be

obtained for increases in project cost.
Schedule control

2.

:

The project manager is responsible for working with

the designer to draw up a month-by-month schedule for the project based on the

requirements of the program^
this schedule,

draw up

a

The project manager should hold the designer to

or approve extensions

for good cause.

The division may choose to

designer's contract providing for monthly payments, based on such

schedule, to insure schedule compliance.

a
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3.

Substantive review

:

-

Plans review by the agency should be limited to

seeing that the design complies with all state and federal laws, rules,
(This is particularly crucial when federal assistance is

regulations and codes.

provided for building projects, as the failure to comply with federal program

reguirements in the UMass/Worcester Teaching Hospital amply demonstrates.

The

program manager should be responsible for compliance with such requirements as
part of contract administration.)

It

is intended that the agency will perform

less review of plans for technical and structural mistakes than it has in the

since these areas are clearly the responsibility of the designer.

past,

further guard against problems caused by mistakes of

designer must obtatain

a

a

To

technical nature, the

professional liability insurance policy covering

negligent errors, omissions and acts of the designer (or any person or firm
working for the designer), providing for coverage in an adequate amount as
required by the agency.

Consultants may also be required, when appropriate, to

obtain liability insurance*^
A.

Award of construction

No building project may proceed to the

:

construction stage until reviews, as noted above, are made by the project manager
and are approved by the director of the division; these

and cost estimator,

reviews are to insure that sufficient funds have been approved by the legislature
and are available

,

and that the design conforms to the programs developed for

the using agency
The redesign clause is by no means

a

panacea for the problem of poor

estimating of construction costs, as it addresses the problem too late and
creates problems of its own, such as delays, the deletion of parts of
projects, and additional expense on the designer's (and often also the client's)
part.

The single most important tool in the prediction of construction bids

remains good, professional cost estimating by the designer and effective review
and control of those estimates by the agency.

design contracts should include

a

However as

a

last resort, all

redesign clause, which should be rigorously

enforced when designers or using agencies refuse to abide by project budget
limitations.

The division might choose to extend the period for redesign from

six months to

a

year, but also include

a

provision that the cost increase during

bidding attributable to inflation (based on

a

standard acceptable construction

cost index) should be factored out of the difference between the last estimate
and the construction bid.

Allowances
The problems created by the use of allowances are manifold.

Allowances

prevent competition as to that portion of the bid covered by the allownace.

They

prevent the awarding authority from knowing, at the beginning of construction,

-
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how much the project will ultimately cost.
to

-

Most seriously, they lend themselves

manipulation for unlawful purposes.
The Commission has determined tnat no purpose is served by

tolerance of

a

procedure so beset with problems.

use of allowances under all circumstances.

unable to fully specify

a

It

the continued

The legislation prohibits the

provides that,

:'.

f

a

designer is

portion of the project work when bids are solicited,

that portion must be omitted from the bid documents and put out to bid at
time when the specifications have been prepared

later

Allowances are permitted

only when necessitated by the rejection of all sub-bids in

area 29

a

a

particular sub-bid
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